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THE INDIAN ANTIQUARY,
A JOUENAL OP OEIENTAL RE8EAECH.

VOLUME xm— 1913.

THE RAMA.OHARITAMANASA. AND THE RAMAYANA.

BY L. P. TBSSITOEIi UDINE { ITALY),
*

(Continued from Vol. XLI, p, ^86.)

A7odb.ydikd!i?.$a.

(10) The supreme desire of the old Da$aratha is that he may see RSma’s coronation in his

lifetime ; *

C, n, 1, 38-37 (B, II, 1, 19) : \ B. G. M., II, 1, 10 t

atha raino babhuvai ’ va vriddhasya ohirajivinah
|
pritir esha (saba ke ura abhilashu asa . .

.

(

)

katharn E&mo rajS, sysin mayi jivati
ll 36 || esha hy asya apu aohhata jubaraja-padu ESma-

par& pritir hfidi samparivartate
|
kada nama sutarn drak- him deu naresu

||

shyamy abhishiktam aham priyam || 37 1| 22. 0. M., II, 4, 3“ :

,
' mohi achhata yahu hoi nohhahu

|

Tulasi Dasa, in the first of the two quotations fjiven above, ascribes to all the citizens what

Valndki had asoribed to Dajaratha, but the substance is the same. The central point of the

comparison is represented by the phrase mayi jivati, which has been literally translated into dpu

achhata and mhi achhata, and the correspondence is made still more persuasire by the fact that dpu

achhata in the first quotation from the B. C. M. is quite superfluous and unjustifiable.

(11) Men and women in Ayodhysi, eager to see Rfima’s coronation, look impatiently for the

morning :

G, II, 5, 19 (B, II, 4, 19) ; B. G. M., II, 11, 3^-i® :

tada hy Ayodhydnilayal^ sastrib§.Hkulo janah
|
Ran^bhi- kahahim parasapara loga logM

|

shekam ^kaukshann ^kuhkshann udayaip rare^ II 13 H . kali lagana bhali ketika barR |

.

^ ’

J5. 3“ :

sakala kahahim kaba hoihi k§li
| .

(12) YMnfiki, in order to depict Manthar4’s passion, makes use of the metaphors : dahyamdnd

hrodhena (C, II, 7, 13) and dahyamdnd’nalene'va (ibid, 21 ), which might have been the origin of

Tulast Ddsa’s expression
:
(Bdma-tilalcu suni) bhd ura-ddhi (II, 13, 2).

(18) It has always been a rule in the Solar race that the eldest son should be king and his

younger brothers obey his commands. This argument, which YSlmiki puts forth several times

in his Ayodhydkdnda in favor of Rama’s consecration, is picked up by Tulasi Dasa and caused to
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be uttered by Kaikeyi, when she is trying to convince Mantharii that it is quite right that liaina

should be made king ;

C, II, 73 , 20 ; 22 (B wanting)
: j

7?. C. If., II, 15, 3 :

asmin kule hi sarvesh^rn jyeshtho rajye ’bhishichyate
I
apare jetha svami sevaka laghu bhai |

bhrataras tasmin pravartante sam&bitah || 20 || satatam yaha dinakara-kula iiti suhai ||

rajaputreshu jyeshtho raja’bhishichyate
|
r&jnSm etat samam

tat syM Ikshvakiinain vi9eshatah
|| 22 |{

0,11, 79, 7“ (H, II, 86, 10):

jyeshthasya rajata nityam uchita hi kulasya nah
|

0,11, 102, 2 (R, II, 111,2):

9a$vato ’yam sadd dharmah sthito ’smasu. . .
|
jyeshthe

putre sthite rajS na kaniyan bhaven nripah || 2 !| *

(14)

Dacaratha stoops over Kaikeyi, who is lying on the ground full of anger, and touches

her with his hands :

0, II, 10, 27^ (H, II, 9, 6^) : I 72. 0. If., II, 25, 9 :

parimrijya cha panibhySm ...
|
parasata pani . . .

(15) Da9aratha asks Kaikeyi who has dared to vex her and what he is to do in order to

punish the offender, and says that he himself, as well as all his family, is at her disposal

:

0, II, 10, 31 and (B, II, 9, 10 andff. ) : 72. 0. AT., II, 26, 1-2, 5;

(...vyMhimachakshvabbamini) Ikasyava’pipriyamkaryam anahita tora priya kei kinha
|
kehi

kena va vipriyam kritam
1| 31 ||

kah priyam labhatam adya dui sira kehi Jama chaha linha
|

ko va sumahad apriyam
|

. . . . (| 32 1|
avadhyo vadhyatam kahu kehi rankahi karaiim naresu i

ko va vadhyah ko va vimuchyatara
1
daridrah ko bhaved kahu kehi nripahi nikasaum desu ||...

adhyo dravyavan va ’py akinchanal^ 1| 33 || aham cha hi priya prilna suta sarabasu more
|

madiya9 cha sarye tava ya^a’nugati
| ,

parijana praja gakala basa tore
|

. .

,

The passage is quite identical, even in form, in both the poems.

(16) Kaikeyi insists on demanding that the king should keep his promise and alleges the

examples of others who gave their life and property to keep their word. This we find in both

the poems, only the examples quoted differ, as Yalmiki (G, II, 12, 43 and ff.
; G, II, 14, 4 and ff.

P
;

j5, 11,11,4 andff.) quotes those of (])ibi, Alarka and Sagara, whilst Tulasi Dusa (II, 30, 7, quotes

those of ^ibi, Dadbichi and Bali. The example, of Bali, however, has a correspondence in the 7?.

(C, II, 14, 11= B, II, 11, 9*-10“).

(17) Da9aratha wishes the day of Bama’s banishment would never break :

C, II, 13, 17* (B wanting) : E. G. M., II, 37, 2“ :

na prabh^tam tvaye ’chchhami ni9e nakshatrabbushite
j| 17 ||

(bhualu) . , . bridaya manava

bhoru jani hoi
|

(18) On the morning of the day fixed for the coronation, Rama is called to the king’s presence,

where, seeing his father lying on the ground in a miserable condition and not being addressed by

him, he begins to suspect that the king must be angry with him, and asks Kaikeyi what is the

offence which has made his father angry

:

C, II, 18, 11 (R, II, 15, 18) : 72. C. M., II, 42, 7^.8:

kachchinmayana ’paraddham ajnSnadyename pita
I
kupitas bha mohi tern kachhu bada apard-

tan mama ’chakshva . . dhu || ta tern mohi na kahata kachhu

rau
I
mori sapatha tohi kahu sati-

bhau |.
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(19) In the B. C. M, (II, 44, 9-10) Da5aratha prays RIma may disregard his

command and refuse to go to the woods. The same wish Vdlmiki ascribes to Da5aratha in the

B. (O', II, 12, 86).

(20) Rima, in order to dissuade SitS, from her resolution to follow him to the exile, draws a

sketch of the hardships of the forest, insisting particularly on the following points
: (1) sleeping on the

bare ground
; (2) wearing bark-garments

; (3) living on fruits, bulbs and roots and fasting

occasionally when that natural food is scanty :

(7, II, 28, 11 and ff (5, II, 28, 20 and ff :) B. C. M., II, 62, 9-10 j

supyate parnapayySiSn svayambhagnasu bhdtale
| . . . bhhmi-sayana balakala-basana asana

II 11 II ahoratram cha samtosha^ kartavyo niyatatmana
1 kanda-phala-mdla

|
te ki sada saba

phalair vrikshdvapatitai^ . . . . || 12 || upav^saj cha dina milahim samaya samaya anu-

kartavyo . . . |
jajabhdrap cha kartavyo valkalambara- kdla

] |

dh&ranam || IS ||
. . . . 1 1

yathalabdhena kar-

tavyah samtoshas . . . . |
yathft ’hirair vanacharaih

.... 1

1

17 U
The last point is better developed in :

B, II, 28, 22 ((7 wanting)

;

vaneshv alabhyamane cha vanye mulaphale punalj
|
bahuny ahdni vastavyam niriharair vanafrayaihi

II 22||.

(21) Sitil answers that a layer of grass will be for her the most delightful bed and that fruits

and roots will be as sweet as ambrosia, provided she be near Rdma

:

C, II, 80, 14-15 (5, II, 30, 16-17 ) : B.C, M., II, 66, a-3® :

padvaleshu yada pipye vanantarvanagoohara
|
kuthastara- kusa-kisalaya-sathart suhai

|
pra-

nayukteshu kiin syat sukhataram tatalj || 14 1|
patram bhu-samga manju Manoja-turai

||

mdlam phalam yat tu alpam va yadi va bahu
|
dasyase kanda miila phala amia aharu

|

svayam ahritya tan me ’mritarasopamam || 15 ||

and protests she will never get weary on the way

:

C, II, 80, 11® (B, II, 80, 12®) : 0. M., II, 67, l<»

:

na cha me bhavita tatra kapchit pathi pari^rama^ | . mohi maga chalata na hoihi han
|

.

(22) After Stta has been given permission to follow her spouse, Lakshmana grasps his

brother’s feet, wishing to be allowed to accompany him:

(7, II, 81, 1 and fi [B, II, 31, 4 and ff ) : R. C. M., II, 70, 1-2:

evam 9rutva sa samvadam Lakshmanah pdrvam agata^
1

samacbara jaba Lachhimana paye
|

bashpaparyakulamukhah 9okaiii soipium apaknuvan |1 1 || byakula bilasha-badana uthi dhaye
]

sa bhratug charainau gadhain nipidya Raghunandanali .... kampa pulaka tana nayana sanira
|

gahe charana afci-prema adhxra 1|.

(23)

In the E.G, Sumitra instructs Lakshmana to take heed that Rama and SitS live

happily in the woods and forget their father, mother, friends and relations and the pleasures of the

city. This can be traced back to a passage in the E, where Sita says she will never think, while

in the woods, of her parents, nor of the palace, which she has renounced :

C, II, 30, 16 (J?, II, 30, 18) :
75, 9-10 :

na matur na pitus tatra smarishyami na vecmanah |
upadesa yaha jehi jata tumhare

Rama Siya sukha pavahtm
|
pitu-

matu-priya- parivaru-piira-sukha su-

rati baxia bisaravahim |b
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(24) Samltr& instructs Lakshmajaa to regard Rama as Da9aratha» Sita as herself and the

forest as Ayodhyfi

;

C, II, 40, 9 (5, II, 39, : I JB. (7. M., II, 74, S-s"*:

Ramam Da9aratharQ yiddhi mam yiddhi Janakdtmajam
|

tata tumh^ri matu Baideh!
|

pitS,

Ayodhy^tn atavim yiddhi .... Ramu saba bhamti sanehi
|| Ayadha

tahaiii jaham Rama-niyfed
1

. ,

(25) The citizens accompanying Rama into the exile awake in the morning after the first halt,

and^ not seeing RSma any more, burst into lamentations, and cursing their liyes bereft of Rama,

pray to die

:

<7, II, 47, 7 (R wanting) : B. G. AT., II, 86, 55 -7a :

ihai’ ya nidhanam yS,ma mahaprasthanam eya ya
1
Ramena dhlga jiyana Raghubira-bihina

\

rahitSnarn no kim artham jivitani hitam ll 7 || ... itt Va jaum pai priya-biyoga Bidhi kinha
|

. . t
yilapanti .... tau kasa marana na mathge dinh^

||

ehi bidhi karata pralapa-kalap^
I

• • •

(26) Rama, when taking leave ofSumantra, implores him to do everything in his power so

that the king may not grieve on his account

:

C, II, 52, 22^ (B wanting) :
2;

yatha Daparatho raj& mam na 50chet tath^ kuru || 22 |1. saba bidhi soi karatabya tumhare
(

dukha na pava pitu sooha hamare [(.

(27) Sita’s prayer to the Gahga

:

<7, II, 52, 82^ andff. (J3, II, 62, 17 andff.):

Vaidehi pranjalirbhuty^ t&m nadlm idam abravit K 82 |l

putro Da9arathasya’ yarp mahMjasya dhimatali
\
nide9arp

palayaty enam Gahge tyadabhirakshitali
1| 83 ||

chaturda9a

hi varshSni samagrany ushya kanane
1
bhratra saha mayS

chai Va punal^ pratyagamishyati
|| 84 || tatas tvam devi

snbhage kshemena punar ^gata
1
yakshye pramudita Gahge

sarvak^masamriddhini || 86 || punar eva

mahSbahur mayS bhratr^ cha sarngata^
|
AyodhyEm vanaya-

s^t tu pravi9atv anagho ’naghe
|| 91 || ,

(28) Samantra, on his return after having accompanied the three exiles to the woods, relates

to I)a9aratha Rama’s and Lakshmana’s messages :

jR. C. Af., II, 152, 3® and flf.

kahaba samdesu Bharata ke

aye
I

. . .

seyehu matu sakala sama

] 111 11

tata bhamti tehi rakhaba rid

sooha mora jehi karai na kau ||

Lashana kahe kachhu bachana

kathora
|

. . .

,
As regards Sita, both in the JR. and in the B. C, If., Sumantra says she was so moved that

she could utter no words. The correspondence is so much the more significant as neither Valmiki

nor Tulasi DSsa bad mentioned SitS when describing Sumantra’s taking leave from the exiles. Had

JB, II, 58, 22 andff. (0, II, 58, 21 andff.)

:

. . , vaktavyo Bharato yachan^n mama
1 ... '|| 221) tvay^

9U9rushyamano maip na 90chati yabh4 nripah
1
matsnehad

arhasi tatha kartum ity api ni9chayam
|| 23 |t samara

m&trishu sarvasu yartetha iti ch^’ bravit
1 . . . . || 24 1| 25 (|

ishadroslia paritas tu Saumitrir idam abravit
|

.

B. C. Jf., II, 108, 2-3 :

Siya Surasarihim kahou kara jorl

mStu manoratha puraubi mori
||

pati devara samga kusala bahori
\

ai karaiiih jehi puja tori ||.
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not Tulasi Dasa kept strictly close to the 22., it would be difficult to explain as a mere chance that

he should have made the same omission as his predecessor had :

B, II, 58, 34 and ff. (C, II, 58, 34 andff.) : 22. C. Af.,II, 152, 9-10 :

Janaki tu viui 9vasya bashpachchhannasyara nrlpa
|
bhuto- kahi pranama kachhu kahana liya

pasrishtachitte’va vlksharaana samantatah H 34 |i adrishtapur- Siya bhaisithiia saneha
1
thakita ba-

vavyasan?i r^japutri ya9asvini |
parya^ruvadana dina nai Va chanalochana sajala pulaka-pallaVita

mam kimchid abravit 1| 35 11
udikshamana bhartaram deha H.

mukhena paricushyata
1
mumocha kevalam bashpam mam

niyrittam avekshya sa H 86 H. 1

(29)

The fastening up their hair, after the mode of the ascetics, which the exiles had adopted

before crossing the G-anga (B, II, 52, 2 and ff. = (7, II, 52 ,
68 andff.) is not mentioned by Tulasi

Dasa in its proper place. But he does not omit this particular in Samantra’s relation to Da^aratha

of what the exiles had done before he took his leave of them :

22. G. M., II, 161, 2 :

hota prdta baU-chhiru maragava
1
jat^-rauknta nija sisa banava ||

where mamgd&d is perhaps sufficient to show that Tulasi Dasa had before his mind the above-cited

passage of the 22., where Rama gives Guha the command: nyagrodhaksMtam dnaya (B, II,

52, 2 = 0, II, 52, 68).

(30) Sumantra goes on to relate how his horses, after Rama’s departure, kept on looking in

the direction in which Rama had disappeared and neighing and shedding tears ;

i?, n, 59, 4 (C, II, 59, 1) :
^ •

tato mama nivrittasya turaga bashpaviklavah
1
R^mam dekhi dakhina-disi haya hihinahlm 1

eva’nupa9yanto heshamana viohukra9u)i 11 4 H . 11
nahim trina oharahiih na

piyahim jala moohahim lochana-

bari
I

.

(31) Tulasi Dasa’s account of what happened after Da9aratha*s death harmonizes perfectly in

its main lines with Valmiki’s description, though the latter is of course much more diffuse. In fact

the sncoession of the particulars is exactly the same in the R. G. M., as in the B., vis.-. (1) lamen-

tations of the women in the seraglio (B, II, 68, 60-51
;
C, II, 66, 16-23; R. 0. M., II, 156, 3-4r)

;

(2) affliction of the citizens and their lamentations (B, II, 68, S2-55T C, II, 66, 24-23: R. C, M., II;

156, 6-6) ; (3) tte breaking of the day and the gathering of the council (B, II, 69, 1 ;
C, II, 67,

i-2;B.(?!m., II, 156,8). ..

Moreover, there are in this passage of the R. 0. M, two unquestionable reminiscences of the R.,

to wit where Tulasi Dasa says the citizens regretted that the sun of the Solar race had set and

where he says that everybody was abusing Kaikeyi. Ttiey can be traced back to the following pass-

ages of the 22.

:

B,II, 68, 54 ((7, 11, 66, 28):
. . uu • i

•

hataprabhadyaur iva bhaskaram vind .... I
raraja sa nai va bhrigam maliapuri ....

B, II, 68, 55 (C, II, 66, 29) :
x ,

narac cha narya? cha bhri^artamauasd vigarhayanto Bharatasya mataram I

682) Bharata's hasty travel from Elijagtiha to Ayodhy.n, which is described at length by

Valmiki (B, II, 73 ;
C, II, 71), is condensed to less than within only half a chaupdi by Tulasi DIsa

:

C. M.,II, 158, 1: .X., ,

chale samira-bega haya hiiihke I
naghata santa saila bana bamke |

but that half contains a complete summary of what Valmiki says in ks fuller account,

Lre Bharata is likewise represented as crossing rivers, forests and mountains, fakgumg ks horses

and vying in speed with the wind. As to this last point, namely, the comparison of Bharata s
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speed to that of the wind, I think it is sufficient to prore that Tnlasi DSsa, when writing his

ehale samtra-hega, had in mind the following cloka of the J2.

:

B, II, 73, 7 (U, n, 71, 8) ;

Tjljaputro mahabdhnr atitlkshnopa^obliitam
|

bhadram bhadrena yanena MUrutah kham ivd ’bhyayat || 7 ||.

(33) Tnlasi D&sa relates how Kaikeyi, seeing Bharata greatly disconcerted on hearing of Rama’s
banishment, tried to console him with words, the only result of which was to exasperate him more
and more, like salt applied to a burn :

R. C. M., II, 161, 1:

bikala biloki sutahi samujh&Tati
|
manahum jare para Iona lag^vati

[

Now the example of the salt applied to a wound to indicate pain added to pain is found in the
R. in Bharata's talk to Kaikeyi

;
in fact, in both poems it occurs in the same situation^ just as in

both it refers to Bharata’s grief :

jB, II, 7b, 15® i

Trane ksh&ram vinikshiptam duhkho duhkharn nipatitam
j

(0,11,73,8®:

dulikhe me dnhkham akaror vranie kshSrami vS ’dadah
| ).

(34) Tnlasi Dasa relates how Bharata in the conch of Icuga, on which Rama and Sita had slept
under the tree at Qrmgavera, disoorered some Tcanaleabindavah from Sita’s ornaments and placed
them reverently upon his head. The same discovery Bharata makes in the B., and it is noteworthy
that the two poems agree not only in that particular, but even in the use of the same term"'
Kdnahabindu :

B, II, 96, 16 (C, II, 88, 14) : R, C. M., II, 199, s :

manye sShharan^ supti yatha svabhavane pur^
]
tatra tatra kanaka-bindu dui charika dekhe

1

hi dricyante pirnah kanakabindavah
|| 16 ||. I rakhe sisa Siya sama lekhe |.

(35) Vaimiki says that Bharata, on his way to the woods to take back Rama in the
maitramuhdrta (vh. in the third muhurta from the rising of the sun), along with his retinue
entered PraySga after having crossed the Gahga. From this statement it can be inferred that
the crossing of the river lasted two muMrtas. Tulasi D6sa keeps strictly close to V^Imlki’s
computation oE the time :

Sy II, 97, 27 (C, II, 89, 21): JJ, 202,

aa sarra dhyajini Gahgam dasai^ samtarita tada
1
maitre dandais ch^ri mahaih bhS saba par^

f

*

muhurte prayayau PraySgavanam uttamam
|| 27 || . B, C. M., II, 208, g®;

’

Bharata tisare pah are kaham kinha
prabesa Prayfiga

|
.

(36) Tulasi Dasa narrates how RSma, at the sight of the sadness of the citizens in Bharata’s
retinue, took pity on them, and by embracing them allremoved their grief

;
and then admonishes his

readers not to marvel at the Lord’s power to embrace in a moment such an immense multitude
(B. C. M., II, 244, 1-4). Even this particular, pervaded as it seems by Tulasi Dasa’s peculiar
mannerism, can be traced back to the following passage of the R. :

JB, II, 111, 51 (0, II, 103, 47):

tan naran bashpapurnflkshan samikshya cha sudubikhit&n
|

paryashvajata dharmajnak pitrivan msltrivach cha sab II 51 ||.

“ A iatfiLa is about 24 ruinuteB, ». is., half the time of a m\thdrta, which is about 48 minutee.
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(37) The words with which Rama is informed of Da<jaratha’s death are qualified by Tulasi
Dasa as hulisa-lcafhora • » . haiu hdni

\ (/J. C. M,, II, 247, 5ct) : Valmiki in the corresponding

passage has the same image of the thanderbolt, only more developed

:

JB, IT, 111, 9-10 (C, II, 103, 2-3) :

tarn tu vajram ivo’ tsrishtam ahave Danavarina
1

v%vajram Bharateno ’ktam amanojham nifamya. tu || 9 \\

pragrihya b^hu Rdmo ’tha pushpitagro drumo yatha
1

vane para9un^ krittas tathS bhumau papata sah
|| 10 H ,

(33) Bharata before taking any deliberation consults Rama’s sandals

:

B, II, 127, 13-17 (0, II, 115, 23-24) :

latas tu Bharatali 9riman abhishichya’ryapdduke
1 sabalavya-

janam tatra dharayamasa cha svayam
|| 16 ||

paduke tv

abhishichya’tha Nandigr^me purottame
|
Bharatah 9asanam

sarvam padukUbhyaip nyavedayat
||

t7 || ,

(39) The scratching of the ground with one’s toes, which Tulasi Ddsa more than once mentions

as a token of grief, is also found in the R. I quote tor the comparison two passages from

the Ayodhydhdnda :

JK, C. ii/*, II, 325, 9-10 :

nita pujata prabhu-pamvari priti na

hridaya sam^ti
|
mamgi mamgi

ayasu karata raja-kaja bahu bhiim-

ti
II

.

j5, II, 80, 15 (C wanting)

:

tarn avakcirasam bhumim charan^grena R^ghavam
|

vilikhantam uvacha’ rtam Vasishtbo bhagavan rishih H 15 H.

Araijiyakftiida.

R. C. II, 281, 6^ :

mahi nakba likbana lagim

sochana ||.

saba

(40) Tulasi Dasa begins the AranyaMqdaby saying that he has already sung the great affection

shown by the citizens and Bharata, and that he will thenceforward sing the acts that Rdma wrought

in the forest. No doubt Tulasi DSsa refers here to the sarga 105 of the Ayodhydkdnda in B,

where VMmiki describes Rama's andSita’s pastimes in a cave of the Ohitrakuta and then the

episode of the crow. Tulasi Dasa joins the two parts together, condensing the first part within a

single chaupdt and describing the second one at some length, but with great alterations. Here is.

the chawpdi replacing the first part of the sarga ;

R, G. AT., HI, 1, 3-4 :

eka bara chuni kusuma subaye
1
nija kara bhfishana Rama banaye

[

Sitabi pabirdye prabbu sadara
|
baitbe phatika-sila para sundara

||

With the few touches above Tulasi Dasa sums up imperfectly the whole substance of the verses

B,II, 105, 1-30, in which it is described how Rama, after showing Sita the Ohitrakuta and the

Mandakini, entered with her into a cave in the mountain, sat down upon a rock (cildpatta, gild) to

take rest, and then placed the tilaha on her with his finger, which he had rubbed on a piece of

arsenic, and adorned her hair with flowers.

The second part of the sarga, namely the episode of the crow (B, II, 105, 38-56), is narrated

somewhat differently by Tulasi Dasa. The crow for Tulasi Dasa is none else than Jayanta, Indra’s

son, in the disguise of a bird. There is no mention of Jayanta in B,II, 105 ;
but in another passage

of the R, (common to C, B), where the same episode is repeated, we find Tulasi Dasa’s version,

which is certainly a later interpretation of the episode :

JB, V, 68, 9 (C, V, 67, 10) ;

sntah kila sa (^akrasya vayasah patat^m varali |

Tulasi D&sa maintains the point of the loss of one eye, but does not explain it as Valmiki does,

fio that the fact looks strange and obscure in the B, 0. M., as a reader who is not acquainted with
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the B. will not be able to see the preoise reason for which the crow had to be deprived of one eye, but

will think it a panishment in open contrast with the Lord’s mercy, to which the crow had }ust

appealed.

(41) In the B-, after ^arabhahga’s ascent to heaven, a great multitude of ascetics flock to Rama

from every side and implore his protection from the rdkshasas who are infesting the forest. And in

the course of their appeal they say fo him ;

B, III, 10, 17» -18<» (C, III, 6, 16) ;

ehi pa^ya ^arirdni munindm bhEvitdtmandm || 17 ||

hatandm Rama rakshobhir bahdnain bahudhfi vane |

Tulasi Ddsa catches the allusion given by Valmiki, and vivifies the image by making Rdma

actually see heaps of bones in the forest and ask the ascetics in his company about them :

B. C. M., Ill, 11, 6 :

asthi-samuha dekhi EaghnrayS 1
pflohha muninha lagi ati-daya

|| .

(42) Agastya advises Rdma to take up hie abode in the PaScbavati in order to protect the

ascetics there :

B, III, 19, 21* = 0, III, 13, 20* ;

api cM *tra vasan Eama t^pasan palayishyasi (| 21 H .

(48) C^rpanakha presents herself to Rama after having assumed a beautiful form and ad-

dresses him with a gentle smile

:

R. C. M., Ill, 15, 17 :

b^sa karahu taham Raghu-kula-

r^ya
1
kijiya sakala muninha para

B. C. M., Ill, 19, 7

;

ruchira rupa dhari prabhu pahim

1 boli bachana bahuta musukai

-B, III, 23, 25 (C wanting);

sa ’bhigamya mah^b^hum bhutv^ vai kamariipinl
|
strisva*

bhavain puraskritya sasmitam vakyam abravit || 25 |l

Mark how literal Tulasi D^sa^s rendering of the passage is.

(44) Tulasi D^sa goes on to describe how Rama, upon hearing purpanakha's proffer of

herself, looked at Sita, and then in reply advised the rdkshast to court Lakshmana, who was

still a bachelor. Though Rama’s act of looking at Sita might admit of various explanations,

even without referring to the R. (see Baija Hatha’ s commentary), yet there is no doubt that

Tulasi D^sa has borrowed it from Vllmiki’s corresponding passage ;

R. G. M., Ill, 19, 11^

;

Sitahi chitai kahi prabhu b^ta

E, III, 23, 45 (0 wanting) :

etat tu vachanam prutv^ raksbasy^hy atidarui^am jiksb^m

chakre tada Sitto Lakshma^am cha mah^bhujah H 45 || .

(45) According to the R., the rdhshasaa make two expeditions to avenge the disfigured

pfirpanakha : the first one of 14 men, the second one of 14,000 men, Tulasi Dasa fuses

both expeditions together into a single one of 14,000 men. Seeing the big army

nearing, Rama enjoins his brother to take SitS into a cave. Lakshma]Q.a obeys and starts at

once with Sit^, taking his bow and arrows in his hand :

R. C. M., Ill, 20, 12

:

rahehu sajuga suni prabhu kai

ban!
1
chale sahita pri sara-dhanu-

R, III, 30, 16 (C, III, 24, 15) :

evam uktas tu Ramena Lakshma^ah saha Sitaya
1
par^n

ad^ya chapam cha guMm durg^m upa9rayat 11 16 ||

Then Rama arms himself. Valmiki says he puts on his armour and therewith shines like

the rising sun which has dispelled the darkness. Tulasi Dasa has the same image of the
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rising san, but does hod explain it, does not tell the reason of llama’s being compared to

the sun :

B, III, 30, 18 (a, III, 24, 17): R. C. .1/., Ill, 2<\ 19:

sa tena ’ginnika9enakavachena vibhushitali
1
raraja Hamas bala-rabihim gherata

timiram yidhuya h-ka ivo 'ditali H 18 1| danuja
\

The rdlcsJiasas become quite paralized with amazement at the sight of Hama’s majesty:

B, 111, 30, 3S (C wanting; : -K. C. If,, III, 21, i:

drishtva tu Haghavam sarvG lAkshasa yuddhadurmada li
I

prahiiu biloki sara sakahim na

•thitah parvatasamkagali paramam vismayam gatahl|38l| daii
|

thakita bhai rajanichara-

dhari
|

The 14,000 rdkshisas rain upon Rama weapons of eyery description :

B, III, 31, 6 (C, III, 25, r): C. M., IIT, 21, 19-20 :

tatas tarn bhimakarmanarn kruddhah sarve ni9acharfh |
s^vadhana hoi dhaye jani sabala

fastrair nanavidhakilrair abhyavarshau sudurjayam 116 |1. arati
|
lage barashana Rama para

astra sastva babn bhariibi H .

(46) Tulasi IDasa goes on saying that the rdkskasaa stricken by Rama’s shafts fell to tbe

ground like mountains. However natural may be tbe comparison of the monstrous bodies

of the rdkshasaa to mouutains, and however common it is both in the R. and intbe J2. 0.

M., yet it seems to me that in the pre.sent passage of tbe B. C. M. such a comparison looks

rather unjustified, and is not clear except by a reference to the corresponding passage in the B.,

from which it is Certainly derived :

B, III, 31, 25-26 (C wanting )
: B. C. M., Ill, 22, 10 .•

kechid banapravegais tu nirbhinnakavaeha. rape
(
uohchair chikkarataLlgatabana|dharaparata

gaganam fivi^ya tato’ gachchhan rasatalam || 25 |1
mahadri- kudhara Bam§,na H .

gikhara karan anjanachahasainaibhan |khecharan patayamasa

rakshasan dharauitale H 26 ||.

(47) Before describing the fight with the rdkshasas, Talmiki says that the gods were in fear for

Rfima on seeing him facing 14,000 foes alone, Xnlasi Rasa maintains that particular, but

puts it quite out of place, as he mentions it at a time when Rima has already nearly completed the

destruction of the rdksh,cisos ’•

B, III, 80, 20-21 ( C, III 24 ,
23-24 ) : R.G. M., II, 22, 27 :

tato devarshigandharvAIi siddhao cba saha chAranaih
1
nohuh sura darata candaha sahasa preta

pararaasairitrasta gubyakfig cha parasparam || 20 1|
chaturdaca biloki eka jkTadha-dbani |

.

sahasraiii rak<hasam bhimakarmanam
|

ekag cha Ramo

dharmatma kathain yuddhara bliavishyati 11 21 ||.

(46) According to Valmiki, Riima hurled upon the rdkihdsis the gdndharvditra, which had

the efiect of dementing them in such a way that everyone saw the image of Rama in each of his

comrades, and so they all perished killing each other. Tulasi Dasa closely follows Valnfiki s

narrative

:

B, III, 31, 46^-47 (

G

wanting) :

tatas te rak-hasas tatra gandharvastrena mohiU^ H 46 U

ayarn Rfimas tv ayam Rama iti kAlena choditah
1
anyonyam

samare jaghnur ntpatya paramayudhaih H 47 11

B. G. M., ITI, 22, 28-30

:

. . . mAyA-nfitha ati-kautnka kary-

an I
dekhahim parasapara Rfima kari

samgrama ripn-dala lari maryau H

Rama Rama kahi tanu tajahim

pavahim pada nirbana
1

In the above passage from the E. G. M. it is said that the rdkshasas die crying: Rdma

!

Rdma ! Now if one looks at the Hindi text only, one will not be able to find out the exact reason
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of the rdhshasa^h crjing ; Rdina! Rama ! To ascertain it one must refer to the parallel passage in

the i2., where it is plainly said that the rahskasas, believing that they saw Rilma in even one of their

companions, rash upon one another crying; ayarn Rdmo ! 'yamRdmak! (“ this is Rama ! this is

Rama !”). That the Eli adi passage is not clear without a reference to the R. is sufSclently proved by

the fact that Mr. Growse qnite misunderstood its meaning in his translation, which runs as follows :

“ the Lord .... having power over all illusion, wrought a prodigy and while they weie yet looking

at one another he finished the battle and the army of the enemy ad pe.ished fighting crying ‘ Rama

Rama’ as their soul loft their body; they thus attained beatitude.”

(49) Rdvana wants to secure Maricha’s help for carrying off Sita, butMaricha tries to dissuade

him from provoking such a tremendous hero as Rama; and says he has already tasted in

battle his strength as, when smitten by a single arrow of Rama, he was driven to a distance of a

hundred yojanas-, from that time on he hiS lived in continuous apprehension of Rama’s appearing

and wherever he looks he sees his terrible foe

:

JB, III, 43, 32-34
(
G, III, 39, 1M7) :

api Rainasabasraui bhitah pa?yami Ravana
|
Rjimabhutam

idam sarvam aranyam pratibhati me || 32 1|
vrikshe vrikshe

chapa^ySniohirakrishnajinaraharaTn
|
9arach4padharam Rfi-

mam pacahastam iva hitakam H 33 H Ramain evfi ’nupapyami

rahiteshv ^kulesu cha
|
drishtva svapnagato Rumamudbhra-

mami vichetanah || 84 H.

(50) In the FL Ravana menaces Maricha with death, who declines to help him out of fear of

R^ma, and gives him to a choice ; either a probable death at the hands of Rilma, or a most certain
•

death at his own hauls, in case he should refuse to obey ;

jB, III, 44 31, (C, III, 40, 27):

asadja tarn jivltasam 9ayo va mrityur dhruvas te Mya may^ virudhya
|
evam yathuvad viga

nayya buddhya yad rochate tat kuru yach cha pathyam || 31 ||

It is clear that Tulasi Dasa had before his mind that alternative, when he wrote that Maricha

resolved to obey, after having seen that either way he must die

:

R. G. If., Ill, 28, 5 :

ubhaya bhamti dekhS nija maraud
1
taba tS-kesi RaglmiiSyaka-saranS |.

(51) The apparition of the golden deer in the hermitage, Sita’s longing for its skin, Rama’s

pursuit of it, the flight aud death of the deer and its calling out ^ L ihshmana ! Lahshmana I ’ at the

moment of dying, are narrated in quite identical terms both in the R, and in the R, 0. M, As a

specimen of Tulasi DS-sa’s close dependence on Valmiki’s narrative in this episode, I quote the

parallel passages, describing the trick of the deer of keeping itself now near, now far, now in sight,

now hidden, in order to take R^ma lure away

:

R, III, 50, 4 -7^
:

sa cha RamabhayodvignoM^richo Dandake vane || 4 ||
babhu-

viVutarhitas tatra kshanatpunar adri^yata
|
esbo’yam ayam

eti’ti vegavan Rughavo yayau
|| 5 ||

muhiirtM eva dadri9e

mnhurtan na prakacate
|
ativijitta ishutrasal lobhayan sa Ea-

ghuttamam |1
G !l

kvachid drishta^ kvachin nastah kvachit

trasach cha vidrutah
[

. . . .

(52) Tulasi Dasa’s description of the beauty of the Pampa forest in the spring and of its

eSect on the mind of Rdma, bereft of Sita (in, 40-41), is derived from Vaimiki’s sarga B, 111,

XI/. XXJL,

kabahuih nikata puni duri parai
|

kabahumka, pragatai kabahum chha-

pai
II
pragatata duratakarata chhala

bhuri
I
ehi bidhi prabhuhi gayaii-

lei duri
1

.

R. C. If., Ill, 27, 7 :

bhai mama kita bhrfga ki naim

jaham tahaih maim dekhaiim dou
bhai 1.
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79 (C, IV, ]). In this sa/rgou V&lmiki, too, describes the beauty of the spring in the forest, where

all nature loves and invites- to* love, whilst Rama’s mind becomes- more and more sad at the sight r-

H, III, 79, 9-10® (C; IV, I, 22-23"*
) :

vasantakalah prapto’ yam n&nS,viliagakujita^i ]'

vi^^lS-kshivihinasya mama 9
okavivardhanah ]) 9 |t

Saumitre m'^m suduhkh^rtam samtiipayati Manmathali| . •

Tulast D^sa takes up this hint from Valmiki, and developes it by representing that the God of

Love himself finds Ratna tortured by separation, and encamps against him with his army
;
and this

gires him an occasion for describing at full length Love’s army impersonated in spring (U. C. If.,

Ill, 41>

(53) According to Talasi Dasa the Pkmpa is a lake*, not a rirer. Tulasi D^sa lauds the*

p-urity of its water, agreeing thereby with Valmtki, who gives the PampS the constant epithets o6

(f^bhajald^ramyavdrivahd^ gttajM, eto„

KishkindhAkA^cJa.

(54) Rama presses to his bosom Sitfps upper garment (uttaHya) picked up by Sugriva :

B., IV, 6 ,
16 (C, IV, 6, 18

) ; . C. M., IV, 6 ,. 6® :

hridi kritva ta bahujaa tam alamkkam artavat ivinihfTasainp paU uta lai socha ati ktuha |!.

,

eha bahu§o bhujanga iva roshitab || 16 || ,

(55)

, la tbe R. C. M., VSlia- reproaclies RSma of laying killed him by sarprise, as the

huatsmaa kills his game

:

J2.(7..K.,IV. 10, 5**.

m^rehu laohi byfidha ki aaith
1

Nodoubfc tbe comparison bas been suggested to Talasi Ddsa by thefollowing passage ofthe B,

where Rama explains to Valin that, since he was nothing but a monkey, it was right on his

part to kill him, as the huntsman kills his game r

B, IV, 17, 16-19 (C, IV, 18, 37i>-i0) :

vSgurabhi? oha papai? oha kdtaip cha yividhafr narSh |'

pratiohchbannao cha dripyii? cha nighnanti sma bahdn mrigan |1 16 (I

pradhavitan ayijyastan yipyastan apy ayidrntau
|

prasuptdn apra8uptaip9 cha ghnanti mamsarthino mrigan
|| 17 1|.

yanti rajarshayap oha’tra mrigayam dharmakoyidah 1"

lipyan*e'na cha dosbena nighnanto ’pi mrigSa bahdn H'lS |V

tasmat tyam nihato yuddhe maya banena vanara
|

ayudhyan pratiyudhyan yd saumya §akhamrigo hy asi U lOll’.

(53) After killing Vaiin, Rdma declines to enter Kisbkindha, on the ground that he has

promised not to enter any city oryillage for fourteen years. Then he enjoins Sugriva to enter the

eity and make Ahgada. yuvapUja as tor himself, he- will take up his abode on the mountain close

by and remain there till the rainy season, just commenced, is over :

5, 17,
25 ,

9 and fl. (C, IV, 26, 10 and fl.) :
|

B. C. iSj 79-’

chaturda^asamSh sanmya gr&main va yadi \i puram 1
na kaha prabhu snnu Sugrivam harv-

pravekshyami Hannman pitur ade5a esha me |1 9 H 10 |1
sa

|
pura najanm dasa cMri bansaj

evam nktyS Handmantam Ramah Sngriyam abravit |,
gata grishama barasba-ntn ai I

enam apy Ahgadam rujan yauvarajye ’bhisbechaya \\ 11 l|.
rahihaum nikata-sailapara chhSi Ij

prathamovarshikomasahprivanahsalild'plutahlprayrittSh sahita karahn tnmha

sanmya ohatySro mSsa? oba ySrshika ime ll 12 1 1
nl’yam^id- raj.d

yogas^maysh gravida tvam pnrim imam 1
iha vatsyamy

aham sanmya paryate uiyatendriyah H 13 lb
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-(57j) Nest .comes the description of the rainy season, both in the E. and in the R. C, M.

<(S, IV., 27.; C, IV, 28.; i?. C. IV, 14-16). The phenomena of nature at this time of th-e

year give Valmiki an opportunity for some beautiful similes between them and the persons

inhk poem.; the same is the ease withTulasi D&sa, only his similes are moral and theologieaL

For example the lightning flashing amidst »the .clouds appears to VAlmiki .as Sita being

<carried off by Havana, whilst to Tulasi Basa it looks like* the friendship of the vile., whicik

never lasts. Next comes the desordption of the .autumn (J5, lY, 29 (J, IV, -30^ R» C, ilf., IY<

a.7-18|.

(58) In the JK, <?, Jlf. (IV, 25, we find t;be statement that the menkejs sent in search

*of Sita, wherever they met a rdkshasay killed him with a single bnffet of their hand.:

katahuih hoi nisichara som bheiiita
1
prana lehiih eka eka chape^ta J

No doubt Tuilasi Dasa generalizes here the fact -of the rdkshasa killed by Aijgada in a

tmountain-reave with a blow of the palm of his hand (;Halend ^hhiJagMna JJ, IV, 48,21;

C, IV, 48, 20) ;
in the jR. there is no mention of the naonkejs^s coming aoross any other

.rdUhasa on their way.

(59) Having failed to get tidings of Sita, Ahgada declines to turnback saying: Should

I return home without news of .Sita now that the term fixed for the return is over, Sugriva

would certainly put me to death. He has been my enemy for a long time and would be glad

to profit by that transgression in order to take his revenge
;

it is not Stugrlva who made

me y'uvardjoi but (Rama.*’ Such is Valmiki’s meaning in this passage., which Tulasi Dasa

reproduces quite unaltered as to the substance, though more .concisely as to form:

JS, IV, 53, 13-14 (Cy IV, 53, ) : : R. C. Jkf., IV., 27, 46-5 :

nacha’hamyauvarajyevai Sugravejaa’bhiahechitah i nac- uhdm gay^e marihi kapirai
i|.| pita

.endre jiA ’bhishikto ’ham RSmeua viditAtmana || 13 || sa badhe para mArata mohi 1 rakhA

purvabaddhavairo mam drishtva raja vyabikramam
|

Rama nihora na ohi ti .

:ghatayi5hyati tikshnena dandena tichirad gatam
|| 14 ||.

(60) The monkeys shed tears at hearing from Aiigada that there is no escaping from

death :

By IV, 65, 17 (C, IT, 55, 17^-18«); 22. C. M*., IV, 27, 7 i

tasya 9rutva vachas tatra karunam vanararshabhab 1 Ahgada-bachana sunata kapi-bi*ra I

nayanebhyas tu sasrijur netrajam vari dubkhdtah
[|

il7 1|. boli na sakahim nayana baha ni-

.

<6]) At the sight of Sampati, Ahgada, thinking his life lost, accounts Jatilyu blessed for

[having given up his life in Rama’s service and gone to heaven

:

B, IV, 56, \2h-iBa (C, IV, 56, IS): . R. a M., IV, -28, 7-8
;

iSukhitogridhrarAjas tu Ravanena hato raae
l| 12 | mukta9 kaha Ahgada bicbari marts mahiih ^

.oha Sugrlvahhayjid gata9 cha gatim uttamam
|

dhanya Ja^yfl sama kou nAhiih .1

By IV, 56, 18<^ (<7 wanting) ; Rama-k-aja karana tanu fyagi
|

dhanyali sa grdhrAdhipatir Jatayub* • • • Hari-pura gayaii parama-bada-bhA-

)
'll -

(62) Sampati says to th^e monkeys; “Tak-e courage, 'according to Ni9Akara^s ptrophecy,

you will succeed in finding Sita, The restoring of my wings is the beet e'Viden<>e in favor of

the truth of that prophecy ;

B IV, 63, i'5 (C, IV, 63, 126-I3a) :

’

'

12. C. M., IV, 30, 2 :

sarvathakriyatain yatnah Sitamadhigamishyatha'l paksha- mohi biloki dharahu mana dhirA]

lambho mama’yarn vah pratjakdaam samnidareitaliJJ 15 IJ. Eama-kripa kasa bhayaii sarira Jj .
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IV, 31, 3-4^.

kahai ricbchha-pati sutm Harm-

mana
|
ka cliupa sMhi rabeii ua-

balava Pavana-fcanaya bala pavanar

samana .j -

(63) The deliberations of the monkeys on tke leaping across the Ocean (R, V, 1 ; C, IV,

HB4-65) are faithfully reiprodaced by Tnlasi D^sa with his nsual conciseness, Jdmbavafc regrets his

old at^e and mentions a great achie^^ement of his youth. A.hgada says ^he would leap acro^

the hundred yojanat, but doubts as to his feeing able to leap back. Jambavat replies he is

‘quite certain Ahgada would be -equal -to the feat, but it is not becoming to -the ohief to absent

himself. Then JS.mbavat turus to Hanumat and asks him why he, beFing the son of the

Wind and equail in strength to his father, keeps sitting apart silently instead of rising up and

•offering himself to accomplish the task

:

a, iv; 6&, s? and ff. (B, y, 2, 2® y.

iftshoim ekttntam a^ritya Hanuman kim na ijalpasi H 2 ll

Hanftman hariTSjasya Sugrivasya samo ky asi
| . . . . H

Mfiratasyau’rasah putras tejasa cM pi tatsamaljll tvam ki

difiyusuto vatsa plavane oka’pi tatsamalj i|
80

-fl .

Sundarakft]9^a.

(64) Hamimat tkinks to himself-: it will not be possible for him to enter tke city, so well

guarded by tbe rdlcshasas, in bis natural form-: -he must -enter it by nigbtafter having assumed

-a most diminutive form

:

•C, V, 2, Slandff- (B, V, 9, 3H andCf.)-;

.anenarupenamayana 5aky& rakshasam purM praveskttum .

rakshasair gupta krurair balasamanvitaih fl 81 1| 32 fj
laksb-

yalakshyena rupena ratrau Lanka puri maya
1
praptakalain

praveshtum me krityam sadhayitum makat || 33 || i h

The form assumed by Hanumat according to Tnlasi Dasa is that of a gnat (magaka'), and

thus is afforded another argument in favor of these who take Valmiki’s msJiadams da in the

parallel passage of the B. (C, V, 2, ^7) to mean - gnat,'” differing thereby from Eamavarmaa

who takes it to mean cat ” (mdrjdra).
_

(65) When Hanumat tells Sitd he is Rama’s messenger, Stta wonders how suck a union bet-

ween men and monkeys could ever take place;

iJ, Y, 35 , ^ (B, Y, 82, 2*)
:

|

•

vanaranam narandm ca katkam asit samagamak l'|
2 il. J

nara banaraki sai.ga kakn kaise | , ,

(66) To punish Hanumat, who,, on account of bis being a messenger, cannot be killed,

Eavana gives order to set fire to his tail, a member monkeys are most proud of-:

G, V, 53, 3« (B, Y, 49, 3®): 1
^4, 1*0* i

kapinam kila langfilam ishtam bhavati bbfishanam . 1 kapi kai mamata pfimokki para .

.

(67) Tke citizens of Lanka, terrified by tke coaflagratioii roused by Hanumat, cry out

.and caill to each othea^s

E. C. M, V, 3, 2^25:

pura-rakha-vk^e dekhd ba;hu kapi

mana kinha bicbra a
1
ati-laghu rupa

dharatim nisi nagara karadih pai’*

Sara ||

C, V, 64, 40 (B waniting)-;

bd tata hd patraka kdnta mitra hd jiviteijanga katam su-

punyam |
rakshobkir evam babudkd bruvadbhik cabdak

krito ghoratarak subhitak || 40 |il

, j- •

and say “ this is no monkey, but sonae god iu monkey disguise

R. G. JH., Y, 26, 3“ :

tata mdtu hd saniya pakard 1

C, Y, 54, 85-33 (B wanting) :

vajrl Mahendras trida^egvaro vd sdkshad Yamo vd Yaruno

’ndlo vd 1
Randro ’gnir Arko Bhanada? oka Somo na vdna-

ro’yain svayam eva Kdlak IJ 35 H kirn Brabmasak s^a-

pitdm'abasya lokasya dkdtuc ckatnrdnanasya ,1
ikd ’gato

vdnarardpadbdri rakshopasatnkdrakarak prakopak 11 36 ||

kiip Vaish^avam vsl . . .

R. a M ,
V., 26, 4 :

hama 30 kaha yaka kapi nahiih hoij

bauara-rapa^^ dbare sura hoi \\

W Note how the Unarc^ma dhare perfeoiTy oorresionds to the i6Miraria,fc,dhM.
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After having set Lanka on. fire,.Hanumat throws- himself into the sea to extingnish his-

flaming tail

:

C, V, 54, 49 (B wanting):.

Tjankfim samastam samptdya langulagnim malialrapi^'

nirvagayamasa tada samiidre haripniigava^ It 49 ||

R. C. V, 26, 8-9:

udafei' palabi Lanka saba jari
|
kndi^

para puni sindbu maihjbari 1|I

^

pumcbi bujliai . • ,

All th-e above particulars ate wanting in 5, where we miss the verses C, V, 64, 31-50 .

<.68) Sita sends word to Rama.that away from-him-she may live another month, but no longers:

_ I Tr» Ti/f* 'XT' CUT' /» .
R. C. K, T, 27; 6

m^sa divasa mahnm natha na ^va
|

ta.n puni mohi jiyata nahim pava ||.

e, V, 38, 64-65'' (15, Y, 36 ,
69)/.

idatn bruyac oba me natham 9uram RSHrnam punah pnnah

jivitam db&?ayi8byami m^arn Da9
arathatmaja || 64 |1 urd

hvam m^san na jiveyam satjensi^ham bravimi te
| ,

(69) Rama clasps to. his heart the jewel that Sitd has sent him through Hanumat, and

bursting into tears asks the monkey what is Sita’s message to- him:

C, Y, 66, 1^ and ff- V, 67, 1 and ff ):

tam manim hridayekritva ruroda'Sahalakshmanah ll 1 11
tam

tu-drishtTa manioreshtham Raghavah 9okakar9itafe 1
netrabh-

yam acrupurnabhyam Sugrivam idam abravit H 3 H . .. H kim

aha Sita Yaidehi bruhl saamya- puna^punah 1
... 11 8 |1

, , II
kimaha Sita Hanuman . . . . 1

. . . . • llil4 1^.- . •

(70) Rlma regrets he is^not able to adequately recompense Hanumat for his great service

;

B. C. M., Y, 31 ,
/-a

;

Raghupati hridaya lai soi linhi f

natha jugala lochanabhari bari
|
ba-

cbana kahe kachhu Janaka-kum.

ari ||..

J5, Y, 70, 11 an ff. (0, YI, 1, 12 atidff )
:

ekarp tn mama ditiasya mano bhflyah prakarshati
1
yad asya

'ham priyakbyane na karomi sadrik priyam |1 11 H evam sam-

cbintya baliudha Raghavalipritamanasali |nirikshya snchiram

prity§, Handniantam uvacha ha
|| 12 || 13 ||

ity uktva basbpa-

purnaksho Ragharvali' . c . ,

R. C. if., V, 32, 6-8

pratiupakarakaraiim kd tora
|
sana-

makha hoi na sakata mana mora j}.

sunn snta tohi urina maim nahim
|

dekheum kari biohara mana mahiih \

puni puni kapihi chitava suratrata
\

lochana nira pulaka ati gata
||

I

The comparison with C is Ifess persuasive, a fact whiohns quite exceptional; for, as we have

seen, Tulast Dasa never follows two recensions at a time.
^ ...

(71) Viblilsha^a seeks refuge with Rama. Sugrtva (and others, according, to V&lmiki, )

advises Rama not to accept him, for he must certaiuly be a spy from Rav-ana,. But R^ma replies!

that he cannot reject any one taking refuge with him, however guilty he might be :

. T» TIT W AA 1B.C. M.,Y,U, 1

koti bipra-badha lagahi jabd.

sarana tajaiiih nahim tdhd ||

dye

B. C. M., Y, 43, 8 :

mama pana-sarandgata-bhaya-hari

C.TI, 18,3 (H, Y, 90 , 86):

mitrabhavena sajnprdptara na tyajeyam kathamchana 1
dosho

yady api tasya.syat satametad vigarhitam H 8 H*

he has made a vow to protect all suppliants :

C, VI, 18, 33 (S, V, 91, 14)

:

sakrid eva prapannaya tava’smi’ti cha yachate |' abhayam

sarvabhutebhyo dadSmy etad vrataip mama || 38 || I

. • u

and on the other hand, even supposing that the indhshasa Yibhisha^a had been sent by Havana with

hostile intentions, why should Rama feac him’

t

C,VI, 18, 22-23 (B, V, 91,2-3) :

sa dushto vd’py adusbto vd kirn esha rajantchara^ j.sukshmam

spy ahitam kartum mama 9aktat katbacochana 11.22 H

pigachan ddnavan yakshan prithivydm chai’va rakshasan 1

aiigulyagreua tan banydm ich.chhan harigane§vaia |1 23 1|

B. C. M., Y, 44; 6-7 :

bheda lena pathavd Dasastsa
1

tabahuih na kachhu bhaya hdnt

kapisd
11
jaga mahum sakhd nisd-

chara jete 1
Lachhimanu haiud:

nimi§a mahum tete I
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Here Tulasi Dasa substitutes Lakshmana for Rama iu the last part of the passage, but the

meaning is the same*

(72) The Ooeau apologizes for its delay in obejing Rama, by laying all the fault upon the

inertia of the five elements

C, TI, 22, 23 (R, V, 94, 5) : r B. a IT., V, 59, 2

:

prithivi vayur ak': 9am apo jyoti§ chi R'igbara
1
svabhave gagana samira anala jala dharani

|

saumya tishthanti 9a 9vatatn margam a 9riti;h || 23 1|. inha hui natha sahaja jadakarani
||

YuddhakAiida,

(in the 22. 6\ HL: Lahkaknnda.)

(73) In the R. C. M, (VI, 9, s-o) Prahasta admonishes RAvana not to listen to his

counsellors, who, to please him, give him pernicious advice^ and quotes a saying, which is found

in a quite analogous passage of the 22.,, where Vibhishana gives Ravaiia the same admonition

C, 61, VI, 21 (R, V, 88, 16) : 22. 0. M., Vf, 9, 8-9:

snlabhaii purnsha rajan satatara priyavadinab
1
apriy- ppiya-baui ]e suaahim je kahahim

|

asya cha pathyasya vakta ^rota eha durlabhah || 21 [| . aise nara nikaya jaga ahahiih ||

bachaua parama-hita sunata ka-

thore
1
suiiahim je kahahim tenara

prabhu thore
|

.

(74) At the moment of narrating how the monkeys's host crossed over on the bridge,

Tulasi Dtisa says that Rama mounted a height and thence gazed upon the vast sheet of water,

whei'enpon all the living beings of the sea came to the surf^iee to behold the Lord (22. C» A/.,

VI, 4). Shortly afterwards Tulasi Oasa relates that Rama pitched liis tent on the opposite

shore of the Ocean and told the monkeys they could go aud feed on fruits and roots (R. C, ilf.,

VI, 5). Both particulars fail in the 22. and look as if they had been entirely invented by Tulasi

Dasa. If we examine attentively the parallel passage in the 22., however, we shall find

there two particulars, which might well be presumed to have given Tulasi Dasa the idea of

his invention :

C, VI, 22, 74a (23, V, 95
,
43):

dadrl^nh sarvabhutani sagare setnbandhanam I

C, VI, 22, 83 (22 wanting) ;

vSnaranan hi sa tirna vahini Nalasetuna |

tire nivivi^e rajaa bahumulaphalodake
\\ 83 \\

I see no difficulty in considering that Tulasi Dasa derived the first of the two above innova-

tions from Valmiki’s statement that all the marine beings beheld the building of the bridge,

and the second from the epithet of dahumiilapJialodaha given by V aliniki to the opposite shore

of the Ocean.

(75) Tulasi Dasa (VI, 11-13) relates that Rima ascends the Suvela, where looking towards

the east he sees the moon, and asks those who are around him their opinion concerning its spots.

Then, turning to the south, he has the illusion of seeing a mass of clouds with flashes

of lightning aud thunder
;
hut Vibhishana explains to him that there is nothing of the kind:

what he takes for clouds is the royal umbrella of Ravaua, who is sitting on the top of the

palace,* what he takes for flashes of lightning are the flashes of Mandodari’s earrings; and what

he takes for thunder is the sound of the drums. Rama fits an arrow to his bow and strikes

down Ravana’s umbrella and crowns along with Mandodari’s earrings. Any reader, however

well acquainted with the 22., will hold that there is nothing like this in it. In a pas-

sage of the Yuddhakdnda, however, I have succeeded in discovering the source of this
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innovation by Tulasi Uasa.^^ ifc is the sa7'ga C, VI, 40 (failing in (^), B), where Valmiti

inserts an episode which, though appearing at first sight to greatly differ from that of Talasl

Dasa, yet has a very close analogy wiih the letter. Rama ascends the Suvela with his

retinue (0, VI, 4'\ 1; and thence turns liis eyes to the ten cardinal points (40,2 ) and sees

Lanka, above which Ravana is sitting on the top of the gopura (40, 3),

The first epithets with which Valmiki describes Ravana here are: gvetaohdmaraparya7\ta2kiiA.

vijayachchhatragobhitx (40, 4), next come also the epithets : ntlajtmiltasamhdga keinasamchhddi-^

tdmbara (40, 5), and lastly the simile :

samdhyatapena samchhannam meghara9im iva ^mbare
f| 6 [[

In my judgment theie can be no doubt as to Tulasi Dasa’s having derived from the above

description by Viilmilsi the first part of his innovation, m., Rama’s illusion of actually taking

Ravana and his umbrella for a mass of clouds*

Then Valmiki goes on saying that Suicriva, as soon as he saw Ravana, leaped upon him and
tore the crown from his head and dashed it to the ground :

ity uktvd sahaso ’tpatya pupluve tasya cho ^pari
f

akrishya mukufcam chitrain patajamasa tad bhuvi
|| 11 ||

And this is certunly the source of the second part of Tulast Dasa’s innovation, m., of Ramans

striking dovn with an arrow Ravana’s umbrella and crowns (along with Maniodari’s earrings).

Tulasi Dasa, who always strives to esalt Rlraa as much as possible, has deemed it convenient to

ascribe to him even this feat, which in the i?. is performed by Sogriva, and in consequence has been

forced to change the particular of the leap and wrestle (convenient for the monkey, but not for

Rama) into that of the arrow.

As for the ascension of the Snvela mountain and the consequent view of the rising moon,
I think both of them are derived from sarga Cy VI, 38 (R, VI, 14),. where Valmiki, too,

describes the ascension of the mountain and the fall of the night illuminated by the full

moon (G, VI, 38, 13 ;
B, VI, 14, 24).

(76) Mandodari tries to persuade Ravana to give up fighting against R^ma :~it cannot
be an ordinary man that slew Viradha, Kkara, Tri9iras and Kabandha and killed Valin with a
single arrow :

B, VI, 33, 23^ and ff. (H wanting) : t R, C. M., VI, 36, l<lri5 :

Khara? cha nihataji samkhye tadS Rlmo na mannsbati badhi Biradha Khara Diikhanabim-
II 26 11 Tri

5ira9 cha Kabandha9 cha VirMho Dandake lild hatea Kabandha
|
ESli eka

hatah
|
^arenai ’kena Bili oa tadS Batno na mann- sara m^reu tehi janabu Dasakan^

sbab II 27 II . dha
|| .

(77) Rdma laments over Lakshmana, whom he thinks to be dead, whilst he has simply-
fainted, and says :—other wives, other sons, other kinsmen can be easily procured, but
another uterine brother cannot be found in the world ;

B, VI, 24, 7 *-8“ (C wanting)
: j

i?. 0. ilf., VI, 61, 7-8* :

yatra kvacbid bbavedbbarya putro ’nye ’pi cbabandhavab suta bita nari bhavana parivSrd
[

117 11 tarn tu deeam na 'pa9yami yatra sodaryam hohim jahiih jaga barahimbara
apnuyam

1
. . . . j^iiM na jagata sahodara^^ bhrdtd

||

Even if Tulast I)to should have derived it from some of his secondary sources, rather than from the J2
direo uly, the passage in the in question must be looked upon as the ultimate source.

Marhthe ooiTespondence : sodarya&ahodara.
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Then RSma asks himself;—what answer shall I give Sumifcr^, when she asks me about

Lakshmana on my return to Ayodhya 7

B, VI, 24, 12* CC, VI, 49, 8* ) : ! B. C. M
,
VI, 61, 16“ ;

Samitrain kin nn vakshydmi putradar9aiialSlasam
|| 12 || • utara kaha daihaiim fcehi jai I

.

(78) InKumbliakaraa’s episode Tnlasi Dasafollows Yalmiki very closely. Leaving aside

the parallel of the particulars of the narrative, I limit myself to quoting only two parallel

similes, which for ns are much more significant, inasmuch as Tnlasi D^sa generally disdains

to avail himself of the same similes as have been used by V&lmikie

Tulasl D^sa compares Kumbhakarna, when roused, to a personification of Kala:

JR. 0. M., VI, 62, 7 :

jagS nisichara dekhiya kais^
1 m&nahum K^la deha dhari bais^

1

The same comparison we find in the i2., where it is said that the gods stood amazed before

Kumbhakarna, taking him to be K^la himself :

JB, VI, 38, 11 (C; VI, 42, 11)

:

9{ilap4ainam ayantam Kumbhakarnam mahabalam
1

hantum na 9ekus trida9^h Kalo ’yam iti mohitah |1 11 tl

The situation is somewhat different, but the image is the same. The second simile,

common to Valmiki and Tnlasi Dasa, is the comparing of the bleeding Kumbhakarna to

a mountain overflowing with streams :

B, VI, 46, 75 (C, VI, 67, 89) : B. C. if., VI, 69, 7 :

karnanasS.vihtnas tu Kumbhakarno mahabalah
1
raraja sonita sravata soha tana kare

|

9omtotsekair girih prasravanair iva || 75 || janu kajjala-giri geru-panare ||-

B, VI, 46, 108^09® (C, VI, 67, 121) :

sa b^nair atividdhangah kshatajena samukshitah || 108 ||

rudhiram parisusrava girih prasravanair iva il • . •

(79) The spear, with which Ravana throws down Lakshmana, striking him full in the breast,

is described by VMmiki as:

9aktih samarapraohand^ Svayambhudatta (B, VI, 36, 83 ; 0, VI, 59, 105 )

which epithets Tnlasi Dasa maintains unaltered

:

Brahma-datta prachanda sakti (JR. C. if., VI, 83, 9).

(80) In the B. Hanumat falls upon Ravana, who is trying to carry away the unconscious

Lak^mana, and strikes him with his fist, as if with a thunderbolt. Tnlasi Dasa maintains the

particular of the fist and amplifies the simile of the thunderbolt

:

B, VI, 36, 91 (0, VI, 59, 112) : JR. C. M., VI, 84, 2 :

Lakshmanam tu tatahi 9riman jighrikshantam saMarutilil muthika eka tahi kapi mar4

ajaghano’rasi vyudhe vajrakalpena mushtina || 91 ||. parea saila janu bajra-prahara ||.

(81) The gods are anxious on RSma’s account, seeing him on foot whilst Ravana is driving

his chariot, and Indra despatches to him his own chariot guided by Matali

:

B, VI, 86, 6-7 (C, VI, 102, Sandff.) : B. C. M., VI, 89, i-2

:

bbumau sthitasya RS,masya ratbasthasya ca raksliasa^
1

devauha prabhuhim payade dekha I

na samam yuddham ity ahur devagandharvadanavah || upaji ura ati-cbhobha bisekha
|

6 II devatauam vaohahi 9ratv^ patakratur anantaram
1 surapati nija-ratba turata pathdra [

preshayamasa Ramaya ratham Matalisarathim || 7 || • harasha-sahita Matali lei aya
||
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simultaneous arrival oE the ‘seven streams ’ of the rainy season, oE the demon, Vrttra, and of Indra,

the god oE the seventh intercalary month, for the destruction oE the demon of the intercalary months.

The Vedio poets seem to have entertained two kinds of conceptions about the intercalary

months
;
one evil and another good. Indra, Murtanda, and other sons of Aditi seem to have

represented the good side of the months, while Vritra, Sambara, and other demons are regarded as

the personification of the evil nature of the intercalary months. If there still remains any doubt

about this point, the following passage of the Mailrdyaivya Saihhitd (II. 4, 8, 4) will probably help

to remove it:—

?rtir ^ ^fni nif srprnun

?rr»i: sett

irr arn^rcit »TRr*T«ft

ffR; 'T^5i2ra?*frfr 5rf%H=ssrTr*Ri

srnrssf^- gsr sTRfrTrpsrii *rr^gii^«T I ?ift

«*Tr >1% ??*fRK5*Trfr ftfir. ?r f^?*[vrTirRT#TRfr^ff^r ^cjrawfTf^^

rf% !T^«rrf% irr HT ?rfr a?^ !Tr*rE^?r^, ?fHrc3^»jfFR | am rt fm ?iff5ot%5.RnqT^5!;-

vrfes^i I sTRif^^si ^rsT^RRnfr »mrR: ^r't?nr»i. i ar^jrw ^Riru«r: I- ^Tr'Sttf^

^iTRvTcrfrafJir^. «|5fNRi^%R ^srg^srs'ffl^Rfrtrr:.

wr ft ?r% ffr^Jrir^ rf re Rwft^fR. ?rfr arw JiTR‘5RRiST??(aT^r^. ftRpqr: f[% RRsoi|.sr%-

?r sTcRRiFR. ar^RTftff mefRi^rnfr rertr: ^r^RRER i ar^iir^ ^
RT ^ qflRr f^RRRft^R RsERfR^q^WTR^f^:. R^RRJR ffT^RcRri-

RT ft ?R‘f^RRTR R% STfimf^ Rf RT R»fr=. ^RT ^ ^TRRTrI RRT Wrtf Rt%RnR%%.

RT^Rf Rftti f% R RR: ^'fRfr^Rf^lfRtR RR RIRT«T ?Rr RTlptfR^rR. Rff ar^R RTReRR. RfR.

J^RfRT: RffR l>?TRaRr RfR RT a^RR R?RTR5RR. Rt'R: RIRff^ Rff ?f iIfTR ^T^RT-

Raqr RfrRn% R^R* M. S. II, 4, 3.

Rf^c I fR: RPRT l^^^RbSRRRR- RRTT RRl^ RTCRfR RI fR??R^R Rr|SR wr%r RRRsqr aTR%?n-

RRRRRf aT«>a^ RTRRRR. RRf TOR^R R Rflf^’R RiR^RR I M. S. II, 4, 4.

Then what S6ma there remained, he poured it into the fire, and said rather in favour of

Indra than Agni :
‘ Grow with India as thy enemy.’ He wanted Agni to be Indra’s enemy

;
but

he made Indra the enemy of Agni : for his expression itself came out (with that meaning). Both

the S6ma he pressed and the Soma he put into the fire became the two deities Agni and S6ma, and

also the two vital airs, Pr^na and Apana (air inhaled and air exhaled). No sooner did this dual

god with his arm raised up attempt to strike Indra, then he himself fell down. Whether when

the dual deity fell down, or when he was inside the fire ^it cannot be said)^—he, however, began to

grow breadthwise by the measure of an arrow in the course of a day, and also lengthwise by the

measure of an arrow in the course of a day. They say
,
that day and night themselves grew

breadthwise by the measure of an arrow and also lengthwise by the measure of an arrow. They

say that then the half-months (g7'ew) ;
then the month

;
and then the year. Then this dual

deity lay covering all these streams, Indra became afraid of him
;
Tvashtri also feared him,

Indra requested the help of Tvashtri. The latter promised help : he sprinkled the thunderbolt

(with water) for him. Tapas [the month so called] is, verily, the thunderbolt. Indra could not

raise it. Then there was another god, Vishnu, near, Indra said : * Come, Vishnu, let us catch

hold of this by which this (is done).’' Vishnu stretched his body in three directions, one-third

portion on the earth, one-third in the air, and one-third in the heaven, so that Indra might get

rid of his fear from the universal growth of the dual deity. Followed by Vishnu, Indra raised the

thunderbolt against the one-third part of the dual deity lying on this earth. Seeing the thunder-
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bolt raised, he became afraid of it, aud said : ‘ There is in me some power and I shall give it to

you. Do not kill me!’ He gave it to Indra, and the latter took it, and gave it to Vishnu saying

‘keep it for me.’ Vishniu took it and thought : ‘ May Indra put vital force into us ; may Indra

bring prosperity to us
;
may there be blessings upon ns

;
for there is internal power in him.’

Followed by Visbnn, Indra raised the thunderbolt against the one-third part that lay in the air.

Seeing the raised thunderbolt, he became afraid of it, and said ; ‘ There is some power in me and

I shall give it to you. Do not kill me!’ He gave it to Indra, and Indra took it and gave it to

Vishnu, saying ‘ keep this for me a second time.’ Vishnu took it, thinking : ‘ May Indra put vital

force into us ;
may Indra bring prosperity to us

;
may there be blessings upon us

;
for there is

internal power in him.’ Followed by Vishnu, Indra raised the thunderbolt against the one-third

part that lay in the sky. Seeing the raised thunderbolt, he became afraid of it, and said : ‘ There

is some power in me and I shall give it to you. Do not kill me ;
let us make peace : I shall enter

into you.’ Indra said : ‘ If you enter into me, of what use will it be to me ? ’ He said : ‘ I shall

brighten yourself ;
I shall enter into you for your own enjoyment.’ (So saying) he gave it to

Indra, and Indra took it and gave it to Vishnu, saying : ‘ Keep this for me for a third time.’ It

(the power) is, verily, a thousand of what are called Tridhatus (three elements). He gave it to

Vishnu, The SSmas, the Yajus, and whatever else there is, all that belongs to the three

elements. Hence he obtains cattle alone.”

“ Vritra is the belly
;
and sin is hunger, the enemy of man. When man obtains Tapas, be

rends the sin, the inimical hunger. This is what the heavenly utterance said : • Both of them

conquered, but never sustained defeat
;
and no one defeated either of them (Indra and VisJinu.) ”

We are told in the above passage that Vritra grew out of the remnant of SSma and that he

grew first in the form of a day, then of half a month, then of a month, and at last of a year. Thus

Vritra is clearly identified with Time. Special attention should be paid to those sentences of the

passage which clearly declare ; ‘ Vritra began to grow breadthwise by the measure of an arrow in

the course of a day and also lengthwise by the measure of an arrow in the course of a day. They

say that day and night themselves grew by the measure of an arrow, and became half-months,

months, and a year.’ It is clear therefore that Vritra is a demon infesting the intercalary months,

or rather of the eighth intercalary month, since Indra who destroys him periodically is, as we have

seen above, the god of the seventh intercalary month of the luni-solar cycle of five years. Since

Vritra is made to ‘ enter into Indra himself, ’ it is clear that he is the broken eighth montli

coming after the seventh month.

I have pointed out in my Vedic Calendar how the Vedic poets regarded the intercalary days

as being sinful and inimical to man. In the above passage Vritra is spoken of as a kind of sin

and enemy to man. We have already seen how Agni and S6ma are considered as the gods of the

light half of an intercalary month. In the following passage of the Taittiriya Samhita (II, 5, 2)

Agni and S6ma are clearly described as the life-principles of Vritra. It follows therefore that

Vritra must be the light half of an intercalary month. Since Vritra is periodically destroyed by

Indra, the god of the seventh intercalary month, and since he is made one with Indra himself, it is

also clear that Vritra is the first half of the broken eighth intercalary month. The reference to cold

and fever in the passage seems to indicate the arrival of the rainy season. The passage itself runs

as follows :

sw . .
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1 w *Tr»rt*r^l?irw. 5rn-«rmfriT?NWNf^^r?5r^r55- sn^'ci^^.

?Traf5rnTf^^f^ I^ »r 5f5f^r%- ^ ?ifr?T^^sR^a;. ?re€Rre:^^wT. «r ^r#

^tre:ff^wr N #tre:d- ^- 5fT»-«T^»r>-?nTaifC, r%5CT'Rir»^^ mr«Tnn-

^ «pf 5r5F3nt?rT»T. jiftT I ^«>'rnT: . ?refir5r^>-?mrs^ a^rwn^ uTrrTnrrtfRfFN^.

fsnf^t^i ^T#?f sfift ^r ^ arr arm^-

^anatr «5an«rafe fHr5=^ arTRR^ffainT. ?t?t ^«n«ar ^farV ^Hsnir^rJT^'r-

^arni«r tsgjir ^Trarri;%^ HnrfiCT^f f^5r ?i%. art \°rT#

ar(%flw^^. fat 5re>trarajarf%^OT at ^af «rnrr?^^aait^t tl^r ^ arp-atr.

t ^r^^?iiHM?rsc«1' I ft %
aatCre^ar f^- ff’TPS'farrrt. atirrtcfffar aflr^ arf^n RNfJrftr. arrst^?! ft fctar

arafftf ffam^fr atfft^ anrrftf qf?r?r art^afr atfSfara: tprw arafat:

at fapTOTfffaft^^ arsrastf *rfi^. srftfff^ f%a=^aaf ftoffrantft. JtrartfaatMt ^aira;.

tt3f «at? 2# pptftaraai^. atwrss^g- ftf f^ffJftaiff^. T. S. II. 5, 2.

‘‘Tvashtri "whose son was killed (b^ Jndra) began to perform a S6ma sacrifice without

inviting Indra to it. But Indra wanted to be invited to it. But he did not invite Indra, because

the latter killed his son. But Indra drank the Soma by force after obstructing the sacrifice.

Tvashbri poured (jprSvartayaf) into the fire what Sdma here remained, and said (addressing the

fire) i ‘Grow with Indra as thy enemy.’ Tritra [the demon that rose from the fire in

consequence of the above libation] is so called, because the act of pouring down S6ma into the fire

is from the root Vrit. Since he said : ‘ Grow with Indra as thy enemy Indra became his enemy.

While coming out of the fire, he (Vritra) became Agni and S6ma. By the measure of an arrow,

he grew on all sides and pervaded these three worlds. Because he pervaded them, he is called

Tritra, ‘ pervader, ’ Indra became afraid of him, and going to PrajSpati, said : ‘ there has arisen

an enemy to me. ’ Having sprinkled the thunderbolt with water, he gave it to him to kill the

demon, Indra advanced with the thunderbolt. Then Agni and S6ma said : ‘ Do not kill
;
we

are within (him). Indra said: ‘You are for me ; and so, come tome.’ They asked for a share

(in the sacrifice), Indra promised to them a cake on eleven pot-sherds, to he offered to them

every full-moon. They said: ‘We are bitten (hy his teeth), and cannot come out (of his

mouth),’* Then Indra created out of his own body cold and fever. This is how cold and fever

came into existence. Whoever knows this origin of cold and fever, will not be attacked by cold

and fever. Indra transferred cold and fever to them (or to Vritra). When he (Vritra) began to

shiver, Agni and S6ma came out : it is prdna (air inhaled) and apdna (air exhaled) that left him.

Prana is Daksha and Ap^na is Kratu. Hence the sacrificer should begiu to shiver and say

:

‘ Daksha and Kratu are within me Thereby he will have Prana and Apana in himself, and live

the whole length of life. Having released the gods from Vritra, Indra offered an oblation at the

full-moon on account of his slaying Vritra
;
for they kill him at full-moon, and revive him at

new-moon. Hence a Rik-verse about the slaying of Vritra is recited at full-moon, while another

about his revival is sung on the occasion of new-moon. Having offered an oblation for slaying

Vritra, Indra again faced Vritra with his thunderbolt. Then the Sky and the Earth said: ‘Do

not kill him, for he is lying upon us, ’ And they said again ;
* We request a gift (zf he is to he

killed)
;

I shall like to be decked with stars—so said the Sky
;
and I shall like to be variously

formed,—so said the Earth. ’ Hence the Sky is decked with stars, while the Earth is variously

formed. Whoever knows this gift of the Sky and the Earth will have the same gift. Having teen

born out of these two (the Sky and the Earth), Indra killed Vritra. Having killed Vritra, the

gods asked Agni and S6ma to carry their oblations. They said :
‘ Ve have lost our energy

; for

it is in Vritra.’ The gods inquired among themselves, saying ‘who can secure that energy ?
^

Some replied ;
‘ The cow (can do that)

;
for the cow is the friend of all.’ The cow said :

‘ I shall
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request a gift
;
you live upon the two things that exist only in me. ’ The cow secured that

energy. Hence they lire upon the two things that exist in the cow alone. What is called gJit is

the energy oE Agni, and what is called milk is that of S6ma. Whoever knows thus the energy of

Agni and S6ma will be energetic. The Brahmav&dins debate : ‘ of what deity is the full-moon ?
’

One should reply: ‘Prajapati.’ Hence Prajkpati gave to Indra, his eldest son, a firm footiug.

Hence men give to their eldest son a firm footingby bestowing npon him a large portion of wealth.
’ ’

The following passage of the Taittirtya Samhita (VI, 5, 1) seems to furnish additional evidence

about Vritra being a half month :

—

ipFf ^ ft

srt^resrf. ^ *rf^ ^
wr ft 5r% w

T. S.VI,5, 1 .

*' Indra raised the thunderbolt against Vritra. Then Vritra became afraid of this raised

thunderbolt j
he said : ‘ Po not kill me

;
there is some power in me ;

that I shall give you.’ So

Baying he gave Ukthya (Fifteen) to Indra. Indra raised weapon against him for a second time.

He said : ‘Do not kill me
;
there is some power in me

;
that I shall give you.’ So saying he gave

the latter the same Ukthya (Fifteen). Then Indra raised the weapon against him for a third time;

then Vishnu followed Indra, saying ‘ kill him.’ He said : ‘ Do not kill me
;
there is some power

in me ;
I shall give you that.’ So saying he gave the same Ukthya to Indra. Indra then killed

this guileless demon. It was, verily, the sacrifice which wes his guile.”

We are told in the above passage that while breathing out, Vritya gave Ukthya to Indra.

Ukthya is a word used in the Vedic literature in the sense of ‘ fifteen,’^* The word Vajra, the

weapon of Indra, is also used in the same sense.^* Accordingly the wielding of Vajra or ‘.fifteen’

by Indra, as well as the gift of fifteen by Vritra to Indra, clearly means the growth of fifteen days

over and above the seventh intercalary month.

Contemporary religious records also furnish evidence that the Adityas are the gods of inter-

calary months. It is known that the Idityas are the sons of Aditi. Aditi in the Bigvida (X. 300

\ 94) is requested to protect the poets from Amhas, ‘ sin.’ She and her sons also are requested

to release the poets from guilt or sin (R. V. I. 24 ;
II. 27 ; VII. 93 ; I. Ifi2 ; VII. 87).“ I

have shown in my Vedk Calendar how th.e word Amhaspatya is used in the sense of an intercalary

month and an intercalary month alone. There is no doubt that this word is philologically

identical with the Zend word Ameskaspenta, The number of Ameshaspentas is also seven. Prof.

Maodonell says ( Vedic Mythology, P. 44), “ It is here to be noted that the two groups have not

a single name in common, even Mithra not being an Ameshaspenta ;
that the behef in the Adityas

being seven in number is not distinctly characteristic and old ;
and that though the identily of

the Idityas and Ameshaspentas has been generally accepted since Roth’s essay, it is rejected by

some distingnished Avestan scholars.”

Whatever might be the reason of the Avestan scholars for rejecting the identity, this much is

clear the words Amhaspatya and Ameshaspenta are identical ;
apd that when the former word

is invariably used in the sense of an intercalary month in the ynjuryeda, there is no doubt that

the forgotten meaning of the latter word must also be the same ;
and that when the Ameshaspentas

are seven, the number of Amhaspatyas must also be and is, as we have^ already^ seen, seven. As

regards the difference in the names of the Ameshaspentas and of the Adityas, it does not appear

to be of much importance, for the seven Amhaspatyas or intercalary months are found variously

named both in the l^igvSda and the AtharvavMa.

la See Tq,i. 8<m. VH. 2. 5, 17.
i» See Ibid. TU. 3, 6, 15 ; 4. 7,35,

3©e Macdanell’n Vedic p. 121.
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The following are some of the passages of the AtharvavSda (VIII. 9) in which the seven

Adityas or the gods of intercalary months are called in various ways :

sfr i

Hcprf: ^^5 hcct #31*
il 17

f7*Tr; HPrsfr ?^ 1

n la

5fTicrT ^TrTT si^nr^r ^ i

?TfW5T II 21

^rrHr hrt 1

sTTir »T5^nTr«sr^TnOT ^ ^*^15 II 23

" Six they call the cold, and six the hot months.

Tell ye us the season, which one is in excess j seven eagles, poets, sat down
;
seven metres aftej

seven consecrations/’ 17

“ Seven are the offerings, the fuels seven, the sweet things seven, the seasons seven
;
seven

sacrificial butters went about the existing thing
5
they are such as have seven heavenly birds, so

have we heard 18.

‘‘ Eight are born the beings first born of Rita
;

eight, 0 Indra t, are the priests who are of

the gods
;
Aditi has eight wombs, eight sons

;
the oblation goes unto the eighth night.” 21.

“ Among the seers, eight are with Indra,. and six are in pairs
;
they are seven-fold and

seven; waters, men, and herbs,—over these the five Q/earsy have showered.^* 23,

In verse 17 the poet clearly mentions the intercalary months (Atirikta Ritu) and numbers thenar

in various names as seven. The expression * seven seasons,’ when taken with the expression ‘ the

excessive season,’ leaves no doubt that they are intercalarly months and seven in number. In

verses 21 and 23 the poet refers to the story of Aditi, and seems to hesitate to count her sons as

eight,, though that was the number fixed at first. In the following passages of the Atharvav6da

(IX, 9. and E. V. I. 164) the seven months are called seven horses and seven sisters ;

—

^EiCrT^n^r i

ir 2

^ ^rr^Tr w s

51WK ^ H53n:nET i

BTT5^ 37^ btw II is

xk ^^Rrsir^ i

f^?^ll 14

HT^^rrqrf \

%^xik^rfk >7r»w; RfrmT?r W 16

“ Seven harness a one-wheeled chariot
;
one horse, having seven names, draws it. Of three

naves is the wheel, unwasting, unassailed, whereon stand all those existences. 2

The seven that stand on this chariot, seven horses draw it, seven wheeled
;

seven sisters

shout at it together; where are set down the seven names of the kine ?”

“ The twelve-spoked wheel,—^for that is not to be worn out, — revolves greatly about the

sky of Rita; there, O Agnil, stood the sons, paired, seven hundred and twenty.” 13.

The unwasting wheel, with rim, rolls about
; ten paired ones draw upon the upper side

{uftdna)
;
the sun’s eye goes surrounded with the welkin in which stood all existences.” 14

Of those born together the seventh they; call the sole-born (single-born)
;
six, they say, are

twins, god born seers
;
the sacrifices of them, distributed according to their respective stations

and modified in form, move to the one permanent (sthatre),'' 16.

(JCo be contimed*)
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EPIGRAPHIO NOTES AND QUESTIONS-
BT D. E. BHANDARKAE, M.A.; POONA.
(Continued from VoL XLL, p, 173.)

XIV,— The fourth. Bock ©diet of A&oka.

There is one passage in this edict which has very much exercised studentsoE Asoka’s inscrip-

tions. It is this, according to the several recensions

:

Girnar i—Ta aja devdna^h priyasa Priyadasino rdiio dhammacharanena bherzgho^o oho dhamma*

^%oso vimdmdasani cha kastidasand cha agikJiamdhdni cha aMni cJia diyvdni rupdni damyitpd

unam.
; Se ajd devdnam piyasd Piyoalasine Idjine dhammachdlanend hJieltghose oho dhamma-

ighose vimdnadasand hathini aqihamdhdni aihndni qM divydni lupdni dasayitu janasa,

Dhauli : Se ay® devdnam piyasa Piyadasine Idjine dhcE^machalanena hheliyliosam oho dhanma-

ghosam vimdnadasanam hathini agihamdhdni amndni cha diviydni Idpdni dasayitu muni^dnanu

Shahbazgarhi ;

—

So aja devanam priyasa Priyadrasisa raito dhramacharanena hherighosha oho

dhramaghosha vimanmaih drasanani hastino jotikamdhani aiiani cha divani rwpani drakayiiu janasa,

Mansehra : Se aja deoana priyasa Pny%draHnerane dhramacharanena bherighoshe ahodhrama

goshe vimmadrasana hastine agihamdhani anani cha divani rupani draseti janasa.

This passage has been variously interpreted, but these interpretations may be divided into two

classes according as they are taken to refer to terrestrial objects or atmospheric phenonaena. The

first kind of interpretation has been favoured by M, Senart and Prof. Bdhler and the second

by Professors Kern and Hultzsch. I confess, the first interpretation commends itself to me

as being more natural. But the actual sense I deduce from the passage differs from that of

M Senart or of Prof. Biihler, and I give it here for the kind consideration of the scholars,

who are interested in the matter.

In the first place, it is highly important to understand the syntax of the passage. The word

aho I take with Professors Kern and Hultzsch as equivalent to abhavaU Vim&nadasand of the

Girn^r and Kalsi texts corresponds to vimdnadasanani of the Dhauli and vimananadi dramnam of

the Shahbazgarhi recension, and must, therefore, be supposed to stand for the Sanskrit vimdna-

dariandnu The same remark applies to hastidasand of the Girnar text.

This may then be literally put into Sanskrit thus :

Tad-adya devdndm-priyasya PriyadarHno rdirio dharmaoharanena bherUghosho^bhavxd^dhar-^

mnvjhotho vimdna-darsandni cha hasti-darsandni oka agni-slcandhduts=^ha anydni cha dUcyini rupdixi

daTsayitvdjanciih.

AiiA it may be traaslatei iato English as foUows :

« Bat now ia coasequence oE the practice oE righteousaess by king Pnyadarsm, beloved of th«

ends the sonad o£ the dram has become the soand oE righteousness, showing the people the

spectacles ^darsana), oE the palaces o£ gods (vindm), and o£ the (white) elephant, masses o£ fire,

and other divine representations.”
_ - ^i. ^

Now what can be the meaning of this passage ? In my opinion, what Asoka means is that

with him ihe drum has become the proclaimer of righteousness. The sound of a drum invariablj

precedes either a battle, a public announcement, or the exhibition o£ a scene to the people. Bat

Lee A4oka entered on his career of righteousness, it has ceased to be a summons to fight, bat

invites people to come and witness certain spectacles; and as those spectacles are o such a

raVacter as to generate and develop righteousness, the drum has thus become the proclaimer of

•reoL-ss. This appears to me to be the natural sense of the passage. And now the question

arises • what scenes or spectacles did A4oka show to his subjects ? Obviously they are the vundnas,

hactim, agnishandhas and so forth. These terms must, therefore, be so interpreted as to show

that they cLld create and foster righteousness. Bat it must also be borne m mind that the sense

we attaL to them must not be different from that ordinarily assigned to them. So to begin with,

what does Asoka mean by vimUa? According to M. Senart it denotes here » processions of

reliquaries ”, and, according to Buhler. « cars of the gods.” fhle^ I think comes very near the

proper 4ense thongh-he misses the full significance of it. Now, Pah scholars need not be told
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that there is a work in the Pali literature called vimdna-vatthu. It has been edited for the Pali

Text Society by Mr. B. R. Gooneratne. The introduction of this book opens with the following

paragraphs

;

« The vlmdna^vatthu de a work that describes the splendour of the various celestial abodes

bdonging to the Dewas, who became their fortunate owners in accordance with the degree of meiit

they had each performed, and who there spent their tinae in supreme bliss,

“These Vimdnas are graphically described in the little work as colnmn-snpported palaces

that could be moved at the will of the owners. A Dewa could visit the earth, and we read of their

so descending on occasions when they were summoned by Buddha,

“The lives of the Dewas in these vimdnas or palaces were limited, and depended on the

merits resulting from their good acts. Prom all that we read of them we can well infer thart these

,habitations were the centres of supreme felicity. It is doubtless with much forethought that

peculiar stress is laid, in our work, on the description of these vimfinas, in order to induce

listeners to lead good and ixnblemislied lives, to be pure in their acts, and to be zealous in

the performance of their religious duties.

“ Stories from the Vimdna-vatthu aye not onfrequently referred to in later doctrinal works,

when a virtuous career in life is illustrated. Thus Mattakundali and Sirimfi Vim^na are referred

,to in the Dhammapada Atlhakatha; Obitta,Guttila, and Rewati are quoted in the Sntta Sangaha.’^t

Anybody who reads the above extra-ct will be convinced that these must undoubtedly be the

vimdnas referred to by Asoka. He seems to have made representations of them and paraded

.them in various places. His motive in doing so we can easily surmise. As vimdnas are palaces

of gods who became their owners in consequence of the pure unblemished lives they led on earth,

it was natural that he should show their representations to the people in order to induce them to

practise righteousness and become possessors of such celestial abodes. That this was the sole

object of the work Vim&na-vaithu is clear from the words of Mr. Gooneratne quoted above in bold

type. Asoka is very fond of telling us that the performance of dhaima produces merit (pvnya)

which in its turn conduces to the attainment of heaven (svarga). It is, therefore, quite intelli-

.gible that he might have shown to his subjects ihe palaces of the denizens of heaven of which they

became masters through the righteous deeds performed by them while on earth, in order to impress

on their minds that they also by similar virtuous courses could become owners of them.

Now, what can hasti-darsana signify? Jlasti, of course, ordinarily means an elephant. But

representations of what elephant did Asoka exhibit to his people? They again must be of such a

kind that they could deserve the name dirya. I am almost ce rtain that by hastin here we are lo

understaud none by the White Elephant, z.e., Buddha. We know the story of the conception of

Buddha. M^ya had a dream in which she saw the Bodhi^attva in the shape of a white elephant

approaching her and entering into her womb by her right side. We have sculptures of this scene

not only at Bharahat but also at SaSchi. Nay, we Lave incontestable proof that this story was

known to Asoka and that he had at least one representation made of him. On the Girnar rock

below Rock Edict Xlll and separated by an indentation we have the following line : . . . va

sveto hasii savaloha-sukhaharo nama [The white elephant whose name is the bringer of happiness

to tlie whole world]. Prof. Kern was the first to recognise in this an unmistakable reference

to Buddha. At Kalsi too on the east end of the rock containing the edicts of Asoka inscribed, we
have the outline of an elephant with the letters gajaiame engraved between his feet. These letters,

I think, stand for gajottamah^ and nobody can seriously doubt that here also we have another

reference to Buddha. Most probably there was a similar outline or figure of an elephant in

Giraar and also at other places. But it has now disappeared. I have, therefore, no doubt that
similar represeatations of the White Elephant 'were made and exhibited to the people, most

1 The idea of the ^^mdnas is not foreign even to Jaina literature. “ The servants of the Biddhas are Devata$,
or the spirits of good and great men

; who, although not so perfect as. to obtain an exemption from all future
change, yet live in an inferior hea^ en, called Swarga

; where for a certain length of time, they enjoy great power
and happiness; according to the merit cf the goid works, which they performed, when living as men’* “The
mortal bodies of mankind and ileictas perish, while the Vimdnas (i. e,, thQ abodes of deities of various classesV
endure. ’ (As. Ees., Vol IX, p 252 and pp. 2S0—81). Prof. K.. B, Pathak also informs me that in the Digambara
Jama works entitled Maghanandi-Sj'dvakd.chdra and Qomatasdra have been given not only minute deacriutiona hn-fe
also paintings of the Ymdtias.
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probably accompanied by oral descriptions as in the dlchydnas so as to show clearly to them how
Buddha was sarva-loka sukh’dhara and thus induce them to imitate his actions in their lives*

There now remains the third word, viz,^ agniskandJia, and I am afraid I cannot give any

satisfactory explanation here. The word ordinarily signifies a mass of fire, but this mass of fire

must be of such a kind that it can be shown to be connected with a well-known incident and

point to a moral. The only story that occurs to me in this connection is that narrated in Jdtaka

No. 40 (Fausboll, Yol. I) called The Bodhisattva of the story was the

Lord High Treasurer of Benares. As he was sitting to take his meal, a Pachcheka Buddha

rising form his seven days’ trance in the Himalayas approached with his bowl and begged food.

The Bodhisattva asked the bowl to be brought to him and filled it. But Mara wanted the

Pachcheka Buddha to die of starvation by preventing the food from approaching him. So in the

mansion of the Bodhisattva he created a fire-pit as fearful as in a hell. His cook who was iaking

the filled bowl to the Pachcheka Buddha saw this blazing fire and started back. The Bodhisatt-

va came to know what had happened and went oat in person to hand over the bowl to his guest.

As he stood on the brink of the fiery pit, he noticed Mara, but heeded him not. And so he

strode on with undaunted resolution to the surface of the pit of fire, and lo I there rose up to the

surface a large and peerless lotus -flower, which received the feet of the Bodhisattva, The bowl

was given to the guest, and standing in the lotus he preached the truth to the people, extolling

alms-giving and the commandments.

Several of the jdtaka stories we find sculptured in the Bharahat and Sanchi stu^^as. They

thus appear to have become popular even so early as the third century B.O,
;
and there

‘ IB no reason why one of them should not have been utilised by Asoka to make visual representa-

tions for impressing the people. Besides, the story just summarised must have been thought by

him as exactly fulfilling his purpose, because it lucidly illustrates the fruit of alms-giving, of

which Asoka is never weary of speaking in his edicts. If he really wanted to encourage alms-

giving, I do not think he could have made a happier selection for making representations of it

and showing them to his subjects. The agaiu appears to have been considered to be a

very important one by the Buddhists themselves. For the same tale is re-repeated under the name

of ^reshthijdtaka in the Jdtakamdld of Aryasura published by Prof, Kern,

The word rupa occurs in two ancient inscriptions. Line 2 of the well-known Hathi-gumph^

inscription of Kharavela has the following lekha-riipa-^an'ind-vavMra-vidhi-visdradena,

where the word has been rendered by ‘painting’ by Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji. A Pabbosd cave

inscription again reads ^Qd-Krishna-ffopUrupadcartd, where Prof. Biihler translates it by

'statue’. I confine myself to the generic sense of the word, and render it by simply ‘representa-

tion*, To this day it is a custom especially in villages, where English education has not spread,

to make either paintings or clay representations of mythological scenes and explain to the people

in detail what they are intended for. I have no doubt that Asoka must have done a similar

thing. Nobody can, I am sure, object to such rupas being called dirya^ which means not only

‘belonging to heavenly regions’ but also ‘pertaining to divine beings.’

XY.—Talegaon Grant of tlie Bashtrakuta king Krishna I.

My friend, Sirdar K. 0. Meliendale, Secretary of the T>hdrat4tihds‘SQihshodh'x]c-mandal, has

kindly sent to me for decipherment a set of copper plates recently brought to light at Talegaon

(Phamdhere’s) in the Poona district. It registers a grant issued by Krishna I. of the Bashtrakuta

dynasty. Most of the verses descriptive of the genealogy are found in other Rfiblitrak-uta records.

And the three or four new verses that are for the first time met with in this grant teach us

nothing new excepting that in one stanza we are told that his sou was called Prabhu-tunga.

This must evidently refer to his son Govindaraja, at whose request, as mentioned further in the

’ inscription, the grant was made.

^ The charter was issued on the occasion of a solar eclipse which happened on the new moon

day of Yaisakha of Saka 6903 when Plavahga,was the cyclic year. At that time K^islma l.’s

» My atteation to this Mtaka was drawn by Prof. Dbarmanand Eosambi.

• The solar eclipse in question occurred on 'VVeduesday th^e 23rd March 768 A. D.
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Yicfcorious camp against the Gatigas was, we are informed, stationed at Maananagara, obviously

the same as Manyapura where the royal residence of the Gahgas was fixed in the 8th century,

and which has been identified with Manne, north of Nelamangal in Mysore. The grantees were

the Brahmanas living in the Karahata Ten- thousand and one Bhatta-Vasudeva, to whom two

parts only were assigned. The village granted was Kumarigr^ma, and we are told that this

"village was given at the request of two persons called Vasishtba-Srikumara and Jaivanti-Phanaiya.

Along with Kumarigr^ma four more villages seem to have been granted. They were Bhamaropara^

Araluva, Sindigr^ma and Tadavale. All these places are expressly stated to have been comprised

in the Punaka district (zj/sAayaj. Their boundaries also have been specified. To their east were

Khambbagrama, Vorimagrama and Dadimagrama. To the south were the Khadiravena hills.

To the west were Alandiyagrama and Thiuragrama and to the north the Muila river. Almost all

these localities can be identified on the survey of India Atlas Sheet No. 39. Thus of the villages

granted Kurndrigrama is Karebgaon, Bhamaropara Bowrapoor, Araluva Ooroolee, Siudigrama

Seeudowneh, and Tadavale Turuclee. Of the villages situated on the east, Khambhagrama is

Khamgaon, Yorimagrama Boree, and Dadimagrdma Daleemb. Khadiravena, the name of the

hills to the south, cannot be identified, though of course these hills are there as specified. Of the

villages on the west Alandiyagrama and Thiuragrdma are doubtless the well-known Alandi and

Theur, the first better known as chordcM Alandi and the second as the favourite resort of

Mudhavrao Peshwa who died there. The river Muila obviously corresponds to the present name

Muia of a river which joins the Mutha near Poona, their conjoint stream flowing afterwards

eastwards and passing by the north of the villages mentioned. And it is this conjoint river that

appears to have been known in those early days by the name Muila, though it. is now restricted to

one of its feeders. But the most interesting fact recorded in this connection is the mention of

Punaka as the name of the district wherein the villages were situated, Puiiaka obviously is

Poona, That Poona is an ancient place has long since been known. It is well-known that the two

Shaikh Salla dargdhs on the river bank were built about the close of the 18th century on the site

of two old temples called Narayanesvar and Punesvar, Again, the caves near the Fergusson

College are another indication of the antiquity of the city. But the most important and ancient

monument is the rock-hewn temple of Panchalesvar situated in the Bhamburda suburb, which has

been assigned by archseologists to the 7th century A.D. We have thus ample and sure proof

that Poona was a very old place. But it was never dreamt that the name Poona also was equally

ancient and that it was the head-quarters of a district in those early times as it now. This-

however, is now quite clear from the fact that Punaka, which can stand for nothing else but Poona,

is spoken of as the district which contained the villages granted.

MISCELLANEA.
KAKATIKA MONKS.

In J, E. a. 8. for January, 1912, Professor

H. Liiders, while commenting upon a Brahmi
inscription, in which the word kakatikdnam oc-

curs, observes

—

* It is rnore difficult to say who is meantby kaka*

tikdnam, I take this to be a proper name, and
a cooking place in a TihS.ra can hardly be

intended for anybody but the monks living there,

kakatika would seem to be the name of those

monks, though I cannot say why they were called

Taking the Professor’s assumption that kaka-

iika is the name of an order of monks to be coi*-

rect, may I venture to offer an explanation? To
me the word appears to be an apahhramid irom.
Sanskrit kaukkvtika formed by P§*nmi 4, 4, 46.

Unfortunately, Patafljali does not comment on
the sMra^ but the sutra itself explains the forma-

tion . of ^ kukkuttm jpa§yati = kaukkutikah ’ as
*samjndydm,^ i.e., not in the literal sense of ‘ one
w'ho sees a hen’, but as a name, or attributive

43lass*name. The illustrates * kauhkutiko

hhikshuV and explains that by *kukkutV here is
meant, 'by a transferred epithet, the space over
which a hen can fly at one flight. The bhikshu
who limits his vision over so much of the ground
before him as can be covered by one (prover-
bially short) flight of a hen is meant by the word.
There must have been bJizJcsJius who submitted
themselves to this sort of discipline to subdue
the sense of sight and to avoid the himsd of
small insects. The Buddhists and Jainas set
a great store by ahimsd, and the sight of a Jaina
sddhu, brushing the ground before him with a
silk broom and treading with his neck bent low at
a snail’s pace, is not rare even now in India,
If w'e assume that some hhikshus were called
kaukkutikas after this habit of theirs, we can
understand the latter contemptuous sense of ‘ hy-
pocrite ’ attributed to this word by the metrical
foanskrit kosas. It is with a certain diffidence
that I offer thi^s explanation, but the word
‘Samjnaya}h m Panini’s itself supports mV
conjecture, I think. ^

Ajmer

^

Chakdradhau OnT.wcT
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THE INDIAN INSORIPTIONS AND THE ANTIQUITY OF INDIAN
ARTIFICIAL POETRY.

BY G. BUHLEB.

[ Translated by Prof» Y. S. Gliate^ M,A.] Poona. ]

{[The Editors of this Journal are deeply indebted to Prof. H. Liiders for having kindly taken the

‘trouble of securing the permission of the Vienna University to publish a translation of Dr. Buhler’s

Die IndiscTien Jnsohriften^ eto^ This booklet is so important that a reliable translation was a long-

felt desideratum to the Indian scholars. The Editors are therefore highly thankful also to

Prof. V. S* Qhate for having prepared the translation which is being published in this TournaV].

Indian Epigraphy which, since the last fifteen years has received a new impulse, and which

thanks to the progress of Sanskrit philology as well as to the perfecting of the methods of multi-

plying the inscriptions, leads to more certain results than in early times, has already provided us

with several important particulars elucidating the literary and religious history of that part of the

world which is inhabited by the Brahmanas and which wants a history as such. On the one hand,

we owe to it particular and very important data, which definitely fix the time of prominent authors,

as for instance, recently the time of the dramatic poet Rajasekhara, whose pupils and patrons, the

kings Mahendrapala and Mahipala ruled during the last decade of the ninth century and in the

beginning of the tenth century of our era, as shown by Mr. Fleet and Prof. Kielhorn. On

the other band, the comparison of the partly insignificant notices in the inscriptions with the

accounts of literary tradition or with the (data) conditions of the present day, permits us

to have an occasional peep, in the development of all the types of literature and of all

the religions systems, a peep whose worth is considerably significant in the absence of really

historical details. Such, for instance, is the observation that the tradition about the home of

several Vedic Schools and also of the works belonging to them, is confirmed through the state-

ments in the old land-grants, inasmuch as, these mention not only the names of the donees bub

their secular and spiritual families. Not less significant for the history of the very important

though little regarded in early times, religion of Mah^vira-Vardhamana is the demonstration

gradually rendered feasible, that, his followers, the Nirgranthas or Jainas, are mentioned in a

number of inscriptions, which runs on from the beginning of the historical period of India, with

bat rare interruptions, and that the assertions in their canonical works, about the divisions of the

Monk-Schools are made reliable to the most part, through writings of the first century of onr era.

These hitherto published results are, however, only a small part of what the inscriptions may

possibly yield to us. Au accurate working out and a fuller estimate of the hitherto published

materials little iu extent though they be, will show that one can procure rich instruction from

them, in all the departments of Indian Research; and that their results furnish specially sound

proof-stones for the theories about the development of Indian intellectual life, theories which the

Indologists, build on very weak foundations, compelled as they are by sheer necessity. The follow-

ing treatise is a small contribution towards the examination of inscriptions in this spirit. Its

aim is to establish firmly those results which the inscriptions yield for the history of Indian K^vya

or the artificial poetry of the court, as also to demonstrate, how far the same agree with the new

opinions regarding the development of this species of literature. My reason for undertaking to treat

of this question before other perhaps more interesting . and less disputed questions, is the recent

publication of the Gupta inscriptions by Mr. J. F. Fleet in the third volume of the Corpus inscrip-

tionum Indicarum, This exceedingly important work offers a larger number of wholly or partly

metrical inscriptions with absolutely certain dates. The same, taken together with some documents

already made kuown through reliable publications (editions) allow us to prove the existence of a

Blavya literature iu Sanskrit and Prakrit during the first five centuries of our era, and to show that

a great period of literature, which brought into general prominence, the style of the poetic school of

Vidarbha or Berar, lies before the middle of the fourth century. They also make it very probable

that the year 472 after Christ is to be fixed as the terminus ad quern for the poet Kalidasa.
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Such conclusions would, no doubt, appear quite unimportant and scarcely worth the trouble

of a special inquiry to those searchers who busy themselves with the history and the literature

of the European peoples. The Indologe, however is unfortanately not in that happy position to

look down with contempt, even upon such general results. Because, the history proper of Indian

Artificial Poetry begins not earlier than in the first half of the seventh oontury of our era, with the

reign of the mighty king Harsha or Harshavardhana of Thanesar and Kanouj, who ruled over

the whole of Northern India from 606-648 A.D. The works of his favourite court-poet Baua-

bhatta who tried to portray the life of his master and of himself in the incomplete historical novel

'Sri-Marshacharita^ and who besides wrote, as we know for certainty, the romance Kddamhari^

and the poem (song) Chandt-satalca, and perhaps also the drama Pdrvati-parinaya^ are the oldest

products of the Court-poetry, whose composition, no doubt, falls within the narrow limits given

above. Before this time, there exists no Kdvya as such whose age is hitherto determined with

some accuracy and certainty or allows itself to be determined with the accessible documents.

Only of one work which shows, throughout, the influence of the Kdvya style and which contains

several sections entirely written in the Kdvya style, we mean, of Yarahamihira’s metrical Manual

of Astrology, the Brihat-samhiidy it can be said with confidence that it is written about the middle

of the sixth century
;

because Yari,hamihira begins th.e calculations in his Panchasiddhdntihd^

with the year 505 A.D.
;
and he is supposed to have died in the year 587 A/D. according

to the statement of one of his commentators. As to when the most celebrated classical poets

Kalidasa, Subandhu, Bharavi, Pravarasena, Gunadhya and the collector of verses, Hala-sata-

vahana lived, we possess no historical evidence. We can only say that the wide spread of their

renown is attested for the first half of the seventh century by the mention of their names by Bana

and in the Aihole-Meguti inscription of 684 A.D,; as also that some of them, like Gunadhya
to whose work Subandhu does allude repeatedly, must certainly have belonged to a considerably

early period. Besides this, there are anecdotes only poorly attested, as well as sayings of very

doubtful worth; and the scanty details contained in the poems themselves, which might serve

as points (stepping-stones) for determining their age, are very difficult to be estimated, because

the political and literary history of India during the first five centuries of our era lies very

much in obscurity. When the age of the most important poets is so absolutely uncertain, it is

but natural that the case should be in no way better with the general question of the age of the

Kdvya poetry. In the literature, we come across very meagre traces which point to the fact

that the artificial poetry was cultivated from earlier times
;
and to our great regret, even the

age of the most important work in which quotations from Kdvyas occur, we mean, the Mahdhhd-
shya, is in no way, above doubt. Thus it is not improbable that these quotations might be left

nnheeded as being witnesses little to be trusted as some of the most important inquirers have

already done, and that theories, not taking notice of the same, might be put forth, which shift

the growth of the artificial poetry to a very late age. Under these circumstances it can be easily

seen why I make myself bold to claim some interest for the evidence based upon the testimony

of inscriptions, in favor of a relatively high antiquity of the artificial poetry.

The materials which the third volume of the Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum offers for

this inquiry, are not insignificant, and comprise not less than 18 numbers whose dates are

certain or at least approximately determinable, the age of their composition lying about between
350 and 550 A,D. The assiduous labours of Mr. Fleet and Mr. Dikshit, about the astronomically

calculable dates of the Gupta-insoriptions, irrefutably show that the beginning of the Gupta era falls

241 years later than that of the ^aka era, and for the reducing of the Gupta to the Christian

era, they leave us just the option of adding 318 or 319 years. Mr. Fleet has tried to show that

the year 819 or 320 A.D. marks the beginning of the Gupta era. Dr. Bhandarkar, on the

other hand, advocates 318 or 319, and for important reasons. Fora literary-historical inquiry,

it is of course the same (it matters not, it is indifferent which of these suppositions is the right

one). The first king who makes use of the Gupta era is Chandragupta II, named Vikramaditya,

whose inscriptions and coins show the years 82-94 or 95, ?,e., 400-413 or 401-414 A.D, From
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the reigu o£ his father Samudragupta, there are two inscriptions not dated. These belong to the

last half of the fourth century and as regards Mr, Fleet’s No. I, it can be asserted that it was

composed when Samudragupta had already ruled for a large number of years. Because the

number of his exploits eulogised therein is very considerable. Mr. Fleet’s supposition that this

inscription must have been composed after Samudragupta’s death, rests, as it will he shown in

detail below, on a wrong interpretation of the expression “ Samudragupta’s glory had gone up to

heaven”. As for the documents dated according to the Malava era, the detailed expositions of

Dr. Peterson and Mr. Fleet leave no doubt that the era is identical with the Vikrama era of

56-7 A.D. The age of several undated numbers can be determined, as Mr. Fleet has shown, by

the comparison of their contents with those of the dated numbers. If we arrange chronologically

the numbers important for our inquiry, we may have the following list.—

1. No, I, Harishena’s panegyric of Samudragupta, composed sometime between 375-890

A.D., on the Allahabid pillar, consisting of 9 verses and the rest in high, elevated prose, at the

close named a Kdvya^

2. No. II., A fragment of a poetic description of Samudfagupta, composed sometime

between 853—390 A. D.

3. No. lY., An undated fragment of a poetic description of four early Gupta-kings, from

the reign of Ohandragupta II
;
Gupta-Samvat 82-94 or 95.

4. No. VI., The small, wholly metrical, undated inscription in Yirasena’s cave at Udayagiri,

from the same period.

6.

No. X., The inscription on Dhruvas^rman’s pillar at Bhilsad, composed partly in high

prose and partly in metre, dated Gupta-Samvat 96, 414 or 415 A. D., in the reign of

Blumaragupta, Gupta-Samvat 96—130, 414/5—448/9.

6. No. XVII., The long composition, from Mayurakshaka’s well in QSfigdhar, dated Samvat

480 (?), 423/4 (?) A. D., from the reign of king Visvavarman.

7. No. LXI., The small metrical inscription from Sankara’s cave in Udayagiri, dated

Gupta-Samvat 106, 424 or 425 A. D.

8. No. XII., The undated, partly metrical inscription on the pillar at BihS.r, from the reign

of Skandagupta, Gupta-Samvat 136-149, i, e., 454-467 or 455-468 A. D.

9. No. XIII., The undated inscription on the pillar at Bhitari, which is partly in high

prose and partly in metre, from the same period.

10. No, XIY., The long, wholly metrical Eock-lnscription at Junagadh, which shows

the Gupta year 136-138, 454-6 or 455-7, and is called a grantha.

11. No. XV„ The wholly metrical inscription on Madra’s pillar at Kahaum, dated Gupta-

Samvat 141, 459 or 460 A. D.

12. No. XVIII., Vatsabhatti’s wholly metrical praksti about the Sun temple at

Mandasor, dated MMava-saihvat 529, 473/4 A. D.

13. No. XIX., The wholly metrical inscription on Matrivishnu’s and Dhanyavishnu’s

pillar at Eran, dated Gupta-samvat 165, June 21, 484 A. D., in the reign of Budhagupta.

14. No. XX *

9

The short, wholly metrical, inscription on Goparaja’s tomb-stone at Bran,

dated Gupta-salhvat 191, 509 or 510 A. D., in the reign of Bhanugupta.

15. No. XXXIII., Vasnla’s, undated, wholly metrical, panegyric of the king Yasodhar-

man, on the pillar at Mandasor, spoken of as sloUh, and engraved by the same stone mason

AS the following dated inscription.

16. No. XXXIV., (? 35) The wholly metrical Pra&isti on Daksha’s well at Mandasor, com-

posed in the Malaya year 589, 533-4 A. D., in the reign of king Tasodharman-Vishnnyardhana.

17. No, XXXV., (?36) The inscription on Dhanyavishpu’s hoar-statue at Eran, in the

year 1 of king Toramana, composed partly in verse and partly in high prose.

18. No. XXXVI.' (?87), The wholly metrical panegyric on Matricheta’s temple of

Vishnu in Gwalior, from the year 15 of the reign of Mihiraknla, who, according to

No. XXXIII, verse 6, was a contemporary of TaSodharman.
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It would be perbaps possible to augment this list by the inclusion of some other docu-

ments, as for instance, the Meherauli pillar-inscription of emperor Chandra, No. XXXII,
and the poetically coloured genealogy of the Maukharis on the Asirgadh seal, No, XLVII,

which, according to the character of their writing, belong to this period. But those already

mentioned quite suffice for our purpose. Their number shows that during the period from
350-550 A. D.

,
the use of the kavya-style in inscriptions, especially in the longer ones, was

in vogue and from this very circumstance it follows that court-poetry was zealously

cultivated in India. It will be seen further on that this conclusion is confirmed by other

indications of no doubtful character. Our next and most important work is, however, to
inquire how far the samples of the Edvya style contained in the inscriptions agree with the
works of the recognized masters of Indian poetic art, and how the same are related to the rules
in the manuals of poetics. A full discussion of all the numbers mentioned would in the
meanwhile he too detailed and of but little use. It would suffice to select a poem that falls in
the beginning of the period and another that belongs to the close of the same, as representatives
and to go through the same thoroughly. With the rest, only a few important points will be
prominently touched upon. On similar grounds, I take up, for purpose of a detailed discus-
sion, No. I—Harishena^s panegyric of Samndragupta and No. XVIII.-Vatsabbatti’s
prasasti on the Sun temple at Dasapura-Mandasor

; and immediately turn myself to the jatter.

‘{To ho continued,^

THE ADITYAS.
BT B. SHAMASASTBT, B.A.,M.E.A.S., BANGALOEE.

( Continuedfrom p. M )

The seven hundred and twenty sons, spoken of in verse 13, are evidently the 720 days and
nights of the civU year ; and the ten twins on the upper side of the chariot, referred to in the
next verse, must necessarily be the 10 days and nights above the 860 days of the year This
shows that the poets were well acquainted with the real length of the solar year. It is the seven
Adityas or the gods of the intercalary months, that are referred to in verse 16. The expression
that the seventh was single-born clearly shows the break in the eighth intercalary month as point-
ed out above.

^ ^

In the following verses of the Atharvavlda (X. 8) the mention of the number one thousand
in connection with seven swans seems to furnish additional evidence that the seven Adityas eagles
or swans, as they are variously called, are the seven intercalary months .

> o >

ft i

^ II 5

« 7

“ Twelve fellies, one wheel, three naves,—who understands that P Therein are inserted three
hundred and sixty pins, pegs that are immovable.’’^ 4

® Savitri!, do thou distinguish : six are twins, one is sole-born : they seek participation
in him who of them is the sole sole-born." 5

> J P “P^won

1, K
one-rimmed, thousand-syllabled, forth in front, down behind

; with a
alt It has generated all existence

; what its other half is,—what has become of that ?” 7

,
*' f

^ “ thousand days are the wings expanded of him, of the yellow swan flying to heaven

;

e, pu mg a 1 the gods in his breast, goes, viewing together all existences.”^* 18

»0.mp.s.T.L.«,i^
^

. »C«p.i,T.3In.W
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In verse 4, the Savana year o£ 360 days is described ; and in verse 5, the three pairs o£

intercalary months together 'with the single seventh month are referred to. In verse 7, the cycle

of 20 years is described as containing a thousand syllables, i.e., days. The question about the

other half seems to refer to the loss of fifteen days in the eighth intercalary month. In verse 18,

the last cycle of five years with 7^ intercalary months seems to be described as a special period or

great year, each wing or half of which is measured by a thousand days. The yellow Swan is the

seventh intercalary month. Now, if we expand the wings by putting 1,000 on each, its duration

becomes equal to 2,000 days. In 2,000 days there are ^ =^ 29d, 12h, 45m. 945 189

67 lunations and 22 days, taking a lunation to be equal to 29 days, 12 hours, and 45 minutes.t^

It is clear, therefore, that by the expressions ‘ thousand'Syllabled chariot,* and ‘a wing of thou-

sand days * duration,’ the poet refers to the last cycle in the greater cycle of 20 years, in as much
as that cycle is approximately equal to five lunar years and seven and a half lunations. It is also

to be noted that five lunar years are = 5X354 = 1,770 days and twenty-times 12 extra days
= 20x12 = 240 days. Putting these together, wo have 1,770+ 240 = 2,010 days, which is

greater by 10 days than the duration of 2,000 days, as described in verse 18. We shall see that

the same cycle of five years with seven and a half intercalary months is also termed Furusha, * man ’

or Sapta-purusha, ‘seven men’. Hence it is probable that the rising up of the thousand-headed,

thousand-eyed, and thousand-legged Purnsha by 10 ahgulas or days above the earth, described in

the Purnshasfikta, refers to the same cycle of 2,010 days, which was made equal to 2,000 days. It

is probable that the use of ctngulcts to mark days was a common practice among the Vedic poets, as

among the Arabians. Regarding the use of fingers by an Arabian prophet to mark days, this is

what AMrfinl saysi®:—

We are illiterate people, we do not write, nor do we reckon the month thus and thus and

thus,’ each time showing his ten fingers, meaning a complete month or thirty days. Then he

(the' prophet) repeated his words by saying ‘And thus and thus and thus and at the third time

he held back one tbnmb, meaning an incomplete month or twenty-nine days.”

In the following verses of the AtharvavSda (XII, 3, 16 ; and XIII, 2, 24) the same inter-

calary months are described as seven sacrifices and seven yellow steeds ;

—

^ ^^ ff’W"!?; i

“ Seven sacrifices the cattle obtained ; of which some were full of light, and others were piningj

to them the three and thirty attach themselves j
do thou conduct us unto the heavenly world.’

’

“ Seven yellow steeds, O heavenly sun,draw in the chariot thee, the flame-haired, the out-look-

ing: the sun hath yoked the seven neat daughters to the chariot
; with them who are self-yoked,

he goeth.”

The only point to be considered in this is the number 83. Here, again, the allusion seems to

be to the same thousand days by which each wing of the heavenly swan was said to be expanded

;

for 1,000 is equal to 33 months and 10 days.

In the following verse of the AtharvavMa (X, 8, 7 and 13; and XII. 4,22) the poets Speaks of

the same cycle as one of eight wheels or eight intercalary months

snTPT H

‘‘The eight-wheeled (charioi) rolls, having one rim, thousand-syllabled, forth in front, down

behind; with a half it has generated all existence ;
what its other half is,—which sign is that ?

”

But the Yedio estimate of the synodic lunar month, as shown hy tire 1yotuh Ttd^hga, was 1830 days divl-

ddd by 62 Itmations ^ 29 days, 12 iiours^ 28*2258 • • , . • • Seoouds.

Chromlogy of A.noimt MtmSt F. 78 ; I879v
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lu the following passage of the AthaiTavSda (IX, 10, 17) the poet counts the intercalary

months neither as eight nor as seven, but exactly as seven and a half and calls them embryos ;

—

% ^ II

“Seven and a half, embryos, the seed of existence, stand in front in Vishnu distribution
;

they, by thoughts, by mind, they, inspired, surround on all sides the surrounders,”

In the following verses of the Atharvav^da (X, 3, 8-10), the poet mentions the thirteenth

month, and refers to the seven intercalary months -as seven eagles and seven suns, making

Kasyapa the head of them

q^r^TJ II

tj^r^Fr: !l

•* He who measures out the thirteenth month, fabricated of days and nights, having thirty

members,—against that god, angered, is this offence*

“ Black the descent, the yellow eagles, clothing themselves in waters, fly up to the sky
j
they

have come hither from the seat of Rita
;
against that god, angered, is this offence.

What of thee, 0 Kasyapa, is bright, full of shining, what that is combined, splendid, of

wondrous light, in which seven suns are set together
;
against that god, angered, is this offence.”

In the following verses of the AtharvavMa (XIX. 53, 1 and 2) the Poet describes the same

seven intercalary months as time in the form of a thousand-eyed horse with seven reins, and

also as seven wheels

\

?r^TFf?r% ^ I

^ 1

“ Time drives a horse with seven reins, thousand-eyed, possessing much seed
;
him the ins-

pired poets mount
;
his wheels are all beings.

“ Seven wheels doth this Time drive; seven are his naves, immortality forsooth his axle
;

he,

Time, including all these beings, goes on as first god.”
'

^ The meaning of a thousand eyes is the same as that of a thousand syllables, or a thousand

days, expanding'a wing of the heavenly swan, explained above.

In what is called the Arunopanishad of the Taittiriya Aranyaka, the poet describes the same

year with an intercalated month (Adhi8amvaf8ara\ beginning with the rainy season, together with

the signs and characteristics by which its arrival was usually found out, so picturesquely and

forcibly that one cannot resist the conclusion that the poet refers to the seven intercalary months.

Since the Upanishad furnishes additional evidence about the theory I have been setting forth here,

some of the passages of it, bearing on the subject, are quoted below, with translation and notes.

Owing to the want of the intercalation of 8 or 7| months, the beginning of the year falls back, and

coincides, as pointed above, with the middle of the month of Sravana, when the rainy season sets

in with lightening and rainbow. Accordingly the poet calls upon the waters to remove the heat

.and fever of the summer along with the demon infesting the intercalary months, and to manifest

the arrival of the A.dityas, the gods of the seven intercalary months

\

II 1

^ ^rT II 2
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^^ II
8

8TtrRrafs°nT7T aT<TR?3f^°mr ^q»3[. 1

sTtrrsrm ^ II 4

^ Wr?:5fr?fr?5^ w«r*f I

^rf^^r«^5#sR 1 1
5

fir^r sR^’TT »R3 f|s?ir airq- afr^ra^r: i

II
6

“ I have obtained'*and obtamed all waters from this and that side
;
may Agni, the sun, and

the wind make the waters prosperous. 1

“0 waters, whose steeds are the (seven") winds, whose lords are the rays of the Bun, whose

body is formed of shining rays, who are not malicious to anyone, and who are the mothers of all

beings, allow me to have sons. 2

“ 0 Waters, who are of pleasing names, who are worthy o£ worship, who are of shining form,

who are productive of food, and who are the mothers of the raining clouds, allow me to have sons. 3

“ 0 Waters, take away the excessive heat and fever, take away the demon, take away the

bad smell, and take away our poverty. 4

“ 0 Waters, hold. up the thunderbolt, hold up life and all beings
;
O mothers of gods, hold up

the idityas as well "as the goddess Aditi together with her womb (Wnp'ingr/oriA tAe or

intercalary months). 5

“ May the heavenly waters and herbs be auspicious to us, and may they bring happiness to usj

0 water, thou art the bestower of comforts ;
I have not seen thy abode in the sky.” 6

In the next passages the poet proceeds to define time and its characteristics

^f?r: I

II
7

’TTgR^fr%°r II 8

srflr^ ?raT I

m sRff^fSRRl^TT^ 5T II
8

aT3?Erei^»i?^r9[^’Erl^’R^?Rll

^ ?r55rfw»Trf%e: i

?r>Tr)5:5; srfi^ i

II

, , . . , ,

“ Remembrance of past experience, seeing with the eyes, tales heard from others,
^

and

inference as the fourth,—with all these (four hinds of evidence), the circle of the ( seven or eight )

Adityas is laid up. 7 £ i. v j • t

“ The Sun takes up the water from the whole world ;
by means o£ the peculiar and ripe form

of the waters [». e., raining clouds] the characteristics of the times are remembered.

“ Just as a river flows from an imperishable source,, and just as other streamlets join her, and

just as she, growing in volume, never returns, so the moments of various birth are merged in the

year, by small bits and big periods; they all form the year ;
the year being formed of them grows

in length and never returns.
. a ..i. . u

“ One should understand this as a year with intercalation (AdAisaitoa^sara), and that by means

of the characteristics (to be s^ohen of) ;
formed of small and big bits of time, the ordinary year is visi-

ble to the eye ;
but not so the swollen thing p. e., the year in which intercalation is to be made].'’ 12

The poet has defined the year as being formed of a member of small and big moments
; and

has pointed out the difficulty of seeing the intercalated year. Ifow he is going to describe those

characteristics by which its arrival can be inferred :

—

51^ sfNW 11
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?i^'srr sr^!

—

8Tfsft 11 15

f%^r ^ »TRr 31^ I

NST t Uf?nc{|33T^ II 16

*TnT s?r «rj!ir sf'T^- i

qrf u 17

^i?rt iEff3^??gaT #4^ >T?r?r»f aRTs^^pTrff >twi% i

HHTfrr ^rn^ii 18

“Being covered with (clouds'), being damp and tending to wet, and being red [with the

rainhow),—these are the characteristics of Varnna, the lord of water or the rainy season
;
when

this is seen, there is put in a thousand (days)
;

“ The head is uniform and single ;
but in its face it (pie year) is varied

;
this is the sum total

of the characteristics of the seasons (intercalary). Prom both sides (ubhayatah,) there are seven

vital organs ;
talk alone paints it thus [in reality there is no such thing as the vital organ, &c.] ;

“White and dark days are on the right and left sides of the year: the following is said

about it :

—

0 year, that which is white of thee [». e., the day, and that part of the year which extends

from the winter solstice to the summer solstice] is quite different from what is to be worshipped

of thee [t. e,, the night, and the part of the year which extends from summer solstice to winter

solstice] ;
thy days are of different form ;

between them thou art like the sky. 15

“ 0 year, thou art productive of food ;
thou possessest all kinds of enchantment; 0 Protector,

may thy gift be good to us. 16 ^

“ No beings here
;
no god Pushan ;

no Cattle
;
no Aditya

;
there is the year alone

;
man

looks upon it as a dear thing ;
the form of the year is what is dear to him; hence saying ‘ Do, thou,

this meritorious thing,’ one should give gifts when this great thing (the intercalated year) comes

into existence.
”

As I have already pointed out, the poet speaks of the arrival of the rainy season, when, for

the adjustment of 20 lunar years to twenty sidereal years, the last cycle of 6 years in the period

of 20 years was divided into two parts, and each part was made equal to 1,000 days. The

expression that there are seven vital organs in the face of the year which, as a whole, is uniform,

refers to the insertion of the seven intercalary months. As it is necessary to know the two parts

or sides of the year when 1000 days are counted to form each part, the poet has referred to those

two sides as being formed of white and dark days respectively. There is no doubt that by the two

white and dark sides, the poet refers co what is called the Uttardyapa (that part of the year which

extends from the winter solstice to the summer solstice) and also the Dakshin^yana (that part of

the year which extends from the summer solstice, which coincides with the arrival of the rainy

season, to the winter solstice^®). It is well known that it was during Dakshindyana that sacrifices

were performed. Hence the poet has called that part of the year as being worshipable. ‘ The

meritorious th ing ’ refers to the gifts made in the sacrifices made at the end of the DakshinSyana.

The poet now goes on to speak of the seven Adityas and of the loss of the eighth Aditya

gst 5 latf BiPrfSrcr* i

* ~
1® Compare Bhagaradglt^, VIII, 24, 25.
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5T Hnfr>sfer I Htfr

^1%^ II 20

** Of those bora together, the seventh they call the sole-born
;
six, they say, are twins,

god-born seers
;
the sacrifices of them, distributed according to their respective abodes and modified

in form, move to the permanent, 1

9

“O men, tell me who is that friend who, though not vexed, said about his friend thus

‘

As
a deserter, he wants to fly from us ? ’ Whoever has deserted his friend that knew him will have

no share {of offerings) even in talk
;

if he hears that there is such a thing, he hears whac

is untrue
;

for he does not know the path of good deeds. ’’ 20

j The poet says here that while the six sons of Adibi are born in pairs, the seventh became

single-born, since the eighth, as he says later on, was haK-born and was therefore cast out. It ia

only for the seven that sacrificial offerings are distributed according to their abodes, but not for

the eight, who, though a friend, has fled from the company of his friend, the seventh Aditya^

This is what the poet seems to imply when he says that a deserting friend will have not even a

promise of a share of sacrificial offerings.

The poet now goes on to speak of the five years^ cycle :

—

f%?ERtr ^*iT II 21

^*One season, being propelled by another, runs and makes a noise; sixty are the groups of

thirty (days) ;
white and dark parts are also sixty in number. 21

Before going to speak of the deserter, the poet finds it necessary to describe the rotation of

the seasons and of the five years cycle. Here the sixty groups of 30 days are evidently sixty

months, t. five years. In this cycle a season of two months, propelled by other seasons, steps in.'

The sixty white and dark parts in the last line seem to refer to the greater cycle of sixty years, in

which 120 solstices will happen, (60 winter, 60 summer.) It is to be remembered that the cycle of

five years is closely connected with the cycle of sixty years, which is made of twelve cycles of five

years each. There may probably be some reference to the names of the sixty years in the words

^Prabhava, ’^o and * Akshaya, ’ used in the beginning of the Upanishad, while comparing the year

to a river. After describing the characteristics of the spring and other seasons which are omitted

here as unnecessary, the poet goes on to speak of the winter season when the sacrifices in connection

with intercalation are completed :— ^

•

II 22

% ^ i

;e- \ 11

^ 1

^ ^ II

(To he continued^

*» Prabhava is the “S'™®
°tUd*ef*Kshaya* laat year of the

eyele
-^ioh the last year boommonly haown in the Sonthera parts of Indi. ,

»e®««niials (y4«<»-ono»»y, p. 155, Mysore G. T, A. Preai, 1012.— >
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THE PEREGRINATIONS OP INDIAN BUDDHISTS IN

BURMA AND IN THE SUNDA ISLANDS.

BT PBOFBSSOR DOOTOE E. MULLBE-HBSS OB BERET.

Translated from the German by

G. K. NABIMAN, RANGOON,

ThK sourcea, which are at our command for the ancient history of Burma, are the holy

scripture* oE southern Buddhists composed in Pali. These were written in India and touch on the

history of further India and Burma only cursorily and as a disgression. Besides they cannot claina

implicit reliance; but implicit reliance cannot at all be placed in Oriental annalists since a simple

straight narrative without ornamentation of their own imagining has been always foreign to them.

According to the concordant testimony of all the histories, the Bnrmans came from the

Ganges Valley and their kings were relatives to the Princes of Kosala and Kapilayastu. Of this

tradition only this much is true, namely, that the Burmans emigrated no doubt, from the north

and possibly in the course of their migration touched the valley of the Ganges. But there can be no

possibility about their being related to the Aryans of India: that would be in conflict with their racial

peculiarities as well as their language, which, no doubt, belongs to the monosyllabic group. The

whole theory of the descent of the Burmans from India was first invented, after the conversion of

the country to Buddhism, by court historians, who thereby flattered the reigning kings, inventing

for them a kinship with the clan from which the Buddha had sprung.

In another instance the Burmese tradition comes in contact with the history of India, namely,

as regards prince Dasaratha. He, too, was a descendant of the tSakya dynasty of Kapilavastu to

which Gotama belonged, and wandered after renouncing the throne eastwards to Burma, where he

founded the so called second Tagaung Dynasty.

Prom these repeated attempts of the historians to connect the history of Burma with that

of India and especially with Kapilavastu, it follows that at an early date a regular inter-

<{oursi0 must have been established between the two countries. Thus, we read in the sacred books
of merchants from Ukkala or Suvaruabhumi (these are the ancient names of Burma) who carried

on business in Central India. Two of these merchants came in direct contact with the Buddha
himself; as is reported to us in one of the oldest texts. {Mahdvagga^ Book 1, Chapter 4.) The'

account is naturally somewhat fantagticaUy embellished, still I assume with certainty that
a historical kernel underlies it. It is stated there that the Tathagatas was seated at the foot of

the Bajayatana tree sunk in deep meditation, when there came up to him two men named Tapussa
and Bhallika from Ukkala bringing to the Buddha rice cakes and honey, offering the same to him
as a present from themselves. The Buddha thought that “ the Tathagata do not take any food in

their hands
;
how then shall I receive these rice cakes and honey?'’ Upon this the four Mahara-

jas of the four directions produced before him four stone utensils, in which the Buddha received the
offered rice cakes and honey. These two merchants thus became the first lay disciples of the
Buddha. This account in the Mahdvagga is confirmed by the inscription on the Shwe Dagon
Pagoda at Eangoon, which dates from the year 1485 during the reign of king Dhammacheti. This
king sent out eleven monks to Ceylon to enable them to receive their Upasampada consecration
at the celebrated Mahavihara; since their own ordination had become null, as they had not observed
the prescriptions of the Vinaya. The pagoda of Shwe Dagon itself is said to have leeu built in
the life time of Gotama; though, of course, this is mere legend. The inscription repeats the
account as given^ in the Mahdvagga and adds that both the merchants received eight hairs from
Gotama, which they took back to their country and enshrined in their pagoda on the summit of
the Tamagatta Movmt, east of the city of Asitanjaijagara,

^
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Both these accounts differ only in one essential point. For while in the Mahdvagga, the two

merchants came from Ukkala overland, the Shwe Dagon inscription states that this journey was

made by ship. From this it appears that the compiler of the understood Ukkala to be

Orissa, which is a province of India, from where one could journey overland to the R^jayatana tree.

Dhammaceti, on the other hand, the author of the inscription on the Shwe Dagon, understood

by Ukkala the territory at the foot of the Shwe Dagon Hill stretching up to the Iravadi, where a

number of colonists from further India must have settled at an early date. Hence he makes the

two merchants voyage in a ship.

When we look into the later Buddhist Literature we find the history of Tapussa and Bhal-

lika also in the commentary ot Buddhaghosha to the Vinayi and to the AnguttaraniJcdyOi which

is a production o£ the 5th Christian century. There also the city from where they came and

where they erected the pagoda on their return is called Asitanjananagara, just as in the inscrip-

tion on the Shwe Dagon. Accordingly, there seems to be no doubt that Buddhaghosha, too, the most

celebrated of the later Buddhist theologians, had in his mind Burma and not Orissa, and that the

Shwe Dagon Pagoda was actually built on the spot, where the two merchants buried the hair relics

presented to them by G-oiama. The name Dagon can be traced to an old Tikumbha the three

alms bowls*’, and with this is linked the legend that Gotama and his two favourite disciples,

Sariputta and Moggallana had buried their alms bowls at that place. The name came into

use first in the 16th century, while before that time the pagoda was called Singuttaracheti.

Buddhaghosha’s testimony is, therefore, of special value, in as much as he composed the greater

number of his Commentaries in Burma, after he had spent some time in Ceylon with a view to study

the sacred scriptures at the latter place. The Burmese historians even assert that he was born in

their country. But this is contradicted by the evidence of the Mah^vansa, which alleges his birth

place to be in the vicinity of the holy Bodhi Tree, and, therefore, is not to be accepted . as

a historical fact. The identity of Ukkala and Burma, as asserted by Buddhaghosha, is no doubt,

(as Kern indicates,) in conflict with the statement of the which places the home

of the two merchants in a country to the north of the Deccan, and it likewise is not in accord with

the information of the Chinese Pilgrim Hiuan-Thsang, who makes the merchants come from

Baktria. But the LalUa-Vistara proved itself in many cases to be an unreliable source and

the expression “ northern country ” is so vague that it might indicate almost any country. As

regards Hiuan-Thsang he is a great authority for Northern Buddhism; but, he has little knowledge

of Southern Buddhism, and when his evidence is in conflict with that of Buddhaghosha, we must

explicitly give precedence to the latter.

We assume, therefore, that the first two lay disciples of Gotama originally came from Burma
;

but that is not the same thing as to say that Buddhism had already been introduced into Burma

by that time. That event took place after the Council of Pltaliputra, which was held under the

patronage of king Asoka. At this Council, at the suggestion of Tissa Moggaliputta, it was resolv-

ed to send out missionaries to various directions with a view to proselytise the surrounding coun-

tries to Buddhism. Both the children of king Asoka, Mahinda and Sanghamittd, went over to

Ceylon'
;

to Burma went the apostles Sona and Uttara, These two arrived there after a long

journey, because the country was at that time in the possession of a sea monster who was working

havoc there. The apostles succeeded in destroying the monster and naturally gained unexpected

success in their mission of proselytisation. Two-thousand-five-hundred men and one-thousand-five-

hundred women forthwith accepted monkhood, and the kings of the country thence-forward bore

the name of Sonuttara.

The port where Sona and Utfcara landed in Burma was called Golanagara or Qolamattika-

nagara, and lay some twenty miles north-west of the capital, Thatdn. The late Doctor
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Forchhammer, who rendered considerable service to the archeology of Burma, discovered there

tolerably extensive ruins which go to prove an old settlement at the place. The name of

the city in an inscription at Kalyani belonging to the 15th century is explained so as to

suggest that it consisted of earthen houses after the style of those constructed by ihe Gaula or

Gola in India. It was also probably an old Indian colony from pre-Christian times similar

to the one mentioned above at the foot of the Shwe Dagon Hill. In the 16th Century the city waa

called Takhala, and at present it is named Ayetthima. Forchhammer attempted to identify

this Qolanagara with the territory called Kalah mentioned by Arab geographers, and accordingly

propounded quite a new hypothesis with reference to a question which had already been taken up

by Sir Emerson Tennent and others. The Arabs speak about a kingdom, which bore

the name of Zabedj and extended in the 8th and 9th Centuries over the Islands to the south and

east of Malacca, and consequently to Java, Borneo, Sumatra, etc. To this kingdom belonged

likewise the southern extremity of India and also the country in question called Kalah. This

place was the centre of commerce in aloes, camphor, sandlewood, ivory, and lead. The ships

coming from the east, China, and from the west, Persia, met at Kalah and exchanged

their respective commodities. This Kalah therefore, must have been situated somewhere in the

Indian Ocean and the supposition of Sir Emerson Tennent that it would be Point-de^Galle in

Ceylon has nothing improbable about it. Even this day Ceylon constitutes the centre of commerce

and the meeting point of passengers in the Indian Ocean, and if Poiut-de-Galle has been replaced as

a port in course of centuries by Colombo, it was because the port of Point-de-Galle is in the first

place unsafe, and secondly, because, it was the government which directed the intercourse

towards the capital Colombo. In the accounts of the Arab geographers we come across a

group of islands which must have existed 'in the vicinity of this ancient Kalah, and this

has probably placed us on the right track. Sir Emerson Tennent thinks in this connec-

tion of the Maidive Islands but that is scarcely probable, because, the Maidive Islands

lie two and a half days* journey west of Point-de-Galle, a situation which must have proved

one of great distance for the then commercial circumstances. Perhaps we would be nearer the

mark if we understood by Kalah the north-west coast of Oeylon, for, as a matter of fact there does
exist a group of islands in close proximity, which constitutes what is called the Adams Bridge, and
which was even a connecting link with the main land in pre-historic times. In the immediate
neighbourhood of Kalah lived according to Oosmas Indicopleustes the king who had the hyacinth
(.6 €is€x<iiVTbpvaKiveov) which is an attempt at transcribing the precious stone district in Oeylon
at present called Sahara Gamuva, and with it was connected the land where the pepper goods i.e. the
district between Puttalam and Adams Peak which is known in modern times by the name of Maha
Oya. The Arab geographer Abu Zayid further narrates that the country in his time was subject
to two kings .... tbe one was the Sultan of Zabej whose domination extended over Malacca, the
Sunda Islands, and Travancore, the other was a Singhalese king who lived as a dependent on
the Sultan.

Of another opinion is the author of the anonymous work on Ceylon which appeared in 1876 -

in London under the title, “ Oeylon, a general description of the Island, historical, physical, and
statistical.” He is of the view that the vessels which plied between China and Persia must' have

. sailed from Cape Comorin straight over the Gulf of Bengal to the Nicobar Islands
; they must

have touched at the port of Kalah which must have been in that case one of the islands or penin-
sulas belonging to Hinter India, possibly, the modern Kedah near Penang. There is nothing
more to adduce in support of this hypothesis except the more or less questionable similarity of
pronunciation between Kedah and Kalah. This hypothesis, however, has more of probability
in it than that of Forch-hammer, because, the vessels must have sailed past Kedah, while in order
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to call a halt at Golaaagara, they would have to make a long detour towards the north. I there-
fore, remain an adherent of the view of Sir Emerson Tennent concerning the situation of Kalah

j

only for Point-de-Galle I would substitute the north-west coast of the Island of Ceylon.^

We will now leave Burma and the questions connected with it and cast a glance at the Sunda
Islands. The date of the first colonisation is here also a matter of doubt, though the place whence
the colonists immigrated was in all probability Kalinga, the district to the north of the mouth of the
Godavary. The name Kalinga or Kaling, which is the designation bestowed by the Chinese on the
Javanese^ is no strong proof of this, for, the Chinese so call all the Indians who crossed over the ocean
to the Celestial Empire. But it is very likely that they originally came from there, because it was
also the provenance of the Singhalese. The Chinese Pilgrim Fa-Hian, who landed at Java about
the year 413 on his return voyage from India to China, and sojourned there for a time, found
an Indian civilisation in full growth. Brahmans and the so called heretics, as Fa-Hian calls all

Shaivites, were in large numbers, while there were few or no Buddhists at all. This is

confirmed by Sanskrit inscriptions in western Java and east Borneo, which to judge by the forma^

tion of the alphabet must be at the latest as old as the 5th Century. From these inscriptions, which

are of a Yaishnavite character, we can conclude that both Java and the east coast of Borneo were

hinduised prior to the 6th Century. Moreover, we learn from a Chinese report that in the year

435 there reigned in Java a prince, whose name was the pure Indian Dh^ravarman and his title

Sripala. We possess documents belonging to Java and composed in its native language, the

Kavi from the 9th Century, From this it follows that about that time the country was completely

Hinduised and that there were traces of Buddhism in the Mahfiyana form. Probably, the Buddhists

had immigrated to Sumatra and Malacca in the 5th Century soon after Fa-Hian^s visit. This is

supported by the Sanskrit inscriptions of Kedah and province Wellesley, as well as of the celebrated

temple of Boro Bod or, the most extensive Buddhist structure inexistence. According to the

opinion of Fergusson and Burgess, the temple was completed in the 7th Century and its con-

struction must have taken somewhere about a hundred years so that its building was probably com-

menced in the 6th Century.

We find Indian influence equally in Sumatra, although not in such a high degree as in Java

and Bali. The alphabet which is used in Sumatra can be traced to an Indian origin, and the langu-

age has adopted a number of Sanskrit words. There are tolerably numerous names of places of

Sanskrit origin. Buddhism must have flourished there from the 10th to the 14th Centuries, as can

be inferred from several inscriptions and ancient buildings. Of all the islands of the Archipelago,

Java alone seems to have admitted the division into castes according to the Hindu model, and this

is an indication of Brahmanical and not Buddhist influence, for the Buddhist strove to do away

with caste. The most prominent Brahmanical sect in Java was the Shaivite. Shaivism and

Buddhism were the two officially recognised religions in Java, just as they are in Nepal of to-day where

the King and the ruling classes are Shaivites, whereas the mass of the people do homage to the Bud-

dha. We even find a kind of syncretism of both the religions in Java, in as much as the Buddha

is regarded and adored as younger brother of Siva. At great festivals like that of Pauchavalikrama,

it so happens that four Shaivite and one Buddhistic priests officiate in co-operation. The

Buddhist priest turns his face towards the south, three of the Shaivites facing the three

remaining cardinal points and the fourth sitting in the centre. We see from this that the

Buddhists of the Sunda Islands were far from fanatics and allowed the adherents of other faiths

to live there undisturbed. The situation was probably similar to that obtaining in Ceylon

though in an inverted order, for the Buddhists were the first to occupy Ceylon, Hinduism having

crept into the island only at a subsequent period along with Tamil immigrants. There, too, we

meet with, as at Dondra on the southern coast, in one and the same temple images of the Buddha,

of Vishnu, of Qanesa, and the holy Bull from Tanjore, all of them being installed there without

mutual disturbance or error in the prayers offered by the faithful of these various creeds.

1 Tshere is mucli more to be said for KalabcsKedah than the author seem^ to be aware of. En.
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PARAMAJOTISTOTRA

An Old Braja Metrical Version of SiddJiasenadivdlcara’s Kalydnamandirastotra,

BY L. P. TESSITOEI* UDINE, ITALY.

I found this vernacular version of the famous siotra by Siddhasenadivakara in a Jaina MS,

pertaining to the Indian Collection in the Regia Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale of Florence, The

MS. is registered in PavolIni*s catalogue under No. 674, It consists of 15 leaves, with 12 lines

on each page, bnt it is unfortunately incomplete, some leaves at the end having been lost. As

the colophon is wanting, it is not possible to fix the date of the MS,, but the general appearance of

the [)aper and of the script are sufficient to show that it was copied at a comparatively modern time.

On the cover we read the title, Bigamharastotrdm; which is quite probably the title we should

find in the colophon, if the last leaf of the MS. had been preserved to us. It is, in fact, a collection

of stotras, partly in Sanskrit and partly in Bhasha, of which only the first four have been preserved.

These are the following :

—

(a) The Fanchamah gala hj Eupachanda, in Old Braja, from page lb down to page 8a. It

contains 25 stanzas in all, divided into five parts named respectively: (1) Prathamamangala,

(2) Janamamangalar (3) Tapalcalydnaha, (4) Mdmkalydmlca, (5) NirvdnahalydnaTca, It is a

mangalagita commemorating the five most salient points in the life of the Trailokyanatha

Sudevajinavara, from the dreams seen by the mother of the Jina down to his attainment of the

nirvana^ In the last stanza (25th) the author records his name.

(5) The Vishdpalidrasioira by Dhanarnjaya, in 89 Sanskrit stanzas,

(c) The Aildbhdvastotra by Vadiraja, in 26 Sanskrit stanzas.

(d) The Faramajotistotra, in Old Braja, from page 14a down to the foot of page 15b,

deficient at the end, owing to the loss of the subsequent leaves of the MS. The text reaches to

the beginning of stanza 26 and, therefore, 18 stanzas are wanting.

Though incomplete, this Faramajotistotra is, no doubt, of the greatest interest. It derives its

Value partly from its excellence as a translation
;
partly also, and perhaps chiefly, from the particular

form of language, in which it is couched. The work is, in fact, a metrical version of Siddhasena-

divakara’s Kahjdmmandirastotra, in which the author has displayed an ability that is very rarely

found in similar works. It was, indeed, no easy matter to put into a different language the often

intricate meaning of the Sanskrit stotra, retaining all the puns that are met at almost every step

in the latter
;
and, what ia more, to put it into stanzas having verses rhyming with each other and

corresponding exactly in number with the vasantatilakd^ in the original
;
even to outdo the

very Sanskrit text in conciseness, by recasting the whole content of each vasantaiilaM~mtho'a.t

omitting any important particular—into stanzas numbering a smaller amount of syllables. How

far the author has succeeded in this effort, the reader will judge for himself. In some passages,

indeed, the vernacular version seems to be much more elegant than the Sanskrit original by

Siddhasena itself. The work takes its name of Faramajotistotra from its beginning, after the

example of the Kalydnamandirastotra itself and of many other sfotras of a similar kind, such as

the renowned Bliaktdmara,

As to the probable author of the version—though it cannot be presumed that any positive

conclusion on this question will ever be attained, owing to the scanty evidence,—I think there is a

circumstance that may perhaps lead to his determination. Namely, the fact that the Faramajoti-

stotra shares with the PancTiamahgala, the first work in the collection, not only the same language, but

even the same linguistic peculiarities; and that the external affinity between the two works is such

that it cannot be explained except by the assumption that both of them were composed in the same

place and at about the same time, and, perhaps, even by the same poet. It it be correct to go as far as
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the latter conclusion, it is 'with the Rupacauda of the Panchamahgala that the author of our
version should be identified.

Turning to the form of the language in which the Paramajotistoira is written, I have to mahe
some further observations concerning what has been stated above. The language is, in fact, Old
Braja, but this statement would be altogether incorrect, if it were understood to imply that the
version was made within the area where Braja is spoken at the present day. It is well known (and
here I mean to refer chiefly to Sir G. Grierson’s authority) that in former times the use of the Braja
Bh^kha was spread towards the West far beyond the limits of the territory, where it was spoken.
Indeed, for many centuries Braja has been the common polite language, in which poets of the
Western Gangetic Valley. Rajputana and even Gujarat used to compose their works. When so

used for literary purposes by the poets of the West, it was called Pingala, and in contradistinction

to it the dialects peculiar to each of the various countries, when they were used in poetry, were
called pingaja. Bat the use of the latter for literary purposes seems never to have been so widely

extended as that of the former. Now, it can be easily conceived that the adoption of the Braja by
the poets in such countries as possessed a veraaeular of their own, and differing from it, could not

take place without the Braja growing more or less corrupt through the introduction of strange

elements and foreign words, borrowed from the peculiar dialect of the writer. The resultant,

tlaen^ was a form of language, that in its mam features was Braja, but at the same time contained

many peculiarities, which were not consistent with the latter and could be explained only by

a direct reference to Marwari or Gujarati.

This is precisely the case with the language, in which our Paramajotistoira is eompoeed. It

is Old Braja mixed with alien elements, which clearly point to the West for their origin. Such

are: gfqtfr ‘‘dreams,*’ “of the actions,’’ ^ two instances of the plurals iu—

^

as are met in all the dialects of the Rijasthant and Gujarati
; ^ this, these, ” for the singular

and plural forms of the demonsstrative pronoun, which in Braja ought to be ^ and %
respectively ; ^ “who,*’ for the plural of the relative pronoun, instead of the Bjraja forms ^ or

“.says,” for the third person singular of the simple present, instead of which is the

only form that is possible in Braja
; ^ *^is doing,” an instance of the definite present, which

is not very commop in Braja, whilst it becomes the rule in Marwari and in the other dialects pf

the West
;

“will be,” ap. .example of the sigmatic future, which is not found to exist

in the Western Hindi, etc. Indeed, some of these as well as other forms, besides pointing to the

West, seem to point also to an early ^tage in thp fo?:mation of the vernaculars. In other words

there are some peculiarities, which, though they may bapt <en to have theiy correspondents in the

dialects of Rajputana and of Gujarat, might be as well explained by a direct reference to

the Apabhratn^a. Such are for instance : the postpositions and gritflr of the genitive, which

are liable to be directly chained to the corresponding forms: rftSTi' and in the Apabhramca
;

th(e inflected locative singular ending in -ij, - f, of which there aie traces in all forms of Bhasha

and which likewise occurs in the Apabhratppa
;

the pronominal forms gfl'm “who?” for

the interrogatiye pronoun, and “how?” for the interrogative adverb of manner, both of

which are derived fronji the Apabhramca forms: SfTTO and ^Ir, and the latter has spread so far

in the East that it is found ev.en in the Old Baiswarx of Tulasi DasfjL
;
and finally the forms

for the pronominal adjectives of manner, which are even older than the

corresponding forms of the Apabhramca, and for the explanation of which one must

refer to the Prakrit. Further, there are some other forms, which are rather to be considered, as

Kanaiiji peculiarities, like ffl, which are used for the oblique singular of the

1 These two forms, as well as some of the others mentioned below, we not met in the ParanajoHHotra^ bnt
only 111 the Panchamangala

a fhe MS. often read. flf?, V
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pronouns. Quite peculiar are the forms and “are,” for the Srd persons

singular and plural of the simple present of the substantive verb, both used in their original

indicative meaning and therefore corresponding to the Braja % and respectively. I believe, they

are to be explained as having arisen from two hypothetical forms :

the Apabhram<;a, which, though they have not yet been found, may reasonably be supposed to have

existed beside the more recent forms frf and As for the being retained in the

terminations : {f , ,
instances of the same are not wanting in Old Hindi, Lastly, there will be

noticed the use of the old genitive in-^, which is also commonly found in the Old Gujarati as well-

as in Canda's poetry, and in the latter it appears to have superseded almost all other cases.

In the same way, it will be found used with a meaning different from that of the genitive case

in the example 2nd caupSi of the Faramajotistotra.

The conclusion, then, to be drawn is that the Fai'amajoHstotra 'W2La written at a rather early

period in the history of the BhiishAs, which it is not possible to determine at the present day, and

in a country lying to the Wist of the area where Bxaja was spoken. Whether this country was

Eajputana or Gujarat, cannot be easily ascertained. The fact that some of the Western peculiarities,

that have been treated of above—as for instance q* for the singular of the demonstrative pronoun

and for the interrogative adverb of manner—seem to point rather to Gujarati than to Rajasthani,

is of no great account in this question, as at that time the difference between the vernaculars of

Gujarat and of Eajputana was much less distinct than at the present day. Be it remembered that

both forms of speech have come out of the same stock, m., the ^auraseni Apabhrami^a, and that

their mutual connection still appears as a very close one^ if we only compare the Old Gujarati with

the Old Marwari.

I need not expend words in illustrating the contents or showing the literary importance of the

ICalydnamandirastotra,—the original, of which our Paramajothioira is a version—nor shall I dwell

on its being an imitation of Mauatimga’s Bhahtdmarast&tra^ and still less on the questions'

concerning the probable identiffcation of its author Siddhasenadivakara. Tor all tle&e particulars,

the reader may directly refer to Prof. Jacobi’s introduction to the edition of the stotra in ihe

Tndiscjlie Studien (Vol. XIV [Leipzig, 1875], pp. 376-377) and to Pandit Durgd Prasuda’s

introductory note to the edition of the same stoira in the £lt^vyamd.ld (Guchchhaka VII [Bombay^

'

1C07], p. 10). Let me only say, in explanation of the fact that the present version is included in a

TJigambara MS., that the Kalydmman^irasMra is read by the Digambaras as well as by the

pvetdmbaras.

The metre, in which the PammajoHstotra is arranged, is partly the chaupdt, partly the dohd^

The part of the work, that has been preserved to us, comprises 26 stanzas in all, out of which 18 are

chaupdt^ and the other 8 are dohd^. The first stanza, from the initial words of which the version

takes its name, is not found in the Sanskrit original, and is, therefore, to be regarded as an

addition by the vernacular poet.

As regards the Braja text, which follows below, I wish further to note that I have tried

faithfully to reproduce the realing of the MS., as far as it was consistent with the laws of

grammar and prosody. So, I have kept purposely unchanged :-~the sign without substituting for

it Hg ;
the frequent inorganic nasalization of the vowel ^r, before ny, *Ti f ?

the frequent

substitution of ^ for original f, and of igr for etc. On the other hand, I have silently

corrected all evident blunders like the substitution of for ^ and the omission of the dot of the

nasals, and I have kept carefully distinguished from the ^ the q, for which the MS. has no special

sign. All other cases, in which I venture to differ from the reading of the MS., will be found

recorded in the critical notes at the foot of the text. Their being so copious should not be

imputed to any excess of scrupulosity on my part, but rather to the great incorrectness of the MS.

s Th'i latter Babstitution is to be regarded as a Western peculiarity.
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Wr ^sEHt 1 54ir“ ^ .??rre II II

5Pr-W!T ^ wm^ Pr^r sKt » ?r*rwnl“' ?fr^ l

^w?r-5fST5RT R'jt ^ I spr^r-^ ly^ ll w ||

SR^ sRr ^21 1 T^»ir?*ir ?rar i

^ str?r Rr5Tt<PT «irRr i ^rrar-’ET’s:'! vm '^rf»r ll xm ii

5rr-% »rRr 5>T^ Rpirt i RrRt 5it«t Pr*!? ?rw i

^^^ I Rrwft II \i ll

^ 1 3H spirw-l' ft*t Rr^k l

M '^Trk 1 frw kq-f^F-sify ?fk ll \® ||

5^f RR5T-5X!r-5fN- I ^r>RrT-^ «Tk-#r I

^jftRfnir-^Rr fim »i| i^ Rr^^r ^?r sr? ll
\c

ii

fsy^ ?f?r T#5r gk ?ix-« »ra ^gysR® \

jr(is^»r^-5^rai II II

«Er*Fr-fk # ^ I

3>r^ ^ W5«r fyai II x* II

^kr 2«i #fy ^-?nfrT I

Rifl >Tk-5pr II XXII

f^TR Rrt ^fkr-sRy" ^r fy^l ®

«nf-5Er^ ^ *1^ ?rr§ ’Ilk ^’*r II 11

RrfRR RrR%? \

^k 5!k iim 11 Ii

^-??r ^y^-^5r ^ii'^rr-HT’^sT^k i

!R?rau-% PRf? ktkll^vil

xfk«R|kt5TNr-5RV ^ ix-|«?Rr-*irf 1

kR-i«r-?tRW? Rr it^I' TRif 11 XH II

#r SR kg^ *

XV ) (for ^n^Rfr). Rrt, X^ ) iRiTrR. x^ ) kkRr,

^ (instead of kg?; X® ) kRi?. Rrt; X': ).fk, »r?, krf; x<)

X* ) ^, %ic%, C for |5fr ), ^^i2«r ?nf; xx) kr?, *ky; xx

)

( for Bx ), xj?ir, frg, XDRk,^ XM)Rr»ii
* Obiem that tbe eara^ is faulty*
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ON THE PRONUNCIATION OP SANSKRIT.
BY P. T. SRINIYAS IYENGAR, M.A.j VIZAGAPATAM.

It is frequently urged, as one of the excellences of Sanskrit, that its alphabet is scientific
and perfect, unlike the English alphabet, which is both superfluous and defective. But it is
not so well-known, that while the spelling of Sanskrit words is fixed for all time, its pronun-
ciation varies so much from province to province that there are comparatively few letters whose
values are the same all over India. When this is pointed out to a Hindu, his first impulse is
to maintain that his prouunciation, 6., that of his district, is the correct, ancient one of Pdnini
and the Rishis that preceded him, and that all others are wrong, I have heard a Tamil Brjihman
(and a professor in a Government College who has passed a high Examination in the Science
of Language) maintain that the Tamil pronunciation of Sanskrit is the only perfect thing, though
the Tamil land is several thousand miles far from that where Sanskrit was first evolved, and
though Sanskrit did not reach the Tamil land until many hundred years after it was born. On
the other hand I have known Hindi gentlemen, great Sanskrit scholars, believe that the con-
fusion in speech between sk and i prevalent in North India was part of the original perfec-

tion of the Sanskrit (perfected) tongue ! As a matter of fact there is no right or wrong in

these matters. As every flower has a right to exist and the one with narrow petals is not

more cori'ect than the one with broad ones, all forms of pronunciation are correct, each in the

district or caste or clan where it prevails, and no one form is superior to another. Pronuncia-

tion, like other manifestations of life, changes in accordance with individual environment.

Firstly as time goes on the sounds of a language change. It has been proved that Sans-

krit has levelled down original Indo-Germanic e and o into one uniform a, whereas the

original sounds have been preserved in Greek, Latin and other languages. Cf. Sans, pancha,

janas^ Gr. pente, genos ; Sans, cha^ Lat. que
;
Sans, chali A. S. liweol

;
in all which cases the

Sanskrit a is a later formation than the 6 or o of the other languages. That Sanskrit long

e and long o are developments of ai and au is well-known to onr Grammarians, but this is

only a case of Indo-Germanic ai^ ei^ and oi becoming first ai and then long e in Sanskrit and au^

eu and ou first becoming au and then long o. Compare Gk. aiihos, Sans, edhas^ Gk, ietchoSf

Sans, diha
;
Gk. oida, Sans, veda

; Lat. aug~ere, Sans. 6Jas ;
Gk. reumay Sans. srd-tas» While

Sanskrit has wandered further from the parent Indo-Germanic in its vowel system than its

sister-languages, it has preserved the original consonant system better. But even here, there

have been wide changes. In the Indo-Germanic there were two sets of Tc sounds, as to-day

Arabic has, a velar and a palatal. These as well as the labialized velars were fronted, when

followed by front vowels c, i. ;
thence arose in Sanskrit the sounds of i, A, A, cA, etc. Thus the

roots Sly jiv, liary haly ohal represent an earlier hei, giveiy ghei\ qel, qivel.

Most of these changes from the Indo-Germanic to the Sanskrit have been revealed by the

historical study of languages conducted by modern investigators. The method of Sanskrit

Grammarians was purely analytical
;

it consisted in tracing forms to their roots (real or imaginary)

and it is obvious that this method cannot but lead to laws of word formation, which may be

practically useful but are not true as facts o£ history. The study of the growth of man based on

anatomical considerations and intelligent inferences from the dissection of a number of corpses as

to how man’s body must have been put together may lead to very interesting results, but these results

are likely to be very different from the real story of man as revealed by Comparative Zoology and

Embryology. Psychology, till recently, analysed the grown man’s mind into faculties and proceed-

ed exactly like Panini’s grammar
;

and as the growing science of Comparative Psychology has

upset the old Psychology, so Comparative Grammar has upset the older Sanskrit Grammar. Thus

in e~tiy the e representing ei of Indo-Germanic is surely not derived from e, the so-called root.

The h of muMa^ rikta, is not a modification of oh as Panini says, because the Indo-Germanic

analogue of their so-called roots much, rich, are meuh leikw
;
similarly the gh of ghnanii is more

primitive than the A of hanii.
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But even taking PanicLi at the usual Hindu yaluation, there are many difficulties in utilizing

his sCdras in an investigation of Sanskrit pronunciation. His last sHitra is ** aa (VIII., iv., 68)

and is nsually interpreted to mean that though in the body of the sutras vowels have been

described to be open {vivrita^^ short a is not open, but close {samvrita). This information can be

utilized only if we know for certain how short a was pronounced by Panini, This letter is

pronounced in South India like the u of * but ’ when accented and like the shortened form of the e

in * her ’ when unaccented. In Northern India when it is unaccented it loses all individuality and

practically vanishes.. In Bengal and Orissa, the accented a approximates to o. In which of these

ways did P^iiai intend the amhvriia a to be made ? This is a question difficult to answer. And
then there is the further question, whether these different pronunciations of a are far off remini-

scences of the fact that Sanskrit a represents Indo-Germanic a, e, and o. Again in modern
Hindi we certainly hear short e and short o. Whence come these sounds ?

It is fairly well-known that the Hindus are divided into two great groups, the five Gaudas
and the five Dravidas. These groups are distinguished from each other, firstly by the fact that the

Brahmans of the former group eat fish and the flesh of five five-nailed animals, and those of

the latter do not, and secondly by the fact that the Dravidas pronounce ^ and ^as sh and^, and the

Gaudas in many cases pronounce them kh and y. Thus when they begin words or syllables, there are

invariably hh and j ] jama^ jamund, khaiy y in the middle of a syllable is y as in sydt
;
sh

when it is the first part of a conjunct consonant is sometimes attempted to be pronounced, and

then it approximates to 5, thus becomes n, the nasal of c^-series is pronounced

alike throughout India, when it preceded ch or y, but when it succeeds j as in the words yajna

or jMna, it is pronounced differently in different parts of India. The Tamil has in his owu
tongue a distinct n sound, occurring by itself in words, e.

i/.,
ndyiru but it cannot be easily

pronounced after y, so he pronounces these words as yagha^ gndna. The North Indian makes

the first word jagya and the second gydm
;
the Maratha makes the former yadnya.

As regards sibilants, there are four sounds, the English s, the Tamil ip the English and

the Indian sh sounds, all made by the faction of air passing between the palate, beginning from

behind the teeth and gradually receding to the mid palate. There is no difficulty with regard to

the first of these sounds. The second is the sound made in South India and the third in North

India when reading Seeing that Panini was a Sindhi, it is probable that he followed the modern

North Indian practice. South Indians claim that their pronunciation of this letter is the proper

one, but there is no shadow of evidence to prove this, though when a South Indian speaks

Sanskrit, the ear can much more readily detect the difference between ^and q;. But this is per-

haps due to the fact that to the South Indian, Sanskrit is absolutely a foreign language, his mother

tongue belonging to the Dravidian family and he is therefore plus royaliste que le roi. With regard

to the last of these soiinds, too, there is a difficulty. The Dravida makes the sound by doubling

the tongue, and contacting the blade with the middle of the palate. The Gauda makes a kli of it.

Where the South Indian reads tushdra^ the Gauda reads tukhdra^ The Gauda and not the

Dravida has spoken Sanakritio languages continuously from the beginning of the historic age in

India, and hence his pronunciation must be regarded as the genuine Sanskrit pronunciation and
the Dravida one but a modification of it by a foreign tribe attempting to acquire it. The main
language of Afghanistan is Pashto in its S. W. parts and Pakhto in the N. E. Here we have
over again the Dravida-Gauda difference. The S.W. sh may be due to the proximity of a

Dravidian language, the Br^hiii. It is to be noted that Herodotus speaks of them Paktues and
the Rig Veda refers to them as Pdkthas, Apparently Pakhto was the ancient form and Pashto
a recent one. This fact renders it probable that ^ was hh in Sanskrit till the Dravidas made it

into sli. This view will react on the discussion of certain problems of linguistic science. Oollitz derives

hsheti from a root Tishei and hshayati and Te'shindti, both from a root ghsliei. But it is a disputed
question whether the Indo-Germanic had a sh sound. If, as with the Gaudas, Sanskrit q;^is really hh
and hsh is really hhh and if ^ developed from Indo-Germanic h ought to be pronounced sh^ the
above disputed question ought to be rediscussed in the light of this. As an example of a mis-
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Iftkc du6 to the ignorance of tho Gfaud^ pronunciation of Sanskriti I may mention that such a

scholar as Bloomfield in his Religion of the Veda, p. 54, speaking of the Persian translation of

the Upanlshads made for Dara, says that “ the Persian pronnnciation of the word wpanishad is

onpanekab”, whereas it is the Gauda pronunciation, Idg, swehs became Skt. which Gaudas

pronounce Ichash
;
Idg. skeub became which Gaudas make khuhh. In this connection it

must be remembered that Idg. sw in some cases become s in Sanskrit and lch{w) in Persian
;

thus the Persian analogue for svedas is hh(wjayj for svasar is kh{w)d har, and for su-karas is

Muh. Curiously enough Idg. Jew when fronted by the influence of front vowels becomes s in

Persian, corresponding to Skt. i
;
thus Idg, Jeweit, Skt. Svetas, Pers, safid» Hence the history

of Skt. ^ ought to be rediscussed in the light of these facts.

Scientific conclusions on the gradual changes of Sanskrit sounds are vitiated by four facts,

(1) Maharashtras have been the main teachers of Sanskrit Grammar for the past two centuries

or more and have imposed their Dravida pronunciation on Sanskrit
;
and European Scholars have

on that account not given the Gauda pronunciation its dues. (2) The Gaudas of Benares have

for a long time been under the influence of these Maharashtras and their own pronunciation

to-day is a very mixed one. (3) Sanskrit was never the spoken language of the people; it was

the SamsJcriia, the literary, conventionalized form of the language of the people, first of the Indus

valley, then of the Madhyadeaa, and lastly of Magadha and perhaps also of the Maratha country^

before it became finally fixed in its present highly artificial form, denuded of syntax, divested of

idioms, eminently suited to be the language of scholars, but unfitted to act as a means of registering

the changing sounds of a living language, (4) The linguistic survey of Northern India has

been conducted by gentlemen without a training in phonetics, and their enquiry has been to

some extent vitiated by a belief that Sanskrit is the norm and the languages as spoken are

corruptions of the Samshrita hhdshd.

My object is not to solve these problems, but merely to prove that the Sanskrit alphabet is

not devoid of perplexing difficulties, nor is Sanskrit pronunciation an invariable fixed thing as

people usually suppose. To one who knows the facts of the case and is not blinded by prejudice,

it is as full of difficulties, as full of variations, as any other language.

SANTIDEVA.

BY MAHAMAHOPADHTATA HARAPBASAD SASTBI, M.A., C.I.E. ; CALCUTTA.

SAntibeva is a great name in the later Mahayana literature. He is credited with the author-

ship of three works: (1) Bodhicharyavatdra, (2) Siksha-Samuchchaya and (3) Sfitra-Samuch-

chaya {See Sikshd-samuchchaya of Bendall, Introduction, page IT., on the authority of Taranatha),

Sitra-Samuchchaya has not yet been found. But there is ample evidence that this was also

written by Santideva, as will be found in the sequel.

Bodhicharydvatdra has been several times published and even translated into English. It

was first published by Professor Minaef in the eighties. Then it was published in the Journal of

the Buddhist Text Society by me, I had the advantage of collating a beautiful palm-leaf

manuscript belonging to the Hodgeson Collection
;
in the Library of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, In 1893 I acquired a copy of the PanjiJed commentary of the work by Prajnakaramati.

The manuscript was copied in the year 1078 A.D. in Newari character. The oopyist^s name is

not given. But he describes the commeutator Prajnakaramati as his idtapdda, from which it

may be inferred that he was a disciple of the monk Prajnakaramati who was a well-known

scholar of the Vikramasila-vihara (See M. M. Satis Chandra Vidyabhushana s Zniian Logic,

Medioeval School, mi. flourished about the beginning of the 11th century. Another
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manuscript in Maithili character of the commentary running over the Frajndpdramitd chapter

only was also acquired at the same time. Professor De la Vallee Poussin has very nearly

completed an edition of the text and the commentary in the Bibleotheca Indica Series. The

commentary is a store-house of information about the later Mahayana School.

The ^ihshd-samuchchaya was edited in the Bibleotheca Buddhtca Series of St. Petersburg

by the late lamented Professor Bendall of Cambridge in 1902. He has enriched his edition

with the meanings of the rare Buddhist words in English in the form of an index, and in the

introduction he discusses the age of the work and the genesis of the passages quoted in the

work. In the work Santideva rarely speaks himself, but quotes from a very large number of

authoritative works. His Bodhicharydvat&ra is written in beautiful Sanskrit, very rarely tinged

with Buddhistic licenses. The versification throughout is exceedingly musical. Santideva

wrote at a time when Chinese scholars ceased to come to India. So it was at first thought that

his works were not translated into Chinese. But my friend Professor Ohmiya of Tokio writes

to me that he has discovered in Nanjio’s catalogue of the Tripitalcas, a work which appears to

be a different version of the Bodhicharydvatdra,

Recently three palm-leaves were acquired by me, being No. 9990 of the Government
Collection of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, which gives a legendary account of Santideva’s life.

The leaves were written in the 14th centnry Newari hand at Katmandu. It represents

Santideva to have been the son of a Raja. But unfortunately the name of the capital of the Raja

has been so completely effaced that with all my efforts I could not make out anything of it.

The name of his father is Manjuvarma. (Taranfitha says that Santideva was the son of a

EIja of Surashbra. See Introduction of 'SiJcslid-samtichchaya of Bendall, page 3. But TSra-

n^tha was later than these leaves, on which my paper is based). At the time of his instal-

lation as Yumrdjdi his mother pointed out to him that kingship led only to sin. You better

go,” said his mother, “where Buddhas and Bodhisattvas are to be found. If you go to the

place of Manjuvajra, you will prosper spiritually”. He rode on a green horse and left his

father’s country. He was so intent on his journey that he forgot to eat and drink for several

days. In the thick of the forest a handsome girl caught hold of his horse and made him
descend from it. She gave him good water to drink, and roasted goat-meat fco eat. She in-

troduced herself as a disciple of Manju-vajra-samadhi. This pleased Santideva greatly. For
his mission was to become a disciple of the same Guru. He stopped with the G^lru for 12
years, and obtained the knowledge of Mahjusri. After the completion of his education the

Guru ordered him to go to Madhyadesa. And there he became a rant, viz., a military officer

assuming the name of Achalasena. He had a sword made of devaddru wood, and he soon

became a favourite with the king, so much so that other officers grew jealous of him. They
represented to the king that this man had a sword made of devaddru wood. How could he then
serve his master as a soldier in times of war ? The king wanted to inspect the swords of all

his officers. Achalasena represented that his sword should not be seen. But the king insisted,

and he agreed to show his sword to the king in private after covering one of his eyes. As soon as

the king saw the sword his eye fell on the ground. The king was surprised and pleased. But
Achalasena threw his sword on a stone, went to Noland a, changed his dress and renounced the
world. There be got the name of Santideva on account of his calmness. He heard the three
Pztahas, and practised meditation. He got another name too, Bhusuku, because

f I

Sometime after the young folk of Nalanda became curious to test his knowledge. It was
the custom at N^landS to hold recitations every year in the month of Jyahhiha in waxing moon.
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They pressed upon him to give a recitation. There was an extensive BharmasdU to the ITorlh-

east of the great Vihdra at NalandSr, In that "Dkarmasdld all the pandits were assembled and

Bantideva was raised to the sinihdsana. He at once asked

f?K»Tr^ 'isrft flii-. lir-

w 1 5T5 !i5nRf^?iTfr 5[»«r*ir^

»it f^'r^hT’Fanrr II

eTfifie 53??irrt|siRr .h >Tir?^f^gr?rf^giinr= I

The pandits became curious, and asked him to recite a work that may be J rth&i sha. He

resolved in his mind which of the three works, Mira-samuchchaya^ kikshd^samuchoUaya and

BodJiioharydvatdra^ to recite. And he gave preference to the Bodhkharydvatdra^ and began to

read

:

g»r?rni. sefitTrs: 1 i*i?rf5»i5raw’cr^<

?pmr»r ^THRrr5i,ll

But when he came to recite the verse —

«tfr *r srrwr sTRrfr *1%: St; i

5tfr«I»T?«Pn%5T !15TF2lf% II

the Lord appeared before him and took him to Heaven. The pandits were surprised, searched his

Padhu-hutt, viz., a student’s cottage, a thatched room 17' by 18' and there they found the three

works Sutra-samuohehaya and others, which they published to the world.

This is the legendary account of BSntideva’s life given in those three palm-leaves. From

this we come to know that Santideva was a monk at UMandfi, that he had a huti there, that he

was called Bhusuku, and that he was the author of the three works mentioned above.

Beading through ^ikshd-samuohchaya and Bodhieharyd, we find that he was a MahdySnist

of the Mddhyamika School. Professor Bendall thinks that SSntideva’s Sanskrit works are not

altogether free from Tdntrika Buddhism. But from the Catalogue Da Fonds Tihetain by

P. Oordier, Dmxieme Partie, page 140, we learn that Bantideva is the author of a Tdntrika

Buddhist work entitled » palm-leaf manuscript of

! in the Durbar Library of Nepal, we learn that to Bhusuku are attributed

several works of the Fajraydna schools, the school of the secret and mystic worship of the

later Buddhists. I have discovered several songs on the same subject in Bengali attributed to

Bhusuku. One of the songs declares him distinctly to have been a Bengali.

48 ^^r^nri

#?T II H II

^rff%

II S II

li5f i

Though the name of his father’s capital could not be read in the palm-leaves, it seems that

the city was in Bengal. Santideva rode into the jungles of Terai where Manjwajra-samddhi, his

Ouru, had a tapovana similar to that of DivSrkara in HarsTiacharita. The Guru asked him to go to

Madhyadela in which term Hieuen Sthang included Magadha and which the Nepaleese still use

in the corrupted form, Madhesa, in the same sense. Bengal is beyond Madhyadesa, So

ManjuTajra would be justified in asking a Bengali to go to Madhyadesa.
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As to the age ot Bantideva, written as Jayadeva, by mistake, on page 106 of Cambridge

Catalogue of Professor Beudall, while treating of ^iks}id‘Samuclic'haya^ it is stated that the work

was compiled by Jayadeva in or about the 7th century A, D. But he reconsiders his position

in his introduction to the ^ikshd-samuclichaya

^

and puts him down between the death ot hrihatsha^

5n 648 and the translation of the work under the celebrated Tibetan king Khri4de-sron-htsan^

who reigned 816-838 A. D. If so, the Bengali songs attributed to Bhusuku would be as old as

the 7th century though the songs belong to the Sahaji^ School of Buddhism, which seems to have

branched out from Vajrayana or may be identical with it.

It may not be out of place to mention here how unhistorical Indian panditas became in the

middle ages. In the Durbar Library, Nepal, there is a manuscript entitled BodUoharyamta-

rdnusansaj which is nothing else than the JBodhicharyd itself with a few verses added at the

beginning and at the end. The prologue and the epilogue make the Bodhicharydvaidra a dialogue

between Asoka and his Quru Upagupta.

It may be argued that Bantideva, the author of MaMydna works, and Santideva, the

composer ot Sahajia songs, under the name of Bhusuku may not be one and the same person.

But this doubt is set at rest by the signature of one of the songs attributed to Bhusuku, The

signature runs ;

In this signature Bhusuku calls himself a rautd, and we know from the palm-leaves that

Bantideva served as a rduia in Magadha.

I have a mind to say more on the subject when I publish the old Bengali songs on Buddhism,

Wassiljew, following Tarfin^tha, thinks that there were Buddhist works in an Ajpabhransa

language. In our joint expedition to Nepal in 1898-99 Professor Bendall and myself got a work

entitled Suhlidshiia-samgraha, Professor Bendall has published the book. It contains some

quotations in that Ajpahhrahsa language. But in my last journey to Nepal in 1907 I found

several works in that language which after a careful study I am inclined to call old Bengali. It is

undoubtedly the language spoken in Eastern India in 7th, 8th and 9th centuries, in which these

books were composed.

MISCELLANEA.

A POEM BY BHASA.

Pakdit T. Ganapati B§»stri of Travancore has

laid all lovers of Sanskrit literature under a deep

debt of gratitude by his discovery of twelve or

rather thirteen of the dramas of the almost for-

gotten poet Bh^sa, who is known to have preced-

ed KSilid^sa. Three of these he has edited in the

Ta'ivandrutn Sanskrit Series.

I beg to draw the attention of scholars to a

Mvya or epic poem by the same poet. It is re-

erred to in the Friihvtrdja-vijaya mahdhmya, also

•ailed PTithvt^mahendra^vijaya, 1 quote from a

manuscript in the possession of P. Gaurishankar

H. Ojha, copied from the one in the Deccan

College Library.

Text,

[ ^rr ]

sFrrsq ] ciiR?rr-

II

Commentary.

5rrir

srr-

gFirs?r-

<%Tni ?T^rWRBTff'S2^»fr5rr^ftfrT5Tl%^:
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[L3af 1 (nural3er 3), page 2, lines 4-11],

From this we learn that Vishnudharma (plural)

was a Mvya of Bh^sa and it was put in the fire

for being tested. The commentator, Jonar^Ja

{son of Bliatta Nonaraja, son of Lolaraja) who
commented on the KirdtdrjumAya and ^rtkantha,-

charita also, calls Bhasa a mwwi, and says that he

and Yyasa were rivals and one work of each was

thrown into the fire, which, as a referee, did

aaot consume the excellent work of Bhisa named
Vislinudharma, It is not said whether the work

of Vy^sa escaped nnhnrt. The submission of the

works of Bhasa to the ordeal by fire is alluded to

by R^jasekhara in Jalhana's Suktimuktdvali in

the verse

—

^ where cJihekailp- should be taken to mean vidag-

d7iai/i(~critics), and where the surviving work of

outstanding merit is said to be Svapna-Vdsam-

datta, and not Vishnudharma. The epithet jaZono*

mitte {jvalana-mitra=iviend of fire) applied to

Bhasa in Qaudavaho (v. 800) refers, I think, to

this episode in the poet’s life rather than to ‘an

incident in the play’ (of Svapna-Vdsavadatta,) as is

said by M. Sylvain L^vi, Testing the qualities

of a drama or a poem by its combustibility or

otherwise is indeed quaint. In his Prabandha-

kashff^ Rajasekhara-stlri alludes to the custom of

authors taking their new books to Kashmir where

the w’orks were examined by Pandits and placed

in the hands of Bharati or Sarasvati, who sat on

a throne. If the work was of merit, the goddess

nodded in approval and flowers were showered

upon the poet; if not, it was thrown to the

ground.

Thus there was a tradition in the 12th century

of a kdvya named Vishnudharma (plural) of great

excellence by Bh^sa. Thn fact that Bhdsa is

called muni and a rival of Vyasa, and the possi-

bility that VishnudliarmotiarQj one of the Puranas

going under the authorship of Y3 ^sa, looks like

the name-sake and counterpart of the lost Vishnu-

dharma by Bhasa, would, no doubt, be very

gratifying to Pandit Ganapati Bastri, who, cai’-

ried away by the enthusiasi^ of his discovery, the

importance of which be it far from me to under-

rate, makes Bhasiai^terior to Kautilya Ohanakya
and Panini. I shall discuss his case for this

assumption in another note. But those who are

not prepared to accept Yyasa and Bhasa as con-

temporaries, would admit that, in the 12th century

and thereafter, tradition remembered them as

rivals of almost equal eminence and remembered
a kdvya by the latter named Vishnudharma.

Chandradhab Gtjleei.
Mayo College^ Ajmer,

[There are two works of the name of Vishnu-
dharma or Vislinudharmottara^ of which one,

according to Buhler, is as old as A, D. 500

Yol, XIX., p. 408), Both professing to be Purd-

«us, one was naturally attributed to Yyasa, who
is supposed to be the auther of all Purdnas. As
it is inconceivable that one author can compose
two ditferent works bearing one and the same
name, the other Vishnudharma appears to have

been hoisted upon Bhasa. A rivalry was accord-

ingly imagined to have sprung up between him
and Yy^sa, and the tradition about the ordeal of

fire which originally pertained to Srapnandsava-

datta was transferred to Vishnudharma,--^

D. R. B ]

^AKKABACHAItYA AND BALAVABMA
In a note on page 200 of this Journal for 1912,

Mr. B. R. Bhandarkar has made an attempt

to fix more accurately the date of ^aukara-

chdrya. His attempt is based on the occur-

rence of the name Balavjavmd in SankaiAoharya's

commentary on the Veddntasii;tras, once \mder

Sutra lY. 3, 5 and once under Sutra II. 4, 1.

A Ohalukya chief of the name of Balavarm^

is men ioned in the Kadaba plates^ of

A. B, 812 as the grandfather of YimalSiditya,

who was the governor of the Kunungil district

when the plates were issued. The period of this

Balavarma won’d thus be, roughly, the lust quarter

of the 8th century. Hitherto this was the only

inscription in which the name Balavarma was

found to occur, but I have lecently discovered

thi’ee viragals in Hirigundagal and SanMnhalli,

Tumkur Taluk, which tell us that Balayemmarasa

waged a war against the Gangas during the rule

of the Gaoga king Bivam^ra.® As the period of

the latter is also about the close of the 8th

century, there cannot be much doubt about the

identity of the Balavemmarasa of th^ eiragah

with the Balavarmfi of the Kadaba plates. Bala-

varmfl/’s name also occurs in Maddagiri 93 and

Tiptur 10, both of which?, though undated, pro-

bably belong to the close of the 8th century. As

all the above inscriptions are found in the Tum-

kur district, there can be no doubt as to the

identity of the Kunungil or Kunungil of the

Kadaba plates with the modern Kunigal of the

’ Chheka is a. Pf li word meaning sk Iful, expert, vi^e Chiller^' Bictiocary sab voce.—'D. R. B.

5 Epi. Car., XII.
, Giibbi, SL ; Mpi. Ind., IV., * Spe Mysore Archcvclogical Jteport for 1910, para. 53,

- £|)i. Car., XII,
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same district. The Tamil mscriptions* of the

Chola and Hoysala periods in Kunigal Taluk,

'which inrariahly give the name as Knnuhgil, also

support the above ideotification. Consequently

the ideutification of Knnigal with the Konikal-

vishaya of the Hos^r giant of Amb^ra* is no

longer tenable. After the overthrow of the

Clialukya power, Balavarma may have become a

feudatory of the Rashtrakdtas and fought on

their behalf against the Gangas. Several tivagals

newly discovered in Tumkur Taluk refer to the

wars between the Gauga kingsSripurnsha and

Sivamara and the Rashtrakhtas,® one of them

giving us the important information that feiva-

in&ra fell fighting in a battle at K&gimogeytir
|

against Yallaha, Le„ the Rashtrakata king

(Govinda III).

There can thus be no doubt about the existence

of a prince of the name of BalavarmS at the close

of the 8th century. And his period being about

the same as that generally assigned to Sankar^-

ebarya, the attempt on the part of scholars to

identify him with the one alluded to by the latter

in his commentary can by no means be pronoun-

ced unreasonable. On reading my Archcsological

Report for 1910, Mah&mahop&dhyaya Harapra-

»ada Sastri, M.A., in a kind letter dated the 1st

of May 1911, 'wrote to me thus*-
—*‘The date of

fiankavacharya has not yet been proved by any

positive fact. In your Report you speak of a

Balavai’ma in about A* D. 8 1 2, i, about the

time when Sankarachdrya flourished; and he

mentions in his Bhdsliya lY., 3, 4 of Balavarma

as being near to him. May not this be a posi-

tive proof of Sankardcharya’s date?’^ And in the

note under reference Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar has

likewise based his conclusions on the same identi-

flcation. I b is possible that the identification is

correct. There are, however, a few other circum-

stances which cannot well be ignored in this

connection. Balavarma is not the only prince

mentioned by Sankarach/lrya. He mentions

several others, e.g., under Sutra lY,, 3, 5 Jayasimba

and Krishnagupta along with Balavarmfi, ; under

Sutra II., 1, 17 Pdmavarma. In case Balavnrmd

is taken to be his contemporary, it stands to rea-

son that the others also should be treated as

6uoh. It is not reasonable to single out one of

the names to base our arguments on and com-

pletely ignore the others. Identifying the Pdrna-

[Pebbuabt, 191 ^.

varmd of SankaiAcharya with the Western Maga-

dha king of the same nanie, the late Mr. Telaug

came to the conclusion that Sankardclirtrya

flourished at about A. D. 600.^ With regard to

the other kings mentioned above, we know of a

Krishnagupta, the first king of the Gupta dynasty

of Magadha, who ruled at about A. I). I>C0 ^ of

Jayashhha of the Ghalukya dynasty whos^

period is also about A. B. 500 ; and of another

Jayashhha (Jayasiiiiha 11) among the Eastern

Clialukyas, whose date is about A, D. 700. There

is nothing to prevent us from identifying the

kings alluded to in Sankarieh^rya^s commentary

with those mentioned above. But none of them

was his contemporary, if the date generally

assigned to him is to be accepted. In these cir-

cumstances one may well be excused if one hohl4

the opinion that the identification in the case of

Balavarma is as much open to quehtion as in the

case of the others and that the synchroniHUi

based on it is purely accidental. It looks as if

one out of several natnes imd luton purposely

seized upon to the exclusion of the others in

order to secure sui>port for a favourite theory.

When epigraphicai or otlier evidence beconns

available to prove the contemporaneity ot tint

kings referred to with SankarAfhur.ut, the argu-

ment from the .^yncljronmm of Balavarma will be

perfectly legitimate. Till then the nam<*.s have

perhaps to be looked upon us connoting iuiagi-

nary persons like the words U^lvudutta and

YajSadatta or the letters A, B and C.

H. KAUASIMUACIUlit

Bangalore,

[I have no doubt that my identiheatioii of

Saakam ditVya H Bulavaruiuu is corno't

as shown by me, bis grandson Vimalatlitva eau

alone answer to the description of tlie c^^ntem-

porary prince given by J^.tukaulehuryu’h pupils

pupil, Frajuatiitmau. This receives uddiiioird

eonfinnatiou from the fact that it agrees with

the date of the plnlosojdter arrived at by Prof

Fathak on irrefragibie evidence. It is true that

Sanknr^eharya speaks of other kings also, ^ j/.,

Jnyashidui and Krishnagupta. But their nann'S

can have no weight so long us syuehronisms of

their sons or grandsons wkh the plulosoplnu-’s

pupils or pupil’s pupil.s are not establislufd.—

D. B.B]

Eyi, bn,A^
’ AHh\ X 111 95

* ibul Ki'.n‘gal2. 14 and IS.

® M^jsore Archaolojical Uei oH for 3910, paras. 40 and 51-54.
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BOOK-NOTICE.

The Mahava-msa or the Grba^t Chronicle op Cey-

lon. Translated into English by Wilhelm Geiger,

Ph.B., Professor of Indo-Germanic Philology at Er-

langen University, assisted by Mabel Haynes
Bode, Ph.D., Lecturer on PMi at University College,

London. Demy 8vo : pp. Ixiv, 300; with a map
of Ancient Ceylon. Published for the P&li Text

Society by Henry Frowde ; London : 1912.

^Reprinted, by permission^ from the

J.R.A.S., 1912, p. 1110 ff.]

Professor Geiger gave iis in 1908 his critical

edition of the text of the Original Mah^vamsa;

that is, of chapters 1 to 36 and verses 1 to 50 of

chapter 37 of the whole work, being that portion

which was written to rearrange, expand, and ex-

plain the Dipavaihsa (see p. 11 of the introduc-

tion to the translation). He has now followed

that up by his translation of the text, ptiblishedin

English through the co-operation of Mrs. Bode

:

Professor Geiger made his translation in German;

Mrs. Bode turned his translation into English;

and the English rendering was then revised by

Professor Geiger ; we may congratulate both

collaborators on the result. A sis well known, the

text of the Dipavamsa, with an English transla-

tion, was given by Professor Oldenberg in 1879.

We are now at last provided with reliable and

easy means of studying both the great Ceylonese

Buddhist chronicles.

[1 111] Professor Geiger’s translation is preceded

by an introduction of 63 pages, in eleven sec-

tions, ill which he has discussed a variety of

important points.

In the first place, he has briefly recapitulated

the demonstration given in his Dipauamsa and

Makavamsa (1905) that the two chronicles were

based on an older work, known as the Atthaka-

thii-Mahavarhsa, whicli must have come down

originally to only the arrival of Maliendra in

Ceylon (in the time of Aooka', but was after-

wards continued to the reign of Maliasena first

half of the fourth century A.D ),

In the second place, Professor Geiger, defend-

ing the two chronicles against what he has just-

ly described (p. 14) as undeserved distru-^t and

exaggerated scepticism,” has shown that they are

to be accepted safely as reliable historical re-

cords, with a framework of well-established

dates. We have, indeed, to clear away from

them a certain amount of miraculous matter.

But they do not stand alone among ancient

histories in presenting such matter. And when
we have made the necessary elimination, which

is not difiScult, there remains, easily recogniz«

able, a residue of mattei’-of-fact statements, in

respect of which the chronicles have already been,

found to be supported by external evidence to

such an extent that wo' need not hesitate about

accepting others of their assertions, which,

though perhaps we cannot as yet confirm them

in the same way, present nothing which is at all

startling and naturally incredible.

In dealing with the chronology. Professor G eiger

hasaccepted B.C. 483 as^‘the probable year”oft,lie-

death of Buddha (p. 24', That particular year ist

undoubtedly the best result that wehave attained,

and that we are likely to attain unless we can

make some new discovery giving us the absolute

certainty which we do not possess. For a brief

statement of the manner in which it is fixeih

p. 239 above: Professor Geiger has added obser*

vations of [1112'] his own (pp. 26, 23-30), based

on something pointed out by Mr. Wickremas-

inglie, endorsing it. As regards one item in the

proct^ss by which it is fixed, the interval of 218

years from the death of Buddha to the anoint-

ment of Asdka is supported, ” as Professor

Geiger has said(p. 25), “by the best testimony

and has nothing in it to call for suspicion.’* As

regards another item, we need not hesitate about

accepting 28 years according to the two Cey-

lonese chronicle?, against the 25 years of the

Purdnas, as the true length (in round numbers)

of the reign of Bindus^ra. This last considera-

tion, we may add, entails placing the anoint-

ment of Asdka in B.O. 265 or 264 (p. 27': if that

should still remain unwelcome to anyone who,

taking one item from one source and the other

from another source, would place both the death

and the anointment four or five years earlier, —
well

;
it can be shown on some othei^oecasion that

there is nothing oiiposed to B.C. 265 or 264, for

the anointment of As6ka, in the mention of cer-

tain foreign kings in the thirteenth rock-edict

So, also, though the matter does not affect th.it

point w’e may safely follow the 37 years of the two

chronicles, against tlie36 years of the PuiJinas,Jis

the length (iuiourd numbers) of the reign of

Asdka.
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Professor Geiger hesitates (p. 28) to accept the

bold and seducive combination” by Trhich I

explain the mention of 256 nights in the record of

Asdka at Sahasram, Rtlpn^^tli, Brahma giri, and

other places. In what way, then is it to be ex-

plained ? As regards the other two explanations

which have been advanced, thei'e is nothing in

the Cfilendar to acoonnt for the selection of that

particular number of nights or days; and a tour

of such a length by Aaolca, while reigning,

—

whether made by him actually as king or in the

character of a wandering mendicant monk,— is

out of the Question. On the other hand, my ex-

planation,— that the 256 nights mark 256 years

elapsed since the death of Buddha,— is suggested

exactly by the [1113] naruher of years establish-

ed by the Dipavamsa and the Mahavamsa from

that event to the end of Asoka’s reign, and by

the well-established practice of ancient Indian

kings, of abdicating in order to pass into religious

retirement: see this Journal, 1911. 1091 if. My
explanation may he set aside ; hut it has not been

shown bo be open to adverse criticism as the

others are.

In respect of the later Buddhist reckoning,

the erroneous one, now current, which would

place the death of Buddha in B.O. 544, Professor

Geiger, p-utting Mr. Wickremasinghe’s remarks

in a clearer light, has shown (p, 29) that it exist-

ed in Ceylon in the middle of the eleventh cen-

tury A.D, This carries it back there to more

than a century before the time at which I arrived

in this Jommal, 1909. 333.

In § 8 of the introduction, Professor Geiger has

given (p. 361 a tabulated list of the ancient kings

of Oeylon, down to MahasSna, on the lines of the

list given by me in this Journal, 1909. 350, but

with some improvements. His table bas the

advantage of giving the references by chapter

and verse to his text of the Mab^vamsa; a detail

vyhich, for reasons stated at the time, I was not

able to fill in. It increases the total period accord-

ing to the Mahavamsa by 1 year, 4 months, 15

days, by alterations under Nos. 10 and 11 (plus

2 years) and No. 17 (minus 7 months, 15 days):

these are due to improved readings. And it in-

cludes two additional columns, which give the

chronology in terms of the Buddhist era of

B.O. 483 and of the Christian reckonings B.C.

and A.D.

As regards a remark on p. 39—40, there is no

need to accept the assumption that Samndra-

gupta began to reign in A.D, 326: a more reason-

able date is A.D. 335 or 340* see this Journal,

1909. 342.

The last section of the introduction (pp. 51-

63) deals with the first, second, and third

Buddhist Councils, all of which are shown to be

historical events, and clears away the confusion

in the Indian tradition between two [1114]

distinct persons, Kaldsoka and Dharmasoka, son

of Bindusara,— the Asoka who issued the

edicts.^

Appendix D gives a list of Pali terms used in

the translation without being turned into English.

Under No. 34 there is quoted a statement that,

according to the details given in a table of the

end of tbe twelfth century, the yOjana works out,

for Ceylon, to between 12 and 12J miles, but that

in actual practice it must have been reckoned at

from 7 to 8 miles. This latter value, however,

is quite an imaginary one: see this Journal, 1907.

655. And as regards early times there is no

reason for discriminating between India and

Oeylon in this matter; and for India we have

(1) the vague dayVmarch yojana, averaging 1*2

miles, hut liable to vary according to the circum-

stances of the particular march, and, in the way
of yojanas of fixed unvarying lengths, (2) the long

yojana of 32,000 miles, and (3) the short

yojana of 16,000 hasta^^l miles
;
the last being

specially favoured by the Buddhists : see p. 236

above, and this Jouinal, 1906. 1011,

Limitation of space prevents anyfmtber re-

marks. I conclude by expre.^sing tbe hope that

some Pall scholar will give us shortly tbe techni-

cal review of Professor Geiger s trans^latioii which

it merits.

J. P. Fleet.

* There is an accidental blip on p 60, last line butene, where Bharmisoka is spoken of as the son of
Chaudragupta : read ‘ grandson. ’
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THE OBSOLETE TIN CURRENCY AND MONEY OF THE
FEDERATED MALA^ STATES.

BY SIR R. 0. TEMPLE, Bart.

Continued from p, 18^*

APPENDIX II.

Notes made on the spot by Mr. W. W. Skeat.

I East Coast.

1, Kelantan, 15 pitie or heping^l hmderii 60 pith or 4 Jcupang^^ 480

pitis=:8 idupangs =1 dollar;

2. Singora* At Singora ( April 21, 1899 ). I obtained three of the small cowries formerly

used here as coins. Phya Sukum, the Siamese Commissioner for the Ligor group of States, told me
that the number of them which went to one pith ( cash ) varied a good deal according to locality,20

but in this district he thinks it was 100.

8. Singora and Patalung ( shores of the Inland Sea, East Coast ). .^t Singora ( April 16,

1899 ), the Siamese Governor of Patalung sent me by request 28 of the old' cash formerly in use

there. They were round coins of tin, or perhaps spelter, with a round hole in the centre, a little

larger than the ordinary Singapore cent, and appeared to bear trilingral inscriptions—^in Siamese,

‘‘ Patalung ” on one side
;
in Malay Negeri Singgora ” and a Chinese inscription on the other.

Some of them were also struck with the letters E, B. L., which the Governor believed to be the

chop (
Hind, chh&p^ shop-stamp ) of the Chinaman who struck them, and who was, he said, well

known in Singapore. Four hundred of these cash, he said, went to the dollar, but they were never

current beyond local limits.

4. Patanif East Coast. Chinese gaming counters with Chinese inscription ^on one side only,

but otherwise resembling cash, were obtained from Jala, a province of Patani. No special local

cash were obtainable either from Jala, Nawng Chik or Raman provinces, but were so from the

provinces of Ligeh, Teluban, Patani and Jering,2i which were perhaps rather more Malayan in

custom at the time.

5. Patani. Siamese money was not in general use here, perhaps, but was understood in the

ports of the Siamese-Malay States: e.y., in Patani Town,

2 solat ( lot ) make

2 at „

1

1

I

1

1

3

1

at

phai

fiiang

salung

bat22

tamliing

chang ( kati )23

4 phai „

2 fiiang „

4 salting „

4 bat „

20 tamlting „

6.

Patani. Minted coinage. All Patani pitis (cash) were formerly coined in the precincts

of the istana (palace) up to about two years ago (
writing in 1899-1900 )• All the pitis were

called in at the death of the late Raja, the new Raja issuing new coins, according to the usual

custom.

1® Here the Tcupang = the tali.

See ante, Vol. YXVI., pp. 290 ff. Cowries are aowadays grated and used medicinally.

Patani was divided into seven provinces. Cash were not obtainable in Kedah, West Coast, but were so

in Kelantan and Tringgann, East Coast.

32 kop =r 1 Ukal. 25 For an explanation of Siamese money, see flute, Vol. XXVII pp. 1 S,
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7. Patani. Oa my visiting the office of the Customs elerk, a Patani-born Hokien (Chinese),

in company with Luang Phrom, the clerk produced two of the old cash-trees, which had been

cast before the making of cash had been prohibited by the Siamese Government, and also some

cash of Jerlng.

8. Patanii Present coinage.

20 pitis or keping make 1 kendori

80 pitis or 4 konderi 1 kupang

6‘40 pitis or 8 knpang24 1 dollar

In the last reign the coinage was as follows

15 pitis or keping make 1 kenderi

60 pitis or 4 kenderi „ 1 kupang

480 pitis or 8 kupang^^ ,, 1 dollar

The alteration was dtie to a change in the price of tin. The tin cash-trees may have from 10

to 12 oi 15 coins on them.

9i Patani-Jering, I bought at Jering some gold dtmr, there called mas hupang
( gold

Tcupang), which were brought round by an old Haji. He said that they had been dug up in a

bottle at Bukit Kuwong about 18 to 20 years ago ( writing in 1899 )
by a Siamese, and that as

they were considered treasure trove, half of them had gone as usual to the Baja and half to the

finder. Traditionally they are supposed to have been struck by Baja Merkah after his conversion

to Islam. Another kind, struck on one side only, is said to have been minted by his wife after his

decease. The traditional diameter of coins of this kind is alleged to be that of blossoms of the

tanjong tree, but the two I bought were a little smaller. One of them had a rude figure of a bull

on it, and the other that of a horse and both had Arabic inscriptions. One of them had had a

small eyelet-hole added to the edge of the coin, which was intended ( I was told ) to enable it

to be worn round a child’s neck to benefit the child’s eyes.

10. Patani-Jering, The new British dollar is called here perah ioW ( tongTcat^ or the

staff silver ” piece ), on account of the trident borne by the figure of Britannia, The peralc

fiagCL or dragon^silver piece (Chinese Canton dollar) is now charged here at a discount of from

one to two henderi ( saga /^cwciJenVcandareen ).

11. Patani^-Jering. At Penarik, Singapore cents were by no means well or generally under-

stood, but nevertheless they were accepted, though I bad to get help in explaining what they were.

12. Patani-Teluban. Coinage.

12 pitis make 1 kenderi

48 pitis or 4 kenderi „ 1 kupang ( sa-tali )25

820 pitis2^ or 8 kupang ,, 1 dollar

Formerly the coinage was as follows :

—

10 pitis make 1 kenderi

40 pitis or 4 kenderi ,, 1 kupang

320 pitis or 8 kupang „ 1 dollar

The statement that 320 cash instead of 884 went to the dollar in Teluban may have been due

to the old associations of the time when 10 pitis went to the limderi. It cannot point merely

to an appreciation of the pitis

^

as that would have evenly aSected the scale throughout,

13.

Patani-Ligeh. At Tanjong-’mas we found that the^iH's of Teluban were current there

as well as the pitis of Ligeh. These last bore inscriptions :—(1) shaping ( Mping ) Al

Here the Jcujpang the taUt

But should be 384,

8® Showing the hu^pang to equal the talit
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konderi

kupang

dollar

I was told, of gold dust, and

SJiamsu tool Kamar fi Bali^-aUawwal^ 1313
[ A, P, 1893 ]. (*2) Langkat (Ligek) Itkalit min zalih

leripcbdcb ini negeri>

The 'pitis of both districts were however of equal value, which perhaps made things easier.

The scale of currency was as follows :

—

10 pitis make 1

40 pitis or 4 konderi „ 1

320 pitis or 8 kupang „ 1

14* Tatani-Ligelu The small currency at Tonioh consisted,

this is quite intelligible, as gold washing is the staple industry of the place. I asked the Chinese

headman to give me 5 dollars’ worth of this small change in gold; but his Chinese iiist’ncts were

too strong for him, and I could afterwards only get 3 dollars for what he was pleased to call 5

dollars’ worth of change.27

15. Fatani-Ligeh, Gold-dust is said to be used as small change both at Momhang and at

Rekoh, though the people at the pengliulus house declared they had none of it.

16* Patani: descriptions of Patani cash.

(a) Teluban. Inscription in Arabicss i^atad tazanifi hillah hismvaf. tubin Teluban)

sanat 1308 (A. D. 1891).

(b) Jambu (Jering) : Inscription in Arabic : al Icadir biladi saharni Jiazar zl wanna.

Yamhu ( 2* Jambu ), 1312 (A. D. 189o).

(jC) Patani.

(i) Inscription in Arabic : almanshiri wan fi hiladiL FatanL{i. Patani), saiiat

1309. (A. L. 1892),

(ii) Inscription in Malay ;—ini pitis hUanja didalam negeri Patani : this cash is

coin within the country of Patani, It is said that in Jala no pitis are coined.

(fi)
A Singora coin. Has a Malay inscription on one side and Chinese on the other.

17. Kelantan. Old and present Kelantan ^iHs (
cash ) are said to go 480 to the dollar.

They bear inscriptions : (1) chas>ing (Uping) li amir safa mulkahu daulat Kelantan, IBOo

(A D. 1888 ).*—(2) Thuribah fi Jamad-al-awwah

18. Kelantan and Patani. Cash-trees were obtained in both States.

19. Patani-Ligeh : desoription of cash.

(a\ Inscription in Arabic •.—sultan-al-adhm daulat Ligeh Khali/.
^

(6) Inscription in Malay Am hulan Mabi>-al.awwal, dej ol the month of Jfaff-

al-awwal ;
sanat 1307 (A. D. 1890) : asha ama wal rahman.

‘20. Coins obtained on the Bast Coast.
, , . • *

’

(a) Three small cash with hole in centre, and same legend on both sides ;
no mm

mentioned, but probably Kelantan. Inscription: Khali/ [atnT-mu] minin.

(h) one Patani cash.

(c) one Kelantan cash. ^

(i) twenty-three large Trengganu cash, with legend : sapuM hepeng 10, ten cash-piece

10 hepeng, on one side : dharahji Targanu (Trengganu) on the other.

(e) two jol, gambling counters passing current in Trengganu with Malay

one side: Ban Bing-punya, this is Ban Sing’s, apd in Chinese on the

other. _____

&i legitimate trade profit.

P All Arabic readings can only be approximate on snob corns.
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(d) one Siamese coin bent (tikal) used by gamblers as being easy to pick up.

(e) one Penang coin with Malay legend t^Pulau Pinang on one side, and arms of the

British East India Company on the other*

(/) three old cash, much defaced : one with Trenggann clearly written (i-r-wg-«-ww)t the

other illegible.

(g) four American halWollars, which go by the name of jamjpal : the oldest 1810'.

(A) four Jaya coins (guilder, half-guilder, quarter-guilder, eighth-guilder). The two latter

have Malay and Javanese inscriptions :

—

sa-perempat rupiya (quarter rupee) and

sa’-perpuloh rupiya (eighth-rupee) respectively.

21. Pahang. In a Malay bouse on the Lebih, I saw cash hung upon the strings of a par&

(hanging tray), which was suspended over the hearth, just as they are hung upon the strings of an

anchah (tray for offerings to the spirits). Deer-hoofs were hung underneath the just as is

the case with the hoofs of the goat, whenever one is sacrificed for exposure in an anchak. In the

same way coins are fixed to the shrouds of the spirit-boat (lanchang). In fact it seems pretty

generally understood by all the Malays in the Peninsula that the spirits will appreciate the value

of cash. Pahang is part of the British protectorate. Kelantan, Patani^ Trenggann and Kedah,»

including Setul, Perils, Singora and Patalung are under Siamese administration.2&fli

22, Patani : Jambu (Jering). Gold weights.

% saga kenderi^® = 1 saga besar

4 sag^ keuderi = 1 kupang

4 kupang = 1 'mas (mace)

16 ’mas = 1 tahil (tael) of 16 dollars

2.3. Fatani

:

Eaman-Ligeh. Gold weights.®®

4 lada = 1 puchok

4 puchok = 1 padi (saga kenderi)

4 kenderi = 1 ’mas

5 kenderi = 1 kupang

8 kenderi = 1 rial (Sp, dollar).

15 rial = 1 tahil

Fatani

:

Baman-Ligeh Silver weights,®®

2 puchok = 1 padi

3 padi = 11 cents

6 padi = 1 kenderi

11; West Coast.

25. Singapore and Malacca Currency*

4 duit cent.) make 1 sen (cent.)

2| sen „ 1 wang

10 wang ,, 1 Buku (quarter dollar)

4 suku „ 1 ringgit (dollar)

26, Perah. Wang^ baharu^^ means the new (silver) piece valued at 2|- cents. According to

Klinkert,®2 the wang (wwamg) ttm a small piece of money = 10 duit = een dulbeltje (a Dutok

Trengann, Kelantan* Kedah and Perlia have since been transferred to British territorj.

KSndiri seeds ^ oandareen ; saga Haar ss great seed. Saga by itself means usually the

oandareen, i.e,, seed of the adi,enanthera pwowna, which is double of the aims precatcrius seed. Here howev^
saga UndM is clearly the latter and saga lisar the former.

It seems possible that in these cases the informant mixed up weights with relative and absolute value,
w JIaxwell, Malay Mavmh p. 142, n JFaordsniosK^
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silver coin worth two pence). It was also a gold-weight = ’mas (mace). Klinkert no aoaot

refers to the old wang.

27. Perah. Maxwell’s boga is no doubt a vulgar corruption of buaya {buwaya), i.e., the

« crocodile ” coin, which is referred to by Klinkert, who says it was a tin coin in Selangor in the

shape of a crocodile, and that the value was 20 duits, as formerly issued.

28. Perak. The recess in the design in the tampang or “ block”-ooin is called melumha,

which may be connected with lombong, a “paddock” in the workings of a local tin mine, so named

from its sloping side.

29. Perak and Selemgor coinage. In Penang, Kedah, etc., the tampang was called kupang.

The copper coinage now in use in the Federated Malay States is the cent (100 to the dollar)

and half-cent of the Straits coinage. Till recent years, however, copper coins from nearly all the

adjacent countries were admitted, but Government has some time since taken the matter in hand,

and foreign copper coinage has been largely prohibited in the Federated States. A small copper

Dutch coin called wang is still in use at 2| cents.

The small silver coins of the Straits currency (British) now used in the Federated States are

5 10 20 and 50 cents. They are called sUing or s'kilUng (Dutch, sUlUng), and were preceded

by small silver pieces about the size of a Straits half-cent piece, but thinner. They had a design

described as a shield and crown and were evidently Dutch or Javanese. They were sometimes

collectively called wang, i.e., change, though this term more properly applied to the copper wang.

For the half-dollar (jampal), the United States coinage was sometimes employed.

The dollars in use were as follows

(a) One of the oldest dollars, used in the Federated States, was the “ pillar” dollar

called by the Malays the “ cannon " dollar, as they mistook the pillars on it for

cannon. I have met with one or two specimens in Selangor.

(1) The MoYinan dollar with eagle and snake was largely used till quite recently, and

was called the « bird” dollar {ringgit lurong) : the “snake” dollar {ringgit

«lar): and even the “ butterfly” dollar {ringgit rama-rama).

(c) The “ scales ” dollar {ringgit nh-aeha).

(d) Chinese and Japanese dollars were also in use.

(e) Not long ago the Government has minted a British dollar at Singapore, which has

’

been called the “ Staff ” dollar {ringgit tongkat) from the trident carried by

Britannia.

30. Perak-Selangor. A tali was always 12J cents. The expression sa-perak (one silver-

piece) was also formerly used for 6 cents as money of account, though there may have once been

31. Penang and Province Wellesley. Swettenham, Vocabulary, p. 129.

10 duit(oent) make 1 kupang

m duit „ 1 tali

2 tali 1 suku (quarter)

4 suku „ 1 riQggit (doH")
_

The dtat (Dutch) is divided into halves and quarters : satengak duit and suku dmt. Klinkert

Woordenboelc,\ujs s. v. talii^sa-iaU = i gulden; “»aar het koord met 75 pzUs, dat vroeger

daarvoor gebruikt werd. ” Here the pitis = cash of the Ohmese variety,

82. Kedah: Ulu Kedah. At Baling I found old Straits coins, copper cents of the East

Company when it administered Penang, still current.

current,

j Company wnen IS aaminiBMJicu , , . „

83. Setul ; N. of Kedah. I was told at Setul that a species of cash. Aepny, was formerly

snt, with a quarter of a Penang or Singapore cent: 4 keping (cash) - 1 Dutch dmt (cen ).
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84. Negri Semhilan. Names for currency, from report in J. B. A, Straits Branch

No. 18, pp. 356 f.

sa-wang = 2 cents*

sa-perak = 6 9t

sa-kupang = m 29

sa-suku = 25 »>

s’-onieh (sa-’mas) = 50 22

sa^liku^s = 21 cents

diia-liku = 22 22

tiga-liku = 25 22

and so on to 29 cents

sa-*ng baharu34. = 2i cents

sa-tali = 5-’ng baharu^l® = 12i 21

sa-liku-’ng baharu = B2i 12

dua-liku-ng baharu = 55 22

duapuloh omeh = 10 dollars

omeh duapuloh = 7 12

duapuloh sa-repi = 7
2 9

dua-balas sa-rcpi^^^ = 4 9>

35. Singapore and Peninsula. Dollars recently in use.

Name.
Average
weight
in grs.

Parts
pure
silver.

Parts
alloy.

Hongkong 416 900 100
Old Mexican 41Ci 898 102
New Mexican 4171 898 102

Japanese 416 900 100

American Trade 420 900 100

British 416 900 100

36. Perlis^ N. of KedaJi^ A certain amount of tin is exported from Perlis : 60-70 hali^zl

jongkong or slab. In Selangor and Perak, the slabs are called keping ov jonglcong, and the smaller

pieces buku* The shape of the slab was roughly that of the tampang^ which was a clear imitation
of it. This seems to be a strong link between the tin currency and the system of blocks or slabs

in which the tin is actually cast.

C
heping or jongkong tampang

53 iefcor (Ute) is the ooeffieient of the numerals between 20 and SOs so mivAehor is 21 and so on.

in aoooSf
‘ ® The phrase stiU means ^ cents

ont, is a misprint for 5 ^ng baUru.

3 ru 7
^ a emeu s are not clear. Omeh dua^uloh and duapuloh sa-r^pi are evidently equivalents;

9^
e^s sttrepi ° ^ (pieoe). Apparently dnMfuloh ga-rSpi means “a piece of

Tr ? r*
of numerals between 10 and 20) sc^sj. -a piece of 12” 1 4

dollars. If this reding be correct, the proportion is not quite right, as 7 : 4 : : 12 produces 84 , 80. If, howerer,

whalTer «' 20 » rSerX ^O.'*
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la Pahang the tamipang have been turned into mere tokens (money) by hollowin- them out
The shape is preserved and they fit each other like a series of hats.

°

According to Wilkinson, Malay Diet., jonghtmg is applied to the hollowed-out tokens to
distinguish them from the tampang or solid blocks, which were also called raman. It is however
certainly applied in the first place to the slab of tin (keping), vide Klinkert. Tampang means a
flattish square slab

;
the term is also applied to the “ fort ” or ramparts round a Raja’s palace in

the sense that these are four-square. It is also used sometimes even for the Pahang jongkong,
37* J^QTdlc (Xftd Ourrcucy t&bls for block tin*

make buaya (crocodile)

tampang (block)

^mas or jampal dollar)

1 dollar

5 cents

2 buaya

5 tampang \
2 bidor 3

10 tampang )

2 ’mas 5
The weight of the tampang is said to have been about 1 kati in Selangor.
The entire currency is now obsolete and very hard to get. One of the minting places of the

tin-block coins was Kerayong in the K’lang, Selangor, The tampang there minted were stamped
with a mark called tampoh manggis, or mangostfeen rosette, which it was meant or thought to

resemble

The value of tin when these coins were current may have been not more than 12-15 dollars
the pthuL It has lately gone up to 80-90 dollars, but for a good many years it varied from
20 to 40 dollars.

Some of the small varieties of the coins were carried on a string, but not all, and it is
perhaps some 40 years or more since they were in vogue.

A dutt in Selangor was formerly called a Four duit ot pese^ went to a cent.

(To be continued*)

EPIGRAPHIC NOTES AND QUESTIONS
BY D. B. BHANDABKAB. M.A.; POONA.

Continued from VoL XLII, p. ^5.

XVI.—^Sambodhi in Asoka’s Bock Edict VIII,

A much discussed passage in this edict rnns as follows, according to the Girnar text :

—

Aiikdiani mhtaram rdjdno vihdra-ydtdxh iiaydsu e(a magayvd aMni cha eidrisani abhirwndkdni

ahumu so Devdnampiyo Piyadasi rdid dasa-vas-dbkisiio saxhto aydya sambodhixh ten-esd dhamma^
ydtd*

Now, what is the meaning of the expression, aydya samhodUxh? to Pandit

Bhagwanlal Indraji, it means, ‘‘reached true knowledge ”• M. Senart translates it by, “ set out

for perfect intelligence Buhler renders it by “ went forth in search after true knowledge”,

Mr. V. A. Smith’s translations is went forth on the road to wisdom”. According to Prof.

Rhys Davids, it means “ set out for the that is to say, he had set out, along

the Aryan Eight-fold Path, towards the attainment (if not in his present life then in some

future birth as a man) of the state of mind called Arahatship”. Dr. Fleet’s interpretation is

entirely diSerent from any yet proposed. He regards so Deudnaxhpiyo Piyadasi rdjd

dbhisito as a sentence in itself, and takes $a7hto to stand for idniah and to refer apparently to the

Buddha. And he gives the following translation of the passage : “ In times gone by, the kings

went forth on pleasure-tours, on which there were hunting and other similar amusements
:
(50 did)
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this satQe king, Dev'ao.aihpiya Piyadasi, when he was ten-years-anointei : (but) Hhe Tranquil One

went to true knowledge' : therefore (there ts now?) this touring for I submit my

interpretation of the passage so that the scholars may take it for what it is worth. The knotty

expression with which we are concerned is, aydya safnbodhuhm The natural meaning of it is

“ went to Sathbodhi and not set out for sambodhi^' as contended by Messrs. Senart, Biihler and

Rhys Davids. The words we have in the text are aydya and not patthito. Now the question arises ;

in what sense is the word sciihbodhi to be taken here? Is it to be understood in the sense of

perfect intelligence as done by all scholars ? As pointed out by M, Senart, it is impossible to

credit Asoka with pretending to have attained to perfect intelligence. This meaning must,

therefore, be rejected. It is worthy of note, that, while the Girnar recension has aydya the

Shahbazgarhi and Mansher^ texts give nihrami and the K^lsi n%kami\^th'\d* This root

/Imm, which always has a physical signification, precludes us from taking sambodhi in the above

sense; in other words, sanibodhiih nish-kram cannot mean attain to perfect intelligence".

Sambodhi must, therefore, denote something with reference to which the physical action of going is

possible. The conclusion is thus irresistible that the term here refers to the place where Buddha

attained to true knowledge. If any instance is needed of the word bodhi or sathbodhi having been

employed in this sense, it is furnished by the following passage from the Divydvaddna.

Tdvad rdjn^ A^ohena jdtau hodhau dhamachakre parinirvdite elaika-iata-sahasrom dattath

tasya hodhau visishatah prasdda(o) jdia iha Bhagavat^dnuttard samya'k-sambodhirssiahhi

saihbuddh^efi sa ydni visesha-yuhtdni ratndni tdni bodhvh preshayati^ etc., etc.

I have no doubt that the word hodhi is in this passage employed in the sense of, “ the word place

where the Buddha attained to perfect intelligence”. It may, perhaps, be argued that the word

bodhi does not here denote the place where, but the date when, Buddha obtained perfect

knowledge. But that this is not the sense here intended is shown by the words hodhhh preshayaii

where the word cannot possibly have that sense. The word iha occurring in the extract

similarly points to a place and not to a date. It may, however, be argued that bodhi here means

the hodhi tree. This sense also can suit the passage of the edict, though it does not seem to be

intended in the passage of the Divydvaidna^ For if jdti denotes the place where Buddha was

born, bodhi must necessarily denote the place where he acquired true knowledge.

I have said, above, that bodhi or sambodhh in the sense of the Bo tree, can also fit the passage

of our Rock Edict, That this word has this sigaification is clear from Childers' Dictionary of

the Pali Language. A slightly grander term is mahdbodhi^ which is an almost exact equivalent of

Sambodhi. It occurs in the name Mahdbodhi^aihsa of a well-known Pali work, published by the

Pali Text Society. Mahdbodhim gam. is an expression which is frequently met with in this book
;

e. g., on p. 130, we have ta)h hhanaih yeva Bdrd^asi-rdjadhdniya Brahmadatta-rdjdna^h dddya

mahdbodhiih upaganivd^ etc,, etc.

Whichever sense of the word hodhi or sambodhi is taken, the purport of the edict in question

is clear. It tells us that Asoka’ s religious touring commenced with his visit to Bodhi, Of the

four places connected with Buddha, that where he obtained enlightenment is considered as most

important by the Buddhists. The Divydvaddna also, as will be seen from the extract cited above,

says that Asoka attached far more value to Bodhi than to anything else, and consequently gives a

longer and much more glowing description of his visit there. It speaks of the religious

benefactions made by him and also of the interviews he had with sthaviras, exactly as the Rock
Edict tells us.

XVII.—Was Devagupta another name of Chandragupta IIP

On pp. 214-15 of this Journal for the last year, Prof. Pathak has given a summary of a

Vakalaka copper-plate grant which is in his possession. Therein Prabhavati, mother of the
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yuvsirdja Srt-Divdkaraseua, is spokea of as daughter of Ohandragupta II, of the imperial Gnpta
dynasty. The same Prabhayatt (-gupfc^) is mentioaedin at least two published Vakataka grants

as daughter of Deragupta. And, as Prof. Pathak’s grant, which was thoroughly examined by me,

is an unquestionably genuine record, the conclusion is irresistible that Devagupta is another name
of Ohandragupta II. But if there is still any scepticism on this point, it is, I believe, set at rest by
the Slnchi inscription of Ohandragupta II, dated G. E, 98. The following words which occur init are

important: 'niahdrdjddhirdja~&rt'Chaniraguptsifa Devardja iti priya-ndm

c . . iasya sarva-gunasampattaye^ etc. The lacunae here are rather unfortunate, but if we make
an attempt at grasping the true meaning of the passage in the light of what precedes and follows,

I doubt not that it is inteniei to tell us that Deyaraja was another name of Ohandragupta II.

Prinsep trauslatel this passage so as to make Deyaraja another name of this Gupta king. This

may be correct,’’ says Dr, Fleet. But he prefers to supply the lacunae by reading tVi

pnya”‘ndm-[^dmdtyo-bhavat']y^[^e']tasya, and take Deyaraja as the name of his minister. Friya-ndmd

Dr. Fleet; correctly renders by ‘‘ of familiar name,” but this phrase loses its sense if Deyaraja is

taken to be a name not of Ohandragupta but of his minister. What is the force of saying that the

minister's familiar name is Deyaraja, when his other and generally known name is not given 1 On
the other hand, if it is taken to refer to Ohandragupta, the full significance of the passage is brought

out. For the name Ohandragupta is, as a matter of fact, first mentioned, and it is immediately

followed by Deyaraja. This first name is more widely known, but the second is more familiar.

And there is also very great propriety in Amrakarddaya, the donor, giving this second name of the

Gupta sovereign. For Amrakarddaya was not a Chief, but an officer of Ohandragupta, as rightly

said by Dr. Fleet, And it is but natural that he should mention over and above the usual and

common, also the favourite, name of the sovereign by ’which he was familiarly known in his palace

where Amrakarddaya must have more often come in contact with him than elsewhere. Again,

Amrakarddaya is said to be anujtvi-satpurusha’^adbhdva-vrittim jagati pral(ihydpaya%. This

epithet becomes appropriate only if DevarSja is taken to refer to Ohandragupta. For part of hia

gift is intended to produce perfection of all virtues in Deyaraja. If this Deyaraja is no other but

a minister, the expression amjivi-mtpuruska-sadbhdva-vritti has no meaning. This epithet would,

therefore, naturally lead us to suppose that Amrak^rddava made the grant for the benefit, not of the

minister, but of the sovereign. There can thus be no doubt that the Sanchi inscription gives

Deyaraja as another name of Ohandragupta II only. And this corroborates the Takataka plates

of Prof.'Pathak.

XVllI.—Mornandasor inscription of Naravarman. "

A new inscription has recently been brought to light at Mandsaur or Mandasor, the chief

town of the district of the same name in Scindia’s Dominions of the Western Malwa Division of

Central India. It is now lying in the possession of Lala Dayasbankar, a local pleader, but was

originally found near the Fort gate not far from the village of Todi.

The stone on which the inscription is engraved appears purposely to have been neatly cut out after

line 9 for being used in some building. The object of the record is thus not clear, as it is lost with

the missing portion of the inscription stone; bat it seems to be something connected with the god

Yasudeva. This benefaction, whatever it was, was made by an individual named Satja, wbo was

a sou of Yarnnavriddhi and grandson of Jaya. The record refers itself to the reign of Naravarman,

son of Sihghayarman and grandson of Jayayarman, and is dated the 5th of the bright half of

Asvoja (Asvina) of the Malava (or Vikrama) year 461 = A, D. 404. It is thus evident that this

Naravarman is identical with the prince of that name who is mentioned as father of Visvavarman

by th^ Gafigdh^r inscription of Y. E. 480.^ And we know from another Mandasor inscription that

1 Eleet^s Qu^pta Imcrs,^ p. 74 ff.
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V isvavarman’s son was Bandhuvarman.^ We thus obtain the following line of the feudatory princes

who ruled over Malwa from about the middle of the fourth to about the middle of the fifth eentury A.D»

(1) Jayavarman

(2) Simghavarman, son of (1)

1

(3) Naravarman, son of (2)

V. E, 4G1 =: A. D. 404.

f4) Tisvavarman, son of (3)
V. E. 480 = A. D. 423

(5) Bandhuvarman, son of (4)

y. E. 493 = A. D. 436

Among the various epithets of Naravarman mentioned in our inscription occurs in I, 5 the

epithet Simgha-vih'dnia-gdmini (Naravarmani)* If I have understood this expression correctly^

it shows that llTaravarman was a feudatory of Ohandragupta IL We know from Gupta coins^, that

Sihha-vihrama was a title of Ohandragupta IL
;
and we also know from a Sanchi inscription that

this Gupta sovereign was reigning till G. E. 93 = A. D. 411, i. e., for at least seven years after

the date of our inscription. Nothing, therefore, precludes ns from concluding that the ex-

pression Simgha-vikrdnta-gdnuni hints thatNaravarman was a tributary prince of Ohandragupta II.

And this is in keeping with the fact that his son and grandson, viz,^ Visvavarmaii and Bandhuvarman
were feudatories of Kumaragupta.

The verse which sets forth the year is very important, and I, therefore, quote it here*

^niryMdlam^gan-dmndbe pra&aste Krita'samjnite [ | ].

Eha-s'hashty-adMJte prdpie samd*aata-chatu$htay\js] [ ll ]].

The two expressions that are worthy of consideration in this verse are Mdlava-gan-dmndte^

and Knta-samjrdte. The first reminds us of similar expressions found elsewhere, viz,, Mdlavdndm
gana-sthityd and Mdlava^gana^thiti-vasdi of the inscriptions dated V. B. 493 and 589 respectively

and both discovered at Mandasor itself. But what is the meaning of the expression Mdlava-gan*

dmndte which occurs in our inscription? In my opinion, it can have but one sense, viz., ‘handed
down traditionally by the JVIalava tribe.” The root, d-mnd, primarily signifies “to hand down
traditionally,^’^ and, consequently, the word can here only mean “altribe, which again is

one of its usual senses^. This, I think, is clear and indisputable, aud the other similar phrases

just referred to, must be so interpreted as to correspond to this. The late Prof. Kielhorn® took

these latter to mean “by, or according to, the reckoning of the Malavas.’^ But to understand gam
in the sense of ganand, as he undoubtedly does, is far-fetched. Besides the expression occur-

ring in the new inscription clearly shows that the wordgf^na must in all these phrases be taken to

signify “a tribe,” The word sihiti of the expression Mdlava-gana-sthiti now remains to be

explained, and it is obvious that it must bear a meaning which would correspond to dmndta, Sthiti;

therefore, must mean some such thing as ‘ a settled rule or usage’ which, doubtless, is one of its

senses'^. This also brings out clearly the meaning of the instrumental which is intended by
Malavdndm gana-sthityd and Mdlava-gana-sihiti-vasdt^ as was first pointed out by Prof. Kielhorn.
These expressions must, therefore, mean, “in accordance with the (traditional) usage of the
Malava tribe.

”

2 Ihd^ p. 82. 3 37.90
. pp^ 111-12.

^ The Amarakosha e. g. gives aampradd/ya (=traditional usage) as one of the meanings of Amndya.

1 9^1 Bijaygadh inscription e. g, speaks of Tandheya-gana {Guyta Insers, p. 252). Qana is also found

K«fCi.rb;v^“K.S’iTsr.a*8!).”
“

» AnU, Vol. SIX, pp. 56-7.

^ Vide the Sfc. Petersburg Lexicon voce and the references culled there from Sanskrit literature.
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Now, what can be the meaning of Krita-samjmte, which expression also is met with in
our inscription? Obviously, the years 461, are here meant to be called But it maybe
asked, “Are there any inscriptions which contain instances of this word applied to years?’’
I answer in the affirmative, for there are at least two inscriptions which speak of Enia years. They
are the Bijaygadh stone pillar inscription of Vishnuvardhana and the Gangdhar stone inscription

of Visvavarman referred to above. In the first, the date is mentioned in the words, Kritesliu

chaturshu vai'sha-sateshv = aslitdmn{m)keshu 400 20 S, etc.® The second sets forth the date in

the following verse: Ydieshu chatuh(r)s'ku hn(kri)teshib sateshu saii{^m'\yeBhv ^ dsUasottura-

padeshvJ,ha vatsa\j^esliii\^. Dr. Fleet translates the word by “ fully complete, ” but
admits that it involves a straining. Besides, even with this meaning, the word is made redundant
by which. is used along with it. But the sense of hriteshu, and consequently of the

two passages in which it occurs, is rendered clear and intelligible, if we take it to be a name by
which the years of what is now called the Vikrama era were known, as no doubt the phrase
Krita-samjnite of our inscription tells us. But here a question arises ; “ Was Krita the name of

an era It is difficult to answer the question definitely at the present stage of our research.

But the manner in which the word Krita is employed leads us to surmise that it was at any rate not

the name of a king or royal dynasty that was associated with these years. We have e* eras

originated by Saka or Gupta kings. But we never hear of expressions such as 'SaJmhu vatsaresliti or

Gujpteshu vatsareshu. The Bijaygadh and Gangdhar inscriptions, on the other hand, as we have seen,

speak of Knteshu varskeshu or vaUaresJiu. It is for this r3ason that I am inclined to think that Krita

was not the name of a king or dynasty that was given to these years. It is not safe just at present

to make an assertion on this point, but it appears to me that what is now known as the Vikrama era

was invented by the people or astronomers for the purpose of reckoning years and was consequently

originally known as Krita^ which means ‘^made. If this supposition is correct, it is clear why

Krita can be used in apposition to years as is no doubt intended in the passages cited above. I do

not, however, believe that the Malavas had anything to do with the actual foundatioix of the era.

This is evident from the word dmndta^ which never means “ originated The word can here signify

only “ handed down traditionally,” and shows that the Malavas were only in possession of a tradition-

al usage regarding, e., of a mode of reckoning, the Krita years. We know that there are two

systems of reckoning, which are peculiar to the Vikrama era, mz, the northern {Chaitrddi) and the

southern {Kdrtikddi). Whether the Malavas were supposed in the fifth century A. D. to have

handed down one of these or not is a question which we must await further discoveries to answer.

ON SOME NEW DATES OP PANDYA KINGS IN THE 13TH OENTUEY A. D.

BY DIWAN BAEADUB L. D. SWAMIKANNU PILLAI, M. A., B. L. (MABBAS)

;

LL.B. (LOm).
I.

Ik December 1911, I obtained the permission of the Epigraphist to the Government of

Madras, M.R.Ry. Rao Sahib H. Krishna Sastriar Avargal, to search the files of his transcripts

of P^ndya inscriptions for unverified dates to be used as illustrations to my Indian Chronology as

well as to the method of verification of dates advocated in my little brochure, Hints to Workers

in South Indian Chronology. The search resulted in the discovery of many unverified P^dya

dates,"^ equal in importance, and more than equal in number, to those upon which the late

Prof. Kielhorn had been engaged from 1901 up to the time of his death in 1908, and which

had been published by him from time to time in the Kpigraphia Indiea. I had reason to

believe that a considerable proportion of these unverified dates had also been submitted to

Prof. Kielhorn, but that he had not succeeded in discovering a clue to them. Prom a note in

German by Prof. Kielhorn, which I found in one of the transcripts in the Epigraphist’s office, it

was apparent that, in order to be able to deal more eSectively with Panclya dates, which no doubt

present features of unusual difficulty (as pointed ont in my Hints to Workers in South Indum

® Fleet’s Qu$ta insers,, p, 255, ® IHd-^ p, 75 11# 19*20.
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Chronology)^ he had cOBStructed a rough ephemeris for the years A. D. 1000—1300, From his

description of the ephemeris, ho'wever, I gather that it could not have contained more than the

first five or six colamns of Table X of my Indian Chronology

,

if it contained so much; that is, he

must have used, as data for all the tithis and nakshatras of a particular year, certain constants

derived from the positions of the sun and the moon at the commencement of the year, I mention

these details, because for the very same purpose of dealing eSectively with Pltadya dates, I have

also constructed an ephemeris or daily Trayanga for the years A. D. 850-1000 and again from

A. D. 1200 to 1500, which I intend to continue backwards as well as forwards; but my

ephemeris gives, in addition to constants for every year and every new moon, which I have already

furnished in print in Table X of my Indian GhTonology^ the actual ending moment of the tithi and

nalishatra for every day in the period dealt with. It is possible to discover from this ephemeris,

after a few trials and without any calculation whatever, the day corresponding to any combination

of tithi^ nakshatra and vdi'a. The accuracy of the results presented to Epigraphists in this article,

as well as the ease with which I have been able to obtain positive results where Prof. Kielhorn and

other investigators merely reported negative results, are due to the fact that I obtained them, as a rule,

direct from my ephemeris, instead of having to work them out every time from my Indian Chronology.

For the sake of ready reference, I give below a list of all the Pandya rulers of the 13th and first

quarter of the 14th century, whose initial years have been ascertained either by Prof. Kielhorn or by

me, distinguishing by asterisks my own contributions to the list. Where I have been able to reduce to

narrower limits the commencement of a reign given by Prof, Kielhorn, this fact is also indicated by

an asterisk. Similarly, the fact that I have proved Kielhorn’s Vira Pandya (the only prince of that

name disclosed by his investigations) to have been a M&ramrman is also indicated by an asterisk.

To Kielhorn ’s eight Pandyas of the l3th century, I have added a dozen new names, so that the

obscurity in which the history of the Pdndyas of the 18th century has been hitherto involved, and

which finds frequent i expression in the annual reports of the Madras Epigraphist, has to some

extent been removed. It remains for me, however, to acknowledge gratefully the liberal hints

I have received from Mr, Eao Sahib H. Krishna Sastriar, in the matter of determining the hroad

^ Amvml Report, 1911-12, p. 71, ‘‘Ho. 322 of 1911 which is dated in the 10th year of Jat. S. Pandya and quotes

the 15th of Perunjingadeva may refer to the time of Jat. S. Pandya I (1261 to at least l26l), or to J. S. Pandya

II ( 1276 to at least 1290 ). The latter is more probable, as J. S. P^pdya I is always distinguished by the epithet

vsho took all countries. ’’ I shall sliovv below that the king referred to is J. S. P. I.

Annual ’Report, 1911-12, p. 72. “Inscriptions of this Jat. Vira Pandya, copied in previous years, do not give any

clue as to the period when he flourished.’’ I shall show, by means of four inscriptions copied so early as 1894,

and one in each of the years 1906, 1907 and 1908, that this Jat. Vira P&ndya came to the throne in A. D. 1254 and
was no other than the person well known to Madras epigraphy as the conqueror of “ ilam, Kongu and Chela. ”

Annual Report, 1910-11, p. 79. “Mir. Vira PIndya is another unknown king to whose 10th year belongs No.277

of 1910.” Again Annual Report, 1909-10, p. 99. “Mir. Tribh. Vira PIniJya and Jat.Tribh. Vira Pln^ya, mentioned
in Hos. 307 and 494 of 1909, could not be identified with any of the kings in Kielhorn’s list.” I shall show, by
means of inscriptions, copied in 1905 and 1909, that the only Vira PIndya whose dates were investigated by Kiel-

horn was a Maramrmani I shall also show that there were at least three Jat, Vira PIndyas in the 13th century.
Annual Report, 1910-11, p, 79. “We do not know who M^r, Sundara PIndya was in whose 12th year, the

JcaikMlar... In Hos. 342, 343 and 344 of 1911 (three dated inscriptions of the 15th year of Mdr. Sund. PIndya)
the kaikkdlars figure again, this time as donors of gifts. I have identified these dates as belonging to a reign
which commenced in A. D. 1294.

Annual Report, 1909-»10, p. 97. “Jat. Tribh, Sundara PIndya whose identity with any of the known kings of

that name could not be definitely affirmed One of these inscriptions (4l8 of 1909) refers to an earlier grant
by Kopperunjangadeva and helps us to identify this Sund. PIndya with Jat. S. P. II. ” I shall show, by means
of 9 inscriptions copied in 1909 (including Ho. 418 of 1909), and three in earlier years, that this Jat. S. PIndya
could not be either J, S. P. I or II, but a different person whose reign began in A, D. 1270-71.

Annual Report, 1908-09, p. 82. “Other kings of the name of Sundara PIndya who could not be identified by
their characteristic epithets are Koner. Jat. Tribh. S. P. (Hos. 69 and 72 of ioOS); Jat, S. P. (214, 217, 395, .412,

414 and 594 of 1908).,. ...Tribh, S. P. (ISO of 1908 and 14 of 3909); n. Vira PIndya is represented by 13 inscrip-
tions, in nine of which [119, 120, 122, 128, m,m, ...... and 598 of 1908 and 69 of 1909) he is called Jat. Tribh.
Vira PIndya. ” I shall show below that the eight inscriptions whose numbers are italicized in this quotation and
for which details of day and month are available, can be referred definitely to certain known Pandya
sovereigns, viz, Jat. S, P. II (-422), Mar. S. P. II Jat. V. P. 11 (2^^), Jat. V. P. Ill [119, 120, 122 and m of
WS), and Jat S.P. IV (69 of 1908).

^ »
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limits o£ the period to which each inscription relates. Without such hints, pure chronology would

be very often at sea in such investigations. The annual reports of the Madras Epigraphist give

only the Saka or the cyclic years of inscriptions, but not the details of month and day, where these

are available. I have suggested to the Epigraphist that these details might be given in future^ in

the Annual Report in all cases in which they are available, and also, where the only possible chie

.‘to the discovery of the year is the mention of a concurrent set of iitU, vdra and nahshatra with or

without solar month, that a brief indication of the period to which the characters and other

epigraphical evidence might seem to point should be furnished in the Annual Report, Such an

indication as “circa 13th cent, or “ 12th or 18th cent. or “later than 14th cent.’’ is in the

latter class of cases indispensable for chronological investigation. All details of iithi, naksliatnx

and vdra, invaluable as they are for epigraphic research, are at present omitted from the epigra*

phist’s annual reports, in order possibly to economize space, but no scientific record, however brief,

can be complete without such details as may serve eventually to fix the date. The inscriptions

containing such details are unfortunately not many. Moreover, if the tabular arrangement at

present adopted in the appendices to the Madras Epigraphist’ s annual reports were replaced by

the narrative form which I have adopted in Part IV of this article, there would not only be no

waste of space, but considerable economy would result, and the Epigraphist would he able to

include in the appendices everything he wished to quote from the contents of a given inscription,

instead of having to divide his notes between the “remarks” column of an appendix and the text

of his report. If the procedure I suggest were adopted, all the inscriptions found in a particular

temple or other building would still stand together, as they do now, but they could be provided with

a conspicuous heading, describing the temple or structure by its name, village, taluk aud district.

The tabular form seems to have been adopted more than 20 years ago when there were much fewer

inscriptions and much less information to be recorded under each than is at present the case. It is

now rather a hindrance than a help to the full treatment of an important or interesting inscription.

II,

list of Pa^<Jya rulers of the 13th century.

* An asterisk distinguishes additions made by the present writer to the list of PSudya

kings published by Prof. Kielhorn at pp. 226-228 of Vol. IX of Epigraphia Indica*

Name of ruler.

^ Jatavarman Vira Pandya P
Jafcavarman Kulasekhara I

Maravarman Suudara Pandya I

* Jatavarman Kulasekhara II

Maravarman Sundara Pandya II

Jatdvarman Sundara Pandya I

Mdravarman (*) Vira Pandya
* Jatavarman Vira Pandya II...

* Maravarman Srivallabha ...

Mtovarman Kulasekhara 1 •••

* Jatavarman Sundara Pandya (II)

4 Ja^varman Sundara Papdya ll

Limits of oommeucemeut of reign.

18 Aag. 1189—15 Ap. 1190

80 Mar.—29 Not. 1190

29 Mar.—4 Sep, 1216

•25 Juae—19 Jtdy 1216

16 June—30 Sep. 1237

15 June 1288—18 Jan. 1239

*3 July—1 Uec. 1238

20th—28 Ap. 1251

11 Not. 1252—13 July 1258

15 May—19 Juae 1254
4—10 Sep. 1257
2—27 Jane 1268

•12—27 June 1268

2 Not. 1270—5 Jan. 3271

13 Sep. 1275—15 May 1276

•24 June 1276

s I am fflad to find that in. the animal report for 1912-18 these details are for the first time given in fnll—L. D.S.

= I have assigned nnmhers to the Ptndyas of the 13th <xnt. merely for

do net reoommen^ the employment of suoh numbers generally when dealing
*^rt’1?onld\,

there were earlier P&ndyas hearing the same names, though we do not now know then? exact dates. It would he

better to refer to eaofi 'Ptn^ya by the yew of his aooession.
^

* Called Jat. Sundara PkadyaU m Professor Kielhom s list.
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^ MaraYarman Vikrama P^ndya 12 Jan.—29 Aug, 1283
^ Jatavarman Vikrama Paadya circa 1280
^ Jatayarman Srivallabha 6 Ap.—12 Nov. 1291
^ llSravarman Sundara Pandya III ... ... 20 Feb.—6 Mar. 1294
^ JaUvarman Vira Pandya III 23 Jane—24 July 1296
* Jatavarman Sundara PEndya^ (IV) ... ... 29 Aug, 1302—5 July 1303

MS.ravarman Kulasekhara II 6tb—29 Mar, 1314
^ Jatavarman Parakrama Pandya 15 Ap.—10 Aug, 1315
* Jatavarman Sundara Pandya V ... ... 10

—
^25 Ap. 1318

m.
The following is a tentative arrangement of most of the above Pandya rulers, which will make

it clear,

(1) that five Pandyas ruled at the same time, a fact established by tradition as well as by the

statements of contemporary historians

;

(2) that two Maravarmans and two Jat^varmans were co-regents with a fifth Pandya who
might be either a Maravarman or a Jatavarman

;

(3) that as a rule not more than one or two years elapsed between the death of a M&ravarman
or JatS,varman and the accession of the next Maravarman or Jatavarman. The interval of 4 years

between the death of Maravarman Kulasekhara I and the accession of Kulasekhara II is accounted

for by the Muhammadan invasion (<»VC(Z A.D. 1310— Report on Madras Epigraphy for 1908-09,

p. 82). Again there is a gap of ten years in col. (5) which one would expect to have been filled up

by a Jatavarman, For the present I am only able to fill it up with Jatavarman Vikrama PSndya
to whom I have assigned above the conjectural date circa 1280

;
but I admit this is not satisfactory

;

(4) that, in what I have numbered as the first line of Pandyas of the 13th century, a Maravar-

man was regularly succeeded by a Jatavarman and vice versS^ each successor being presumably either

appointed by the reigning sovereign during his life time or called to the throne after his death.

N.B,—The main purpose of this tabular arrangement is to show that, taking almost any year

between A, D. 1250 and A. D. 1315, it is possible to prove from inscriptions that five Pandyas
ruled simultaneously. The qualification almost would probably be unnecessary if we knew the

exact terminal year of each reign.

The terminal year of each reign here assumed is merely the latest year occurring in inscriptions

(Pudukkottai inscriptions have in one or two cases been used for this purpose by anticipation),

whereas the actual year of death may have been a few years later than that here assumed. Also a

more careful investigation of the relationship among the individuals reigning at the same time, as well

as of the places where they had their palaces, may lead us to a better adjustment of the concurrent lines

which, as presented here, make absolutely no pretence whatever to a genealogical arrangement*

Mar. Sund^. P^nd, I
(12X6-1244)'

Jat. Stind. PS-iid. I
(1251—1280)’

MSr. Vikram. P^n^.
(1283-1291)

‘

Jat. ferivallabba
(1291-1315)

HSr. Ylra Pandya Jat.
(1252—1267)

1

M§.r. Knla^ek. I Jat,
(1268—1310)

mv, Knla^ek. II
(1314—1344)

5 This was presumably the Sundara PEn^ya
father Mfiravannan Euldekhara I,

(3) (4) (5)
Yira pandya II M^r. Sund Pan^. II Jat. Kule^ekhara II

(1254-J-1275)

(1238-1255) ‘(1237—1259)

, Sund. Pan^, III Mar. Srlvallabha Jat, Vikrama Pandya
(1276-1293) (1257-1292) circa 1280

‘

Ylra pandya III Mar, Sund.Vandyalll Jat. Sund! Pandya II
(1296-1342) (1294-1307) * (1270-1302)

Jat. Sund. Pandya lY
(1302—1318)

I

jat.Tar^krama PaM.
‘ (1315- )

Jat.SuaipAsa V
(1318- )

who, according to the Muhammadan historians, murdered his



An analysis of 77 dates hitherto unverified,

[Batween 1902 and 1908, Prof. Kielhora veriEed 67 Pandya dates— list at pp. 226-228,

Ep, Ind., IX.]

Explanatory Note,—I believe I have the authority of the Madras Epigraphist for saying

that he accepts the conclusions arrived at by me in the present analysis. I accept sole responsibility,

however for the calculations here presented and wish to add, by way of caution, that variations to

the extent of '02 of a day may be found in my results. This is the necessary consequence of my

ephemeris being calculated to two places of decimals; but wherever the variation was likely to

aEeot the I have taken care to calculate the result to four places of decimals according to the

full method indicated in my Indian Chronology.

I have in my possession about 90 Pfindya dates sent to me by the Pudukkottai State which,

so far as they are capable of verification, 1 hope to publish in a later article after getting them

epigraphically examined.

In quoting dates, I have used certain abbreviations the meaning of which will be obvious;

e g su for sultla, ha. for bahula, etc, I have indicated nakshatras by placing their names

between inverted commas, so as to distinguish them from the names of solar and lunar months.

When I say that a tithi or Nakshatra ended at *25 of the day, I mean that it ended 15 ghatikas

after mean sunrise. A key to this decimal system will be found in the Eye-Tahle appended to my

book, Indian Chronology (1911).

Jafflvariuau iCulabeklxara I.

(Eeign began between 30th March and 29th November 1190.)

1908 (103). From the south wall of the mandapa in front of the central shrine in the

Tiruttali^vara temple at TirupputCir (Madura District). Becords (gift of) some lands belonging to

the temple of Kailasamudaiya Ndyandr by the sabhd of Tirupputur, in order to provide for offerings

on a festival in the same temple. Mentions satitvatsaravdriyam.

Date.—Year opp. 2nd of Tribh. Kulasekhara; 5 th day of Mithuna; Sundays Sunday

.30 May A.D. 1193, which was the 5th Mithuna.

* Jatavaxman Vlra Pa33.dya,

(Beign began between 18th Aug. 1189 and 15th April 1190.)

1 903 (144). From six-pillared mandapa in front of the Central Shrine

in the Mahgaihatha temple at PirSnmalai (Madura District). Gift of money for offerings.

Tirukkoduhgunru was situated in Tirumalainddu. Mention is made of Alagapuri alias

Seliyanariyanapuram in Kdralasinga-Valanddu.

Date.—3rd year of Jat Vira Pdndya (no epithet) Kanni ;
su. 7 ;

Anurddha.

On Monday, 17 August 1192, Anuradha ended at *44 and su. 7 at *20; but as the solar

day was only the 145th it was 10 days short of Kanni. IKanni, error for

1906 (352) From the north wall of the Akhilandgsvari Shrine in the Sikhdndthasvdmin

temple at Kudomiydmalai (Pudukkottai State). Damaged. Sale of temple land for the purpose

of topairing tompls*

Date—13th year of Tribh. Vira Pdndya ;
Mesha

;
su Sunday; XJtt. Phalguni=

Sunday 15th April 1201, when Mdshasu. 11 ended at *84 and “Utt. Phalguni” commenced at

’27
;
(possibly regnal year 13 should be 12).

Mdravarman Sundara Pftiidya I.

Beign began between 29tb March and 4th September X216

* 25th June and 19th July 1216

1906 Yrom the south wall of the second prdMra in the Sikhanathasvdmin temple

Kndumivdmllai (Pudukkottai). Eegisters a public sale of land and its purchase by Udaiyar

GShgeyardyar, a native of Anfir in Chftla-Papdya-valanfidu.
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Date.—3rd year of M^ravarmaa Sundara PS?idya I
;
Margaji; ba. 5 ;

Sat.; “MaghS’'=

Saturday 8 Deceuiber 1218. Margali ba. 5 and “Magha’' commenced just before sunrise on, and

were current throughout, Saturday, coining to an end at *07 and *10 respectively on Sunday.

1907 (133). From the north wall of the mandajpa in front of the Muchukundlsvara temple

at Kodumbaldr (Madura District), Seems to record a gift of land. Mentions Karaiyur in S61a

Pfindiya-valanadu.
‘

Date.—13th year (in Pudukottai copy, tho’ Mad. Ep. Kept, notes that regnal year is lost)

of Maravarman Sundara Pandya I
;
Mithuna

;
su. 2 (2nd tiyadi) ;

Sunday
;

“ Pushya’\ On Sunday

24 June 1229 Mithuna su. 2 and “Pushya’’ ended at *59 and *22. Read iitU for tiyadi.

^ Jatftvarman KulafeSkhara II.

(Reign began between l6th June and 30th September 1237.)

1905 (6*2). Prom the fifth pillar in the second storey of the east gbpura of the SundarSsvara

temple at Madura* Gift of land.

Date.—2nd year of Jat. Kulasekhara
;
Tula

;
ba. 6 ;

Thursday
;
“Mrigasira ”, On Thursday,

30 Sep. 1238, Tula ba. 6 and Mrigasira ended at *91 and ’36 respectively.

1910 (135). Prom the fifth pillar of the mandapa in front of the central shrine in the

MulasthanSsvara temple at Tenkarai (Madura District). Gift of land by the assembly of

Solantaka-Chaturvedimangalam, to the servants of the yogasthana of Karravar-dasar situated

in the ninth hamlet of the village.

Date.—2nd year of Jatavarman alia^ Tribhuvanachakravarthin Kulasekharadeva—Mithuna

20, su, 13; Wed.; *‘Anuradba^\ On Wed. 15 June 1239 (=20 Mithuna) su, 18 and

Anuradha” ended at *87 and *20 respectively.

1908 (185). From the west wall of the store-room in the Tiruttal&svara temple at Tirup-

putur (Madura District). Seems to record a gift of four water pots for the sacred bath by

Avanimulududaiyar, wife of Dfevaragandan.

Date.—10th year opp. 13th of Tribh. KulasekbaradSva. 16th M&sha; day of ‘‘ Anuradha”.

On Thursday 10 Ap,. 1259 (=16 Mfesha) Anuradha” began at *46, It ended next day at *40.

2Srote.—It is curious that in the 28rd year of Jat. Kulasekhara I (whose reign began in A.D.

1190) there is a date, Tuesday 9 Ap, 1218, which satisfies the present conditions, viz. 16 M^sha and

^Anuradha”; but Madras Epigraphist thinks the characters of the inscription cannot be referred

to beginning of 13th cent.

Mftravarmewi Sundara Pfti3.^ya II.

(Reign began between 15 June 1238 and 18 Jan. 1239.)

3 July and 1 December 1238.

1908 (180). From the north wall of the first prdkdra of the AgastySsvara shrine in the

Tiruttalisvaia temple at TirupputiLr (Madura District), Sale of land for the maintenance of a

flower garden which was founded by Ponparriyudaiyan ViluppS^darayar of pullurkudi in Kaduvjr-

kunu in the district of Milalai-kurram.

Date.—2nd year of Tribh. Sundara Pandya. Dhanus 11, su. 10, Wed; **Asvini”. On

Wed. 7 Deer. 1239 (= Dhanus 11), su, 10 and “Asvini” ended at *72 and *89 respectively.

[Note.—The result agrees with that of Prof. Jacobi, published, since this article was written,

in^j7. Ind, Vol. XJ, p. 135: but the learned author satisfied himself with stating that the king in

question must have begun to reign in A.D. 1237-38. As a matter of fact^ the king is identical

with Maravarman Sundara Pandya II (Kielhorn^s 0. vide IJp. Ind^ vol. IX, p. 227 ), though the

inscription itself does not style him a Mdravarman; and if my other identifications of Madras and

Pudukottai dates of this reign are correct, he must have come to the throne between 6 Oct. and

I Deer. *1238, i. e. in A.D. 1238-39, not in A. D. 1237-38.

1895 (169). From the east wall of the mandapa surrounding the shrine of the goddess in

the Kailasapati temple at Gahgaikondan (Tinnevelly Distiict).
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Date.—2nd year opp. [8th] of MSravarman Suadara Pandya
;
ba, 6 ; Wed • “Easta”=

Wed. 6 Jan. 1249, when ba. 6 and “Hasta” ended respectirely at -32 and -37 of the day.
[Possibly 11th yoar, not 10th

5 the reading is conjectural.]

1902 (616). From the inner side of the north wall of the mandapa in front of the
Triddhapurlsvara temple at Tiruppnnavtisal (Tanjore District). Sale of land.

Date. 3rd year opp. 14 th of Maravarman Sundara Pdndya “ who conqnerederery country”-
Kataka; su. 7; Monday; “Srati” = Monday, 12 July 1255, when Kafaka su. 7 ended and
“Svati” began.

Jatdvarman Sundara Pandya I.

(Began to reign between 20th and 28th Apl 1251.)

1906 (260). From the south wall of the central shrine in the ruined Sira temple on the hill

at Narasamahgalam (U. Arcot). Begins Samasta^jagad-adhdraj etc. Incomplete. Registers a
public sale of the village of ITarasingainahgalam in Marandfir^nSdu, a sub-division of
Kaliyurkottam, a district of Jayaiigonda-cholamandalam.

Bate.—7th year of Jat. Sundara Pandya; Vrischika
;

ba. 3; Monday; «Mriga&a’"r=
Monday 6 Nov. 1256, when Vrischika ba. 3 and ^‘Mrigastra” ended at ‘97 and -33 respectively.

[6th Regnal year, not 7th.]

1901 (218) From the east wall of the Mandapa in front of the Tirumalisvara temple a
Magaral (Ohingleput District). Records that a private person opened out streets and colonised

the environs of the Agastyesvara temple.

Bate.—7th year of Jatslvarman Sundara Pandya who conquered every country.’* Mesha;
ba. 1 ;

Rohini. On Thursday 27 April, 1256, Rishabha su. 1 (not MMa ba. 1
, which is a

double error) and Rohint ended at *38 and ‘98 of the day respectively.

[7th year, as before, vide No. 260 of 1906 supra, an error for 6 th.]

1901 (275). From the north wall of the mandapa in front of the central shrine in the

BivyajhanSsvara temple at K 6vila(ii. (Tanjore Dt.)

Bate.—7th year of Jat, Sundara Pandya I., distinguished by the introduction Sa^msia

jagad^ (Tanjore Dt.) 8 fch tUhi
;
Monday

;
Purva Ashadha”. On Monday 17 Sept. 1257 Kanni su.

8 and “ Purvashadha ended at *76 and *82 respectively.

1911 (322). From the west wall of the central shrine in the DhSnupurisvara temple at

Madambakkam (Ohingleput District), quotes the 15th year of Perunjiugadeva and records a gift of

lamps, etc., in the temple of Sirreri Aludayanayanar.

Bate.—10th year of Jatavarman Sundara Pandya
;
Rishabha

;
Sukla 1 1 ;

Sunday
; Svati

On Sunday 23 May 3260, lUshahha su. 12 and ^<Svdti” ended at ‘71 and *60 respectively of the

day. According to Kielhorn (Ap. Ind,^ IX, p. 222) Perunjihgadeva began to reign between B\bra-

ary and July 1243.

[As Rishabha su. 11 cannot ordinarily concur with '‘Sviitl su. 11 must be an error tor **sn. 12’’.]

1909 (677). From the south wall of the Mandapa in front of the central shrine in the temple

of Neduhgajanathasvamin at Tiruneduhgalam. (Tamil). Begins with the introduction Samasta-

jagad-ddhara ol Jatavarman Sundara Pandya,, Gift of land by the people of Misengili-nadu in

Tenkarai Jayasinga Knlakala-valanadn.

Bate.—Jatavarman Sund. Pandya Samasia-jagad^^); llth year; Makara (apparent error

for Mtwa); su. 6
;
Wed

;
Rohini ”= Wed, 5 Mar. 1264 when tithi su. 6 and Nakshatra Rohini”

ended respectively at -50 and *53. Reg. year appearing in inscription as *‘pat [ ] nravudu”

should be read as ** pat [imu] nravadu” (13th), not as “pat [ino] nravadu (=llth).

The combination, su. 6 and “Rohini,” on Wednesday occurred only once (u e., on this date)

during the 40 years A. B. 1251-1290, although ordinarily such a combination may be expected at

intervals of 3, 7 or 10 years.

1903 (125) From the north wall of the central shrine in the AgastySsvara temple at Tiruch-

chunai (Madura District). Incomplete, Gift of landt A certain Taidyadbiraja is mentioned.
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Date.—l'4*li year of Jat. Simdara Paiodya “ who took every country ” [Mina]
; su. 7; [Sun-

day]
;
“ Pnnarvasu ”= Wed. 25 March 1265.

[Iftna and Sunday, wrongly conjectured for MSsha and Wednesday."]

Vira (Kielhom’s “E”.)
(Reign began between 11 Nov. 1252 and 13 July 1253.)

1909 (395) From the south wall of the verandah round the central shrine in the Vydghra-
padlsvara temple at Siddhalingamadam (S. Arcot). Gift of land by purchase to the temple of

Tiruppulippagava»Nayan§,r at Sirringur, a brahmad^yain Kurukkai-kurram, a 'sub-division of
llalildu in Rajaraja-valanadu.

Date.—15th year of Maiavarman 7ira-Pandya; Dhanus
;
ba. 8; Saturday; “ Hasta”=10th

Deer. A.D. 1267.

From this inscription it is clear that Kielhorn’s Vtra-Pdndya was a Mdravarman.

* Jatlavarma^ 'Vira Faudya.
(Reign began between 15 May and 19 June 1254.)

1894 (142) From the outside of the north wall of the second praW/’a in the Nellaiyappar

temple at Tinnevelly. Gift of a lamp.

Date.—4th year of Jat. Vira-Pandya (no epithet), Vaikasi [22] ;
Tuesday

;
“ Hasta”= Tues.

14th May A D. 1258 (=20 Rishabha or Vaikasi). Basta ended at "57 of the day.

[The solar date, Vaildsi 22, which I found entered conjecturally in the Madras Epigraphist’s

records, should be 20th.]

1894 (129) From the outside of the south wall of the second ^rdkdra in the Neljaiyappar

temple at Tinnevelly. Gift of land.

Date.—[4th] year of Jat. Vira-Pan^ya Simha
;
ba. 9; Sunday; “ R6hini”=Sun,day, 5 Aug.

1257 when Simha ba. 9 and Rohini ended at '92 and *74 respectively.

1894 (136) From the outside of west wall of the second prdkdra in the Nellaiyappar temple
at Tinnevelly. Gift of a lamp.

Date.—Year opp. 5th of Jat. Vira-Pandya (no epithet); Kanni 14; ba. 5 ;
Friday; “ Uttara

Bhadrapada”. On Friday 11 July 1259 ,(
= 14 Kateka, noi J.4 Nanni), ba. ‘5 and “Utt. Bhad”

ended at '86 and -66 respectively,

[Kanni, error for Zaiaka]

1894 (151) From the inside of the west wall of the third prdkdra in th,e Nellaiyappar temple
at Tinnevelly. Gift of land.

Date.—7th year of Jab. Vlra-Pandya; Kattigai 16 j
“Satabhishaj”= Friday, 12 Nov. 1260

(=16 Kattigai) when Nafc. " Satabhishaj ” ended at ’17 of the day.

1908 (134) From the west wall of the store-room in the Agastyesvara shrine in the Tirutta-
llsvara temple at Tirupputdr (Madurfi District). Incomplete. Refers to the shrine of Sfiryadeva
in the temple of Tiruttaliyanda-Nayanar and to the Nannadiyan horsemen from a foreign country.

Date.—10th year of Jat. Vira-Pandya;(no epithet; butKannadiyan horsemen are referred to) j

10th year; Mithuna 7 ; day of “Magha”. On Sunday, J June 1264 ,(=7 Mithuna) “Maghh”
ended at *44.

1906 (435) From the north, west and .south walls of .the central shrine in VAdanarayana
Perumal temple at Murappunadu (Tinnevelly District). Mentions .Sri-P6sa]a-Vira-S6midSva-
Chatnivgdimaugalam, a hrahmadbya in MurappHnSdu and a maiha in it. Refers lo a sale made in
the 11th year (of the king’s reign).

Date.—14th year of Jat. Vira-Pandya “who took ilam, Kongu, and Ch6]a, and performed
the anointment of heroes at Perumbarrapuliyur.” Karkataka

;
su. 1 ; Sunday ;

» Pushya ”, On
Sunday 4 July 1266, Karkalakaan. 1 ;

and “Pushya” ejuded at '.94 apd 79 respe.ctiv.ely.
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1907 (402) From stones built into the base o! the isvara temple at Peru hgarunai (Madura
Dt): these are fragments.

Date.—14th year ot Tribh. Vira Paadya ‘<who took ilam, Kongo, and Solamandalam”

.

Mithuna
;
EkMasi; Sunday; “Krittika.” On Sunday 19 June 1267, Mithuna ba. 11 ended at

•54 of the day, while “Krittika” began at *25 of the same day, ending at *29 next day.
- 1908 (128), From the TiruttatisTara temple at Tirupputtur, (Madura District).

Date.—22nd year of Tribh-Jatavarman Yira PSndya 4th day (tedi) of Kishabha, sn. 2, the

day of "Eohini.” On Monday 29th April 1275 which was 4th Eishabha, but fell in the 21 st year of

the present reign, su. 2 and “ Eohini ” ended, the former at '27 of the day and the latter about

sunrise [22nd regnal year shpnld be 21st]. Prof. Jacobi, in Pdndya date No. 91 contributed by

him to Ep. Ind, Yol. XI, p. 137, was unable to refer this date in all its details to Jiltavarman

Vtra P5ndya whose reign began according to him in or about Deer. 1295, but the present reign is-

a more natural place for the date.

* Mdravarman SrivallabbadeTa.

(Eeign began between 4 and 10 Sept. A. D. 1257.)

1900 (110) From the south wall of the central shrine of the Rishabhesvara temple at Chen*

gama, in South Aroot District, (Inscription built in.)

Date.—4th year opposite the 17 th of Tribh. Srivallabhad^Ta.

Mithuna su. 4 ;
Saturday, “Magha”= Saturday 25 June A.D. 1278, when Mithuna su. 4 and

“Maghfi” ended at *76 and *48 of the day respectively.

1904 (539) From the east wall of the first prdkdra of the Tydgarajasvdmin temple at

Tiruvarur, Tanjore District
;
seems to record a gift of land (inscription built in at the end).

Date.—Mdravarman Tribh. Srtvallabhadlva’s 35th year; Simha; su. 5; Wednesday;

“ Krittika.”

The day intended was probably Wednesday, 8 Sept. A. D. 1292 when Kanni ba. 5 (not

Simha su. 5) and “Krittikd*’ ended at "25 and *59 of the day respectively. [8iihAo and ^nhla

are errors for Kanni and hahula.'\

Note—There is aPudukdta inscription for the same regnal year, Kanni
;
paitn^mi

;
Monday

;

*‘Eevati which corresponds to Monday, 10 Sept. 1291 when pmrnami ended at *02 of the day

while “ Eevad” ended at -39 on the following day.

Mdravarman Eulahekhara 1.

(Reign began between 12th May and 27th June 1268.)

1902 (598) From the inner popura of the PrSmapurisvara temple at Anbil (Trichinopoly

Dt.), left of entrance. Gift of land.

Date. 1 [1] thyear of Mir. Kulasekhara; Kanni; su. 2; Wed.; “AnurSdha”: onWed. 19 Oct,

A. D. 1278, Tula (not Kanni) su. 2 and “ Anuridha” ended at -65 and 77 respectively. [Xanni,

error for Tald, as Kanni su. 2 cannot join with “Anuradha” except in very unusual circumstances.]

1910 (126) Prom the west wall of the &vat prdkdra in the Mfilasthanasvara temple at Tenkarai,

(Madura District). Incomplete. Mentions the Tirujnanasambandan-tirumadam in the same temple.

Date. ‘14th year of Mar. Kulasekhara “ who was pleased to take all countries.” Kanni, su.

7; Sunday; “Mula”. On Sunday 21 Sept. 1281, Kanni su, 7 and “Mula” ended at *92 and'58 of the

"

1910 (123) From the west wall of the first prdkdra in the MfllasthanSsvara temple at

Tenkarai (Madura District)—Damaged and incomplete. Mentions Ten-Kallaganddu.

Date. 28rd year of Mar. Tribh. Kulasekhara, “ who took every country Makara ; su. [7];

Monday ;
“ Hasta”. On Monday 23 June 1292 (25th year of M&r. Knl. I), Mithuna (not Makara,

which is an obvious error), su. 8 (not 7) and “ Hasta ” ended at '80 and *09 respectively. [Through

the kindness of the Government Bpigraphist I had an opportunity of examining the impression

on which Makara and Sapiamt are fairly clear. If the inscription really belongs to this reign, It

must be pronounced full of mistakes.]
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1910 (124) From the \7est wall of the first prdhdra in the MfilasthSnSsvara temple at

Tenharai, Madura District. Damaged. Quotes the lOth year of Sundara Pandyadeva and men-

tions the Alalasundaran-tirumadam in the same temple.

Date.—28th year of Mar. KulasSkhara who was pleased to take all countries Yrischika

ba, 4; Sunday; ‘*Pashya'"= Sunday 27 Nov. 1295, when Vrischika ba. 4 and “Pushya’^ ended

respectively at *70 and *56 of the day.

1909 (734) From the south wall of the ma^dapa in front of the central shrine in the

Muktisvara temple at Piirattuk6yil (Trichinopoly District). Gift of a village to the temple of

Tirumutttsvaramudiya-Nayanar at Kaduvankudi by the inhabitants of Mudiyakkudinadu and

Yadakonadu which were sub-divisions of Urattur-kurram in K6ntidu alias Kadaladaiyad*

Ilangaikogida-Oholavalanadu

.

Date.—28th year of M^ravarman Kulasekhara
;
Kanni (should be Dhanus)-, ba, 10; Friday

;

“Hasta’’. On Friday 2 Deer. 1295, Dhauus ba. 10 commenced, ending at *46 next day, while

Hasta ’’ ended on Friday, 2 Deer, at *55.

1904 (506) From the north wall of the central shrine in the AgastySsvara temple at Agat-

tiyanpalli (Tanjore District). Gift of land in order to celebrate a festival in the temple for the

recovery of the king from some illness.

Date.—31st year of Mar. Kulasekhara
;
Rishaba

;
suhla .... Sunday, *‘Utt. Phalg”.= Sun-

day 10 May 1299, when ^‘UttarS-Phalguni’’ ended at ‘89 of the day. The tithi was su. *9.

1906 (46) Prom the base of the verandah enclosing the central shrine in the temple of

AmrltaghatSsvara at Tirukkadaiyur (Tanjore District). Gift of land for 40 lamps tor the merit

of Ulagudaiya-Perumal. The country is said to have been in a state of confusion for a long time

and the inhabitants to be suffering distress in other provinces.

Date.—34th year Kulasekhara; Kanni
;
su. 7 ; Sunday ;

“ Mula’\ On Sunday 10 Sept,

1301, Kanni
;
su. 7 and ** Mula ended at ‘31 and *93 respectively.

1903 (288) Prom the north base of the central shrine in the P{lrthasarathisv8.min temple at

Triplicane (Madras). Mutilated in the middle. Records a sale of land.

Date.— [4] 9th year [may be read, says Epigraphist, also as 41st year]; MSsha; su. 5; Wed.
*^Rohini On Wednesday 27 March 1308, MSsha su. 5 ended at *60 of the day, while ‘‘R&hini”
had ended at *97 on Tuesday. Local time may have added about *02 to mean time, so as to bring
Nalcshaira ** Eohini '' up to sunrise on 27 March. A, D. 1308 was the 41st year of this reign.

/' To be continued.

)

THE INDIAN INSCRIPTIONS AND THE ANTIQUITY OF INDIAN
AETIFIOAL POETRY.

BY G. BITHLEB,

ITranslated hy Prof. F. S. Ghate, M. A . ;
Poona.2

(Continued from p. 148,)

III. Harishe^a^s panegyric of Samndragupta.
Thb second one of the inscriptions which we are going to examine, Harishena’s panegyric of

Samndragupta, presents many points of close touch with the Kdvya literature preserved and proves
in the clearest manner that court-poetry was a subject most assiduously cultivated in the fourth
century of our era. Harishena's panegyric covered originally thirty lines and a half, and consist-
ed of eight vers,es in the beginning, a long prose-passage and a concluding verse. All the three
parts together form one single, gigantic sentence. Unfortunately, the four lines in the beginning
containing two verses have been entirely lost and lines 4-16 have been distorted more or less,
so that we have only one of the introductory verses, in a complete form. The subscription of the
author m 11.3] -33 informs us that not only the metrical Unes but the whole of the composition
IS to be regarded as kdvya. It is said there

^

‘And may XM&Mvya, of the slave of the feet of this same lord,26 whose intelligence was
expanded by the favour of dwelling near (Eis Majesty), the minister of foreign affairs, and the

not
Samudragupta. Mr. Fleet’s supposition that Obandragupta II. is meant is grammatically
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counsellor of the royal prince, the great General Harishena, the son of Khadyatapakika^i

and of the great General Dhrayabhuti, lead to the welfare and happiness of all beings. The
accomplishment of the same was, however, looked af ter^s by the great General Tilakabhatta who
meditates with reverence on the feet of his lord.’

Thus, this little composition of Harishena belongs to that class of mixed compositions which
in poetics are frequently called by the name champu^ while the oldest works preserved for us, such

as Vdsamdattdi Kddamhari^ HarskachaHta and Dasakumdraoharita are called by the name of

dkhydyikd or kathd^ ‘ a narration, a romance/ It possesses a certain relationship with the

descriptions of kings, which are found in the dhkydyikds. Similar to these^s last, the description, in

the present case, consists of one sentence with many adjectival as well as appositional phrases and
a number of relative sentences. As "will be shown later on, there are many agreements in respect

of details. But, besides, Harishena’s composition presents its peculiarity or special character in

several respects. This comes out in the grouping of the elements and especially in the skill in

bringing out a connection of the praise of Samudragupta with the pillar on which the inscription

has been worked out. The last part which forms the very foundation for the compilation of the whole
work, and the concluding verse, deserve a detailed examination not only for this reason, but also

for the fact, which will be seen if they are rightly understood, that the inscription was not composed,
as Mr, Fleet assumes, after the death of Samudragupta. They are to be translated in the

following manner, according to my interpretation

Xiines 30'-31— This high pillar is, as It were, the arm of the earth raised up, which announ-

ces that the fame of Samudragupta, the illustrious lord of great kings, greatly augmented through
the conquest of the whole earth, filled the whole surface of the earth, and found a lovely, happy
path in that it wandered from this world to the palace of the lord of gods.*^^

Verse 9—‘ And the glory of this (ruler), which rises up in layers one above the other, through
his generosity, his bravery^ of the arm, his self-control, and his perfection in the science of letters,

and which follows more than one path, purifies the three worlds, like the white waters of the Gahga,
which rises up in even higher floods, follows more than one path, and dashes forth rapidly freed as

it is from the imprisonment in the inner hollow of the braid of hair of Pasupati/

For the explanation pf this translation, the following should be noticed,

1. The word uchchhrita (1. 30) refers to the arm as well as the pillar, for it is only the raised

arm pointing to heaven that can announce the fact that the king^s glory has gone up there. The
poet here has the 'Slesha or paranomasia in view, and the word is, therefore, to be translated twofold.

It is possible that the uchchhrita as taken with the pillar may mean * erected’ (just here),

instead of * high but to decide which of the two meanings is intended, we must know farther

particulars regarding the working of the inscription.

The title humdirdmdtya ^ oounseller or minister of the royal prince ’ corresponds probably to the title at
present in use in Gujartt, i. e., Kumvarjtno kdrhhdrt *ihe manager of the prince*. At all the great courts
in K&thi^w&d and Rljput^kn^, the adult princes as well as the Chief Qneens have their own idrbhdrU who look
after their private affairs. The minister of an Andhra queen is mentioned in the Kanheri inscription No. 11

{Arch. 8urv. Eep. W. Ind^ Vol. V, p. 78).

3^ I take this word to be a title, which, however, I am not able to explain, [The translation above is

grammatically wrong ]

52 The expression anushfhita'm will signify that Tilakabhatta who, as his title and name show, was a
Brthmap of a high military rank, superintended the preparation of the fair copy and the engraving of the text

;

Of, the use of the word at the end of the Girn&r inscription, below.

53 See, for instance, Kddambari, pp. 5-6, 58-56 (ed, Peterson)
; Manhachariia, p. 162-179, 227-2^, 267-271

(Ka€mlr ed.) and especially Vdsavadatidf p. 121-129 (ed. Hall), where in the midst of prose, four verses have been
interwoven.

** For the sake of comparison, I give Mr. Fleet’s translation of this passage, which differs from mine. ‘This
lofty column is as it were an arm of the earth, proclaiming the fame—which having pervaded the entire surface of
the earth, with (its) development that was caused by (his) conquest of the whole world, (has departed) hence (and
notv) experiences the sweet happiness attained by (his) having gone to the abode of (Indra) the lord of the
gods—of the Mahtr&jtdhir&ja, the glorious Samudragupta.* The points requiring explanation are: (1) the
addition of has departed and now, (2) the translation of vicharaij^a by eisperiences, (3) the insertion of hi$ i, e, of
he king, before having gone.
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2. As regards the translation of the word mcAarawa by ‘ path/ it is to be observed that the

synonyms oharana^ gamana and ydm are given in this sense in the Petersburg lexicon, and
that this sense is justified by the statements of the grammarians about the suffix ana^ According

to them the suffix ana serves to denote the means
;
and the path is, according to the Indian

conception, one of ‘ the means of going/

3. The adjectival phrases uj^aryuj^an-saihchayochchhrita and anehamdrga must be translated

in two ways, like uchchhrita^ because they refer both to the glory and to the river Gahgd. As
applied to the glory, the first compound means that Samudragupta’s generosity, bravery, self-

control and knowledge of the letters form the layers by which the glory towers itself up to the

height of a mountain, and that every quality that follows, is higher and more excellent. As
applied to the Gafiga, the adjective alludes to the Indian belief that this river is first visible in the

heavens as the milk-path, then dashing through the mid-region, it falls upon the Kailasa and
lastly it rushes downwards to the plains. Thus to the looker-on, standing on the plains and looking

upwards, the water of the Gahga would appear to be towering in ever-rising layers. Anehamdrga
lit. * which has more than one path/ as applied to glory, means, not only that the glgry travelled

in the three worlds, but that it followed different paths in the sense that it sprang from different

causes such as generosity and so on. As applied to the Ganga, the word has only the first sense

and it is well known that the Ganga is called tripathagd.

According to the translation given above, the last part of the panegyric tells us that Samudra-
gupta’s fame, which is personified as a female, as is frequently met with in Indian poets, occupied the
whole earth, and thus found it impossible to spread forth any more on this earth. Thus embarrassed,

the fame went up to the palace of the lord of gods and thus found a new path for itself, along
which it moved happily. Verse 9 informs us of the result which was brought about by this ascent

to heaven. Then, says the poet, the king’s glory attained to a similarity with the Ganges*
For, like the same, it flows through the three worlds: heaven, mid-air, and earth. Every
one of these thoughts and images occurs frequently in the court poets. Almost in every
prasasti and in a large number of chdtus' or verses containing flattery, it is told that the glory
of the king under description rushes forward into heaven. The most usual expression
used to convey this thought is the statement that the glory of such and such a person fills up
the three worlds. There are many places, however, where the ascent of fame, as here, is
spoken of, and the figurative motive for the same is also given in different ways. Thus it is

said in a verse of the poet Amritadatta who was a contemporary of the Kasmirian Sultan
Shahabuddin (1352-1S70 A. D.), Suhhdshitdvali No. 2457 (Peterson’s edition)

w
II

‘ Thy fame, oh lord of the earth, which was, as it were, benumbed with cold, through its
bathing in the four oceans, went up to the sphere of the sun, in order to warm itself/

Another conception we find in Sambhu, the bard of the king Harsha of Kasmir (1089.—
1101 A. DJ in Bdjendrakarnapura^ verse 67, ( SubhdMtdvali No. 2627) :

5^5 ^ ^ ^ I

^ Thy glory, oh lord of the earth, which shines white like the inner sprouts of the Iceta^
ha, wandered about in forests and groves, on the banks of rivers, on the slopes of mountains,
in cities and on the shores of the ocean

; and then, as if exhausted (by this long journey), it
sprouts up (as white flowers) on the lovely plots of plantain trees in the garden of gods/

These modes of expression are quite complex and bombastic in comparison with Hari-
shena s simple and natural conception of the motive for the ascent of fame. No doubt, this
is accounted for by the change in the Indian taste, which was brought about in the long
period that separated these three poets.

See Bubhd^shmvali, introduotion p. 4 ; and Prinsep, Indian Antiquities, Vol. II, p. 247,
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Not less familiar is the comparison of a king’s glory with the Ganges, which flows

through the three worlds and purifies them. Thus it is said in a verse of Pandit Krishnaka,

SubhdsUidvali, No. 2556

5rr sE*iT?rr^ 5rr^ %nTl^Tc€r*T5«wr^ f 1

f^ m >i%e?rr ^-

n%h h

Tills would quite suffice to show that the ideas contained in the concluding part of the

panegyric, according to the translation above, are current in court poets. This itself vouches

for the correctness pf the proposed interpretation and proves the fact that this part of Hari-

shena’s composition has been written in the Mvya style.

To turn from this digression to the examination of the form, of the panegyric, we must

begin with remarking that Harishena, like Vatsabhatti, tries to introduce too often a change

of metre in his verses. Thus, of the verses partially preserved, three (3,6 and 8) are composed

in Sragdhardp two (4 and 7) in ^ardiLlavihidita^ and one each in Mandikrdnid (C) and Friiliv

(9), The bad cjesnra comes only once in the third of the last verse. The language of

the verses is, on the whole, simple, and especially the compounds of estraordinairy length

which are found used by Vatsabhatti, are carefully avoided. With the prose part of the

panegyric, however, things are quite otherwise. Here, simple words are only the exception,

while very long compounds are the general rule, the longest compound word (I, 19-20) con-

taining more than 120 syllables. There cannot be any doubt that this contrast is intentional.

Because all the manuals of poetics are unanimous on the point that the essence of elevated

prose to be used in romances and stories consists in the length of compounds ;
while the

different schools are not so unanimous regarding* the admissibility of long compounds in

verses. Thus says in Kdvyddarsa 1,80-81 :

—

81. ‘ The grandeur (strength) (of language consists) in the frequency of compounds ; it

is the very life of (poetic) prose. Even in verses, it is regarded as the main feature by those

who do not belong to the southern school.’

82. ‘ It is of many kinds, according to the mixture of a larger or smaller number of long

or short syllables ; and is found in romances and other similar works.
, -

Dandin’s statement leavesno doubt about the fact that Harishena follows the style of the

southerners, the so-called VaidarbM riti, which must have mpy^inthafo^ oentni^e ®mo

high esteem as in later times, when a large number of writers belonging o ® ‘

®
^

of India advocate it as the most beautiful. Harishena. however, could hardly have

the south of India. His station at the court of Samndragupta shows that he lived m

east, in PfitalipnW? and probably belonged to a family settledm the same place from of old.

ipart from the use o? long compounds in the prose parts there is nothing very ^ti^^

in Harkhena’s language. Of the ^abddlaihUras, he uses only the simplest kind of alliteration,

1 tti. o«.r. p™cip.u, » ft, -a

times Of the ArikdlafUkdra., he uses very often, and Upamd

Twrinstances where the last AlaMdra, L e.,M occurs have been

ftw ft. 2of
of a. ...d ..a a, .f ft. b.d (..a a...

se Cf. also ^ngodharaipaddhai No. 12M. „ BtrovoBed, was tte capital of the Guptas, follows from th«

versrs ?xom
Chandragupta oalU himself aa

1* SO".
26:mffrah<<w.t.

IMnugrahasyaj and so on.
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I'esembles) the unfathomable spirit (Brahman), that is the cause of the origination and the

destruction (of the world) which consists of both good and bad people.’ The poetic figure used

here is’ a §lesham{ilam Hupakam, i. e., a metaphor which is brought about bj the double

meaning of the words used. This instance reminds us very much of the play on words found
in Subandhu and Bana. This is, however, the only instance of the kind, in the whole of the

praiasii, a circumstance which shows, that Harishena, like Kalidasa and other adherents of

the Vaitlai'bM riti^ indeed, regarded the Alesha as a poetic embellishment, but himself shunned
the insipidly frequent use of the same. Harishena, however, does not direct his attention so

much to the use of AlamJcdras, as to the fine execution of the pictures of the several situations

under description, and to the choice as well as the arrangement of words. Of the former,

verse 4, the only verse that can he restored completely, is a typical example in point, which

depicts the manner in which Samndragupta was ordained by his father to be his successor :

4 ‘ Here is a noble man !’. With these words, the father embraced him, with shivers

PJ that spoke of his affection, and looked at him, with eyes heavy with tears and
overcome with love—the courtiers breathing freely with joy and the kinsmen of equal

grade looking np with sad faces—and said to him : ‘ Protect then this whole earth,’

It is not possible to have a more concise and a more graphic picture of the situation.

There is not a word which is unnecessary ; and one believes as if he sees the scene with his

own eyes, how the old Chandragupta, in the presence of his sons, each of whom hoped to have

the highest fortune, and of his court household who were afraid lest the choice may fall on

an unworthy person, turns round to his favourite son. This verse is one of the best produc-

tions the Indians have given us, in the domain of miniature-portraits, which is their forte.

This very example would also illustrate Harishena’s special care for the choice and arrangement

of words, a qualificat’on which can be easily seen even in other parts of the composition, both

metrical and prose. In the prose part, there are inserted between the long compounds, at definite

intervals, shorter phrases, in order to enable the reciter to draw his breath and the hearer to catch

\he sense. In the long compounds, the words are so chosen as to bring about a certain rhythm

through the succession of short and long syllables
;
and care is taken to see that this rhythm

changes from time to time. This can be best seen by a representation of the design of the

compounds occurring in lines 17-22, by marking the accents as is customary in recitation. The lines

in question contain only seven long compounds, the arrangement of whose syllables is as follows:

—

2
. I j
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I

3 .

1
J V/ / i/

1

C/t/^ 1

1 v-tyj-
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It 13 obvious that the short compounds marked 3 and 7 are to serve as resting points, and
that the rhythm in 1, 2 and 4, is to remind us of the beginnings of the DandaltciS.

In Harishena’s poetical imagery, vre come across nmny conceptions that are very familiarly met
with in the fctfuya literature. Some of these have been already dwelt upon, while discussing the
concluding part of his composition. We now notice a few others. The fragment of verse 3 says ;

‘ The order of the possessor's of the true meaning of the "BSsiras whose heart is highly happy
at the association with the good,—multiplied as its power is, by the virtues of the wise puts

an end to the war between good poetry and prosperity and thus enjoys in the world of the learned,

a far-extending sovereignty whose shining glory endures in many poems.’

Here we have the exceedingly favourite allegory of the fight or discord between the Muse and
the Goddess of wealth, which condemns the poet and the learned man to poverty and makes the

rich incapable of service to Wisdom and Art. By way of comparison, I quote here from the

classical literature only the Bharatavahya at the end of the PH'ramorvait, where EalidSsa prays

that this antagonism should cease ;

—

f II

‘ May the union of the mutually hostile goddesses Sri and Sarasvatt, which is to be found only

rarely in one place, bring good luck to the good !’

Piirther, the author mentions in verse 8, which will be given yet more fully later on, amongst
the high excellences of the king, ‘ the fame sprouting forth, shining

purely like the moon ’ and thus bears evidence to his being aware of the well-known idea of the

hiriivain or the creeper of fame, which covers over the three worlds Ivith its tendrils. With
this may be coirpared in the field of classical literature, ^’dingadhara-paddTiaii, No. 1235.

A third most favourite poetic rej resentation of fame is met with in the second compound in

1. 23, referring to Samudragnpta ‘ Whose fame arising from the re-establishment of many
fallen kingdoms and of many extinguished royal races, is tired by its journey through the three

worlds.’ Hemaehandra also in the prasasti to his grammar, verse £9, similarly speaks of the

want of rest for his master’s fame ri®

m --

1

fr<TiY3fr II

‘ \Yitb the bow bent into a circular form by your arm Rtretched round, you won, oh king

Siddba, your fame that shines whitely like the blooming flower of the jasmin
; being rendered

helpless through the exbaxistion of wandering through the three worlds, that your fame has at last

rested itself on the palid, round breasts and the white cheeks of the Malava women.’

In 1* 25, again, we have quite an original conception which is meant to illustrate how far

Samudragupta’s glory obscured that of all his rivals. The poet there praises Samudragnpta as

A ruler ‘ who, in consequence of the overEow of his many virtues elevated through hundreds of

good works, wiped off with his feet the fame of other kings.’

The idea seems to be that the leaves, on which the fame of other kings is written, lie before

Samudragupta. The flow of his virtues streams over them, and he is only required to stir fais

foot, to obliterate the praises of the rulers of antiquity .*3 l cannot point out anything in lltera*

ture, which exactly corresponds to this. Nevertheless, it cannot escape the attention of any one^

that the conception quite fits in with the character of the style of courfc-poets*

In the next line (26), we meet with a comparison which occurs frequently in the epics and

which is used in later times by almost every classical poet and in every praiaa/t—where Samudra-

gupta is celebrated as a king * who resembles Dhanada, Vanina, ludra and Antaka, i, tf., the

guardian-gods of the four directions.' Equally favourite is the immediately foilowing :

* who puts to shame the preceptor of gods by his sharp and subtle understanding, and Tumburr^

Nfirada and others, by his lovely performances of music.' About the comparison of the king with

I. e. of Samudragnpta.
^ ^

*0 Of. also the vetae quoted above on p. 175 from jRdjmaraftarngpcya

.

-r <a n
In the second line, two letters seem to be wanting between ^^pSHT

v • o, u.

« As it appears to me this passage presumes the use of the colour usually preifMared

in old times, whiob was nsed for writing on palm leaves, as the Horinax-MS. ehowa, ^be oldest full deserj]^

tion of such MSS. can be had from the different passages of Subandbu s VdsavcmtfiL
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Brihaspati, wc have spoken above on page 144. As for the stalement that Samudragupta was
a better musician than the well-known Gandharva and the sage of gods who indented the iUdy an
explanation is furnished by the coins, as Mr. Fleet has pertinently remarked, on which Samii-
draguptais represented as a lute-player. For the last climax of ^hyperbolical representation, we also
meet with analogies in the Jadnyas. When Harishena says in 1, 27-28, that his master is ‘ a god
dwelling in this world, whose many marvellous and noble deeds deserve to be praised for a very long
time and who is a man only in that he performs the acts necessary according to t ie conventions of
the world/ we are reminded, in the first place, of Baua’s description of his patron, Harsha
HarBkacJkirituy p. 207-208), where his deeds have been put on a level with those of Indra, Praju-
pati, Vishnu and Siva, and be himself has been identified with these gods. A still more important
parallel is provided by the statements of the Prakrit poet, Vakpati, about Yasovarnian of Kanauj
\Gaudj.Vdho^ verses 1G7-181), according to which, the king is an incarnation of Balaka-Hari or
Yishau. As is to be expected of a poet of the eighth century, Vakpati expresses the idea with
a greater elaboration of details‘^3^

Many more points of relationship with the Icdvya literature can be discovered in the indi-
vidual expressions of our prasasii. It would suffice if I only point to xipaguhya /for dsh'sliya)^^^

hMi^a’-pisima^mldii-dnana, sneha-^vydliditay hdihpa-guru (all in A), adbhut^oilhhinna-harsha
(verse 5), nokcJulpaJidra, iosh-oHuhga, sneh-phulla, and the frequent use of sphxita. The parallel
passages given in both the Petersburg lexicons spare me the trouble of giving here many new quota-
tions. Whoever is familiar with the diction of the Icdvyas^ will not require any special proof, but will
at once recognise the affinity of these and other modes of expreision to those used by clagsicai poets.

Now, we have to notice a number of cases, especially in the prose part, where Harishena obviously
tried to surpass his rivals in the composition of prasasiis. To this category beloug most of the
long compounds in lines 17-24, in which the closing part especially comes now and then as a
surprise aid deviates very much from the usual track. Thus, in line 21, for instance, instead of saying
that Samudragupta had acquired great power through the forcible extinction of many kings of
Aryavarta, Hacishejoia represents Ins master as a prince ‘ who was great through his power which
expanded itself through the forcible extinctb n of many kings of the laud of the Aryas.’ Perhaps,
the simple and natural expression appeare 1 too trivial to the poet, and, for
that reason, he went in for the more artificial one So also the last parts
of the following compound phrases are unusual and deliberately sought

1 (1-22-2B)—‘whose fierce sovereignty (the neighbouring kings) propitiated, by means of the
payment of all the taxes (levied), the carrying out of his orders, salutations and visits/
2 (I. 25)--‘the mighty bravery of his arm which held the whole earth in bondage, received homage
from^ the inhabitants of all countries, in various ways, such as causing themselves to be presented
to him, offering daughters and other presents, and requesting him for a decree with the Garuda
seal for the possession of their country/ 3 (1. 26)—^ whose heart had willingly received the for-
mula and the consecration for the deliverance of the poor, the miserable, the helpless and the sick\
Whoever will take the trouble of reading through other published prasasHs, will easily see the
originality of these modes of express*on and judge of them according to their worth. The fact
however, that Harishena makes use of deliberately sought modes of expression is to be explained by
the existence of many other similar panegyrics whose simple and unadorned diction he tried to surpass.

XI
clear proof, however, for the fact that Harishena’s composition does not at all belongU the beginning of the hdvya period, is provided by those ])aBsages in which he speaks of the

femg s peculiar poetic activity. In this connection, we should refer above all to what we have of
the eight 1 verse, wherein the poet declares :

—

thoughts of the learned ! Because what excellence is there, which

nnrihl Ti ^ ‘ firm the barrier of law, his is the sprouting fame that shines
purely like the rays of the moon, Ins the wisdom which pierces down to the truth, his the self-

T?orthyof study, and his are the poetic workswinch multiply the spiritual treasures of poets,
^

in 1 07
Position, Harishena again refers to the last point when he saysSamudragupta s titk as the pnnee of Poets was well established by the composiiionof many worthy of the^imitation of the learned.’ If one adds to this,, verse S spoken of aboveon page 176 and the expressions used by Harishena about his person, it naturally^ follows that

at
and that the conditionsat his coiut w^e absolutely similar to those which are reported to have prevailed in later timps of

tWsr/tet whicr^Sw S e5st evrSIlls day, here and there la India. The cultivators of Sanskrit poetry, who were called hv thonames of kart or Budkg or nidvas, were not born or self-taught poets, but were professional learned

«
^

VII, 4-9.
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men or Pandits wlio studied the sdsiras^ i. at the least, Vt/dhara^a, Koshoi Alamkdra and

ChJianias^ and who wrote according to the hard and fast rules of poetics, as is shown by the form

of Harisbena’s little composition. The Sanskrit kdvya^ which owed its origin to the court*patron-

age, and which can exist only by means of the same, was assiduously cultivated at the courts. The

king supported and raised to honour, such poets, and even he himself, and with him his high officers,

too, emulated with their proteges. Perhaps he had even a havirdja^ or a poet-laureate, appointed.

At any rate, the title, as such, was in use in the days of Samudragupta, the title which in later times

occurs very often in Sanskrit literature, and which, even at present, is given away by Indian

princes, associated as it is with many benefits. His court could not thus have been the only one

which patronize! the exertions of the Pandits in the domain of poetry.

(To he continued,)

MISCELLANEA.
A New List OP Buddhistic SanskBIT Wonns, by tasks to be undertaken in the near future.

prof* Sylvain Le\’i and G. E. Nariman. Meanwhile, it is of importance to elaborate the

The St. Petershiiry Dictionary

^

a monument o£ materials so as to put them on some sort of

Germanic erudition, published at the expense of working basis. Cowell and Neil have given an
Russia, contains an almost exhaustive inventory excellent model in the glossary that they have

of Vedic and Brahmanic Sanskrit. Buddhism added to their edition of the Divydvaddna^ Mr.
hardly appears in it at all. The authors of the (j, Jg[. Nanman has been good enough to prepai?e

Dictionary and their collaborateui-s make use of the list of new words that I have pointed out in

a few meagre texts only. But in the last forty my notes on the text and translation of the

years the material for Sanskrit Buddhism has Malidydna Sdtrdlahkdra. It may not perhaps

vastly increased. The published texts have be superfiuous to place this list at the ^sposi'

revealed a perfect treasure of words which phOologists, who are interested either in

classic Sanskrit had ignored or neglected. A Sanskrit or Buddhism.
Buddhistic Sanskrit Dictionary is one of the StLVAlN LevI.

A list compiled by G* K. Nariman of new

woi’ds unknown in classical Sanskilt and not yet Jugupsin ... •a* .« 1?3
met with in Buddhist Sanskrit except in the Kaukrty^yate .i. ... 909 ... 72

Mahdydna S'&irdlankdra of Asahga, edited and Naiyamya •«» 999 ... 166

translated by Prof. Sylvain Levi 1 Nbrabhisamskara ... 999 ... 161

Abhiprayika #•« %•* 90

P&OX

... 138

Nirj|alpa •. •*.

Nirmrgya...

...

...

•«.

.4 1

990

990

« 138

... 130

Adbimucyana ... ••• 990 ... 71 Farihanika ••• 909 ... Ill

Adik^lika ••• t«« 999 ... 159 Parijn&tdvin ... ... ... 909 ... 159

Adhyavihimsaka 999 ... 31 Parinirvapana ... ... ... 999 ... Ss
Akilasikatva 099 ... 78 Pai'ipantha ... ... ... 940 ... 51
AkilSsitva 099 ... 86 Pm-thagjana ... ... ... 090 ... 85
Anukshudra ... 999 M. 55 Paryesh^ ... ... ... ... 990 ... 168

Antai^yin... ... «*« fee 909 *•« 3 Pr^hanika .«• ... ... 099 ... 28
Anusdsani ... 490 ... 20 Pratidesand ... ... 0*9 ... 71

Apayika ... 999 ... 150 Pratyavagama ... 099 ... 5

Apratiprasrabdha • •• 099 ... 37 Pratyupasth4yin ... 9 99 ... ISO

Arihat ••• 909 ... 127 PravedanS ... 9*m ... SI

AbilajjanS *09 999 ... 18 Priyan& ... ... ... 909 ... 71

Aupalambhikatva 909 ... 49 Prodbh&sa ... ... 990 ... 62

Ayonisatas 99 ... 132 BamM^pani ... ... «.* 999 ... 116

IBalika *•* .. •r« «f« 999 ... 143 SamMhin ».« «.« ... 04^4 ... 52

Bh^janibh&va ... «»• 090 000 ... 116 Sam^sti .«• .«« 990 .. 90

Citran§i> 000 909 909 ... 4K) Samavagh4ta ... 0*t ... 55

Daushprajnya ... 090 990 990 ... 101 Sdmbhogika ... 990 ... 45

Eshik^ «•* 900 990 990 ... 50 Sambhogya »»« 9 99 ... 45

Hayin ... ... 090 090 ... 94 Samdosha .•# ... 909 ... 21

* The spellings of the words in this list are given as they are pnbhshed in Prof.Sylvain Levi's book.
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Saxhklesika

rJiGE
'

... 62 Tayaka ••• • ••

pA'Gb

... 124
Sammosha ... 186 Upamisra ... 119'

Samprapatti ... 28 Upapranyati (?) • • • ... 145
Sampravarjana ... ... 29 Vaibhutvika • • ... 75
Saihtirita • •• ... 188 Tardhana... • •• •** ... 128
Samudghitana ... 108 Varjana • •• ... 28
Sdnuraksha •a* ... 130 Tikopana ... 114
SArdhamvihdrin ... t# I #o ... 164 Yilomayati ... 4
Sarita ... 80 Vivarnayati ... 83
Sl&tata „• • •• . *• ... 23 Vyavakirans • • « ... 181
Srutka • •• ... 62 Yyavasdyika • •• ... 142
Tavatkdlika a# ... 150 Yyutthapana • a« ... u

A NOTE ON SIVA-BHAGAVATA.
1

Yedas. When the Saiva Cult was inaugurated^

Thb mention of Biva-Bhagavata^ in Patanjala-

MaJidbk^hya is no donbt a proof that the ^aiva

sect existed in the days of Patanjali. But that

the Yishnu-cult is anterior to the Saiva cult,

whenever the latter came to be fornoed, is also

proved by this compound word. Bh^avata is a

*^7or$hipper of Bkagavan, the latter being a name
peculiar to Tishnu. fSee Vishnu-Ptirdna and my
iLQtes on BhagavlEn in the Journal^ R. A. Society,

London. The Bh%avatas, or those who belonged

fo the Tishnu cult, are contemfporaneotts with the

it was felt to be necessary to appropriate this

term of high and hoary sanction. In adopting it^

therefore,- it was also necessary to add a distin-

guishing mark showing the difierentiation of the

new cult from the old one. That mark was, of

course, 6iva. This was added; and the com-

pound word &va-Bhagavata was thus launched

into the world of the Sanskrit Grammarians.

A. GOvilfDACHART SVAMlN.

Mtsoke, Veda-GbIham.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
ALOPEN AND SILADITYA’-. article

ProfesSOs Takakusit {I‘Uing, p. xsriii, m 8)^ of Reli

states that Alopen, the Nestorian missionary to Siiic<

China, visited Stldditya, in India, in the year 639 questic

A.B. This statement is based on a re^aark of source,

Edkins, quoted in the Athencetim of July 3, 1880, impres

p. 8. Back numbers of the AtJien^um are not trust i:

readily available, and more than one ^*Titer has entirel;

accepted Takakusu’s account, without testing it» referre

as an important contribution to the bistory of but wit

Christianity in India. I myself did this in the Oi

BOOK-NOTICE

article Bhakti-mm ga, in 'E.asiings^ Encyclopc^dia

of Religion and Ethics, Tol. ii, p. 548.

Since then^ the statement has been called irf

question, and I have been able to trace it to its

source. 1 now hasten to correct any wrong
impression which may have been caused by my
trust in Takakusu. He is quite wrong, and has*

entirely misunderstood Edkins. In the passage
referred to, Edkins is not dealing with Siladitya,

but with the Emperor of China.

Oamberley^ George A. Grierson.

Anecdotes 6f Aubanozib (Translated into English

with Notes) and Historical Essays by Jadtjnath

SAEKAB, M.A,, Professor, Patna College. M. C.

Sarkar and Sons, Calcutta, 1912. Es. 1-8, pp. 242.

This little volume consists of three parts. (1)A
short account of the life and reign of Aurangzib.

{2) A collection of anecdotes regarding that
great emperor. (3) Miscellaneous essays dealing
with the reigns of Shah Jahan and Aurangzib.

Of these, the second part is of real value to
English students desirous of closer acquaintance
with the individuality of the last of the great
Mughal rulers, rfere we have Aurangzib as
courageous youth, jealous brother, ardent
lover, stem parent, administrator of justice,
upholder of royal preragative and disappointed
dreamer. The anecdotes have lost little of their

vigour by translation and the editor has eluci-

dated the text by valuable notes.

The third part is necessarily more fragmentary^
but all the essays are bidghtly written and
several contain information not hitherto avail-

able to the English student, notably those
entitled ‘'The Companion of an Empress ” and
“Daily Life of Shah Jahan.” The final essay^
describing the self-sacrifice of Khan Bahadur
Khuda Bakhsh in collecting the nucleua of a
“ Bodleian ” Lib|-ary at Patna will be read with
deep interest by those hitherto ignorant of what
this public benefactor accomplished for his own
country. It is a pity that the learned author
occasionally uses slang expressions, evidently
under the impression that they are idiomatic
English,

L. M. A.

1 Ante, Vol. XLI., p. 272,

* E«priote<l from the Jinirtial o/ the Soya Afialic SoHety, January, 1913. p. 144
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THE OBSOLETE TIN CURRENCY AND MONEY OP THE
FEDERATED MALAY STATES.

BY SIR R. a TEMPLE, Baet.

(Continued from jp. 159 J)

APPENDIX III.

Extracts from

Milhes, Recherches sur les Monnaies des Indigenes de MdlcLie* La Haye, 1871.

(Translated).

PP. 13^ Beaulieu is, I think, the first to mention the colas of Kedah : They cast

(says he) money somewhat of the material of French sous, of a little better alloy however, which

they call tras, 32 being worth a dollar. They (the people) count by taels (iahil), but a tael there

is worth four of the Achin (tael)f’^^

The name t7'as or teras for a coin is not otherwise known to me, but I think it must be

explained by tra, stamp, mark, which Marsden quotes in the term tra timah, lead (or tin) marked

(to give it currency).

Mr, [J. R.] Logan, Journal of the Indian Archipelago, Singapore, 1851, p. 58, says, in

1850, that the native coin is the tra, a small round piece of tin, with a hole in the centre, of which

160 make a tali and 8 tali are worth a dollar.

Tavernier is the very first to publish some coins of the King of Cheda (as he writes the

ordinary name Quedah) and Pera. In the second part of his work (^Les six Voyages de Jem
Baptiste Tavernier, Paris, 1679, Pt. II.) p. 601 , he says that ‘‘the King struck no other coin than

of tin, and he gives on the accompanying plate under Nos. 1 and 2 the “figure of a great piece of

tin . . .
” It is the only specimen of the celebrated traveller’s collection which I have

unearthed in the Musee Numismatique of the Bibliotheque Imp^riale at Paris. I give a drawing

of it as I saw it, but it has suffered much during these two centuries.^s The piece is octagonal

with two lines in relief parallel to the edge. Between these lines there are some dots. There is no

hole in the middle, but a small square, which Phayre thought to be a rough linage of the olmiya

on the ancient Buddhist coins, with a central chamber for relics (?). Crawfurd, who copied

without remark Tavernier’s coin, thought that this square represented a hole, and had the coin

engraved with a hole on the obverse, but without a hole on the reverse Round the square are

some characters which I have not been able to decipher. The reverse, which has some lines in high

relief, parallel to the edge, with larger dots between the lines, beai^ in the drawing of Tavernier

the figure of a serpent in the field.

There is in the same Museum a piece of tin of a similar type to the above specimen, with

nearly similar characters, but it is round in form, and has on the reverse a figure which resembles

a lotus flower.^0

Despite the authority of Tavernier, who, however, did not visit the Malay Peninsula himself,

I doubt whether his coin belongs to Kedah or Perak. Not only is it unlike any of the known

*s Bdaticn de divers Voyages curieux^ eto. Paris, 1666, Part 11., p- 83. Beaulieu ia probably here contrast-

ingr the difference between the ailyer standard of Kedah and the gold standard of Achin,

This is from a footnote.

Vide page 6 of the EngKsh Translation of 1678. See (fnie, p. 80.

Plate XXII, fig. 280.

8* Riff, of Jnd. Afchipel. I. p, 253, plate 0 M. de Chaudoir, Reemil de monnaies de la Chine, St* Petersburg,

1842, haa also repeated the obverse (P2. LIX, No. 26), but by & mistake of his in the catalogue and on p. 70 we

find
* ‘ after Raffles '' instead of after Crawfurd .

’
'

Phayre gives a drawing of a similar piece of money, without explaining the legend {PL XTL No, 6).
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Malay coins, bnfc also the characters on it do not appear to be Arabic, as would be expected at

that time. On the contrary, the type resembles the coins which were in use in the neighbouring

countries to the North, either on the coast of Tenasserim or Burma.^^ Pieces of a similar kind,

probably called Icebean^^ which I know, and of which I have seen a good specimen in the Musee

Numismatique de La Haye, usually bear on the obverse a circle with an eight-pointed star, and

round it a legend in Pali in Burmese characters, and on the reverse a fantastic figure of

a quadruped, probably of a sinha or lion, or according to Phayre of a fabulous animal, called to or

nayd^^ in Burmese mythology, made up of a winged horse and a deer. Paulin de Saint Barthelemy

(Pr, Paullinus), missionary to the Indies, was the first to attempt to explain one of these

coins, and quite lately^s Lt. OoL k. P, Phayre has given drawings of a number of those

which are to be found in the Museum of the Asiatic Society of Calcutta [A. S. Bengal],

but [bo&] without adding much light which would extend the knowledge of these numismatic

remains.

The other coin (his Plate, Nos. 3 and 4) which Tavernier attributes to the King of Kedah and

Perak is of quite a different character : The little coin, (says he) passes at the value of

4 deniers,"^ It is unfortunate that Tavernier’s drawing is so badly executed, that it is difficult to

decipher the legend. Still, I think I can distinguish the ordinary formula of the [Muhammadan]

crfeed la illaha HP illahu muhammadi^ r^amM llahu : zarb / . . . sanat ? 1041 7 . * .

There is no God, but God : Muhammad is the Prophet of God : struck at . . . year? 1041 ?

(1631-2). Unfortunately the name of the town has been injured,^>6 but it must be confessed

that what remains visible does not appear to agree with the name of any known locality in the

State. The date is also very doubtful. The type of this side (of the coin) resembles the obverse

of the Persian coins of the Sufis
;
but the Shiah formula [of the creed] AU walM llah [Ali is

the Prophet of God] is not visible in the drawing. The reverse, which seems smaller, does not

bear anything bat some ornaments. In the centre is an eight-pointed star, or rather a wheel,

encircled by a garland of flowers and fruit, with a milled edge. Gemelli Careria, Giro del Hondo,

Vol. II., p. 148, without quoting the source, has reproduced this coin the wrong way round.

2. p, 133. After Tavernier we find hardly any mention of Kedah coins. However, I have

discovered one (wfiich is published by Maraden), but having been wrongly read has remained

unrecognised. This piece is (what seems to me very remarkable) of silver . • . The obverse

bears: bubalad Kadah daru^ l-aman 1164, in the country (or kingdom) of Kedah, the

abode of peace, year 1154 (1741
-2).^8

3. p. 137. In the Roy al^ Numismatic Cabinet at the Hague I discovered a copper coin of

Kedah, so far, unique.49 Its weight is IJ grs. The obverse bears . • . jSTecZaA; the reverse,

daru* l^man i Kedah the abode of rest. The first word is too indistinct tor me to dare to define

it.®o . ^ . This piece bears no date.

Millies was however, not aware of the fact that the Burmese legend gives the mint in Pali as MahtjSuhha

nagara, which exactly translates Ddru’ hamdn or Kedah, on the Kedah coins, see ante^ p. 66.

*2 0/. J. K A. 3., 1836, III. 302. [This is, however, a mistake. The weight and value do not admit of the

suggestion. These coins must have been about 6J cents in value (ante, p, 31), whereas the Mean = keeping were

worth about 1 cent. See the quotation from Wilson, Documents of ike Burmese PFor, 1827, ante, p. 36 and PI. V
fig. 3]

*s This is really a compound expression, io-nay$j, a winged to,

<4 Systema Brahmanicum Uiurgimm mytholigietm civile ex monumentis Indicis Musei Borgiani Yeliiris, Borne,

1791, p. 2 i7, PI. 31|^o. 12. Phayre, J. A, S. B. 1883, No. 291, pp. 271-3.

Millies is writing before 1866, when he died.

I entirely agree with Millies’ reading and would like to go further and read zard fi Fadah, struck at Kedah,
4’ daris for dar. . 4s plate XSII. figs. 231-232.

Plate XXII fig. 234. ^ May it not read belanja Kedah: Kedah, money.
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I am indebted to the kindness of Mr. Logan of Singapore for several pieces, unfortunately
badly preserved, which belong to the class of ira^ or modern tin coins of Kedah* I will describe
those of them which are the most distinct.

A round tin coinSi with an irregular hole: diameter, 23 mill.; weight, 1*85 grs. The
obverse bears dar (sic) -w’ haman (stc) balad Kedah

;
the country of Kedah, abode of peace. The

reverse: tahan alif^ 1224 (1809-10). The first and fourth words of the obverse and the second of

the reverse are written contrary to orthography. Also if the word dar were not very distinct, one
might read zarh fi [struck at]. Moreover the second and the fourth figures of the date are not
very distinct on the coin, but nevertheless I think I can read the year 1224 by the accompanying
definition tahan alif^ the year A.

4. P. 138. One more piece of this State, 52 diameter 24 mill, and weight 150 grs., though
of modern date, offers several difificulties in reading and explaining. I think I can read on the

obverse : belanja halad (?) al-parlis qadah : sanat 1262, money of exchange of the country of

Perlis, Kedah : year 1262 (1846). On the reverse is seen a lotus flower of five petals. The
Malay word helandja ^Uanja}, revenue, expense, is moreover in use in the Malay Peninsula to

indicate money of exchange. But the third word with the [Arabic] article seems to me so

peculiar, as to leave me in doubt. I have found no explanation of it. I have never seen the

name Perils written in Malay characters, but as it is the name of one of the principal towns,

which has often been the capital of the State, this name seems to me most probable.

5. P. 145. We have not been able to discover any coins which could with certainty be

attributed to the other small States in the Southern part of the Malay Peninsula, but we must
speak here of a class of tin coins, which though very simple in form, offer several difficulties in

determining them. These pieces do not usually bear anything except some titles, either on one

face or divided between the two sides ; sometimes with, often without, a date.

A large round piece^s of this kind is to be found at the Musee Royal de La Haye. On one

side is the whole legend— malihvd Uadil Wialifu ^hmuminin sanat with two figures of a date—13 :

King [by grace] of the Just [God], the chief of the believers, year—13. From the appearance

of the piece I should think that it is not of ancient date and that the year 1213 H. (1798-9) must
be meant. Some others, of a little smaller size, in the same collection, appear to be of the i§ame

manufacture, but have simply the title without date;

—

khalifv^ l-mumimn^ chief of the believers.

In the Musee de Gotha there is to be found a fine example, aud two less well preserved specimens

in the British Museum, of an octagonal form, without a hole, [but] with the same legend and no

date : on the obverse malih£ Uadil ; on the reverse hhalifid l-^muniminM

6. P. 147. A learned Malay, who has published several works in his own language,

Abdu’llah, son of Abdu’l-kadir, made, in 1838, a voyage from Singapore to Kalantan on the East

Coast of the Peninsula. A judicious observer, he noted the most remarkable things he saw, and

to please the English he published an account of his voyage in Malay at Singapore in 1838.55

. . . Speaking of the State of Trengganu, or Trangganu, on the East Coast, which formerly

acquired a certain fame and played, even in the past century, a fairly great part in the political

relations of the Peninsula, but which is now fallen into profound degradation, he mentions, among

Cl Plate XXII. fig, 235. Sa piato XXII. No. 230-7.

C3 Plate XXIII. No. 249.

c* [Plate XXllI. Nos. 251-2.] Perhaps the reading should be rather the jnet king, or JfiJ

adil, legal tender. m
5c Bahwa tnt KesaJi pu-lapar^an Abdullah, hen Abdti^kadit munaht Leri Singapura ka-Kalantan. Turkarang

Tilih-nya. Singapnr, 1254—1838. (Published also in Malay characters ) M. Ed. Lrdaurier has rendered a great

service by making the work better known through his French translation of the Malay texib publiebed under the

title i— Voyage d' Abd^AUah ben Abd-eVKader de Bingapare 4 Kcdantan

:

Paris, 1850.
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other things, the coins of the country. He says, p. 48, that the money of exchange at Trengganu

blanfa negri Trenggamji^ is 3840 pr'izs®® of tin timali) to one dollar (ringgit)* They bear

an impression of the words maliku^ Ua^dil and are of the size of 6ur duit (duit Tcei), It seems to

me from this remark to be very probable that all the coins of this class [above] mentioned belong

to the Malay State of Trengganu.

7. P. 149. Passing on to Pahang during his voyage along the same coast, the learned

Malay Abdullah complains greatly of the difficulties relating to the monetary system : 16 iampang

(blocks of tin) are worth one dollar, but cannot be broken up into three suJcn^ a half sukit and one

euku.^"^ If we wish to buy an obj.ect of very small value, we must give a whole iampang. (Cf^

text p. 23, French trans. p. 23). Thus this State, once so flourishing, has returned to an almost

primitive savagery, where great blocks of tin, the produce of the country, serve as an imperfect

medium of exchange.

8. P. 160. I have been unable to discover any ancient monetary remains of this State

(Patani), but I have received one coin of a fairly recent date. It is a piece of tin, round in form,

with a round hole, larger and heavier than the ordinary piltB. The obverse bears the Malay

legend : in piiis hlavja raj \raja'\ Fatani, this is a pitis current of the raja of Pataui.^s

On the reverse there is : khaliftt^ l-miminin^ sanat 1261, the head of the believers
;
the year 1261

(1845).

9. P. 151. To the north of Patani is Sanggora ... It was in the fine numismatic

collection of Dr. W. Freudenthal in London, that I discoTered a coin of tin of this small State. It

is round with a round hole, and, as is perfectly explicable from the above-mentioned notice of Dr,

Medhurst, it is trilingual.^^ That which appears to be the principal side is occupied by a Chinese

legend in four characters, which, according to my friend, Professor Hoffmann, should be read

:

Tsai^ichHng thung pao^ coin of Tsai4ch’ing. As however, we have very little means of

determining the names which the Chinese give to foreign towns, we should be very uncertain where

to find the locality of this Tsai-tch’ing without the help of the reverse. On the reverse is found

the same name twice : in Malay in two words, above and below, Negri Sanggora

^

and to the right

and deft in Siamese characters Song-hhla, which is [a corruption of] the name in use in

that language.

10. P. 152. We ought also to speak of two coins, which, by their texture, seem to belong

to the Malay Peninsula, but as to the exact locality of which, we have been unable to arrive at any

^ determination. The first®^ is a piece of tin, 28 to 30 mill, in diameter, and weighing 4’96 to 6-80

grammes, with a square hole in the centre. The obverse hears the tittle

—

khalifu^ Umuminim, the

head of the believers. On the reverse there is nothing but the date—sanat 1256, year 1256
(1840-1)—^which is clear. The rest shows certainly some Arabic signs, not Siamese as one would
imagine after the preceding piece, but I cannot make out the meaning. On five examples, which I

have been able to study, all bearing the same date, there is some difference in the signs, but they

nevertheless seem to express the same words. On one specimen might almost be read sTiahr, which
would recall to memory the name of the ancient capital of Siam, mentioned in the Sajra Malayu
{shahr al nawi or rather, shahr nawi, the new city)

;
but besides the fact that this nomenclature,

fi” I do not know wbj M. Pnlanrier (p. 44) has translated [this]

“

It takes 8880 of them to make a dollar. ”

The corresponding Malay text is clear : tek niu dalopan ratas ampaf pulah [3840]. [Bead : Uga rihu dUa^an ratus
puloh].

Sukut a quarter, is also used for a quarter of a dollar, but here it must, I think, be considered the fourth of
a iampang. [This argues a great looal appreciation of the dollar, as the standard iampang is worth 1/10 dollar ]

Plate SXIII. No. 254.

Dr. Medhurst who visited Singoia in 1828 found it divided into three parts, Chinese, Siamese and Malar-
See Plate XXIV, No. 255.

^ Plate XXIY. fig. 253.
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taken from the Persian, belongs to a time somewhat distant, the last part (of the name) is not

found on these coins. The letters ha might be taken for an indication of a year of the short

cycle, as on a coin from Kedah
;
but the preceding signs give as little satisfactory sense as the

following ones reading the Arabic word at the beginning as thahr, month. Further, it is very

improbable that the last signs should be read chr-ha for the Arabic zarb [struck], and that the

first signs might indicate the well-known name Ligore or Lagor, Lakhon in Siamese. It

therefore only remains for me to confess my ignorance.

11 . P. 153. Again, MM. Netsche and van der Ohijs have reproduced a tin coin (De
van Nederlandisch Indie, Batavia 1863, p. 172, No. 220), which I have never seen, but which,

although somewhat obscure, seems to me to belong also to the Malay Peninsula. According to

their description, it weighs about 5 gr. with a diameter of 32 mill., and has a hole of 18 mill,

diameter. One side is blank, the other bears the inscription in [t'ni] pi'ft's Jering 1261. [This
inscription puzzled Millies and the others, writing about 1865 and earlier, but from the

knowledge since gathered by Mr. Skeat c. 1893, the coin clearly reads as above this is a pitis

(cash) of Jering, 1261 1845. Plate XXIV. No. 257].

{To he continued»

)

0^ THE DATE OP LAKSHMANASENA.
BY S. KUMAB,

Supdt. of the Reading Rooms^ Imperial Library, Calcutta,

In this Journal tor July 1912, Prof. Naliui Kauta Bhatta&lli lias contributed a paper on the

date of Lak^bmanasena, in which he has attempted to uphold Minb&j al-Din*s story of the conquest

of Bengal by Muhammad bin Bakhty&r-i-Khalji, with a view to controvert an opinion expressed

by Mr. R. D, Banerji in a meeting of the Bahgiya Sahitya Parishad on the same subject.

The author of the paper having implicit confidence in Minhaj's statement says that a com-

position executed by an artist of some note has succeeded in stirring up the students of history of

our country to examine the story in a critical way. The author should have been aware that the

fresh stir ” was not created by the painting referred to by him, but that a note of disbelief had

already been struck, and that an attempt at criticising the statement which the author accepts as

unquestionably true was first made by the late Bahkim Chandra Ohattopadhyaya.^

Mr. R. D. Banerji, whom Prof. Bhattasali controverts, has already laid on the table of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal the results of his investigation on the subject, which when published will

perhaps yield the soundest arguments and go a great way to establish the historical validity of the

statement alleged to have been made by Mr. Banerji. The object of the present note is to point

out the fallacies, which are apparent in Prof. Bhattasali's paper. Every School boy is aware

no doubt of the daring deeds of the son of Ba^fySr. But does this at all prove that the account

is necessarily true ? Our school books are not always well-chosen, and the authors, whose pro-

fession it is to get them up, do so anyhow, without taking much iutelligent interest in their work.

About the four inscriptions which Prof. Bhattasali has referred to, we have here only a few

remarks to make. The name of the king mentioned in these inscriptions is Asokachalladeva and

not AsokavalladeVa, the reading which has been accepted by Prof. Bhattasali. The name was first

correctly read by Dr. Bhagaw§.nlal Indraji, and was afterwards emended by Cunningham without

much reason for doing so. IE Prof. Bhattasali referred to the inscriptions themselves, or had

examined the impressions taken from them, he would have, no doubt, been convinced that the

inscriptions, Uos. 2 and 4, on which Cunningham’s emendation was based, could not be relied upon.

They seem to be very carelessly incised and abound in orthographical errors, and, on a minute exami-

nation, it will be found that in these practically very little difference exists between u and cA.

1
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The trustworthiness of Minhaj’s account, which Prof. Bhattasali upholds, remains as much

doubtful as it had been before he subscribed to it. The contemporary historians whom Minha

j

takes as his authorities, with the singular exception of the author of Taj al~Mdsh\ do not refer to

Muhammad bin Bakhtyur's raids in “ Bang^la”. Minhaj visited Bengal about forty years after

the raids and collected his account of them from two old soldiers, Samsam al-Din, and bis brother,

Nizam al-Din, who were said to have been in ihe raiding hordes.3

Their account was sure to be an exaggeration if not anything else, and little reliable on the

ground that they even did not understand the language of the country, as is to be expected of the

pioneer soldiers of a foreign raiding horde
;
their mistaking a vihdra for a fort and the Buddhist

Sramanas for Hindu Brahmanas^ would perhaps be sufficient for us to determine how far their

story could be relied on.

In order to magnify tbeir own achievements, they fabricated the story which Minhaj records as

true. It was even alleged that when Lakshmanasena was still in his mother’s womb, his mother

was hung legs upwards,^ in order to prevent the birth of the child at an inauspicious moment.

When the proper time arrived, she was released and gave birth to the child, the future Lakhmaniyju

but the mother did not survive. Such treatment of a lady has not been heard of in the country

during the last two thousand years. Moreover, had the mother been treated in the way which

Minhaj relates, the survival of the child would have been a physical impossibility. The source

from which such stories originated cannot have much value with regard to veracity. The fanatic

superstition and zeal of the raiders stood in their way of getting at a clear understanding of the

circumstances which presented themselves at the time, and rendered them quite incapable of ma-

king a sympathetic study of the manners and customs of the nation, which, owing to internal dissem

sions fell an easy prey to the invading hordes of foreign barbarians, who were neither more brave

nor more civilised. The rude vandals of the frontier border-lands, whose civilisation was all to come,

pulled down a superb edifice of refinement and culture by one sweep of their fanaticism. They

had neither the time nor the capacity to understand the real cause of their success. They were

blinded by their magnificient achievements in a country, which to them appeared to be the promised

land—the land flowing with milk and honey. The treatment, which, according to Minhaj, was

doled out to the mother of Lakshmanasena is unprecedented in India, and is only possible in a

country where women are being regarded as mere commodities of trade and subject to the waqf of

movables.

The next source of information, which the learned Professormakes much of, is the LagliubMrata,

The traditions, as recorded in this work, might have been the prevailing traditions of the time, but

with regard to their genuineness from an historical point of view, they should find acceptance with

a heavy amount of discount. The work itself is a composition of the sixteenth century. The dis-

tance of time sufficiently warrants scepticism with regard to the historical nature of the traditions,

on which Prof. Bhattasali builds up his arguments.

The demise of the queen, the reported death of Vallala, and the necessary installation of the

new-born infant, Lak§hmana, are events too sad to be commemorated by the institution of a new

era. Such commemoration is without any parallel in the world’s history. The Nirvana era, which

is supposed to commemorate the death of Buddha, has a different interpretation with the

pessimistic Buddhist. To him it typifies the total cessation of pains, an utter dissolution of the

entity, a consummation devoutly to be wished”. In the case of the Hijira, we might say that

Muhammad’s flight from Mecca to al-Madinah was the beginning of his success, and, hence, he had
good reason to regard the date of his flight as auspicious and to perpetuate it in the memories of

men by the inauguration of a new era.

s Hiatiaj : Tahaq(ii*^NasW% : Baverty’s Trans., p, 552,

* IbkJfKaveriy’s Trans., p. 555.

3 Md, Baverty’s Trans., p. 652.
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Mr. Baneiji is perfectly right in rejecting the date of the first of the four Bodh-Qaya inscrip-

tions of Asokachalladeva. When Hienen Tsang visited India, there was a great divergence of

opinions about the date of the Mahaparinirvana. The Northern and the Southern Schools did

not agree. The mention of the Mahdyana and the Hevajra leads ns to believe that the date might
have been in accordance with the reckoning of the Northern School

;
but the mention of the

** Singlial-^sthaviras ” in the inscription IV raises doubts, and the definiteness which Prof* Bhatta-

sali asserts is rendered cloudy. No chronologist in India, or anywhere else, during “the interval of

the seven centuries,” took up the question and tried to harmonise the widely divergent opinions of

the north and the south and to fix even a conventional date for the starting point of the Nirvana

era. Even now the same difference in opinions exists, and we fail to see any reason in the

dogmatic assertion of the learned Professor, A calculation based upon so unsure a ground

cannot stand the test of critical study. The assurance of the Buddhist friends of Prof. Bhatta-

sail cannot obviate the difficulties that beset its acceptance as a datum for logical argument* He
might convince himself of the existing difference in opinions by consulting Cunningham’s Book of

Indian Eras*

The next question that has been raised by Prof. Bhattas^i centres round the expression

atitardjya. The Sanskrit expression, as it is, directs our attention to the rdjya itself, if not to

its initial year. It is not equivalent to rdjye atUe sati^ which would refer to the end of a regnal

period, Tho purvani^dta oi attta is ysh.0,% we think renders the explanation of Prof. Kielhorn

more acceptable than the one proposed by Prof. Bhattasali, and we understand it to mean that

“ although the years were still counted from the commencement of the reign of Lak§hmanasena,

that reign itself was a thing of the past.”^ Prof. Kielhorn tried to harmonise the evidences of the

Muhammadan historians and those yielded by epigraphical studies and held that the so-called

conquest of Bengal took place in the year 80 of Lak§hmanasena era, although the reign itself was a

thing of the past.

The question of a distinct era counted from the end of Lakshmanasena’s reign is altogether a

new one. If the king had been a very popular one, the end of his reign with the loss of his king-

dom brought about by a foreign invasion, would be regarded rather as a calamity and would not be

commemorated by the institution of a new era. The word that occurs in the old document

referred to by Prof. Bhattasali has not been correctly quoted* The word is pargandti and not

pargandtit- We are at a loss to understand how he could misquote it. The reference is to p, 45

(and not p. 511) of Babu Jogindra Nath Gupta’s History of Vikrampur (in Bengali). Before

making any remark, we would draw the attention of the learned Professor to the language of the

document. It is full of outlandish words and expressions, and was made out at the time when

the languages of the courts of law in Bengal were Persian and Arabic, The word pargandti has

perhaps no relationship with aitta. We should not like to risk any suggestion or improvise any

correction as the learned Professor has done.

In the Madhainagar copper plate grant,® it has been said that Lakshmanasena joined in an

expedition against the Kalingas when he was still a Kumara {Kaumdra keli). This must have

been when he was at least 20 years of age. Then* following up the datum of the grant, he must

have been at least 22 years of age when he was called to the throne. If we accept the conclusions

of Prof, Bhattasali, king Lakshmanasena should have attained 22+ 80 = 102 years when

Muhammad the son of Ba^fyar led his Turks into Nadiya, Prof. Kielhorn, as it appears from his

Synchronistic List of Northern India, had afterwards abandoned his theory of the conquest of

Bengal, an interpretation which he proposed by bringing together the evidences of the Muham-

madan historians and those obtained by the study of inscriptions of the period.

Mr. D, R. Bhandarkar has pointed out that Mr. NagendraNSth Vasu has already set forth much

of the matter which Prof. Bhattasali dilates upon in his paper
;
and, by the way, it might be said

that the conclusions of Mr. Vasu on the date of composition of Bdnmdgura do not seem to us very

s AnU^ XIS, p. 7, and p» 2, note 3. «Jowr. As. 8oc. 'Bmg. lor 1910. A, Till,
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'VYell warranted. When we find that slolcas indicate the date of the composition in a manuscript,

copies only of which are ayailable, and also find that in some of them such ilolcas are absent,

the possibility of their being interpolated in the copies in which they are found generally

comes to our mind, and such evidences should not be taken as conclusive enough to serve

as data for further argumentation* With regard to the AdbhutOisdgaTCb^ we may point out a similar

variation in the existing copies of the work. The copy of the Asiatic Society of Bengal does not

contain many ilokas which are reported to be present in the manuscript described by Sir Ramkrish^a

GopM Bhandarkar.

In conclusion, we are inclined to believe that Lak^hmanasena was dead long before the raids

described by Minhaj took place, and that A. D. 1119 or Saka 1041 is the approximate date of the

death of Vallalasena and the installation of Lakshmanasena- A new inscription lately discovered at

Dacca by Mr. R. D. Banerji, which he has incorporated into his paper on Lakshmanasena read

before the Asiatic Society, will conclusively prove the validity of our reasoning and hasten to

a definite decision a yet undecided point in the history of Bengal.

INDIAN INSCRIPTIONS AND THE ANTIQUITY OF INDIAN
ARTIFICIAL POETRY.

BY G. BUHLER.

[TranslaUd hy Prof, K S» Qkaie, M,A,; Poona^'\

( Continuedfrom p. 179, )

TV, The Girnar inscription of the reign of Maharkshatrapa Rudradaman.
The results obtained from the examination of Harishena's ‘prasasii^ point to the provisional

supposition that the Kdvya literature was in bloom, at least in the whole of the fourth century,

and the works composed at that time, do not essentially difier from the samples of VaidarbM rUi
preserved for us. Beyond this, we cannot go with the help of the Gupta inscriptions known to us

up to this time. It, therefore, becomes necessary to consider the only great Sanskrit inscription,

whi^h can be, with certainty, placed in a ooQsiderably earlier age. It is the so-called Rudradfiman
inscription on the well-known rock on the way from Jiin^gadh-Girinagara to the present Girnar,

a holy mountain known as Urjayat or Ujjayanta in earlier times. This inscription would be

more properly called ‘the prasasH of the restoration of the Sudarsana lake, during the reign

of Mahakshatrapa Rudrad^man.’ Its age is pretty certainly fixed, in the first place, by the
names of the king and the Kshatrapa Chashbana, who is spoken of as Rudrad^man’s grandfather,
and in the second place, by the date of the storm which shattered down the embankment of the
Sudarsana lake. Ohashtana is no doubt rightly identified with the king Tiastanes, who, as
PtoleraauB informs us, ruled in Ozene or Ujjayini. The Greek name quite corresponds with* the
Indian name, not merely on the ground of other similar cases which occur and in which the Indian
palatal sounds are represented by the Greek dentals with following but because even the Indian
pronunciation of the palatals varies between tsa and tya as well as between dza and dya, and we
frequently hear of iya and dya as combinations with the sibilants.^® The possibility that Ptolemiius
could^ have meant any other Ohashtana than that of our inscription must be regarded as out of
question, because the name occurs in no other dynasty, and even amongst the western Kshatrapas,
it is only the grandfather of Rudraddman, who is so named. Thus, if we accept this identification
of names and persons, it follows that Ohashtana must have reigned before 150 A. D. and further
that his grandson Rudradaman can, in no case, be placed later than in the first half of the third
century, probably even earlier. The settling of the date becomes even more accurate through the
fact that the fixing of the beginning of the Gupta era in the year 318 or 319 makes entirely
probable the view already maintained by Dr. BhagvanUl, Dr. Bh^fi DSji, Dr. Bhandarkar and
others, according to which the date of the inscription in question, t.e., the year 72, refers to the

*5 Of. Tiatoizra-Chitor and DiamoTmarJamxm^.

T
the remarks on the reverse of the table of letters in my Guide to the elementary course of Sanskrit.I shall, ID another plaoe, furnish proof that the modern pronunciation of the Indian palatals is very old.
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Saka era and thus corresponds to our year 150 or 151. This date is the first of a long series, whichcontinues down to the year 810. Inscriptions^ provide the following dates:_103 for RudridWsson Eudrasimha, 127 for Rudrasimha’a son Rudrasena, and ?52 tor SvSmJ Rudrasena; while onthe numerous corns are frequently represented almost all the decades between 100 and 310During this long period, the successors of Chashtana appear to have maintained their sovereiity
interruption, and to have been in possession of Sias well as the neighbouring provmces of Gujarat and KdthiSwar. There is nothing in theinscriphons before us. that would admit the conclusion that their capital was ever remove!from Ujjain further westwards. On the other hand, our inscription shows quite clearly thatthe residence of the prince lay outside of Gujarat and Kdthidwar, as his officer Suyfsakhaaccording to 1 18, was govemor of Anarta« and Snrfishtra. The successors of the Kshatrapas inthe sovereignty over Mfilwa and ^e whole of western India, were the Guptas, whose conquest of

S: Tr A
° A.D., as is shown by

nr*L^° f’
^ expected that the last date of the Kshatrapas comingfrom Ohashtana’s race can not he far removed from the Gupta year 82. And this is Actually the

case, if the year 310 on the Kshatrapa coins is interpreted as a year of the Saka era. Then it
corresponds to the year 388 or 389 A.D., and is removed only by eleven years from the year inwhich the conquest of Malwfi can have taken place at the latest. Though this very consideration
IS enough to commend the identification of the era used by the Kshatrapas with that of the Saka

otlier reasons of not less importance, which would confirm the same,ihe titles of Chashtana are rajan, Kshatrapa or Mahdhshairapa, and svdmm. The word Kslairana
IS, no doubt, as has been long ago asserted, an adaptation of the Persian Kshatrapa ‘satrap.’
Because, alt^ngh we can look upon the word as a pure Sanskrit word and translate it by the
pro ector of Kshatriyas, still such a title is entirely unknown to Sanskrit literature. Kshatrapa and
Its Praknt substitute Chhatrapa or Khatrapa occur in the first place, in the coins and inscriptions of
barbarous kings and their governors, who ruled over the north-western India.^ Even Chashtana
as well as his father, the MaMkshatrapa Ysamotika,50 were foreigners, and there is no reason why
we should believe that the title vvas fixed upon them in a different sense. If Chashtana bears
the title of rdjan also, well, it might have been conferred upon him only as a mark of distinc-
tion for some special service. In a similar manner, the vassals named sdmania or maUsdmanta
as well as other high dignitaries received the title mahdrdja-^ in the fifth, sixth and later
centuries. Ohashtana’s suzerain can have been just one of the Indo-Scythian kings whose
might had overshadowed the whole of the north-western and western India, towards the
close of the first century and in the second 9entury, as is shown by the inscriptions and the
accounts of the Greeks

; and a still clearer proof of his connection with the north-west is
provided by his coins, wherein his name is given in the Bactro-Pali or rather Kharoshfriss
alphabet which is written from right to left. It is very probable that the descendants and’the
immediate successors of Chashtana bore the same relation to the rulers of the Indo-Scythian
kingdom as long as it was in existence. As for Rudrad^man, in particular, I see a clear
confession of his dependence in the expression (1. 15) svayam-adMgata-Mahdkshatrapa-sahdena,

^ted insoriptions we, that on the rook of Gunda, ante, Vol. X., p 157. that on tha

D
a Early Kigtory of the DeWean. p. 19 ff. See abo Jour. Siy. ^ Soc.,

49
iuoludes Northern K&thitw&i and northern Gnjarfit np to the Mahl.

Mom ^^7-***® ooPPer-plate on which the CAhatrapo Liaka Knsnla appears by the aide of the kingcase ifc IS quite clear that Liaka was the Satrap of Mogra, *

^ nicely preserved coin on which this name is very

Ghsamotika.
^ Burgess. Dr. Bhagv^nlfii reads the name Is

See Fleet, Corpus inscr, Iwd., Vol. III., u. 15 note,

>90=
Brofessor Terrien de la Conperie Mabyloman Uncord, Vol. T.. p. 60. Dr. Bhagv^nl&l ( mU VIII n 25^1has rightly teoognwed the historioal significance at the use of this alphabet on Cbashffi, ooinl

® ^
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*by (Rudradaman) who had himself won fehe title Mah&h8hatrapa\ According to my view, 53

the author means to say that Budradllman did not inherit the title Mahdhshafrapa from
his father or grandfather (although these possessed it), but that he had to win it by means of

his special services and that he received it from his suzerain. To this interpretation I atn

specially led by the meaning of the very analogous phrase, samadhigatapancJiamaMsdbday ^ he

who has won the five maMsabdas either five great titles, or the right to have the royal

music band to play)*, which is used in la very lai’ge number of inscriptions, of Sdmanias or
vassal-chiefs. Moreover, even supposing Rndradaman had made himself independent and
had himself taken a title, it appears to me improbable that he shonld have chosen the title

Makdkskatrapa. In that case, he would have certainly named himself maMrdjay rdjardja^

rdjdtirdjay or rdjddhirdju^ as the independent kings of the first and second centuries always did.

Thus Chash tana, in all probability was a dependent of some Indo-Scythian king, and it is,

therefore, not possible that he should have founded a new era. He must have used the era of

his suzerain, and the same must be supposed in connection with his grandson. If then, as I

believe it must be assumed, this latter also bore the same relation to the Indo-Scythians, there

can be no doubt regarding the interpretation of the date of the Girnar

According to this calculation, then, the destruction of the Sudarsana lake by the stortu

mentioned in our inscription falls in the year 150 or 151 A.D, The inscription itself, however,

must have been written yet later, sometime towards the end of the first century of the Saka
era, £.5., between 160 and 170 A.D,, because it is said in lines 17-18 that the restoration of

the dam was attended with great difficulties. Thus it is most conclusively proved that even

during the second half of the second century, there was in existence a Kdvya literature*

Although there is wanting a colophon which might have given us the exact character of the
composition, still it can be easily seen that it contains a gadyadi kdvyayn as such. Its style

is similar to that of the prose part of Harishena’s Mvya in many respects and besides the usa-

of almhlcdraSj there is an obvious effort on the part of the poet, to satisfy all the requirements
prescribed for prose-composition by poetics. At the same time, however, it can not be denied
that its worth is very considerably less than that of the Allahdhdd praiastiy and that its author
did not by far possess the imagination and talent of Harishena. The language itself which is,

indeed, generally speaking, flowing and good shows several deviations from the usage of classical

poets and even presents some actual mistakes. Thus in ..... ^ garhhdi (Z. 9) there
is a wrong zamdU made. Among other offences against the rules of orthography prescribed by
grammar are the frequent omission of oh before chh and the use of the anusvdra for n and
in the body of words, as well as for m at the end,^* though both these, it is true, are sanctioned by
usage. Further, there is seen the influence of the Prakritin the word 2?^ia^?««flr^m(Z.7)which stands
for vimadutlardnu Even the form vimat used only on the analogy of trimsat etc., is not classical,
but belongs to the language of the epics and the Purdnas as is shown by the quotations in the
Petersburg Lexicon. If the long syllables in nirvydjam amjUydvajUya which are against rule,
are not mere mistakes in writing of the scribe or of the stone-engraver,—although in the case
of °rdgena for ^rdge'^a, no other assumption is possible,—then they must be regarded as only
instances of the Prakrit influence. Because, the Prakrit dialects frequently represent nih by nt
or nty and the Gujarati * conquest’, Skudjitavum ‘to conquer ’ agree with the long syllable in
avajUya. So also, the instrumental patind in 1. 11 is formed against Pinini’s rules, though it is
in agreement with the usage of the Vedic and epic language. There is also u mistake of syntax
in anyaira smhgrdmeshu (Z, 10), ‘ except in battles’, which ought to be anyatra samgrdmehhyah.
So also the form pratydhhydtdrcmbham (1. 17) would be a worse mistake of syntax, as I believe
in all probability it can not be regarded as an error in writing for prcdydhhydtdramlhe.

5® Bi\ Bhagyfinl&l thinks otherwise,

yoke of a suzerain.

Aooording to him the idea is that Radrad&man freed himself from the

not inoorreot, because, according to a well-known UdriH, the
words actually belong together. In the prose-inscriptions, the w usually not made where we would hare a comma or a semi-ooloa

^ ^
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Last of all, the phrase
{1 5) is a hard nut to

crack* STo fTill-dedged classical poet has taken the liberty in this way. On the other hand, a
similar phrase is more frequently met with in the epics.^s The many points of similarity with the
epics, which the language of the Girnar prsasti exhibits, could have led to the supposition that
the author had cultivated himself exclusively by the reading of epics and that a hdvya proper
was not at all known to him. But such a supposition is contradicted, first of all, by the general
impression, which his composition makes. Whoever reads it attentively would feel that in
the matter of the development of the style, it shows a stage considerably in advance of the
epics. Further the supposition is contradicted by several particulars leading to a similar
conclusion, especially the important passage in 1. 14, wherein the author enumerates the attri^

butes of a good composition, prevalent in his time^

As for the points of affinity with the kdvya style proper, which this praiasH exhibits, it

is to be first of all noticed that the author knew very well the canons laid down hy Dandin
ae common to all schools^ according to which o/as or samdsa-bhvyi/istvjt, the frequency and
length of compounds, is the principal feature of a prose composition. In the prasasli also, the
compounds occur more frequently than single words, and the compounds themselves often
exhibit a conspicuous length. Thus in the very first line, there is a broken compound which
consists of nine words with twenty-three letters. Such compounds and others extending over
between ten and twenty letters are numerous. Once in the description of the king (I 11) the

author goes to the extreme of having a compound word which comprises seventeen words with
forty letters. As compared with Harishena’s performance, that of the Gujardti author is by
all means a modest one, though the latter far surpasses what the epic poets have been capable

of doing or have regarded as permissible. As with Harishena, a rhythmical arrangement of

letters in the longer compounds is often noticeable, as for instance, in 11. 6 and 9 ff. Hand in

hand with the length and number of compounds, goes the length of the sentences. The
prasasii apparently contains only five sentences with forty-nine grantha, of which the fourth

sentence alone consists of more than twenty-three grantha^ Harishena surpasses the Gujarati
writer, in this point also, and this is an important point, because his whole kdvgtZy though longer
in extent, contains only one sentence. Of the SabddlctmhdraSy we have only the Ani^pr'dsa^ and
the repetitions of parts of words, more seldom of whole words, as well as of single letters pro-
ducing a similar sound, are very frequently met with. The specially remarkable instances are:—

( 1.4 ), ( 1.5 ), ( 1. 6 ),

(1.10), ( 111 ), ( ibid. ),

(1.12 ), ( 1.33 ), x^x^rVbul ), ( ibid, ),

( i^id. ), C lu ), ( md. ),

( 1.35 ), ( 1.36 ), C 1.18 ), X
The VarndnuprdsaSi which do not strike us at first sight, but which are, nevertheless,

not less characteristic, are specially numerous in

( 1-6 ), where the repetitions of consonants and vowels are linked together very skilfully.

Thus it is quite evident that the author took great troubles with these word-ornaments nnd

attached great importance to them. His use of these far surpasses what the epic literature

can present, and stands pretiy on a level with what we have in Harishena. The word
is just exactly in the Kdvya style, for the compound m^jiiorpta

is very much favourite with the later court-poets. As for the ArikdlamMras^ our author usee

them but very rarely. Thus there are only two Upamds to be noted. In 1. 1-2, it is said that the

lake or rather the embankment thereof is parwata-pratisparddhi^ ^ resembling a spur of a moun-

tain’
; and in 1.8, the dried-up lake is spoken of as maru-dhanm-halpam^ ‘resembling a sandy

desert,’ In the former instance, the expression pratUpc^dihi is quite characteristic of

the Kdvya style. We have an UtprehhA in the already mentioned passage,

Of, for instance, Kala XII, 28, also the quotations under in the Petersburg
lexicon.
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frwmrqf a^^Ld a faint attempt at 'Slesha in 1. 8, where it is

said that the lake had become atibhrisani durdda[r$anam^. For the rest, the author neglects

the numerous opportunities which are offered to him, for instance, in the description of

Rudradaman, of showing his skill in bringing out similarities. He relies more on the
effect of a representation of facts marked with strong outlines, than on the conglomeration of

more or less conventional figures of sense. It must be conceded that he succeeds quite well in

individual descriptions, though he fails in the fineness of execution and the elaboration of.

details, which are found to be present in Harishena. The passage in I. 8-7 describing the
destruction of the lake, reads best notwithstanding many important lacunae. Freely rendered,
the passage would read thus:

—

‘ In the year seventy-two, 72, (in the reign)56 of the king and great Satrap BndradSman
whose name is uttered by the worthy (praying for purity)—the son [of the and great
Satrap, Lord JayadamanJ the grandson of the king and great Satrap, Lord
Chashtana—the mention of whose name brings purity—on the [fifth or fifteenth^ day of the
dark half of the month Margasirsha. a storm with great
streaming showers, as it were, reduced the earth to one single ocean; the terribly augmented force
of the Savarnasikata, the Palalini and other rivers of the mountain tTrjayat broke through
the dam although proper remedial measures were taken, the water
agitated by the whirlwind which (raged) with fearful violence as if at the end of the world-age,
and which shattered down mountain-peaks, trees, rocks, terraces, temple-turrets, gates, abodes
and triumphal columns, the water scattered about and tore to pieces [the andj
this (lake) [crammed] with stones, trees, bushes and circles of creepers that were thrown
down, was broken up, down to the bottom of the stream.’

The small number of the AriMlaMdras is richly counterbalanced by the fourth word in
1. 14, which praises in all probability Rudradaman’s skill in poesy, and contains, without ques-
tion, the views of the author regarding the requirements of a good composition. Unfortunately,
the word is mutilated. After eight letters have
been obliterated, followed by The last letter shows that the expression ended with the
instrumental of an a-stem. Immediately after only the word ean come, as it is
absolutely necessary to complete the two expressions and The remaining six letters
should then have been a phrase like or like (g|r)
Now if we consider what is said of Budrad^man in 1. 18, vis., that he had acquired great renown
by the complete study, the preservation, the thorough understanding, and the skill in the use, of
the great lores, such as grammar, politics, music and logic, we must go in for one of the first
series of expressions proposed. Because, the practising of classical poetry is the natural
complement of the cultivation of the abstruse sdstras in the case of the Pandit, and both these
have hem very frequently extolled as the qualifications of Indian kings. These considerations
make it qmte probable that the compound in question, when completed should stand

J q Now, if we take the
author on his word, and suppose that he is stating only facts, nothing more nor less, then
it would follow that EndradSman must have devoted himself to the cultivation of court
poetpr like Samudragupta and Harshavardhana. Then the passage in question would
further prove that the Msya literature, in the second century, had been developed to such an
Mtent, that even the grandson of a foreign Satrap like Chashtana could not escape its influence.
On the other hand, if it is thought more advisable to understand the expressions of praise in
the praiasH, with a qualification, and to think that these expressions regardless of actual facts,
only concern themselves with representing Bndradfiman as an ideal Indian prince—as the poet’s
fancy was pleased to depict, even then we would be justified in drawing this conclusion
at least, that during the second century it was the custom at Indian courts to occupy oneself

Pnnted within BmaU braokefa are necessary to oomplete the sense j while those in reotangnlavbraakets are renderings of the broken words as restored by me.
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Mlh E™n thfe r=s,dH. Itodt u .. utUe ,lg.ifio.«oe it ih.t 11.iivMWD! of the Soythians and other foreign me. had estingniehed the national art an little asthe neienooa. Farther an regard, tt. eharaeterielio, nhieh the yrnenel.- pre»nb.. for godJ
rriitoa? e-J“ ’>/»“?'»> rnifciiK rfli. in luniordanee with an oldtradition," In Kavyddarsa^ I. 41-42, 'we have ;

Hi !*r:^ ri^<RPir>int: li it

nc ii, i h i.

STroTT
I

Of these tea fundamental attributes of the VaidarbM style, the praiasi* names three, viz.,
mddhupa, Unit and uddratva, and there is no reason why the madhura and Mnta of the inscription
should be interpreted otherwise than as raiavat ‘ full of sentiment,’ and sarvajagatMnia ‘pleasing
to the whole world ^ or * lovely ^ respectively. On the other hand, the word uddra ‘elevated,
grand can scarcely have the meaning which Dandin attributes to it, in Kdvyddarm^ I, 76.®^ The
preceding hhda-aamaya specially enters into compound with uddra at any rate, and the expression
mdasarnayoddra not but be translated as ‘grand through the conventional (with poets) use of
words. 5® Accordingly, our author, following those who are referred to by Dandin, as hechit (J^dvy.
I. 79), means by uddra^ that language in which are used proverbial words and attributes com-
mended by poets, e,g.^ Jcrtddsarah, Itldmhuja, and similar words. A fourth characteristic mentioned
by Dajjdin, the arthavyahti ‘ clearness of meaning^, can be easily recognized in the synonymous
expression sphuta of the inscription. A fifth characteristic ojua, ‘the force of expression ’ may
probably be meant by the adjective chitra * wonderful, exciting wonder.’ In favour of this we can
quote Bharata’s definition (Chap. XVI) j

vitra: II

Even in the epithet laghu which is wrongly rendered by translators as ‘ short’, we may find
hidden a reference to the sixth attribute of the Vaidarbha style, Laghu here, no doubt, means
* beautiful, pleasing ’ and it very possibly stands for prasdda or suloumdratd^ both of which are con-
ducive to loveliness of composition. The last adjective alaihlcrita leaves no doubt about the fact
that the author of the pramsti was acquainted with some theory of Alafhhdras. In accordance
with the proposed filling up of the lacunae and the explanations offered so far, the whole clause
may be thus rendered:—

‘ (by the king and the great Satrap Eudradaman) who [was expert in the composition ofj

prose and metrical Mvyan^ which are easily intelligible, charming, full of sentiment, capable of

awakening wonder, lovely, noble with the conventional use of words, embellished (with the pres-

cribed figures of speech),’ Thus, whatever we may say about Eudradaman busying himself with

poesy—a fact which is very probable, though of course we can not be absolutely sure about it

—

so much is certain that the author of our prakasti lays on poets conditions very similar to those
prescribed by Dandin, that in the second century there must have been already in existence

romances and other works in high prose as well as compositions in the Vaidarbha style, which
in no way differed from the samples of classical composition preserved to us, and that there also

existed an Ala^khdra-sdstra,

{To be continued,^

Th.e same are mentioned in Bharata's KdtyaSdstra, oh. XYl

31^ ^ ^ iptr II

_____
II

s® Dr. BhagT&nl§Ll’s translation, 'remarkable for grammatical correctness,' is not right for several reasons.
'Grammatical oorreotness' would be iaddaSuddhaiva, and this qnality does not make a composition itddra.

Besides, the king's ability to write correctly is mentioned in 1. 13. I explain iabdammayoddra thus

wi! sfflrfr ^ II
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BRAHMAN IMMIGRATION INTO SOUTHERN INDIA.

BY A. GOVINDACHARTA SYAMIN, O.E., M.R.A.S., MYSORE,

{Continued from VoL XLI^p^ 23^,)

From this the conclusioii is irresistible that there was indeed an ancient Brahman leader of

that name, who led a colony of Brahmans into the South. What the motiyes were that led to

the emigration, we cannot definitely ascertain. The Pnrlnic account is that the Vindhyas began

to grow higher and higher and obstruct the path of the Sun, that the Devas sought the help of the

sage and requested him to humble the pride of the mountain
;
that while accordingly the sage

approached, the mountain, being its sish^a or disciple, made its obeisance by prostrating itself

before him, and then the sage crossed it and enjoined it to remain in that posture until be

returned—which eyent has not yet taken place and therefore the mountain has remained low

until to-day. Certainly there must be some meaning in this otherwise palpably impossible myth.

Agastya himself was one of the Rig-Yedic sages, but he was not included among the Saptarishis or

the seven sages, though he as the latter has become one of the gotraMras, heads of the

Brahman families. The JRigveda plainly describes him as trying to introduce a cult somewhat

opposed to the cult of Indra, which was the prevalent one, and, therefore, as meeting with some

opposition. Tamil tradition also points to this split as the real cause of his southward march

with all his following. Probably it was not Agastya himself of the Bigveda that made this south-

ward march ; a sort of eternity is giyen to the Vedic sages by the habit of calling the

successive heads of the families or gotras by the names of the founders. Perhaps a descendant of

the sage might have in later times led the southward march, when perhaps on account of the split

in the camp, their continuance in the north had become intolerable. Perhaps, synchronous with

that march, a depression of the Vindhyas took place due to seismic causes, which gave rise to the

myths we have referred to. Geology owns the possibility of such subsidence and teaches that such

subsidence may occur, due to undue volcanic activity, especially at the opposite side of the earth.

A glance at the map shows us that about—20° lat.—70° long., the opposite point of the earth with

respect to the Vindhyas, we have the Bolivian Andes with the powerful volcanoes of Bahama,
Acancagua and so forth, and if in prehistoric times there was a terrible eruption of these volcanoes

and this disturbance caused the subsidence of the mountain in India, we have precisely the state of

things which the myth has obscurely represented as the prostration of the Vindhyas before

Agasty^ Some such extraordinary or apparently miraculous intervention is needed to make a
disseijt^ like Agastya find favour with the Aryans of the north, who have not only included his

name among the goiraMras^ but have also accepted his hymns in the Bigveda and thereby
practically adopted his cult. When this event took place, it is not possible to determine. Tamil
literature refers it to a remote age, t.e., earlier than 6000 B. C, ponsidering the magnitujie of the
geologic changes with which the emigration was synchronous, there is indeed much to be said in
favour of this tradition. The Bdmdyam also makes the southward march of Agastya long anterior
to the events it narrates. Even before Sri-Rama’s time, Agastya had been dwelling in a hermitage
to the south of the Vindhyas about two yojanas from Paiichavati, where he had made his temporary
home ;

and he always seems to have acted as the pioneer in the southward march
; for we find

him go down further south at the time of the close of the Lanka war. The Tamils locate bis
dirama in Podiyam, a peak of the Tinnevelly Ghats, from which the T^mraparni takes its source

;

and he is still thought to be living there. Moreover, Havana, V^li, Sugriva and other great epic
heroes of the south are represented as children of Non-Aryan mothers by Aryan fathers. Perhaps
before complete Aryanisation was effected, these hybrids, with the energy natural to the offspring
of mixed union, and also vith the atavism of barbarian nature, which is seen to follow such unions
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as^a natural consequence, began to trouble the Aryan settlers in the Dandaka forest. For theRamayana says that for a long time before the advent of ESma the troubles‘from the Rakshasas-memng thereby the aborigines of the south, had ceased
;
but only very recently they had begun

again under the leadership of Martcha. Subahu, Khars, Eavana and others-all offspring of
Non-Aryan mothers and Aryan fathers; Eavaua is even represented as a BiAhman and SaL-
vedin—a descendant of Pulastya. Thus the first movement of the Brahmans towaida the south
seems to have been caused by a split in the faith, and the succeeding settlements were made after-
wards by ascetics and lay-brothers, seeking solitude and calm for practising all the self-mortifi-
cations that they thought were necessary for gaining spiritual wealth. It was the combination of
the two sets of circumstances that led to the slow Aryanisation of the south long before the rise
of Buddhism, or the southward march of Jainism. Later on, after some advance was made in
civilisation, emigration from other motives began also to take place

;
untff at last about the

1st century A. D. we find that it was the South that became the seat of revived Brahmanism For
the North had become almost Buddhistic, and powerful Scythian princes, like Kanishka, who had .

embraced Buddhism, were ruling in Kashmir, and the Sungas and the Andhrabhrityas in
Magadha, and Persian Satraps like Eudraddman in Ujjain. Only KanauJ seems to have been still
Hindu, but It was quite powerless then. The Kosalas had emigrated by that time to the south
of the Vindhyas and had formed the Ohalukyas, who later on founded in the 6th century A D the
Chalukyan kingdom in the Maharashtra country, after defeating Indra of the Eatta or E48h|rakfl{a
family. Gotamiputra Batakarni, one of the Andhrabhrityas, who ruled at Pratisthana, is repre-
sented in the inscriptions, as having conferred on the Brahmans “ the means of increasing their
race and stemmed the progress of the confusion of castes,” whatever that may mean. Perhaps it

was from his time that the downfall of Buddhism may be dated. For after this time we find a
revival of Sanskrit literature and re-institution of sacrifices

; and the long disused Asvamedha is

referred to as again having been performed by Pulakesin and others. Even the satraps of Ujjain,
who had apparently been given a place in the Hindu social system, took the Brkhmaps under their

Wings 1 for Ushavadatta, son-in-law of NahapSna is represented as having fed thousands of

Brdhmans and, like Gotamiputra Sdtakarni, given them .“the means of increasing their race”
(whatever that may mean). During the time of the Chalukyans, Brahmanism seems to have
completely regained its lost power ; for it was then that the greatest Neo-Hindu teacher, Srt-

feahkardehdrya made his appearance. Before his time, had been studied with

great attention and famous writers like Prabhfikarasvami. Naudisvdmi and others lived and wrote

during the reigns of the early Chalukyans
; and as we have said elsewhere, Telugu and R'nn««dw

i

began to differentiate themselves about this time, giving rise to two distinct languages.

In the meanwhile Mayurasarman, the founder of the Kadamba kmgdom in Kookan in the gth

century A. D., introduced a colony of Brahmans from Ahikshetra in Rohilfchand, and when it was

found that during the reign of his son these showed a tendency to go back to their old home, the

king seems to have set a mark upon them by obliging them to wear their top-knot in a special

fashion. These formed the Nambudris (smry^^-our masters) of the West coast—a class of Brdh-

mans, who differ from the Br4hman.s of the East coast and of the Andhra, Kannada, and Tamil

country in many pariicukrs. These Brahmans slowly spread towards the south along the west coast

and BOW inhabit the whole of the maririme country west of the Ghats as far down south as

Trinndmm. It was the infiuence of these Kadambas that led to the subsequent differeatiatioa

Malayfilam from Kannaida on the one hand and Tamil on the other. The Kfirg^ and the Tain

from the links connecting it vrifh the two elder numbers of the Dravidian gronp; Iwt none of these

importations altered the essential character of the first settlers in manners and customs : they have

remained distinct. l%e earlier settlers had borrewed many of the manners ef the Dravidiaus,

among which may be named the ks^tioa ei t^k^ying, boanag of tiie nose, the tying of the
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idU and the preseating to the bride of the new sari by the husband’s party prior to marriage

called ate all Dravidian customs, symbolic of slavery or pxirchase and do not find any

sanction in the sacerdotal formulse of the ritual in use among the Aryans. In all these

respects the Nambudris seem to differ from the other southern Brahmans. So much was the

South favoured by the colonization of the Brahmans before the 6th century that the Purdnas, that

seem chiefly compiled during the early Chalufcyan kings, went to the length of prophesying that

in future the only refuge of Brahmanism would be the extreme south of the Peninsula, in the basin

ef the Tamrapar^i, For they shrewdly found out how in the North, subjected to foreign inroads

and irnrptions from without, there was not much chance of their keeping either their blood or

their religion pure, and they with one voice declared

aremroapTr: i

=ar II

^ ira*iraT Tari^siT i

st«r^ »Tfr»Tr*Tr etc. etc. Bhdg,

Nor were their apprehensions long allowed to remain unconfirmed ;
the worst sort of disaster

soon overtook them, when, early in the 8th century A. D. (711 A. D.)» the relentless iconoclastic

Muhammadan storm burst upon the land. It was Gujarat, that first suffered from the outburst.

The BhSgavata Sampraddyins—worshippers of Krishna, who formed the bulk of the population of

Gujarat, Muttra and the north-west generally, soon felt the pressure of the times and the wisest

among them migrated to the south and peopled the T-elugn, Kannada and Tamil kingdoms. In

the 9th and the 10th centuries their numbers increased when the Muhammadan incursions became

more frequent and more threatening. It was these that brought into the South the Renaissance

literature of the North, the product of more recent times, made during the times of king Bhoja of

Dhara and the Guptas of Ujjain and Pataliputra and Harshavardhana of Kanauj,

The earlier emigrants had brought but the Mimdihsd, the Epics and the Sdtras, It is these

latter that brought Logic, Grammar and Belles-lettres in general, and gave an impetus to learning in

the South. The 10th and the 11th centuries formed the Augustan period of Dravidian literature,

alike in the Telugu, Tamil and Kannada lands. The chief impetus for this magnificient activity

was given by the new-coming Aryan settlers. So much did Raja-rdja, the powerful Ghola king at

KSnchi, recognize the value of these new comers that he defended them against the attacks of his

aunt Kunda-Avvai, who remonstrated with him for showing favour to the culture of the North in

preference to his own Tamij. The Sn-vaishioava revival in the 11th century A. D. in the South

was only an episode in the literary culture that came with this latest emigration. Sri-Ramanuja

himself was directly related to Saint Alavandar, grandson of Nathamuni, In all likelihood

Ntithamuni’s father or grandfather was one of the pioneers of these latest settlers. If we examine

the account given of the way in which these behaved towards each other, though settled in far

off places like Kdncht, Srirangam, Madura and so forth, we are bound to conclude that they

belonged to a closely-knit sept, and that they could be easily marked off from the rest of the

Brdhman population among whom they had settled; the real name of the Saint AJavandS,r, i. the

name Yamunai-thuraivar (the sage of the Jumna) itself tells us how new these settlers must

have been in their new homes at the time of the sage. Even to this day these are distinguished

from the other Brahmans of the South in several respects and go generally by the name of

Vadamas, meaning North-countrymen. It was chiefly from this community that the bulk of the

Srivaishnava conversions were made. Even in the Kannada and Telugu country, it is the

Bhagavata Samjpraddyins that easily passed into the Srivaishiiava or the Madhva fold. One

distinguishing feature of these Sampraddyins is their partiality for Yishnu in his incarnation of

Krishpa. The Bhdgavaia-Pvrdija, which seems to have been compiled by one of *their number
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develops this point of view of the community. 'Srt-Bhctjavata is prized alike by the
Brivaishnavas, the Madhvas and the SmcUa Bhagavata Sam^radayins and Vadamas. That
theselatter form the latest addition to the Brahman population in the extreme south of the
Peninsula is borne out also by a very curious custom* All the Srndrta Dravida Brahman
women, together with a few of the left-hand section of the 'Sudras, tie their sdns in a peculiai
fashion. The upper end of the sari is brought under the left shoulder over the right arm round
the back and thrown over the left shoulder. This is precisely the manner of the costume of Greek
ladies after 450 B. 0. known as the Umation. It was also the old mode of dress of the Aryan
Brdhmans before they entered India. It is the mode in use among the Persians and the Muhamma-
dans, Once upon a time it was precisely the way in which the upper garment was worn by the Aryan
males also. But there seems to have come a change in the mode of the male dress somewhere about
the time when the Aryans settled in India. The yapiopavUa which the Brahman wears is

only a symbolic representation of his mode of dress. Much as the yajUlopavUa^ the sacred thread,

is prized by the Brahman of nowadays, there seems to be nothing in the ritual or the manirm
that are used during the upanayam ceremony to uphold the great value set upon it. That it is

nothing but a symbolic representation of the upper garment will be patent to every one who
considers the origin of the mode of wearing it as given in the Taittinya-Brdhmana*

11

" Skin or cloth worn towards the right, round the body so as to go under the right shoulder

and above the left is called l^he mode of dress in the service of gods; the opposite mode is

called prdchi'thdvtta^^

The words ITT^^TT^^ iiidioate in what sense they might have been first used.

means the ancient mode of dressing
; grr^rcT is the recent mode of dressing, both derived from vye to

weave. Later on the sacred thread with a bit of deer skin tied to it has come to symbolize this mode

of dress. That prdcMndiitta means the old mode of dress is borne out by the fact that funeral

ceremonies are enjoined to be performed, the performer being dressed in that fashion, agreeably to

the primitive notion that the sacrificer must dress himself like the god or the spirit he worships.

Yamavaivasvata, being the old ancestor, who is worshipped in funeral ceremonies, the old mode of

dressing is recommended. But in other cases the upavita, the new mode. A metaphysical

reason is assigned in the Veda itself for the change of dress, viz., that the Devas and the Asuras

performed a sacrifice, the Devas dressing in the fashion, i.e., in the left to right fashion we hare

described and the Asuras in the other mode; and the Devas succeeded in gaining heaven while the

Asuras were defeated and dispersed on all sides on account of the fashion they had adopted.

Probably this refers to the Aryan ancestors in their new colonies following nature, where all motion

is seen to take place from left to right. For, finding such a mode of dress among the non-Aryan

dwellers in the soil, they seem to have adopted it as a part of their scheme of following nature,

which included the taking of such of the non-Aryan customs under their patronage as would help

them in assimilating them easily and thereby strengthening their stock. While the male population

easily adopted the change, the conservative female population perhaps remained averse to it for a

long time. It was probably at this stage that the Dravidian Br4hmap first migrated to the

South. For while their ladies, Ls., those of the Smdrtas of Tamil-land preserve this old habit, the

ladies of the later settlers have adopted the new orthodox fashion completely. Here is an

evidence of a very curious but convincing kind for the very early settlement of the Tamil land fay

Brahmans, long before perhaps the Telugu country itself was occupied by them. For we know that

the Karnataka and Telingana Brahman ladies adopt the laode. The whole subject seems to

be very interesting, and is deeply connected with the distinction of right hand and left hand
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factions that used until recently to disturb the peace of Tamil villages, and of the Phanas in the

Kannada districts.

At an early stage in the progress of this paper I asked the late Mr. Veukayya if he could

throw some light on the solution of the problem I have taken up. I must, in justice to him, quote

the letter he was good enough to send me from his camp at Yijay§,nagaram. He wrote; — “As
I have not got all the books of reference, I am unable to give you a complete list of all inscriptions

which contain grants of land to Brahmans. I suppose you know that the founder of the Kadamba
dynasty, viz., Mayfirasarma, was a Brahman. His date is not definitely ascertained. But Dr. Fleet

assigns the Kadambas to the 6th century A. D. As regards Pallava inscriptions, I would in vite

your attention to three copper plates, Mayidavola plates of Sivaskandavarman (^Epigraphica

Indica), Kadamba plates of Jayavarman and the Hirahadagalli-plates of Sivaskandavarman. From
the language and phraseology of these inscriptions, Dr. Hultzsch has concluded that they cannot

be very distant, in point of time, from the reign of Gotamiputra SSitakarni, who reigned about the

middle of the 2nd century A. D. These and similar grants which Dr. Fleet has noticed show that

the Brahmans had immigrated into Kpnjivaram long before A. D. 600. As regards ‘Western

India we have evidence to prove that there was a large colony of Brahmans at Ndsik already in the

2nd century A. D. while the Western Chalukya king, Kirtivarman I, is said to have made a grant

to BrShmans in A. D. 578. No Chola or PIndya records prior to A. D. 600 are known. But the

presence of Brahmans in Konjtvaram during the 2nd or 3rd century may be adduced as evidence

to show that they might have advanced farther south. This information is perhaps quite meagre for

your purposes.” Thus wrote Mr. Venkayya
;
yes, meagre enough, as I have said in the beginning

of this paper if we have to depend solely on the evidence of inscriptions. But we have seen what
other sources of information we have regarding such points. Sanskrit literature and TamiJ literature

might be used conjointly in fixing the chronology or other points of Indian History; for these
two together will be seen to act like a vernier to definitely fix many an otherwise doubtful
point.

It will thus be seen that the Aryan migration to the South was part of the scheme of Provi-

dence unfolded during a long interval of time by divine agencies apparently working with diverse,

and oft times with cross, purposes. It was part of the large scheme whereby a moral and intellectual

conquest of the whole of India was effected and the new-comer Aryan was blended with the native
Dravidian, tending to produce a homogeneous population. Thus the method followed by the old
Aryans was not to substitute the white man for the dark-skinned people—the method which is univer-
sally practised by the present-day civilizing agency with its cry of “White-man's burden”" and
« ImperiaHsm”. In those days Brahman missionaries of a different kind pioneered indeed and overran
unsettled tracts and devoted their energies to the conversation of the heathen. But these missionary
settlements, except in very early times, never led to the spreading of the sword in their wake, as
has often happened in these afterdays of European colonization. “It was by absorption rather
than by annihilation that Brahmanism triumphed”, says Mr. Crooke, the Bengal civilian-
historian of the old North-West provinces. “We hear”, says he, “of none of the persecution, none
of the iconoclasm which characterized the Musalman inroad. A fitting home was found in the
Brahman pantheon f(» the popular village deities, the gods of fear and death of the indigenous
faith. Vishnu by his successive incarnation has been made the vehicle for conciliating the'’tribal
gods or Mms of tribes now well within the fold of Hinduism". Thus the slow upheaval was going
on and under the leadership of liberal teachers like Bankara and Ramanuja, the band was bein-
removed from the eyes and hearts of the people, when it pleased God to throw open the country
lor the luroads of more powerful foreigners.
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NOTE OF THE MANDASOR INSCRIPTION OF NARAVARJIAN.
BT SIB Da. B. G. BHANDABKAB, K. C. I. E., *o.; POONA,

lu my article oa the epooh of the Gupta era published in Jour, Bomb. As. Soc., Vol. XVII,

^

I have stated, (p. 92) “ the date 493 occurring in that (Mandasor) inscription is referred to the

event of the Ganasthiti of the Malavas. What this event was exactly and when it took place we do

not know The impression of a new inscription recently discovered at Mandasor, prepared by Mr, D.

R. Bhandarkar of the Archaeological department and shown to me by him, enables me to make a

contribution towards an elucidation of the point. The verse giving the date is thus worded :

—

' ’iiV’nwwTmra I

Jnt it

The translation is ;
—" the excellent quaternion of hundreds of years increased by sixty-one laid

down authoritatively by the Malava-gana and named Krita having arrived,” The word means

< laid down,’—authoritatively of course,—since what is dmn&ta is to be treated with respect and

scrupulously followed. In ^RTSTfcr: the sense is: the Samdmn&ya {Nighantm or thesaurii)

has been laid down (IJiruhta I, 1). Similarly we are told in I, 20, that the later BisUs samdm-

ndsishuh, i. e., laid down authoritatively or composed this work, and the Vedas and the subordi-

nate treatises. In ( Veddntasitra I, 4, 25) dnmdta has the same sense. In the

present case therefore the sense is : the year 461 has arrived which has been laid down

authoritatively by the Gaita of the Mdlavas. This authoritative laying down cannot be predi-

cated of this one year only but of all previous and subsequent years. If these years were laid

down by the Oana, they must either be so by their having composed a long list or directed that

the years following a certain event should be ordinally numbered. Since a list must go on ad

infinitum, i. e., be interminable, the former supposition cannot be accepted. The pona of the

Mdlavas therefore, must be supposed to have directed the use of an era beginning with a certain

specific event. What most be the specific event? Light is thrown on this point by the following

verse occurring in Yasodharman’s inscription at Mandasor :

—

*1'^® ^33 414^1 I

‘ ‘ Five hundred and eighty-nine years written down for the purpose of knowing the time in

consequence (ablative) of the moment moving cause or impelling force (yasa) ] of the condition as

a gam or compact political body of the MSlavas having elapsed.” That the word fo«j should be

understood as the moment or impelling cause is confirmed by the manner in which the date is

given in Bandhuvarman’s Mandasor inscription. The words are

Hwari’t r t

rSl'dq tl

The sense is : ” tour hundred and ninety-three years having elapsed since the condition (».

formation) of the Mdlavas as a gana,’' GanastUtyd is to be taken as an ablative, the virnrga

haviu" been dropped in consequence of the following soft consonant. This then was an era, the

impelling cause of which was the sthiti of the Mdlavas as a gana, that is, it was the era of the

formation of the Mdlavas as a gana, i. e., their forming a body corporate or body politic.

The Malavas were originally a tribe which followed the occupation of fighting. They were

soldiers by profession, and could enter any body’s service as such, and did not form a yan« or an

incorporated society for political and other purposes. Yainavalkya, speaking of a person who

takes away tke wealth of a gavkZt necessarily implies that a gai}a is a corporate community with

common property and common interest (II, 187). Occurring side by sideiniM^II, 192 with

frcuia guild, and mi^ama ora body of merelmnts trading with foreign coun^_y^^

mean a Ldy corporate of persons following the same occupation such as that of figh^ (FyiW.

nekvara ApardrU). I translate ganasthiti as existence Rendition as a

taken as a KarmadMraya or oppositional compound (
< »» nTOf^ ). It cannot be taken as smef For in Bandhuvarman’s inscription expression

would in that case involve what isM EkadoH-an^ or the latter p«t

wTbe a sdpeksha compound, », a.. Mdlavdndm, would have to be connec^ with

first or subordinate part of the following compound and not with sthtii the principal
p ^

it

should be. When we take the compound as a Earmadhiraya, Mdlavdndm is to be connect^ ^th

iSwMchistheprincipalnounwqtuOifiedbyt^^ Apofa or a corporate «,d poU-
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tical union the Malavas constituted in B. C. 56 and laid down authoritatively (dmndia) that that

event should be commemorated by making it the epoch of an era. I now proceed to show by

direct evidence what the condition of the Mjilavas was in ancient times and how it changed subse-

quently as indicated by the inscriptions we have gone over.

In an article in this Journal, VoL I, p. 23, 1 have stated that Alexander the Great met in cen.

tral and lower Punjab two tribes of warriors named Malii and OxydraksB. Prom Paninis sutra

V, 3,114 and from the instances given by his commentators it appears that in the Punjab there

existed in ancient times two tribes of the names of Malavas and Kshudrukas who are called

dyudhajtvins, i. e., sustaining themselves by the use of warlike weapons, in other words, who

followed a soldierly profession. Under the sutra lY, 2, 45 Patanjali discusses why Kshudraka

and Malava are included in the group ** Elhandika and others and in the course of the discussion

he and the Kdsikd mention that these two tribes belong to the Kshatriya order—he, impliedly,

and KiUiM, expressly. Since the two names occur in the group and as it is reasonable to

suppose that the first three words of a group at least come down from Panini himself Hshudra-

kas and Malavakas were known to Panini himself.

The MlilavaB are mentioned in the MctJidhhdrata also sometimes among northern^ peoples

(II, 32, 7, III, 51, 26); and sometimes among southern, with Dfikshin^tyas and Avantyas

(VI, 87,*6-7). It also mentions westerly (praitchya') and northerly (ndtehya) Malavas (VII, 7, 15 ;

VI, 106, 7). Varahamihira too places the Malavas among the northern peoples inhabiting the

Punjab (Bn- S. 14, 27). In speaking of a man of the name of Malavya he represents him to be

ruling over Malava, Bharukachchba, Surashtra, etc, (jBru S* 69, 10-12) ;
so that the Malava country

is here alluded to as occupying the same position as it does in modern times. Kalidasa in his

M^haduta carries his cloud messenger over the country now named Malw^ but does not give that

name; and mentions Pasar^as, Vidisa, Avantis, Ujjayini, and Dasapura. So that it is clear that

according t-o these authorities the Malavas in ancient times lived in the north, that is, in the Punjab

and that they subsequently migrated southwards. While in the Punjab they were simply dyun

dhajivins or professional soldiers and do not seem to have formed a political union. Their

migration to the south and settlement in the region just to the north of tbe present Mfilw^ in the

modern state of Jaipur is evidenced by a very large number of coins found at Nagar near Tonk.

Most of these bear the legend Mdlavdndm jaya and some Mdlamgamsya jaya. The very fact that*

coins were issued proclaiming the triumph of the Malavas or the Malava-gana shows that at the

time when they were issued the Mdlavas had already constituted themselves into a political unit

with a regular system of government. That system appears to have been republican and not

monarchical ;
since the legends on the coins bear the name of the tribe and its gana. Probably

afterwards the names of the leaders of the Republic were engraved on the money that was issued

and perhaps in the course of time the Republic was succeeded by a Monarchy. The Malavas

gradually moved southwards and gave their name to the whole country now called M^lwa.^

Another instance of a race moving from the south to the north and giving their name to the countries

they occupied from time to time is that of the Gurjaras. They first settled in Punjab and a dis-

trict of that Province is called Gujarata to this day. Then they migrated southwards by western

Rajaputunfi which was formerly called Gurjaratr^ or the protector of the Gfirjaras. This name^
however, that part of the country soon lost, and in the form of Gujarat it was transferred to a.

southern province which is now called by that name.

The years of the era founded by the MMava republican body had the name Erita given to

them according to the new inscription and there are two dates at least in which the years are

given with the epithet Eriteshu prefixed to them. In the absence of any specific information we
can only suppose that they were called Krita^ because they were made or prepared ” for marking
dates by the MalavS government.

KUMARILA^S ACQUAINTANCE WITH TAMIL
BT P, T. SBINIVAS IYENGAR, M. A. ; VIZAGAPATAM.

Burnell has quoted, ante, Vol, I. p, 310, a passage from the Tantra^Ydrttiha of

Kumarila-Bhatta, beginning with the word A'fidhra-^Drdvida-hhdshdydm) and, being puzzled by the

singular locative termination, has remarked that the phrase is a “ vague term by which the Tami|

language is mention^. ” Dr. Sten Konow in p. 277 of the Lmguistic Surrey of India, Vol. IV
takes the phrase to describe ‘‘ the language of the Andhras ( e,, Telugu ) and Vravida^ (i*
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Tamilians).’’ He remarks that Andhra-Drdvida-hlidshd was Kumarila^s name for the ** Dravidiaa
family of languages and translates the same word in page 284 by the speech of the Audhras
and the Dravidas (shortening drdvida into DraTidas, it is not known v’^hy). The singular

suffix is explained by Dr. Konow as denoting a difference of dialect, which is by no means
certain/’ and, if true, he adds that the “ Kanarese and Tamil would be included in the thdinda^

hhdshd^ as against Telugu, the dndhrabkdshdJ*'* All this is wasted ingenuity, for both in the

printed text of the Tantra^Varttika and in the MS. copy (in Telugu script) used by Dr* Qanganath
Jha, the translator of the Tantra^Vdrttika, the reading is atha drdvidddibhdshdydm.

The whole passage as printed by Burnell, is full of errors and unauthorized alterations by a
Tamil copyist; I therefore transcribe it below

Tadryathdj DTdvidddi-'hhd8hdydm’‘€va tdvad'VyaThjandnia-d)hdslid--;pades'hu svardnia-vibhaTcti-

Btrt-pratyayddid{ial]pandbhih sva'^bhdshdnur^pdn-arthdn pratipadyamdndh drisyante^ Tad-pathd,

odanam chor ity-uMe chora-^pada-vdohyam Tcalpayanti^ Panthdnam atar ity-ukte atara iti

halpayitvd dhuh, “ Saiyam^ dustaratvdty atara eva panthd,"^^ itu Tathd pdp-iahdam pa&drdniam
sarpa'-vachanam ; akdrdntam halpayittjd^ ^'‘Saiyam^ pdpa eva asau^* iti mdanii, Emm mdl-sabdam
sCri'-vachanam mdld iti kalpayiivd^ Saiyam^ iti dhuh* Vair-sahdam cha rephdntam uclara^mcka-

nam vairi-sabdefia pratydmndyam vadanti, Satyam^ sarvasya hskudhitasya aMrye pravartandt

tidaram vairidcdrye pravartat iti. Tad-yadd Dravidddi-bhdshaydm tdrikt svachchliandakalpand

tadd Pdrast-Barbara- Tavana-Eaumahddi-bhdshdsu him vikalpya him praiipatsyante iti na vidmak^

The passage occurs in Kumdrila's discussion of Mhndmsd-sdfra I. fiV. 9 choditam tu pratiyeta

avirodhdt pramdnena. This sdtra ordains that words borrowed from mlechchha languages and
used in the Yeda, ought to be understood in the sense they have in the mlechchha languages and
not to be ascribed new- meanings based on the Niruhta. Sahara gives four such words in illus-

tration, piha^ cuckoo
;
nema^ half

; tdmarasa, lotus and Saia, a hundred-holed, round, wooden
bowl—these words, having been borrowed, according to Mimdihsa tradition, by the Yedic Eishisfrom

mlechchha tongues. Discussing this question further, Kumar ila uses the opportunity for airing his

knowledge of five words from the Mlechchha tongue, Tamil, which he, no doubt, had casually

picked up from some Tamil man. So he says that when the Aryas hear mlechchha words, they

add to or drop from them some sounds and make them resemble Sanskrit words, though not
necessarily of the same import. “ Thus in the Dravida, etc., language, where words end in a con-

sonant, ( the Aryas ) add a vowel, a case inflection, or a feminine suffix and make them resemble

significant words of their own language. Thus when food is called c7^or, they turn it into chQra\ when a

road is called atar^ they turn it into atara and say, * true, a road is atara^ because it is dmtara^

difficult to cross’. Thus they add a to the wordp^ p ending inp and meaning a snake, and say, ‘ true,

it is a sinful being/ They turn the word mdl meaning a woman into and say, it is so. ’ They
substitute the word vairiin place of the word vair^ ending in r and meaning stomach, and say, * yes,

as all hungry people do wrong deeds, the stomach undertakes to do wrong (vairi^ actions/ When
such changes are freely made in the Dravida, etc., language, what changes can foe made in Persian

Barbara, Greek, Latin and other languages, and what words can be got thereby, I do not know.”

It is to be noted that Kumarila misquotes four of the five Tamil words he gives. Three out

of the five do not in Tamil end in a consonant, but in u, and Kumarila clips the final short vowel

as North Indians do in speaking Sanskrit words and imagines his mutilated form to be the Tamil

form. Besides he drops the nasal of the word for snake, perhaps for fitting the word to the point

to be illustrated. The Tamil words are chom more properly iom, pdmbUf vayiru^ the final vowel

in each case being u made with the lips unrounded. By the word Mdl, said to mean woman.

Kumarila perhaps means Tamil ammdly woman. Perhaps he heard women called Stiammdlt

Mahgammdft etc., and broke them up into Stid-^mdl, Mangd-^mdl and thus arrived at the word mdl..

The only word Kumirila quotes correctly is atar, more properly, adar, a word not now used in

Tamil speech, so far as I know, except perhaps in some dialect unknown te me. From a Tamil

dictionary, I learn, it means ‘way/ and adarkbi means highway robbery. It is curious that the

only word Kumarila gives in a correct form is aii obsolete word.

The misreadings of Burnell’s copy are also interesting. The copyist was, no doubt, a Tamil

man for, not knowing the word atar, he boldly substituted nadai, and has thus turned the remark

about atara into nonsense; and not being able to trace Kumurila’s mdl, be changed il into d/, a man*
I am not able to explain the dJf in Kumarila's Dydmdidi-bhi$M. Probably it is an expletive

meaning nothing.
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THE REAL AUTHOR OF JAYAMANGALA, A COMMENTARY ON
VATSYAYANA’S KAMASUTRA.

BY PANDIT OHANDEADHAE GITDERI, B. A.; AJMEE.

In Mahamahopadliyaya Pandita Durga Prasadaji’s edition, Yatsyayaaa’s Kdmasutra is accom-

panied by a commentary named Jayamaugala, therein ascribed to one Yasodhara. At the end

of erery adhydya^ the colophon is as under

—

^rc4:gi[ I

3Tf^(^fR:5r n

To me it appears clear from the above that the commentary, named Jayamangald^ was not

the work of Yasodhara, who occupied himself, during his separation from a cultured lady, in

writing out the hhdshya, immediately after its corresponding text. The commentary existed

before him, but was separate from the text of the Sutras^ Yasodhara whiled away the days

of his separation by putting the text and the commentary together. For this labour he has been

amply rewarded, by being called the author of the old commentary for hundreds of years I

To the second edition of Kdmasutra^ Pandit DurgAprasMaji’s son has added an appendix

containing the commentary on the last book which in the former edition was without it. This

part of the commentary is printed from a Yizianagaram manuscript, audits colophon is—

fiN 1 3Trft?f= 1 ^

Here we come across at least one manuscript of the commentary not tampered with by this

worthy. From a close examination of the commentary one finds another interesting thing. This

long colophon, giving the autobiographical details of the redactor, is found at the end of every

adhydyat but at the end of every p^^akarana^ there is another pithy colophon incorporated in the

text. The text is doubly divided into prakaranm and adhikaranaa as well as into adhydya^. The
text marks the end of adhydyas and adhikaranas by a colophon which the redactor follows, while

the original commentator seems to have marked the ends of prakarana^ only. He did not think

much of the division of the text into adhydyas also, when it was already divided into praTcaranas

and udhiharanaSi for he says

—

5nnv^(raro?52tFr 5!^*^ ft 1
I (p. 9)

111 Pandita Durgaprasadaji’s edition, these pithy colophons are not given for the first four

alJiydyas, which are the same as the first four praharanas. At the end of the fifth adhydya, which

is also the end of the fifth prakarana and first adhtharana^ the colophon

SRTW occurs in one MS^ consulted and not in others; but after that these

praharana endings regularly occur. From this I suppose that they were removed when a

prakarana and an adkydya ended in the same place, to make room for the bigger and newer

colophon but when the prakarana endings did not coincide with the adhydya endings they were

allowed to stand.

I find further evidence of the fact that Yasodhara was not the author of Jayamangald from
a commentary of Kamandaki’s NUisdra, published in Trivandrum Sanskrit Series No* XIY.
This IS also named Jayamangald^ but its author is Sankararya.

The following is the first verse of the Jayamangald on Yatsyayana—

Compare this with the second verso of Sankarirya’s Jayamangald on Kamandaki

srr^ *n1^*t*r CT^i^rr: ffrof; |
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Not only the names and the beginning verses, but the general styles of both the Jayamahgalds

are similar. Both discuss questions of grammar in the same way and explain, criticise or quote

references in the same spirited fashion of ancient commentators. Here is one passage from both in

which the words and phrases are almost the same—
Vatsy^yana :—

*

Jayamangald '

fT% I ^ 1 I ^
ffr «rfR I nuh: ^

I
1 ^rff^ i (p.24}

Kamandaki’s Nitisdra--

^rRTcT etc.

Safikararya’s Jayamahgald—
f 5TR I wr%f^sr%:5?rnTr ^ I ^

?r^^2rr ^T4t^5t^rfr?^rf%5Tr jfr ^^5i:»Trw*rR i ^f^|»^-
fRFfR 5r?rRFr^3£r «r?Trf^ sgrrcfr ^Enarq- ^^rPncflf^:
^rr%% \ ^ 5RT^- (p. 20.)

Unless these be cases of unconscious similarity, I propose to conclude that Hankararya
commented on both the Arthasdstra of Kamandaki aud the Kamasdstra of Vatsyayana. He named
both his works Jayamahgald, just as Maliinatha’s commentaries on Kalidasa are called Sanjtvant.

MISCELLANEA.
THE HA.EA.PPA SEALS.

Out of the three Harappa seals, the facsimiles

of which have been published by Dr, Eleet in the

July issue of the Journal of the Eoyal Asiatic

Society for 1912 on the plate facing p. 700,

1

propose here a tentative reading of the seal

marked B, viz.

The letters may be called ** Later Indian Hiero-

glyphs/’ Distinctively pictorial traces linger

here only in two cases : the fish-picture letters on
the seals (A and 0),^ and the tree-like letter in

the legend of the seal B. The characters, on the

whole, are nearer the system of the old Br^fhmi

than their pictorial predecessors.

No reading could be offered with any definite

amount of certainty until specimens of these

characters are available in much larger numbers.

Adopting the Brfi«hmi order I propose a reading

of the legend of the above (B) Seal as;

lo~ha-vya-d%

And reading it from right to left we get

:

Dt-vya-ba4o^

I take the first letter (in the latter order) to be
derived from the picture of the dhanu, bow,
and representing da or dha, the two bars
standing for the mdird i as attached to the da.

The second figure I propose to read as vya^

^
standing for v, and for fa. The

original hieroglyph for va was probably a repre-

senfcation of the vtnd, lute, and for ya, one of the

yo7ii, as suggested by Cunningham.

The next symbol,

(See legend)

from which the Br&hmt a seems to have

CD
I

I think, represents ^a,

come down. The original figure, it appears, re-
produced some particular kind of tree. The last
character may be read as lo, as Dr. Fleet has
tentatively read the same character in the seal 0.

The Brahmi la

predecessor in the

^probably has

Harappa la,

its

K. P, JXYASWAL

^ The figures on A and O have been oonjeotnred to be either that of a deer or bull. The long tail and the
hooves in O indicate that it is an attempt at representing the cow. The blurred portion between the hind legs in O
probabbr repre^nted the udder. There is a touch of domesticity in the little cover over the animal, like one seen
np-conntry over the * begging cows’ of Jogls, and in the mark of a vessel below the mouth of the animal. Thera
seems to be also a band round the neck.

* On the same principle 1 would read the legend of CX as s

Ta-pfi-lo-mo-lo-gocat^ipura-mayur^a f
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A FEW BEKAEKS ON PBOFESSOB PATHAK'S
PAPER ON DANDIN, THE NTASAKABA AND

BHAMAHA.
In his paper on “ Dandin, the Nyasakara and

Bhamaha/M9^^e, Yol. 2LI p. 232, Prof. E. B.

Pathak has said; **Mr Narasimhachar quotes

from this verse the words

and would have us believe that the

second word in this verse is the name of

Pdjyapada’s commentary on Panini. This view

is amply refuted by the Hebbur plates, which

describe king Durvinita

;

Bp.
Car,, Yol. XIZ, p. 17. * He who was restricted to

the path of eminence by the words of Deva
[Devanandin], the author of the Sccbdduatdra/

I do not think I have taken the word

as the name of Pdjyapdda^s commentary on

P%ini, A reference to my paper^ will clearly

show that I have taken the word in the sense of

a commentary on grammar.

With regard to the passage quoted from the

Hebbur plates, it has to be mentioned that the

interpretation put on it is no longer tenable, the

passage making no manner of reference to either

Devanandin or Ms Sadddvafdra, In a set of

copperplates,® recently discovered at Gummared-
dipura, Srinivasapur Taluk, Kolar District, which

is dated in the 40th year of king Durvinita

reign and may he assigned to the early part of

the sixth century, the corresponding portion

inins thus

:

This makes it quite plaiu that Durvinita was
himself the author of a Sabddvatdra, as also of
a Sanskrit (DevahMratt) version of the PaiSdcM
VadMmihd or Bnhatkathd of Gun^dhya and of

a commentary on the fifteenth sarga of the Kira-
tdrjumya. We thus see that there is no ground
at all for the supposed connection or contempora-
neity of Devanandin or Pdjyapdda with Durvi-
Bita. The passage from the Hebbur plates,

which are of a later date than the Gummareddi-
pura plates, can now be confidently corrected

thus

:

That Durvinita was the author of a commentary
on the Kirdtdrjuniya had long been known, but

his authorship of the other two works is gathered

for the first time from these new plates. It is of

considerable interest to know that there came
into existence, though unfortunately it has not

come down to us, a Sanskrit version of the

BriliMkathd as far back as the 6th century A. D.
The versions now extant are those of Somadeva
and Kshemendra, of the 11th century, and that

of Budbasvami, styled BHhaikatM-iloha-sam-

graha, recently published in Paris by Prof.

P. Lacote, who is of opinion that it was com-
posed between the 8th and 9th centuries.®

Prof. Lacote also writes to me : “I believe

Budhasvd.mm^s work is based on an older Sans-

krit version of the Brihatkatha, for his version

shows by the side of traits relatively modern
traces very curious of archaism.’^ This earlier

version may in all probability be Durvinita’s.

Further, as shown above, the Bahddvaidra

mentioned in the passage quoted from the

Hebbur plates, is a work by Durvinita himself.

It is true that Pfijyapada's Nydsa on Ptoini is

also named Bahddvatdra in a Mysore inscription,

dated A.D. 1530, which is quoted by Prof.

Pathak, but this work must be quite different

from its namesake referred to above. The latter,

which has not likewise come down to us, may
have been a Nydsa on Panini just like Pdjyapa-
da’s; and it is just possible that Bhamaha’s
reference is to this work, though, from the nature
of the case, it is not possible to lay much stress

on the point.

Prof. Pathak says : “ Eakrilagomin was
Reverend Rakrila, a Buddhist, and his son
Bhamaha was also a Buddhist.'' It is not clear
on what evidence this assertion is based. If

Bh5,maha were a Buddhist, we might reasonably
expect some clue, however slight, to his religion
iu the illustrative stanzas, which, according to
him, were composed by himself. On the contrary,
we find in these stanzas references not only to
the stories of theEdmdyana and the MaMbMrata
hut also to the deities ^iva, Yishnu, Govinda,
Parvati and so forth. Further, in the fifth chap-
ter of his work, which deals with the logic of

poetry, occurs the expression ff •

I am not sure if a Buddhist would express such
an opinion.

Ante, Yol XLI, p. 90. a Mysore Archmlogioal Report for 1912, paras 65-69.
^ See his Essai sur Gund^hya et la ErMhatU, p. 147.
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AsBli^maba criticises tlxe division of ^ar^PTT into

and and as
these are found in the Kdvijddaria along with
several other varieties, Prof. Pathak has come to

the conclusion that Dancli is anterior to Bhdmaha.
He says further: ‘‘The justice of Bhainaha*s

criticism will be at once admitted if we recollect

that these numerous varieties are not recognised

by Sanskrit writers on Alamhdra, who succeeded

Bhamaha. Nor can it be urged against this view,

that Dandin copied these thirty-three varieties

from some previous author, since such a presump-

tion is rebutted by the fact that Nripatuhga has

admitted most of these upamds into his Kavird-

jamdrga II, 59-86.'' I venture to think that

Bandi could not have been the originator of the

above-mentioned varieties of nor can the

fact that most of them have been adopted by
Nripatuhga, a later writer, prove that he was so.

In the verse * Dandt clearly

admits his indebtedness to previous authors, and

as a fact, we find some of his varieties, e. gr.» K5=«|!-

’Wr and in the ITdtyaidstra^ of Bharata.

I may remark in passing that the well-known

line has now been traced to two of

BbS^sa's dramas, namely, Chdrudatia and Bdlacha-‘

rita, by Pandit Ganapati Sastn®of Trivandrum.

It is gratifying to note that Prof. Pathak,

following a different line of argument, has come

to the same conclusion as myself with regard to

the period of Dandi, viz,, the latter half of the

7th century,
R. Nasasimhachab.

SOME NOTES ON BUDDHISM.
Among- the problems regarding the origin and

history of Buddhism, the most interesting refer to

the original language of Buddhism and to the

prime original tradition npon which the various

schools into which Buddhism was early divided

have drawn. In tke year 1909 a little work of

the highest importance on the question of the

formation of the Pdli canon was published by

Professor Sylvain Levi (Les Saintes EcrUima du

Bouddhisme) which has been translated into

English by me . Professor Herman Oldenberg has

recently brought out Siudien Zur GeBchichie des

Baddhisiischen Kmon in which he fully recog-

nises the value and indispensable importance

of the Chinese versions upon which Prof,

Sylvuin Levi has relied, Prof. Oldenberg brings

out a few fresh points which will be studied with

interest by the schools of Ceylon, Siam and
Burma. He produces a number of parallels from

j

the Pali texts to the Divijdvaddna. He shows that

the Pdli school is mentioned by the Blvijdvaddmt.

He admits that the Pali is not the original

language of Buddhism and that the Pali canon
is translated from the M%adhi. He examines

carefully the Pischel fragment of the Sanskrit

Ahguiiara Nikdya, and, with the help of the

Chinese rendering furnished by Prof. Sylvain

Levi, is enabled to correct the P^li text; and
interprets the whole dijfferently from the con-

struing of the passage by Pischel. Both the

scholars emphasise the capital nature of the

critical study of Prof, Anesaki on the four

Buddhistic in Chinese. Prof. Oldenberg

devotes some pages to the literary history of the

Jdiaka and examines finally the history of the

canon as constructed by Prof. Sylvain Levi.

He is of opinon that the artists of the Bharhut
and the Saiichi Topes were acquainted with a
later version of the life of the Buddha than that

preserved in the Pali texts. He is of the same
opinion as Prof. Liiders that the original

language of Buddhism was the old Ardha-M%adh!.
A very interesting fact is the prohibition of

image worship by the Buddha as hinted at by

Prof. Oldenberg. It would be highly interesting

to gather together from the oldest portions of the

TipUaka direct interdiction of idol worship.

Another contribution of high value from the

same distinguished Professor at Gottingen is the

Stndien Zum Mahdm&tu which explores the

Sanskrit work and takes up the search for

parallels, where it was left by Prof. H. Senart and

Prof. Windisch. Though generally the Pro-

fessor is enabled to prove the superiority of the

P&li texts, he himself is the first to bring into

prominence such passages in PAli as have been

emended with the help of Sanskrit. A striking

instance of the MaMvasiu supplying a gap in the

I^li text, as published both in London and Siam, is

given at p. 131. Prof. Oldenberg gives ample

iustances where the Sanskrit text is more brief

than Pfili, and asserts that these are so many

I

exceptions which prove the rule. At times he

i himself is in doubt to decide which is the older.

* Kdvy^daria I. 2. ® KCivyamlU Gdition, XVI, 48-SO.

8 See hU edition of Bhka’s ^apnav^Uavodatiam, Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, No. XV, IntrodaeMon, p.XXIIL
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tlie or Sanskrit (p. 136). Here and tkere

Prof. Oldenberg finds traces of the prime canon

on which both the Pali and the Sanskrit are based

(p. 150). Prof. Oldenberg objects, in the light of

Central Asian discoveries, to the assertion of Prof.

Rhys Davids that the old vinaya had never been

translated into Sanskrit.

In the Journal Asiatique^ Sept, and Oct. 1912,

Prof. Sylvain Levi gives an exhaustive

study of the apramdda-varga and the Sanskrit

Pharmapada discovered by the Piljiot mission.

A very interesting fact deduced by Prof.

Sylvain Levi from the Chinese authorities is that

S. portion of the Bharmapada V7as translated

from Sanskrit into Chinese by a fire-worshipper

converted to Buddhism and ths.t tl^e MaMvastu
mentions the Dharmapada.

Perhaps of still greater value and interest is

the Professor’s dissertation on the pre-canonic

language of Buddhism in the Journal Asiatique,

Novem. and Decern. 1912. The conclusion of

his most fascinating study sejems to be that the

Asoka edict of Bairab mention^ portions pf the

Buddhistic scriptures in the language in which
they were first given out, that is to say, the

prime language of Buddhism. I hope to give a
more detailed notice shortly of Prof. Sylvain Levi’s

studies, which, if accepted, must greatly modify
our views of Ur-Buddhism and its language.

« * «

Theorie de$ dome causes by Prof. L. de la

Valle Poussin is his further study of the
Buddhist theory pf the praiityasamuipdda.

The Professor uses, besides the P&li canon, the

Tibetan ShaiisiamhasutTaf and Sanskrit works
among them the invaluable AhMdharmaleosha of

Vasuhandhu. Sanskiitists interested in Buddh-
ist philosophy wiU be glad to learn that the
Belgian Academy will soon bring out the third
JsosJia and that Prof. Sylvain Levi is engaged on
the first dealing with u^nana and shadayatana.

the Baudhdyana-dharma^s'&tras. This same word
K^raskara is met with in the 44th Chapter of the
Karnapaream of the Mahdbhdrata, In both these
places, this word is used to denote a tribe of
barbarians. Baudhdyana has prescribed an ex-
piation for those who might have incurred the
guilt of visiting the country of these people.
Dr. Biihler thinks that they must have lived
in the South. {Vide, note on p. 148, Sacred Books of
the Bast, Yol. XIY). This ingenious suggestion,
if accepted—and we for ourselves see no objec-
tion to it—enables us to throw a new and a better
light upon the 156th s<dtra MraskaronrihsTiah
occurring in the first pdda of the sixth Chapter of
Panini’s Ashtddhydyt. TJie P^raskarddi group
also includes this word K^rasakara, which stands
second there. There is, therefore, no doubt, that
Panini knew the term Kdraskara, Some people
include it in the Kdskadi group, but this is not
generally allowed. The expression SMra Kdras^
karo vrikshah means a tree growing in the country
called Kdraskara and itself having the same name.
P^ini,^ we thus clearly see, well knew two facts

(1) that Kdraskara was the name of a country and
(2) that the trees from that country were also
called kdraskara. Of course, if the suggestion
that Karaskara mpst be some southern country-
lying to the South of the Yindhya mountains—be
approved, then we may surely say that this
soi^them country called Karaskara was known to
panini, who, moreover, knew that a very precious
kind of timber was beipg imported from that
country into Northern India, in his time,

(2) Now, Baudhayana tells us that Kdraskara
is the name of a barbarian tribe. Let us try to
find out, who these people must have been and
what must be the present corruption of their
name. We think that these Kdraskaras of the
time of Panini and Baudhdyana are the present
Kdtkaris of Mahdrdshtra. The name Kdtkaria
can be derived thus;—

G. K. Nasiman.

KABASKABA QB the KATKAEI TEIBB.
{Translated from Mr. F. K. Bajwade’s Maratlu

essay.)

(1) Along mill the words irat^ Panndra,
Bau'rira, Yahga, Ealihga and Frdndna, expressire
of those countries and their peoples, the word
K&rasiaraalsooccnreinth6l4ths<Sfi-aofthe second
ian^M in the first adhffdya of <he first pra^na of

s % 'll w, ,,, T #

As at present, so in ancient times, these Kdtkaris
used to Eve in the Mahdkdntdra to the south of the
Yindhyas and the country which they occupied
came to be called Eluraskara after them. The
derivation of this word given in the Bombay
Gazetteer is thoroughly untenable. PSnini thus
must have known the ESraskara countay, the
Kdraskara tree and possibly also the Kdraskara
people.

K. 0. M.

» Bharat-JUhasa’SamOtoi^cik-Mttndal Vol, HI Part I|.
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THE TABNEB PLATES OP BHDDHABAJA

.

In December 1912, I discovered at Vadner in

the Chaador TMuka of the N&sik District; a set

of two copperplates. They contain a grant

issued by Buddhar^ja, son of Sankaragana, son

of Krishnardja of the Katachchuri family of

Central India, which appears to be an Imperial

dynasty.

The characters belong to the southern variety

of alphabet and resemble those of the Abhona'

plates of Sankaragana and the plates of ©uddha-
raja found at Sarsavnt*, a village 4i miles from

P&dra in the Barod^ State. These last bear the

date, the 15th of the dark half of K^ika of the

year 361 of the Kalachuri era. The Yadner
plates record an earlier grant, dated Bhddrapada

Buddha irayodait of the year 360 of the same er^

The date does not admit of complete verification.

Attention is invited to Dr. Kielhorn^s remarks on

the Sarsavni plates of Buddhar^ja. (Bjp. Ind.

Tol. YI. p. 295). Diw4n BahMur Pillai of Madras

has kindly furnished me with three dates, viz,

(1) A. D. 607, Friday, Uth August, (2) A. D, 608,

Thursday 29th August, and (3) A, D. 609, Tues-

day 19th August, one of which corresponds to that

occurring in our grant. I am inclined to accept

the third or the last date.

The Kalachuris^ are mentioned in the Miraj

grant, the Nerfir plates (Anip Yol. YII, p. 161),

the S^kh^dd plate of SSrutilla (Bp, Ind., Yol II,

p. 23), the Aibole^ and Mah§,kfita® or rathiKP

Makutesvara column inscriptions.

The last record states that BuddharUja was
defeated by Mangalisa of the Chalukya dynasty,

who took possession of all the wealth of the

former. From this® one is apt to suppose that

the power of the Kalachuris of Central India
was crushed for ever. But the Sarsavni and the

Yadner plates prove that Buddhar4ja must have
made good his resources, and reclaimed at least

the territory from Gujar&t to the Deccan, which
probably formed the integral part of the empire.

The Yadner charter was issued at the request of
Queen AnantamSh&yi by the illustrious Buddha-
r^ja while his camp was pitched at Yidisa, It

was made for the purpose of defraying the cost

of the five great sacrifices^ hali, charu, vaiivadiva,

agniliMra and others. The name of the dHta&a

(messenger for the conveyance of the grant) is

Prasdiyavigraha,^ the great officer appointed

over the army, and that of the writer is Mphita®,
the minister who bad to look to the arrangement

of peace and war.

The donee is Botasv^min or Bodasv&min of the

Y&jasaneya-M&dhyandina school and of E^lyapa
gdira, and a resident of Yatanagara, doubtless the
modern Yadner in the Oh&ndor idlukd. It was
the headquarters of the hh6ga of that name.
Vada is the Prakrit form Of Yata and nagara is

shortened into nir. We thus get Yadner, The
village granted said to he near Bhattaurika,

which may very possibly be Bh&tgaon about

9 miles from Yadner.®

As my paper on the Yadner plates will be
pnbli^ed later on, it is needless to dilate on other

points here. The abovfe summary is given, as

antiquanans are always naturally anxious to

learn the salient facts mentioned in an ancient

inscription newly brought to light.

It will be noted that the present grant is

only the third known issued by the imperial

EalAchuri family.

Y. B, Gupt®,

BOOK-NOTICE.

A Primbe of Hinduism by J. W. Fabquhae, Second

Edition. Oxford XJniversity Press; London, Henry

Frowde, 1912.

This is a remarkable book both on account of

its contents and its authorship, for it has been

written by the Literary Secretary of the National

Council of Young Men’s Christian Associations^

in India and Ceylon, and it is a careful and

competent historical account of that form of

religion, which is known as Hinduism, ^he
reader is taken successively through the prehis-

toric period, when primitive animism was
first developedjn the family, to the Yedic times

and the rise of the priesthood and theology*

I £p. Ind., Yol TX. pp. 296 to 800. .
* ,* * Md., Vol YL, pagw 294 to 306.

* Dr. Fleet has shown that the forms Kalatsdri, Kalachuri, Kajaohuri, ^tarohohuri and Kt|acholiuri sr#

identical and are applied to the same family (Anftf. Tol. XIX, p. 16).

* Ep» Ind,, Tol. VI, pp. 1 to 12. page# 7 to 29,

® The date of the Makutesvara oolunai^soriptionlfe X2ih Apr^602 A, D, or ^ertabonls#
T Prasahyavigraha is also the dHtakanf the Sarsavpi ^ant *

» Anu, Tol. XIX, p. 9.

*

* Xiime
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Thence to the philosophic period and the forma-

tion of the religions doctrines, which laid the

foundations of Hinduism as a distinct form of

belief, with its oJ&hoots of Buddhism and

Jainism, and to the scholastic period, when the

doctrine became defined in authoritative writings

and manuals. The author then passes on the

period of the deification of heroes, whichhas had

so great an e:ffecb on the Hinduism of to-day and

on its allied religions, and to the days oi which he

calls decadence, giving birth to the exclusive sec-

tarianism from which ilndia has never recovered,

despite the efforts of the great general ojMihodox

sects and of the unorthodox eclectic reformers

that arose in mediaeval times, with their doctrines

of faith and pure deism. And finally he deals with

the modem revival of Hinduism as a patriotic

stand against the enormous influenccf of West-

ern ideas on the populace since the advent of^

British rule and the Christian Missionaries,

All the vexed questions involved in such a

survey are treated with historical fairnSBss and

wide knowledge and with true sympathy. The

style is clear and brief. The reader is shown

the history, religion and literature of each

period, with Illustrative readings and delightful

representative texts, and there ^e also a^fetached

to each chapte^a series of most careful'**tables,

exhibiting in the. briefest and clearest form"

possible sucb points as caste, orders of Brahmans,

the growth of the Yedas, the chief school^ and

their Brahmanas^ Hindu chronological ideas, the

UpanisJiads, Sruii or the Hindu Canon, the Mtras,

the Manuals of the Tedio Schools, the Buddhist

Tipiiaka, the chronology of the Incarnation, the

systems of Hindu Pljilosophy, the Bectarial

Literature, the Vaishnava, Saiva, Xrishnaite, and

Bhdgavata Schools, and the mediaeval reformers.

There are also useful chapters on the outline

of the history of the Hindu family, Indian

asceticism, modern Hinduism as anystem, the

animism of the outcaste classes, and the Hindu
social organization.

To missionaries who would learn sornething of

the religious idea^that dominate those amongst

whom they work, and to all Europeans who
would wish to understand, even dimly, the

mental attitudes towardsreligion^f those among
whom they dwell or with whom they come in

daily contact in India, this hook is an invaluable

0vaiUmecum. “

R. 0. Temple.

History of Attrangzib. Mainly ^fsed onBeusian sour-

ces By J H, SiJteAB: 2vols. M. C. Sarke^-& Sons,

Calcutta 1912. Bs. S-8. * 5s. net.
^

These two volumes compiise^stn reality the

reigns of Shdh Jahan and Aurangzeb, and their

main value lies in the fa^ that they bring before

the stpdent the first connected authentic account
of these two reigns. Hitherto, all that has been
available to the English enquirer of an authorita-

tive nature, apart from Lane-Poole"s monograph
in the Rulers of India series, are the disconnected

translations of Elliot from vernacular authors,

which have the further disadvantage of being
out of strict chronological order and very difScult

to collate.

The book is well put together and the foot-

notes are of special value, as they not only give

chapter and verse for the statements in the text,

but provide an extensive bibliography which can-

not but be of the greatest assistance to the stu-

dent of this period of Indian history.

It is pleasant to observe that the author warmly
acknowledges his indebtedness to the assistance

afforded him by the late Mr. William Irvine, to

whose unselfish generosity many other writers

on Indian historical subjects have owed so much.
On the other hand, the unpleasant feature of

the book is the absence of an index, for which
the long list of contents does not compensate the

student. One knows how much it goes against

the grain of the true Oriental to concoct an ac-

curate index, but when it comes to the author ^s

turn to dive into as many volumes as the present

writer has had to consult in the course of his

historical studies, he will realize the supreme
value of a competent index in saving time and
labour.

R, 0. Temple.

0Ieantha-Pbai>ab8a»i (Nos. 8'4-S9). Edited and pub-
lished by S. P. V. Banoawathasvami Abyavara-
*QUisir. Printed by G. E. Keishna Murty, at the

Arsha Press, Vizagapatam.

The editor of this monthly is not unknown to

"the readers of this Journal, In the numbers re-

ferred to are published Prdkrita'Sarvasva of M^r-
kandeya-kavindra and Aphorisms of Jaina Prakrit

Grammar of Trivikrama, No pains seem to have
be^ spared in properly editing these works.

I^Some of the works so far published in this

monthly are Sriharsha’sI>i?ir%a5-/tofi)^a, Agastya’s
Sabda»samgre^, Samkara’s Sarnyami - ndma-
mdliJcd, Appayy^ Dikshita’s Prdkrita^mani-d^pa^

jitAnnaihbhattars Mitdksliard, and DwyasdricTiari-
tarn. He also contemplates editing Ml.dhavd-

i^5h§»rya^s Ehdkshara-ratna-mdld, MahMeva^s Upa-

\^arga-vargaf Sesha-Sri-Krishna’s Pada~chandrikd^
IMndda-jS^ydyahh^liana, and so on. There can
thus be no doubt that Mr. Ranganathasv^min’s
one ann appears to be to publish rare and
*%aluable ^gpskrit works. And now that the old

^Kdvyamdld is all but extinct, the value of his

monthly can scarcely be overrated especially as it

*is being so well edited by him.

D. R. B.
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THE OBSOLETE TIN CURRENCY AND MONEY OF THE
FEDERATED MALAY STATES^

BY SIB B. C. TEMPLE, Babt.

{Oontinuedfrom p. ISo.) *

.APPENDIX IV.

Extracts from various autlioritias relating to the
Tin Currency of the Malay Peninsula^

’

,
I.

w
Denys, A Descnptire Dictionary of British Malaya, ISOi,

S, D. Money. A great variety o! £mall coins of brass, ^jopper, tin and zinc are in circulation

throughout all the (Dutch) Islands. -Tim most frequent of fliese is the Dutch doit, of wiiich

about 300 ought to go to a Spanish doSar. The intrim|c val»* q_f all such coins, however, has no
relation to their assumed one, and being usually over-issued, they art generally at a heavy
discount. ^ ,

The small coins of Kedah are of tim.^^^liey go under the nqnie of tra (stamp, impression).

Of these 160 are filed on a filament of rdttau, of which' 8 strings (tali), or 1280 coins, are

considered equal to a hard dollar. ^
Chinese cash are often known as pitis by the Malays. This was the name of tlie ancient

coins of Java, and is a frequent appellation f«r money in general, as well as for small changt

.

Chinese coins of this description were found in the ruins of the ancient Singapore, of as early a

time as the tenth century, and we have the authority of the first European that visited Borneo
proper, the companion of Magellan, that «iey were the only money of that part of the Archipelago
‘ The money, ’ says Pigafetta, ‘ which the Moors »Be in this country is of brasy, with a hole for

filing it. On one s'de only there are four characters, which represent the great king of China.
They call it picis’ (Primo Yiaggio, p. I2ij). ^

The absence of^all other current coins than such as are now mentioned, previous to the arrival

of Europeans is testified to by the Portuguese historian (Barro),'and this even in Malacca, the most
considerable trading emporium in thq Archipelago. The enterprising Albuquerque, before ho

quitted that place after its conquest proceeded to supply this deficiency , , . ']ie ordered

money to be coined, for in the country gold and silver passed only as merchandise, and during the

reign of the king Muhammad there was no otlirf coined money than that made from tin, which

-served only for the ordinary transactions of the market. * (Decade, II. Bk. 2, ch, 2),

II.

Neiohold, Political and Statistical Account of the British Settlements

in the Straits of Malacca.

8 roU. 1S39.
*

Vol. II, p. 94, The following extracts from treaties made bw the Dutch |hew that th(>y did

not fail to profit by this opportunity of increasing the revenue of jfflacca. Article I. cf a treaty

concluded by the Dutch Governor, West Boelan, in council with the Chiefs of Eumbowa (Rem ban)

anif'Oalang (Klan^ dated Malacca, 24 January 1760 :
—“The tin being;j,the produce of Lingee

(Linggi), Rumbowe and Calang, without any exception, will be delivered to the Company

at 38 dolbrs a bahara of three pikuls, and this price will always continue without its being

enhanced. «

p.96. The Dutch resumed their monopoly, as we find from the 7th article of' a treaty,

dated, Nantng, 5 June 1819, between the Supreme Government of Netheiknds India and Rajah

All, the Panghulu and Ainpat Snku, of Rumbowe which ran “thus:—Rajah Ali, the Panghulu
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aud Ampat Suku, of Rumbowe, must give up to the Government all the tin from Lingee,
Sungie-tJjong, Rumbowe, and any place under their authority, without reservation. The
Gqvernment binds itself to pay 40 Sp. dollars per blara of 800 Jeaii of 370 lbs.”... On
the resumption of Malacca by the English in 1825, the tin trade relapsed into the hands
of private merchants.

jj. 100. The tin assumes the shape of the ingots of commerce, of which there are two kinds
common in Sungei-Ujong, tampanff and kepinp or bangha. The former weighs from half a Jcati to
two Icutif and the latter from 50 to 60 Isati * one katt is e^ual to one pound and three q^uarters

p. 103. According to Mr. Crawford {Hist, of the Indian Archipelago, 1820), the cost ©.f

producing a c^vt. of bangha^ tin is but £ 1 -2 - 8 , whereas the cost of producing the same quantity
of Cornish tin amounts to £ 3-4-7. The cost of a ewt. of the metal in Sungei-Ujong is estimated
by an intelligent native at £ 1-8-0 .

111.

J. R, A. S. .Straits Branch, No. 10. 32 Nos., Singapore,

1878-99.

p. 248. In a MS. collection of Dutch treaties prepared in Batavia under the orders of
Sir Stamford Raffles, while he^s Jiieut.-«Governor of Java the following engagement is to b®
found. It IS dated 15 August 1650, Oornelis van der Lyn being tlien Governor-General.
“ Contract with the Chiefs of Perak, dependent on Acheen, stipulating that the exclusive tin trade
panted to the Company by the Ratoo of Acheen will likewise embrace the State of Perak

; that
is to say, that the same will in future be restricted to the Dutch Company and the inhabitants
of Achep, Yang-de-per Tuan, Sultan of Perak, further promises in obedience to the order
received from Acheen to direct all foreigners now trading at Perak to depart without delay with
an interdiction against returning hereafter. The Company to pay the same duty as at Acheen lor
the tin It shall expert, and the value of the tin -coinage to remain as it is at present : vh., 1 bidor
for J Sp. dollar, and 1 baharm of 3 pihul for 125 lidor^ or 3l^ Sp. dollars.

P. 247. c. 1651, The first named, Peirah ^Perak), is situated on the Malay Coast and is
subject to the Queen of Acheh (Aqjieen). The Establishment, which is under the control of an
onderkoopman is maintained by the E. Maatschappy solely for the trade in tin, which is obtained
for ready money or piece goods at the rale of 51 Rix-dollars the bahara.

I- .f n *1^“* for a bahara oftin the Dutch could pay 32 reals (dollars)
; the duty was 2 reals besides

i-rwf Sultan of Perak, dated1 . 65, the latter engages to seU all his tin exclusively to the Dutch » at the rate of c. 864 or Spdollars II 3 per (pikul of) 125 lbs., or per bahara of 375 lbs. Sp. dollars 84 ”
^

peralw 4?;it.^(lygt)"
Sp. dollars

IV.

^
^

Ilarsden, History of Sumatra, ed. 1811.

•+
timah is a very considerable article of trade Tbpinir>Aa

Z a/- Palembaug in SumatraStevens, Qiitde ic E, I. Trade 1775 ft? eawro
^

or 375 lbs. or 125 Bid" Cbidor).
’ -

’ ®’ ^ esa,o% the same thing! ‘'ThePecnl contains 100 Catty
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V.

Raffles^ Java^ 1830, VoL II. Appendist.

(1)

. p. lu footnote The pichia is a small tin coin, of which 200 mate a wong^ and 28 uang
arc equal in value to a Sp, dollar.

(2)

. p» clxvi.. In the local currency of Java, 10 copper doits mahe one wang (a small silver

coin) and 12 wang one rupee.r

(3). p. clxoii. The following tableos shows the current value of the diflPerent coins

circulating in Java

4 doits make 1 stiver

10 )» 19 1 dubbeltje

30 12 99 1 schelling

60 99 99 1 half rnpee (Batavian, Surat ox* Arcot)

120 99 19 1 rupee (ditto)

240- 99 99 1 American or Austrian dollar

[other variants]®®

68 doits make 1 half sicca rupee (Bengal)

126 94 99 1 sicca rupee

132 91 91 1 half Sp, dollar

164 99 99 1 Sp. dollar

190 99 99 1 rix-dollar (of account)

312 99 99 1
If

old ducatoon

320 H 99 1 new ducatoon

From these tables can be deduced the following useful scales and inferences ;

—

(l)^ 200 pichis make 1 wang
28 wang „ 1 Sp. dollar

5600 pichis to the Sp, dollar the pichis here are Chinese cash.

Also 24 wang go to the dollar, making 4800 pichis to the dollar. The rix-dollar

account) would run 4500 cash to the dollar,

(2)

. 10 doits make 1 wang
24 wang „ 1 dollar

240 doits to the dollar .*• 2|- doit make 1 cent, and the doit is here the

Dutch cash,

(3) General scale-

doits

the dollar 4 doits make 1 stiver (cent)

10 2j stiver 99 1 dubbeltje (wang)

30 3 dubbeltje 99 1 schelling

60 2 schelling 99 1 half-rupee (siiku)

120 2 half rupees •9 1 rupee (jampal)

240 2 rupees 91- 1 dollar

240 doits to the dollar 2|- doit make 1 cent and the doit is here

the Dutch cash.

Selections only ; differently stated from Raffles for clearness.

Showing how easily the reports of observers of the old time can be misinterpreiod.
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Thomas Bowrey^ Malay Dictwnary^'^
, 1701

lOfch Dialogue.

(1) Achee.

16 Miams make 1 booncal

20 booncal n 1 cattee

cattee

pecool^®

booncal

cattee

pecool

bahar Malayo- ^

The bahar contains of English averdupoiz weight : 896 Z. 11 os, 14 gr. The booncal

contains of troy weight : 1 os. 8 dw, 23 gr.

The aforesaid is the Malayo weight, bat they also use the China dachin or stilliard for

great weights, which is accounted so :

—

coonderin

mas

tial

cattee

pecool

tial [tahily tale]

cattee

pecool

bahar Malayo
The China pecool contains of English averdupoiz weight : 131 1. 13 os. 12 dw. The tial

contains of Troy weight : 1 os. 4 dw, 1 gr.

*
(2) Bamjarmasseen

.

The weights used to wei^ gold and silver is accounted so :

—

8 matabooroong®8tr make 1 telae [tera, tra : Chinese prom]
6 telae „ 1 mas

mas „ 1 tial

The tial contains of Troy weight: 1 oz, 8 div. Ten mas is accounted a dollar weight, but if
the dollar wants 4 telae it is passable. One mas weight of gold is accounted the same value
as a silver dollar

; if so, 10 m is weight of gold, or one dollar weight of gold, is valued at ten
silver dollars, bat men may buy gold cheaper.69 The dust-gold is near equal in fineness to
English gold. For great weights they use the China stilliards.

(3) Succadana.

The weights used to weigh gold and silver is accounted so -

3 matabooroong make 1 telae

6 telae
,, 1 mas

3-6 mas „ 1 tial

^

For great weights is used the China dachin or stilliard. The tial contains of Troy
weight 1 oz 12 dw. 13 gr. The price of gold is 16 dollars a Hal

:

its fineness is near as
English gold.

(4) Passeer,
The weights used to weigh gold and silver are acconnted so

8 mataboorung make 1 telae

® tslae 1 mas
mas „ 1 tial

Maiahirunj, bird’s eye: airus seed. Cf. Milbnrn, Oriental Commerce 1813 Yol 11 n 41:5 wi,

ratin*'

n

^ 17*11 century 10 : 1 or less Foratio of gold to silver in the Far Fast at various periods see ante. vol. XXVI. p. 310.
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The tial contains of Troy weight: 1 oz^ 5 dw. 1 gv. The gold is

English gold, and is valued at 16 dollars the Hal, For great weights is

cattee: 100 cattee =; 1 pecooL The jo^cooZ contains of English averdupoiz

(6) Extract from a Letter about Merchandize,

Black pepper : 25 hahar^ each hahar 8 pecooU at 1 2 dollers the bahar

White pepper : 15 hahar

^

at 22 dollers the bahar

^

is

Dragon’s blood : 5 pecool, at 45 dollers the pecool, is

Bees-wax : 10 pecool, at 12 dollers the pecooly is

(]anes j
1000 ••• ••• ••• «,4 •••

Factorage of 1025 dollers, at 2 per cent

in fineness near the

used the pecool and

weight 119 pounds.

(dollars cents)

,300

330

... 225

... 120

29 48

20 12

VII.
1025^^

Chalmers, History of Currerhoy in the British Colonies, 1893.

p. 38^. For this settlement (Penang) the Company in 1787 and 1788 struck a silver

coinage consisting of rupees, with half and quarter rupees and copper cents, half cents and

quarter cents, . . • There were also ‘pice’ here usually of tin. For on 22nd March,

1809, a Government advertisement states that:—‘ whereas large quantities of spurious pice are

now in circulation in this settlement and Government having ordered a new coinage of pice

to the amount of 4,000 dollars, which with those that have been before coined at differei^t

times, by order of Government, will be sufficient for the purposes of general circulation.

Notice is hereby given that on and after the first of next month no pice will be received into

the treasury of this island, except such as have been coined by the order of the Government,

as before mentioned, so that 100 of which pice shall not weigh less than 4f catties of pure

tin.7i

Though the (E. I.) Company had established the rupee as the standard coin in Penang,

the trade relations of the settlement constrained the mercantile community to adopt as their

standard, not the Indian coin, but the universal Spanish dollar, the coin familiar to the

conservative races with whom they bad commerce. Therefore from the earliest days of

Penang, the dollar, not the rupee, was the recognised standard of value. Writing of this

Island Kelly says in his Universal Cambist of 1825 “ Accounts are kept in Spanish dollars,

copangs and pice, 10 pice make a copang and 10 copangs one Spanish dollar. The current

pice are coined in the Island. They are pieces of tin, 16 of which weigh a catty or 1| lb.

English. On the exchange of dollars into pice there is a loss of 2%.

p, 383. The Currency of the Straits Settlements is thus described in Low’s Bisertation

on jPenang, etc., in 1836 “ The dollar- is the favourite coin in the Straits. It exchanges in

the bazaars for a number varying from 100 up to 120 pice. At present it is pretty steady

at 106.^2 Indian rupees are also in circulation, but gold coins are hardly overseen. There

are also half dollars, and the divisions of the sicca [Government] rupee. A sicca rupee

exchanges in the bazaar for 50 pice on an average ’ [z. at par as a half dollar]. And

similarly Newbold in his Account of the British Settlements in the Straits of Malacca, 1839,

(says) . • • The most current copper coins are the cent, half and quarter cent, the

doit, the wang^ the wang bhara \hahaTu\, and the Indian pice.

n xhe total is really 1024 dollars 60 cents iuoludiniT “factorage/’

u This gires the r^itio of tin to silver as hh • 1. See next note.

The nominal local ratio of tin to silver was 10| : 1 to 10 ; 1* The actual ratio as shown by comparative

weighments of tin money and its silver equivalents {ante. p. 13) was 7^ : 1. The statements here show ratios of

5i, 6S, and 5 : 1 ; no doubt all due to local variations in the value of tin as stated in terms of silver money.
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pp. 38S-4. In 1835 the Company revised its currency legislation for the whole of its

territories, which included the Straits Settlements, and made no exception in favour of the

dollar-using colony when enforcing the establishment of the rupee as the standard coin, with

pice as subsidiary circulation. The first concession which the Company made to the require-

ments of the Straits currency was in 1847, when by Act No. VI, of that year it was provided

that the Indian Regulations shall not apply to copper currency of the Settlements of Penang,

Singapore and Malacca . • . But this concession was withdrawn in 1856. The

preamble of Act XVII of that year reads as follows :—Whereas the Company’s rupee

is by Act XVII of 1835 a legal tender in the Settlements of Prince of Wales Island (Penang),

Singapore and Malacca, but no copper coin except the half-pice issued under Act XI of 1854

is now legal tender of fractions of a rupee in that Settlement ... it was enacted as

follows from the 1st July 1855 t—

A pie (cash) should be the legal

tender in the Straits as 420 to the dollar

A half-pice 280

A pice^^ 140

A double pice 70

p. S8S^ (In 1863) Sir Hercules Robinson exposed the absurdities of the existing

regulations :—All accounts throughout the Straits Settlements, except those of the Govern-

ment, are kept in dollars and cents, but the smaller accounts are kept in the denomination of

rupees, annas and pies, causing thereby much needless labour and confusion in the financial

department.

p. S86, (On the transfer of the Colony from the Indian to the Imperial Government in

1867), the new local Legislation . • . under date 1st April 1867 passed the Legal

Tender Act of 1867, repealing all laws for making Indian coin legal tender, and declaring

that from Ist April ‘‘the dollar . . . shall be the only legal tender in payment or oh
account of any engagement whatever, except as hereinafter mentioned (t. e., as to subsidiary

silver coins) • . . The Act goes on to place limits of tender of . • . such copper or

bronze coins as may be issued by Her Majesty’s Mint or any branch thereof, representing the

cent or one hundredth part, the half-cent or two hundredth part or the quarter-cent or four

hundredth part of the dollar , . . Footnote, The rate at which the conversion of the old
into the new currency was to he effected was 220 rupees per 100 dollars#

VIII,

Hisioire de la navigation am Inde% Orientales par les FLollandois,

Par G, M, A, W, L, [Lodewijcksz Wzllen],

Amsterdam, 1609.*^^ [Translated,^

[Book I. relates to the First Dutch Voyage, 1595-7] fol. 30h. The Chinese live only at

Bantam . . . Those who live at Bantam are those who buy pepper of the villagers . .

. storing it until the Chinese ships arrive, when they sell it at two sacks for a caiti, that

is, 100,000 caxas [cash], for which they have bought eight sacks or more . . Eight or ten
of these ships come every year in January. . . . They bring the coin which has currency
over all the Island of Java and the neighbouring Islands

;
it is called cas in the Malay

language and pitis in Java. It is less than a denier,^® and of very bad alloy, being csst in a
mould. It is of lead mixed with the copper dross, and therefore so fragile that when a string

’3 Batio of tin fo silver # : 1.

These extracts contain the first report of the onrrenoy in the Malay Archipelago made to the Dutch. The
Prenoh in which the account is written is quaint and difficult.

At that time 240 denier went to the Uvra (quarter dollaT)=s960 to the dollar.
The text has ;

“ de plomb mesle d^esonme de ouivre ” [? zinc].
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of them is dropped, eight, ten, twelve, or more are broken. Also if they are soaked for a
single night in salt water, they stick together so firmly that half of them are broken.

This coin is cast in a mould in China, at the town of Ohincheu,^^ Bituated in twenty- five

degrees North Latitude, and they first began to take it there in 1690, at which date it was first

cast in a mould by order of King Hammion, the present ruler, because the King, who was
his predecessor, named Wontai, seeing that the cams which had been made for the preceding

twenty years by King Hoyjen had, to a large extent, filled the islands ;78 for they have

no currency in China, where everything is bought and sold by little pieces of silver which they

weigh by the conduri ^candareen^. These are little red beans having a black spot on

one side, called in Latin ahrus,

Fol Sia. The Chinese merchants bringing them [cash] from China in such a great

quantity and being able to pass them, invented this nasty little coin/® in order that by the use

and handling thereof, they might break them and use them up. Considerirg this, that King had

them made of an even worse quality, and strung them by a square hole in the middle, 200 together.

This they call a saiac and they are of the value of 3 Hards of our money. Five satao fastened

together make 1000 caxas which they call sapocou: 12,000-13,000 cams are bought for a real of

8 [dollar] .8® Few of the first caxas are found because they are nearly all used up, and in Java

they are no longer current. When they were first introduced, six sacks of pepper were bought

for 10,000, where now, on the arrival of the Chinese, they buy only two or cccasionally sacks

for 100,000 cams of the present currency . . ,

Now, because we have spoken of the weight co7idun\ it should be noted that a large number of

reils of 8 [dollars] are taken to China, which will not pass because no coin is current there. But

they cut them into little pieces, weighed by the above mentioned conduri^ ten of which make a

[gold] mas, and 10 mas make a tayel, which is as much as 12 ordinary reals [of silver]. si

IX.

Anonymous : Collection of Voyages undertaTsen hy tWDutcli Fast India Company^ Translated

into English [really paraphrased and extended from several authorities of all dates"\, London^

1703,

p. 137. Waiting for the payment of pieces of eight for caxias, which the Dutch had,

bought of them. These caxias are a kind of money of worse alloy than lead, of which they

string 200 together and calF^ it una sauia de caxias and oaxcus.

? Caohao in Tonquin. See Crawfurd, JUmhassy to Siam and Cochin China, 1828, p, 517.

This information and “history is of course only what fche Dutch were told locally.

Cf. Orawfnrd, Bmlassy to Siam and Cochin China, 1828 p. 243. “(At Hue} he brought ... 30 quans in

money. About 15 Sp. dollars in a miserable coin composed of zinc.”

Malay, sa-tahok, a knot on a string : sa-yeku, sa-paku, a string of cash: Tuie, Sobson-Johon, s, v, sa^iqt^ei

Crawfurd, Malay s, v. •gaku (=Cautonese paJs, a string of cash). Liard was an oldFrench copper coin, worth

apparently about an English penny on the above statement.

5 sa-takoh=l sorg^ku

c. 121 sorpeku =1 dollar 1 sa-geku= 8 cents

3 liard =5 sa4okok 1 Hard = It

1 cent = 1 penny 1 liard = I

The close connection of this scale with the sub-divisions of the tin ingot currency of the Malay Peninsula will

have become by now clear to the reader.

All this is copied by Mandelslo without acknowledgment in the fashion of his time in Voyages and

Travels to the E. Indies, 1630-40, in Davies’ tons. 1689, pp..ll7ff. It is also used in a Colleciion of Voyages of the

Dutch E, L Co,, 1703, pp. 198 f.

•*2 I. e., the Portuguese so call it. Um sauia de casdas come from Portuguese information and would mean a

“string” (sa^utas, one string or file) of cash. In the work quoted sauta is misprinted Santa and sapooou (sa-g^ku)

is misprinted sagoon.
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169* Though 140,000 caxas^ whicli is six score pieces of eight, were offered to make
him [a Dutchman] prisoner and deliver him to the Portuguese

:
[IIGCI- to the dollar].

p* 233. The small caxas are not current money in Bali, but only the great ones, 6,000

of which are worth a piece of eight,

X.

John Crawfurd, Journal of an Fmiassy to the Courts of Siam and Cochin China, 1828.

p, 617, The proper coined money of Tonquin and Cochin China is called a sopelz or

sapeque^ and formerly consisted of brass, but at present of zinc. It is about the size of an

English shilling, bears the King’s name in the Chinese character and has a square hole in the

middle for the convenience of being strung, 60 sapeks make a mas, and 10 mas one kwan

or quan [dollar] as it is more usually written. The two last are moneys of account

:

600 sapeks, which make a kwan, are commonly strung upon a filament of ratan and in this

manner kept for use, forming a bulky and most inconvenient currency. Ingots of gold and

silver, stamped by the Government are current in the Country, although not considered

coin • . . the zinc coin, as well as the gold and silver ingots are struck at Cachao, the capital

of Tongking. The punishment of death is inflicted for forging the former. The Sp. dollar is

current in Cochin China and valued at one quan and a half by the Government, The kwan o!

account according to the statement now given ought to be worth 55 cents or something more than

half a Sp. dollar, but its price fluctuates with the plenty or scarcity of silver, as may naturally he

expected. The price paid by the King for the metal, from which the zinc currency is struck, is

only 12 quam the picul: so that of course \t passes for infinitely more than its intrinsic value, and is

therefore an object oE considerable reveniie.s^

XI.

IBoxoring : Kingdom and People of Siam in 1855-1867.

Tot, II,, p. 34, [Cambodia—The King sent us] 30 chu-chu. This is the currency of the

country and a very inconvenient one it is. The only coin current in Cambodia besides , .

is the petis. This is made of an alloy of zinc and tin, very thin, and so brittle as to be easily

broken between the fingers. It has Chinese characters on one side and a square hole in the middle,

for the purpose of being strung on a cord like Chinese cash. The coin itself is Cochin- Chinese,

but is current over a great extent of country, including Cochin-China, Tongking, Laos,
Champa and Combodia, . • .

60 petis make 1 tean

10 tean „ 1 chuchu®^

7 chuchu „ 1 Sp. dollar

4200 petis to the dollar.

Ten chvxhu are generally tied together in a bundle for convenience of carriage : the weight of
the bundle is enormous, four of them weighing a piml. We received from the King 3 bundles—
their equivalent value being equal in Straits money to the magnificent sum of 4 dollars and 28
cents or thereabouts. It certainly looked a great deal, and was just about as much as a man
could carry.

{To he continued.')

This gives a scale 60 sapek ^ 1 znas

10 mas 1 kwan

600 sapek (cash) to the kwan.
Government reckoning, 400 cash to the dollar : actual relative value, 1200 cash to the dollar.

This exactly tallies with Cochin-China scale reported by Crawfnrd, »mra. No. X. Chuchoi Malav
etting, file [of pierced cash].

'
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KING CHANDRA OP THE MEHARAULI IRON PILLAR INSCRIPTION,
BY M. M. HABAPRASAD SHASTBI, M. A, C. I. E.; CALCUTTA.

The Meharauli posthumous iron pillar inscription gives the following historical informa-

tion

Chandra, an independent ruler conquered Bengal, crossed the seven tributaries of the Indus,

and brought Balkh within his sway. The southern boundaries of his dominions were washed by

the waves of the southern seas. He was a worshipper of Vishnu and he erected a flag-staff in

honour of that deity.

The inscription gives no information about his capital, his parentage and his time, but as the

characters in which it is incised belong to the early Gupta variety of Indian alphabet, he may have

flourished in the first century of the Gupta era.

The inscription does not give his surname. Any surname may be given to him. Baba

Nagendra Nath Yasu gave him the surname Varman, and Mr. Vincent Smith, the surname Gupta.

Mr. Vasu’s paper appeared iu the Proceedmgs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal^ for 1895, pages

177 to 180, and Mr, Smith’s in the J, R. A. /S, for 1897, pages 1 to 18. Mr. Vasu bases his

theory on the Susunia inscription of Chandravarman which he read from an imperfect impression

as follows

PusKkardmhuilMpafer MaMrdJa-'Srt-Siddhavarmmamk putrasya MaJidrdja'^^ri-Ghandramr^

manah Jsritih. Chakrasvdminah Pdsdgrendtisrishtak.

Mr. Smith bases hie theory on the fact that at that period there was no great king who could

conquer Bengal and Balkh at the same time, and on the fact that the inscription belongs to the

north eastern variety of Gupta character, Mr. Vasu says that this Chandravarman is identical

with the Chandravarman who was defeated along with other potentates of Ary^varta by Samudra-

gupta. Mr, Smith says that that may be true, but he cannot be the Chandra of the Iron Pillar, as

he is simply styled mahdrdjd which means a subordinate position. Mr. Vasu says if this Chandra

could conquer Bengal from the Pushkara Lake, how can he be a small king ? Mr. Smith replies that

Pushkarambudhi must be some place in Bengal or Assam, and not the Pushkara Lake.

I believe, I have stated the position of the two scholars on this point as far as a third person

can do. But some facts have since then come to light which have strengthened the position of

Mr. Vasu.

Mr, R. D. Banerjl very kindly sent me a good impression of the Susunia inscription. This

impression improves the reading given by Mr. Vasu in one point at least. What he reads

Fushhardmhudkipateh is really PushharandiUpateh. This makes a good deal of difference in its

historical bearing. Pushkarambudhi may or may not be the Pushkara Lake near Ajmer, It may

appear to matter-of-fact people absurd to call that small sheet of water, 7 miles from Ajmer, an

ambudhi, but Sanskrit poets are capable of such exaggeration. The latter part of the compound

word may lead men to think of the sea, which is close to Bengal though not to Assam. But all

these speculations have been set at rest by the new reading, Pushkaraiia is a city which still

exists. It is the second city in the Jodhpur State, and now stands on the border of the great

sandy desert.^ In the map given by Mr. Smith in his history of the conquest of Samudragupta,

vast tracts of the country round Pashkarana have been left outside these conquests. So even he

admits that there were independent kings in this part of India which Samudragupta did not or

could not conquer. There is nothing to prevent the suppositiou that Chandravarman king of

Pushkaraua conquered or raided the greater portion of Aryavarta and even Balkh but that

Samudragupta sent him away from Aryavarta, but could not conquer his home provinces in

Western India ;
and I believe this is the right supposition,

1 Its antiquity is vouched by the fact that an influential body of Brahmans in Western India go by the name

of the city.
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Another fact ha& also come to light which confirms Mr. Vasa’s theory, Babu Jaya Sanhai%

Vakil, Maudasor, has some property close to the city. While he was cultivating one of the

fields, his men turned up a stone which contained an inscription. It was immediately taken

possession o£ and kept in the house of the Subbah of the Province. In October last I saw the

stone and read it. But as my stay there was short, I was not quite satisfied with my reading,

Babu Jaya Sankar very kindly gave me two impressions which he liad taken on very thin paper.

But as I wanted to be quite sure, I applied to Dr. Marshall, Director-General of Archeeology in

India, and at his instance Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar has sent me an excellent impression. This stone

contains only half the inscription. It breaks up in the middle of a sentence. But the portion

that remains gives us a good deal of historical information. It was incised in the year 461 of the

Malava era, that is, 404 A, D., and it gives us a line of kings in Western India, m&. Jayavarman,

his son Simhavarman, and his son Naravarman, who was reigning in 404 A. D. Kow, this

Karavarmau is known to us from the Gafigdhar inscription, dated 426 A, D,, of Visvavaxman, who

was his son. Referring to the new impression of the Susunia inscription given to me by

Mr. R. D.Banerji, I find that what Mr, Vasa read Siddhavarman is really Simhavarman, written

exactly in the same way as the Simhavarman in the inscription discovered by Mr. Jaya Sankar.

In the Susunia inscription then, Simhavarman is the father of Chandravarman, and in the

Mandasor inscription of 404 A. D. he is the father of Naravarman. May not Chandravarman

and Naravarman be brothers ? They both hail from western India, they both have the surname

Varmaii, and the name of their father is also the same. They also come near to each other in

time,— Naravarman in 404 A. D. and Ohandravarman in Samudragupta’s time, which Mr. Smith

puts down from 345-380. But as his successor's earliest inscription is dated in Gupta Samvat

82, that is, 401 A. D,, his reign may have comedown to a few years later than 380 A. D,

Mr. Smith is wrong, I believe, in including Mandasor in the map of Samudragupta^s conquests.

For Naravarman and his son Visvavarman do not seem to have acknowledged any obligation to

the Guptas, The only inscription from Western Malwa in which a Gupta name appears is that of

• Bandhuvarman (436 A. D.), son of Visvavarman, in which Kumaragupta’s name is given first and

then that of Bandhuvarman, who is again extolled for his many good qualities, showing that the

subjection was not very hard. The line of Varman kings of Pushkarana would then run thus

—

Jayavarman

Simhavarman

Ohandravarman ITaravarman

Visvavarman

. .. I

Bandhuvarman,

reigning in subjection

to Kumaragupta,
It may be urged that the title of all these monarchs, namely maMrdja shows a subordinate

position. But is it a fact that mahdrdja always meant a subordinate position ? To whom would

Maharaja Jayavarman be a subordinate ? Naravarman’ s grandfather must have lived in 350

A. D. or thereabout. There was no big empire at that time in India, and, by the showing of

Mr. \ iiicent Smith’s map, Pokarna was never included in Samudragupta’s conquests, and yet

Siihhavarmau of Pokarna is styled a maMrdja^
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Mr. Vincent Smith may say that as it is not probable that a Maharaja of Pokarna should
invade distant Bengal, there must have been some Pushkara or Pushkarana in Bengal or Assam.
But then the burden of proving lies on him. Pushkaraa is a well-known place. The Susania
inscriptiou agrees in character with the Mandasor inscription of A. D. 404. The compound
letter m and h are exactly alike in both. They are records within a few decades of each other. So
unless the contrary is clearly shown, people have a right to believe that a Maharaja of Pokarna did
invade Bengal. It may be argued that while Ohandragupta I. and Samudragupta were powerful

monarcha and were extending their dominions on all sides from the capital at Pataliputra : how
could a king, however powerful, of Pokarna, conquer Bengal? But the Susunia inscription says

that Ohaudravarman of Pokarna did conquer that part of the country and erect the wheel there

;

so in spite of Ohandragupta and Samudragupta he did come there and conquer.

This may be possible only if it is considered that Ohaudravarman came to Bengal before the

victorious career of Samudragupta began. In fact, Samudragupta, in establishing his dominions

in Aryavarta, had to conquer Ohaudravarman. In ancient India and even in modern India power-

ful kings often had dominions distant from their home provinces. Dnryodhana had Ahga as

one of hta provinces, though in the intermediate space there were other independent sovereigns.

The feudatory states of the present day often have possessions detached from their main

possession. Shivaji had Tanjore far away from Poona. Similarly Ohaudravarman might have

possessions in Bengal.

It is much easier to believe that a Maharaja of Pokarna would invade or lead an army to

Balkh than to think that a Maharaja of Pataliputra would invade that country. The distance

between Pataliputra and Balkh is certainly much greater than the distance between Pokarjna

and Balkh or Pokarna and Bengal.2

The argument from palaeography, though very powerful when centuries are concerned, is of

very little force for shorter periods. That the iron pillar inscription is written in eastern variety

of Gupta character does not show that the inscription, necessarily belongs to a Gupta emperor.

The mau who inscribed the inscription may have known only the eastern variety of character.

The last argument of Mr. Vincent Smith is now given in his own words.

When to all these arguments is added this, that it is impossible to indicate any other sove-

reign of the period to whom the language could be applied the conclusion is inevitable that the

Chandra who set up the iron pillar was beyond doubt Ohandragupta II.

The inevitable conclusion depends upon one assumption that it is impossible to indicate any

other sovereign. But, with Simhavarman close by at Pokarna, having complete mastery of west-

ern India including western and even central Malwa, where is the impossibility of indicating

another sovereign ?

Mr. Smith admits that the wording of the iron pillar inscription departs widely from the

ordinary formula of the Gupta inscriptions, and yet he is convinced that the mysterious emperor

can be no other than Ohandragupta II. But others are not so convinced, and the probability of

the mysterious emperor being Ohaudravarman is now all the greater for the new reading of Pushka-

rana for Puskara in the Susunia record and the discovery of the new Mandasor inscription of 404

a‘d.

2 The Si8mii& insoripiion has the figure of a wheel before it. The wheel is pretty large and is complete with

epokes, nave and rim. The iuscription is meant to record the dedication of the wheel to Yish^u. The iron

pillar inscription records the dedication of a flagstaff to Vishnu. Both these are likely to be the work of one

devoted foUower of Vishnu. This is another argument in favour of the Candra of iron-pillar being Oandra Yarma.

Because the wheel and flagstaff are both sacred to Vishnu and one who erects a wheel is likely to erect a flagstaff

also. I t>ii-nTr the same donor dedicated other signs also sacred to Vishnu and some of them may yet be disooverd.
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MUKTAGIRI.i

BT HIBA LAL, B. A.; NAGPUB.

Muktasiei or Salvation Hill is what is called a siddha-hshetra of Jainas, whence crores

(35 millions) of Jaina devotees are said to have obtained nirvdna or salvation. Its old name is

said to have been Medhagiri or Sheep Hill, because a sheep happened to fall from its top, but

attained salvation owing to the sanctity of the place. It is referred to as Medhigiri in the

Jaina book Nirvdna-bkdhii, in which the following gdthd occurs :

—

Achchala^ura vara niyade

isdnai bhdya Medhigiri sihare

Ahuthihaya kodio niwdm.

gayd namo tesuh.

“ To the north-east of Aehchalapura lies Medhigiri Hill (whence) 3|- crores* attained •ratVvtfn,!.

I bow down to it.”

Achchalpura is the old name of Ellichpnr, to the north-east of which lies Mnktagiri, at a
distance of about six miles. It is included in the Betul district of the Central Provinces arid

is fifty-seven miles from Badnur, the head-quarters of the district. The hill is included within
the village of Thapord, and is about a mile away from the basti. It is reached by a country
road, passing between two mountains rising high on either side, and presenting a most pictu-

resque view to the passer by. These two hills, which are parts of the Satpuda range, meet at
the point which was selected by the Jainas as their sacred place, where as many as 48'

temples have been constructed, containing 85 idols of the various Tirthahkaras, the principal
one being PdrSvandtha. Below the hill there is a new temple built in which twenty-five idols
are enshrined, some being new and others being those of old temples on the hill, now brought
down below. The dates on these range from 1488 to 1893 A, D. The hill has two principal
groups of temples, one at the highest point, containing four temples, which enshrine only the
twenty-four pairs of charanas, or footmarks of the Tirthankaras or Jaina incarnations. As a
matter of fact, however, there are 26 pairs instead of 24. The main group of temples is at the
middle of the hill, and has a temple cut out from the rook. It is not exactly in the cave
style, the roof being ornamented with artificial arches. The central and the largest temple
is that of Pdrsvandtha with a golden pinnacle on its top. The image inside is canopied with
seven snake-hoods, one of which, the local tradition goes, was broken with a stick by Aurang-
zeb, whereupon a stream of blood shot forth, which restrained the iconoclast from making
further injuries to the idol. It is believed that until recently the blood mark was visible on
the broken hood, but somehow or other it has now disappeared. The temple was apparently
roofed, but a brick dome, as in almost all other temples, has been erected over it, fully on the
Muhammadan style. To the west of this temple there are three temples made of stone. One
has a small portico supported on four pillars, two of which belong to an old temple, which seems
to have fallen down. The carvings on these pillars are beautifully executed, especially the
one which occupies the south-west corner. It is ornamented with Uriimukhas and with car-
vings of bells suspended with chains, as also Jinas in standing and sitting postures. Inside the
teiaple, of which this forms the portico, there are broken pieces of pillars and sikhara, which
indicate the existence of an older temple here.

On a still higher level to the west of this temple is another old temple, which has an
underground terrace. This is rather in a decayed state, and has had to be supported by

1 Yisiied on 18-3-10,

"
^

» The word is MU, whiob is taken as a oormption of koti ; but the more reasonable version would be to takeH i a its ordinary sense of a score. It is very possible that 70 saints obtained MtrcAjfa from this hill.
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buttresses in several places. At the entrance on the top there is an exquisite carved image
of a Jama Tirthankara. Thus there are really 5 old temples, which may claim to have been
built during mediaeval Brahmanio period, or prior to the 13th century A. D.

Most of the images placed in this group of temples are made of black or white marble,
but there are others made of ordinary red stone. Most of the marble stones are dated, and
go as far back as 1488 A. D. They are much finer in sculpture than the red ones, which are
locally believed to be older than the marble ones. It is very possible that the red ones are
older and were made by local sculptors, who apparently were rude workers.

Besides the temples, there are spacious dharmasdldsf or rest-houses for the pilgrims, and
there are also underground temples, where everything is pitch dark without a lamp. Some
of these underground places are said to have been covered up as being dangerous. Formerly
the temples were not careful ly looked after and they had decayed, but now the Jaina commu-
nity IS taking active interest in their conservation, and duly repairs and whitewashes them.
This work was first commenced in the year 1890 by Bapu Sh^h of Ellichpur, who spent about
Rs. 22,000 in doing jirnoddhd^a or repairs, and enshrining new images where they were missing.
Now each temple contains three or four or even a larger number of images. On one temple there
is a stone inscription dated Samvat 1691 and Saka 1556, or 1634 A. D., recording the names
of the builder with his family. Another sbone has now been inserted giving the repairer’s
name as Sitabai of Amraoti. A regular staff of temple servants is now engaged to look after
the temples, whose picturesqueness is well described by a party of visitors, in the Visitors’
Book kept by the manager. This may well be quoted here. “This charming place, due
to the charity and munificence of the Jaina community, so full of beauty and interest, perch-
ed in such commanding surroundings, wrought upon us all a sort of spell. One would
well believe that the green moss-grown water-fall was fashioned, as we were told by our guide,
by the fairies. The images of the gods, their expressive countenances, mysterious and brood-
ing, with foreheads that seem to hide within themselves great thoughts, withdrawn and
unspeakable, the courtyards, the temples and all their beauty, brought great enjoyment to
our party 3.

The Jainas believe that there is occasionally a shower of hesar (saffron) rain on the
temples, which leaves yellow marks on them. Whether this has any connection with any
kind of droppings from the numberless bhamwar bees, which make numerous combs on the
rocks is a matter for leisurely determination.

ON SOME NEW DATES OF PANDYA KINGS IN THE 13TH CENTURY A, D.
BY DEWAN BAHADUR L.D. SWAMIKANNU PILLAI, M.A., B.L. (MADRAS)

;

LL.B. (LONDO.

(Continued from p, 172,)

*Jatftvarman Sundara Pa^dya.

[Reign began between 29th December 1270 (See No, 584 of 1902 below) and 6th January 1271.J

1909 (680). From the west wall of the Ohaudikesvara shrine in the temple of Nedungala-

ndthasvamin, at Tirunedungalam (Trichinopoly District). (5dft of land for a lamp by Aryan
Sivandakalalagiyan of Puduvilr in Arvalakurram, a sub-division of Raj^ndra-chOla-valanadu.

Date.—3rd year of Jat^varman Sundara Pandya
; Rishabha; su. 11 ; Monday ; “Pushya”

[su. 11 error for su. 5]. On Monday, 22 May 1273, Rishabha sn. 5 and “ Pushya” ended

respectively at *73 and '01 of the day.

Note.—A date wrong by 6 tithis is not a satisfactory date. It is possible, however, that Fuscm^

the Tamil equivalent in the inscription for Pushya, is a wrong reading for ^*Furam^^,=: “Purva
Phalguni,’’ but though the combination of “Purva Phalguni with Rishabha su. 11 is possible, such a

combination did not actually occur even once on a Monday between A.D. 1200 and A.D. 1350.

It occurred on days of the week^ other than Monday, in A.D. 1200, 1216, 1227, 1235, 1238,

1254, 1265, &c
;
and on Monday, but in Mesha (not Rishabha) in 1258 and 1276. Possibly

® H. Campbell and others.
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the date intended is Monday, 4th April, A.D. 1278, when Mesha su. 11 and “ Pnrva Phalguni’^

commenced
;

they ended next day at . 33 and - 70 respectively. This would be the 3rd

regnal year of Jat. Sund. Pandya whose reign began in 1276.

1909 (803). From the south wall of the outer prdkdra of the KachchhapSsvara temple at

Tirukkachchur (Chingleput District). Gift of one buffalo for a lamp.

Date.—7th year of Jaf. Sundara Pandya: Mina
;
su. 10 ; Sunday

;
‘‘Hasta” [Mwa error for

Bishahha^. On Sunday 24th May 1276, Eishabha su. 10 and “Hasta” ended at *49 and *16

respectively. [Regnal year, 7th, should be Gth]}.

1908 (411). From the west wall of the first jprdMra in the Vilinathasv^min temple at

Tiruvilimilalai, Tanjore District
;
Damaged. Seems to record a gift of land for the benefit of

the mafhas and minor shrines in the temple at Tiruvilimilalai
;
mentions a certain NSrpatten-

nayira PHlai among the Saiva devotees.

Date.—8th year of Jatavarman Sundara Pandya
;
Dhanus; su. 8 ;

Friday; ‘‘Eevati.’' On
Friday, 23 Deer. 1278, Dhanus, su. 8; and“RSvati” ended at • 26 and • 03 respectively.

1909 (667), From the north wall of the ma'f^dapa in front of the central shrine in the temple

of Nedungalanathasvamin, at Tiruneduhgalam, Trichinopoly District, Gift of land to the temple

of Tirunedungala Udaiya Ndyan^r in Vadagavi-nadu which was a sub-diviaion of Pandya-

kulapati'Valanadu,

Date.— 8th year of Jat. Sundara Pandya; Makara; su. 10; Wednesday
;
^‘Echini.’’ On Wed-

nesday 5 Jan. 1278, Makara su. 10 ended at *36 and “ROhini’* commenced, ending next day at *41.

1909 (319). From the north wall of the VighnSsvara shrine near the tank, in the Tiruk-

kachchur village (Chingleput District). Gift of land in Brabmaku[la]ttur alias Vefetaikaran-

knlattur in Urrukkdttnk^t^m, to the temple of N^rpatteianayira-viioinagar Emberuman at
Tirrukkachchfir.

Date.—8th year of JaJ, Sundara Plndya
;
^lishabha; su. 3; Thursday; “ Pashya.’* On

Thursday 26 May 1278, Rishabha su. 3 ended at ’87 of day and “Pushya” commenced, ending at
27 of Friday.

1909 (305). From the south wall of the outer prdkdra of the Kachchhap6^vara temple at
Tirukkachchur (Chingleput District). Records the gift by a temple dancing-girl, of a lamp and
a brass image carrying it.

Date.—8th year of Jat. Sund. Papdya
;
Mithuna

; dahula Monday, *‘Utfc.

Bh^.’’ On Monday 13 June 1278, Mithuna ba, 7 ;
and “Utt. Bh^d.” ended at 'SO and *79

respectively.

1902 (584). From the west wall of the Saundarya-nayaki shrine in the Kalisvara temple at

KalaiySrk6vil (Madura District). Gift of land.

Date.—10th year of Jat. Sund. Pandya; Dhanus, su. 2; Sunday
;
“Pushya*' [manus must be

Makara, and mkla must he da^ula]. On Sunday 28 Dec. 1281, Makara ba. 2 and “Pushya”
came to end respectively at • 76 and • 00 of the day.

Note.—Relying on this date, I have fixed the earlier limit of the commencement of this reign
as 29 Dec. 1270. The particular combination of tithi and nakshatra on a Sunday did not occur in
the 10th year of reign of any of the other Sundara Pandyas and it may therefore be safely
assumed that the date belongs-to the present reign. If so it would belong to the 11th year not
to the 30th.

1909 (315). From the north wall of the outer prdhdra of the Kachchbapg^vara temple at
Tirukkachchur (Chingleput District). Refers to the confiscation of the property of some rebel-
lious and misbehaved people at Uttipp^kkam and registers a gift to the temple of Tirukkachchur.

Date. 13th year of Jat. Sund. Pandya. Kumbha, su, 5 ; Wednesday; *‘AsvinJ.” On
Thursday 4 Feb. 1283, Kumbha su. 5 and “Asvini'' came to end at * 20 and -39 respectively
They were both current for the greater part of Wednesday, 8rd February.

. 1909 (418). From the east wall of the prdMra in the Yy^ghrapad^svara temple at Siddha-

^

ngama^m(S. Arcot). Records that the Siva-BrShmapas of the temple agreed to provide for offer-
ings in the shrine of AJudaiya Pillaiy^r, from the interest on 2000 K&su presented to the temple
y Arindava^a-Pallavar^iyan in the time of KOpperunjihgadSva and now placed in their hands.
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Date. 13th year of Jat. Suad. Paadya
; Mina; su. 6; Saturday • “Rohini ” On amMarch 1283, Mina. su. 6 and •• Rfihini” ended at -51 and -54 “yely

"

T «^^Vdapa in front of the Ipatsahdyesvara temple atTenneri (Cliingleput District), Gift of laud.
^

T 1 “ Hasta.” On Monday 9tli
July 1285, Hasta ended at -48 [Regnal year should be 15th, not 14th].

1909 (808) Prom the .oath CTll of the outer yrilM™ ol the K.ohchh.pHrara temple et
Iirokltemhur (Oh.ugl.put D^lricl), Gill of 3 eom, for e temp b, . mer.h.ut of M«ih.,alke-
ChaturvedimangalaTU, residing in the street Bnvanamiiludupperunderuvu, of that village.

Date. I7th year of Jat. Sand. Pandya
;

Simha, sukla .... Monday:
** Utt. Ash, On Monday 6 Sep. 1288, Simha suhla navami (9th tithi) ended at *22 of day and
Utt. Ash.’’ was current for the greater part of the day, ending at '21 next day. [Regnal year

was strictly the ]8th, not 17th].
^ L o J

Jatavarman Sundara Pandya, whose reign is attested by six regular and
several fairly regular dates, noticed above, comes between Kielhorn’s Jat, Sund. Pandya I
and his Jat. Sund. Pandya II, who is really the third of that name in the present list of Pandyas
of the 13th century. I would, however, not assign any numbers till we know more about the
Sundara Pandyas in the latter half of the 12th and the first half of the 13tli century; but simply
distinguish each Pandya, whether Sundara or Yira, by the initial year of his reign. It would be
interesting to know when Jat. Sundara Pandya, who came to the throne on or about 29 Dec.
1270, ceased to reign. A. D. 1283 is the latest date furnished by Madras Inscriptions, while
in one of the Pudukot^i inscriptions I have found a 30th year for him, %. e., A. D. 1300.
If Jat. Sundara Pdndya whose reign began in 1270 ceased to reign in or about A. D. 1300,
he cannot be the parricide who murdered M^r. Kulasekhara I , in or about A. D. 1810. Nor
can the parricide be the Jat. Sundara Pandya who next comes under our notice and whose reign,
beginning in A. D. 1276, ended in all probability, according to the inscriptions, as well as the
Muhammadan historians, about A. D. 1293.

Jatavarman Sundara P&^idya II.

(Reign began between 13th September 1275 and 15th May 1276 on or about 25th June 1276).

1908 (414). From the Yilinathasv^min temple at Tiruvilimilalai (Tanjore District
) Gift of

land for the recital of tirumurai,

- Date.—9th year of Jatavarman Sundara Paadya
; Tula

;
ba. 7 ;

Sunday
; Pushya.” On

Sunday, 21 Oct. A.D. 1285 Tula, ba. 7 and “ Pushya ” commenced respectively at *24 and *14 of
the day. They ended next day at *20 and *12 respectively.

1902 (581 A). From the west wall of the Saundaryan^yaki shrine in the Kalisvara temple

at Kalaiyarkovil (Madura District). Gift of land.

Date.—11th year of Sundara Paadya II. Dhanus
;
2nd Wednesday; “Punarvasa”

= Wed. 4th Dec. 1286, on which day Dhanus ba. 2 and ‘‘ Punarvasu” ended respectively at *82

and -93 respectively.

[N, B. ‘‘ Second tiyadi,^^ ordinarily meaning the 2nd day of a solar month, is an unusual

expression for dviUyd or “ 2nd lunar tithi ”, although tiyadi is etymologically the same as tithQ.

1902 (675). From the south wall of the KalisV’ara temple at Kalaiyarkovil (Madura

District). Gift of land to the temple of Kanapper by Aghfirasiva Mudaliar alias Yaidya-chakravartin.

Mentions also a certain Pushpavanasiva.

Date.—12th year of Jat. Tribh. Sundara Pandya
;
Simha 29 ;

ba. 3 ; Wednesday, “Revati.*’

On Wednesday, 27th August 1287 [which was 30 Simha, not 29 Simha], ba. 3 and “RSvati” ended

at '73 and *87 respectively.

There is another date, very similarly worded, but referrible to a Sundara Pandya whose reign

must have commenced in A. D. 1803— [See No. 580 of 1902 below].

1907 (590). From the north wall of the Tiruchuttum^liga of Saumyanathasvamia temple

at Nandalur (Ouddapah). Damaged,
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1909 (302). From the South wall of the outer of the Kachchapeswara temple at

Tiruppachchur ( Chingleput District ) Tamil. Gift of 30 cows and one bull for a lamp by a native

of Mananallur alias VirasoJachaturvMimahgalam in Sembur Kottam, a subdivision of Jayatigonda

chdla-mandalam.

Date.—Year opp. 18th of Jatilvarman Tribh. Sundara P^ndya; ba, ]0; Monday; *‘Krittika”ss

Monday 3 July 1290 when ba. 10 in Kataka and “Krittika” ended respectively at *44 and *77

of the day.

Date.—(15th) year of Jat. Sundara Pandya; Yirddhi Sainvat; Kumbha; su. 10 ; Monday,
'‘Punarvasu.” On Monday 20 Feb. 1290, which was in Virodhi Samvat, Kumbha su. 10 ended at

•60, and Punarvasu began, ending next day at *05 .

£15th year, error for 14thj,

1908 (69.) From the south wall of the central shrine in the Nilakanth^svara temple at

Vedal (North Arcot District). Gift of land to the temple of KaraikkandisuramuO-aiya-Nayanjir at
Vidal in Vidar-parru alias Vikrama-Pandya-vaJanidu, a district of Ve^kunra-kottam in Jayafigon-
da chola-mandalam.

Date.— [This date appears, without any result, positive or negative, among the dates published
by Prof. Jacobi in Ep, /nd.XIp. 136]. 3rd year opp. 13th Konerinmaikondan Jat. Sund. Pandya.
Kataka

;
su. 7 ;

Wednesday ;
“ Hasta.” On Wednesday 4 July, A.D. 1291, Kataka su, 7 and

Hasta ’’ ended at *58 and -01 respectively. (For ending moment of Nakshatra local time has
also to be considered),

1904 (128). From the east wall of the mmdapa in front of the central shrine in the Sivan-
kur^svara temple at Tirthanagari (South Arcot). Gift of land for the festival called Kodanda-
raman-sandi after the king.

Date.—Srd opposite 18th year of Kdnerinmaikondan Sundara Pandyan; M^sha su. 9, “Pushya’’’
= Friday 28th March 1292, when Mesha, su. 9 and “Pushya’^ ended ’at -59 and *25 respectively.

The inscription particularizes the date now dealt with as the 276th day of the 1 6th
regnal year. If so, the reign would appear to have commenced on or about 25th June 1276,
which is consistent with all the dates found so far for this Sundara Pandya, except Kielhorn’s “P,”
No, 27 “ year opp. 14 ; Monday 15th May 1290*’^

* M&ravarman Tribhuvanachakravarti Vikrama Pai^dya.
(Reign began between 12th Jan. and 29 Aug. 1283),

1902 (143). From the south wall of the prdkdra in the Rtoasvamin temple at Banmlr
(Mysore District). Sale of land.

Date.—8rd year of M^ravarman Vikrama Pandya
; Makara

;
su. 4 ;

Friday
; Punarvasu ”

iSukla 4 must be SMa 14}. On Friday 11th Jan. 1286, Makara sn. 14 and “Panaryasu" ended
at *20 and *12 respectively,

1896 (120), Prom the north wall of the second prdkdra in the Kanyakumart temple at
Cape Gomonn (Trayancore State). Gift of lamp.

Date. 5th year of Marayarman Vikrama Pandya; Dhanus
; sukla 8; Sunday; “Egyati.”

On Sunday 14th Dec. 1287, Dhanus kkla 8 and “ Egyatt »’ ended at -12 and -64 respectiyely!
1909 (410). From the east wall of the prdkdra in the VySghrapSdgsyara temple at Siddha.

Imgamadam (8. Arcot). Gift of laud for offerings by the nagarattdr of Sirrihgur.

c
Tribh. Vikrama Pandya

;
Kanni

; su.l; Sunday; “Hasta.” OnSunday -^9 -A-ug. 1288 (=1 Kanni), Kanni su. 1 ended at *60 while “Hasta,” began at -88, ending
next day at *42. » - o >

[Inscriptions Hos. 53 and 54 of 1905 giye this Pgndya the Saka date 1209= A.D. 12871.

m- 1

1

srdMra of the Triyikrama-Pernmal temple at

a gift o°f tUoSampr*^*
Kakatlya king Ganapati and records

Tribhuyanarajadhirdja Paramg^vara Sri Vikrama Pdndya
;
Dhanus : ba.

85 «s%iyel^“
^
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1901 (251X From the south waU of the central shrine in the Abshl^yara temple at Aohchara*
pakkam (Ohingleput District}. Damaged

;
gift of land.

Date.—3rd year of Mar. Tribh. Vikrama Pandya; [«may be Sth/’ says Epigraphist
; but the

impression which he was good enough to examine again with me, seems to be a fairly clear
« 8rd year”]. Mina

;
ba. 11 ; Monday ; **‘Sravana.” There is no date corresponding to the given

chronological^ details between A.D. 1283 and A.D. 1290, but on Monday 26 Eeb. 1291 (which
however was in the 8th year, as in the last inscription, not in the 3rd or 5th), Mina ba. 11 ended
at *51 of the day and ‘‘Sravana” commenced at -15, ending at *17 on Tuesday.

* Jafavarman Tribh^ Vikrama Pa^i^ya.

1894 (11) From the inside of the north wall of the second prdhdra in the SundararajVPerumai
temple at DS,dikkombu (Madura District). Incomplete.

Date.—4th year of Jatdvarman Tribhuvana-chakxavarti Vikrama Pandya
; Mithuna su. 9 •

Thursday
;
“Svliti.”

* ' ^

On this inscription the Madras Epigraphist remarks : “ The characters are earlier than those of

inscriptions belonging to Kielhorn’s ‘ K,’ K-onerinmaikondan Vikrama Pandya, whose reign com-
menced ia A.D. 1401. This JatdmTman Vikrama Pajjdya may have been contemporaneous with
Ma^avarmau Vikrama Pandya (A. D. 1283).”

Elsewhere (Annual Report for 1910-11, p. 79) we read ‘‘ In the time of Jat. Vikrama Pandya
whose exact period of rule could not be fixed at present, etc.”

I find no dates that would suit the ohronologicaj details and the period assigned by the

Epigraphist, except the following 5

—

(1) On Thursday, 80 June A.D. 1278, Mithuna su. 9 and “ SvSti” ended at *59 and *54

respectively.

(2) On Thursday, 1 July, 1306, Mithuna su. 9 and Svati ” ended at *90 and *75 respectively.

When more dates of this reign are found, a further approximation may be attempted,

* Jatavarman Srivallabhadeva.

(Reign began between 5 Ap. and 12 Nov. 1291.)

1909 (503). From the South wall of the Parannanglttarujiyasvamin temple at Pudup-
palaiyam(TmnevelJy District), Tamil, appears to record a gift of money for a lamp; much damaged.

Date.—6th year of Srimat Srivallabhadeva | Mesha
; J^ba.] 11; Friday; [may also be read,

says Epigraphist, as Monday]; “Uttara Bhadrapaja.” 6u Friday, 19 April A, D. 1897, ba. 11

in Mesha and JJttara Bfiadrapada^’ ended respectively at ‘H and *87 of day.

1909 (499), From the east wall of the Vehkat^chalapatl-Pernmal temple, at SSlapiiram

(Tinnevelly District), right of entrance. Damaged
;
mentions Uttama^ola-Vinnagar.

Dat0.-!r[9]th year of JatSvayman Srivallabhadeva ; Mesha 11 ; , Fawrnamt ;

Tuesday.

The Epigraphist commented thus on this inscription : ^‘The record is much damaged and the

reading very doubtful.” The value, however, of the solar day of the month, in investigating the

‘particulars of a reign regarding which nothing was known, induced me to beg the Epigraphist to

examine the impression once more in my presence. This was done
;
and the conclusion arrived at

by us was that although the record Was much damaged, there was no doubt about the words

‘'‘Mesha, Paurnami and Sevvai (= Tuesday);” there remained the day of the solar month which we

read as “ 11 ” but which might equally be “19 ” or “ 16”. Presuming that it was “11,’^ I arrive

at the date, Tuesday 5 April A. D. 1300, which was full-moon day and 11 Mesha.

1902 (642). Prom the north wall of the manddpa in front of the central shrine in the

Parij^tavan6svarasv§.min temple at Tirukkalar (Tanjore District). Sale of land to Vijaya-

Ganda-gopala.

Date.—26th year of Jatavarman Srivallabha
;
Mesha ; su. 11 ;

Saturday
;
“ Magha.” On

Saturday, 3 April, A. D. 1316, “ Magha ” ended at *60 of the day and Mesha iuila H commenced

ion at *18, ending at *26 ?jiext day, _ .
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1902 (639). From the east wall of the mandapa in front of the central shrine in the

MihirarmaSsavara temple at Tirumfyachchur (Tanjore District) . Wft of land.
^

Date.—21st year of Maravarman Kula^ekhara ;
Mithuna

;
sukla 12 ;

Monday ;
“ Svati.”

Later, the same inscription refers to Jatavarman Srlvallabhadera’k 25tli year, Vrischika,

ba. 15 raplrapakshattn paumiyai, an extraordinary expression, since pauniamt must of course fall

in pdrvapahhaj ;
Wed.; B6hini. The date first quoted in the inscription may be referred, as is

done below, to the reign of Mfiravarman Kulasekhara II, i, e., to A.D. 1334.

The second date may be identified with Wednesday, 12 Nov. ISIS, when Efihipi ended at *66

of day, and ba. 1 (aparapakshattu prathamai) at -95 of day. Either the inscription wrongly quotes

paunniyai for praihamai which, considering the unusually erroneous expression commented on

above, is the more probable alternative or the paurnam^ which in meantime ended at ‘97

of the day on Tuesday, was brought up to sunrise on Wednesday owing either to local time or

to a peculiarity of local calculation. I think, however, ba. 1 was meant,

* Maravarman Tribh. Sundara Pftijdya.

(Eeign began 19 Feb. and 6 Mar. A. D, 1294.)

1911 (^342). From the west wall o£ the central shrine in the Munkndumisvara temple at

Kajattur (Chingleput District)* Gift of land for offerings to the same temple by Kakkun^yakan

one of the Kaikkolars of the temple. Mentions Gahgaikondasola-chaturv^dimahgalam.

Date.—14th year of Maravarman Sundara Pandya, Mesha, su. 13 ;
Sunday

;
** Chitra’'=

Sunday, 16 April, A.D. 1307, when Mfeha, su, 18 ended at *66 of day, while “ Chitra ended at

*39 next day, having been current for the greater part of Sunday,

1911 (343). From the north wall of the central shrine in^the Munkndumisvara temple at

Kalattur (Chingleput District). Gift of l^nd for offerings by Aludaiyanayakan, another Kaik*

kSla of Mnnkudumisvara temple at Kalattur (Chingleput District).

Date.—14th year of Mdravarman Sundara P^^idya ;
Mina ; su. 1 ;

Monday; “ Rdvati.”

On Monday, 6 March A.D. 1807, Mina su. 2 and “ RSvati” ended at *82 and *47 of

the day respectively [“ su. 1” error for “ su. 2”.}.

1911 (844). From the north wall of' the central shrine in the Munkndumisvara Temple

at Kalattur (Chingleput District). Gift of laud [for offerings] by Mall^ndai, a third Kaikk61a

of the*same temple. The donors in Kos. 342 and 343 were his brothers.

Date.—14th year of Maravarman. Sundara PSndya; Kumbha; sukla
; Monday;

TJttara-AsMdha. ^

On Monday, 19 Feb. A.D. 1308, Kumbha ba. 12, and "Uttara-Ashadha” ended at *89 and

*17 of the day respectively {^^uhla error for hahula^,

* Jatftvarman Vira

(Reign began between 28 June and 24 July 1296).

1900 (78). From the north wall of the first prSkdra of the Vedapuriswara temple at

Tiruvottfir (North Arcot District). Gift of 64 Cows and 2 Bulls.

Date,—5th year of Jat. V. Pandya ; Mithuna ;
“ Hasta.” On Friday 7 July A,D, 1801^

su, 1 and Nak. ** Pushya ” (not “ Hasta *’) ended at *56 and *23 of the day.

1 1908 (401). From the north wall oithe first prdhdra in the Vilinathasvamin temple at

Tiruvilimilali (Tanjore District). Gift of land by a native of Periyangudi in Tirunaraiyurnadu

a sub-division of Kuldttungasola-valan^du.

Date.—6th year of Jat. V. PSiudya (no epithet); Kanni
;
su. 6 ; Friday

; Mula.’^

On Friday 28th Sep* A. D. 1802 which was, however, at the beginning of the 7th and near the

end of the 6th year of Yira Pandya who suffered the Muhammadan invasion, Kanni su. 6 (it

was the last day of Kanni) and Mula ended at *10 and *25 of the day respectively.

1 Since this article was sent to Press, Prof. Hermann Jacobi of Bonn University has calculated four of these

dates (i.e. those marlsedt) relating to the reign of Jat. Vira PSij^ya and published them in Ind, Vol. XL
pp. 137-139. The present results are, however, offered to the public in the form in which they originally stood first

because several old dates not furnished to Prof. Jacobi, are here referred to the present reign and secondly because
the findings here presented, especially that relating tp the probable commencement of the reign, are not invari-

ably those arrived at by Prof. Jacobi*
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1906 C^5). From the base of the verandah enclosing the central shrine in the temple of

Amritaghat^svara at Tirnkkadaiyur (Tanjore District). Gift of land
;

mentions the 41st year

(of the king's predecessor 7) and the shrine of Vikrama-GhOltohcharamndaiySr.

Date.—14th year of Jat. Vira Pandya • (no epithet) £Dhan] ba. 10 Wed.
;
“ Svati

(1) on Wednesday 22nd Deo. 1266, Dhan. ba. 10 and “Svdti ” ended at *94 and -44

respectiTely.

(2) on Wednesday 16 Deo. 1310, Dhan.ba. 10 and “Svati” ended at *55 and *57 respectively.

If the first of these days were the date intended, it would belong to the conqueror of “llam,

Kongu and Chola hut as no such conquest is explicitly referred to, we may adopt the second

date which would then belong to Jat. Vira PSqdya whose reign began in 1296 and lasted till at

least 1342. He was the only Vira Pfindya who could, so far as is known to us, refer in 1310 to

a predecessor with 41 years of reign, that is, to his own (natural) father, Maravarman Kulasekhara

whose reign began in 1268, and who in 1310 was murdered by his legitimate son Sundara P^uidya.

All the remaining dates of this Jat. Vira Pfiqdya refer to the 40th and subsequent years of his

rbign. We know from the NEuhummadau historians that Sundara PSqdya, after murdering his

father MSravarman Kulasekhara in 1310, defeated his natural brother Vira Pandya but was after

wards defeated by the latter with the help of “Manar Barmul,” son of the daughter of the murdered

Kulasekhara, and fled to Delhi. Vira Paqdya’s success and restoration to his throne were of brief

duration, because in or about 1312 he was attacked and defeated, and the city of MadurS sacked,

by the Muhammadans under Malik Kafur. We are told also that eight Muhammadan Chiefs ruled

over the Paqdyan kingdom from 1310 till about 1358, and there is among the Pudukkottai dales

a Hejra date A. H. 732 (=A.D. 1331-32). About 1340, however, the work of the reconstruction

and reconsecration of the temples desecrated by the Muhammadan occupation was taken up under

the auspices of Vira Pdtidya, who now reappears on the scene, always dating his reign from July

1296 when he seems to have been installed by his father as co-regent of the Pandyan Dominions.

t 1908 (122). From the east wall of the first prdkdra of the Tiruttalisvara temple at

Tirupputtur (Madurfi District). Sale of privileges pertaining to pddtkMval by the sabhd of

lirupputfir (Madura District) to Avaiyan alios MSlavachakravartin of Sfiraikfcudi.

Date.—44th year of Jat. Vira Panidya ;
5^^ Dhanus ; su. 1 ; Thursday, “Mula.”

On Thursday, 2 Dec. 1339 (=5 Dhanus) su. 1 and “ Mula” ended at ’51 and *26 respectively.

1906 (393). From the north wall of the jftandopa in front of the Satyagirinatha-Perumaj

temple at Tirumaiyam (Pudukkottai). Becords the sale of all rights connected with pddiMval.

Date. 4 [5th] year of Jat. Tribh. Vira Pandya (no epithet); Dhanus; ba. 8 ;
Wed. “Hasta.”

On Wednesday 13 Deo. 1340, ba. 8 ;
and “Hasta ” ended at -23 and -28 respectively.

1 1908 (119). From the east wall of the first prdkdra of the Tiruttalisvara temple at Tirupputtfir

(Madura District). Records that Avaiyap Periya NSyanar alias VisSlayadSva, a native of Kuraik-

kudi irrigated by (the river) TfinSru in Adalaiyfir-nadu, consecrated again the image in the temple

of Tiruttaflydnda-Nayanar which had been polluted by the occupation of the Muhammadans.

Date.—-deth year of Jat. Tribh. Vira Pinidya ;
14 Kataka ;

Monday
;

su. 5 ;
“Uttara

Phalguni.” On Monday 12 July 1339, su. 5 and “Uttara Phaiguni" ended at -22 and *006

respectively; but the day of the solar month was 15 Kataka not 14th [Regnal year 46 is apparently

an error for 44]. At p. 138 of JEp. Jnd. Vol. XI, Prof. Jacobi gives 2 Aug. 1839 as the equivalent

of this date ; but as he agrees with me as to the day of the solar month, his “ 2 Aug.” must be a

lapsus calami for t*12 July.”

(The Epigraphist, on reading the impression again in my presence, was of opinion that the

recorded year was clearly 46).

•f 1908 (120). From the east wall of the &rsi prSkdra of the Tiruttalisvara temple at Tirnp-

puttfir (MadurS District). Becords the Muhammadan occupation of the temple and its consecra-

tion by Visalayadfiva mentioned in No. 49. He was on this account given certain special

privileges in the temple by the priests of the temple.

Date.—44th year of Ja{. Vira Paiudyaj 21 Mithuna ;
su. 12 ;

Snnd. ;
“ Anurddha.”
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.
' [Reference to Muhammadan occupation commented on in Epic's. Rept.^ 1908-09, p. 82]

Sunday 16 June 1342 (=21 Mithuna); su. 12 and “ Anuradha’’ ended at *49 and 'll.

[Regnal year should be 46, not 44],

(The Epigraphist read the impression again in my presence and was of opinion that the regnal

year may be 46 or 49, not 44)*
* Jat^varman Sundara Pa^<Lya.

(Reign began between 29:Aug. 1302 and 28 Aug. 1303).

1902 (580). From the west of the kitchen in the Kallsvara temple at Kalaiyar Kovil
(Madura District) Gift of land.

Date.—-[1] ylar of Jat. Sund. Pandya; Simha 31, ba 3; Wed. .... .

On Wed. 28 Aug. 1314 (=31 Simha) ba. 3 and nahshatra “ Asvini” (Tamil, Aivati) ended at -89

and *47^ respectively of the day.

M&ravarman Knlafielrliara II.

(Reign began between 6th and 29thi March 1314.)

1902 (596). Prom the inner of the PrSmapurisvara temple at Anbil (Trichinopoly
District), right of entrance. * Incomplete.

Date year opp. [Srd] of MlUrayarman JBLulasekhara II. Bishaba
; 13th

.... tithi; Wcd.j -‘Svfiti.^' -

On Wednesday 5 May, A.D. 1816,Rishabha su. 18 and “Svati” commenced^ ending at *09 and
’40 respectively on Thursday. [Regnal year should be “ year opp. (2nd) not “ year opp. (3rd)*' ].

1903 (119), From the east wall of the mandapa in front of the central shrine in the
^ilakesvara temple at DSvipattanam (Madur^ District). Mutilated at the beginning.

Date, year opp, 2nd of Kulasekhara .... Pandya “ who conquered every country..... 8th tithi; Sat.
; “RShini” , On Saturday, 19 Feb. 1317, PhMguna

su. 8 and “R6hint** ended at *92 and *25 respectively.

From the outer wall, (above the gdmuhhi) of the inner pr&k&rd enclosing the
garhJiagnha of the Kuttallsvara temple at KurrSlam (or Oourtallam, Tinnevelly District)

Date 7th (?) year of M^ravarman Knlssekhara; 13 Kumbha; su. 8; Friday; day of
«‘R6hini." -

On Friday 5 Feb. A. D. 1321, which was 18 Kumbha, sukla 8 and «Roihni** ended respec-
tively at -59 and *93 of day. The regnal year looks like 4th ” in the impression but is really

7th,” which fact was verified by the writer’s friends at Kurralam.
1907 (126). From the north wall of the kitchen in the Siddhajnan^svara temple at Papah-

gulam (Tinnevelly District). Sale of land to the temple of Karutt-arindumuditta-P^ndi [Sal
ramudaiya NayanSr, here said to be in S^ranai-Venran-tirumadaivilagam situated in Mullinadu.

Date, 8th year of Maravarman Tribh. Kulasekhara “ who took every country •”*
Tula

£1] 2’^
; su, 9 ; Wednesday; “Srava^ia.” -

^

On Wednesday 30 Sep, 1321 (=2 Tula), su. 9 and **Bravana” ended at *72 and *97 respectively.
The reading 12 Tula, which I believe to be an error for 2 Tula, gi\es rise to the following

observations The epithet who took every country” may seem to relegate this date to the
reign of Kulasekhara I. The interval between the initial years of the two Kulasekharas
being 46 years, it follows that lunar titUB andaaksAa/ras are likely to occur at the same time of
the solar year in either reign. {Vide sec. 228 of my Indian Chronology,) Moreover, if a tithi falls

8 y^r on 2nd Tula, it must haye fallen last year on or about 12th Tula, so thatper se a particu-

Zt 2nd Tnla this year, would, ordinarily, hare occurred 47 yearsago on 12th Tuk. Kevertheless, no suitable date, satisfying all the chronological details in the
inscription, has be^ found in the reign of Mar. Kniafekhara I. except A.D. 1274, which how-

Wednesday 10th October A. D. 1274
® commenced at *08 of the day, ending next day at *14; while

naOcahatra Sravaga ended at *65 on Wednesday.
inscription is on the north wall of a temple kitchen, while the next, ITo. 125 isOn the west wall.

^ »
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1907 From the west wall of the kitchen in the Siddhajh^nfesvara temple at Papangulam
(Tinnevelly)J Sale of land to the temple of Karutt^arindu-muditta Panidi [Sa]ramudaiya Najanar,

Date,—8th year of Maravarman . . . Tribh. Kulasekhara; Dhanns 11 ; ba . . .

" *

* Tuesday, *‘Svati.’’

* • j

On Tuesday 15th December 1321 (=19 Dhanus) ba, 10 ended at *18 and ^‘Svati ” at ‘24 of
the day.

[The inked impression of the inscription was read again in my presence by the Epigiaphist,

and the conclusion come to by him was that the solar day of the month conld be read either

as “ 11 ” or as l9/» The latter reading suits the other chronological details which are clear.]

1907 (149). From the south wall of the shrine of the goddess in the Siva temple at Puvi-
laikkttdi (Pudnkkotai State). Gift of the village of Puvalaikkudi. Mentions the festival called

Maramanikkan-sandi and a certain Sdlai-Kalyildyamudaiyan alias Kalika(Jinda FandlyadSvar.

The temple is called Udaiyar TiruppfLvalaikkudi-udaiya-Nayanlr in Vadaparrunadu including

Seyval^, a sub-division of K\i4^1ur-nadu, a district^of Ten-k6nadu.

f Date.—16th year of Mar, Kulasekhara “who took every country
5
” Vrischika

j
su. 5

;

Wednesday, “ RSvatl.’*

On Thursday, 25 January, 1380, Kumbha Xnpt Vrischika], su. 5 and BSvati ended at *20

and *18 respectively; in other words they were current for the greater part of Wednesday, 24
January, on which 'they commenced at *10 and *07 respectively [VriioMka^ error for Kumbha'].

[The Epigraphist, at p. 78 of his Annual Bcport for 1907-08, identifies this prince with Mar*

.Knla4ekhara I,but the date does not suit the 16th regnal year of that reign]

.

On Wednesday, 3 Nov, 1283, Vriscbika, su, 12 (not suTda 5) and BSvati ended at *71

and *71 respectively.

On Wednesday, 31 Oct. 1286, Vri4chika, su, 12 (not iMa 5) and ‘Egvati*' ended at *66

and *96 respectively.

These dates would answer for the 16th and 19th years of Maravarman Kulasekhara I (16 and

19 being easily confounded in Tamil writing with each other); but iuTda 5 for iwhla 12 is not an

error so readily accounted for as Vriichika for Ku^j^ha.

* Jatdyarman Tribh. PaiAkrama PdQ.(^ya,

(Beign began between 15 April and 10 August 1815.)

1906 (395). From the west wall of the mandapa in front of the Satyagirmfitha-PerrimM

temple at Tirumaiyam (Pudukkobtai State), Incomplete. Sale of land for marriage expenses*

Date.—5th year opp. 7th of Jat. Tribh. Parakrama Pandya
;
Kumbha

; ba. 12
;
Sunday

;

«Uttara Ashadha.’^ On Monday 11 Feb, A, D. 1325, Kumbha ba. 12 and ** Uttara Ashadha ”

ended at *22 and *11 respectively. In other words, ba. 12 and ** Utt. Ash.*^ were current for the

greater part of Sunday, 10 Feb, 1325. [Regnal year should be 10th not I2th].

1894 (17). From the east wall of the mandapa in front of the PnshpavanSsvara .shrine at

Tirnppfivanam (Madura District), Gift of land.

Date*—(Wrongly assigned in App. to AnwmlKepoft for 1894*95 to Konerinmaikondan’s 8th

year) 9th year of Par&krama Pagdya
;
Simha su, 8 ;

Wednesday, “ AnurMha.’^ On Wednesday

10 Aug. A.D, 1823, Simha su. 8 and AnurMha ^'^epdei at *48 and *45 respectively.

* Tribh. Kulas|i]^arad5va.

£28 July A.D. 1166 fell in his 5th year. This must have been the Kulasekhara who waged a

prolonged war against Parakramabahu ot Ceylon. Tirnpputtur is one of the places mentioned in

the Mahavamso as having been visited by Lankdpnra, the Ceylonese General]

1908 (101}. From the Tiruttalisvara temple at Tirnpputtur (Madura District*)

Date*—^Year opposite the 4th of Tribh. KulasekharadSva, “27th day of Karkataka

“Bohini;” Saturday, In Ep* Ind. Vol. XI, at p. 137 the Epigraphist notes that the date of the,

inscription, as judged by the characters, must be earlier than A. D* 1200. I find that the date

was Sat, 28 July A* D. 1166 which was the 27th day of Karkataka. On this day “Rohini” and

Srava^a ba. 10 ended at *70 and *87 of the day respectively.
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THE INDIAN INSOEIPTIONS AND THE ANTIQUITY OF INDIAN

artificial poetry.

By G. BUHIEB.

\Translaied hy Prof. V. S. Ghate, M. A,; Poona.’]

(Continued fromp. 198.)

V. The NAsik-Insoription No. 18, from the ninteenth year of Siri-Pujumftyi

' A further contribution to the knowledge of the Kdvya style of the second century and

especially of the poetic ideas and comparisons in vogue at the time is made by the prasasti of

a cave which was given over to the monks of the Bhadrayanlya school, in the ninteenth year of

the reign of the Andhra king Siri-PulamSyi. The date of the inscription can be only approxi-

mately determined at present. Nevertheless it must be somewhat older than the Girnar prasasti

discussed above. Siri-Pulumayi like Chashtana is, as we know, mentioned by Ptolemaus, under

the name of Siro-Polemaios or Siri-Polemios, as the ruler of Baithana, i. e., Paitthana or Prati-

sbthana on the Godavari river. Accordingly the inscription in question will have to be placed

somewhere about the middle of the second century. To the same result leads another circumstance

which is put forth by Dr. Bhau Daji in Journ. Bo. Br. Roy. A$. Soc.,Y6L VIII, p. 242.

According to 1. 6 of our inscription, Pulumayi’s father Gotamiputa S^takani extinguished the

family of Khakharata. In the inscriptions of Nasik,c«i Junnar, andKarle is mentioned a Kshaharata

king and satrap or great satrap Nahap^na, whose son-in-law, the Baka Ushavad^ta or Usabhad&ta

was a great patron of Brllhmans and Buddhists and made many grants in the western Deccan as

well as in Konkan and Kathi&vad, and we are provided with the several dates of his reign, from the

year 40 to 46, The similarity of the names Khakhar&ta and Kshaharata makes it very probable

that they denote one and the same person, a supposition which is also favoured by the circumstance

that just the very districts, in which Ushavadata made his grants, have been mentioned in 1. 2 f.

our inscription as parts of S^takanfs dominion.®^ The title satrap or great satrap borne by Naha-

pana leads to the further conclusion that he was a dependent prince and the fact that on his coins,

the Kharoshtri lipi is used side by side with the southern alphabet, proves his connection with the

north-west where the Indo-Scythians were rulers. We may, therefore, suppose that he, like Rudra-

dfiman used the Saka era, and thus his last date, Samvat 46, would correspond to a.d. 124/5.

Very probably his unfortunate war with Sdtaka^i took place soon after this year. According

to his inscriptions,®^ Satakani rnled for at least 24 years, and extinguished the Kshaharata king

and satrap before the eighteenth year of his reign. For, the Niisik inscription No. 18, bearing

this year, disposes of a village in the district of Qovardhana,®^ which had in earlier times belonged

to the dominion of Nahapana. If then we assume that the battle between NabapSna and Satakam
took place in the year 47 of the Saka era used by the former, c., in a. 3>. 125/&, and in the

fifteenth year of tbe reign of the latter, then the year of the writing of our inscription would be

A. n. 158/4, by adding the 9 years of Satakani and the 19 years of Pulnmayi to 125. Of
course it is possible that the date in question may be from ten to twelve years earlier or a very few

years later even, A later date than this does not seem to be probable, because the mention of

Pujumayi's name in Ptolemans shows that he must have been on the throne a long time before

A. D. 151, the dale of the completion of the Geography,®^

If we accept these conjectures which at least possess a very high probability, then our inscrip-

tion is about twenty years older than the prasasti of the Sudarsana Lake
;
and its style must be

regarded as a proof for the growth of Mvya in the middle of the second century. Although it is

Archaeological Surve^g of Western India, V-ol IV., p. 99-103 (Nos. 5—11).
See especially Insoription No. 20, in whioli a village given as a present By TTsabhad&ta is again given away

by an Andhraking, Arch. Sur. W. India, Vol. IV., p. 103 (No. 6) and p. 112-113 (No. 20)fc

Arch. 8uk W. India, Vol. IV., p. 105 (No. 14, last line.)

Ibid. p. 105, where 14 is to be oorreotad to 18.

Compare also Dr, Bbfin5.4rkar^s remarks in Ms JBarly History of the DeJckan, p. 20 ff. where the date of the
Inscription is placed somewhat earlier. In several partionlars, I can not agree with Dr, Bhtndtrkac,
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composed ia on old Prakrit very much nearer to Pali, still the results that may follow from

its examination would of course be equally applicable to Sanskrit Poetry
;
as there exists no

separating barrier between Prakrit and Sanskrit Mvyas. As far as the information provided by

the Alamhdra-kdstra goes, both Sanskrit and Prakrit compositions are regarded as branches of a

common stem and are both bound by the same laws. Accordingly we find that all the known

Prakrit ladvyaB are composed in obedience to the same canons as are written in Sanskrit. They

present the same varieties of style and the same almhlcdrasi and it happens not seldom that one

and the same author uses both Prakrit and Sanskrit. Even the author of our inscription must

have known Sanskrit and been expert in Sanskrit lidvya also, because he appears to be guilty

of some Sanskriticisms. The compound YijhachJiavanta^ (1. 2) appears to he but a transliteration

of the Sanskrit Vzndhyarkshavat^ since the Greek form o^eyios shews that the Prakrit name of

the Eikshavat began with u. Another apparently Sanskrit samdhi is found in ^Kesavdjma^ (1. 8),

where the rule of the Prakrit demands ^Kesavajuna^^ i. e.^ ^KesavajjunaP, So also the form

piiupatiyo (h 11) occurring in a writing of such a late date, must be looked upon as only an

archaic imitation of pitripatnyoh. As far as I know this is the only instance of a genitive in the

dual number, which has been entirely lost even in older Prakrit literature. It is even possible that

the inscription might have been at first composed in Sanskrit and then translated or transliterated,

as the Prakrit, which resembled Pali, was then, as even in much later times, the official language in

southern India.^s Whatever may be the case, so much is certain that the author was acquainted

with the Sanskrit language as well as the Sanskrit literature.

His work is a gadyam hdvyam like the Girnar inscription discussed above and belongs to the

class of prasastis. After the date given in quite an official manner, there follows the description

of the king of kings Gotamiputa Satakani written in a high poetic style, which together with the

shorter praise of his mother Gotami Balasiri and of the cave prepared by her, in ail, covers eight

lines and a half, and altogether makes a gigantic sentence. Then there come at the end two short

sentences which say that the Queen gave away the cave to the Bhadrayaniya monks and that her

grandson Pulumayi assigned the village PisaoMpadraka for the preservation of the sculpture and

pictures. In these concluding sentences, the language is quite business-like
;
but even there we

fiud some figures on a small scale made use of. In the first of these, the mother is described by

means of three epithets giving rise to alliteration, mahddevt maMrdjamdid mahdrdjapatdmaU^ in

the second the king is spoken of not by name but as maMdeviya ajjaMya sevdhdmo piyakdmo na-

ltd Salcaladahhindjpathesaro, ‘ the grandson ever willing to serve and please the Queen the grand-

mother, the lord of the whole of the Deccan.’ Thus even here the author does not forget bis

profession altogether.
^

As for the first and the main part of the prasasti^ its style entirely resembles tfiat of the

Girnar prasasti in that long compounds are used to bring out ojas or the force of language. These

run on almost exclusively from 1. 2 to 1. 6 ;
then in 1. 7, the almost breathless reader is favored

with a resting pause, in as much as only short words are used. In the last line and a half of the

description of the king, the poet again takes a new leaf and uses towards the end the longest

compound which contains sixteen words with forty-three letters (pavanagarula iiy&di)» The

Anuprdsa is more liberally made use of, as is the case with the Girnar prasasti. Thus we have in

1. 2 ^a8iha*asaha° in 1. 8 ^pavatapatisa, divasaTcara hara° ^hamalavimala^^ in the last parts of the

compounds in 1. 3 ^sdsamsa, ^vadanasa vdhanasas ^dasanasa, and many more similar expressions.

In one point, however, the Nasik inscription differs from the Girnar prasaBii, While the latter

disdains the use of the conventional similes of court poets, these are found in our pramsti in a

very large number and sometimes very striking too. Just the very first epithet of the king

J^imavata^Meru^MadaTa^pavata-sama^^^drasa ‘ whose essence resembles that of the mountains

Himavat, Meru, and Mandara, is conceived quite in the hdvya style. Thus the author shows that

the comparisons of the king with these mountains so favourite in later times were in vogue even fn

his day. What he, in reality, means by the phrase in question is that Satakaini was possessed of

See on this my remarks on the Prakrit Pallava Land-Grant in the IntUca, p. 4 f.
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great treasures, like the Himalaya, that he was the central point of the world, and overshadowed

the same with his might, like the Meru, and that like the Mandara which was used as a churning

rod by gods at the time of churning out nectar, he knew how to bring to light and to acquire for

himself Lakshmi, the Fortuna reffum.

The correctness of this explanation can be easily demonstrated. For, the idea that the

Him§.laya hides within himself immeasurable treasures has been prevalent amongst the Indian

people since a very old time, and it finds its expression in mythology, in that the abode of Kubera

is located in the Himalaya. To the court poets, the idea that riches are the sdra of the BimSlaya

is so obvious that at times they do not express it at all, but only hint at the same. Thus Kalidasa

flays in Eaghuvama IV, 79 ;

—

ir^rr it

‘As the (Ganas) (came) with presents in their hands, they understood each other^s essence; the

king, that of the Himalaya (e, a,, his riches, and the Himalaya that of the king {i, e,, his might.)'

Equally old and generally prevalent is the conception that the mountain Meru is the centre of

the world; and kings are very frequently compared with the same, in Mvya$, in order to

illustrate their great might. Thus, in the beginning of the Kddambart, Sana says (p, 5. 1. II,

Peterson’s edition) of the king Sudraka:

—

*He resembles Meru in that all the worlds live in the shadow of his feet, ’ i, e., are preserved

through his protection, just as they live in the shadow of the spur of the mountain. The comparison

is also fonnd in the inscriptions, e»g.^ in the prahstz which forms a prelude to the grant of land

made by the Ohanlukya king MiilarSja I. It is said there®® (I. 3
) \

* He
resembles Meru, in that he is always madhyaBthat the centre of the world, and impartial.’

As for the mountain Mandara, it is one of the most well-known myths, according to which it

served gods as a churning-rod, at the churning of the milk-ocean. As on that occasion, Lakshmi
the goddess of wealth, came out, and she is often described as the representative of the royal power
and splendour and even as the consort of kings, the kings themselves are often compared with the
Mandara mountain in order to hint at the idea that they churn out Fortune from the ocean of the
enemies. Thus in ^ri^HarBhacharita^ p. 227, 1. 7 (Kasmir edition) B^na says, while describing the
king Pushyahuti, that he was ‘Mandara-like in drawing out Lakshmi,'
This same thought is farther elaborated in verse 7 of the Aphsad prasasti,^'^ a composition of the
seventh century, written in a high Gauda style, where it is said of the king Kum^ragupta ;

‘Who became Mandara and immediately churned out the terrible army of the illustrious Isanavarman,
a moon amongst princes, the army, which was the mee»ns of the acquisition of Fortune, and thus
resembled the milk-ocean.* A still more artificial representation of the simile is found in the
prasasii^^ of the Rathor king Govinda II, verse 3, belonging to the beginning of the ninth century.
I have explained it fully in the translation of the passage.

In the face of these facts, it can not be doubted, that the author of the N^sik inscription
intended to say or to hint all that is contained in the explanation given above ;®® and when we see
that he dares to express himself in such an extraordinarily concise manner and is content with only

^

See Ante, Tol. TI. p. 191. My translation as given there mentions only the second meaning of madhyastha^
It is, however, not improbable that the writer also means to say that Mtlar&ja was the centre of the world
although the expression cannot apply to a petiy ruler who ppssessed only a few miles of land. Such consi-
derations, however, have no weight with a court-poet.

Corpus Inscr, M., Vol. III., p. 203, 1. 7. ea Vol. Yl, p. 65.

It is just possible that he had in view even other less important qualities of the mountains named here.
Thus, as the Meru is the abode of the vvbudha or the gods, and as vibudha also means * a wise man’, the compari-
son of the king with the Meru may imply a compliment to the effect that the king was surrounded by wise
cpunoillors aud learned men. Compare, for instance, Vdsavodaiid, p. 14, 1. 1 .
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alluding to the sdra ol the three mountains, we cannot but suppose that inthe first place he inew

all the myths in question and in the second place that the comparisons of kings with these mountains

were in rogue then
;
for otherwise the expression in question would have been quite unintelligible

to the hearer. The comparisons involved in the epithets in the next lines 3-4 are some of them so

familiar that it is unnecessary to demonstrate their occurrence in the Mvyas. This is the case,

for instance, with the phrase divasahara-kara-vibodhita-Tcamala-vimala-sadisa-vadanasa, ‘ whose face

resembles a spotless lotus which the sun’'a rays have- awakened (from the nocturnal sleep)’, of -which

we should only remark that the use of the word Tcara, which also means • hand,’ is not unintentional.

Equally commonplace is the comparison in patipuna-chada-madala-sasirtka-piya-dasanasa ‘ whose

appearance is lovely and lustrous like the disc of the full moon.’ What is, of course, meant is that

the face of the king shines like the full moon. But as the face- has been spoken of before, the

author uses dasana for vadana and thus varies somewhat the usual idea. Lastly, no examples are

necessary for varavdranavihamachdrv.vikamasa, ‘ whose gait is beautiful like that of a lordly

elephant,’ and bhujagapatibhogapinavaiampuladighasudarabMjasa, ‘whose arms strong, round,

massive, long and beautiful like the coils of the prince of serpents.’ With regard t’o the last epithet

it must be observed, in the meanwhile, that the author has taken great troubles to give a new

unusual form to the old comparison of the arm of a warrior with a serpent, already very usual in the

epics. For this purpose, he mentions the serpent-prince Eesha instead of some other favourite

serpent, and piles together a number of adjectives. Tie first of these things is often done by court

poets; e. p., in Raghuvaihsa XIV. 81, Kalidasa describes bs Sarp&dhirdjoruhhuja. Some-

what more rare is the absurd notion in ii-sarmida-ioya-pUa-vdhanasa
' whose armies drink the water

of the three oceans, ’ though sanctioned by the usage of Indian poets. Similar expressions are now

and then met with in panegyrics and prasastis, with a view to suggest that the- victorious armies

have pressed forward to the shores of the ocean. A rhetorician remarks that the water of the ocean

would never be drunk. But nevertheless the poets very frequently use expressions like the one

above, which, therefore, cannot be looked upon as involving a breach of awUtyaP

The following lines contain nothing useful for our purpose. Their object is to represent

Sktakani as a ruler who lived up to the rules of Isitisdstra, On the other hand, the short epithets

in 1. 7 remind ns of several passages in the descriptions of heroes and heroines by BAna who also

frequently interrupts the long-winded compounds and the tiring rows of comparisons, in quite »

Hmilar manner, and now and then makes use of similar expressions in such cases. The rightness

of what we say will be best shown by placing this part of the inscription side by side with a passage,

in Sana’s Kddambart, from the description of&e king BMraka^i

;

Of course Bdqa’s expressions are much more choice, and they show a considerable advance iu

the development of the style. NevertSieless, a certain similarity is unmistakable and the reason

why simpler epithets are inserted in the midst of more complicate ones is no doubt the same in

both the oases. In 1. 8, we meet with two long compounds which compare S^takani with the

heroes of MaMbhdmta as well as with the'kings of yore described in that work;—‘ Whose bravery

was similar to that of Rama (Halabhyit), Kesava, Arjnna and Bhimasena, ’ and ‘whose lustre

resembled that of NAbhaga, Nahusha, Janamejaya, Samkara, Yaydti, E^ma (of the Raghn race)

and Ambarisha. ’ Farther these two compounds are separated, certainly not without intention*,

by another epithet inserted between them. Comparisons with the kings of epic tales are as a rule

used by Subandhu and Bana, in the descriptions of their heroes, who, however, work tiiem out in a-

far finer way. They bring out the similarity in particular points by means of a klesha on every

50 See, for mstanoe, the 'Odepur $t<umU„ verse 10 ;
M., p. 231. The name of the rhetorioian I ba/fV

mifortanately not noted. ” K&dambmi p. 5, 1. 12-16 ; oompare also K6,clambart p. 56, 1. 7-S:
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name or they show that their heroes surpass by far the old heroes, in that they go more deeply

into the originaL^^ Here, in our inscriptions, we have to do with the beginnings of a development

which reached its high point certainly in the seventh century, or perhaps even much earlier.

To the great significance of the immediately following passage, I have already alluded (the

Sdhasdhhacharitai o£ Padmagupta p. 48 ff.) :
—

* Who, standing in the forefront defeated the hosts

of his enemies, in a battle in which, in a manner immeasurable, eternal, incomprehensible and

marvellous, the wind, Garuda, theSiddhas, Yakshas, Rakshasas, Vidy^dharas, Bhutas, Gandharvas,

Charanas, the sun, the moon, stars and planets took part.’ 73 it is just the oldest instance of a

mixture of history and mythology, so usual in the later court poets. As Bilhana repeatedly makes

Siva to interfere in the fortunes of his patron Vikramaditya, or as Hemachandra surrounds his

master Jayasimha-Siddhaiaja with supernatural beings, or as Padmagupta-Parimala reduces the

history of the life of Siddharaja to a pure myth, so has here our author given heavenly powers as

confederates to the father of his master. This passage thus provides us with an interesting point

of connection between our inscription and the style of narration of the court poets. About the

meaning of the next phrase, unfortunately we are not sure, as the first letter can be read as nd or na.

If we read nagavarahhadhd gaganatalam ahhivigddhasa, as is most probably the case, then it would
be rendered thus :

—
‘ Who towered up higher in heaven than the shoulder of a great mountain or

tlie trunk of a grand tree/ 74 this we may compare Raghuvamsa XYIII, 15, where it is said

of king Pariyatra:— ^

‘ Fortune resorted, indeed, to (the king) Pariyatra, the height of whose head surpassed
(the mountain) Pariyatra,

^

If, on the other baud, we read ndgavarakhadJid^ then we must translate :
—

‘ Who went up into
the heaven from the shoulder of his lordly elephant. ’ The meaning then would correspond to that
of verse 20 in the Lakka Mandal ^graiasti,^^ where it is said of Chandragupta, the consort of the
princess Isvara of Singhapura :

—

‘ As her husband ascended to hearen, from the shoulder of his elephant ’

These words describe Chandragupta’s death, and would mean that he fell from an elephant and
had his neck broken, or that he, while fighting on elephant-back in the battle, met with a hero’s
death, perhaps that he exchanged the splendour of the earthly life of a prince for hearen
The second alternative seems to be the most probable. At any rate the passage referring to*
fcatakam will have to he understood thus, in case the reading nSga° is the correct one.

In the remaining lines, we have first, the praise of the queen Gotami Balasiri, ‘ who, in every
way, acted worthy of her title “the wife of a royal sage”; secondly, the very bold, though
improper, comparison of the mountain Trirasmi with a peak of the KaiUsa mountain, and lastly
the assurance that the cave possessed a magnificence which equalled that of a lordly palace of gods.
All these three notions are most usual in Mvyas, Instances of the third have been alreadv
mentioned by us above on p. 142.

^

What we have^ said so far should quite suffice to prove that the Nasih-inscription No. 18 also
bears a close relationship with the gadya Mvyas preserved for us, and that it especially containsmany

^

comparisons current in the latter. It must, however, be repeated that this pra^asii occupies
a considerably lower rank ffian the prose parts in Harishe^a’s Mvya, and is still less artificial tLn
the works of Subaudhu, Bana, and Dandin,

{To he continued.)

to me;’ on th. contrary, vicUr

the Positive fbnnhas the sense of the
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MISCELLANEA.

<5o®s not favonr our view.MATACHI : A DEATIDIAN WOED IN VEDIO
LITEBATT7BE.

Col. Jacob, in a paper contributed to the Jovx-

of the Boyal Asiatic Society for April 1911,

p. 510, makes two interesting suggestions regard-

ing the word matacM occurring in the Clihdn-

dogya-TTpanUhadl, 10,1, &c.,which

is explained by some commentators as

Col. Jacob says, that “these red-

coloured winged creatures are no other than

locusts” and that the word matacM “ looks like an

importation from outside Ary4varta.”

It is interesting to note that both of these sug-

gestions are confirmed by the fact that mutucKi is

a Sanskritised form of the well-known Dravi-

dian word vuidichi or futdichs, meaning locusts,

which is used at the present day in the Dharwar

District. Mr. Kittel, in his Kannada-Bnglish

Dictionary, explains the word midiehe thus: “ that

which hops, a grass hopper; a locust.” According

to thesame authority the word appears as mii}'utha

in Telugu, as vittal or veUal in Malayfilam, and as

veitukkili in Tamil. The word is obviouslyderived

from the root midi, to hop.

Mr. Kittel in the introduction to his Dictionary

gives a very long list of so-called Sanskrit words,

which are really Dravidian. But in compiling

this list he seems to have drawn exclusively upon

classical Sanskrit, MataeM is thus the only Dravi-

dian word as yet discovered in Tedio literature.

K. B. Pathae.

SANKABACHABTA’S BEFEBENOE TO

JATADITTA.

In his commentary on the Chhdndogya-TJpani-

shad 1, I, d, when elucidating the expression

Sahkar&chSirya quotes the well-known

sMra err
[Panini V , 3, 93]

and says that the compound ™
e&tra should be treated as a locative and not a

genitive compound, and continues

It may be contended that the illastration given

in the commentary on this aMra, namely,

But we reply that even this illustration is in

perfect harmony with our view, if the question

relates to the individuals composing the Katha

kdkhd, Sankarachdrya’s words are :

—

ST3 511%: 'TEST’S?

srrfft- qrtsiw ^ i

?i5Tfq 'ifi:-

Anandajn^na explains this thus:

f»Tfrqftq|

?r5Tqn% i

Chhdndogya-Up. Ananddsrama Ed., p. 10

Here uieans the illusteation

given by the Kfisika-vrittikdra Jaydditya, who

died in A. D. 661, and whose words referred to

above are t—.

KdSikd-vriiti, Benares Ed., Part II, p. 94.

Saiikarachdrya omits the word and indicates

this by using the expression

gR It tie stated here that

Kdtydyanaand PatanjalijSs interpretedby Kaiyata,

hold that the words snf^'TTOni should be left out

of the s&tra as unnecessary, and therefore an

, illustration of this s&tra is given in the MaTidbM-

shya. The fact that Sahkardchdrya quotes the

celebrated Buddhist grammarian Jaydditya, who

died in the second-half of the seventh century

A.D ., is so interesting from a literary and historical

point of view that it deserves to he brought to the

notice of Sanskrit scholars.

K. B. Pathae.

Poona.
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BOOK NOTICE.
Indian Oheonologt .—A practical guide to the inter-

pretation and verifloation of Tithis, Nakshatraa,

Horoscopes, and other Indian Time-records, from

B, C. 1 to A. B. 2000—By Dewan Bahadur L.D.

SwAMiKANNii PiiiLAi, M.A.,B.L., LL.B*. ;
published

by Grant Co., Madras ( 1911 ), Price Bs. 5-

The present book by Dewan Bahadur S. Pillai

dealing with the citation of dates according to

the various systems in vogue in India ranging

between 1 B. C, and 2000 A. D. fills a longfelt

wafit. Roughly speaking the book may be said

to consist of two main divisions—the letter

press and the tables. The former gives the

preliminary information necessary for an intel-

ligent use of the tables. It* explains the relations

betweenIndianAstronomy and IndianOhronology,

Chapter XY gives a list of the principal systems

of chronology in use in India, along with the

mode of calculating the equivalent Christian date

therefrom. The catalogue of Hindu festivals in

relation to tithis given in Chapter XYI is likely

to prove of much interest even to the ordinary

layman. The three parts, into which the letter-

press of the book is actually divided, are so
arranged and treated-that they gradually develope

one into the other, withoutin the least slackening
the interest of the general reader in the“"study*of
even such a dry abstruse subject as chronolo-

gical research.

By far the most important portion of the
book—and also the practical one—is the tables

given therein. They occupy nearly 250 pages
closely bristling with figures. They are twenty-
two in all, embodying the various items of value
and interest to the historian, the archaeologist
and chronologist. In these tables the most
importint one, and of greater practical inter-
est to ordinary man of the world, is

Table% which enables him to know the exact
English equivalent of any date from 1 B. C. to
A. D. 2000, In this table also are given the
solar years, new moons,, and eclipses that occur
during this long period of time. The calculations
for this period of two thousand years is made
according to the mode followed' in the Silrya-
siddhdnta as it is found at present. For the
period from A. D. 500 to A. D. 999 the calculation
according to the Iryad&iddhdnta also is given, and
this special calculation is valuable owing to the
immense influence which the Arya^siddhanta
enjoyed during this period. Dewan Bahadur S
lillal^s calculatioa for the period from I B. C. to

600 A. D. is made only according to the

siddhdnta. It is accurate and clear, bub it is likely

to lead the reader to form the wrong impression
that SHrya^siddhdnia was followed in those days
also. Yarahamidhira’s Pahcha^siddhantikd no
doubt refers to a S(<rya^iddhdnta^ but it was not
the Surya-siddhantaoi the present day, from which
the author has adapted the mode of calculation in

the book. The calculation of the dates prior to
500 A.D. according to the latter-day SHrya’-

siddhdnta is, therefore, not quite in harmony with
facts, and is merely a carrying backwards of the
process used authentically only for the period
from 500 A.D. onwards.

The eye-table appended at the end of the book
sums up the results of the preceding tables, and
is of great value for obtaining general results.

It gives in a remarkably well condensed form’
almost all the items necessary to determine a
date with faiiN accuracy. But for obtaining a.

detailed result, the reader must resort to the,

preceding tables.

Messrs. Dikshiiand SewelPs book on Indian
Chronology has acquired prominence because it

was the first one in the field, but in point of
cheapness and utility Dewan Bahadur S, Pillai "s

present publication in our opinion is much better.

To an ordinary man Dikshit and Sewell’s book is^

prohibitive owing to its high price; and conse-
quently there was a longfelt want of a cheap,
ready-reckoner, of dates* Mr. S. Pillai ’s book,,
however, meets this want to a remarkable degree.
His methods are on the whole generally correct
and sound. To workers in the various fields of
antiquities and archseology, the present book*
must prove to be of incalculable value. To the
layman also it will be of no small interest,
inasmuch as hardly anyone will be found who
has not at any time to look up some old date or
another. Mr. S. Pillaifs book is being constantly
used by the Bhdrat-Itihds-samshodhak-mandal of
Poona for verifying dates from Maratha history.
In the course of calculations made for several,
dates of the Maratha period, only one inaccuracy
was detected. On page 116, the week day of 1st
January 1704 ought to be 7 (Saturday) and not
1 (Sunday) as printed in Table X. This is the
only misprint so far discovered. But speaking
generally, the work is remarkably free from
misprints or inaccuracies of any kind, which are‘
too often- the besetting sin^ of books teeming,
witli figures.

G. S-Ebabb.
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THE OBSOLETE TIN CURRENCY AND MONEY OF THE
FEDERATED MALAY STATES.

BY SIE E. 0. TEMPLE, Baet.

(Continuedfrom p. 239.)

APPENDIX. VI.

An Aohin Kupang or Five Doit Piece.®®

Dr. Hanitsch, J. B. A. S., Straits Branch, No, 39, p. 197 t., says that there was found at

Malacca in 1900 “a copper coin, probably one rimV, of the following description:—Obv,, coat-

of-arms consisting of a crowned shield enclosing a lion rampant, with the figures 5 and 1/16 to

the right and left of the shield respectively. Rev., the legend Indiae Batav 1816.” That is, the

coin bears the arms of the Dutch E. I. Co. and was struck in Batavia. “ Coins identical with it

except for the date, were issued by the Batavian Republic previous to the English occupation of

Java, and by the Dutch Government after the English occupation, and the Rafilcs Museum
contains such coins of the year 1802, 1818, 1819, 1821 and 1824. The Museum also contains a

coin of 1815; that is, a coin struck in Batavia with the Dutch coat-of-ai-ms during the time

of the English rule. Therefore it is possible that the above coin of 1816, found at Malacca, may
also have been struck under English rule. I cannot offer any explanation of this. A coin of this

kind, but of the year 1802, is figured in Netscher and Chijs, pi. VI. fig. 89 (De Kmten van

Nedei'landisch Indie, 1863). The figures 5 and 1/16 to the right and left of the shield respectively

are somewhat mysterious. Netscher and Chijs (p 108) say they are not able zo offer any
explanation of their meaning.”

The coins in question are dated 1802—1824 and therefore the following quotation from Kelly's

Cambist, 2nd ed., 1835, Vol. I., p. 97, applies to them. “Aoheen in the Island of Sumatra.
Accounts are kept in tales, pardows, mace, copangs and cash. A tale is 4 pardows, 1C mace or

64 copangs. The coins of the country are mace and cash. The mace is a small gold coin

weighing 9 grains and worth about 14d sterling. The cash are small pieces of tin or lead, 2500
of which usually pass for a mace, but this number often varies.” This scale of money of account

was of long standing in Achin : see Stevens, Guide to B. I. Trade, 2nd ed., 1775, p. 87, who
inakes almost the same statement as Kelly. It goes back in fact a long way in the Malay
countries : see Bowrey, Countries round the Bay of Bengal, Hak. Soo, ed., p, 280 f., writing about

1675.

From the statements above quoted we can extract the following results :

A. Achin Currency.

40 cash make 1 kupang

4 knpang ,, 1 mas

4 mas j, 1 pardao

4 pardao ,, 1 tahil

2560 cash to the tahil

640 cash to the pardao

B. Value of mas and pardao.

1 mas equal 14cf.

1 pardao „
’

56cf = 4s. 8d.

See ante, p. 87.
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Therefore the paj'dao was a dollar of account (rix dollar, reiclisthaler') reckoned at 640 cash.

0. Value of the coin.

5 doit (hoping) make 1 kupang = cents

16 kupang of Aohin „ 1 pardao = 100 cents

Therefore the Achin Icnpang was the hlnderi of the old Butch popular currency (see ante^ p. 86).

Therefore also the coins represent the ’kupang (khideri) of Achin, which was 1/16 of a pardao or

rixdollar of 640 cash, and was worth 5 duit (keping) of 1^ cent. Hence the figures 1/16 and 5 on

the coins.

The coins appear to have been struck for the convenience of the Achin trade, then very

important. Historically Achin does not seem to have been so closely under British rule as Java was,

during 1811-1816, and on the restoration of Java to the Butch “a good deal of weight was

attached by the neighbouring British Colonies to the maintenance of influence in Achin. In 1819

a treaty of friendship was concluded with the Calcutta Government, which excluded other

European nationalities from fixed residence in Achin, When the British Government, in 1824,

made a treaty with the Netherlands, surrendering the remaining British settlements in Sumatra in

exchange for certain }
obsessions on the continent of Asia, no reference was made in the articles to*

the Indian treaty of 1819; but an understanding was exchanged that it should be modified, while

no proceedings hostile to Achin should be attempted by the Butch.’* (Encyc, BriL, llth ed.,

1. 145). It is quite possible, therefore, that the British Government issued the kupang or 5 doit

piece for the Achin merchants as well as the Butch Government, and its use of the Butch arm&

can be accounted for by the almost universal custom of the retention by a new Government of a

well-known, even though inappropriate, design on coins meant for popular use.

The coin is not likely to have been intended for Java currency, as at tbat time “in the local

currency of Java, 10 copper doits made one v:ang (a small silver coin) and 12 wang one rupee

(Raffles, Java II. Appx., p. 166). Therefore, if intended for Java currency, a coin of 5 doits would

equal 1/24 rupee or 1/38 rixdollar, as the rixdollar was then in Java equal to 190 doits (pp. cit.

p. 167). These proportions do not fit in with the statements on the coin.

It is interesting to note tbat 5 and 1 /16 represents a very ancient propoition in India. The

oldest copper coinage known there, the purdna^ pana, kdrsJidpam, or current copper cash, was

based according to Cunningham, Coins of Ancient India, p. 46, on the cowry by tale, and on the

raktihd or rati (= aims precatorius) by weight, the cowry being equated to the ratu On this

basis the tale of the actual copper coinage ran as follows :

—

grains cowries or

raktik&s

pana names

9 5 1/16

18 10 1/8 ardhakakijd

36 20 1/4 kakini

72 40 1/2 ardhapana

108 60 3/4

144 80 1 pana, kslrsh^pana

<‘The old copper punch-marked coins of copper and all the one-die [oldest] coins from

Taxila were panas, ”

This exhibits a most interesting comparison.

Soale of modem gold coins Scale of ancient copper
in Sumatra. coins in India.

9 grains mas = 1/4 kakint

86 ,t = pardao = kakini

144 = tahil pana, karshapaig^a

{To he continued^
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EPIGRAPHIO NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

BY D. E. BHANBAEKAE, M, A.; POONA.

(Continuedfrom VoL XLIJ, p. 163.)

XIX.—Afeoka’s Rock Edict I. Reconsidered.

Eleven .years ago I contributed a note to the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal

Asiatic Society^ on Asoka’s Rock Edict L, and therein showed what the true sense of the word

samdja was and why it was that the Buddhist monarch spoke of it in an edict connected with the

preservation of life. I am glad to find that my view has now been generally accepted.^ I have,

however, since I wrote last about it, found many more references to samdja^ which are interesting

and which throw light, in particular, on the passage asti pi chu elcachd samdjd sddhumatd Bevd-

nam-priyasa F^'iyadasino

^

which I then was not fully able to comprehend. The last portion of

the edict wherein he makes mention of hundreds of thousands of animals slaughtered every day in his

royal kitchen was also not quite clear. I, therefore, make no excuse for considering this edict

again, and, above all, making a somewhat detailed discussion about the word samdja.

I have in my last article on the subject cited a passage from the Harivama, which represents

Krishna to have held in honour of the god Bilvodakesvara a samdia, which “ abounded in

a hundred (varieties) of meat and curry, was full of diverse (kinds) of food, and surcharged with

condiments.” Samdja was thus a public feast where meat formed one of the principal articles of

food served. This is one sense of the term, and doubtless shows why Asoka took objection to such

a kind of samdja. But there is another sense of the word which indicates that there was a second

kind of samdja where no animal life was sacrificed and which could not consequently have been

disapproved by him. No less than three descriptions of such samdjaB I have been able to trace in

» the Brahmanic literature. One of these has been set forth in the Harivama in verses 4528-4538

and 4642-4658. This samdja was called by Kaiiisa in order that his people might witness a wrest-

ling match between Krishna and Balarama on the one band and Ohanura and Mushtika on the

other. Here the word samdja is used synonymously with ranga and preksh&gdra, and appears to

he a building erected by Kamsa for permanent use for entertaining his subjects by the exhibition of

public spectacles. The building was at least two-storeyed and divided into a number of compart-

ments with passages running inside. They all faced the east, and were provided each with manclias^

which were arranged in raised tiers one behind the other. Some of these compartments were

specially reserved for the various guilds (teni) and classes (gana), which on festive occasions

decorated them with banners indicative of their profession. The prostitutes bad also their own

mancha^ separately. But ladies of the harem were accommodated in the compartments of the upper

storey, some of which were furnished with minute lattice windows (sukshmorjdla^ and others with

curtains [javanikd). The golden paryankas and the principal seats were covered with painted

doths {huthd) and flowers. Drinking pitchers were fixed into the ground at due intervals, and

fruits, stimulants (avadanisa) and ungents (hashdya) were provided for. A not forgettable feature

of the samdja was the offering of bali^ which has been twice mentioned in this account.

A second description of samdia is contained in the Mahdbhdrata, Adiparvan^ chap. 184 and ff.

When Drona made the young Kaurava and Pandava princes conversant with the science of arms,

he informed Dhritarashtra of it, who thereupon ordered Vidnra to have a public exhibition made

1 Vol. XXI., p. 392 ff.

3 Smithes Aioha (2nd edition), p. 166, note ; Barly JSistory of India, p. 165, note 2 ; Hnltzsoh in Jcur. R-

Soc, for 1911, p. 785.

® Mancha no doubt corresponds to the Hindi mdmchd or Gnjarttl mdcht, and denotes a kind of stool or chair

ParymJsa was only an elaborate kind of mancha.
^
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of their skill. A samdja was accordingly announced to the people. Land, even and free from’

trees, was selected, and the necessary portion of it measured out, by Drona, who also made an

offering of hali. On the ground so selected the architects of the king raised a prekshdgdra. The

people made their own mancha^ and the rich folk their own sibtkd^* On the day fixed Dhritara-

shtra with the ladies of his royal family attended
;
and what with musical instruments sounding

and what with the excitement or the people, the samdja was in an uproar like the ocean. There

after Drona entered the rahga^ again offered a bali^ and caused Brahmanas to pronounce benedic*

tions. Then the whole array of the young princes made their appearance and commenced each

showing to the best advantage his proficiency in the military science.

The third description of the samdja occurs in the same epic but in chapter 185 and in connec-

tion with the svayammra of Draupadi. On an even piece of ground, we are told, and to the

north-east of Drupada’s capital a samdja was erected, adorned with walls, moats, doors and arched

gateways and covered with a variegated canopy. It abounded with actors (wa/as), dancers

{nartahas)^ and hundreds of musical instruments (turya^) and was made fragrant by the burning

of aguru sticks and the sprinkling of sandal water. The mansha^ were occupied by princes come

from the different quarters and by people of the capital town and the districts. For sixteen

consecutive days the samdja was held, and it was concluded on the sixteenth day with the appear-

ance of Draupadi and the hitting of the target by Arjaua.

It will be seen from the above summaries, brief as they are, that the words samdja ^ rahga^ and

^rekshdgdra have been used synonymously and that samdja sometimes refers even to the concourse

of the people assembled there. All the three samdja^ were held by kings, the first to witness a

wrestling match, the second the military manoeuvres of the princes, and the third the svayamvara

of a princess. No pains were spared to make the people comfortable and make their amusements

complete. MancJia^ and paryahhas were set up, and different classes of people had different

compartments assigned. Arrangements for drinking water and stimulants were made. Actors,

dancers, and musical instruments were also brought in to feast their eyes and ears. The samdjas

were sometimes permanent structures as in the case of Kamsa’s Sa7ndja, and sometimes put up
temporarily.

The Brahmanical literature, thus tells us that there were two kinds of samdjas, one in which

amusements for the people were organised and the other in which meat and other food were

distributed among them. The same thing we find in Buddhist literature also. In Vinaya II.

5.2.6 we are informed that certain Bhikshus attended a samdja that was held on a hill at Rajagriha
and that they were censured by the people because they like ordinary sensual laymen took delight

ill dancing, vocal and instrumental music that were going on there. Here not the slightest

mention has been made of victuals. But Vinaya IV. 37.1 has a different account to give. Here
also a samdja on a hill near Rajagriha is spoken of, and certain Bhikshus again mentioned to

have gone there. But there was nothing at this place to gratify the eye or the ear. The Bhikshus
are represented in this samuja to have bathed, smeared themselves with unguents and dined, and
also to have taken some victuals for their brethren. The words used here for dining and victuals

are hhojaniya and IMdaniya, which last word the commentator, it is worthy of note, has explained

by the term maihsam.

We thus find that both the Brahmanical and Buddhist literatures allude to two classes of

samaja. In one the people were entertained with dancing, music, and other performances, and in

the other with food of which meat formed the most important part. Now, turning to Rock
Edict 1. let us see what Asoka’s attitude towards samdja was. There were some samdjas which he
condemned outright and in which he saw nothing but evil. On the other hand, there were some
which were approved by him. As this edict is devoted to the preservation of animal life, there can
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be no doubt, that, the samdjas, which the Buddhist emperor tabooed, were those, in which animals

were slain to serve meat. And further as there was nothing in the other samdjas for Piyadasi to

object to, these must have been the samdjas which were called sddlmmatd by him. But why should

they have been considered excellent by him ? If they were unobjectionable, he should have bestowed

neither praise nor condemnation on them. But why were they designated sddkumata ? It is not

difficult, I think, at least to frame a reply which is plausible. The samdja^ of the second kind

were intended as we have seen Cor the exhibition of public spectacles. Could Asoka have given a

somewhat different turn to these spectacles and utilised the institution of samdja for impressing his

people with something that was uppermost in his mind ? If my interpretation^ of Rock Edict lY. is

correct, in all likelihood Piyadasi must have shown to his subjects in these samdja^ representations

of vimdnas^ Jiastins and agnislcandhaSj by means of which he claims to have increased their

righteousness. He informs us that the sound of his drum became a sound of righteousness.

What is probably meant is that the drum was beaten to announce a samdja in which

these spectacles were exhibited. After publishing my interpretation of Rock Edict lY, I

was revolving in my mind the question where Asoka could have shown these representations to his

people. The idea suddenly struck me that as samdja^ were prehshdgdras which were thronged by

all sorts and conditions of men, he could not have done better than used these places for

exhibiting these vmdnas, hastim^ and so forth. This is the reason, I believe, why samdja^ of the

second class were looked upon favourably by him. That it was the practice of the kings of

ancient India to call samdja^ is clear from the descriptions given above and also from epigraphic

references cited in my last article. These last speak of Kharavela, king of Kalihga, and Gautami-

putra Satakarni as having amused their subjects with utsava^ and samdjas,

I now proceed to consider the third or last part of Rock Edict I. in which Piyadasi speaks of

hundreds of thousands of animals slain every day in his royal kitchen. In my last article on this

inscription, I interpreted this passage to mean that these animals were slaughtered to serve meat

on the occasion of these samdjas which he now condemned but which he formerly celebrated. But

this iuterpretatiou is open at least to two objections. First, the word anudivasani is rendered devoid

of all meaning. For the natural and usual sense of this term is every day and it is not possible

to suppose that before the spirit of righteousness dawned upon the mind of Piyadasi, he was in the

habit of holding a samdja every day. Such a thing is an utter impossibility. Secondly, the

slaughter of the animals referred to by him took place, as we are distinctly told, in his own

kitchen ( mahdnasa ) and not in a samdja. Nor is it possible to suppose that these samdjas were

celebrated near the royal palace, and, in particular, in the close proximity of the royal kitchen.

For all evidence points to such samdjas coming off not only far from the palace but also far from

the city. Both the samdjas described in the MahdhMrata and alluded to above were held outside

the capital towns. And the references from Buddhist literature cited above inform us that they

were held on the tops of hills. Hence samdjas can possibly have nothing to do with the fearful

killing of animals, that, as Asoka tells us, was carried out every day in liis kitchen. The questions

therefore naturally arise : why did this daily slaughter take place ? Was such a thing ever

done by any other king ? Those who have read chapter 208 of the Vana^arvan of the

MaMhhdrata can have no difficulty in answering these questions. In this chapter we are told

that two thousand cattle and two thousand kine were slain every day in the kitchen
(
mahdnasa )

of the king Rantideva and by doling out meat to his people he attained to incomparable fame.

This statement, I have no doubt, at once unravels the mystery which has hung over the passage of

the edict. We cannot help supposing that like Rantideva Asoka also was in the habit of distri-

buting meat among his subjects and that his object in doing so must have been precisely the same,

* Ante, p. 25fiE.
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that of making himself popular. This explanation fits here so excellently that, in the absence

of a better one, it may, 1 think, be safely accepted. But he put a stop to this terrible animal

carnage the moment his conscience was aroused and at first restricted it to the killing of three

animals everyday which were rec[uired strictly for the royal table, and finally abolished this

practice also, as we can well believe from the concluding words of the edict.

XX.—TJjjain Stone inscription of Chaulnkya Jayasimha.

When I was at Ujjain in January last, I was told by the people that a fragment of an

inscription recently discovered was lying in the compound of the local Municipality. On person-

ally inspecting it, I found that though the inscription was but a fragment, the preserved portion

of it was of great importance for the history of the Ohaulukya and Paramara families. It begins

with the date, Thursday the 14th of the dark half of Jyeshtha of Vikrama Sariivat and

refers itself to the reign of the Ohaulukya sovereign, Jayasiihhadeva. His usual epithets also are

given, Tvibhuvana-gandcii Sicldha-'Chaliravartii Avamtinutlia and VarvaraTca-jishnu^ and he is

mentioned to be reigning at Anahilapataka ( Anhilvada )• Maliattctfyid Sri-Dadaka was at that

time the keeper of the seal at Anahilapataka. Then, in lines 7-8, whose meaning is clear but

whose grammatical construction is not faultless, we are told that Jayasimha was per force holding

the (mandala) of Avanti after vanquishing Yasovarman, king of Malw^. The next two

lines inform us that M^lwa was held for Jayasimha by Mahadeva, who was a son of Damda

DMaka and who belonged to the Nagara race. Then follow names ot some individuals and the

mention of the god Kirtinar^yana. But as the stone is broken ofi from here, their connection is

far from clear.

The importance of the inscription is centred in the mention of the district of Avanti being

held by the Ohaulukya Jayasimha after defeating the Paramara Yasovarman. This gives confir-

mation to the fact that the old Gujarat chronicles speak of Jayasimha as seizing and imprisoning

Yasovarman and bringing all Avantidesa together with Dhar under his subjection.^ That

Yasovarman was thrown into prison is borne out by a Dohad inscription,® which represents

Jayasimha to have imprisoned king of Malwa who can be no other than this Paramara prince.

We have a copper-plate grant found at Ujjain, which gives V.E, ] 191 as the date of Yasovarman

and couples with his name the titles Makardj&dhiTdm Faramesvara. Jayasimha must, therefore,

have inflicted this crushing defeat on Yasovarman between V.E. 1191 and 1195. V7e are told

that Yasovarman contrived to escape from his prison, and, with the assistance of the Chohan king

of Ajmer, regained his possessions and came to terms with Jayasimha,

THE PRIORITY OF BHAMAHA TO DANDIN.

BT EAO BAHABXIE K. P. TBITEDI, B.A,; AHMEDABAD.

The question of the priority of Bhamaha to Dandin has been discussed fully by me in the

Preface to my edition of the Pratdparudrayasohhushana in the Bombay Sanskrit Series. I have

also given there my views in regard to the reference to Nyasakara which is found in Bhamaha’s

work. Since, however, Prof. K, B. PSthak has chosen to establish his theory of the priority of

Dandin to Bhamaha on the strength of the reference which he thinks is indisputably a reference

to Jinendrabuddhi of the eighth century, disregarding, or not attaching much value to, or not

caring to refute other grounds which lend a strong presumption in favour of the priority of

Bhamaha to Dandin, I shall try in this article first to show that the Nyasakftra alluded to by

Bhamaha is not Jinendrabuddhi, and then to mention some grounds which lend a very strong colour

to the belief in my mind of the priority of Bhamaha to Dandin.

* See e. g, the Yol. lY., p. 266). ° Ante, Yol. X., p. 159.
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The verses in Bhamaha’s Kuvydlamledra ia which Nyasak^ra is alluded to are as under :

5^Rr5irnc*i«5T ft i

^r»r55rsr^r* h II

3T%5T 5T ff% ?rfjT«T5ff ^rar II

The passage from Jinendrabuddhi’s KdHhdvivaranapanjilcd, as quoted by Prof, Pa^hak, is as

nnder :

—

i i %rt^re?r i ^ vfNrrsti^^jrrf^ sr^-

1 5?:^ H§crt7 »TYi% rrafni’.sf^ I

II

Now what Bhnmaha urges is that Pdnini’s siilra ‘ f»r^>-3ir \H1I should be strictly

observed and no srgftlcj^ compound formed with words ending in the subjective and
ar^ suffixes. Consequently no compound takes place in instances like arqt WTi YSTCaf *r?lf> snd

• • How then, says Bhattoji Dikshita, is a compound like in qaiHI l

' to be accounted for ? He then gives Kaiyata’s view ‘ ^qsrF^ir:

gnngT ’
• It will thus be seen that a compound of with a word ending in a=g-

or 3T=JI in the subjective sense is forbidden and that whenever a compound of a word in the

genitive ease is formed with a word ending in subjective or as in it should

be taken as a compound of sjfejq^ with a or arJiScf word.

Let us now see what the extract given above from the Edsihdvivaranapanjikd means. Nyd-
sakdra discusses the propriety of the anuhandha in in the s&tra ‘ Hargyp-W cir€R. ' His
extract, as I understand it, means as nnder ‘ Why does Pdnini pronounce ^ with its anuhavn
dha-^1 In other words, why does Pariini not give the sdtra as ' ? What is the

propriety of the anubandha ’a? Nyasakara says that^ is pronounced to exclude trq^. That is to

say, a compound of sjgf with a is forbidden, not with a HvlgcT. But this view brings in

another difficulty
;

for the use of the genitive is forbidden with a f^r^'word by ‘g WfcRTS^tai-

Rl ^^11 and so ^r^NwRT with a is out of the question. This difficulty is

obviated by Nyasakfira by supposing that this very sutra is a g-pr^ that the genitive may some,
times be used with a word and that the fqsn? or prohibition of the genitive with a H5rg?r

word by the sufra WNiT-’ is ar^Tv^T or inconstant. The prohibition of the genitive with a
word beinsc inconstant, the prayoga >fisg: sTUlTrarfScrr etc. according to the extract

as given by Prof. Pathak or the compounds sTar^r^TfS'cTr etc., can be justified.

In brief, the gist of the Nyasakara’s contention is this. No compound of the genitive with

a word can take place according to Panini’s Therefore compounds of the

genitive with a word ending in should be justified by taking the word endii g iii ^ to be ^vT^tT.

Now let us see what Bbumaha means and whether the Ny.nsakara alluded to l y him is Jinen-
drabuddhi. Be urges very strongly that Panini must be strictly followed and ihat compounds of

the genitive with a word ending in h;=^ should on no account be formed either on the strength of

i- e., the use of such compounds by the learned, or on the strength of the view

of the Nyasakara, as the compound |?jf5?rr las actually been mentioned simply on the

strength of seems to have been explained by Bhdmaha by frgrimgr*n%^.
Some justify compounds of the genitive with a word ending in by Pauini’s own
in the sdtra srfJjriiTg: JTficr:. The sense of Bhamaha’s words is quite clear. He con-

tends that Panini must be followed and no compound of the genitive with a tVEtSii word

should ever be formed
;

Nyfisakdra’s opinion should on no account be accepted and
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with a should not be formed. Thus the view of Bhiimaha’s Nyasakara is that

with a word may take place. This is distinctly against Pdnini and is therefore very strongly

<5ondemned by Bhamaha. ^ means distinctly that

according to the view of the Nyasak&ra with a may be allowed.

This is the purport of Bhamaha’s words. Bhamaha had great reverence for Panini
;
for at

the end of the sixth ^arichchheda he says, *

Now let us see whether Jinendrabuddhi is the NyasakSra alluded to by Bhamaha. That the

two Nyasakaras, the one alluded to by Bhamaha, and the commentator on the KdHMvntii, are

far from being one and the same person must have now been clear on the following ground :

—

The Nyasakara, Jinendrabuddhi, is not in favour of a with a word
;

but

justifies a compound of the genitive with a word ending in ^ by taking the word ending in ^ to be

^^^and not gry. Thus Bh^maha’s Nyasakara can never be Jinendrabuddhi.

Moreover, i^cTF means that the compound is —actually mentioned

by Nyasakara. It cannot mean so that it can be included in the class owing

to the use of the word as Prof. Pathak seems to think. Bhamaha’s Nyasakara must be one

who has actually used the compound It is thus as clear as anything that the Nyasakara

of Bhamaha is not Jinendrabuddhi on the two following grounds :

—

(1) Bhamaha’s Nyasakara is distinctly in favour of the compound of the genitive with a

word ending in while Jinendrabuddhi is not in favour of such a compound and justifies a

compound of the genitive with a word ending in ^ by taking the word ending in H to be a word
ending in and not to avoid the violation of the Sutra ‘

(2) Bhtoaha’s Nyasakara has mentioned the compound ou the strength of

and this compounded word must be understood to be
5 that is,

is a compound of the genitive with a and not word. Jinendrabuddhi does not
mention the compound at all

;
and the compound that he mentions according to

Prof. Pathak’s extract is Be uses and thus f may be proved to be correct

( Rrj ) according to Kim. But it is not or actually mentioned by him
;
nor is it according

to Jinendrabuddhi a compound of the genitive with a as Bhamaha’s Nyasakara evidently

-sanctions.

Prof. Pathak says, “ I shall give below Bhamaha’s verses, together with the passage con-

taining the Nyasakara’s Jndpaha, as the extract supplied to Mr. Trivedi from Mysore is most
corrupt.” Now Bhamaha’s verses given by Prof. Pathak are the same as in my edition of the

Pratdparudriya and there is no difference in reading whatsoever
;
and the extract supplied to me

does not differ from Prof. Pathak’s extract except in one place, where the reading in my passage
is more to the point than the one in Prof. Pathak^s extract. My extract is as under :

I scm^ g-’srfit i%5T jrJUTPrr

On comparing this extract supplied to me for my edition of the Pratdparudriya with
Prof. Pilthak’s extract as given above, it will be seen that there is no material difference in them

,
except at the end in the instance given. Now ?5?rr is more to the point than

;
for Jinendrabuddhi has given this instance to justify the use of the genitive with

a HsrfcT word and to show that the prohibition ‘ q- is The justification of a
compound is not in dispute and; therefore the reading given in Prof. Pajhak’s extract is not quite
in point

;
though it appears- to be the correct reading as a line of a verse from the Mohahharata.
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Prof. Pelihak says, ‘ When Mr. Trivedi says that “ many Nyasakdras are mentioned in the

Dldtuvritti of Madhavdcharya ; 5?lT?fr«fr?r, he tells U3

something less than the truth/ Prof. Pathak then quotes three or four passages where Nyds or
ITyasakara is mentioned. The truth is that l^ydsa,^ Nyasakara, GEaradatta, Fadamarijctvt^ Mai*
treya, etc., are mentioned or quoted so very frequently in the Dhdtuvritti that it is useless to quote-

passages to show it to the reader. Moreover, the point at issue is whether there was only one

Nyasakdra or whether there were ore than one Nyasakara. To establish that there were more
than one Nyasak^ra, I have given the different Nyasakaras, mentioned by Madhava, and I now
quote a few passages where they are mentioned :

—

p. 266 Vol. L Part 1. (Mysore edition).

Here is distinctly mentioned as different from

(6) gitj- ?rff 3T^fr?^i ‘ ^rtl ’ fRr i ^ gw
HPprapf ?rpT i q;# 1 .f

‘ 1 P- Vol. I. Part T.

5 3T»Tfrr^g; 3T?cit?Tr ^itT ff^ i aq^r

‘ ars^rrqrsff vrrm: qftiqt^ cfrrrfjr ’ ffn l p. id Vol. II. Part I.

»T^r?c2r vst: ‘

T^T: l p- 14 Vol. II. Part 1.

‘ 3TqiT*i?r !i?55?T ^rnrrqN'R'^ra'ifq^ ftr^ir^n^^r'frssHT^-

q.

i siqi?—srqrf^^'Tr ^
*T f% H =h^i7iVyticqM(-=i^«j I —9T»rr^rqT ^rnTT^nTT

1 p. 529 Vol. I. Part II.

It is not quite clear whether the or the g’^RT on the 5?rT^r quoted here is on the-

same ssn^r that is quoted before or on another sinv.

i ‘vTRr:?#^r«n5:’fRr f^i r̂f^wiT^-sfr ^
fit I

‘
’ fTfll p. 122 Vol. I. Part I.

Here is made distinct from the well known wqRf of

ft^=i^l^Rrsf^nPT»r|?rqT'^ 1^— IEf5R»IR?r i ^RTsf

1

• 3 1 ifSPl! PhF^'BSit qrtfrfllt I qiTWTf^ I Wf*!-

qfVH’i, I pp- 457-58 Vol, I. Part II.

9TW qfP=*rrf«T! qtrrqar fit i fRr i p. 459 Vol. i. Part ii

.

^ sow 'fntvr f?2re?T 'iiqit
‘

=lt ^ ^35: (
^-

«iT»rv3^r^ ) I ar^r grrftf=— ‘ »PTairrt^'%^w^srm^e?gni’ fft i

nfiapt VH ff3 3fNirtAojr^gig-^; 1

^ 5r?rit5IPT q35r: f^sft’ra’ 1 p. S4 Vol. 1. Part I.

The above quotations make it clear that Madhava mentions more than one Uyasakara.

Having shown that the Ny^sakara of Bhamaha is not Jinendrabuddhi, I shall proceed to place

before the reader arguments in favour of Bhamaha’s priority to Dandin.

(a) Old writers on AlanUcdras are mentioned a ; in the following

fft II

srfiTfRnr. v f

.
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p. 3

(3) 5 3T«rhrr??!=«tRr

^r^’s p. 116

The views of Dandin being the same as those of BhSmaha about Kudrata
would have said fog qiRq^fr, had he thought Dandin to be the oldest AlcahMriIca in place of

Bh&maha.

(5) Bh^maha’s work is looked upon with great reverence by authors like Mamma{a and
Abhinavagupta and is called aTT^> The following verses have been quoted by Mammata :

^ ^Ir^snqm! I

^^?f5fiTd-Ssiarr f^sTT II

qrrsqsTo X.

This verse is quoted in and pp. 207-8 and n p. 267.

H grn=?nrf^ Pr^«f f%Nnt ^f^i3??R.I!

’S( 555qf% ^3:^?5?I5jfrRfq_ I

?JWf : 1

5 ^r: II

cfTfsqsro VI.

ESghavabhaJfca in his Arthadyoianikd on the AlUjMnas&huntala calls Bhamaha’s work

vr5i5c-3T?r ?ftr?ra:—“firw^i’ntT^ ” fRr i

The mention of authors like RSmasarman and Sakhavardhana and works like Achyutottam,
Satndharana, Rdjamitra, and AhMltamUa, and the fact that nothing is known about these
authors and works and that they are not found quoted anywhere else lend a strong colour to the
presumption that Bhamaha belongs to very ancient times and this justifies the mention of Bha-
maha at the top of old IkMdrikaa in expressions like

NR^gr5!r«f?rai%I^5TTv5'-
ciTroKHT:, the great reverence in which he was held by authors like Mammata and Abhinava-
gupta, and the application of the epithet 9TR77 to his work.

(c) Dandin’s numerous divisions of Upamd, Mpaha, Ahshepa, and Vyatireka and his
detailed treatment of BahddUarikdraa in a separate chapter strengthen the presumption of the
priority of Bhamaha to Dandin and of Dandin’s belonging to a later age than BhEmaha

; since
the latter’s divisions of Alaihkdraa are not so minute and since be does not attach much impor-
tance to SaiddlajhJedras

,

(d) A close comparison of several portions of the works of Bhamaha and Dapdin almost
affords a convincing evidence in favour of the priority of BhSmaha to Dandin. The following
may be mentioned as instances :

—

(1) Verses abotit Effm —

jRrr ll

^ qrr# Nrs?Ttf5n% ^ II

df II

*^?rr %T vmr II
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jnrhPisrm: snr: II ^rnTf.

Compare with the above, the following from Dandin’s Kdvyddarsa :

—

sT^rr?: Tf^cn^fr ^r^Jma^rTra’^fr ^tsit 1

ff?r #r ?i3ffcr^rrrf^5rr f^pr ||

srm%#T ^=331^51 ^ i

srnr w?rrtNrr%5T= II

srfr 3^W3T<ir |S’^5rr'2iP^5‘fK°rr^ I

3T?3fr 5^3157 %t% %^wc'T5 II

*tPa3rrra5Fn3rrSra; ^«Tr?^T II

flfT qr 1

pr H»>TTftr6f7Hf fk ?r?r: ll

?rg:5fr«Tn5«rrf^^t^r ^gnf^rfjgr I

wsjitsJiPrsrrrnr : II

On a comparison of the description of oRTtlT and STPs^TTf^'W as given by HT*JW

it will be seen at once that Bhamaha recognizes a difference between them
;
while Dandin says

that they belong to one and the same class of compositions with two names. The facts that

Dandin knew that the difference between cfjiTf and srr^e^lrf^^r '^*s traditional (as the word
* ^fpy ’— shows) and accepted by old Alaihkdrikus, that Bhamaha acknowledges the

difference between them and that the points of difference between them (1 ST|4s3irf^'4)l'

=fNfTO^?fi' ; ^ ^ 3 arnaatiRrarTtiT

) as attacked by Dandin are precisely the same
as those mentioned by Bhamaha afford a strong presumption in favour of the priority of Bhamaha
to Da]adin.

f%girrs^ Jrsrwrt ii

>mfRftjff55T gTHT^r qrfipr: i

Here 4iwi'$^H3R' J ©to. is declared to be bad poetry by Bhamaha
;
while Dandin says that it

is undoubtedly good poetry. The use of^ is pointed and seems distinctly levelled against those

who call it bad poetry. Bhamaha is one that we have found as such and this allusion of Dandin
is another strong evidence in favour of the priority of Bhamaha.

3. s^rri’?
I

^ffhr fHvTf^ ^ II

^ I

jrt%Hr^5|CT5?t^ %t %<s3it II

HRf.

3TTr^ ^T^isprqitKff^ I

Rrvrf^ II

^strrHgffgrpyT^wiramqN itf^r I

Mr ^’tT: ii

II
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It will be seen that the first ten dosha^ mentioned by Dandin are precisely the same as those

given by Bhamaha and that the eleventh dosha of Bhamaha is criticised by Dandin. This is

almost conclusive evidence in favour of the priority of Bhamaha to Dandin.

4. The verse

^ ^TTcrr

is given as an instance of both by Bhamaha (III, 5) and Dandin (11.276). It is

very probable that Dandin has borrowed this verse from Bhamaha
;

for when the former does not

acknowledge the source from which he borrows as in the latter acknowled-

ges the sources wherever he borrows verses from others as Bdjamitra^ Achyutottaraf etc. More-

over, Bhamaha says distinctly that the instances to illustrate figures of speech are his own

composition I II. 96). This is an additional evidence

for the presumption of the priority of Bhamaha to Dandin.

5 mPr I

fgcT II

II. 20.

^ II

XXII. 34.

Here it is evident that one has borrowed from the other. The verse is ascribed to Bhamaha

by Srivatsaiikamisra of the tenth century A.D, This places Bhamaha before Bbatti of the 6th

or the 7th century.

Prof. Pathak quotes from my text the verses ^TJtFT etc. and

states that Bhi.maha is attacking Dandin in whose work the three divisions of Upamd

mentioned by Bhamaha are found. This inference or presumption does not seem to me to be at

all warranted by facts
;

for Dandin does not divide Upamd into three kinds only^ hut into a

number of varieties PrWTHr,

3TT^#rHr, ^r^rT^rr,

rf^hrfq'^Tr, ^URt, rTT^nis^Rrw, 3^55^

frrwmr,. and IgjRr) so

many as 32 in number
;
nor does Dandin’s or long division of Upamd begin with

so that Bhamaha’s words ^ yrnfRfrrf^: ^ET^ff^Sfr ? may be
, taken as levelled

against Dandin, If Bhamaha had Dandin in view, he would have said : instead of

(e) Tarunavachaspati, a commentator on the Kdvyddarsay distinctly mentions in three or

four places the priority of Bhamaha to Dandin :

—

^ 1
Com. on I. 29.

(5) %t HnitsTt'Jir— ’TTwwrrrriarr »Rrr!’—

I

Com. oa 11. 2SS.

(c) |tKe?^K5^JT«lH5*(rran 1
Com. on II. 237.

id) ST 1

Com. on IV, 4.

sTmalrr \

In (&) and (c) the commentator states distinctly that Dandin criticises Bhfimaha. He thus

places Bhtoaha before Dandin.

I think I have made out a sufficiently strong case for the presumption, almost amounting to

certainty^ for the priority of BhSmaha to Dandin.
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THE DATE OF THE MUDRA-RAKSHASA AND THE IDENTIFICATION
OF MALAYAKETU.

BY KASHI-PRASAD JAYASWAL, M. A. (OXON.), BAERISTEB-AT-LAW, CALCUTTA.

The arguments of Telang^ are conclusive to establish the thesis that the play could not have

been written later than the eighth century A. D. Now there is a further piece of internal evidence

which has been missed, and which, I think, fixes the date of the play with almost absolute

certainty.

The hharata-^ahya to the play names the reigning monarch : at present (adhunB)

, , , . may long reign king Ohandragupta^”, Who was this the then reigning king Chandra-

gupta alluded to in the bharatc^vdJcya ? Before the eighth century and during a period when

Pdtaliputra was a living town^ (before 644 A. D.) there had been only three Ohandraguptas:

Chandragupta the conqueror of Seleucus, and the two Guptas bearing that name.

He could not have been the first. Omitting other reasons, it would be sufficient to point out

that the Sakas and the Hunas are mentioned in the play^. I attach more importance to the

mention of the latter, who were absolutely unknown in the fourth century B.O.^

As the first is excluded, the identificatiou must be limited only to the ambit of the two Guptas,

out of whom I would select the latter, Chandragupta (II) the Vikramaditya. Chandragupta I

was not a monarch of much importance
;
his name is not associated in any of the Gupta inscriptions

with the suppression of any foreign enemy, or any great deeds to elicit a comparison, as in the

hJiaraia-vdkya, with Vishnu. Chandragupta II, on the other hand, did suppress the political

power of the Sakan mlechckhas, of Western India®. Also I feel inclined to suspect a veiled defence

of the scandalous murder of the Saka Satrap^ in the story put forward in the Mudrd-Edkshasa of

the destruction of the Mleckchha Parvataka® by Chandragupta the Manrya through the alleged

agency of the visha-leanyd (‘poisonous girF ).

1 Mudr&^H^Jtshasa (Nirsaya Sagara Press, 4th edition), Introdnotion, pp. 13-25.

‘

® Ynwan Ohwang (c. 644 A. D.) found P^talipntra in mins with a population of some 1000 persons. Besides

the fact that most of the scenes are laid at P§.taUpntra, the patriotic speech of ESikshasa about P&talipntra indicates

that at the time of the composition of the play P§.^lipntra was the capital:

^ I flrfrPifT?rni I

feJT , fft5 Act II. verse ]S.

* Act V, verse 11.

< 1 discuss below the Hfinas of the Mudr&rBi&Jaliasa,

® In this connexion the prophecy of the PwrA^asas to the rise in jS&kambharl (SUmbhar) of a popular leader^

the Br&hman Kalkl, who is an ordinary man in the FAyu-Pitrd^a but is treated as an avatdra in later works, is

. significant. There seems to have been some great popular attempt made at uprooting the JSakas in MSlayfi and
’Western Eajput&nS about the early decades of the Gupta days, at which point the earlier Purdnas close their

chronology. [The FAyw, I think, closed before the reign of Chandragupta II, probably in the early days of

Samudragupta. For the dominions of the Guptas described there precedes the conquests of Samudragupta ;

1 1 V&yu-Purdm 37 oh. 277.]

^ gnf*nft%«r5?r!T ’st'sipt; ?rarTf%*nTn[r?ra.- “Chanaragnpia,mth6

capital o£ the enemy, disguiaed as a beantifnl woman, killed the lord of the Sakas who wanted wives of others "

.

MaTihorclfiarita, VI. The truth seems to have been that while a war was waged by Chandragupta II against the

Satrap, probably an agent o f Chandragupta took advantage of some scandalous intrigue of the Satrap and killed

«him.

® The Parvataha of the MudrdrBdksTiasa probably conceals in it the historical PhUippos, Alexander’s Satrap of

the Panjab, who is recorded to have been murdered by Indian troops. Philologioally Philippoi would he changed

into Piriho, Piribao or * Pirabao; and an attempt to restore Pirabo or Pirabao into Sanskrit would piodueo

^Parvata or Parvaiaka,
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On tlie basis of the occurrence of the Hunas in the play, it might be argued that the play must

be dated after the Hun irruptions into India, which are believed to have taken place a generation

later than the reign of Chandragupta IP. But the Huns had been known to this country before

they came in as invaders. The Lalitaviatara mentions the Euna-lipi. They came to be known

through the intercourse between India and Tartary and China, which had been well-established and

frequent in the 1st and 2nd century A. D. A series of Hindu missionaries of Buddhism^® to

China had already preceded Dharma-raksha(d. 313 A.D.), the translator of Lalitaviatara* The

Questions of Milindat (ii. pp. 203-4) describes “people from Scythia, Bactria, China and Vilata

(Tartary)” coming here. We do not know exactly where the Huns stayed immediately after they

were driven away by China in the 1st century A.D. But this much is certain that they must
have remained in the neighbourhood of Transoxiana through which the route to China lay. Before

their attack on Persia (420 A. D.) they had already occupied Bactria. At Balkh and Bamian they

had their head-quarters from which they raided south-west and south-east^i. In view of these circum-

stances there is nothing contradictory in having an author under Chandragupta II mentioning the

Huns. The very mention shows that up to that time the Huns had not yet occupied any part of

India, for they are associated with the Chinese or China (China-HAmih, Mudra-Ea. Act V, verse

11). By Kalidasa they are described as occupying Kashmir (the land producing saffron)^2
j their

Chinese association was completely forgotten in his days* It is also worthy of note that they do not

figure in the first army of invasion which came to help Chandragupta against the Nanda (Act II,

p* 124); they only appear in the army of Malayaketu, and there too not prominently, but as mere
auxiliaries to Baka monarchs (the northern Bakas = the Kush^nas) They had not yet shown
themselves superior to their Scythian neighbours, whom they actually overthrew about 465 A.D.

The conclusion, therefore, to which we are led is that the play knows the Hfinas of a time when
they had not yet acquired any territory in India, although an attack from them was considered

probable. We may roundly put it down on chronological considerations c. 410. A. D. This
also would confirm the view that the reigning Chandragupta of the hharata-vakya must be

Ohandragupta-YikramMitya (d. c. 413 A. D.) And the annoyance caused to the country by the

mlechchha^ at the time of the composition of the drama would refer, if the composition, as it seems,

probable, took place after the suppression of the Western Satrap (c. 390 A, D,), to the Kushanas,
or possibly to the new element of the Huns, who might have already made some incursions, possibly

in league with the Kushanas, during the last years of Ohandragupta’s reign.

“Malayaketu.” All the nations, which help the mlechcJiha king Malayaketu, in his invasion

of Pabalipntra, belong, as the late Mr. Telang has pointed out, ‘ one and air ‘ except the name-
Malay a ^ ‘ to the northern parts, and most to the northern frontier of India, to be more accurate,

® V. Smith, Early History of India, 2iid ed-, p. 284 .

e. g., MahSbala (e. 197 A. B.), DharmapSla of Kapilayastn (». 207 A. D.), BharmakMa (222 A. D.). Vighna
(c, 224 A. D )

.

Sir C. N. Eliot, Enoy, JBrit, 11th ed., Vol. IX, p. 680.

It is Tory probable that tbe lavasioii of Balkbby Chandra of the Delhi Iron Pillar inscription (who has-
been now oonolnsively identified with OhandraTarma (e. 400 A, D.) by M. M. Haraprasad Sastri in the light of
his new Mandas&r inscription) was in response to an early Hnn inroad in territories, which were not subject to
Samxidragxipta.

'Raghv.vamSa, IV, 67-68. The Hnnio occupation of Kishrolr comes over a century later, e after
Mihiraknla’s defeat (o. SSO, A. D.) by BhUditya and Taiodharman. This would place KMidfiaa about 540-560
A. D., or some 180 years at least later than the composition of the Mudr&-B&1cshasa. (I may mention here that
I have oome botobb a Hfin caste at Almora, HimalayaB.) [For a different interpretation of these verses of Killidfisa.
about Hunas, see JProf. Pathak’s note, Ante, vol. XLI.—D. E, B.]

“ JPTSr: I

^ [w P]
il

Mudrd^Rdhshasaf Introduction, p. 33.
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to the north-western frontier of India, llalayaketn^s predecessor, Parvataka, also belonged to the

same regions. Not a single southern nation is mentioned in his army. Malayaketu thus obviously

has no connection with the Malaya ^of the south. Further, no Malayans in the north-west is known
to any branch of Indian literature. And as Malaya is nowhere associated with the name of

Malayaketu’s alleged father and predecessor the mlechchJia Parvataka, it does not seem to be

connected either with any place-name or with any tribal designation. In view of these considera-

tions Malayalcetu can not be taken as representing originally a Samskriita name. It appears to be

merely a samskriitised edition of the origtial mlechchha name of the mlechchha invader. I propose

-to read Malayaketu as Sahyakeiu, taking the latter as a Hindu edition of Seleucus, There is a

•deceptive similarity between the letters ma and sa of the Gupta and later scripts, and the change

from an unfamiliar Salaya-into the familiar Malay have been an easy process in the course of

•copying manuscripts. Whom else could Indian tradition have intended by the mlechchha king

‘Malayaketu’ invading from the north-western frontier with a huge army of Greek and other

(auxiliary) forces against Chandragupta the Maurya than the Greek Seleucus ? If by the invasion

of Malayaketu the Greek invasion^® alone could be meant, the proposed reading Salayakeiu in

place of Malayaketu, I submit, has a very strong case.

KINSARIYA INSCRIPTION OF DADHICHJKA (DAHIYA)
CHAOHOHA OF YIKEAMA SAMVAT 1056.

BY PANDIT EAMKAENA
5 JODHPUR.

article on the above has been prepared and sent by me for publication in the Epigraphia
Indica, but a summary of it is given here for the information of those interested in the ancient

history of Rajputana.

The inscription belongs to the reign of a prince called Obacheba, a feudatory of DurlabharSja

•of the imperial Ohahamdna dynasty and whose genealogy is as follows

:

VakpatMja

Simharaja

Durlabharaja

Ohachcha is spoken of as a prince descended from the well-known rishi Dadhichi. The ins-

cription unfolds the following genealogy of this chief ;

—

Meghanada

Yairisimha

Chachcha

^

I

Yasahpushta Uddharana

Chachcha is styled Dadhichika or Dahiyaka, which is now-a-days called Dahiya. The follow-

ing remarks translated from the Hindi Marwar Census Report of 1891 would be found interest-

ing

“ Some people hold that Dahiyas are the one-half race that goes to complete the thirteen and
-a half races of Rathors. They once ruled over Parbatsar and Jalor, but now they are scattered

Mahtlmahop&dhy&ya Haraprasad S&strl has kindly drawn my attention to the fact that the term Malaya
is itself a Dravidian word meaning ‘monntain.’ Cf, Caldwell, Grammar ofihe Hravidian Languages^ 2nd ed., p. 21,

It is probable that some of the details of the invasion of Selenons might have been confused with the
' details of the invasion of Menander, e, g., the march npon the capital P&taliputra might have been transferred

from the latter to the former, although it is not impossible that Seleucus was actually rused into a long march in

:fch© intrerior—a strategic policy larl^ely and very suocesrfnlly followed later on by the Parthians.
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here and there. The old tort of JSlor was constructed by the Dahiyds. They now abound in the-

districts of Jdlor, B&li, Jaswant^urS, Pali, Siwdna, Sanchor and Malla^i. They observe widow

marriage, and are not regarded as of equa position with other Kajputs.”

A detailed and more reliable account of this clan is contained in Mfita Nenasi’s Chronicle^

a summary whereof will not here be out of place :

—

“ The original seat of the Dahiya Eajputs is reported to be a fortress named Thalner situa-

ted on the banks of the Goddvari near modern Nasik, whence they migrated into MSrwSr. In

the Ajmer province they held the following places :•—(!) the Deravara-Parbatsar group of fifty-

six villages, (2) Savar-GhatijfiK, (8) Harsor and' (4) Mkhrot also called VilanavStl. All the four

villages lie in the north-eastern part of Mdrwfr, They also owned villages in south-western part

as well, i. e., Jdlor and Sanchor.i S^nchor is said to have been conquered by Vijayasi with the-

aid of an accomplice, V&ghelSr Mahirdvana (sister’s son of Vijayar&ja), from the Dahiya Vijayataja

in S. 1142. This event is recorded in a verse quoted below:—
I

srrto 1

1

to BFf I

B^ 5rr^ rrPT II \ II

''

Muta ITeaasi also gives a list of tbe Dahiya princes, v?ho reigned round about Parbatsar and*

He mentions Dadhicha as one of their ancestors and specifies their names as follo'ws

1^0 . 27 kdha Hano (who inhabited Eohadi). No. 28 Kadaya Rano. No. 29 Kiraiasi Eano-

No. 30 Vairast Bano. No. 81 Chacha Rano (who raised a temple on a hill in the village of

Sinahadiya). No. 32 Anavi TJdhaiana (who ruled over Parbatsar and !M§rot).

It is clear that the names Vaiiasi, Obdcha and TJdharana of this list (Nos. 80-82) exactly corres-

pond to Tairisimha, Chachcha, and XJddharana of our inscription. The list however gives Kiratasi

. as the name of Tairasi’s father, whereas he is called Meghanada in the inscription. But there is nothing

to preclude the supposition that Meghanada and Kiratasi (Kirttisimha) were the names of one aind

the same prince, as instances are not wanting of tings known by more than one name, Chacha

Rano, as we have just seen, is described in Muta Nenasfs Chrordcle as having built a temple on

a hill in the village of Sinahadiyd, which seems to be an old name of Kinasariya. Our inscription

also tells the same story, viz., that Chachcha caused a temple of Bhavani to be built. The epithet

ctnavt, which is coupled with TJdharana, appears to be a corruption of anamra, meaning “ unbendw

ing,” He was succeeded by Jagadhara Eavata, who ruled over Parbatsar. He constructed

a temple, dug a step-well and a well in village Mandala, 2 miles from Parbatsar. His second son

was Yilhana, who wielded sway over the whole district of Marot, which is, up to the present day,,

called Vilanavatt. He used to reside in the village of Depara situated on a hill and d miles from

Mdrot, where an old fort and a tank still exist. Some Dahiy as are still called Dejara-Dahiyas-

^ter this village. Of the succeeding generatims, Bibo (No. 84) constructed a tank called

» There are several villages Tvhioh are collectively still called Pahiyapaiti, as districts of Hfirot and Parbat-
sar are called Godatl (on acoonnt of their being once held by Gaud as) and districts to the north of Jodhpur are
caUed Ind&vit! (owing to their bein^r once ruled overby Indt ’RHjpdtB). This name Babiy Ipattl, is sufficient to-

testify the fact that Dahiyfis held some sort of away over tl at part of the cc-untry in some time past.
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KbSsar in Parbatsar
;
and Hamira (No. 35) was a great warrior. His deeds are beautifully des-

cribed in the following verses r

“ snrsrn?

sfiT?w 5J«nT gjflafr l

^ 11 X II

^nr 1

fl# TcT^ fr#r itr,

rl# friT || ll

x^^vx \

Ijr ^ ^'Nt lU 11

There is a number of pAtalis or figures of satU in an enclosure adjoining the temple contain-

ing this inscription. One of these figures bears an epitaph dated V. S. 1300 and containing the

name of Vikrama son of Kirtisimha Dahiy^.

This shows that Dahiyas held this part of the country for nearly 300 years, a. up to 1300

Y. S. The use of the letter m, which is but an abbreviation of vajd^ prefixed to the name of

Kirtisimha, and the word rdjnt before that of his wife show that Kirtisimha was a ruling

prince, and not an ddd^ Eajput. The Dahiya kings mentioned in our inscription were chieftains,

no doubt, feudatory to 'the Chahamuna overlords, but also wielding sway over a tract of a country^

This fact is again corroborated by the following abstract from an inscription of Y. S. 1272

discovered in Mahglanfi in the Marot district :

—

The inscription refers itself to the reign of Sri Relana-deva (lord) of Ranastambhapura or

Eanthambhor, and records some arrangements made in connection with a step-well. In this

nscription also, the Dahiya prince, Jayatasimha, is spoken of as ma^d rdjaputra, and his fore-

father Kaduvarajadeva as mahdmandalekvara, showing that originally the Dahiyas were certainly

of a higher status than that of ddd Rajputs, to which position they have now sunk.

A NOTE GIST A FEW LOCALITIES IN THE NASIK DISTRICT MENTIONED
IN ANCIENT COPPERPLATE GRANTS.

BY T. B. GUPTE, B.A. ; NASIK.

1. Yatanagarika.

Yatanagarika occurs in the Pimpari plates, edited by Prof. PAthak in the Epigraphia

IndiGCb} On page 85 he says that Liligrama and Yatanagarika are identified by Mr* G, K. Chan-

ddrkar with Nilgavhan and Van! in the Nasik District. I do not intend to pass any remarks at

present on the identification of Lilagrama with NilgavhAn. But the assertion that Vani is the

modern representative of the ancient YatanagarikA seems to me to be without any foundation.^ If

2 A BAjpAt is called an ddd as distinjytiished from a Mgird(Lr. An d^d E&jpAt is thus one who owns noj&^tr

and is for that very reason looked upon as of inferior status#

1 Volume X, pages 81 to 89.

2 This identification was first proposed by Dr. Fleet when he edited the Vant grant (ante, Tol. XI,, p. 157),

but he afterwards identified Vatanaga.rikA with Vaduer (ibid, Tol, XXXI, p. 218} Il.B.B.
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proof is wanted, it is afforded by the mention of Vatanagara in the Kalachnri grant of the year

360 (about a.b, 609)^ which must be Yadnfer in the Obandavad tdluM of the N^sik District, where it

was discovered, I do not urge that the Vatanagarika of the Pimpari plates must be this VadnSr,

Probably it is not. But the name VadnSr is sufficient to show that this must really be the modern

form of the ancient name, Vatanagarika. As in the Pimpari plates the name given is Vatana-

garika, it appears that this was in all probability smaller than Vatanagara of the Vadngr plates.

But there is another Vadngr, viz*, in the Milegaon tdluJcd on the bank of the river Mosam, and

probably it is this Vadner which may represent Vatanagarika, if the identification of Mosini with

M6sam, which is all but certain, is accepted.

2. Vallisika, and 3. Bhogavardhana.

These localities occur in the Abh6n« plates^ of Sankaragana of the imperial Kalachnri dynasty.

To a Brahman of KallSvana (Kalvan in the Nasik District) the village Vallisika in the province of

Bhogavardhana is noted as given, while king Sankaragana was encamped at Ujjayini.
hi

Balh^aon in the Yeola tdluJcd^ about 15 miles from TJjjani, may perhaps be the modern

representative of the ancient Vallisika, The shortened form of Vallisika would be Valh^ and then

Balh^, and would further run into the modern longer form BalhSgaon. There is a village called

Bogte not far from Balhlgaon, which may perhaps be Bhogavardhana. I would propose another set

of villages for consideration. Vallisika is most probably Varasi Z and r being interchangeable,

and a being changed to d for the ease of pronunciation, as a conjunct consonant follows, and the ka

being dropped. This village is about 8 miles from Kalvan. Bhogavardhana very likely must
A

be Bhagnrdi, an ancient village in a dilapidated condition just near Abh6n, v taking samprasdrana

and the vowel preceding and fol owing it being dropped. It is worthy of note that the plates

were discovered not far from it. Again, Bhagnrdi seems comparatively older than B6gte^

Bhagnrdi is 8 miles from Kalvan and i mile from Abh6ae.

It would be 0 f some use to the antiquarians, if I would note one or two particulars about the

above plates, not given in the JEpigrapTiia Indi&a* They belong to Parvatrao Bhausing Th6k^ of

Abhona in the Kalvan tdluhd. The plates weigh 182 tolas without the rings and the seal, which are

missing. (I have taken impressions and plaster casts from them. They were kindly forwarded to

me by Mr. L. S. Potnis, Mamlatdar of Kalvan).

4. Chebhatikft.

Chehhatika occurs in the inscription of Karkarfija, edited by Mr. D. E. Bhandarkar.

He identifies it with simply Ohehdi, in the Niphad tdlukd. But it is better to call it by its usual

name Ohehdi Khurd, to distinguish it from Ohehdi Budruk close to it in the Nasik tdlukd*

5, Dadhlvdiliala and 6. Pa^alfivadapatana.

These localities occur in the partly forged Daulatabad grant, « edited by Mr. D. B. Bhandarkar,

which prove that Dhruva usurped the throne, deposing Givinda II. Of the boundaries of the village,

which appeared to Mr. Bhandarkar something like Samira, two can easily be identified. The village

situated on thewest is Dadhivahala. This would naturally assume the form DahivM, daki being

the Prakrit form of the Sanskrit word dadku Dahivsil is in the Malegaon tdluM. The name of

the village on the north is given as Padalavadapatana, the latter part of which would be dropped
and the former would become Padalad very naturally. It is 4 miles from Dahivala.

* Ante, July 1913, p, 207.

» Ei). Ind„ Vol. Tin., p. 183.

^ !«<?., Vol. IX., p. '296ff.

" Pp. Jnd., Vol. IX., pp. 193 to 198.
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BOOK NOTICE.

SlVA.-S&TEA-VIMABllNi AND PeATTABHIJI?1-HBIDATA,

Nos. 2 and 4 of the Kashmir Series of Texts and
Studies. By J. C. Chatterji, b.a. (Cantab.) Vidyi-

v^idhi. Printed at the Nirnaya-S^gar Press, Bombay.

The Archaeological and Research Department

of the Jammu and Kashmir State has been under

the distinguished patronage of H. H. the Maha-
raja Sahib Bahadur, preparing for publication a

number of Sanskrit and Kashmiri works, which

have so far remained unpublished, and which are

called the ^‘Kashmir series of Texts and Stu-

dies/’ The works under review form Nos. 2 and

4 of this comprehensive series. The editor has

undoubtedly rendered great service to the cause

of Kashmir Saivism by the publication of these

two works. The first gives the siitras called Siva-

sutraSi and a commentary on the same by Kshema-

raja. These s'fUraB, according to tradition, were

revealed to Yasugupta, who handed them on to

his pupils, who interpreted them in several ways.

KshemarSija, the commentator, says at the very

beginning, that there lived on the Mahadeva-giri>

the great teacher,byname Yasugupta, who, always

devoted to the worship of Siva, received an inspira-

tion from the same. Once, the great Siva, being

moved to pity by the unsatisfactory condition of

the world of mortals, inundated as it was with the

doctrines of Duality, wished that the doctrine of

Unity should be spread, and hence appeared to

this Yasugupta in a dream, and gave him to

understand thus:—‘ On this same mountain, on a

great slab of stone, there lies the secret; know

it and proclaim it to those who are worthy of the

favour.’ On getting up, Yasugupta searched for

the stone. Ashe approached it, he turned itround

with his hand and found his dream realized. This

is the origin of the Siva-sutras

Kshemaraja, who names himself as the pupil

of Abhinavagupta, represents one school of inter-

pretation, as opposed to that of Kallata and his

followers. It should be noticed here that the Siva-

siUras must not be confounded with the Spaiida-

sMras, as BtLhler seems to do. In his Kashmir

Report of 1875-76, one manuscript, really contain-

ing the Siva-sHtraB^ which we have before us now,

is named Spanda-sutra without any reason.^

That Siva-sHtraB and Spanda-suiras must be the

names of two different collections of sHtras

follows from what Kshemaraja remarks on p. 3

of the 1st volume before us—

*

sT^HTf^T: ProffttiK 1

The Siva-siiitras are divided into three sections,

called wimesha, dealing with the three remedies of

attaining to Unity of Siva, without which freedom

from this worldly existence is impossible. The

three remedies are technically called idmhhava,
sdJcta and dnava* Thus the Siva-^iras and so the

Vimariint also do not give us any satisfactory idea
of what the philosophy of Saivism is, except
only incidentally, but at once proceed to show
men, in the words of the editor himself, ‘ a
practical way of realising by experience the fact

that man is essentially no other than the

Deity himself, and of enabling him, in virtue of

this realisation, to attain not only to absolute

freedom from all that limits him and subjects

him, as a helpless creature, to the sorrows and
sufferings of limited existence—but also to gain

the omniscience like the Deity himself, indeed,

as one with him
Thus it would be seen at a glance that the

Siva-suira-vimariinz is not at all the book with

which one should commence his study of Kash-
mir Saivism. One is at filrst likely to think that

the sHtras may provide ns with an outline of

Saivism from the philosophical and argumenta-

tive point of view, as is for instance the case with

Nydya-sHtraB. But the reader is disabused of this

illusion as soon as he goes to the fifth sHtra.

Besides, the over-abundance of the technical

terms of the Mantra-idstra and the nnconthness

of style have rendered the book a bard nut to

crack, and in the prose of Kshemaraja we miss

the ffuenoy and literary finish which characterise

many a similar manual of Veddnta,

The second volume, however, named Pratya-

hhijM-hridaya is calculated to be more useful

to the beginner than the first, by its very nature.

As the name signifies, it aims at giving the

essence in brief of the Praiyahhijnd or the

doctrine of * Recognition,’ in twenty sdtras with

a commentary on them, by KshemaiAja. Thus

this book ‘bears the same relation to the Advaita

Saiva system of Kashmir as the Veddntasdra of

Sadananda does to the Yedanta system. That is

to say, it is intendedto be an easy introduction to,

and a summary of the doctrines of, the system.’

Al l the same, one must not be too sanguine

about the usefulness of the treatise, in the ab-

sence of some preliminary knowledge of Saivism.

The editor, too, has not come to our help by

giving a short sketch in the preface, but he only

refers us to his book ‘Kas!:mir Saivism which

is intended to be a general introduction to the

history and doctrine of the system in question,

but which, unfortunately, has not seen the light

of day as yet.

The Pratyabhijhd doctrine, with which both the

volumes before us deal, and which is called by the

editor, by the general name of Kashmir Saivism,

coz-responds really to the Praiyahhijnd darSana iu

1 Buhler's X«sh»^£r p. olxvii. The same point has been referred to by Sir R. G. Bhand&rkar in hie

‘Report 1883-84. (Section on Saivism.)
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the Sarva^dar^ana-samgraha of M^dhavaoharya,

and not to the Saiva-darsana^ whicli immediately

precedes it in the same work. M&dhav^ch^rya

introduces this ‘Recognitive system’ thus—‘Other

Mahesvaras are dissatisfied with the views set out

in the Saiva system as erroneous in attributing

to motiveless and insentient things causality in

regard to the bondage and liberation of transmi-

grating spirits. They, therefore, seek another

system, and proclaim that the construction of the

world or series of environments of these spirits

is by the mere will of the Supreme Lord. They
pronounce that this Supreme Lord, who is at

once other than and the same with the several

cognitions and cognita, who is identical with the

transcendent Self posited by one^s own conscious-

ness, by rational proof and by revelation, and
who possesses independence, that is, the power of

witnessing all things without reference to aught
ulterior,^ gives manifestation in the mirror of

one ^8 own soul to all entities, as if they were
images reflected upon it. Thus looking upon
Recognition as a new method for the attainment
of ends, and of the highest end, to all men alike

without any the slightest trouble and exertion

such as external and internal worship, suppres-

sion of the breath and the like, these Mdhesvaras
set forth the system of Recognition.' The very

first ^iva-s4tra is quoted by
M^dhava, and the verse which Mfidhava quotes
and attributes to Yasugupt^chiirya, viz »

—

gffrTRsrrEJrra
||

corresponds to the second sutra of &hemarfi.ja,

»ia.—‘?^=s^?rr

Intelligence is the nature and essence of all.

Thus the individual soul is the same as the
supreme soul. If it is so, why is the recognition
of the same fact necessary? In order to make
perfect the sameness which no doubt already
exists. And a striking instance to illustrate this
is given by M§rdhavacharya. A love-sick woman
is not consoled by the mere presence of the lover,
unless it is so recognized by her. In the same
way, the bondage due to ignorance is not put an
end to, unless a recognition of the sameness of
the lower and the higher soul, which is always
existing, is produced by virtue of the instruction
of a teacher, etc, ®

One more point to be noticed in connection
with Pratyabhtjnd-hridaya is the s{dra No. 8

and the explanation
thereof. The different systems of philosophy, or
rather the different views held regarding the
various problems of philosophy, for instance, by
the Oharv^kas, the Naiy^yikas, the Bauddhas,the
Mim^msakas, the P&ncharteas, the Samkhyas and
so on, are, the sdfra says, only so many stages
in the progress of knowledge arising from a more
or less partial eclipsing of the real nature of the
Supreme Self and of his perfect independence, the
final and the most perfect stage being repre-
sented by the Pratyahhijnd doctrine.

This Kshemaraja, the author of the Siva-sUbtra-

vimarHni and Pratyabhijnd’hridya^ lived in the
first half of the 11th century A. He was
also called by th^ name of Kshemendra and was
the pupil of Abhinava-gupta, and wrotemany other
treatises amongst which are Syanda-nirnaya^
Svachchhandodyota and commentaries on several
Saiva works.

The get-up of the hooks is excellent, and
the works are, on the whole, carefully and critically
edited. Again, the several appendices at the end
greatly add to the utility of the volumes. How-
ever, we cannot but notice a few defects in the
writing of the text. In the first place there is

no uniform principle regarding the putting-in of
dashes (which are in our opinion generally super-
fluous) between the different members of a
compound word, (see line 8, p. 4, , ^iva-sdtra
vimarSint) Secondly, the use of commas and
semi-colons is not very discreet and sometimes
tends to make a sentence even more illegible
than otherwise (e. g ^ the long sentence on p. 6,
Vimariini), Thirdly, no uniformity is observed
in making samdhis. Thus ou p 10 of VimarHnt,
we have ' 3???^ fr%,

'
‘ and ‘

f ^ ^ On p. is of

the same we have '
' On p. 17, we

have '
’ where the purpose of the

avagraha sign is not clearly seen- It is to he
sincerely hoped that the 'editor will attend
even to these minor points in the publica-
tion of the other volumes of his comprehensive
series, to make them flawless, so far as possible.

V. S. Ghate.

t I*rofessor aough renders the word which should be rendered
t us. independence consisting in not having to look up to the faces of others/ i.e., solely depending on himself. >

Rrw,

I ijt

I

?r

r : I

' ^ irva^darsana-saingraha (Anand^shram Sk. Series), p, 79. * Buhler’s Be^port, p. 82.^
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THE OBSOLETE TIN CURRENCY AND MONEY OP THE
federated -MALAY STATES.

BY SIR B. 0. TEMPLE, Babt.

(Concluded from p. 254.")

APPENDIX VII.

Synopsis of Malay Ourrenoy, 18004835 .

I
N examining tlie evidence to establish the identity of the Aohin fire-doit piece I went through

the whole oi the Malay currency reported „by Milbuin, Oriental. Commerce,-..2nd ed..,- 1813,

Vol. II, and by Kelly, Universal Cambist, ed., 1835, Yo.L I (s.vv. under East Indies), who
includes in his report Milburn’s information and -that sent him officially. I gire here a synopsis of

the result. In the following summaries M. stands for Milburn and the figures that follow for the

page ixr his V ol. II
;
K. stands for Kelly and the figures for the page in his Vol,-I. -

1.

Spanish Influence Paramount.

Money of Account.

Philippines
; Manilla (K. 109, M. 480) : Scale.

Proportion Scale

372 34 maravedi = real

8 8 real =: peso (dollar)

2.

Dutch Influence Paramount.

Money of Account.

(a) Rixdollars of 48 stivers, value 3s. 4d. Sumatra
;
Padang (M. 346) : Borneo, Banjar-

masin (K. 99).

(5) Rixdollars of 48 stivers, value 8s. Bd. Sumatra; Palembang (K. 112, M. 84).

(c) Rixdollars (value 4s. 7d.) and stivers. Celebes; Macassar (K. 109, M. 409).

(d) Sp, dollars, value 5s. Java
;
Batavia (K. 100, M. 351) ; Kaupang (M. 386).

(e) Rixdollars, value 3s. 4«f. and Sp. dollars value 5s. 4d, (M. 406). Moluccas; Ternate

(K. 120, M. 406). ...
(/) Scales : value of rixdollar 3s. 4rf.

Molnooas; Arqboyna ' Feninsxtla ; Malacca

(K. 97, M. 396), (K. 1C8 ; Me 318).

Proportion. Scale • - ' Pr^oportion.'i?^'
" '

'
^ Scale.

192 4 doit = stiver. '

. .192 4 ,
doit

^

= stiver

• 48 4 stiver =ff 'dubbeltje 48

.

6 stiver = schilling

12 dubbeltje = schilling^
^ ‘

8 8 schillings = dollar _ 8 , 8 schilling = dollar

Moruccas
;
Banda.

’(K.'99).
;

, *

Proportion Scale - 1

768 16 penning • s=i stiver

48 j6 stiver =. schilling

8 _ schilling _ . dollar

C-,
..4' penning, ;

== doit) .

iM 0/j 192 pie to the rupee, ante, p,-10fe. * Milbum’s-Boale stops at sohilliugs.
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Coins in use,
(a) European and ludian.

Java
;
Batavia (K, 100, M. 851) : Sumatra; Padang (M, 846).

(5) European and Indian valued in stivers,2

Moluccas; Amboyna (K. 97): Peninsula; Malacca (K. 100)*

(c) Spanish dollars and other coins.

Moluccas; Ternate (K. 120), Sp. dollarsS 4s. 7d. (M. 396), duoatoons (4/5 Sp. dollars),
crowns at 2% premium on Sp. dollars (K. 120, M. 396) s Celebes

; Macassar, Sp. dollars^ 4s. 7d.
European and Indian coins: Sumatra; Palembang (E. 112, M. 347), Sp. dollars 5s. 5d., and
holed cash, 500 = 1 parcel, 16 parcels = Sp. dollar = 80,000 cash to the dollar.

3. European Injduence.

A Dollar with Native Divisions*

money or Account.

Peninsula; Selangor (E. 115, M. 316), 8 tampaiig=rixdol]ar
: Celebes

; Macassar (K. 107
7 mas = rixdollar. Scales

Proportion.

64

Sumatra
;
Sengkel

(K. 118, M. 832).

Scale,

16 taliS

4 sutu —

(.•. suku

proportion.

25,600

64

16

Sumatra; Benkulen.

(K. 101).

Scale.

8 tali® ::::: Suku
4 suku =: dollar

Proportion,

suku 32

taMl 4

4 Sp. dollar

dollar)

Peninsula
; Trengganu.

(K. 121, M. 823).

Scale.

^00 pitis? = knpangs
64 kupang = mas
^6 “as _ dollar

^ 4 dollar _ tahil

(.-.6,400 pitis = dollar)

/X c , ,,
Coins in use.

(o) Sp. dollar.

Peninsula
; Trengganu (K. 121, M. 823).

(5) Sp. dollar, value 5s.

Sumatra; Sengkel (K. 118, M. 332), Benkulen (K. 101).
B. Hollars with mixed Native and European Divisions.

Money of Account.

Scale.

Java; Batavia (K, 100).

Scale.

^ stiver = cash

^ «®sh = tali

2 tali = suku
4 suku = dollar)^

Proportion.

48

24

8

(4

= Mflbonm saya, p, 818, achilW”
' repotted (K. 118) ag satallie.

’ ** * I. e., 5/4 rixdollar.
’ reported (K. 121) ae potties • 823) aa miiies .

reported (K 101) aa saUme, ,aiaUr.
• Supplied: notinKlOO: .»S«

«

one guaC iar.
(K. 121, M. 823) aa coaao«p.
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5. Indian Influence.

Money of Account.

Sumatra ;
Natal (K, 112, M. 334), Sp. dollar of 24 fanam or tali

; Jaya
;
Batayia (K. 100)

50 pitis^o = stiver, /. 15,000 pitis =: rupee of 30 stivers.

Scales.

Sumatra
;
Tapanuli.

(K. 120). {M. 334).

Proportion. Scale. Proportion. Scale.

400 16f keping = fanam 400 100 keping = suku

24 24 fanam dollar 4 4 suku = dollar

Sumatra; Benkulen. Peninsula

;

Penang.

(K. 101) (K. 114, M. 299).
Proportion. Scale. Proportion. Soale.

24 2 single = double 100 1 0 pice^i =: kupang
fanam fanam 10 kupang = Sp. dollar

12 6 double = rupee (.\ pice = cent)

fanam

2 2 rupee =: Sp. dollar

Coins in use.

(a) Sumatra; Natal (K. 112), Sp. dollars and rupees, also 1, and fanam
;
(M, 335)

Sp. dollars and 1, 2, 3 fanam pieces: Tapanuli (M, 334) dollars of 24 fanams.

(b) Java; Batavia (K, 100, M. 351) rupee, value 3^. IJc?.

Scales.

(K. 100). (M. 851).

Proportion. Scale. Proportion. Scale.

120 4 doit r= stiver 120 4 doit == stiver

30 2 stiver =: cash 30 2^ stiver r= dubbeltje

15 cash =: dubbeltje 12 3 dubbeltje :=r schilling

12 3 dubbelfcje =r schilling 4 4 schilling =: rupee

4 4 schilling = rupee

6. Native System

Money of Account.

() in mas and fahil.

Borneo; Sakadana (K. 119).

() Chinese cash.

Peninsula; Bsntang (Singapore, M. 320): Borneo; Mompara (M. 418).

(c) Scales.

Java; Batavia (K. 100). Java; Bantam (K, 100, M. 354).

Proportion. Scale. Proportion. Scale.

400 10 kinder! * = cash 10,000 10 peku^® = laksau

40 4 cash =: mas 1,000 10 laksau “ kati

10 10 mas = tahil 100 10 kati = uta

(••• tahil dollar) 10 30 uta^^ = bahar

25,000 •

(.-. 30

— 30,000 cash = dollar

— 40 peku =r dollar)

Made of lead and tin; proportion 4 : 1. Proportion of pioe to hati of tin, X$: 1.

For Aohin (K. 97) see ante, p. 253. Milb’arn, 329, has manna for Kelly’s 'small mas** MUbnrn givaa

system at Pedir (351), and Analabn (311) as identioal with those of Aohin, to which these places were snbjeot^
IS reported as pecco : p^lcu » Chinese pak, a string of cash ; see ante, p. 215.

jJta = string of hati here ; see anie, p. 215.
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Coins in use,

(a) European and Indian.

Peninsula; Bantang (K. 320) = Singapore: Java; Batavia (K. 100, M. 351).

(h) Sp. dollars.

Borneo; Sakadana (K. 119, M. 417) ;
Mompara (M. 418).

(c) Native.

Java
;
Batavia (K. 100), patak and cash^

Scale.

4 cash =2 mas

8 mas =: patak

(.*.24 cash =2 patak)

6. Bough. Conditions.

No Coinage.

Currency of Accounts.
(^a) Tin.

Peninsula; Tocopa (K. 112), bahar of tin (476 lbs,): Junkoeylon (K. 106) pieces of tin

shaped like the under part of a cone,” (see ante* p. 10).

(5) Measured linen cloths and paddy^^ (rice in husk).

Sulu Archipelago (K. 107, M. 424): Philippiues; Magiudanao (K. 107, M, 417) in kangan

(coarse clo*th) and paddy.

Coins used by Europeans,
(a) Chinese cash.

Philippines
;
Magindanao (M. 417), 160-180 to a lanffan.

(b) Sp. dollars.

Peninsula; Kedah (M. 296), Pahang (M. 820), Pakanga Elver, Rian (M. 321), Patani (M. 894):
Borneo; Pontiana(M. 417) Sambas (M. 419), ‘‘Borneo Town” (M 420).

(c) Sp. dollars and Portuguese coins,

Java; Deli (M. 386).

(To be continued!)

MISOONOEPTIONS ABOUT THE ANDHRAS.
BY F. T. SRINIVAS lYmOtAH, M.A; VIZAGAPATAM.

Mr. Vincent A. Smith, in p, 194 of Ms Early RUtorg of India, 2ad edition, says, “In the

days of Ohandragupta Maurya and Megasthenes, the Andhra nation, probably a Dravidian people,

now represented by the large population speaking the Telngu language, occupied the deltas of the
Godavari and Krishna rivers on the Eastern side of India. . . The capital of the State was then
Sri Kakulam, on the lower course of the Krishul/' The only authority for this statement seems
to be a passage from the Trilihgdnusdsanam of Atharvanacharya, quoted by Campbell in his Telugu
grammar, where he calls the book Athnrvana vyaourunum. The passage as translated by
Campbell runs as follows “Formerly, in the time of Manu Svayambhu, in the Kali age^ Hari,
the Lord of Andhra, the great Vishnu, the slayer of the Dauava Nisumbu, was born in Kakulam’
as the son of the monarch Suchandra, and was attended by all the gods as well as reverenced by all
mankind. He having constructed a vast wall connecting Srisailam, Bhimesvaram and Kalesvaram
with the Mahendera hills, formed in it three gates, in which the three-eyed Isvara, bearing the
trident in his hand, and attended by a host of divinities, resided in the form of three lingams.
Andhra Vishnu, assisted by angels, having fought with the great giant Nisumbu for thirteen yugas*
killed him in battle, and took up his residence with the sages on the banks of the Godavari, since
which time this country has been named Trilingam. The adherents of Andhra Vishnu who then
resided on the banks of the Godavari spoke tatsama words. In the course of time, these words, not
being properly articulated by the unlearned, by the change or obliteration of letters, or by being

Spelt by Milbiirn.
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contracted, a fourth or a half, became tcidbhcivcis. Those words cousistiug of nouns, verbals and
verbs, created by the God Brahma, before the time of Bfari, the Lord of Andhra, are called Qtsd

(pure).” Campbell does not quote directly from Atharvanacharya, but takes the passage from the

Andhra-kauniudi, which quotes it, A manuscript copy of Atharvapi&ehSrya’s work is to be found
in the Madras Government Oriental Library. Campbell adds in a foot-note that Andhra Vishnu or

Andhrarayu(Ju, as he Was also called, is now worshipped as a divinity at Srikakulam on the river

Krishna and. , , was the patron of Eanva, the first Teliigu grammarian.” The utter

worthlessness of Atharvanach^rya’s testimony for historical purposes is patent on the face of it.

There is no Andhra king of the name of Suchandra. The first king, according to the Ptirdnas,

of the Andhra dynasty, was Simuka, which name has as variants in the Fiirdma, Sindhuka, Sisuka,

Sipraka, but not Suchandra. Secondly, AtharvaaachS,rya quotes in his book a number of

authorities, e. g. Vishnu, Indra, Brihaspati, Somachandra or Hemachandra, Kanva, Pushpadante,

Dharmaraja, all giving pronouncements on Telugu, but none traceable anywhere. Atharvanaoharva

also gives a quotation there which, he pretends, is from the A-thcmatiasilihopanishad, but it is not
found in that V^anishad, From this we may infer that the quotations were made np by

Atharvanacharya. This author is desperately anxious to prove that Telugu may be used in books
and has hence manufactured these quotations. Possibly Atharvanadiarya is the pseudonymn of

a Telugu writer, whose use of Telugu in books was attacked by the purists of the day and who
resorted to this method of defending his procedure. This work of AtharvanAcharya has not yet been

printed, but a Ttarihd professing to be from the same man has been printed and it reveals the fact

that the author has stolen numerous stanzas from Daudin’s Kdvyddarsa without even tke

acknowledgement ‘iti’. Thirdly, AtharvanAchArya quotes the so-called VCdmtkisdtras. on Prakrit.

These sutrcta have been proved to be the composition of Trivikrama,^ who lived in the Idth century.

Hence Atharvanacharya must have lived later. The statement of Atharvanacharya, that Andhra
Vishnu lived on the banks of the Goddvart, shows that he was a late writer who lived long after

RAjahmundry became the capital of Telugu Rajas.

^
The earliest reference to the Audhras is the passage in the Aitareya-Brdhmana? where the

Andhras, Pundras, 'Sabaras, Pulindas and other Dasyu tribes living on the borders of the Aryan
tribes, are said to be the descendants of the exiled sons of Visvamitra. As the Aryan cult did not
extend beyond the Vindhyas in those days, these tribes must have then lived in the Vindbyan
region. Even in the age of BAiia (7th century a. d.) the Sabaras are mentioned in the
Kddambart as living in the Vindhyau forests. The next reliables reference to the Andhras is that
in Asoka's Rock Edict XIII, where he claims “the Audhras and Pulindas” as people in his
dominions, who, among others, followed the d/iama he taught so vigorously. It is to be noted
that the Andhras are here grouped together with the Pulindas, thus showing that they were still

living in the central parts of the Peninsula, not far from the Vindhyau range. Soon after
Asoka’s death, the Andhras rose to prominence. RSya Simuka SAtavAhana, who, according to
Mr. Vincent A. Smith, lived about 220 B. 0., was the first king of the dynasty. His name, as well
as that of a later Andhra king, Siri Satakani.are cut under figures of persons in the back wall of
a cave at NAnaghaL^ The next king was Krishna, whose lieutenant scooped out a cave at Nasifc
which was apparently his capital. The next reference to Andhra kings is found in the inscription
of KhAravAIa, king of Kalinga, in the HAthigumphA cave,® where KhAravAla says that in the

3 iff
®’ 18! also Mnhk&ycma-s&tra, XT. 16

<.*1, r j A!?®.
Udras, Keralas and Andhras” in Sabh&panan, XXXI audio

.
’’ iv. 41 are not neefnl for historical purposes, from the

fact that these mftdsos have been the result of centnries of growth. The references may prove that either the
final reduction of the Midsas was made, or at least the particular ilokas were composed not earlier than the 3idcentury, B. c, wnen these states rose to fame and were first mentioned together

^ Arch. Surv. West. Ind., Vol. T. p. 69. ’=
yv, Or. Con. IH. p. 174.
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second year of his reign (168 b. c.) Satakani, protecting the west sent a numerous army of

horses, elephants, men and chariots apparently to help him in his operations against Magadha,

This Satakani was either the third or fifth king of the list of Andhra kings in the Matsya’-

Purdna. The Andhra territory was hence, still in “the west” of Kalinga. Next comes the cave

inscription at Pitalkhora near Chalisgaon cut in characters of the 2nd century b. c, and referring to

the king at Paithan or Pratishthana. The centre of Andhra influence is still in western India.®

The next Andhra king we hear of is Hala, the I7th king, who, according to Mr. Vincent A. Smith

lived circa 68 A. n. The BrihaUlcatlidf the original of Kshemendra’s BrihaHcathd-manjari and

Somadeva’s Kathd-sariUsdgara, said to have been written in the PaisacM dialect by Gunadhya, was

composed, according to tradition, for the sake of this king’s wife, who must, therefore, have

been a northern princess. Hala is the reputed author of Sapiahiz, an anthology of erotic verses

in the ancient Mah^r^shtrl tongue. This fact and the other one, that the Andhra inscriptions

are all in some form of Prakrit, prove that the Andhras spoke some kind of proto-Mah^r?ishtri,

In modern usage Andhra means Telugn
;
and hence many historians assume that the ancient

Andhras spoke Telugu, Sir Walter Elliot in his discussion of the question in the Numismata

Oricntalia^ hopelessly mixes up the Kaliogas, the Triglypton of Ptolemy, Trikalihgam, Trilingam,

Telugus, and Andhras and takes an imaginary Kalinga-Andhra tribe to have migrated from the

Gangetic region, the Andhra tribe separating ofl in Orissa, first settling on the Chilka Lake, then

going down the coast to the Godavari-Krishna valley and shooting up into the Deccan, and

accomplishing this itinerary in an impossibly short space of lime ! Not to speak of the blending

into one of so many tribes by Sir Walter Elliot, even the assumption that the ancient Andhras

spoke Telugu is an entirely gratuitous one. If the ancient Andhras had been Telugus,

Telugu literature would have been born in the early years of the Christian era, in the palmy days of

Andhra supremacy in India, whereas its birth took place in the 11th century a. d. when undoubted

Telugu princes, z. e. princes whose mother-tongue was Telugu, whatever their (ultimate) origin,

reigned in the Telugu country.

The next reference to the Andhras is in Pliny (77. A.n.)® where he says that the Andhra

territory, stronger (than other territories of India) included thirty walled towns, besides numerous

villages, and the army consisted of 100,000 infantry, 2,000 cavalry, and 1,000 elephants.” The

Andhras must have been dominant throughout India at this epoch, as references to them are found
in inscriptions in various parts of India. Their sway extended from sea to sea in Central India and
up to Sunchi in the north,® The PeripUs, which was written at about the same time as Pliny’s

Natural History, says, “ Beyond Barygaza (Broach), the adjoining coast extends in a straight line

from north to south
;
and so this region is called Dachinabades, for Backanos in the language of

the natives means south. The inland country back from the coast towards the east comprises many
desert regions and great mountains

3
and all kinds of wild beasts—leopards, tigers, elephants,

enormous serpents, hyenas, and baboons of many sorts; and many populous nations, as far as the

Ganges. This is the first clear^® reference to the Andhra country by the name Dakshinapatha,
which still survives as the Deccan.

0 Bom, Oaa, l. ii. p. 147. ’ P. 10.
» Nisi, Nat VI. 224 ® JEp. Jnd. it 88.
10 I>akslilTi^pad& is mentioned in the Rig-Veda vii. 33—6 as a place of esile

; it meant of course the Vindhyan
region, which was in tho^e days ontside the pale of the Aryan fire-onlt. DahshinApatha occurs in the Pau^hdyana
Bhanm-iiii* ra (F. i. 2. 13), coupled -with Saur^shtra. It occurs in the MaMhhdrata, Sabhd-Parvan, xxxt 17 , when
Sahadeva is b iid to hare gone to the Dakship&patha after defeating the Pulindas and the Pindyas. In Patanjali^s
MahOibhd^hyn on Panini, I, i. 19, also, the word Dakshinapatha occurs. In all these places it probably means the
Andhra territo-y, but we canro*; be certain that it is so. In the Furdnas, Pakshinfpatha is clearly defined, but we
canuot use it in historical investigations, since the question of the dates of the composition of the is
a hopeless of solution. Similarly the Andhra country is, in the 'Baktisanganmiantra, said to be above JagannSth and
behind Bhramar^tmika, and the next country is said to be Saurashtra {Vide dabdakalpadruma i. sub derail). This
fdHfra work is apparently a recent one and is absolutely uuauthoritative.
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The Fe7ipUs mentions Paithan as one of the two principal market-towns of Dachinabades ;

and then refers to another market-town on the coast, the city of Calliena, which in the time of

the elder Saraganus became a lawful market-town ;
but since it came into the possession of

Sandanes the port is much obstructed and Greek ships lying there may chance to be taken to

Barygaza under guard.” Calliena is certainly the modern Kalyan, near Bombay. Saraganus is

probably Satakani, the title used by most Andhra kings
;
and Sandanes is Sundara, the 20th

Andhra king, in the Matsya-Furdm list
;

if so, the elder Sarganus is perhaps his immediate pre-

decessor, Pulindasena (a noteworthy name associating the Pulindas still with the Andhras), also

called Purindrasena, during whose time, Sundara was, as usual in ancient India, viceroy of part

of the country. Kalyan was in the district administered by Sundara. By this time Saka Satraps

of the Kshaharata clan had risen to power in Gujarat and seized some of the northern territories of

the Andhras, their early leaders being Bhumaka and Kahapana. The initial date of the Saka era

is by some historians held to mark the establishment of Saka power under Kahap^na
;
if this is

correct, Kambanus, whom the Feriplus names as the king of the country round Barygaza is pro-

bably the same as Nahapana
;
whether this identification is correct or not, it is certain the rise of

Saka power in this age made the port of Kalyan dangerous to foreign ships, the Andhra viceroy

not being able to guard the post efficiently, against Saka depredations.

The Sakas and the Andhras were in constant conflict from this time and the Andhras gradu-

ally lost their western dominions and were driven to the east. Vilivayakura fought with

them in 126 a. d., and his mother Balasiri tells us in the Nfisik cave Inscription^^ that her son
** destroyed the Sakas,” but we find that the Sakas continued to reign at Ujjain till Chandragupta

II, Vikramaditya, extinguished the dynasty about 409 A. n.
;
Rudradaman, the Saka Satrap, fought

with his son-in-law, “ the lord of Dakshin^patha,” Pulumayi, son of VilivEyakura 11,^3 and

desisted from destroying him, because he was his son-in-law, in 150 a.

This phrase ** destroyed the Sakas,” used in Balasiri’s inscription, like all other phrases there-

in descriptive of Vilivayakura, ought to be taken with many grains of salt, for they form a mere

eulogy of the king composed by a court-poet, and secondly, subsequent events have disproved the

destruction of the Sakas and the consequent stoppage of the contamination of the four castes”

(also referred to in the eulogy), Pulumayi, son of Vilivayakura and king while this inscription

was incised, having married the daughter of the Saka Rudradaman. But yet Elliot and others

have deduced from this phrase that Vilivayakura was the head of a great revolution and gained

a national victory
;
Cunningham has gone one better and made him found the great Saka era, in

commemoration of the event.

Ptolemy, the geographer, (in his Geog.^ VII. 17) writing in 151 a. d., after describing Larike,

the Lat or Gujarat coast, describes the Ariake coast (a name used by the Penplus also), which

he divides into two parts, Ariake Sadinon and Ariake Andron Peiraton. The latter phrase is

usually translated Ariake of the Pirates, but Sir James Campbell in Rom. Gajs., Thana, ii, 415,

11 Prom YilivEyakura I, the Andhra kings usedmetronymio titles, e.g. YAsithiputa, MSdhartputa, Gotamipnta,
etc., just as in Yedio times people were called KanSiklpntra, Kantsipntra, Alambi pntra, VaiyEgrahapadiputra,
etc. Does this mean that the Andhras were now definitely drawn into the Brahman polity and recognized as or-
thodox Kshatriyas, bearing names like the hallowed ones In theYedas? It certainly does not -warrant Sir
Walter Elliotts oonclnsion that one of-the BEjfla that bear metronymios, L e , the third of them, Yiliv^yaknra II.

Gotamtputra Sttakani, was “ a bold advent nrer ” who seized the throne
;
this Sir Walter Elliot has inferred

because the mother’s name "is found so remarkably associated with that of her son.*’ (Num. Orient p. 19).

That this deduction is absolutely unwarranted will be readily seen if it is remembered that dozens of Yedic names
are metronymic and among the later Andhra kings, at least seven have a similar title.

13
'E’p, hid. viii, 61.

13 Another view regarding Vilivtyakura and the son-in-law of EndradSiman has been set forth in my
B^igraphic Notes and Questions, nos. lY and Y published in the Jom\ Bomb, As, iSoc., Yol- XXIII—D, B. B.

Ibid. 47.
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argues that the phrase means Ariake^^ of the Andhrabhyityas. Besides this, Ptolemy mentions (Jb,

Tii* 1.82) Baithana as the royal seat of Siro Polemaios and Hippokoura as the royal seat of

Baleokouros. The former is certainly Paithan, the capital of Siri Pulnmayi or Pulamayi, and

the latter place, T^hich is identified 'with Kolhapur, by most authorities was the royal seat of Yiliva-

yakura II, Pulumayi was his son and viceroy (yuvardja) at Paithan, In an inscription in a

cave-temple at Nasik of Pulumayi ’s time occurs the phrase DhanaJcaiasamaneht, meaning by the

Samanas of Dhanakata. Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar has suggested that this may be a wrong reading and

the original may be read as Dhanahata-sdminehi or Dhanakaia-sdiniyehi^ by the lord of Dhanakata

Bhandarkar is clearly 'wrong, as Seaart points out in Ep. Ind, viii, 69, Dhanakataka is a

hypothetical name, and the actual names of the place near Amar^vati being Dhamnakataka^^' in the

fourth century a. d., Dhanakada (vide m/ra), Hiouen Tsang’s To-na-kie-tse-kia,^8 Dhanayavatipura

in an inscription of 1361 a. n., and Dhara^ikota of modern times. Thus the name Dhanakataka

is as much a myth as that Amaravati or any place near it was an Xndhra capital. Senart himself

guesses that Dhanakata is a misreading for Benakata, which occurs in another inscription of the

same reign. This conjecture of Bhandarkar’s is the only source of the assertion made by most

writers on Andhra history that Dhanakataka, near Amaravati, was the Andhra capital from the

time of the second Andhra king, Krishna. Among others, Burgess^® makes this statement with-

out giving the authority for it and also needlessly accuses the Andhra kings of constantly chang-

ing their capitals. About 200 a. d, Nagarjima is said in a Tibetan life of his, to have “ sur-

rounded Dhanakataka with a railing/^ I-t’sing, the Chinese traveller, says that N^arjuna’s patron

was of the So-to-pho-han-na family
;
Hiouen Tsang calls him So-to-pho-lo. These names are

probably to be equated with Satakani or Satavahana, the proper name of the king being either

Siri Pulumavl or Siri Yana.^o It is noteworthy that among the numerous scraps of inscriptions

found at Amaravati, the only^^ reference to an Andhra king is V Siri

Pulumdvisa savacMara, This itself is sufficient proof that the place is wrongly called DWakataka
was never the capital of the Andhras, Another late Andhra inscription is the one found in the

Krishnd district of the 27th year rano Goiamipuiasa arahz siri YaJia Sdtakanisa» 23

Numismatic evidence, so far as has been obtained, corroborates the above view. The legends
of the Andhra coins are all in Prakrit, as their inscriptions are. The earliest Andhra coins are two,

bearing the name of Siri Sata (c. 68 b. c.) and the so-called Ujjain symbol—the cross and balls

device, which probably originated in Maiwa. The “bow and arrow coins of Yilivayakura I,

SivrUakura and Yilivayakura II (84 a. d.—138 a. d.) were all found only at Kolhapur. The
later coins of the latter half of the second century and the early part of the third century, z, those
of Pulumayi and his successors (188 A. n.—229 a. d.) have been found only in the Godavari and
the Krishna districts, which alone formed the dominion of the later Andhras when the 'Sakas on
the west and the Pallavas in the south hemmed them in. Mr. Yincent A. Smith who has dis-
cussed the Andhra coinage in Z. D. M. G, 1903, has remarked that ‘Mhe Andhra coinage, al-

though geographically to be classed with the southern issues, is Northern and Western in its

^

^5 Ptolemy mentions Larike^ Ariahe, and DamiriJce as being in the west coast of India. Larike has been nn-
animoufely held to be the Ldfika country, that of the L&ts, So Damirike was the Helleniaed form of a possible
Di'amidaka, (the (wnntry) of the Dramidas or Dravidas* Damirike has been identified with the Tamil word Tami-
hgam, bnt the uniform ending Xi? indicates an identity of origin and ke is therefore the Sanskrit snfiBix ka. Ariake
has baffled most people. Has it anything to do with. Ariyaka^ Bnpposey to be the original of the title
meaning lord, a title given to Siri Tano (Ep, Ind. i. 96) and Mahd airaka, equivalent to Mahd, Aryaka, an obsonre
word which occurs in Pnlum^yi’s inscription above reierred to ? The expression is maha^dirakma odena. The
reading of the latter word and the meaning of both are involved in doubt.

I regret I cannot bring myself to agree with the Prench savant in this respect. What is read as Dhanakata
can also be read as D/ianinaA;ata

; and as, inNIsik inscriptions, n is used instead of % (compare g. dnapayati
of the same K^sik inscription), Dhamnakata can very well be taken tc be equivalent to Dhamfiakataka. Sir
n. <3 . Bhandarkar’s view, therefore, still stands incontrovertible,—B, B. B.

A. iS'. S, I. Amar, and Jag. p. 90 . i8

i, S. B- L Amar. and /ay. p. 4. 20 jj. pp^ 7,13.
21 It is not possible to identify Baiia Blvamaka Sada of Amar§ivati {A. S. 8. X Amar. and Jag, p. 61) or Sana

Md^harii>uta IkUHndm siri Virayttrisadaia of Jaggayyap#ta (ib 110.) 22 jsp^ ^ qq
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affinities, and has nothing in common with the peculiar coinage of the South,^^ The gratuitous

assumption that the Andhras were a south-eastern tribe is the cause of this apparent anonoaly.

It has been proved above that there is not a shadow of evidence to assume that the original home

of the Andhras was the east coast of south India and all reliable documents indicate that their

original home was south of the Vindhyas, as their coins also prove.

In the third century a. d., the Andhra dominions in Ihe west passed into the hands of the

Sakas whose capita! was Ujjain. The eastern Andhra territory was acquired by the Pallavas, the

earliest king of which dynasty, so far as has been made out from epigraphical evidence, was Siva-

skandavarma. The Pallava capital was Kanchipuram and the Andhra district of the Pallavas was

called ‘ Andhrapatha/23 Thig name, translated into Tamil, Vadugavali, 12,000, was in use even

in the 9th century a, Dharakada, which is the same as Dbamnakada of the Amai^avati in-

scription already referred to, was the capital of a Pallava governor in Sivaskandavarma’^ time, at

about the beginning of the fourth century, Now for the first^s time we hear of Dhanyakada as a

capital of any kind. In the year 340 a. d. when Samudragupta went round India on a digvijaga

tour, he vanquished Hastivarma of VShgi (now Pedda Vlgi, eight miles north of Ellore), a Pallava

viceroy of another part of the Andhramandalam wrested from the Andhra King by the Pallavas-

VShgi was also called Andhranagaram.26 But the Andhra kings and the Andhra tribes have

disappeared without any trace from the 3rd century a. d. We do not hear of them in Samudra-

gupta’s inscription, nor in the Raghuvaihsa where a digvijaga similar to that of the great Gupta

conqueror is attributed to the mythical Raghu. The word Andhra now became the name of a

territory. As such it is mentioned by Hiouen Tsang, who visited the province in the 7th century

A. D., about 30 years after the Eastern Chalukya dynasty was founded at Vehgi by Kubja Vishnu-

varddhana. The Chinese traveller says that he went from (southern) Kosala (Berar) to the

country of Andhra (’ An-ta-lo), “ through a great forest, south, after 900 li or so.*’ He calls its

capital Ping-ki-lo (? V^hgiu^du). He says that not far from the city is **a great Sanghartoa

with storeyed towers and balconies beautifully carved and ornamented/’ The extensive Buddhist

ruins at Guntupalli, 16 miles from PeddaV^gi, are perhaps relics of this Sangharama. ** These

consist of a chaitya cave, a circular chamber with a simple fa9ade containing a ddgaba cut in the

solid rock, and several sets of vihdra caves with entrance halls and chambers on each side.”^7

Hiouen Tsang says of the Andhra country, “ The soil is rich and fertile
;
it is regularly cultivated

and produces abundance of cereals. The temperature is hot.” This applies very well to the

Ellore Taluk, which is the modern representative of the ancient Vehgirashtram. Hiouen Tsang

also says, the language and arrangement of sentences differ from Mid-India (where Hosala was)

but with reference to the shapes of the letters, they are nearly the same.’’ The language referred

to by the keenly observant Chinese traveller, is the Proto-»Telugu evolved in the God^varl-

Krishaa valley, the (later) literary form of which was used by Nannayya Bbatta, the author of

the Telugu Mahdbhdratamu, who lived in the 11th century, and, who, so far as I can discover, was

the first person to call the Telugu language by the name of Andhra.

We thus find that the Andhras were a Vindhyan tribe and that the Andhra kings originally

ruled over western India and spoke Prakrit and not Telugu, Ihe extension of Andhra power was

from the west to the east down the Godavari-Krishua valley. When their power declined in the

west, the name Andhramandalam travelled to their eastern provinces and stuck to it under Pallava

as well as Eastern Chfilukya rule. The word Andhra was first a tribal name ;
then it became the

name of a dynasty of kings, who ruled in the west
;
and then it became the name of a language

which evolved in the east sometime before the eleventh century. Whence and when and how

Telugu arose, what influences fostered its inception and growth is, however, another and a more

complicated story, which will be told in a future article.

« A, 8. L 08-07 p. 222.
^

, ,

The next ocoasion when Dhaihnakada is called a capital is in Hiouen Tsang’s description of the place, when

it continued to be, it is presumed, the capital of a Pallava viceroy.

Daiahum^rachaniamt yii,
xii, 8S8.
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ROOK EDICT YI OF ASOKA.

BY KASHI-FRASAD JATASWAL, M.A. (OXON.), BABEISTEB-AT-LAW ;
CALCUTTA.

The passage

;

^ ^ ^s^qpsrrr%

RwCr ^

sgf ^ [1]

(Girnar, lines 6-7)

has been translated by Biibler as follows :

—

Moreoyer, if, with respect to any thing which I order by (word of) month to be given

or to be obeyed as a command, or which as a pressing (matter) is entrusted to my officials, a

dispute or ** a fraud happens in the committee (of any caste or sect), I have given orders that

it shall be brought forthwith to my cognisance in any place and at any time. ’’2

In the above translation the word nijhatP has been rendered as “ fraud. ” I could not trace

Dr. Biihler’s ground for adopting this meaning. No explanation has been offered by him in his

articles on the edicts published in the Zeitshrift d, Deuischen Morg, Gesellschaft, vole. 43 and 44

and the Epigraphia Indica, vol. 2. I do not think there is any warrant for this rendering. The

source of the mistake seems to lie in M. Senart’s remarks on nikati, an incorrect reading of

nijhati; ‘Le sens de ‘^bassesse, frauds, ” attests pour le pali nikati et sen prototype Sanskrit

nikviti^ s’accorde trfes bien avec de voisinage de vivado “ disunion, querelle.^ ” But the reading

nihaii, as Blihler himself pointed out, was wrong, jha being quite distinct in all the recensions. If

mkati meant ‘ fraud,’ there is no reason why nijhatt also should mean the same. The two are not

one and the same word.

Jha in Asokan phonetics, as in Pali, represents either dJiya (^^) or hsha (^) of

Samskruta, e. g., theJha in the nijhapayitave^ and nijhaiiyd^ which, as M. Senart pointed out,^ are

derived from the Sans, pr + a^d the jha in the jhapetaviye of the Pillar Edict V., which

comes from the Samskriita kshai(, ^ ) (Childers). The ni^haU of our Rock Edict would therefore

represent either ^nidhyati (J^nidhyatti) or *nikshatti (J^nikshaptj^* The context shows that it

does not stand for nidhyMi or a similar expression connected with ni-dhyai, ‘ to be attentive,

'

< to redect.’ For if in respect of the royal order, there was to be seen, in the parishat nidhyattf

< attention ’ or ‘ reflection, ’ the king would not have been in a desparate hurry to be told of it

“forthwith” and at all hours and in all places. It is evident that some unsatisfactory conduct

on the part of the parishat is meant by nijhatu And this sense we do get from the other restoration,

nikshapti {ox niksMpti), ‘ casting away,’ ‘throwing down,’ or the act of ‘rejection.’ In respect

of an order given to the Maham^tras if there happened or was going to happen ( ) in the

parishat a division (vivado) or a total rejection of the order {nikshapit)^ the king was to be

informed forthwith at whatsoever place he might be and whichsoever hour it might be. The sense

becomes still clearer with an appreciation of the real import of the parisd.

* The ^stroke attached to ka is tuunistakahle, the projection being clearly noticeable beyond the abrasion.

See the facsimile in the Bp. Ind., II, facing p. 454.

2 Ind., vol. II, p. 468. ^ In other recensions niJhaH,

Itet ’Jnscri;ption de Piyadaei, i, 157. It must be at the same time noticed that M. Senart himself in transla*

iingjihe edict (p. 173) does not adopt “bassessee’' or**fraiide” but “division” as the meaning of the sapposed

nihaii.

^PillAe-BdicrtlV.

^ Lee In». de Piya*t IL 33,94.

•Pillar Edict TILS.
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Pdrisd : M. Seaart takes it to be synonymous with sahgha^ and Biihler, as the committee of

caste or sect. It is obvious that Buhler’s importation of caste or sect is too far-fetched and

does not suit the context at alL Taya atMya qualifies the whole sentence. The dispute which

might arise in the parishat would be a dispute in the matter of an order charged to the

MahamS.tras
;
and in respect of matters charged to the Mahlmatras a discussion could hardly be

expected to arise in a council of caste or sect* The same objection applies to M. Senart's

Vassemhlee du clerge. I do not think anybody would suggest that the Mahfimatras figured as

members of the sjhgha. That the parishat was the parishat of the Mahamatras is a conclusion

which is forced upon us by the context, This conclasion receives confirmation from an

independent source, which I propose to notice after commenting on the term Muhdmdtra*

The confusion with regard to the meaning of this expression has been removed by the recent

rendering,® ‘the High Ministers.^ This rendering is confirmed by tbe Arthasdsfra^ the

MabEmatras there are the Highest Ministers.^® I think the term Mahamatra, '‘of high

(higher) authority, ’’ distinguished the Mahamatra class of ministers from the inferior ministers.

Dr. Pleet has noticed in the inscriptions of the Gupta period two grades of ofifices distinguished

from each other by the addition maJid to particular ofiSces. For the sake of comparsion I would

draw attention to a passage of the Suhra-ntH, which lays down that each minister in charge of a

portfolio was to have two ministers under him as juniors (ii* 109).

For the council-of-ministers we have a technical expression in the drthaidstrOf the

mavitri^paTishat,

»ir*rwr; (p. 29

)

r? ;if5r (Sic)- «Tfi:<sr|^rgTr (p. 29)

(p- 29 )

(P- S8)

In the edict we hare ^ ^ In the ArthasSstra we ar«

told that an dtydyika business had to be entrusted to the parishat whose decision was to be

followed in the matter : 1 H'sr

^ I ( p. 29 )

*‘In case of an dtydyika business the mantrUpanshat of the ministers shall be called and
•told (the business). Therein what the majority says or whatever for the success of the matter

they tell, shall be done.

In tbe light of this evidence as well as the other considerations put forward above there

seems to be a stroug ground to hold that the parishat of the edict is the mantri-parishat of the

Arthasdstra. The edict, which is purely au administrative one, exhibits the emperor s dissatisfac**

tion at.the restiveness of his ministers with regard to his certain commands That the ministers

had such wide powers .as to be in a position to offer opposition in certain matters can be gathered

also by the data of the Greek writers ^3,

« i, 157.

— -
^ ^ ^ ^

At the stLOoession of a sovereign, who is a minor, the Maham&traa are told. * He is only the symbol, you

,are the real sovereign’ (ed. Mysore, 1909, p. ^ )• who'oolleotively

4eal with the annual account sheets of the provinces sent to the capital (p. 64.

u of. also the ^xtoa-Niti (H. 8).

JTTir: *r H

12 This explanation supports the tradition of the I>ivy6>vad&,na that R&dh&gupta opposed the gifts of the king
to the Bnddhist Brotherhood.

Cf. 'Hence (the“ Connoillors of State who advise the king**) enjoy the prerogative of choosing
governors, chiefs of provinces; deputy governors, superintendents of the treasury, generals of the army, admirals
pf the ^vy^ controllers and commissioners who superintend agriculture.*’ Arrian, Indira, XII*
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I propase to traaalate the passage a3 follows :

—

<< If, again, in the matter of anything that I myself order by word of mouth—either (an

order) to be issued ( to be given,i^ or to be proclaimed
( ^r^qr^r )—or, again, in the

matter of anything urgent that is charged to the MahSmabras, a division or rejection is taking

place in the council, without any interval I must be informed at all places and at all

hours. This has been ordered by me. ^

MulcTiato : This sigaifies that the orders were not always given by word of mouth. In this

connexion I would refer to a rule of the niH as surviving in the Suh'anUi, viz., that orders by the

king should not be given otherwise than in writing, and if an order was otherwise given it was

not to be obeyed by the public servant, ‘•for it is the royal sigaet which is the king and not the

king himself

FOLK-LORE FROM THE NIZAMIS DOMINIONS.
BY M. N. CHITTANAH.

No. 1. The King and His devoted Minister.

Thbeb lived once npon a time a king and his faithful minister. They loved and trusted

each other much. Their love was so great that when anything ever happened to the king the

minister felt as if it had happened to him. Likewise the king also felt in the same way if anything

ever happened to the minister.

On one occasion, a dealer in swords and other arms and weapons came to the king and

showed him his wares. The king, while examining one of the swords unfortunately

cut off his little finger because it was so sharp. He immediately informed his beloved

minister of this accident and wanted him to see to come at once. But the Minister, to the

utter amazement of the king, instead of running to his aid and comforting and sympathizing

with his royal master^ sent back his reply in these words.

““Whatever God does is done well

Though the reason why to tell.*’

When the messengers brought to the king this unexpected reply, his anger knew no bounds^

and he at once caused his minister to be dismissed and appointed another man in his place.

Some days after, the king went out hunting. While chasing a deer, he lost himseli

in a thick forest, which was the den of one hundred and one notorious robbers. It

happened to be the festival of their presiding and protecting deity, to whom they offered a

human sacrifice annually. Every preparation was ready and the only want was the required

sacrifice. So they took it as good luck that they chanced to meet the unfortunate king*

Thinking him to be the gift ofthe goddess, who had been pleased to help them in times of

difficulties and utter want and disappointment, they hastened to perform the sacrifice*

While they were engaged in bringing the king to the altar, the chief robber’s glance happened

to fall on the king’s missing finger. He at once bawled out to his comrades^ and showed the

defect in the sacrifice to be offered.* In sorrow and anguish they let the victim go free.

On returning to the palace, he remembered the minister's wise words at the time of the

loss of his little finger, which had saved him now from the hands of the murderous band of robbers

and reinstated his wise and learned minister to his former place, passing the remainder of their

days in blessed harmony of peace and pleasure,

1* ctAjpafcaw might mean a order. Of. ^ Arthagtatra, p. 57.

IL290

tin. 292. (JivSnaitda'sed.)

5- Among the lower olasses of people very great care is takenwhen a goat, a sheep or fowl is being chosen fo*

saorifioB to goddesses to see that the animal is free from defective limbs. Even now when an animal sacrifice

is offered to the lower goddesses, or presiding deities over cholera, small-pox and other epidemics, votaries and
worshippers are very oareM to obtain a sound animal or fowl.
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MISCELLANEA.

THE JOa OE GERSAPPE EALLS.

The Jdg Falls on tlie SharAvati river,^

which for ahoufc eight miles forms the bouadary

between Mysore and the North Kanara District

of the Bombay Presidency, are best known to

Europeans as the O-drsappe Falls, though they

are eight miles further up the river than that

old village, and about thirty miles from Honivar

on the coast.

In the south of India there are not a few

waterfalls of considerable height and volume.

The falls of the GhatprabhA, near GokAk in the

Belgaum District, for example, are 170 feet high,

horse-shoe shaped, and with a flood-breadth at

the crest of 680 feet, discharging in November

after the rains an average of nineteen tons of

water per second.

But the Jog on the SharAvati is by far the

grandest, pouring a large volume of water over

a vertical cliff with a sheer drop of 830 feet in

height, and extending, even in the dry season, to

about 720 yards across, whilst in the monsoon

the flood is about doubled, rolling over the preci-

pice at a depth of eight feet into a pool some JBO

feet deep. In August 1844 Captain Newbold

estimated the fall of water at 43,000 cubic feet

per second. In November and later the sight of

this mighty cataract is still magnificent ;
while

during the rains the huge chasm is filled with

the clouds of spray and mist which hang over

the cliff. It is divided by rocks into four sepa-

rate channels. The Raja or Grand Fall is that

nearest the right or Kanara bank of the river,

and by itself is a fine fall sweeping down in

a smooth unbroken volume till lost in clouds of

spray. A good way to the left is the second fall,

named the Roarer from the noise it makes : it is

within the curve on the north-end of the cliff,

and falls into a basin whence it rushes down

a deep channel and leaps out to join the Raja fall

and the joint streams dash down a rugged gorge

upon a great rock. The Rocket is outside the

north curve and is of great beauty, and falling

upon a projecting rock and darting out thence

forms a rocket-like curve of 700 feet, throwing

off sparkling jets of spray. To the left of this is

the fourth cascade styled LaDame Blanche, which

glides gracefully over the precipice in a sheet of

foam and spreads out over the face of the rock

down to the pool like folds of silver gauze.®

When visiting these falls in March 1880, I

found the following lines in the visitors’ book at

the Kodkani Travellers’ Bungalow, close to the

falls, which I got copied out : they may he of

interest to some readers ; the author of them,

Mr. Gordon Forbes, was a Madras Civilian,

and seems to have been at one time Head
Assistant in South Kanara.

J. Bxtegess.

Geesa?pe Falls.

Unnamed yet ancient river I Since the flood

Your tribute—gathered from a thousand rills—

Increasing journeys to the Western main,

Anon, as now in summer heats, waxed low,

Winning slow way amongst the wave-worn rooks;

Anon, ere many moons, above their crests

Rolling triumphant, an all-conquering flood.

Thy varied scenes are like a changeful life :

Turmoil and rest : now harassed and now still.

Thou hast deep reaches where thy waters rest

Calm as a healthful sleep ; there drink at noon

The wild herds of the woods ; there with deep

shade

Primeval forests curtain thy repose.

Then on with gentle flow and rippling sound—

Dimpled as mirth and musical as joy I

On, lured to swiftness, or provoked to strife

By rough obstruction or inviting slope,

—

On, still unconscious to the awful brink,

Where the wild plunge hath made thee glorious.

Mortal! where wast thou when the hand of God

Quanied the chasms in the living rock,

And rent the cliff to give the torrent way ?

How pigmy on the brink thy stature shows,

Topping a rampart of a thousand feet

!

Bend o’er the cliff when the uplifting clouds

Reveal the terrors of the deep abyss.

Where the blue pigeon circles at mid height.

And in the spray the darting swallow bathes
\

Then, with firm foot and brain undizzied, hurl

A fragment from the precipice, and mark-—

With fearful sympathy—its long, long fall I

It dwindles to a speck, yet still descends.

Descends and vanishes ere yet the eye

^ Kanaresey^firw, ‘a waterfall.*

» Newbold in Jour, As, Benff., Voh YIV, pp. 416 421
;
BombayQaxetieer, Kanara, VoU XT, pt. ii, pp. 284286 -

BtioQ, Gazetteer of Mysore and Coorg,Yol, II, pp. 387-391; Murray'? Bandboob of india etc., 5th Ed#, pp. 6845;
Imperial Gazetteer of India, Tol. XII., p. 210.
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Discerns the signal of its distant splash.

Grudge not the toil to track yon rugged stair,®

Down where huge fragments strew the torrent

bed.

Look Up and scan the tow’ring precipice.

Sat ever beauty on such awful front ?

Was e’er dread grief so girt with loveliness?

How goodly are thy robes, thou foam-clad

queen.*

What hues of heaven are woven in thy skirt

;

Thy misty veil, how gracefully it falls

—

Forever falls and yet unveils thee not J

Down the black rock in many a showery jet,

Like arrowy meteors on the midnight sky.

Prone shoot the parted waters. And lo where

With angry roar athwart the precipice

In mighty furrows rushes to the plunge^

A headlong torrent. But majestic most®

Thy stately fall, unbroken to the base.

Fair column of white water meekly shrined^

In the dim grandeur of thy gloomy chasm,

Imperishable waters ! To the place

From whence ye came incessant ye return,

Dissolve, condense and constant reappear
j

A river now, and now a restless wave,

Aloft a heavemohscuring canopy,

A thunder cloud alighting iu soft rain.

Or spilt in torrents on the streaming earth,

Again to gather, and perchance again

Shoot from yon heights a sounding cataract.

Gordon Forbes.

THE AGE OF SEXHAESHA.

In connection with Mr. D. R. Bhandarkarh

note appended bo my note on The age of SrL

harsba ” ante, p. 88, 1 have to offer the following

ohsexyations :

—

(a) R&jasekhara^s ^rahan^hako^a was compos?

cd more than a century and a half after the reign

of the GAla<}.]ivAla king Jayachehandra (A.D.

1170-1198) in A. D. 1848 (Sivadattaiarman^s in-

troductipn to NaishadMyacTiaritam, p. 3). Tiie

BtoTj of the composition and puhKcation of the

Naishadhzya as told by Rdjasekhara has very

little historical basis. Of course the names of

some historical personages find place in the story.

But even here the author is not correct. He
names the patron of Sriharsha as Jayantachan-

dra and not Jayachehandra and makes him

the son and not the grandson of O-ovindachan-

dra, king of Ydranasi; so Rdjasekhara cannot

be accepted as a very reliable authority on

GAhacJLavAla history, and it is not safe to accept

his testimony concerning the contemporaneity

of Jayachehandra and ^riharsha as decisive

without corroborative contemporary evidence.

Eajasekhara may as well have connected a poet

of an earlier age with Jayachehandra as Meru-

tuhga has connected Magha, and the dra^^

matist RAjasekhara with Bhoja ParamAra in

his FrahandhachintdmanL

(5) As for Arnavarvarnana we know of no other

charitd which is called parnana, and so it is

difficult to accept Armva-vctrnana a oharita of

the ChAhamAna king ArnorAja.

(c) The Chhinda chief (of Gay4) mentioned in

the Gayd inscription of Purushottamadeva, who
was a tributary of Asokavalla, and dated in the

year 1818 after Buddha ^s Nirvana, was not a con*

temporary of Jayachehandra, but fiourished a

century after Jayachchaxidra’s accession. The

date of this inscription is usually taken as corres-

ponding to Wednesday, 28th October, A.D. 1176,

with 638 B, 0. as the initial year of the era of

Buddha’s Nirvana* As this is the only instance

of the use of this era in India, it psnnofc be epn?

sidered as of Indian origin, but must have been

imported from outside. It has been proved that

the era of Buddha’s Nirvana starting from 544

B. 0. took its rise in Ceylon in the middle of the

eleventh century and was thence carried to

Burma (Fleet’s Contributions to J. R, A • 8, e£

1909, 1911 and 191 2 j
Geiger’s Introduction to

the ^ahdvamsa, London, 1912, p. 29). From a
Burmese inscription at Bodh-GayA we learn that

Burmese monks repaired a cTiaiiya at Bodh-GayA

three times, and that the last repair works were

® The descent on the south side of the fall down to the pool at the bottom.
* The of the fall called LaDame Blanche,—the fall on the south or Mysore side of the river.
* knowu as^ The Eocket/—to the north or right of La Dame Blanche.

T

falls into a basin and thence leaps towards the E^ja fall and joins it.
Ihe tlie Hojee-slioe fall, the Main fall and tli* Great fall.-ie tl»e large fall oa the north

orKftuarf^adeoftbeShar^vatiriyer.
. v
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begun in January 1 295 A. n., and completedin No-

vember 1298 A, D. (Ej). Ind. volXL,pp. 119420). ,

The era of Buddha^s Mrvdna was, therefore,

probably imported from Burma into India in the

thirteenth century, and according to the Oeylon-

•ese, Burmese and Siamese reckoning the year

1813 after Buddha’s Nirvana corresponds to A.I).

1270. We arrive at 'similar conclusions regards

ing the age of Asokavalla, and, therefore, of the

Chhinda chief of Gay4, from two other Gayl

inscriptions. The first of these two inscriptions

is dated in the year 61 of ** SrimahLakshmanase-

nasya^dtUa rdjya^^^
** the year 61 after the end of

Iiakshmanasena’s reign.” (Klelhorn^s Northern

List, No. 676), and the second in the year 74 of

the same era (Ibid, No, 6*77). Assuming that

Iiakshmanasena ascended the throne in A. D.

1119, the initial epoch of the Laksmana Sariavat,

Ki-elhorn gave A. D. 1171 and 1194 as the equi*

valents of these dates. But in some copies of

BAnasAgara by BallAlasena, father of Laksh-

manasena, Saka 1091=A.T). 1169 is given as the

date of the composition- of the work (J. A. 8* B,

1896, Part I, p. 23; Eggeling’s Catalogue of

India Office Mss.^ p. 545), and in one copy of

Adbhutasdgara by BaMlasena it is said that the

work was begun in Saka 1090 = A. D. 1168

(Bhandl-rkar^s Eeporf, 1887-88 to 1890 - 91,

p, Ixxxv). Giving the date of composition in

Saka era was the usual practice with the Bengali

authors of those days. Srfdhara, the author of

Nydyakandalif a native of southern RAdhlr in

Bengal, gives Saka 913 = A. D. 991 as the

date of composition (Biihler’s Kashmir Report^

p. cxliv ;
Vizianagram Sanskrit Series, No. 6,

p. 331). Sridharad§.sa, whose father was a friend

of Lakshma^asena, compiled his Saduktimkarnd-

mrita in ^aka 1127=A, D. 1205. Kielhorn, in his

synchronistic table for Northern India appended

to Ep. Ini,, Vol. VIII, accepts the date of the

composition of Ddnasdgara as a landmark in the

Sena chronology and places the reign of Laksb-

manasena in the fourth quarter of the twelfth

century. But in the list of dated inscriptions of

Noithern India prefixed to the table he does not

make corresponding changes in the dates of the

Gayl» inscriptions of Asokavalla, Taking A.

1200 as the approximate date of the end of the

reign of Lakshmanasena, the record of 51

should be assigned to A. B# 1261, and that of 74

to A. D. 1274. Thus the dates of Asokavalla’s

inscriptions dated in Lakshmanasen-dtita^djya

may be reeoncile4 to his third inscription dated

in the year 1813 after Buddha’s Nirvdna in

which a Chhinda chief of Gay^ is referred to.

(d) Mr. Bhandarkar admits, It is difficult to

determine who was the hero of his Navasdhasdhka-

charita,^^ This difficulty disappears if we reject

the tales told by Rajasekhara and identify the

hero of Briharsha’s Navasdhasdnkacharifa with

SindhurAja NavasAbasAnka of the Param^ra

dynasty, the patron of Padmagupta-Parimala

I

and the hero of his Navasdhasdhkacharita,

I

Rama Prasad Ohakda.

BOOK-NOTICE.

Bahbcab Bis JtvBiJ, PrdfectamUrgopade-

iiu (in aujarfit!).—Printed at tho Bharmkbhyndaya

Press, Benares, 1911.—Pages 148, 28.—Price 12 annas.

To be fully appreciated, the above book

should be considered in connection with the

object at which it aims, namely, smoothing the

way of learning Prakrit to Indian students, by

putting Hemacandra’s aphoristic rules into an

easy and readable form. As regards this end,

the author—a scholar in the Sri Yasovijay

BanAras Sanskrit PathsAla^ has no doubt

reached it, and has fairly succeeded in giving a

co-ordinated and lucid exposition of the whole

Prakrit morphology and of the most important

phonetical rules and ddeias in the Haimanyd^

karana. It is an original reconstruction of the

latter work, not a mere translation, and its

most pleasant feature is the division of the

matter into lessons—33 in aU, which can

be successively studied, one after another, in

the easiest way. Each lesson generaRy con-

tains, besides paradigms and grammatical rules,

lists of words bo be learnt by heart,* and
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very useful exercises, consisting of short Prakrit

sentences to he translated into Gujarati, and

Gujarati sentences to be translated into Prakrit.

The practical value of the book is farther

increased by a complete index at the end of all I

the Prakrit words occurring in it, each word

being explained in Gujarati. We have therefore

in this work the substance of an ancient Indian

vydkaranat^tho most authoritative one in the

present case,—recast into a modern form, in

accordance with much the same practical

principles as any European grammar of to-day

;

and I do not hesitate to recommend it strongly

to all Indian students,, who wish to learn Prakrit

from the rules set down by Heraacandra.

Another important feature of the book, which

will not be approved by all, however,, is the total

banishment of Sanskrit from it. Here Pandit

Bahecar DSs JxviAj seems to have gone either on

the assumption that there might be students of

Prakrit, who are not acquainted with Sanskrit,

or, what is practically the same thing, that

the latter language is not necessary for the

explanation of the former. I need hardly show

that this is not the real situation. It is clear

that reference to the Sanskrit is absolutely

indispensable not only in describing Prakrit

phonetics, but also Prakrit morphology. There

are many irregular Prakrit forms, like soccd

(<Skb, §rutvd)t pappa (<Skt. prdpy<i),lhamai

(<Skt. hhmyate), moccham (<Skt. 7rbok§ydmi),

etc,,.which couldnever beunderstood by a student,

who is unacquainted withSanskrit. It is pi'obably

on tbe same assumption that Pandit Bahecar

Dlls Jivraj has given to-phonetics but little impor-

tance in his Grammar, and has contented himself

with a short description of the principalphonetical

changes, added at the end of the book as a kind

of supplement. Now, this is just the reverse of

the rational proceeding already followed by

Hemacandra, and in this case one mnst confess

that the innovation is not an improvement. I

would therefore advise the author to take

Sanskrit more into consideration in a second

edition of his book and to add in brackets all

Sanskrit forms, which might he of help in

understanding any Prakrit word. Similarly, I

would suggest that, in giving the Gujarati

equivalents of Prakrit words, that he employ |

tatsamaB of the same origin as the latter, when-

ever it is possible ; e, g., putra instead of diharo

as au equivalent of putta, nagara instead of

iaher as an equivalent of nayara^ etc. This

would, in many cases, greatly facilitate for

students, the work of learning Prakrit worda

by heart.

The language, which Pandit Bahecar D^a

Jivraj teaches in his Prakrtamargopadegikd, is

naturally the same as that described by Hema-

candra in the three first, and also in half the

fourth, pdda of the eighth adhydya of his vydkara-

na, namely the Mah^ristri, mixed with some of

the peculiarities of the Jaina M^hdrdstri and of

the Ardbam^gadhL Amongst the characteristics,

of the two latter dialects, we may reckon the-

yaSruti and the dental isation of initial n and

medial nn, which Hemacandra and most Jain*

writers often transfer not only to the MdhSiagtri,.

hut even to other Prakrit dialects and to the

Apabhrampa. The greater part of the book is-

devoted to a description of the morphology, and

it contains the whole substance of the third pdda

in the Haimavyakaranat each s'dtra being expand-

ed into one or rimre very clear rules, and the-

succession of the various subjects wholly re-

arranged in the most convenient way. AdeiaB,

indeclinables etc,, are occasionally interspersed.

Within the above limits the book is quite com-

plete and, if there are any defieiencies in it, these

generally are not to b« imputed to Pandit

Bahecar Das Jivraj, but to Hemacandra himself.

Only I would venture to remark that, since tbe

Prdkrtamdrgopadegikd is. practically intended for-

training students to understand the Prakrit of

Jain canonical and extra-canonical works, L 6.,

the Ardhatndgadhi and the Jaina MahS>r§;Stri„

its author would have done well to complete

Hemaoandra’s description of the language by
the addition of such forms as are peculiar to the

Prakrit used by the Jains, and are not to be.

found in the MahlnAstri, like the -e ending of the

nom. sing., and also the -da ending of the nom,

,

plur., the •de termination of the dative, the -wav

^

-mmi terminations of the locative, the accusative*

[

form rdydnam from the base rdjm, and the*

I

-imsu plural termination of the aorist* etc.

L.P. T.
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THE ADMINISTRATIVE VALUE OF ANTHROPOLOGY.^

BY SIR RICHARD C. TEMPLE, Bart., C.I.E.

The title of the body of which those present at this meeting from a section is, as all my
hearers will know, the British Association for the Advancement of Science, and it seems to me
therefore that the primary duty of a sectional President is to do what in him lies, for the time

being, to forward the work of his section. This may be done in more than one way : by a

survey of the work done up to date and an appreciation of its existing position and future pros-

pects, by an address directly forwarding it in some particular point or aspect, by considering

its applicability to what is called the practical side of human life. The choice of method

seems to me to depend on the circumstances of each meeting, and I am about to choose the

last of those above mentioned, and to confine my address to a consideration of the adminis-

trative value of anthropology because the locality in which we are met together and the spirit

of the present moment seem to indicate that I shall best serve the interests of the anthro-

pological section of the British Association by a dissertation on the importance of this parti-

cular science to those who are or may hereafter be called upon to administer the public

affairs of the lands in which they may reside.

I ha ve to approach the practical aspect of the general subject of anthropology under the

difficulty of finding myself once more riding an old hobby, and being consequently confronted

with views and remarks already expressed in much detail. But I am not greatly disturbed by

this fact, as experience teaches that the most effective way of impressing ideas, in which one

believes, on one’s fellow man is to miss no opportunity of putting them forward, even at the

risk of repeating what may not yet have been forgotten. And as I am convinced that the

teachings of anthropologists are of practical value to those engaged in guiding the adminis-

tration of their own or another country, I am prepared to take that risk.

Anthropology is, of course, in its baldest sense the study of mankind in all its possible

ramifications, a subject far too wide for any one science to cover, and therefore the real point

for consideration on such an occasion as this is not so much what the students of mankind and

its environments might study if they chose, but what the scope of their studies now actually is,

and whither it is tending. I propose,therefore, to discuss the subject in this limited sense.

What then is the anthropology of to-day, that claims to be of practical value to the ad-

ministrator ? In what directions has it developed ?

Perhaps the best answer to these questions is to be procured from our own volume of

" Notes and Queries on Anthropology,’ a volume published under the arrangements of the

Royal Anthropological Institute for the British Association. This volume of ‘ Notes and

Queries ’ has been before the public for about forty years, and is now in the fourth edition,

which shows a great advance on its predecessors and conforms to the stage of development to

which the science has reached up to the present time.

The object of the ‘ Notes and Queries ’ is stated to be ‘ to promote accurate anthropologi-

cal observation on the part of travellers (including all local observers) and to enable those who

are not anthropologists themselves to supply information which is wanted for the scientifilc

study of anthropology at home.’ So, in the heads under which the subject is considered in

this book, we have exhibited to us the entire scope of the science as it now exists. These

heads are (1) Physical Anthropology, (2) Technology, (3) Sociology, (4) Arts and Sciences.

1 Presidential Address delivered to the Anthropological Section of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science,, held at Birmingham, 1913.
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It is usual, however, nowadays to divide the subject into two main divisions—physical

and cultural anthropology.

Physical Anthropology aims at obtaining ‘ as exact a record as possible of the structure

and functions of the human body, with a view to determining how far these are dependent

on inherited and racial factors, and how far they vary with environment.’ This record is based-

on two separate classes of physical observation t firstly on descriptive characters, such as

^ypes of hair, colour of the eyes and skin, and so on, and actual mesaurement ;
and secondly

on attitudes, movements, and customary actions. By the combined study of observations on

these points physical heredity is ascertained, and a fair attribution of the race or races to which

individuals or groups belong can be arrived at.

But anthropology, as now studied, goes very much further than inquiry into the physical

structure of the human races. Man, ' unhke other animals, habitually reinforces and enhances

his natural qualities and force by artificial means.’ He does, or gets done for him, all sorts

of things to his body to improve its capacities or appearance, or to protect it. He thus supplier

himself with sanitary appliances and surroundings, with bodily ornamentation and ornaments,

with protective clothing, with habitations and furniture, with protection against climate and

enemies, with works for the supply of water and fire, with food and drink, drugs and medicine.

And for these purposes he hunts, fishes, domesticates animals, and tills the soil, and provides

himself with implements for all these, and also for defence and offence, and for the transport

of goods, involving working in wood, earth, stones, bones, shells, metals and other hard mate-

rials, and in leather, strings, nets, basketry, matting and weaving, leading him to what are

known as textile industries. Some of this work has brought him to mine and quarry, and to

employ mechanical aids in the shape of machinery, however rude and simple. The transport of

himself and his belongings by land and water has led him to a separate set of inrlustries and

habits : to the use of paths, roads, bridges, and halting places, of trailers, sledges, and wheeled

vehicles ; to the use of rafts, floats, canoes, coracles, boats, and ships,and the means of propel-

ling them, poles, paddles, oars, sails, and rigging. The whole of these subjects is grouped by
anthropologistsunder the term Technology, which thus becomes a very wide subject, covering

all the means by which a people supplies itself with the necessaries of its mode of livelihood.

In order to successfully carry on what may be termed the necessary industries or even to

be in a position to cope with them, bodies of men have to act in concert, and this forces man-
kind to be gregarious, a condition of life that involves the creation of social relations. To
understand, therefore, any group of mankind, it is essential to study Sociology side by side

with Technology, The subjects for inquiry here are the observances at crucial points in the

life history of the individual—birth, puberty, marriage, death, daily life, nomenclature, and
so on ; the social organisation and the relation«!hip of individuals. On these follow the econo-

mics of the social group, pastoral, agricultural, industrial, and commercial, together with
•conceptions as to property and inheritance (including slavery)

, as to government, law and
order, politics and morals ; and finally the ideas as to war and the external relations between
•communities.

We are still, however, very far from being able to understand in all their fullness of

development even the crudest of human communities, without a further inquiry into the
products of their purely mental activities, which in the " Notes and Queries ’ are grouped under
the term " Arts and Sciences.’ Under this head are to be examined, in the first place the
expression of the emotions to the eye by physical movements and conditions, and then by
gestures, signs and signals, before we come to language,which is primarily expressed by the
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voice to the ear, and secondarily to the eye in a more elaborate form by the graphic arts

—

pictures, marks and writing. Man further tries to express his emotions by what are known
as the Fine Arts ; that is by modifying the material articles which he contrives for his liveli-

hood in a manner that makes them represent to him something beyond their economic use

—

makes them pleasant, representative or symbolical—leading him on to draw, paint, enamel,

engrave, carve and mould. In purely mental efforts this striving to satisfy the artistic or

aesthetic sense takes the form of stories, proverbs, riddles, songs, and music Dancing,

drama, games, tricks and amusements are other manifestations of the same effort, combining

in these cases the movements of the body with those of the mind in expressing the emotions.

The mental process necessary for the expression of his emotions have induced man to

extend his powers of mind in directions now included in the term ‘ Abstract Reasoning.’ This

has led him to express the results of his reasoning by such terms as reckoning and

measurement, and to fix standards for comparison in such immaterial but all essential

matters as enumeration, distance, surface, capacity, weight, time, value and exchange.

These last enable him to reach the idea of money, which is the measurement of value by

means of tokens, and represents perhaps the highest economic development of the reason-

ing powers common to nearly all mankind.

The mental capacities of man have so far been considered only in relation to the expres-

sion of the emotions and of the results of abstract reasoning
;
but they have served him

also to develop other results and expressions equally important, which have arisen out of ob-

servation of his surroundings, and have given birth to the NTatural Sciences : astronomy,

meteorology, geography, topography and natural history. And further they have enabled

him to memorise all these things by means of records, which in their highest form have

brought about what is known to all of us as history, the bugbear of impulsive and shallow

thinkers, but the verybaok-bone of all solid opinion.

The last and most complex development of the mental processes, dependent upon aU the

others according to the degree to which they themselves have been developed in any given

variety of mankind, is, and has always been, present in every race or group on recordfrom the

remotest to the most recent time in some form or other and in a high degree. Groups of men

observe the phenomena exhibited by themselves or their environment, and account for them

according to their mental capacity as modified by their heredity. Man’s bare abstract reason-

ing, following on his observation of such phenomena, is his philosophy, but his inherited

emotions influence his reasoning to an almost controlling extent and induce his religion, which

is thus his philosophy or explanation of natural phenomena as effected by his hereditary

emotions, producing that most wonderful of aU human phenomena, his belief. In the condi-

tions, belief, faith, and religion must and do vary with race, period and environment.

Consequent on the belief, present or past of any given variety of mankind, there follow

religious practices (customs as they are usually called) based thereon, and described com-

monly in terms that are familiar to all, but are nevertheless by no means even yet clearly

defined : theology, heathenism, fetishism, animism, totemism, magic, superstition, with

soul, ghost, and spirit, and so on, as regards mental concepts
;
worship, ritual, prayer,

sanctity, sacrifice, taboo, etc., as regards custom and practice.

Thus have the anthropologists, as I understand them, shown that they desire to answer

the question as to what their science is, and to explain the main points in the subject of which

they strive to obtain and impart accurate knowledge based on scientific inquiry : that is, on an
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inqmry methodically conducted on lines which experience has shown them will lead to the

minimum of error in observation and record.

I trust I have been clear in my explanation of the anthropologists’ case, though in the

time at my disiDosal I have been unable to do more than indicate the subjects they study, and
have been obliged to exercise restraint and to employ condensation of statement to the utmost
extent that even a long experience in exposition enables one to achieve. Briefly, the science of

anthropology aims at such a presentation and explanation of the physical and mental facts

about any given species or even group of mankind as may correctly instruct those to whom
the acquisition of such knowledge may be of use. In this instance, as in the case of the other

sciences, the man of science endeavours to acquire and pass on abstract knowledge, which the

man of affairs can confidently apply in the daily business of practical life.

It will have been observed that an accurate presentation of the physical and mental

characteristics of any species of mankind which it is desired to study is wholly dependent on
accurate inquiry and report. Let no one suppose that such inquiry is a matter of instinct

or intuition, or that it can be usefully conducted empirically or without due reference to the

experiences of.others ; in other words without sufficient preliminary study. So likely indeed

are the uneducated in such matters to observe and record facts about human beings inaccu-

rately, or even wrongly, that about a fourth part of the " Notes and Queries ’ is taken up with

showing the inquirer how to proceed, and in exposing the pitfaUs into which he may un-

consciously fall. The maiusprmg of error in anthropological observation is that the inquirer

is himself the product of heredity and environment. This induces him to read himself, his

own unconscious prejudices and inherited outlook on life, into the statements made to Tiityi

by those who view life from perhaps a totally different and incompatible standpoint. To
the extent that the inquirer does this, to that extent are his observations and report likely

to be inaccurate and misleading. To avoid errorm this respect, previous training and study
are essential, and so the ‘ Notes and Queries on Anthropology,’ a guide compiled in co-opera-
tion by persons long familiar with the subject, is as strong and explicit on the point of how to
inquire as on that of what to inquire about.

Let me explain that these statements are not intended to be taken as made ex cathedra,
but rather as the outcome of actual experience of mistakes made in the past. Time does not
permit me to go far into this point, and I must limit myseff to the subject of Sociology for my
illustration. If a man undertakes to inquire into the social life of a people or tribe as a subject
apart„he is committing an error, and his report wiU almost certainly be misleading. Such an
investigator will find that religion and technology are inextricably mixed up with the socio-
logy of any given tribe, that reUgion intervenes at every point not only of sociology but also
of language and technology. In fact, just as in the case of all other scientific research, the
phenomena observable by the anthropologist are not the result of development along 'any
single line alone, but of a progression in a main general direction, as influenced, and it may be
even deflected, by contact and environment.

If again the inquirer neglects the simple but essential practice of taking notes, not only
fuUy, but also immediately or as nearly so as practicable, he wiU find that his memoiy of facts,
even after a short time, has become vague, inexact, and incomplete, which means that reports
made from memory are more likely to be useless than to be of any scientific value. If volun-
tary information or indirect and accidental corroboration are ignored, if questions are asked
and answers accepted without discretion, if exceptions are mistaken for rules, then the re-
cotds of an inquiry may well mislead and thus become worse than useless. If lAaVUng or direct
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questions are put -without due caution, and if the answers are recorded without reference to the
natives and not the enquirer s mode of classifying things, crucial errors may easily arise.

Thus, in many parts of the world, the term ‘ mother ’ includes all female relatives of the past
or passing generation, and the term ‘ brother ’ the entire brotherhood. Such expressions

as ‘ brother ’ and ‘ sister ’ may and do constantly connote relationships which are not recog-
nised at all amongst us. The word ‘ marriage ’ may include ‘ irrevocable betrothal,’ and so
on ;

and it is very easy to fall into the trap of the mistranslation of terms of essential import,
especially in the use of words expressing religious conceptions. The conception of godhead has
for so long been our inheritance that it may be classed almost as instinctive. It is nevertheless
still foreign to the instincts of a large portion of

If also, when working among the uncultured, the inquirer attempts to ascertain abstract
ideas, except through concrete instances, he will not succeed in bia purpose for want of repre-
sentative terms. And lastly, if he fails to project himself sufficiently into the of the
subjects of inquiry, or to respect their prejudices, or to regard seriously what they hold to be
sacred, or to keep his countenance while practices are being described which to him may be
disgusting or ridiculous if indeed he fails in any way in communicating to his informants,
who are often super-sensitively suspicious in such matters, the fact that his sympathy is not
feigned— he -wiU also fail in obtaining the anthropological knowledge he is seeking. In the
words of the ‘ Notes and Queries ’ on this point, ‘ Nothing is easier than to do anthropological

work of a certain sort, but to get to the bottom of native customs and modes of thought, and
to record the results of inquiry in such a manner that they cany conviction, is work which
can be only carried out properly by careful attention. ’

The foregoing considerations explain the scope of our studies and the requirements of
the preliminary inquiries necessary to give those studies value. The further question is the
use to which the results can be put. The point that at once arises here for the immediate
purpose is that of the conditions under which the British Empire is administered. We are
here met together to talk soientifically,that is, as precisely as we can : and so it is necessary

to give a d^nition to the expression ‘Imperial Administration,’ especially as it is constantly

used for the government of an empire, whereas in reality it is the government that directs

the administration. In this address I use the term ‘ administration ’ as the disinterested

management of the details of public affairs. This excludes ‘ politics ’ from our purview, defining

that term as the conduct of the government of a country according to the opinions or in the
interests of a particular group or party.

Now in this matter of administration the position of the inhabitants of the British Isles

is unique. It falls to their lot to govern, directly or indirectly, the lives of members of nearly

every variety of the human race. Themselves Europeans by descent and intimate connection,

they have a large direct interestm every other general geographical division of the world and
its inhabitants. It is worth while to pause here for a moment to tbinlr^ g-nd to try and realise,

however dimly, something of the task before the people of this country in the government
and control of what are known as the subject races.

For this purpose it is necessary to throw our glance over the physical extent of the British

Empire. In the first place, there are the ten self-governing components of the Dominion
of Canada and that of Newfoimdland in North America, the six Colonial States in the Com-
monwealth of Australia, -with the Dominion of New 2iealand in Australasia, and the four

divisions of the Union of South Africa. All these may be looked upon as indirectly adminis-
tered portions of the British Empire. Then there is the mediatised government of Egypt.
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with, its appanage, the directly British administered Sudan, which alone covers about a miUion

square miles of territory in thirteen provinces^ in Northern Africa. These two areas occupy,

as it were, a position between the self-governing and the directly-governed areas. Of these,

there are in Europe, Malta and Gibraltar, Cyprus being officially included in Asia. In Asia

itself is the mighty Indian Empire, which includes Aden and the Arabian Coast on the West

and Burma on the East, and many islands in the intervening seas, with its fifteen provinces

and some twenty categories of Native States ‘ in subordinate alliance,’ that is, under general

Imperial control. To these are added Ceylon, the Straits Settlements, and the Malay States,

federated or other, North Borneo and Sarawak, and in the China Seas Hongkong and Wei-hai**

wei. In South Africa we find Basutoland, Bechuanaland, and Rhodesia ;
in British West

Africa, Gambia, the Gold Coast, Sierra Leone, and Nigeria ;
in Eastern and Central Africa,

Somaliland, the East Africa Protectorate, Uganda, Zanzibar, and Nyassaland; while attached

to Africa are the Mauritius, Seychelles, Ascension and St. Helena. In Central and South

America are Honduras and British Guiana, and attached to that continent the Falkland

Islands, and also Bermuda and the six colonies of British West Indies. In the Pacific Ocean

are Fiji, Papua and many of the Pacific Islands.

I am afraid that once more during the course of this exposition I have been obliged to

resort to a concentration of statement that is almost bewildering. But let that be. If one is

to grapple successfully with a large and complex subject, it is necessary to try and keep

before the mind, so far as possible, not only its magnitude, but the extent of its complexity.

This is the reason for bringing before you, however briefly and generally, the main

geographical details of the British Empire. The first point to realise on such a survey is that

the mere extent of such an Empire makes the subject of its administration an immensely

important one for the British people.

The next point for consideration and realisation is that an empire, situated in so many
widely separated parts of the world, must contain within its boundaries groups of every variety

of mankind, in such numerical strength as to render it necessary to control them as individual

entities. They do not consist of small bodies lost in a general population, and therefore

negligible from the administrator’s point of view, but of whole races and tribes or of large

detachments thereof.

These tribes of mankind profess every variety of religion known. They are Christians,

Jews, Mahomedans, Hindus, Buddhists, Jains, Animists and to use a very modern expression,
Animatists, adherents of main religions followed by an immense variety of sects, governed,
however loosely, by every species of philosophy that is or has been in fashion among groups
of mankind, and current in every stage of development, from the simplest and most primitive
to the most historical and complex. One has to bear in mind that we have within our borders
the Andamanese, the Papuan, and the Polynesian, as well as the highly civilised Hindu and
Chinese, and that not one of these, nor indeed of many other peoples, has any tradition of
philosophy or religion in common with our own

; their very instincts of faith and belief follow-
ing other lines than ours, the prejudices with which their minds are saturated being altogether
alien to those with whichwe ourselves are deeplyimbued.

The subjects of the British King-Emperor speak between them most of the languages of
the world, and certainly every structural variety of human speech has its example somewhere
in the British Empire.

^

A number of these languages is still only in the process of becoming
understood by our officials and other residents among their speakers, and let there be no mis-
take as to the magnitude of the question involved in the point of language alone in British
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Imperial regions. A man maj- be wbat is called a linguist. He may have a working know,
ledge of the main European languages and of the great Oriental tongues, Arabic, Persian, and
Hindustani, which will carry him very far indeed among the people—^in a sense, in fact, from
London to Calcutta—and then, without leaving that compact portion of the British Posses-
sions known as the Indian Empire, TOth all its immense variety of often incompatible subordi-
nate languages and dialects, he has only to step across the border into Burma and the further
East to find himself in a totally different atmosphere of speech, where not one of the sounds,
not one of the forms, not one of the methods, with which he has become familiarised is of any
service to him whatever. The same observation will again be forced on him if he transfers

himself thence to Southern Africa or to the Pacific Ocean. Let him wander amongst the North
American Indians, and he will find the linguistic climate once more altogether changed.

Greater Britain may be said to exhibit all the many varieties of internal social relations

that have been set up by tribes and groups of mankind—all the different forms of family and
general social organisation, of reckoning kinship, of inheritance and control of the possession

of property, of dealing with the birth of children and their education and training, ph3^sical,

mental, moral, and professional, in many cases by methods entirely foreign to British ideas and
habits. For instance, infanticide as a custom has many different sources of origin.

Our fellow subjects of the King follow, somewhere or other, all the different notions and
habits that have been formed by mankind as to the relations between the sexes, both perma-

nent and temporary, as to marriage and to what have been aptly termed supplementary

unions. And finally, their methods of dealing with death and bringing it about, of disposing

of the dead and worship^Diag them, give expression to ideas, which it requires study for an

inhabitant of Great Britain to appreciate or understand. I may quote here as an example,

that of all the forms of human head-hunting and other ceremonial murder that have come

within my cognisance, either as an administrator or investigator, not one has originated in

callousness or cruelty of character. Indeed, from the point of view of the perpetrators, they

are invariably resorted to for the temporal or spiritual benefit of themselves or their tribe.

In making this remark, I must not be understood as proposing that they should not be put

down, wherever that is practicable. I am merely trying now to give an athropological ex-

planation of human phenomena.

In very many parts of the British Empire, the routine of daily life and the notions that

govern it often find no counterparts of any kind in those of the British Isles, in such matters

as personal habits and etiquette on occasions of social intercourse. And yet, perhaps, nothing

estranges the administrator from liis people more than mistakes on these points. It

is small matters—such as the mode of salutation, forms of address and politeness, as rules

of precedence, hospitality, and decency, as recognition of superstitions, however apparently

unreasonable—^whioh largely govern social relations, which no stranger can afford to ignore,

and which at the same time cannot be ascertained and observed correctly without due study.

The considerations so far urged to-day have carried us through the points of the nature

and scope of the science of anthropology, the mental equipment necessary for the useful

pursuit of it, the methods by which it can be successfully studied, the extent and nature of the

British Empire, the kind of knowledge of the alien populations within its boundaries

required by persons of British origin who would administer the empire with benefit to

the people dwelling in it, and the importance to such persons of acquiring that knowled^^

I now turn to the present situation as to this last point and its possible improvement,

though in doing so I have to cover ground that some of those present may think I have already
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trodden bare. The main proposition here is simple enough. The Empire is governed from
the British Isles, and therefore year by year a large number of young men is sent out to its

various component parts, and to them must inevitably be entrusted in due course the

administrative, commercial, and social control over many alien races. If their relations

with the foreign peoples with whom they come in contact are to be successful, they must
acquire a working knowledge of the habits, customs, and ideas that govern the conduct of

those peoples, and of the conditions in which they pass their lives. AH those who succeed
find these things out for themselves, and discern that success in administration and commerce
is intimately affected by success in social relations, and that that in its turn is dependent on
the knowledge theymay attain of those with whom they have to deal. They set about learning

what they can, but of necessity empirically, trusting to keenness of observation, because such
self-tuition is, as it were, a side issue in the immediate and imperative business of their lives.

But, as I have already said elsewhere, the man who is obliged to obtain the requisite knowledge
empirically, and without any previous training in observation, is heavily handicapped indeed
in comparison with him who has already acquired the habit of right observation, and, what is

of much more importance, has been put in the way of correctly interpreting his observations
in his youth.

To put the proposition in its briefest form : in order to succeed in administration a man
must use tact. Tact is the social expression of discernment and insight, quahties born of
intuitive anthropological knowledge, and that is what it is necessary to induce in those sent
abroad to become eventually the controllers of other kinds of men. What is required
therefore, is that in youth they should have imbibed the anthropological habit, so that as a
result of havmg been taught how to study mankind, they may learn what it is necessary to
know of those about them correctly, and in the shortest practicable time. The years of
active life now unavoidably wasted in securing this knowledge, often inadequately and
mcorrectly even m the case of the ablest, can thus be saved, to the incalculable benefit of both
the governors and the governed.

The situation has, for some years past, been appreciated by those who have occupied
themselves with the science we are assembled here to promote, and several efforts have been
made by the Royal Anthropological Institute and the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge andLondon at any rate, to brmg the public benefits accruing from the establishment of anthro-
pological schools before the Government and the people of this country

In 1902 the Royal Anthropological Institute sent a deputation to thd*Govemment with
a view to the establis^ent of an official Anthropometric Survey of the United Kingdom, in
orfer to test the foundation for fears, then widely expressed, as to the physical deterioration
rf the population In 1909 the Institute sent a second deputation to the present Government.^ the official teaming in anthropology of candidates for the Consular Service

^bhc Services Commission may act on the recommendations then made. This year 119131

ao .bo btel, to cbal S
Boyia ColomaJ IneHtoiCto

M^tuM Eopeau of Bttmology at the

«» syeteeati. fl„«,egh diatribotioo of looal oorreepoodeot. th»>„rho^tt:
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At Oxford, anthropology as a serious study was recognised by the appointment, in 1884,

of a Reader, who was afterwards given the status of a Professor. In 1885, it was admitted as

a special subject in the Final Honours School of Natural Science. In 1904, a memorandum
was drawn up by those interested in the study at the University, advocating a method of

systematic training in it, which resulted in the formation of the Committee of Anthropology in

the following year. This Committee has established a series of lectures and examinations.

for a diploma, which can be taken as part of the degree course, but is open to all officers of the

public services as well. By these means a School of Anthropology has been created at Oxford,,

which has already registered majiiy students, among whom officers engaged in the adminis-

tration of the British Colonies in Africa and members of the Indian Civil Service have been

included. The whole question has been systematically taken up in all its aspects, the instruc-

tion, formal and informal, comprising physical anthropology, psychology, geographical

distribution, prehistoric archaeology, technology, sociology,and phUology.

At Cambridge, in 1893, there was a recognised Lecturer in Physical Anthropology, an
informal office now represented by a Lecturer in Physical Anthropology and a Reader in

Ethnology, regularly appointed by the University. In 1904, as a result of an expedition to

Torres Straits, a Board of Anthropological Studies was formed, and a Diploma in Anthropo-

logy instituted, to be granted, not for success in examinations, but in recognition of meritori-

ous personal research. At the same time, in order to help students, among whom were included

officials in the African and Indian Civil Services, the Board established lectures on the same
subjects as those taught at Oxford. This year, 1913, the University has instituted an Anthro-

pological Tripos for its Degrees on lines similar to the others. The distinguishing feature of the

Cambridge system is the prominence given to field work, and tb‘s is attracting foreign students

of all sorts.

In 1909, joint representations were made by a deputation from the Universities of Oxford

and Cambridge to both the India and Colonial Offices, advocating the training of Civil Service

candidates and probationers in ethnology and primitive religion.

In 1904, the generosity of a private individual established a Lectureship in Ethnology

in connection with the University of London, which has since developed into a Professorship

of Ethnology with a Lectureship in Physical Anthropology. In the same year the same
benefactor instituted a Chair of Sociology. In 1909 the University established a Board of An-
thropology, and the subject is now included in the curricula for the Degrees of the University.

In and after 1914, Anthropology will be a branch of the Science Honours Degree. The Degree
course of the future covers both physical and cultural anthropology in regard to zoology,

palaeontology, physiology, psychology, archaeology, technology, sociology, linguistics and
ethnology. There will also be courses in ethnology with special attention to field work for

officials and missionaries, and it is interesting to note that students of Eg3^tology are already

taking a course of lectures in ethnology and physical anthropology.

Though the Universities have thus been definite enough in their action where the autho-

rity is vested in them, it is needless to say that their representations to Governmentshave met
with varying success, and so far they have not produced much practical result. But it is as

well to note here that a precedent for the preliminary anthropological training of probationers

in the Colonial Civil Service has been already set up, as the Government of the Sudan has direct-

ed that every candidate for its services shall go through a course of anthropology at Oxford

or Cambridge. In addition to this, the Sudan Government has given a grant to enable a

competent anthropologist from London to run a small scientific survey of the peoples under
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its administration. The Assam Government has arranged its ethnographical monographs

on the lines of the British Association’s ‘ Notes and Queries ’ with much benefit to itseh,

and it is believed that the Burma Government will do likewise.

Speaking in this place to such an audience as that before me, and encouraged by what
was already been done elsewhere, I cannot think that I can be mistaken in venturing to

recommend the encouragement of the study of anthropology to the University of such a city

as Birmingham, which has almost unlimited interests throughout the British Empire. For it

should be remembered that anthropological knowledge is as useful to merchants in paHibus
in dealing with aliens as to administrators so situated. Should this suggestion bear fruit,

and should it be thought advisable some day to establish a School of Anthropology in

Birmingham, I would also ventm'e to point out that there are two requirements preliminary

to the successful formation of almost any school of study. These are a library and a museum
ad hoc. At Oxford there is a well known and well conducted anthropological museum in the

Pitt-Rivers Collection, and the Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology at Cambridge contains

collections of the greatest service to the anthropologist. Liverpool is also interesting itself in

such matters. The Royal Anthropological Institute is forming a special library, and both that

Institute and the University of London have the benefit of the splendid collections of the

British Museum and of the Horniman Museum readily accessible. The libraries at Oxford
and Cambridge are, I need hardly say, of world-wide fame. At all these places of learning,

then, these requisites for this department of knowledge are forthcoming.

It were almost superfluous to state why they are requisites. Every student requires

not only competent teachers to guide him in his particular branch of study, but also a library

and a museum close at hand, where he can find the information he wants and the illustration

of it. Where these exist, thither it wiU be found that students wiU flock. Birmingham pos -

sesses peculiar facilities for the formation of both, as the city has all over the Empire its

commercial representatives, who can collect the required museum specimens on the spot. The
financial labours also of those who distribute these men over Greater Britain, and indeed alt

over the world, produce the means to create the hbrary and the school, and their universal

interests provide the incentive for securing for those in their employ the best method of acquir-

ing a knowledge of men that can be turned to useful commercial purpose. Beyond these
su^estions I will not pursue this point now, except to express a hope that this discourse

may lead to a discussion thereon before this meeting breaks up.

Before I quit my subject I would like to be somewhat insistent on the fact that, though
I have been dwelling so far exclusively on the business side, as it were, of the study of anthro-
pology, it has a personal side as well. I would like to impress once more on the student, as I
have oftenhad occasion to do already, that whether he is studjdng of his own free will or at the
behest of circumstances, there is hardly any better hobby in existence than this, or one that
can be ridden with greater pleasure. It cannot, of course, be mastered in a day. At first

the lessons will be a grind. Then, until they are well learnt, they are irksome, but when full-

ness of knowledge and maturity of judgment are attained, there is, perhaps, no keener sense
of satisfaction whichhuman beings can experience than that which is afforded by this study.
Its range is so wide, its phases so very many, the interests invdved in it so various, that it

cannot fail to pleasantly occupy the leisure hours from youth to full manhood, and to be a
solace, in some aspect or other, in advanced life and old age.

The processes of discovery in the course of this study are of such interest in themselves
that I should wish to give many instances, but I must confine myself now to one or two. The
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students will find on investigation, for instance, that however childish the reasoning of savages-
may appear to be on abstract subjects, and however silly some of their customs may seem, they
are neither childish nor sffly in reality. They are almost always the result of ‘ correct ’argu-
ment from a false premiss’—a mental process not unknown to civilised races. The student
will also surely find that savages are not fools where their concrete interests are concerned, as-

they conceive those interests to be. Por example, in commerce, beads do not appeal to savages-
merely because they are pretty things, except for purposes of adornment. They will only part
with articles they value for particular sorts of beads which are to them money, in that they
can procure in exchange for them, in their own country, something they much desire. They
have no other reason for accepting any kind of bead in payment for goods. On few
anthropological points can mistakes be made more readily than on this, and when they are
made by merchants, financial disaster can well follow, so that what I have already said else-
where as to this may bear repetition in part here. Savages in their bargains with civilised man
never make one that does not, for reasons of their own, satisfy themselves. Each side, in such
a case, views the bargain according to its own interest. On his side, the trader buys something
of great value to him, when he has taken it elsewhere, with something of little value to him
which he has brought from elsewhere, and then, and only then, can he make what is to him a
magnificent bargain. On the other hand the savage is more than satisfied, because with what
he has got from the trader he can procure from among his own people something he very much
covets, which the article he parted with could not have procured for him. Both sides profit

by the bargain from their respective points of view, and traders cannot, as a matter of fact,

take undue advantage of savages, who, as a body, part with products of little or no value to-

themselves for others of vital importance, though these last may be of little or none to the
civilised trader. The more one dives into recorded bargains, the more clearly one sees the
truth of this view.

I have always advocated personal inquiry into the native currency and money, even of
pre-British days, of the people amongst whom a Britisher’s lot is cast, for the reason that the
study of the mental processes that lead up to commercial relations, internal and external,

the customs concerned with daily buying and selling, take one more deeply into aliens’ habits-

of mind and their outlook on practical life than any other branch of research. ThA student
will find himself involuntarily acquiring a knowledge of the whole life of a people, even of
superstitions and local politics, matters that commercial men, as well as administrators, can-
not, if they only knew it, ever afford to ignore. The study has also a great intellectual

interest, and neither the man of commerce nor the man of affairs should disregard this side

of it if he would attain success in every sense of that term.

Just let me give one instance from personal experience. A few years back a number of
ingots of tin, in the form of birds and animals and imitations thereof, hollow tokens of tin
ingots, together with a number of rough notes taken on the spot, were handed over to me for
investigation and report. They came from the Federated Malay States, and were variously

said to have been used as toys and as money in some form. A long and careful investigation

tmearthed the whole story. They turned out to be surviving specimens of an obsolete and
forgotten Malay currency. Bit by bit, by researches into travellers’ stories and old records,

European and vernacular, it was ascertained that some of the specimens were currency and
some money, and that they belonged to two separate series. Their relations to each other were
ascertained, and also to the currencies of the European and Oriental nations with whom the

Malays of the Peninsula had come in contact. The mint profit in some instances, in other

instances the actual profit European governments and mercantile authorities, and even native

traders, hadmade in recorded transactions of the past, was found out. The origin of the British,

Dutch, and Portuguese money,evolved for trading with the Malays, was disclosed, and several

interesting historical discoveries were made; as, for instance, the explanation of the coins still
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remaining in museums and issued in 1510 by the great Portuguese conqueror, Albuquerque,
for the then new Malay possessions of his country, and the meaning of the numismatic plates

•of the great French traveller Tavernier in the next century. Perhaps the most interesting,

-and anthropologically the most important, discovery was the relation of the ideas that led up
to the animal currency of the Malays to similar ideas in India, Central Asia, China, and Europe
itself throughout all historical times. One wonders how many people in these isles grasp the
fact that our own monetary scale of 960 farthings to the sovereign, and the native Malay scale

•of 1,280 cash to the dollar, are representatives of one and the same universal scale, with more
than probably one and the same origin out of a simple method of counting seeds, peas, beans
shells, or other small natural constant weights. Bur the point for the present purpose is that
not only will the student find that long practice in anthropological inquiry, and the learning
resulting therefrom, will enable him to make similar discoveries, but also that the process of
discovery is intensely interesting. Such discoveries, too, are of practical value. In tliig

instance they have taught us much of native habits of thought and views of life in newly
acquired possessions which no administrator there, mercantile or governmental, can set

aside with safety.

I must not dwell too long on this aspect of my subject, and will only add the following
remark. If any of my hearers wiU go to the Pitt-Rivers Museum at Oxford he will find many
small collections recording the historical evolution of various common objects. Among them
is a series showing the history of the tobacco pipe, commonly known to literary students in this
country as the nargileh and to Orientalists as the hukka. At one end of the series will be
found a hoUow coconut with an artificial hole in it, and then every step in evolution between
that and an elaborate hukka with its long, flexible, drawing-tube at the other end. I give this
instance, as I contributed the series, and I well remember the eagerness of the hunt in the
Indian bazaars and the satisfaction on proving every step in the evolution.

There is one aspect of life where the anthropological mstmct would be more tban useful
but to which, alas, it cannot be extended in practice. Politics, government, and administra-^
tion are so interdependent throughout the world that it has always seemed to me to be a
pity that the value to himself of following the principles of anthropology cannot be impressed
on the average politician of any nationality. I fear it is hopeless to expect it. Were it only
possible,' the extent of the consequent benefit to mankind is at present beyond human
forecast, as then the politician could approach his work without that arrogance of ignorance
of his fellow countrymen on all points, except their credulity, that is the bane of the ordinary
types of his kind wherever found, with which they have always poisoned and are still poisoning
their minds, mistaking the satisfaction of the immediate temporary interests and prejudices
of themselves and comrades for the permanent advantage of the whole people, whom in
consequence, they incontinently misgovern, whenever and for so long as their country is so
undiscerning as to place them in power.

Permit me, in conclusion, to enforce the main argument of this address by a personal
note. It was my fortune to have been partly trained in youth at a University College where
-the tendency was to produce men of affairs rather than men of the schools, and only the other
day it was my privilege to hear the present master of the College, my own contemporarv and
feUow-undejgraduate, expound the system of training still carried out there. ‘ In the government of young men.' he said, ‘ intellect is all very weU, but sympathy counts for vei^ much
more.’ Here we have the root principle of Applied Anthropology. Here we have in a nut-
diell the full import of its teaching. The sormd administration of the affairs of men can onlvbe based on cultured sympathy, that sympathy on sure knowledge, that knowledge oncompetent study, that study on accurate inquiry, that inquiry on right method and that
method on continuous experience.
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ORITIOAL NOTES ON KALHANA’S EIGHTH TARANGA.

BT E. HULTZSCH.

The subjoined list forms ths coutiuustion of my “Oritieal Notes on Ealhana’s SeTenth

Taranga” in Yol. XL. of this Journal (p. 97 £E.). It is concerned with verses 1-1600 of tlie last

*Taraaga (YIII.) of HalliaQ.a’s H&jatarangi^i and registers those readings of my ancient S^radd

MS. (M) which are either preferable to those of Sir Aurel Stein’s edition or worth consideration.

The abbreviations are the same as before (Yol. XL. p. 97), but the two MSS. P and E were not

at hand during the preparation of this list. In M the following verses of the passage YIII,

1-1500 are preserved either in full or partially 1-24, 788-1369, and 1495-1500, while the

leaves containing verses 25-732 and 1370-1494 are lost. It will be observed that, wherever M is

available for comparison, it becomes possible to correct some details of the published text.

Every student of the eighth Tarahga is therefore recommended to consult this list when using

Sir Aurel Stein’s excellent edition and translation of Kalhana’s chronicle.

3. M.

13. M.
;
read

14. Read with M.

17. Read with D.

149. Read ^pT*Tr° with D.

175. Read with 0 and D.

252. Read perhaps MSS., 0).

296. Read perhaps in%^° with C, D and

868. Read with D.

875. Read °=erf56^: with N.

490. Read r^^!r5r.

sol . Read ( =qrrf5fr5|7^ 0, D, N)

.

538. ^5>Tr^° N ;
cf. my note on VII, 588.

600, If the reading is correct, Kalhana would have offended against

"Pacini, YI, 1, 125.

610. Read ?rF55?rinvr: with D.

708. Read •

715. Read °Sfr|v?^ with D.

788. M.

737. M. Divide dsan, asm(a° or dsan airdnta,° while Dr. Stein’s translation

presupposes dsanvM-kdnta°.

739. Read “tjrf^PTT with M.

746. M.

747. M
;
read

750. Read rrarr it with M.

After 756 M. adds the following verse :

—

I

“The commander of the army (stood) at Yihdra Yatika (?) on the TangSsSpaija (of. VI, 190)

and the other ministers of the king in the Nandanavana with soldiers.

760. M.

764. °«9rfa:^rair M.
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766. M.

770. M, as suggested by P. Durgaprasad. M; cf. the footnotes in P..

Durgaprasad’s edition and in Dr. Stein’s translation.

774. fr?^ M ;
read

777. Bead with M.

780. °smr^ 51^5^ M.

782. °?zn’Tr‘t° M, °5;srr5^^° C, N, l%° (which seems to be correct) D.

785. M.

788. Jrri% ssjrq^ M ;
read ^ sTRRjHfT.

790. M. Read °aRfrt° with M.

798. M.

800. Bead with M ;
cf. VIII, 824.

801. ^:i5r M.

802. «T5Trf3t^ M.

803. ^Tpi for giHi M. Read “^r'^cyJir with C and D.

812. M.

813. Read with M ; see PAnini, VI, 1, 95.

814. M.

816. ^ir»rg; M.

817. and M.

819. ?r M.

821. M.

824* M.. "sTroST^® M, N.

825. Read °^rf^nT5 with M.

827. Read “sirnfw with M.
831. M.
834. M.
844. °5Trral°M.

845.

847. Read *T?»r[W:] and with M.
848. Read HI5.^r*'fC:] with M.
849. °^ r̂T° M.
850. Read ^ with M,
858. Read with M.
859 M.
861. M.
862. “elRlS' M.

863. ^SeRfT- M, as suggested by P. Dntgaprasad.

864. M.

872. M.

874. ?f^M.

898. M.

899. “grr: Jira M >
read

900. M.

902. M.

908. Read with M and D
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906. II.

909. ?f5r for M. M,

918. Read ?T»T5[3^jf with M.

919. °^q-Rr M.

920. Wwrr® M.

921. M. Read perhaps 5^1?°. M
;
read perhaps

924. fST M.

929. gR r(Tg° M.

934. Read srscBJI® with D.

944. M.

946. °5T: qcTw M.

948. ^75im5r° jM.

951. Read with M.

952. ^fr?® M.

953. °^fR° aad if,

955. ^ ^TR^^tr^ssf® M ;
read g- 5?^^!^°.

960. irfftRr M a>td C
;

cf. the footnote in Dr. Stein’s edition. M.

The second half of verse 961, which is missing in other MSS., runs thus in M :

—

•“ Inwardly this resentful (king) did not change (in his feelings) towards (his) servants.
”

962. M.

968. Read with M.

970. Read °qt with M.

971. M.

975. M.

976. M.

980. Read °f*rnrr® with M.

984. Read

986. Pr° M.

989. and M.

992. Read qR with M.

998. °«rrsr°M.

997. °»li M.

999. M, as suggested by P. Durgaprasad.

1002. Here and in verses 1039 and 1043 M reads for feR, and in Terse 1045 Rr.

1005. °
qr5gffrqgggfr M ;

cf. VIII, 1041, etc.

1006. M.

1018. srsssfr (read °^) M.

1019. Read with M.
_

1021. Read perhaps with C and H.

1023. M, as suggested in Dr. Stein’s translation.

1031. M
;
read =^5irT'€*l° • ^ with L.

1033. M fully confirms Dr. Stein’s conjectural readings.

1048. ^?n5rrflr*ra“ read with C and D.

,1049. "qgt M.
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M omits verses 1052 and 1053 and continues thus :

—

T • >r: i

^Tr?d^^( ^^)wpTrfrgn‘fl>H*RTffr^! I

The first o£ these four lines, which is missing in other MSS., seems to be meant for

<:4)* ?Tr-«4wi^»4i^ I

“Having won over numerous other Lavanyas (and) having secured horses (for them), he

commenced a fight with the horsemen within the city. Then Bhikshu pitched on the bank of

the Kshiptikd a eamp which was regarded with apprehension by the king’s ladies from the top of

the palace.”

1056. M.

Instead of verse 1059 M has the two following verses

I

swcnuT H II

JTtTf: II

1066. M.

1070. Read with M and C
;
the reading offends against Panini, VI, 1, 95.

1073. ^eR?rrar and °?rr55nH M. ?rar° M ; cf. note on VIII, 900.

1080. °fr«r55»f M and D.

1083. M.

1084. %5ff M. Read (as a separate word) with M
;

cf. L. l%r%^f^R^5q'° M,
1090. M

;
cf. the footnote in Dr. Stein’s translation.

1093. M. Read °ftrT5 ! with M..

1096, M
;
this or is the correct reading,

1097. gjt M. w rjtrr tra: M.

1101. wfh^°M.

1102. ^nCTTWwRiR^T: M.

1105. Read gcipii with M.

1112. Read and sn'^CT*^ with M and translate :—
“ These two removed in the fight by showers of darts, the distress ( produced )

by the prince-

(Bhikshu) as (the two months) Nabhas and Nabhasya (extinguish) by showers of rain the

jungle-fine (fanned) by the wind.
”

1113. Read #k° with M.

1117. Read °
^5ff^tsrr with M.

1122.

1127. Read with M.
1129. ^rri5<f°M.

1130. SRff M.

1131. M.

1183. M.

1147, M.

1148. °5JTraT^M.

1151. for M.

1155. g?rei for M.
1159. Read with M.
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1170. Read with M.
1171. Read with M.
1174. Read with M and 0.

1175. M. . .

1185. °%5^Mandlfr.
1186. Read with M.
1190. M.

1192. °^fr M, as suggested in Dr, Stein’s translation,

1193. M.

1194. ^5^5 »rsg[5^ M,

1198. M; read Read 52[^??r with M.
1200. M.

1201. f^<TT?!r and M.

1202. s?tr%5r° M.

1203. M
;
read “JinuE : * with 0.

1205. Read srPT*!. with M, N, 0, D and Ffrrg with D.

1208. Read perhaps (for f^jf

)

1221. and M.

1223. Read with M.

1229. °*T5r M.

Instead of verses 1230 to 1236 of the printed text M has 161 other verses. That the latter

are genuine follows (1) from their style, which is unmistakably Kalhana’s, and (2) from the fact

that the published text shows a gap in the narrative between the years [41399 (verse 1154) and

[4203® (verse 1348), which is filled up by those verses : verse 50 specifies the year 100 (i, e. 4200),

verse 79 the year [420]'-, verse 117 the year [420]®, and verse 152 the yexr [420]*.

This period was oocnpied by continual fights between Sussala and his enemy BhikshSchara,

Much of this passage is so corrupt that it seems difficult to publish the whole from M alone in

an intelligible form. Here I shall note only the following occurrences :—Prithvihara is killed by

Rilhana and Syama (verse 13 f.)
;

Prajji dies (verse 144) ;
in Yaisakha of the year [420]®

Sussala leaves Srinagar for the last time (verse 152).

1237. M.

1238.

1241. M.

1246. Read perhaps for

1248. oitnTTf5!ir>^f M.

1252. M.

1258.

1259. Read with M,

1260. M.

1269. and M, which adds the following verse :

—

I

“ The beginning of winter prevented the king from inflicting any punishment on the

enemies.”

1270. °?ni^ M.

1271. M.
'
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1275. M
;
read *1 for with M.

1296. Bead with M. M with L.

1299. Bead (
“ Having bathed I shall wait for (you) ”) with M.

1301. ^rnfr^M.

1312. a^TTir'’ M, ^ST! 0.

1818. M
;
read as suggested by P. Durgaprasad.

1820. M.

1321. ?nTtd M.

1823. °5T'r*r2Tf5m M.

1326. M.

1328. M.

1331. For the use of edam with the gerund, see Papini, III, 4, 18, and Mdgha, II, 40.

1382 . «rhr° M with C and D.

1334. M.

1339. ?w%W5=^ir5TM.

1341. gpsjvf M with C.

1349. Read and see my notes on VIII, 813 and 1070.

1350. ^*1^: M.

1351. Read with M.

1352. M.

1354. Read 'witfi M.

1355. M. M, as suggested in Dr. Stein’s translation,

1356. Bead with M.

1357. and M.

1360. M.

1362. Read fggqT5PT° and with M.

1364.

1366. Read with M.

1867. Bead with M.

1368. Bead ‘’srr^ift® with M ; cf. Payni, Vni, 2, 84, and Magha, V, 15.

ON THE ORIGIN OF THE nIRADA-SMRITI.

BT K. P. JATASWAL, M.A. (OXON.).. BAEEI5TBE-AT-1AW.

I should like to draw the attention of orientalists who are interested in the study of the

Smniis, to one of the sources of the Ndrada-smriii. I brought out the point in the course of a

series of articles discussing the connection between the Artha-sdstra and the Dharma-sSttraa.

The procedure law of the Ndrada-smnti is greatly based on the DharmastUya book of the

Arihoriastra of Kautilya. In the preface the Simiti avows that it is based on Manu, while it,

seldom follows the Code of Manu. The importance of the Ariha-idstra in Hindu legal history is

.80 very considerable that we shall be justified in treating the Book on Law (Dharmasthiya) as

a part of the permanent legal system of the Hindus. The Mdnam-dharma-kdstrd^ criticises

it, the Yajnavalkya® borrows from it, and the adopts its purely secular treatment

and its principles of procedure law.*

1 S^e ST/ie DoHnne cf Equity in Sindu Jurisprudence^ Calcvita Weelsly Noies^ Nos, 89, 41, and 42, (1911). (Of#

also the ArchivfH^ RescUs und Wirtschafts phUosophie, Y, 4, where the articles have been disonssed.)

« C W. N., 1913, No* 39.

* of C. W. N ,No8. 44 45, 1913* See NS., Introduotion, 2, 7, 10, 11, 37, 39, 40, and AS., verses at p. 150

(«d. Shama Sastri)? of. also the laws of evidence in AS., III. 11, with NS. I.; rnles ahoat p)amt and written

fitaiement in AS.» lH* 1* with those in NS„ Intro. II,
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MISCELLANEA.

A NOTE ON THE OEIGIN AND DECLINE
OF BUDDHISM AND JAINISM IN

SOUTHERN INDIA.”

I liave read witb. some interest the paper on
The Origin and Decline of Buddhism and Jai-

nism in Southern India written by Mr. K. T*
Subrhamanya Ayyar and published in the pages
of this Journal, I cannot leave the subject with-

out making a few observations on some state-

ments made by the author which are wrong and
consequently likejyito become mischievous. I

shall not trouble myself with the first part,

which is based exclusively on the Mahdvamsa,
whose authenticity for historical purposes has
been questioned by scholars, but shall confine

my observations to the latter part. But, before

doing so, I shall notice in brief one point. Our
author says that the famous Bauddha hhikshu,

Aritta, who was the maternal uncle of D6van&m-
piya Tissa, might be the person after whom the

village of Arittappatti in the Madura District,

must have been named. There is as much likeli-

hood as not for such a supposition. If the

Bi4hmi inscriptions found there call the village

by the name Arittappatti, we could easily take

it to have been named after this Bauddha apos-

tle. On the other hand our friend himself states

that one of the Vatteluttu inscriptions found in

that region mentions a AritbanSmi. There is

now a probability of the place being called after

this person also; so then, one cannot be certain

as to the origin ofthe name of the village. It is ap-

parent that, since this fact came in handy enough
to bring home a theory of his making, Mr. Ayyar
has utilised it here. I do not mean to say that

he himself could not have perceived the difficulty

in an identification of the kind he has made.

A similar error is committed by coupling the

name of an Ajjanandi mentioned in the TamiJ
epic Jivakachintdmani and a similar name foxmd

in inscriptions. I would be the first person to

accept such an identification if the date of any
of the two factors of the identity had been

known. Has our author determined the appro-

ximate date at least of this TamiJ. epic poem? Or,

does he know the period in which the Jaina

dchdrya mentioned in the stone records lived ?

If neither of these dates is known, how can we
assert that the two Ajjanandis are identical?

From a careful study of the hymn of Tirujn^

nasambandar, one would perceive that he ridicu-

les the curious names of the Jaina gurus, rather

than gives a list of his contemporaries of the

Jaina persuation, who lived on the l^aimalai hill.

He says “ As long as I have the grace of Siva of
the temple at Alav^y (Madura), I would not feel

helpless, before the blind fools of Jainas who
hail wibh the names Sandus^nan, Induse^aB, etc.,

andwh6 like monkeys, go about without any know-
ledge either of the Aryan tongue or of the refined

TamiJ.” The vein of derision is seen when he
talks of the swarthy colour of these people, while
he describes Kandusfina, an imaginary personage.
The very peculiar satirical tone of Tirujnanasam-
bandar is visible throughout the verses referred
to here. He also plays uponthe names of the religi-

ons that were in vogue at that time, Andanam
(Brahmanism), Arugandanam (the religion of
the Arhantaa), Puttanam (that of Buddha),
Sittanam (of the Siddhas), etc.

Another statement which cannot go unques*
tioned is :

** The time of the three AJvSirs has been
definitely made out. They belong to the latter
half of the 8bh century A. D, and seem to have
held high position in life. What JSanasambandar
and Appar are to the Saivites, NammajvSr and
Tirumahgai are to the Taishnavites of the south.
The hymns composed by them are equally stir-

ring. Madhurakavi was the minister of the king
Nedunjadaiyan and NammSrJvfir was the magis-
trate of the town of AJvSir-Tirunagari in the
Tinne^elly District. It is easy to conceive the
amount of influence they might have brought to
bear upon the people. Will Mr. Ajryar be good
enough to tell us who has made out the time of
these Ajv^rs and how it is definite ? Where is it

said that Madhurakavi, the AlvSr, was the minis-
ter of NeduSjadaiyan or that Namm^Jv&r was
the District Magistrate of the district of Ahdr-
Tirunagari in the Pdndya kingdom? Was the
name of the place in wMch the latter AjvSr was
a magistrate the same as is given by our author
in those days, or did it come to be known after the
Ajv^r at a subsequent time? For aught we can
gather from the Gurwparampara of the Srivaish-

navas, Madhurakavi, the Ajvar, was a poor Brl,h-
mana born in Tirukkolfir,long before Nammdjv^r
was bom, and had travelled far and wide on pil-

grimage, and eventually became the disciple and
constant compamon of his master, Namm^Jv^r.
He does not appear to be a master in the art of
composing sweet verses and therefore called

Madhurakavi, for the only composition of his that
we have got at present is onlyadecade of verses in
praise of his master. These verses do not speak
much for his capacity for making sweet verses.

The minister of Nedunjadaiyan is caUed M^ran-
K&ri (Kari the son of M§rran, M3.ra-stlnu), and "
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was bom in tlie Yaidya-kula in the town of

Karavandapuram (Kalakk&du in the Tinnevelly

District). He was remarkable for his sweet

compositions and was also known on that account

as Madhurakavi. Except in the matter of identity

in the name Madhurakavi, there is nothing to

prove that the Aly^r, a Brahmana of Tirukkoltlr,

was the same as the Vaidya of Karavandapm^am.

A curious dictum which finds favour with the

•official epigraphists of Madras is that he who

mentions another must be a contemporaryof the

former. The late Mr. Yenkayya held that

Tirumahgai must be a contempor ary of Nandi-

varman Pallavamalla and Yayiram^gan, because

he praises them as the benefactors of certain

temples. Similarly, M^nikkv^chaka, who men-

tions the name Yaraguna in his work must be

the latter’s contemporary. If to-day someone

writes the biography of another, say Mr. Yincent

Smith of the life of Asoka, could he be called

the contemporary of that Bauddha Emperor ?

The most egregious of all the blunders is con-

tained in the statement :
* The proper name's of

Namm^ivi,r and Madhurakavi suggest that the

former must have been the father of the latter- As
Madhurakavi appears to have died at some time

prior to A. D. 769-70, if Tirumangai was his con-

temporary, there is every likelihood of the latter

having lived in the reign of Nandivavman Palla-

vamalla,’ (jp. 217, £. n. 33). What are the proper

names of thetwo A.lvars according to Mr. Suhrah-
manya Ayyar ? how does he claim to have identified

the first as the father of £he second ? Does he
not know the former was a Brahman, while the
latter is said to have been a person of the fourth
caste? Was not the birth of Nammdlvar unknown
to Madhurakavi, and the latter, finding the south
glowing with a divine light, traced his steps from
Ayodhya, to seek this light? If all this tradition

is idle, I should object to our friend utilising from
the idle tales those portions which say that Nam-
mdiv&r was called Kdrimdran, that he was a
magistrate (?) of Ilvdr-Tirunagari, etc. Most
certainly Madhurakavi, the Alvdr, was not the
father of Nammalvdr. I would rather j)ut it

that the minister, Maran-Kari, alias Madhura-
kavi, was the father of Nammalvar, and the latter

gave the name of his father to his disciple Mad-
hurakavi, the A.ivdr. In that case I am myself
prepared to admit that Nammdjvar lived about
the beginning of the 9th century of the Christian
era.i It is no wonder that Mr, Ayyar conunits
so many mistakes, because he follows only in

the footsteps of Yenkayya, who is the first to

blunder in that manner in the construction of

the history of the ^rivaishnava Ajvdrs and Achdr-

yas.

The article is a fine specimen of working facts

into preconceived theories and basing argument

on i^se dixiiss A wrong theory is tolerable, be-

cause, it is ever subjected to examination, while

a wrong fact, if allowed to remain unconfcradicbed,

is likely to prove mischievous in the hands of

subsequent students of history, who, because this

fact has remained unchallenged, would assume it

to he true, and in their turn commit serious blun-

ders. By repetition a wrong fact, even a wrong
theory, acquires the status of truth. No more
glaring instance of this staterhent could be quo-

ted than the theory of the Ganga-Pallavas, which,

when facts against it were placed before Prof.

Haltzsch, its author, was accepted by him to be

BO more tenable, but is still frantically hugged
to the bosom by its supporters in India, i. e. by
scholars like Messrs, Yenkayya, Krishna Sdstri

and others.

Trivandram.
T. A. Gopiitatha Rao.

rJOINS OF AMRITA-PiLA, RAJA OF BADAUN.

In my Catalogue of the coins in the Indian
Museum, Calcutta, vol. T (1906), pp. 244, 249, and
Plate XXYI, 6, I described certain rare silver

coins of the “ bull and horseman ” type under the

name of Asata-pdla, and doubtfully connected
them with the mintage of the kings of Ohind.

Mr. Richard Burn has proved to me that the
correct reading is Amrita-pala, and that the coins
were struck by the prince of that name, men-
tioned in the long inscriptionnow in the Lucknow
Museum, and edited by Kielhorn in JEJpigraphia

Indica, vol. I, pp. 61—66. The inscription was
found in the ruins of the south gate of the old
fort of Badaun, U. P, It treats of the founda-
tion and endowment of a temple of Siva, erected
apparently at Badaun, which is called Yoda-
raayfitA The record gives the genealogy of a
R^shtrakfita R^jfi^ named Lakhanapaia, the
younger brother of his predecessor, Amrita-pala,
who is described as having been learned, pious,
and valiant. It is possible that there may have
been a date at the beginning of line 23, but
Kielhorn could not read the characters. The
script is that of about A. D. 1200.

Y. A. S.

which my subsequent
once again dealing withth'

^ have s^ted that NammClv&r must have lived about A T> 1 00<
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B, MS, refers to the pages of the Bower Manuscript^ in the Appendix.

^abbreviation marks B. MS 42 Ameshaspenta and Amhaspatya . . . . 23

Abhayakum^a, Minister to k. Srenika, and Amrakdrddava, donor, in Vakdtaka’s copper-

the story of Solomon’s judgment . . . . 152 plate grant . . . , . . . . . , 161

Abhinavagupta, ^aiva teacher . . . , 262 ; 271, f Amxitadatta, poet 174

lbh6ne plates of Saiikaragana 270 Amrita-P^la, R^ja of Baddun, coins of (and

Abu Zayid, Arab geographer 40 Asata-pdla) 308

Achalasena, and other names of Sdntideva . . 50 Amga, g. . . . . , . 19

Achchalapura, the modern Ellichpur . , . . 220 Amsumati, the earth . . . . . . . . 73

Achin, currency, scale of, 253 f;

—

hupang-=: Anahilap^taka, Anhilv&d&, cap. of Jayasimha 258

5 doit {keping) piece . . , . . . . . 106 Aijaimalai hill . . . . . . , . . . 307

actors, in Mathur^ . . . . . . . . 246 Ananta, co., 58, and Vilvarupa . . . . . . 59

Rajput title . . . . . . . . 269 and n. Ananta of Kasmtr . , . , . . . . 249

Adam’s Bridge 40 Ananta Varman, his Copper-plates . . B. MS. 22

adhisaihmtsara, year with intercalation . . 34, f Anarta, co., and the Kshatrapas . . 189 and n.

Aditi, goddess 19, 20, 24, 35, 37, 75 o^nAsa, noseless, applied to Dasya . . . . 79

Adityas, The, contd. from Vol. XLI p. 296 Anathapindaka, the Barhut Stupa plaque

19-24 ; 32-37 ;72-77 explained 124

Adventures of the God of Madura . . . .65, fit
dnava, Saiva term , , . . , , . . 271

Afrasiab, his reputed cap. . . . . B. MS. 4 Andes, Bolivian . . . . . . , , , . 194

Africa, British laixds in 294, f Andhra coins 280

Agastya, sage 8, 71, 194 Indhra-Drdvi^a-hhA-shaydm, phrase in the

Agni, g 20, ff 5 35 ; 80, f Tantra-Varttihay note on 5 , . . . 200, f.

agnishandha,'^otA in A^oka edict . . 27, 257 Andhramandalam, Andhra territory . . . . 281

Aihole-Meguti inscrip., and early poets 30 ; 207 Andhrdpatha, Vaijugavali, Pallava-Andhra dist. 281

AikibhAvastotrai work by Vfidir4ja . . . , 42 Andhras, the, misconceptions about . . 276, ft*.

Aitareya-BrAhmar^a, has the earliest reference Audlxra Vishnu, Andhrardyndu . , 276,f*

to the Andhras . . . . 277 Anecdotes of Aurangzeb, book-notice . . . . 180

Ajjanandi, two men of the name . . . . 307 ^^nehamArga, meaning of . . . . . , 174

Ajmer, and the Dahiyd RSjputs . . . . 268 Auhilvddd, Anahilapdtaka 258

dhhydyiJcd or Jeathd, a narration, romance . . 173 animal currency, Malay . . . , 86, f. 5 300

Akshaya, Kshaya, last year of a cycle. . 37 and n. animal ingot tin (gambar) currency . . . . 92, ft

<ila7hMras, and 2nd century poets . . . , 243 animal metal weights of Burma . . , . 118

Alavand&r, Yamunai-thuraivar. , .. ,.196 animal weights and money, various specimens

AlbdrCtni, on counting 33 ; on Indian bookbind- explained 124

ing B. M8. 23 Antamkathdsamgraha, a work by Rajasekhara,

Albuquerque, tin money, 92, specimens of ^1^® story of Solomon’s judgment 148, f, 152

109 n. 15 a Malacca coinage of (1510) Anthropology, the administrative value of . . 289,ft

109, f ; . . . . 300 Antiquity of Indian artificial poetry, and the

Alexander the Great, in the Panjab . . . . 200 Indian inscriptions 29, fi, ; 137, fi ; 172, f£ ;

Allahfibdd, pillar inscription 31 ;
praiasti of 188, ft ; 230, ft; 243, fi

Harishena . '. 247 a^^wd^W5a}/i, meaning of .

.

257

Allata, sage, and the Harshadeva temple . . 58, f Apabhramja, and the old Braja lang, 43,

alliteration 243 9auraseni 44

almsgiving 27 Apabhraiisa lang. and Buddhist works . * 52

Alopen, Nestorian missionary, and Sildditya . , 180 Apdna, air exhalted 20, kratu , • . . . * 22

Alvdrs, the three, their dates 307 Appar, ^aiva teacher 307

Amardvati, tn., 280 and n. ; inscriptions . . 281 Ara, near Bdgnildb, inscriptions of . . 132, fi.

Amazons, and Kala§a 249 ira'^yetka, the, quoted 73
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Arari/yaMnda, a work by Tulasi D^sa . 7,

Ardha-M%adh!, the old, original language of

Buddhism . . . . . . . • • • 205

argument, among savages . . . . • • 299

Ariake and araha, a lord . . 279, 280, and n-

Aritta, Bauddha hhihshu, and Arittfipafcti . . 307

Arittanemi, vih in Vatteluttu inscriptions . . 307

Arjuna, hero . . . . . . . . . . 67

Arnava, the Ch^ham^na Arnoraja 84 ; and the

Arnava-mrnana . . . . . . . . 286

Aryabhata, and Kdlidasa . . . . . . 248

Aryama, g. . . . . . . . . . . 19

Aryan, invasion of India, the myth of 77, ;

and Agastya etc., . . . . 194, f. ; 197, f

Aryas, ‘Nobles,’ of the Panjab Valley 78, ff., 82

Ary^varta and Samudragupta 17S,-217,219

Ashtama-chaitya-vandand, Buddhist hymn . . 240

Asiatics’ Oriental Research . . . . . . 252

Asirgadh, seal inscription . . . . . . 32

dsiSf asiTVdda, blessings . * . . . . . . 137

Asitanjanagara, c. . . . . . . 38, f.

Aloka, his Rook Edicts, IV 25, f. ; VIII

159, f. ; I, reconsidered 255, ff. ; XIII

277 ; VI :—282, f ; —and Buddhism 39 ; date

55, f. ; 149. ; 206 de script, B. MS. . . 25, m
Agokachalladeva and Asokavalladeva 185, 187 ;

date • • * • • • • • • • 286, f.

Assam, Government and ethnology . . . . 298

Astronomy and Chronology, Indian . . . . 236

Asuras, and Indra etc., 65, 71 ; 73 ; and

Devas 197

Alvaghosha, author of the Buddhacharita . . 245

67, 70 ; 82

.. 81

276, f.

24 ; 34, flE.

.. 24

.. 187

55

220

258

Ahamedhas, sacrifice

Atar, Persian g. .

.

Atharvandchdrya, on the Andhras

AtharvavHa, the, and the Idityas

Atirikta Rita, intercalary months

dtitardjya, meaning

Atthakathti-MahdvaVviSai and the Dipavamsa ,

Aurangzeb, anecdotes of, booknotice 180

reign of 208 ; and the Parsvandtha temple ,

Avantt, mar^dala, and Jayasimha

ayam, * cock ’ pieces : proportion between speci-

mens 56, between weights 93, : size of 130

n 7 : average measurements of

QyaTYb besar, large cock in Gamhctr currency,

90, n 31 .•= 28 oz. — 12J cents . . . , 90,92
ckyojWf hech/hly small cock in Gawho/t currency
1=14 oz,, value 6J cents . . . . . . 92

Ayetthima, ancient Takkala 40
Ayodliy^,tn. 1,4,5,17
Ayodhydhd^da, a work by Valmlki , . . . 1, ff,

dyudhajimnsy professional soldiers . , , . 200

131

Bactria, and the Aryans 83 ; and the Huns . . 266

hahar, see hahara . . , . . . , • . . 86

bdhara of tin= 420 lbs. old standard 90, 130 n

6 and 7 ;= 420 lbs. in Gambar currency 92 n

37 ; justification of standard of 420 lbs., 98 n

56 :—^reduction to 400 lbs., instance of 239,

modern British standard 400 lbs. 98 :

—

= 370—485 lbs., 86, f, 89 n. 27, 210, 276

= 300 kati =: 400 lbs. . . . . . , 128 n 90

Bairat edict of A^oka . . . . . . . . 206

Baithana, Paitthllna, Pratishth^na . . 230, 280‘

Baku, oil wells . . . . . . . . . . 252

Bala, demon . . . . , . . , . , 76

Biilrditya, K. .. .. .. .. ,.266ii

Balasiri, Andhra q. . . . . . . . . 279

Balavarm^, Balavemmarasa, and Sankard-

charya . . . . . . . . , . . . 53. f

Balheg^on, and Vallisika or V^rasi . . . . 270

Bali, Indian influence in. . . . . . . . 41

Balkh subdued by K. Chandra 217, 219 ; and

the Huns, etc. . . . . . . . . 266 and n
Baltic Shores and the Aryas, . . . . . . 78

Bamian and the Huns . . . . . . . . 266
BSnabhatta, court-poet of k. Harsha 30 ; his

style etc. 176, 178, 232, ff

Bandhuvarman, K. of DaSapura 138, ff, 144, 147;,

inscrips, of 199 ; 218 ; 244
Banerji, Mr. R. D. and the Ara inscrip, etc.,

132, f., 135, f. ; and Muhammod btn Bakhti-

yar-i-Khalji 185, ff.

hangha = k&ping, slab of 50—60 kati, 210 :

—

origin of name . . . . . . , , . , 210'

bar see hahara . . . . . , . , . . 87
bargains between trader and savage 96 n. 50 a. 299
baryaza, port . . . . 279
bastardo, a coin of Albuquerque, specimens of

109 n. 15 a. ; hah, specimen of 124 n. 67: —

:

20 cents 109 ;= 10 soldo = 200 cash .. 109
BaudhSyana, and the Karaskara tribe.

.

.. 206
Beaulieu, and the Malay tin currency .

.

.. 181
Behar, Vidarbha .

.

.. 29
belxhlo/ng, mantis ingot, specimen 132

:

pro-
portion between specimens ,

.

.. 92
bUcdang b&sar, large mantis= 84 oz. value 37 J

cents

hekblarig kechil, small mantis = 17^ oz. value

7j cents . . , , . , ^ , . . 92
Belcdang penengah, middle mantis, = 42——45

oz., value 18|—20 cents 92
Bengal, and Muhammed-bin Bakhty&r-i-

ghalji 185, ff.; conquered by K. Chandra

217, 219.
Bengali songs, attributed to Bhusuku . . 51, f.

Berezovski, Mr. ; and Hindfi MSS. B. MS. . . 9,'l5
Bhaga,
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Bhagurdi, Bogte, Bhogavardhana, viL . . 270

Bhallika, Burmese Merchant, visited Buddha 38, f.

Bhdmaha and Dandi etc 204, f. ; 258,

Bhandarkar, Dr., and Gupta dates . . • . 30

Bharahat st{ipa . . . . • • • • 26, f.

Bharata, quoted .

.

Bhdrati, Sarasvatt

Bharavi, poet

Bharhut tope

Bh^sa, a poem by

Bhdskara, the light giver

Bhdtgaon, and Bhatta\arik^, of the Vadner

plates . . . • • • • • • • * ’

Bhatiagali, Prof. Nalini K^nta, on the date of

193 and n

.. 53

.. 30

.. 205

52, f.

.. 140

Lakshmanasena

Bhatti and Bhdmaha, writers, dates of

BM^a the, B. MS.

Bhilsad pillar inscription

Bhitari, pillar inscription

185, ff,

.. 264

..41,f.

.. 31

.. 31

Bhogavardhana, of the Abhdne plates, per-

haps B6gte or Bhagurdi, in Nasik

bhojar^ya, dining .

.

Bhudagupta, k

BhOmaka, Kshaharata leader .

.

Bhumar^, tn., land grants from

Bhusuku, Sgintideva

270

256

.. 31

279

B. MS. 28

..50,f.

bidor, z=z suku, 86, 129, = viss 86, = 56 oz. of

tin =: 3i lbs., 90 in hat-money = 780 grs.

= I dollar, 90, = 25 cents, 86 ;
dated speci-

mens

Bihar pillar inscription .

.

Bijayagadh inscription 162 n. 163 j

Bilhana, writer

Bilsad inscription .

.

Bilvodakesvara, g.

Bindusdra, k.

ibinding, of Indian MSS. .

.

90 n. 23

..31
. . B. MS. 26

. . 83 ; 249

B. MS. 31

. . 255

, , 55, f.

B. MS. 22, 23 n.

birch-bark, as writing material B, MS. 17, f.,

22, 23, 29, 31 n., 32, 35, ff., 42, f.

Birmingham University, and anthropology . , 298

biza= viss

•bizze = viss . . . • • • • • * •

Bodh-Gayd inscription . . 187, B MS. 22, 30

Bodhi, visited by Buddha

Bodhicharydvatd>raf a work attributed to

Skatideva . . * • • • • •

Bodleian Library, Oxford contains the Weber

and Bower MSS B. MS. 2 n. 3

Bogte, Bhagurdi, and Bhogavardhana. . . . 270

books, Indian B. MS. 18, 23

Borneo, inscriptions in . . . . • • . . 41

Boro Bodor temple, Sanskrit inscription in . . 41

Bower MS. see . • • B. MS. 1 44

boya= huaya . . . . • • 86 n. 6, 157

Brahma and Indra . . . . . . 65 ; 66

brahma-hatydti sin of Indra . . . . 65, f.

Brahman immigration in to S. India, contd. ‘

from Vol. XLI p. 232 . . . . . . 194,

Brahmans, 78 ; and the $0}7ia and fire cults

81, f. ; and Ushavadata . . . . 230, 246

Brahmt, inscription from AritHppatti 307 ;

script. . • . . • . . • B. MS. 9, 14

Braja, Old, Pirigala, lang. of the Paramajoti-

stotra . . . . . . . . • • 42,

Brihaspati, guru^ . . 65, f., 72 ; 144 ; 178

Biihat-kathd, several versions . . . . 204, 278

Bi'ihat-samhita, a work by VarAha-mihira . . 30

British (Malay) currency system, baaed on the

former Malay system . . . . . . . . 97

British Empire, its extent . . . . 293, fi.

British money . . . . . . . . . . 299

British Museum and anthropology 298 ; has

the Macartney MS. . * . . . . B. MS. 2 n.

buaya = crocodile 85 n. 2 :—in British scale

of Malay money 85 : Qambar currency weight

of, == llj oz. 90, 92, = 90 oz., 92 ; sizes of

130 n. 7 ; average meastirements of 131 ,*

varying proportions of weights 93 ; of

specimens 96 ;
= keping slab, = 3123i cents,

96; = taU:=zlli cents, 96 n. 49;—value,

128 ; 5 cents 86, 128 n. 84 ; 20 doits 157

;

in accounts 2J cents, 86, 90, n. 49, 125, in

hat-money 20 to dollar, = 156 grs. 90 ;

dated specimens . . . . . • 90 n. 83

buaya kechilf small crocodile = 14 oz. value

6J cents .* .* •• •• 92

Buddha 26, f., 38 ;
and Java 41 ; date 55, f.

;

in inscription . . . . . . 159, f.

;

246

Buddhacharita, a work by Asvaghosha . . 245

Buddhaghosha . . . . . . . . . . 39

Buddharaja, Kalachuri K., his Vadner and

other plates . . . . . . • . • • 207

Buddhism, various schools 51, f. ; in N, India

195 ; some notes on 205 ; and Hinduism 208

;

under Kanishka 246 ; Hindu, and China

266 ; and Jainism in S. India, note on the

orgin and decline of . . . • • . 307, f.

Buddhist, councils 56 ; Hymn 240 ; authors,

references to in Jaina literature 241, f.

;

rums, at Gantupalli 281 ; monk, and the

Bower MS., etc. . . . • B. MS. 29, 32, fE*

Buddhistic Sanskrit words, a list of . . 179, f.

Buddhists, Indian, in Burma, and the Sunda

Islands 38, fi. ; \mder Ushavadata . * . .
26’0

budha, vidvas, kavi q, v. 178

Buhler, Prof, and Aaoka edicts etc. 25 ; 27

;

159, f., 283, f. ; 287 ; and the Age of Srl-
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small piece of tin . . . . . . . . 158

Burma, and the Sunda Islands, and Indian

Buddhists . . . . . . . . 38, fi.

Barmans, from Ganges Valley . . . . . . 38

Burmese, inscription at Bodh Gaya . . . . 286

husdkt a gold coin . . . . . . • . 128

Buton Turli, E. of Kuchar, has rock-cut caves

B. MS. 4 n.

huwmya =: btiaya , . . . . . . . 86

byza, byze, Port, for viss . . . . . . 107

cafcra= cash, 108 f= 10 to a cent . . . . 109

calaim, see challinet 108 : tin coin in Maldives

in 1602= 100 cash, ten to a dollar . . 109 n. 10

ccUin (tin coin) see calaim 109 n. 12 : see

challaine . . . . . . . . . . 108

Calliena, modern Kaly&n . . . . . . 279

Cambridge University and anthropology 296, ff.

Campbell, and the Andhras . . . . 276, f., 279

candareen, see kenderi . . . . . . . . 85

Candra Vamia, Chandra Varinan . . 219 n

wapiti= kipping . . . , . . . . 97 n. 54

capin= cupine= hoping, a slab of tin 89 n. 27

cas (Malay) =z= cash , , . . . . . . 214

cash = I cent, in modern British malay money

86, as 1 cent in Dutch Malay money, 86 :—of

lead, 1 10 :—^Malay scales of, very old in India

111, directly connected with system of rec-

koning cowries 111 f ;—of zinc 214, 215 n.

79 :—^treated as metal cowries 112 :—Chi-

nese, described 214, f, origin of in Malay coun-

tries 113 n. 30a, 125, :—=tinpice {paisa) 105 :

—of tin or spelter with trilingual legends

153 ; legends on 154, f¥, stamped with

English initials 153 ; custom regarding

coinage of 153 :—^used as charms . . . . 156

oaedi, scales in terms of the dollar : table of

West Coast and Perak 239 ;—Scale of 400,

pp. 85, 153, 275 ; origin of 101, f
; spread in

Europe 112 ; Russian and Malay identical,

112, f. ; 400 ddm to the jaldld of Akbar=
400 sel. to the rup^e (Manipur), 111 ; variants

320 and 384, 154 f. ; 480 pp. 153, ff. ; 600,

p. 101 ; 800, pp. 103, 106 :—Scale of 1280,

pp. 104, 181, 209, half scale (640) pp. 154, 258

reckoned as 160 to the string, 209 ; 1280

1000, common to all Europe 113, ff., explain-

ed 113 f. ;—converted into 1000 by Albuquer-
que at Malacca 110;—Scale of 1000, origin

of, 101, 108, ff., see also 105, 127, 127 n. 84

;

variants 1008 and 1056 pp. 105 Scales of
Chinese, duotuating 1600, p. 105, f. ; 3200, p.
107; 4200, p. 216; 4800, pp. 107, 211;

5600, p. 211 ; 6400 pp. 108, 274 ; Chinese

zinc, 6000, p. 216 :—debased Chinese 25,000

—100,000, pp. 214, 274,f.

cash-trees (Patani), ^125, 154 : = kenderi =: 3|

cents= 25 to the tree, 104 :—half tree —
13 cash . . . . . . . . . . . , 104

Caste, in Java . . . . . . . . . . 41

cathoUco, gold coin, 26 grs. =: 5 bastardo =
1000 cash = dollar . . . . . . . . 100-

catti, catty= fcaii .. .. .. 87,214
caul, see leal . . . . . . . . . . 130.

cave figures and inscriptions . . . . 277, £E.

caxia= Chinese cash . . . . . , 214, f.

ceitilf Port, coin (1511), 6 or 7 to the reis 113 n. 30a.

cents, scale of 400 rose out of Malay tin cur-

rency 110 ; scale of 1000 rose out of Chinese

tin currency . . . . . . . . . . 110'

Ceylon, 38 ; and Buddhaghosha etc. . . 39, ff.

Chaoheha, Chacha, prince . , . . 267, f..

Ch^hamana, family in Harsha stone inscrip. . . 58.

chakra, wheel, mark in . . . . B. MS. 38

challaine, calaim, calm, halang (tin coin)=:=

ktping

Chalukyas, and Kosalas etc. 195, f. ; E. . . 281

Ghampd, mixed composition . . . . ..173
Ch^ndaka brothers, actors of Mathurii . . 246.

Chandana, Chlihamiina k. . . , . 58, f.

Oha7}4t-iataka, song by BSinabhatta . . . . 30’

Chandra, Emp., his Meherauli pillar inscrip.

32; 217, ff. ; Chandravarma . . 266 n.

Chandragupta I. . . . . , , 219, 265.

Chandragupta 11., Vilcramaditya and the

Gupta era 30, f. ; etc. 148 ; 160, fi. ; and
Samudragupta 172 n ; 175 n. 176 ; 219, death
of 234 ; conquests etc. 244, 247 ; 265, ff. ;

and the Andhras 276, 279 . . . , B. MS. 26.

Chandrariija, Chaha Mana k

Chandravarman, k. . . . . _ 218 f.

chaping z=z Keping .. 154 f.

Gharg^on inscription . . , . . . _ X35.

Charlemagne, 7th cent, scale of reckoning 240
deiiorw to the pound— 960 to the dollar 114

charms, against snakebite, for long life B. MS.

22, 41
Chashtana, Tiastanes, Satrap 188, 192 ; 230 ; 246*
Chat.topfidhyaya, the late Bankim Chandra,*
and Mubammedbtn Baklitiyar-i-Khalji 185

chaturmasyas intercalary periods . . . . 78
chdtus, flattering verses . , , . . . 174
Chaulukya Jayasimha his Ujjain inscription. , 258
ckazza =: cash . . , , , , ^ ^ X08
Chebhatika, of the Karkar&ja inscrip., and
Chehdi Khurd in Nfisik dist 270

cheling see KUng 109 n. 13
Chera, Co. . . , , ^ ^ ^
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Chhinda, Chief of G^ya . . . . 83, f. ; 286, f.

Chin see Kling . . . , . , . . . . 109

China, visited by Alopen 180 ; and Hindu
Buddhism, etc, 266 ; and brush writing

B. MS. 34, f.

chinthe of Burma, lion-weight, origin of 117, f.

Chola, dyn., and Pfin^ya . .70, ; 164 n., 170

;

227

Christianity in India . . . . , . , . 180

Chronology, Indian, book-notice . . . . 236

chu-ohu = Chinese zinc cash . . . . . . 216

chupak =• i gantang, measure of capacity . . 130

Cintra inscription. . . . . . . . 248 n.

Civil Service, Colonial, and anthropology . . 297
‘ Cock ’ coin, Raffles’ in Bencoolen, 127 ; in

Achin, of 1831, 126 n. 69 a : copper token

of 1804, 126n. 73 a.

coinage, Malay, origin of Chinese and Euro-

pean 120 ; origin of scales of . . . . . . 120

coins, Burmese, specimens explained . . 122, ff.

coins, Gupta 162 and n. ; 189 and n.
; M^lava

etc. 200 ; 230 ; 246 ; 280 ; 287 ; of Amrita.

Pala 308 ; B. MS. 26

comma, used . . . . B. MS. 37, ff. ; 42, f.

Comorin, c. Kanyakumart . . . . . . 68

conduri = candareen . . . . . . . . 215

copang see kupang, money of accountr=10 pic© 213

copper coinage in Sumatra in 1811 . . . . 102

copper-plate grants, of Vdktaka 160 , f
. ; Uj-

jain 268 ; ancient, mentioning localities in

Ndsik dist. 269, f. ; B. MS, 22, f.

Corpubs Insoriptionum Indicarum . . B. MS. 25

correction marks, . . . . . . B. MS. 40

Cosmos Indicopleustes and Kalah , . . . 40

cossang see kupang . . . . . . 274, n. 8

Councils, Buddhist . . . . . . . . 56

cow, the . , . . . . . . . . 22, f.

cowries, currency in Singora, 100 to the cash,

153 ; ganda system of reckoning. 111 ;

—

money still reckoned in 4000 cowries to the

rupee, 111 n. 24 :—aground for medicine 153 n. 24

cross, mark in . . . . . , B. MS. 40, f.

crow’s foot, kdjca-pada mark . . B. MS. 40, f.

crusado, a Portuguese dollar of 6 tangas 108 ;

Albuquerque’s . . . . . . . . . . 108

Cunningham, and the Kushana era etc. 136 ; 185 ;

187

cupine=^epingy slab, . . . . 89, 97 n. 55

Currency, identity of European scales based on
counting small articles 115 :— animal

ingots, story of Anathapindaka 115, f. :—^in

linen cloth, 276;—in rice in husk . .276 ; 299, f.

Dachinabades, Dakshin^patha . . . , 278, f.

Dadhichi, riahi . . , . . , . . . . 267

Dadhichika, (Dahiya) Chachcha, his Kinsariya
inscription . . . . . . , . 267 f.

Dadhikarua, NSga prince 246-

Dadhivahala, of the Daulatabad grant, and
Dahiv^l in Ndsik ..270

Dahiy^s, Rathorse 267,
daksha, prdna

. . 22
Daksha’s well inscription, Mandasor . . 31
Dakshamitrd, d. of Nahapa ..246
Dakshin&patha, Dachinabades, the Deccan,

various mentions of it . . 278 and n., 279
Dakshinayana, season . . . . , . . . 36
dan^a, period of twenty-four minutes . . 6 n.

Dandin, poet 175; 191, 193; The Ny^ak§,ra
and Bhfimaha 204, f. ; 244 ; and Bh^maha
258, ff.

; and Atharvan ^chgirya . . . . 279

Daru’l-aman=i=Mahasukha-nagara=Kedah 118

n. 55 ; 182 n. 41

Dasapura-Mandasor, tn. in the Prasasti of

Vatsabhatti 138, 141, 144, 147, f. ; 244, 247

Dasaratha, prince, and Burma. . . . . . 38
Dasas, Dasyus, people of India . . 77, £f., 82
Dashaveras, name in the Ara inserip. . . 133, f.

Dates, of Lakshmanasena 185, ; of the Mu~
dra-Bakshasa etc. 265, fit. ; of some of the

P%dya kings in the 13th cen. 163, fli.; 221, ff.

Daulat^b&d grant, villages in . . . . . . 270

Deccan, and the fire -cult 82 ; Dakshin^ipatha

etc . , . . . , . . 278

Delhi Iron Pillar inscription . . . . 266 n.

D66riy^ image inscription . . . . B. MS. 27

deitf a guild . . . . . . . . . . 57

denga, Russian mon©y=cash ll2z=tanka .. 112

Devabhadra, writer . . . . . . 241, f.

Devagupta, and Chandragupta II . . 160, f..

Devf.nampiya Piyadasi, k. in Rock Edict

VIII 159, f.

Devanandin, Pujyapdda, and k. Durvintta . . 204

Demp'wira, from t’ientzu, Kushana title .. 136-

Devas, and Agastya 194 ; and Asuras. . , . 197

devatas, spirits of good men . . . . 26 n,

Dewas . . . . . . . . . . . . 26

Dhammacheti, k. . . . . . . 38, f*

Dhamnakataka, Dhana-kada, To-na-kie-tse-

kia, Dhdnayav^ttpura etc. modern Dharani-

kota, Pallava Cap. . . 280 and n., 281 and n.

Dhanyavishnu, his boar statue inscrip, at Eran 31

Dhfiravarman, prince of Java . . . . . . 41

Dharmakbla, Buddhist Missionary . . 266 n..

Dharmap^la, Buddhist Missionary . . 266 n.

Dharma-raksha, translator . , . . . . 266

DharmSsdka, AsOka . . . . . . 56 and n.

DhH^l, g 19*

Dhauli inscription ... . , . . . . 25-

Dholpur inscription . . . . . . 247 n.
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Dhruvabhiiti, general . . . . . . . . 173

Dhruvasarman, his Bhilsad Pillar inscription.. 31

Diana of Ephesus . . . . . • . . 68

Digndga, Buddhist teacher . . . . 248 and n.

Digvijaya, Hindu title . . . . . . . . 136

dikpdlas, deities . . . . . . . . . . 67

Dild^ir Khdn, found the Weber MS. B. MS. 6,

ff., 12, 15.

Dingala dialects . . . . . . . . . . 43

dinheiro= cent= 2 cash . , . . . . 109

disk, mark in . . . . . . . , B. MS. 39

Dohad inscrip. . . . . . . . . • . 258

doit= dmi=cent 105 :=:Dutch cash 240

—

300 to the dollar 209, 211 ; 240 to the rupee

(Java) 275 :—five doit 'piecez=Jcupangz=zQ^

cents 254, 258, f ;
represents ancient Indian

copper scale .. .. .. .• 254

dollar (ringgit) ; unit of Malay tin currency, 90,

=3200 grs. 237 :—^unit of tin weight, origin

of, 98, constant at 13
J—14 lbs., 90, 98,

—

"=10^- haiiy 90, f.;=also 13f lbs.=10 kati^ 91 :

—8 p. silver, standard weight 416 grs., 238 n.

96 ;
real of 8 cut up for currency by weight

in candareens 215 :—in hat-money weighs

3120 grs. in use in Malay in six varieties

158 ;
pillar=cannon, 157 ;—divisions Na-

tive and European 274 : —of 400 cash ;

—

unit of tin money and of silver money . . 91

Dondra temple, mixed worship in , . . . 41

double ]s.e>y‘=duhheltje , . . . 85 n 1, 86 n. 5

double stroke, mark in B. MS. 37, 39, 40 and n., 42,

43

dramas in Mathura . . . . , . . . 246

Drdviijas, the five, a Hindu group . . . , 48, f.

Dr^vidian, people of India 77, f., 80 ,* customs,

spread of 195, f. ; word in Vedic literature. . 235

dwa double yampaZ=dollar

duapuhh sen=20 cents . . . . . . . , 86

dubbeltje, Dutch 85 ;—=2J- cents, 85,=10 cash,

102 :—=double key . . . . . . 85 n. 1

duit, copper and lead coin, 105 n 1 \'=Jceping,

the copper unit of Malay coinage 106, 127 ;=
pese, 159 ;=1 cash 85 ;=4 cash 102 :—1 cent,

Dutch scale, 85, f ;—J cent., British scale

156, 159

duit ayam, fowl or cock doit, 127 n 75,=copper

cash 105,=&epm<7=dm«, 102 n 92 ; ten to

the cent . . . . , . . . , . 128 n. 84

duit bunga tanjong, ‘flower of the Cape’ duit,, 127

duit chabang, Dutch E. I. Co.’s doit=duit ayam
z=.?ABowang .. .. ,, .. 127

duit jagoh, cash with the cock, see duit ayam , . 105

duit lorek . . . , , , , . . . . , 127

Hnrvintta, k., author of the kahdivattra, and
other works . . . . . . . . . . 204

Dutch Malay currency, origin of 97 ;—mon-

etary system based on the taU, 94 ;—old

scale 102 :—profit on dealing in tin ingots. . 100

Dutch money . . . . . . . . . . 299

Dutreuil de Rhins MS., the oldest Indian book

B. MS. 18

Dyaus, g 81

East Coast (Malay) currency • . . . 101, II,

East India Company, Malay coinage 105, in-

fluence on Strait settlements, 106 ;—Malay

currency policy 214, attempt to control in

1685, 97 n. 51 :—5 doit piece in Achin . . 106

Edicts of A.-:oka, Rock IV 25, f.
; 55, f. ; VI 282, f,

I

Edkins, on Alopen .. .. .. ..180

Eggeiing Prof., and the Adityas . . 75, ft,

Egypt and female rule 68, f. ; and anthropo-

logy, etc. . . . . . . . . 293, 297

Elephant, the White, name of Buddha . . 26

Ellichpur, the ancient Achchalapura . . 220, f.

Encyclopedia of Eeligion and Ethics, of Islam . . 252

Epigraphic notes and questions, contd. from

Vol. XLI. p. 173 XIV Fourth Rock Edict

of AfeOka 25, f. ; XV. Talegaon grant of

the Rastrakuta King Krishna I. 27, f, ; XVI
Sambodhi, in Rock Edict VIII 159 ; XVil
was Devagupta another name of Chandra-

gupta II 160 ; XVIII. Mandasor inscrip,

of Naravarman 161, f. ; XIX. Rock Edict

I reconsidered 255, fi. ; XX Ujjain Stone

inscrip, of Chaulukya Jayasimha .. .. 258

Eran inscrips, . . 31 ; B. MS. 25 and n, 30 f

Ethnology, Bureau of . . . . . . 206, f

Europe and the Aryans . . . . . . 77, £

Expeditions, to E. Turkestan B. MS. 2 and n, 3 and n

Fa-Hian, Chinese pilgrim .. .. 41,240
fanamz=dali (Sumatra) 275 : treble=^aZi . . 102

Federated Malay States, currency of . . . . 299

Fleet, Dr., on dates 29, ft.

;

on Rock Edict VIII.

159, 161 ; 163 ; and Harishena’s Panegyric

• of Samudragupta 172 n., 173 n. ; 175 n. ;

178 ; 247 and n. ; on the Vani grant 269 ;

283 and n., 286 ; B. MS. 25 n

flower coin=cock coin . . , . . . . , 127

Fine arts . . , . . . , . . . . . 291

fire, sacred 19 ; cult in Panjab Valley 78, 80,

in Persia . , . . . . . . 81 ff.

Folklore from the Nizam’s Dominions , . 284

Forbes, Mr. Gordon, his poem on the Jog

Falls 285, f.

Forchhammer, the late Dr., and Burma , . 40

Frank=Portuguese .. ,, ,,110
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Gadhwfi. inscnp. . . . . . . B. MS. 26, f.

Gadym\% havycuni . . . . . . . . 190 ; 243

gajah, elephant 90 n. 30 i^taynpang, 90 ;
=

221- oz., 90, 92 ;=10 cents, 92 :—^propor-

tion between specinaens 93, 96 ; measure-

ment of specimens . . . . . . . . 131

gambar, a form of tin currency, ingot models

of animals 92, ff. :—strung together for car-

rying 131 :—^specimens explained, 121, f., 123

:

—instance of practical use, 96 :—scale of,

:>39 :—origin of 120 :—analogies with Burma

117, f., other countries 117, Egypt, bull

and ring weights 117, China, knife and hoe

X19 ;—spread of, ancient oriental 115, f.

;

direction of spread 117, 119 :—forms trans-

ferred to coins 118 :—actual weighments,

93 :—standard tables of, 93 :—bases of scales,

penjuTu and keping (cash), 95 :—^pieces in

circulation, proportions of, 95 :—dated speci-

mens . . . . . ‘ • 131 n. 11

gamhar hahi, pig ’ ingot . . 119 ii, 57, 131 n. 15

gamhar timah, tin model, see gamhar currency

127, 239

gamhar uler, snake ingot . . . . 119 n. 57

garj^, of the lavas . . . . . * 199, f.

Ganapati, K^katiya k., defeated . . . . 224

ganda system of reckoning cowries by quartets

(sets of four) 111 : used in fantan gambling

in China . . . . . • . . 1 1 1 n. 25

Gane^a, at Dondra 41 ; Gajdnana . * . • 57

Ganga, kgs. and Krishna I, 28 ;
and Balavem-

marasa . . • • . . • • • • 53, f

Gahga-Pallavas . . . . . • . • • • 308

Gdiigdhar, well inscrip. .. ,.31,161,163;218

Ganges Valley, and the Biirmans 38 ; and the

fire cult . • . . . . . . • • . . 82

gansa, ganza, a money of copper and lead in

Pegu (1567), 107 100 to half a ducat,

(dollar) . . . , . . . . . . 107

gantang, measure of capacity . . . . . . 130

ganza, note on spelter coinage of Pegu (1687). . 119

garlic, treatise on . . . . . . B. MS. 37

Gauja, CO. . . . , . • • . 83, f.

Gaudas, the five, Hindu group . . . . 48 f.

Gaudas, poets of E. India . . . . . . 244

Gaula, Gola, Indian tribe . . . . . . 40

Gautama, rishi . . . . . . . . . . 69

Gautama Siddhdrtha . . . . . . . . 82

Gautamlputra Sfitakarni, k., celebrated the

Sam&ja . . . . . • • • • « 257

Gayd inscrip. . . . . • . 248 n., 286, f.

Gersappe or Jog Falls 285

Ghanizat Khdn . . • . B. MS. 9, 14 and n

GhatprabhS Falls, in Belgaum dist. . . . - 285

ght, energy of Agni . . . . . . . . 23

GirnSr, inscrip. 25, f. ; 159, ; or Urjayat 188,

fi. ; 231 ; 243 and n., 245, n. 247

Gobi, desert, has buried cities . . . . B. MS. 5

God of Madura, Adventures of the . . 65, fi.

Godfrey MS B. MS. 7, 15

Gola, Gaula . . . . . . . . . . 40*

Golanagara or Golamattik^nagara, port in Bur-

ma 39, and Kalah . . . . . , 40, f.

gold dust as currency . . . . . . . . 155

gold weights, scale of, at Patani . . . . 150

Gopardja’s tomb mscrip., Eran. . . . . . 31

Gotama . . . . . . . . . . 38, f.

Gotamt Balasiri, q. . . . . . . 231, 234

Gotamtputra ^Hakarni, k., and the Brah-

mans 195 ; date 198 ; and the Khakharata

family etc. . . . . . . 230, f., 233, 279 n.

God&vari Delta, and the Indhras 276, 278, 280, 281

Govindar?ja, Prabhututga, son of Krishna I. 27

Grantha-Prada7'sam, Nos. 34—3 9,"'book-notice 208

Greiger, Prof., and the MahsvaTiisa . . 55, f.

grihya ritual . . . . . , . . . . 196'

{grivana,) a Russian ingot of silver currenoy=

10 kopeJc {coin) ,

.

.. .. . . IIT

Gruel, preparation of . . . . , . B. MS. 41

Grtinwedel, Prof., in E. Turkestan . . B. MS. 17

GujarH, L^ta 138, 141 ; 189 and n. ; and the

Muhammadans .. .. .. ..196

Gujarita, and the Gurjaras . . . . . . 200

Gujarati and Prakrit . . . . . . . . 288

Gummareddipura, Kolar dist., copperplates

recently found there . . . . . . . . 204

Gunidhya, poet . . . . . . • . . . 30-

Gunda, rock inscrip. . . . . • . 189 n.

Gupta, Era, 30 ; 188, 189 and n. ; 199 ; coins

162 and n. ; conquest of India 247 ; inscrips.

249 ; script . . . . B. MS. 25, f£., 31, ff.

Gupta and Varman, suggested surnames of

K. Chandra .

.

.

.

217

Gdrjaras, migration of .

.

•• 200'

Guvaka, I., Chahamana k., in Harsha stone

inscrip., and II. 6a

Gwalior, inscrip., 31 ; dist. • • 247

Haddon, Dr., The Study ofMan 78 and n., 79 n.,

80 and n. , 82

Hiila, Andhra k., whose wife is mentioned in

connection with the Bfihat~k0.thd •• 278

H&la-Satavahana, K. collector of verses 30

Halasya-Mdh^tmyaih, later Puranic work •• 65-

Harappa seals, the three *• 203

Haras, vil. in Jaipur State, and the Harsha

inscrip. 57,
59*

Harishena’s panegyric of Samudragupta 31,

f • 172, fi. ; 244, 245 and n. ; prasasti 188,
'

190, f., 247
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Harsha, Harshavardhana, k. of Kanauj, and

Kavya literature . . . . . . 30, 192

Harsha stone inscrip, of Vigraharajd . . 57, ff.

Harshanitha, g. . . . . . . - . . . 59

hastidasan^t word in Aloka edict 25 ; hastidar-

sana . . . . . . . . . . . . 26

Hastins . . . . . . . . . . 26 ; 257

Hastivarm^ of V6hgi and Samudragupta . . 281

Hfithi-gumph^ inscrip, of Kh^ravala . . . . 27

hat-money (Pahang) direct representative of

tin ingot currency 99 ; origin of weight and

form, 91 : close connection with spelter and

tin coins 119 : tables of, 90 : specimens ex-

plained, 121 ; ratio to silver money 1 to 7J,

91 : mint profits on . . . . . . . . 91

Hebber plate inscrips, and k. Dnrvinita . . 207

(Lviha, heAdvuka, horse-dealer . . . . 54

Hemachandra, quoted . . . . 177 ; 287, f.

goose weights of Burma .. ..119
Hidimb&, ogress, and Vikatl . . . . . . 58

Hieuen Tsiang, Chinese pilgrim 187 ; 281 and n

;

or Hiuan Thsang . . . , . . . . 39

Hijira Era . . . . . . . . . . 186

Himalaya, Mts. . . . . . . , . 232 ; 246

himation, Greek custom, in S. India , . . . 197

Himavat, Mt. . . . , . . , . . , 231

Hinaydna, religion . . . . . , . , 240

Hindu, Buddhist, Missionaries to China . . 266

Hinduisation of foreign invaders . , . . 246

Hinduism, in Ceylon 41 ; book-notice . , . . 207

Hindu Kush, cradle of the Aryans . , . . 78

Hippokoura, Andhra cap, Kolhapur . , . . 280
Hirahadagalli plates of Sivaskandavarman . . 198

History of Aurangzeh, book-notice . . . . 208
holes, for binding, in Indian Mss. B. MS. 22,

23 and n,

Horiuzi Ms. . . B. Ms. 23, 31, 33 and n., 34
Horniman Museum and anthropology . . 298
huhka, tobacco pipe . . . . . . . . 300
Hultzsch Prof, and A^oka edicts 25 ; and the

Ganga-Pallavas , , , . , , . . 3Qg
HOnas, in India 247 and n, ; and White Huns

249; in the Mudra Bdkshasa, 265 and n,

Imperial administration . . . . . , 293

India, and Burma 38 ; and Sanskrit pronounci-

ation 48 ; Aryan invasion of 77, iff. ; S.,

Brahman Immigration into (contd. from Vol.

XLI p. 232), 194, ff. ; and the Scythians 246,

f. ; W., and the Sakan Mlechchhas etc. 265,

; E., home of the Andhras 276 ; 278 ; 281 ;

S., waterfalls in 285 ; and the origin and dec-

line of Buddhism and Jainism 307, f. ; the

introduction of writing materials etc. into, B.

Ms. 17, f., 20, 23 and n., 25, f£. ; 29, 32, 34, ft*.

Indian Artificial Poetry, The Antiquity of, and
the Indian Inscriptions 29—32 ; 137—148 ;

172—179 ; 188—193; 230—234; 243—249
Indian, Buddhists in Burma and in the Sunda

Islands, the peregrinations of 38—41 ; <7/iro-

9iology, book-notice 236 ; names assumed by
foreign invaders 246; and Japanese Scholars,

collaborate 252 ; Empire . . . . . . 294

Indian Inscriptions and the Antiquity of Indian

Artificial Poetry q, v 29—32 ; etc.

Indische Stvdien, and the Kalyd^a7nandira-

stotra . . . , . . . . . . . . 44

Ind6r inscrip B. MS. 30
Indra, g. 17 ; 19, ff. ; 65, ff. ; 70, ff. ; SO, 81

and n; cult, and Agastya 194
Indra, Ratta k., and the Chalukyas , . . . 195
Indraji, Pandit Bhagwanlal, and Rock edict

VIII

Indus-Ganges, Valley, and the Aryas . . . . 79

ingot currency, gold in balls . . . . 115 n. 41

ingot tin currency, see tin currency : origin of

forms 119 : dollar unit of, 90 : in Lower
Perak . . . . . . . . _ .,91

ink, black B. MS. 44
Inscriptions Indian, and the Antiquity of

Indian Artificial Poetiry 29—32 ; 137—148 ;

172—179 ; 188—193
; 230—234

; 243—249
Inscriptions, some published, reconsidered, I.

Harsha Stone Inscrip, of Vigrahar^ja . . 57 . ff.

Inscriptions, the Indian, and the antiquity
of Indian artificial poetry 29 32 ; 137
148; 172—179; 188—193; 230—234 ; 243—249

266 and n,
Huvishka, and the ira inscrip. 133, ff.; 246
Hymn, Buddhist, one more . . . , . . 240

idol worship, and Buddhism 205
len-feou-ti, Jambudivlpa

, . , ,

-

1^20
iLam, conquest of . . . . I 64 n, 170, f!, 227
image worship and Buddhism . . 205 ; B. MS. 27 f.

immigration, Brahman, into S. India contd.
from Vol. XLI p. 232 .

. _ 194 ff

Inscriptions, of Ara, 132, ff. ; Mandasor 199, f.

(see also 161, f.) The Meharauli Iron Pillar

217, ff. ; Kinsariya of Dadhichika (Dahiya)
267, f. ; Rock Edict VI of Ajsoka . , 282, ff.

Inscriptions, in Epigraphic Notes and Quest-
ions Rock Edict IV, of Asoka 25, f. ;

Talegaon grant of the Rashtrakuta King
Krishna I, 27 ; f. ; Rock Edict VIII, 159 ;

V^kataka copper-plate grant 160 ; Mandasor,
of Naravarman 161, f., (see also 199, f.)

Rock Edict I., reconsidered 255, ff. Ujjain
stone inscrip, of Chaulukya Jayasimha . . 258
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Inscriptions, in Shwe Dagon Pagoda 38, f.

;

Kalyani 40 ; in Java 41 ; Kadamba etc. 53 ;

Tamil 54 ; of Vijayap^la 83 ; 84 ;
Taxila,

Mahaban etc. 133, 134, 135 and n. ;
ofNara-

varman etc. 161—168 j 185, 187 ; 189 Palla-

va etc. 198 ; in Ellichpur Temple 221 ; Delhi

Iron Pillar etc. 266 n. ; Hathigumpha cave

etc. 27 ; 277, f. ;
Nasik 279 ; Andhra etc.

280 and n. ; 281 ; Gay& 286 ; of N. India

287 ; Brahmt 307 ; from Badaun 308 ;

Gupta etc. . . • • 22 ;
25—34

interpunction marks . . . . . . B. MS. 37

invasion of India, Aryan . . . . 77,

Iran, history of . . . . . . • • • * 252

Isapur inscrip. . . • • • • • • • •

Islam, in India . . . . . . . . B. MS. 18

Jacobi, Prof, and the Kalydnamandirastotra

44 ; on Pandya dates 226 n., 227 ; 249

jdgirddr, Rajput title 269 n.

Jain literature, references to Buddhist author’s

in, . . • • • • • ’ * • 241, f.

Jaina, versions, two, of the story of Solomon's

judgment 148, £E temple in Ellichpura 220, f.

Jainas, Nirgranthas, in inscrips. . . . . 29

Jainism, and Hinduism 208 ; under Kanishka

246 ; and Buddhism, in S. India, origin and

decline of . . • - • • • • 1.

Jaipur State, Harsha inscrip. in 57 ; divisions

of 59, 60

jalanamitte, joalanamitra:=ziviend of fire, ap-

plied to Bh&sa . . . . . . • • . . 53

Jdlor, Rathor territory . . . . . . 267, f.

Jambudivipa, len-feou-ti . . . . • • 136

jampa?,=Dutch guilder 101, 238, f. ; now rare

and obsolete 238 n. 93 :=half dollar 85, 157 ;

=50 cents 86, 91=30 cents 85 n 2=

500 cash 127 : in British scale of Malay

money i*— =5 hciti, 128: =6§- lbs., 91 :=112

oz. = 7 lbs. . . • • • • • • . . 90

Japanese and Indian Scholars, collaborate . . 252

Jasdan Pillar inscrip 139

Jatdvarman Kulasekhara, I and II Kings 165, fi.

Jat§,varman Pardkrama Pdndya, K. . . . . 166

Jat^varman Srivallabha, K. . . . . 166 ; 225, f.

Jatdvarman Sundara Pdndya I., K. 165, 1,

169, f. ; II 165, f., 221, f£. ; III 166 ;

IV 166 andm., 228

Jatavarman Tribh. Pardkrama P§,ndya, K. . . 229

Jatdvarman Tribh. Sundara Pandya, K. . . 224

Jatavarman Tribh. Vikrama Pl,ndya, K. . . 166

Jatdvarman Vira Pdndya I. . . . . 165, 171

Jatavarman Vira Paudya II . . 165, f., 170, 227

Jatavarman Vira Pdndya III . . 166, 226, and n*.

Java and caste 41; table of coins in circulation,

1830, 211

Jayachandra, Jayantaohandra, Gahadavala

K 84, 286*

Jayadaman, son of Chashtana . . . . . . 246

Jayadeva, Sdntideva . . . . . . . . 52

Jaydditya, referred to by Sankardchdrya . . 235

Jayamatigalii, a commentary on Vdtsyayana’s

its real author 202 ; two works

of the name . . . . . . . . . . 203-

Jayandtha, his copperplate grant . . B. MS. 22

Jayanta, Indra’s son . . . . . . . , 7

Jayantaohandra, (Jayachandra) . , . . 83*

Jayapur, and Jaipur . . . . . . , . 60"

Jayasiihha, Chalukya K. 54 ; and Yasovarman 258

Jayavarman, his inscrips. 198 ; 218 ; . . B. Ms. 23

Jering in Patani . . . . . . . . . . 101

Jinendrabuddhi, Nydsakdra . . . . 258, ff.

Jfianasambandar, Saivite teacher . . . . 307

Jog, or Gersappe Falls, on Sharavati riv. . . 285*

joko, see tokens, gambling . . . . . . 155*

jonghong tin currency=fca^^ 86 ; zz::tampang,

90 n 32, 157, origin explained, 121 ; =zki^ping,

slab, 90, 158 f :—^in hat-money, 12 to a dollar

=260 grs. 90 ; = 10 cents. 86 :— casting of,

132 :—as a charm . . . . . . 130, f.

Jundga^ rock inscription. 31 ;
B. Ms. 31, f., 34

Kdbul, and the White Huns 249'

Kadamba, inscription . . . . . . 53 ; 198

Kadamba script, . . . . . . B. Ms. 30*

Kddambartj a romance by Bdnabhatta . . 30

Kadphises, Kushana K. . . . . . . 136

hahdpana, meaning of, ‘ coin not ‘gold mohar’

116 ;
compared with the din^ra of Kashmir 116

Kahduih, pillar inscription. . • 31 ; B. Ms. 30

kmaarasa, title of Kanishka . . , , . . 136

hOJca-pada, crow’s foot mark . . B. Ms. 40, f.

Kakatika monks . , . . . - . • . . 26

hahrzi chupah, measure of capacity , . 130 n. 2*

Kalachuri, Katchchuri, and other forms 207 and n.

Kalah, Golanagara and Point de Galle 40, 41 and n.

kdlcLng (tin coin) see challaiTie 108, see codciiM

109 n 10

Kalaia, and the Amazons 249

KdldsOka, 56

Kalhana’s Eighth Tarahga, critical notes on

it 301,

Kdliddsa, poet, date of, etc., 29, f. ; 247; copied

by Vatsabhafcti 142, 146, 148 ;
quoted 177 ;

244 and n., 245 ; 248, 249 and n, ;
and the

Huns 266 and n
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Kaling, see Kling. . . . . . . . 109 n 13

Kalinga, Kaling, Chinese name for the Javanese 41

Kalingas, the, and Lakshmanasena . . . . 187

Kalki, Brihman leader . . . . * . 265 n,

Kdlst inscription . . . . . . . . 25, f ; 160

Kaly^n, ancient Calliena . . . . • . 279

KalydTiomandirastotra, a work by Siddhasena-

divddivakara, and the Paramajotistotra 42, 44

Kaly^ni, inscriptions, at . . . . . . . . 40

Kdmandaki, author of the Nttisdra . . 202, f,

KtmasijLira, a work by Vl,tsy^yana. and the

Jayamarigald .. .. .. .. 202, f.

Kambojas, a people . . . . . . . . 249

Kanaswa, inscription, at . . . . . . 247, n.

Kanauj, and the Guptas 175, m, 178 ;
Hindu

province , . . . . , . . . . 195

Kdnchipuram, Pallava cap. . . . . . . 281

Jcangan, coarse cloth, used as currency=160

—

180 cash 276

Kanishka, in the Ara inscription 133, 1, pro-

bably Kanishka II ; 136, f. ; and Buddhism

etc 195 ; 245, f.

Kannina'u, Co., of the parthenos . . . . 68

Kantideva, K. , , . , . . , . . . 257

Kdnyakubja, K., and Sriharsha . . . . 84

Kanydkumdrl, C. Comorin 68

hapang=Jcupangy money of account . . 105, n. 98

Kapilavastu, tn. . . , . , , . , 38

Karashahr, in E. Turkestan . . . . B. Ms. 1 n.

Karaskara, the Kdtkari tribe . . . . . . 206

JKaravandapuram, town in Tinnevelly district,

birth place of Mdrao Kari 308

Karkar^ja, inscription of , . . . . . 270
Karle inscription . . . . . . . . 246

Kashgar, in E. Turkestan . . . . B. Ms. 1 n.

Kashmir, dtndra of, compared with the kaM-
pana 116 ; and the Huns 266 and n, ; and Saiv-

ism 271 ; and the birch tree etc., B. Ms, 19 ;

31, and n., 33 n., 35-

Kasyapa, intercala;ry month . . . . . . 34
JcatM, dkhydyikd 173
Kdthidwdr, and the Kshatrapas . . 189 andn,
kati, 1 to Malay pound, 94 ; lower standard of

Malay weight, 94, usually 1| Ihs, 90, 128 n.

90; If lb. 90 ;n=l|. lb. 209 : basis of a scale in

gamhar currency, 95;=:40—80 dollars by
weight, 129 ;=:zkupang, 86 izzzjmgkong, slab

of tin, 158 ;=bundle of ten strings of cash=-=

1 dollar 110 :—in terms of cents to the dollar,

86,=22^ cents, 90,=10 cents, 86, 129 basis

of modern Malay monetary system, 94 :

—

Malay=l| Chinese :—300 to the bahara . . 210
Katkari Tribe, the Kdraskara . . , . . . 206
Kansambhi inscription . , . , . . B. Ms, 27

Kautilya, his Arthasdstra and the Ndrada-

Smviti . . . . . . . . . . . . 306

kavi, or budha or vidvas cultivators of Sanskrit

poetry . . . . . . . . . . . . 178

kavirdjcL, poet laureate , . . , . . 179, 244

Kdvya, Sanskrit and Prakrit artificial poetry of

the Court, and Indian Inscriptions 29—32

;

137—148 ; 172—179; 188—193 ; 230—234 ;

243—249

Kdvyamdldi the, and the Kalydnamandirastotra 44

hebean’==zkeping . . . . . . 105, 181 n. 42

Kedah, near Penang, and Kalah 40, 41 and n. ;

or Selang or . . . . . . . . 87 n.

Kedah, old tin coinage 102, f. :=Mahasukha

Nagara=Dar-u’l-aman . . . . 182 n 41.

Kelantan currency . . . . . . . , 101

i;e^^den=r.candareen, 85, 154: 156 n 29 :— as a

standard W6ight=^ 101 :=zpenjuru, 108

nil :=25 cash 102 :—a gold coin in Pahang 128

kenderi perak (Silver candarcen) 85.=6J ecnt.s,

86,=Cents 238, n. 05, 85

h6neri==Jcenderi . . . . . . . . 86 n. 7

kepengz=Gdi,'^ 101 n. 74, 155 :=:Copper cash,

101 :=:r,Tavernier’s piece of 4 deneers, 103 :

—

Copper coin=half a duit . . . . 85 n 2

k^ping^ a slab of tin, 87, 90 n. 31a, 158:— = 50

lbs. 91,=:52J lbs., 90 :— =37i and 38J kati,

128 n. 91,=75 kati, 128:—6 and 8 to the

bahara 129 ; 8 to the bahara historically,

100 :—substituted for the great tali, bundle,

owing to improvement in casting . . 98 n 60
keping, cash : lowest denomination of Malay

weight, 94 :—^basis of a scale of Gamhar cur-

rency, 95 :— -zskupong, 85 n. 1 :— origin of

88 to the dollar . . , . , . , , 106

^6i5mp,=cash, 101 m. 74, 127 :—=a bit, piece,

85 n. 2 :—^unit of Malay coinage, 127 :— =J
Dutch duit=.\ cent

. . 157
Kern, Prof., and A^6ka edicts .

.

25, ff.

khddan^ya, mamsam, victuals .

.

. . 256
Khadiravgara-jdtaka, a story

. . 27
Khakhar§.ta, Kshahardta family conquered by

Gotamiputa Sdtakani . , . . . . , , 230
Khdravela, k., his Hdthigumpha inscription

27 ; and the samdja 257 ; and Sl,takani . , 277
Kharoshthl inscriptions, of Ara 132, f. ; War-

Kh&h, town, inscriptions from . . B. Ms. 28, 30, 31
Khotan, in E. Turkestan . . . . B, Ms. 1 n.

Khri-Id6‘Sron-btsan, Tibetan k. . . . . , . 52
Khudai-nameh, a lost work , , , , . . 252
Kielhorn, Prof., and dates 29 ; and the Harsha

stone inscription 57, ff. ; and p. the Mandas or

inscriptions, 162 ; 244, 245, andn, 247 n. and
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Pandya dates 163—165, 167, f., 170, 223 ;

and the Sarsavnl plates of Buddhardja , . 207

hilin of China,=:Hrm of Japan, connection

with the to of Burma . . . . . , 117 n 50

km=kati . . * . , , , . . , . . 110

King Chandra , ,
’ 217, ff.

Kings, Pdndya, of the 13th. cen., some new

dates of . . . . . . . . 163, i£,

Kinsariya inscription of Dadhichika . . 267, fi,

]cip=Jceping (slab) . , . . . . 100 n 71

Ktrtinarayana, g. . . . . . . . . 258

Mrtivallty the creeper of fame , . . . . . 177

Kirtivarman I., W. Chalnkya K., and the

Brdhmans . . . . . . • • * • 198

Kishkindht, C. . . . * . . • . 11

KiahUndMMndi a, a work by Tnlasi Dasa 1 1, f

.

Kling, derivation of . . . . . • 109 n 13-

lcohangz=Jcupang 110 n. 17 : cause of confusion

110 n. 17

Kolhapur, Hippokoiira , . . . . . . . 280

Kojo^damudi grant - .• •• B. Ms. 23, 31

Kone Shahr ‘ancient city,’ in Qum Tur^
*

• B. Ms. 10,'13

Kongu, conquered '
. . . . 164 n., 170, f., 227

Konjlvaram, and the Brahmans • • . , 198

Konikalvishya, and Kti^igal . . • • . • 54

Ko4ala, tn., and the Burmese kings . • 38

Kosalas and .Chalukyas . . • • • • 195

Kdsam image inscription • • . . B. Ms. 27

kratu, apdna . . . • . . • • . . 22

Kiishna, g., and the sampraddyins 196 ; and

the sa^ndja feast . . • • . . . • 255

Krishna, Andhra K. • • • • • • 277, 280

Krishna I., Bdshtrakdta K., his Talegaon grant 27

Krishna, district, and the Andhras 276, 278,

280, 281

Krishnagupta, K 54

Kyishnaka, Pand.it, poet . . • . * . • • 175

krita, years of Mdlava era . . . - 199, f.

knta-sa'ihjnitef word in Mandasor inscription

162, suggested meanings of 200

Kshapardta, and Khakhardta clan 230 ; and the

'

Andhras.. .. •• •• •• ••

Kshatriyas, as hJiikshus S2> and the Andhras 279 n,

Kshaya, Akshaya • • « • • • 37 n.

Kshemard.ja, autlior of the ^ivG/S'utTa^vwiar'-

Hni 271, or Ksheinendra .
•'

• • . • 272

Kshuirukas, Panjab warriors 200

Kubja Vishnuvarddhana, founder of the E.

Chaiukya dynasty 281

Kuchar, (Kliish^ and other forms) scene of its

discovery B. MS. 1> '^•9 5—"15. ; 19, 24, 28,

32—36

Kujula KadpWses, Kushana K.

Kulasekhara, P&n^ya K. .

.

137

. . 67 ; 228

Kumdra, g. 70, f^

Kumdragupta, K. 31 ; 138 ; 144 ; 218 ; 244 ; I

inscription of . . . . . . , . B. Ms. 22

Kumdragupta—^Maheiidrddiya, k. . . . . 247

Kumdrajrva, translator - . . , . , . . 248

Kumdrigrdma, Karehgaon, village in Telegaon

grant . • . • . . 28

Kumarila’s acquaintance with Tamil . . 200, f.

Kundotharan, retainer of ^iva . . . . . . 69

Kunigal, Konikalvishya, ancient Kunungil 63, f

,

kupang=kepmg . . . . . . . - 85, n. 1.

kupang, Malay weighfc=A:a^^, 86 ;=:tampang 157;

z=ztali 101 n. 72, 153, f. :—^in British scale of

Malay money, 85:= 1 cent, 110,=10 cents 86,

128 n 84 :— =cashin Java (1416), HO, runn-

ing 1280 to the kati 110 :—in Aeh.m==JcMeri

254,=5 doit piece, 106, 253, f ;=16 to the

pardao (dollar) . . . . . . . . . . 106<

kurakura, tortoise, 88=70 oz. of tin, 90 :

—

specimen 132 ; varjring sizes of 130 n, 7,

proportion between them, 96 :—^in hat money

dollar=1040 grs 90*

kurdkura h^sar, large tortoise, gambar currency

70 oz. value 31J cents . . • • . . . . 92

hiirakurakdchil, smalltortoise in gambar curren-

cy=22J oz. value 10 cents 92

kurahura penengah^ middle tortoise, garrhar

' currency=56 oz.=25 cents « • . • . • 92

Kushana, inscriptions 134 j era, and the Mdla-

va-Vikrama 136 ; inscription • • B. his. 27

Kushanas, Northern feakas 266'

Mtal'a, fciwld, measure of capacity .. .. 57

kicaii) a dollar of zinc Chinese cash, in account 216*

Lacuna . . . . . . • • . . B. Ms. 42

tada, a gold coin • • . . * • • •

La Dame Blanche, Fall on the Shardvati riv.

285, 286 n.

LaghubMrata, the, and the date of Lakshman-

eshha •• •• *•

Lagor=Ligor

Lahore Museum, has the Ara inscription . . 132

Laidlaw, G. M., correspondence on Malay tin

currency . . • • • * • • • •

Lakhanapdla, Rdshtrakdta rdja, in Baddun

inscription •• ••

L^kshmanasena, La^maniya, date of 185, fi., 287

lak8an=10 pekvs==^i dollar (Java) • • . . 375

Ldkula, sect' •• •• -*59

J^alla, Chhinda

lamb weight'and licioney of the Jews • 117 n* 49*

la];Lguages of Europe, of one group . . • • 78

Lankd,Ceyl6ii ..
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Lata, Gujarlit . . . . • • • •

Le Coq,, Dr. Avon., and Mss. in Turkestan B.

MS. 1 n, 3 and ii., 9 n., 11, 13, 15, 16

Left, and Rigb-t Hand Brahman Sections, .. 197

Lehmann, Dr. and,the Parsis . . . . • 252

Liaka Kusula, Satrap . . - . • • 189 n.

Library, Imperial, of St. Petersburg, has the

Petrovsky Mss. . . . . . B. MS. 8 n.

Ligeh currency . . . • * • • • • •

Ligor, coins of . . . . * • • • 184, f.

Ltl^gr^ma, Nasikdist., andNilgaylian . . •• 269

Literature, Sanskrit Kavya 29 ; Dravxdian,

spread of 196 ; Jain, references to Buddhist

authors in, 241, f.; Sanskrit, theory of the

Renaissance of 243, ; maxims or nyayas in. 250

Zivrezzzfranc, old French. . . . . . 102 n. 84

London University, and antliropology 296—298

lotus, white, padma, B. MS. 38, 39, 40 and n.

Liiders, Prof., and the moaning of IcahatiJca . . 28

mof a gnat .. .. .. .. ..13
Macartney Mss. . . B. MS. 2, 6, ff, 14—16

mace, massie, Malay gold currency . . . , 89

Madh^inagar Copper-plate grant . . . . 187

M^dhav^ch^ya, author of the Sarvadar^ana-

Samgraha . . . . . . * . • • 272

Madhyade^a, town, and Sdntideva . . 50, f.

Madra, his Kahdum pilar inscription . . . . 31

Madras inscription^ and the Pdndyas . . . . 223

Madurd, Adventures of the God of 65, if.,

sacked . . . , . . . . . . . , 227

Madurakavi, Alvar, and Mdras Kdri * . 307, f.

Magadha, c. and Sdntideva . . . . 51, f.

Mdgadhi, laiig, and Buddhism . , . . . , 205

Mahdbala, Buddhist missionary . . 266 n.

MaMbh'irata, the, 65; mentions Marlalur 67; 71

;

and the Mdlavas . . . . , , , , 200

MaMbhdshya, the, date doubtful 30 ; citations

frQm. , .. 245

Mahddeva (purdnl ) town in Jaipur State, Har-

sha inscription at 57 ; and Jayapura . . 60

Mahddeva-giri, home of Vasugupta , . . . 271

Mah|,khta, Makuteavara inscription . , . . 207

Mah^matras, in Rock edict VI . , 282,

mahdnasa, kitchen . . . . . . , . 257
e. «i c „

MahSrdja, Kushana title . . . . . . 136

Mahardshtri, lang. used by Andhra K. . . 278

MahdsadSvardja, his copper-plate grant B. MS. 22

Mahasukha Nagara==:Kedah . . . . 182 n. 41

Mahavagga, the, and Burmese Buddhism 38, f.

Mah4vamsa, book notice . , , . 55, f.

Mahdvastu, the, and the PMi canon 205, and the

Dharmapada 206

Mahtlvira-chilrya, S. Indian mathematician . . 84

Mahavira-Vardhamana, and the Jaina^j . . 29

Mahdyana, religion . . • . . . . . 240

Mahendrapala, K., and Rajasokhara . . . . 29

Mahinda and Ceylon . . . . . . . . 39

Maliipala, k., and Raja^okhara 29 ;
I, Cauda k, 83

maitramulitirta, period of time , . . . . . 6

Maitfdyaniya aird sacridco 19; quot-

ed . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, f.

Majhgawam, town, land grants at B. MS. . . 28

Malabar, and female rule . . . . . . (>8

Malacca and Buddhism 41 ; East India Coy’s

coinage in . . . . . . , . . . 106

malaquQ, malaquese silver coin of 416 grs.=:r:5

6astodct=:1000 cash=:dollar . . . . . . 109

Malay Currency, origin of existing legal, 214 :

—

synopsis of 273, ff :—European influence, 274,

Dutch 273, f., Spanish, 273 :—^Indian

influence 275, f :—native system 275, f :—of

account by weight . . . , . . . . 276

Malay monetary system, modern based on the

hati, 94 :—^Marsdon’s scale (1811), 102 :

—

effect of European commerce on . . , . 104

Malay money. Standard Tables, 8'5 ;—table in

terms of rconts, 86 :—Dutch popular scale,

85 —^referred to two scales, 87, British and
Dutch 90

Malay tin currency, dual form of, 89 : referred

to two scales, 87, i^agoda and sugarloaf,

90 :—^specimens . . . , , , 87, ff.

nialayay DravidiairiTmountain . . , . 267 and a.

Malayadhvaja, Pa ya, k 67, 70

Malayagiri, and the story of Solomon’s Judg-

ment 148, 152

MMava, era, and the Vilo’ama 31 ; and the

Kxishana 136 ; 247 and a.

Milavas, the Ganasthiti of , , . . 109, f,

Malayaketu, Mlechcliha K., the identification

of, and the Mudra Bdhshasa 265, f., or

Salayaketu 267
MalU, Panjab warrior tribe , , , . , . 200
Malih-al~Adil on coins : alternative reading
MiWVMil, full value, legal tender . . 90 n34 183

MalikKafur, sackedMadurd 227
Maliyd script Ms. 29, f.

Mallinatha, His explanation of MeghadMa . . 248
Malvd, conquered by Chandragupta II. . „ 148
Mdlva, feudatory princes of 162 ; conquest of

189; andtheMdlavas, . ,, ,, ,, 200
Mammata and Bhdmaha 262
manisa}h, hMdaMya . . . , , ^ ^ ^ 256
Mafialflr, traditional Pdn^ya cap, 66 ; Manipura

67, 70, 72
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167

149

207

269

67

50

50, f.

.. 50

B. Ms. 27

275 n. 12

28

27

Manandasor inscription of Naravarman . . 161

etc., stool, chair 255 and n., 256

Mandara, mt. . . * . • • • • 231, f.

Mandasor, inscrip. 31, f.; or Manandasor, Man-

dsaur 161, f.; 199, f.; 218, f.; 266 n.; B. Ms. 25

n., 27, 30

Mandasor.—Da^apura prasasti . . 244 and n. 247

Mangamfitha temple, Madnra, dist., inscription

from

Maugal^, Mother of Sumatisv^min, and Solo-

mon’s judgment

Mangalisa, OhalukyaK., and Buddharaja

MaugMna, inscription found at

Manipura, and Manalur .

.

Manjusrl .

.

Maujuvajra, guru of S^ntideva

Mailjuvarma, father of &.^ntideva

Mankuwar image inscription .

.

mannaz=.mas

Manne, in Mysore, M^nyapura, Mannanagara . . 28

Manshehr^, inscription. . . . . . . 25, 160

anantis, various sizes of . . . . . . 130 n. 7

Mdnyapura, Ganga royal residence, Mannana-

gara, Manne in Mysore

Mara, demon

Mitratj Kdri, minister of Nedunjadaiyau 307,

Madhurakavi

Md,ravarman Kulalekhara I. 165, 166 and n.,

171, 172, 223, 227, 228

Maravarman Kula^ekhara II 166 ; 226, 228, 229

Mdravarman Srivallabha, K. .. 165, 166, 171

Mdravarman Sundara PUndya I., 164 n., 165—168

Maravarman Sundara Piindya II. 165, f., 168, f.

Mdravarman Sundara PUndya III.

Maravarman Tribh. Kulasekhara K.

Maravarman Tribh. Sundara Pandya .

.

Mtovarman Tribh. Vikrama Panlya, K.

Maravarman Vikrama Pdndya K.

Maravarman ViraPdnciya 164 andn., 165, 160, 170

gnaravedi, 372 to the dollar in Philippine cur-

rency

marks, miscellaneous . • . . B. Ms. 37—-42, 42

marriage, of widows . * • . 268 ; 293, 295

Mdrtdnda, son of Aditi .* •• 19, f.

Mdrwdr, and the Dahiyds

ma5=maoe,=massie, 89 ;— =50 cents 86 :

—

z=ipardao (dollar)=14d, 253 :^=jampal .

.

mas hupang {z=zdin^r) a gold coin

Maspero, and female rule in Egypt . *

matdbunoungf bird’s eyQf^abrus seed .

.

mataohi, Dravidian word in Vedic

literature ••

^Mathurd, inscrip., 135 andn.; the eastern limit

of Scythian conquest 246 ;
247 ;

inscrip.,

B. MS. 26, 28, 30

31Mdtricheta’s temple of Vishnu in Gwalior ^
Mdtrivishnu, and Dhanyavishnu, their Eran

pillar inscrip. . • . . , * * • 31

Maukharis, genealogy of . , , . . , 32

Mauri Tim Stupa, near Khanui, Khotan B. Ms. 14

Max Muller, and the Aryans 78, 81 n.; and

Sansl?rit literature 245, 247 ; and Indian 248, f

.

Maxims and nyayas, some met with in Sanskrit

literature . . 250, f,

mayam:=piah, a gold weight, 86 n 8 :— a gold

coin . , . . . . . . . . • • 128

Mayldavola plates of ^ivaskandavarman . . 198

Mayurdkshaka, his Gdhgdhar well inscrip. , . 31

Mayurasarman, k. of Kadamba, and the Nam-

budris . . • • • • 196 ; 198

medicine . . . . . . . . . . B. MS. 20

Medhagiri, Muktagiri . . 220

Megasthenes, the l.ndliras of his date . . . . 276

Megliadiita, . . . . . • • • 244, f., 248

Meherauli Iron Pillar inscrip. 32 ; Meh^rauli,

and K. Chandra 217—219

mslumha, a mint mark 122, 132 :—^means a tin-

mine recessed shelf 237 n 89 derivation of 157

31

, . 267 n

. 231, 232, andn.

247 and n., 266 n.

B. Ms. 27

.. 23

110

196

.. 166

171, f.

.. 226

224, f.

.. 166

273

Menander .

.

Meru, mt. . . -

.

Mihirakula, K,

Mihrauli inscri]ption

Milk, energy of S6ma

mi7rei=dollar

M^miighsd, the

Ming oi, groups of rock out caves in E. Turkes-

tan B. Ms. 4 and n., 5 and n., 9—14, 16, f., 34 n., 36

Minhdj-ad Din, author of the TabagaUi-Ndsirl

185, 186 and n., 188

Miraj grant

misconceptions about the Andhras . • 276, ff.

Mitra, G. 19 ;
Mithra 23 ; 81, cult of . * . . 83

IMlechchha, words in the Veda •• •• •• 291

Mlechchhas, Sakan, of AV. India, and Ohandra-

265, ff.

• • 252

268

159

154

68

212

235

gupta II. * • • • • • • ‘

Modi, Dr. J. J., and the Khudai-TiaTneh ,

,

Moga, K ‘ • * *

Moggaliputta, Tissa, K. . . • • •

'

Monday, cult

Monk, Buddhist Ms. 29, 34, 35

monotheism qind polytheism .. •• 81 n.

270

293

189 n

.. 39

68, dS.

M6s!nt, Mosam,

mother . . • • • • • • • *

Mss., from E. Turkestan B. his. 2 andn., 3, 5

11 ; 18 pagination of, 20—22, binding • •

Mudra-Bdhshasa, the ,
and the identification

23

of Malayaketu
265, fi.

Muhammad bin Bakhty^r-i-Kh^lji and the

conquest of Bengal . . # • •
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Muhammadans, in South India 196, f ; and the
P^ndya Kingdom .. 226, ff ; B. Ms. 17

muJi/ustta, period of time , * . , , . g and n.

word in Rock Edict VL .. .. 284
Muktagiri, Medhagiri, Salvation Hill . . . . 220
murder, ceremonial . , . . . . , ^ 295
Museum, Lahore, has the Ara inserip. 132 ; Bri-

tish 135 n ; and the Macartney Ms. B. Ms. 2 n.

Kadiya, invasion of . . . . , . . . 187
Kdgabhata IL, Nagdvaloka, Pratihara K. . . 58
Ndgdrjuna, and Dhanakataka 280
Hdgdrjuni inscrip. 3^ 3q
Kahapana, satrap 230, 246 ; andJTambanus , . 279
naiffama, trading body 299
Ndlanda, tn., visited by Santideva . . 50, f

namash“iH, namasMra, salutation .. ..137
Nambudri Brdhmans rise of, etc. . . 195^
Na^da, name in the Ara inscrip I34

307, 308 and n.
Handghatcave figures . . . ^ ^ 277
Nanda, the, and Chandragupta.

. . , , ^ 266
Nandi, image in Harshadeva Temple . . 57 ff,

Nandisutta, the, and the story of Solomon’s
'

judgment
148^ 2

Ndradcc—SmHti, the, origin of . . , . . . 306
Narasiihhagupta, K. , . . , . . 247
Naravarman, his Hanandasor inserip. 161, f.

;

orMandasor 199 ; 218
nargileh, tobacco pipe . . . . _ ^ 3qq
nasaihsaya, phrase . . . . . . B. MS 35
Nasik, Inserip., from the ninteenth year of

Sirjpulumayi 230—234 ; 246 ,* 277 ; 279, 280
andn,

;

and the Brdhmans 198 ; prasasti 243
and n. ; 246 ; district, note on localities in
It, mentioned in ancient copper-plate

.. .. 269, f
Natural sciences 291, and. anthropology

. . 297
Nay^sahasdnka, a hiruda of the Paramdra K
Sindhu raja of Malvll , . , _

'

l^am^dJiasQ^nkacharita, two works of the name 287
NegriSembilan, scale of money .. ..158
Neolithic populations and the Aryans . . 73
Nepal, religions of

, .
*

41
Nepalese. Ms ’

B. Mk’ 23 , Ins. 27
Nerur plates

Newfirf, character in pakd-leaf Ms, 49 f
Newhold, Capt., and the Jog Talis .

*. assV
niglm, nij-hati, word in Rock Edict VI. 282 and n’
Nirgranthas. Jainas

, . .
, 29Nkmand inserip. ... k. b.Ms. 34^^.era.

186, f. ; 286 f

Nizam’s Dominions, folklore from , . , 284
Note, on ^iva Bhagavata 180; on tho Mand-
asor inserip. of Naravarman 199; on a few
localities in the Nasik district, mentioned in
ancient copper-plate grants 269, f.; on the
origin and decline of Buddhism and Jainism
in Southern India , . . . ^ ^

Notes, some, on Buddhism 205 ; critical, on
Kalhana’s Eighth Taranga 301—306; and
Queries, on Anthropology 289, ff; 292, f-
298 ; and Questions, Epigraphie 26—28 ; 160

—103; 265—258
numeral signs

B. Ms. 37
Ny6.sakCi.ra, the *2^^

Nyiisakaras, Jinendrabuddi, etc.
. . 258—261

nyayas, Maxims, q.%\ . . ^ ^

Okhdmautlal Pillar inserip.

Oldenberg, Prof., on Kushana dates 137- and
Buddhism

. .

^

^05 f
0,h, sacred symbol . . .

. Ms."2r f
ordeal, by fire, for books

* ' ’

Oriental research, Asiatics’
. . . 25‘>

Origin of the N&rada Snifiti . . .
. 200

Origin and Decline of Buddhism and Jainism
in Southern India, note on . , , ,

.

Orissa, and Ukkala .

*
’ ' ‘

Orthography of Harsha Stone inserip. . . . 57
Oxford University and Anthropology.

.

’

296—298
Oxydrakas, Panjab warrior tribe

. , .>00
Ozene. Ujjayini

Padalavadapatana, of the Daxilatabad grant
PMaMd, in Ndsik .... *

Padma, White Lotus, mark . , B Ms 38Padmagupta—Parimala, author
’ ’

*

287
pagination of Ms. .. B, Ms. 20, ff., 29Pagoda form of Malay tin currency

. 8^
Pahladpur inserip.

.
. 3

paisa in tin=cash

Pait^maha, astronomer . . , , ^

*

24^
Paitihana, Pratishthana, Baithana 230- or

’
278

Pateography, BUhler’s Indian, B. Ms. 29, 30 W
Pali Canon, the . ,

* «
*

Pali land-grant .. .V .7 5.
Pallava, inserip. 198 ; grant B. Ms. 23 and n.

Script 30, copper-plate^
. ,, .. 31

Pallavas andAndhras .. .

.'

280, 281 n.
Balm-leaf, Ms., of the BodhioharymatO^ra 49,

as writing material .. B.Ms. 17 akd'k, 23-
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Panchalesvar, rock temple in Poona . . . . 28

Panchamangala^ a work by Riipachanda 42, f.

Panchavalikrama, festival . . . . . . 41

Paiichavarti, home of Agastya . . . , . . 194

Pdndu, the sons of, as statues in Harshadeva

temple 57, or Pdndavas . . . . . . 58

Pandya kings, in the 13th century, on some

new dates of :—^I, 163, f ; II, list, 165 ; III

tentative arrangement of 166 ; IV, analysis of

dates 167—172 ; 221—229

Pdndyan kings and the God of Madura etc.

65—71
Pi,nini, and the pronounciation of Sanskrit 47, f.,

and the Panjab warriors 200 ; and the Kdras-

kara co. 206 ; quoted . , . . 259, f.

Panjab Valley and the Aryans . . . . 78, f.

^aper, its introduction into India B. Ms. 17;

18 ; 32

Parakramabahu, k. of Ceylon, and Tribh.

Kula^^khara . , . . . . . . . . 229

Paramajotistotra, an old Braja metrical version

of Siddhasenadivdskara’s Kalyanamandira-

stotra . . . . . . . . . . 42—46

paramdra, dyn., and Chaulukya Jayasiiiiha . , 258

Parasikas, a people . . . . . . . , 249

Parbatsar, Rdthor territory . . . . 267-269

^pardactedollar, 106, 253 ;— =ris:dollar of

acoount=4s. 8d., .. .. .. 253, f

pardao de reale, Portuguese dollar of 7 tangas, 108

Parlkshit, g., son of Yudhishthira . . . , 77

parisQ,, word in Rock Edict VI, 282, and

sargha . . . . . . . . . . . . 283

Parsi, customs , . . . . . . , . . 252

Parthenos, g. of Kanydkumdrl . . . . . . 68

Parvataka, Philippos, Piribo, etc., ^aka Satrap,

murdered by Chandragupta II 265 and n., 267

paryahha, mancha, . . . . 255 and n., 256

patachine, rix-dollar of accounts . . . . 108

patah,B\eh or sheet, {pMit) 89 n 28: — = IJ

kati, 97 :

—

\BxgQ=:penjurii;=.\ tali, 90 ; small,

=5^ oz.:r=14 oz., 90 :=t(;an^half huaya , . 90

patah=i%4: cash (Java) . . . . . , . . 276

Pdtaliputra Council of 39 ; Gupta cap. etc.

175 and n ; in the Mudra-Edkshasha 265

—

267n. ;B.Ms. 26

Patalung Currency 101

Patani Currency 101 :— provinces of . . . . 153

Patanjali, and the Saiva Sect 180 ; and the

Kdvya style . . . . . . . . 245 and n.

Pattak, Prof., and Vdkdtaka’s copper-plate

grant 160, f

patties=j3^ii5 . . . . . . . . 247, n. 7

Paulina, astronomer . . . . . . . . 248

pecco see peku .

:

. . . . . . 275 n. 13

pecull feee 87

127

273

Pedda Vegi, Veiigi 281
peku, string of cash 275 n. 13
Pelliot, M., and Mss. B. Ms. 2 n., 3 and n.

; 8—14, 16
Penang, E. I. Co’s currency in . , . , 105
Penang, scale of money . . . . . . 15^
penjuru, ingot tin,=:13i oz., 91;=J tofcS to 10

tahil 128 n. 88 ; 16—20 to the dollar, 128, 129:

=half tali, 90, ^4::=:kMM, 10 8 n. 11

=:6i cents, 91 ; =62J keping (cash) .

,

penningz=:.\ doit,=2 piee=double.^a-isa

Perak, scales of tin ingot currency 104, f. :

old coinage of . . . . . . , . X02 f

perah=Jc6nden, a silver coin=6i cash . . 86 n 7
perak naga, dragon, silver=canton dollar . . 154
perak tongkat, staff silver=British dollar , . 154
peregrinations of Indian Buddhists in Burma
and the Sunda Islands . . . . $8 il

Periplus, the, and the Dachmabade region . . 278
Perils, coins of . . . . . . . , ^ ^ X83
Perumbdrrapuliydr, tn. anointment of heroes at 170
Persia, and the soma cult 81 ; 82 ; and the

Huns .

pese, Portuguese cash, 86 n. 4 :—^see pitis, 85, :

means weight and=:cash, 104 :— =duit=i
cash, 159 :—1,000 to the dollar, 101,=reis,

1,000 to 1,200 to the milrei or dollar unit 104 n 89
Peshdwar, ancient Purushapura

. . 134 ; 246
pesizzzpitis . , . . , , . , , , , 86
peso, Philippine currenoy=dollar . . . . 273
petis, ^QQpitis . . . . . . . . , , 216

266

Petrie, Finders, Prof, and religion . . 81 n.

Petrovsky, Mss. . . B. Ms. 2, 9—11, 14, f.

Philippos, Piribo, etc., and Parvataka q.v. 265 and n.

piah, a gold weight=ma2/Gtm, not the same as

piak 86 n. 7

piak, tin ingot=l| Ihs., 91 ;=li kati, 128:=
tali=:8^ wang=.125 cash, 86, 127: =10 cents

86;=:12^cents 91

pioe, tin coin, Penang, 213 :— z=zpaisd in Mer-

gui and Savoy (1826) 105 :—16 to the kati

275 n 11 :— =cents 105, 275 :— 100 to 120 to

the dollar, 213 ;
4—20 to the dollar, . . . . 214

2)ichis=’pitis, 86 :—a small tin coin 211 :— =
Chinese cash . , . , , . , , . , 211

picis=zpitis . . . , . . . . . , 209

pie, a spelter coin of Bombay (18th cent.) 80 to

the rupee 110 n, 22

pikul, Malay c^^i,=133J lbs., and 133 lbs., 89,

91 ; :=140 lbs,, 90 :—3 to the haJiara, 87 ;

128 n, 89,^209 :

—

z=zl00kati . . . . . . 128

Pimpari plate insctiptions, villages in 269, f.

pnnga=zpenjuru . . . . . . . . 97 n, 64

Pingala, Brajh, . . . . 43

pipe, tobacco', history of 300
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278Pifcalkhora cave inscrip. .

.

pitisy cash, 101, 130 n 1 Chinese cash, 157,

209, 214 :— z=Jceping, 85 :— z=duit, cent in

Dutch scale and money, 86, 105 :— =cash in

same scale 85:—a coin of jering and Patani:

—

=:both money and small change in Java,

209 :—a mixed lead and tin coin in

Sumatra . • . . . . • • 275 n. 10

Pitt-Rivers Museum, Oxford . . . . 298, 300

Piyadasi, . . . . . . . . • * • • 257

Pliny, and female rule in Madur5, 68 ; refers to

theAndhras .. .. .. .. •• 278

Podiyam, peak in Tinnevelly Ghats, and the

dtzrama of Agastya . . . . . . . . 194

poem, by Bhdsa 52, f.

Poetry, Indian artificial, the antiquity of, and

the Indian inscrip. 29—32, ; 137—148 ; 174

—179 ; 188—193 ; 230—234 ; 243—249

paid de marCy old French pound . . , . 102 n. 83

Point de Galle, and Kalar . . . . . . 40

Pokarna, co. in W. India . . . . 218, f.

pokok—'pitisy cash-tree . . . . . . 104, 125

Polemaios, Siro, SiriPuLamayi 280

Politics and anthropology . . . . . . 300

.polytheism, and monotheism . . . . 81 n.

Poona, Piinaka, in Telegaon grant . . . . 28

poot=putah 89 n. 27, 97 n, 54 :— =:viss

Portuguese cash (pe5e)=l,000 to 1,600 to the

dollar, by standard 1,000, 101, 104 :—tin

money of Albuquerque

Portuguese money, etc. in Malay States

Posche, writer, and the Aryas .

.

Poseidon, g., and Madur5.

Poshapuria, and Purushapura, in the Ara grant

133, f.

p6tht, Sanskrit pustakd, pustiki, book, B. Ms.

9 n, 17 and n, 18, 20, 22—24

Po-t‘iao, Ta-Yile-chi k., and Vasudeva 137

Prahandhahosa, a work by R^jasekhara, date

of 286
Prabhava, first year of a cycle . . 37 and n.

Prabhdvatt, d. of Chandragupta II. 160 ;

—

89

92

299

78

70

(—gupta), of Devagupta

Prabhu-tuhga, Govindarlija

Prdchindvitay mode of dress . , .

,

Prajapati, g 22, f.

Prajndkaramati, monk and commentator

. 161

. 27

. 197

75, f.

. 49
Prakrit lang., and Kavya literature 29 ; and the

Andhras
PrdkrtamdrgopadeHkd, book-notice

PrIirLa, air inhaled 20, Daksha .

,

Pratih^ra dyn., and the Chl,hamanas

Pratishthdna, Paihan

Pfatyahhijjia-Jiridayay book-notice

280, f.

287, f.

.. 22

. . 58

.. 278

271, f.

Pravarasena, poet . . . . . . . . 30’

Pravargya rite .. .. .. .. ..72
Prayaga, tn., and Bharata . . . . . . 6-

Prekshdgdra and samdja . . . . 255, ff.

Primer of Hinduism, book-notice . . . . 207

Priority, of Bhdmaha to Dandin . . 258—264

Priyadarsin, k., Asoka 25 ; Priyadasino , . 255-

profit, merchants and money changers, by

manipulating currency . . . . . . 105*

Pronounciation, of Sanskrit . . . - 47, f.

Ptolemaiis, mentions Siro-Polemaios 230

;

date 248 n.

Ptolemy, 279 ; and the Andhra co. . . 280 and n.

Pudukkottai, inscrip. 166, f. ; Pudukota 171 ;

223 ; 227 ;
229’

Piijyapada, Devanandin . . , . . . 204

Pulindasena, Pmindrasena .. .. ..279

Pulle, Signor, and the story of Solomon’s judg-

ment . . . . . . . . . * 148, 152*

Pulumdyi-vSiri, Andhra k. 279 ; Polemaios, Siri

Yana, inscrip. of .. .. .. 280 and n.

Punaka, Poona . . . . . . . . . . 28

punchorfz=penjurii . . . , . . 97 n. 54

Punjab, warrior tribes . , . . . . . . 200'

Puragupta, k. . . . . . . . . . . 247

fables .. .. .. 65, 69

Phrnavarmd, W. Magadha k. . . . . . . 54

Purusha, ‘ man,’ period of time . . . . 33

Purushapura, Poshapuria, modern Peshawar

134 ; and Kanishka . . . . . . . , 246

Purushottamadeva, date of . . . . . . 286

Pushkara, lake . . . . . . . . 217

PushkarO^mbudhipateli and Pmhkarn^dhipateh

217, n. 19

Pushkarana, and Pushkara, c. in Jodhpur 217,

and the Varman kings . . , , 218, f.

pustakCjy pustikQjy pbthi .. B. Ms. 17 and n.

putreshti sacrifice . . . . . . . , . , 67

putta, see patah, a fragment . . . , . . 89

(Hebrew) analogy to Malay gambar .. 117

Qizil, W. of Kuchar, Ming-oi, B. Ms. 4 n., 9, 16, 17

Qizil Qdghe, N. of Kuchar has rock-cut caves

B. Ms. 4 n.

Qosh Tura, Stupa . . . . . . B. Ms. 5 n.

Quan^eekwany a dollar of account . . . . 216
Qumbaz B. Ms. 16
Qum Tura, Ming-oi, B. Ms. 5 and n., 7 n., 9—14, 36

Qutluq IJrda stupa B. Ms. 5 n., 7 n„ 9—12, 14, 32

raes (lead coin)n=reis 110 n. 21 :— 400 to the

rupee in Bombay (18th cent.) . . . , 110 n. 22
Baghavabhatta and Bhamaha , . . , . . 262
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249

244
Baghu

Baghus

Eaia, or grand, Fall, on the Shardvati river

285, 286 n

BfijagTiha, tn. 6 ;
Rajagriha, in the story of

Solomon’s judgment 152

Rajahmmidry, Telugu cap 277

Raja-raja, Ohoia k., and the Brahmans . . 196

Rajasekhara 29 ; and the age of Sriharsha 83, f ;

and the story of Solomon’s judgment 148, ff,

152: date of his Prabandliahosa

.

286, f.

fire rite. . •• ••

Bvtjatarangvt'i, a work by KaUiana . . 301 306

r&j&tirAjci, from sfwcwano sAoo, Kushana title

.

. 136

RdiendraharnapHra, work by Sambhu, quoted

174, 176 n.

R,ajim, inscrip, at . • • • . . B. Ms. 30

Rajyapala, Pratihara k. of Kanauj . . • • 83

RakrUagomin, father of Bhdmaha . . . . 204

nlfcs/wsas, 8-10, 12-14, IS; rakshasas, abori-

gines of the South . . . • • * • * 1^5

R&maolmritamiXnasa, the, and the SXm&yana,

continued from Vol. XLI p. 286 :-Ay6d-

hyaka^da 1—6 ;
Aranyakancla 7—10 ;

Kish-

kindhak&a^a 11, 12 ;
Sundarakanda 13, 14^

Yuddhakanda ••

rarmn, see tampang 159 :

—

=kati, 86 : m hat

momy^jongko^ig, 90 n. 32 :- =10 cents . . 86

Rdmanuja, Sri,

Bdmasaraman, and Bh^inalia .

.

BMyana, the, and the E(^mac}iantamdnasa,

157

ringgit, various descriptions of :

—

bdbi, pig 119

n 57 :

—

burong, bird (Mexican) 167 :

—

Tcain,

herJcain, cloth, 127 ;

—

m^riam, gun, 127 :

—

rial, Spanish, 127 :

—

tonglcat, staff (British),

157 :

—

tua, old, 127 i

—

ular, snake (Mexican)

rhiglet, mark . . . . . . . B. Ms, 38

Bisley, and the Iryaiis . . . . . . 78, 82

:^ita, goddess, Atirikta, Kita, intercalary months

24; 34

^itusamhdra, the, and the Prasasti of Harishena

144, 145 and n.

rixdollar, {r&ichsi^thaler) a money of account,

106 :—scale and value . . . . 273, f

.

Bearer, Fall, on the Shardvati riv. . . 285, 286 n.

Bock Edicts, fourth, of Agoka 26, f.
;

(in scrip.

31 );
VIII 159 ; I, reconsidered 266, ff. ; IV.

267 ;
XIII 277 ; VI 282, f.

Bocket Fall, on the Shardvati . . 285, 286 n.

Bomaka, astronomer 248

Budra, Budrena, Somara k. . . 58 and n,, 69

Budraddman, Mahakshatrapa, his Girndr,

inscrip. 189—193; 196; and the Andhras 279 and n.

Budrata, and Bhdmaha 262

ri^pa, divya, words in Asoka edicts . . . . 27

Bhpachanda, author of the PancMmangala 42 ;

his connection with the Paramajotistotra

43 and n,

rCtpaha, the,

rupee=half a dollar 213 half a Dutch guil-

der, 105 220 to 100 dollars . . . . 214

q, V.

,

1—1 8 ; and Agastya

Bdnapallikd, Bdnolt, vil. in Jaipur .

rahga and sanwja

Bdshtrakuta, and Gauga kings

Bathor Bajputs

Batnadharmardja, writer

rant, military officer 50, raut& .

.

Bdvana, hero 10, 12—18,

real, Spanish dollar, 85 :—of 8=Sp

194

.. 59

255, f.

. . 54

.. 267

.. 248

.. 52

1, 94, f.

dollar

Bussia, and the Iryas 78

215 in old Philippine currency

dollar

religion

Benaissance, literature

8 to the

. . 273

.. 291,1,294

of North 196 ; of Sans-

40

204

125

267

62

,
180

271

la*it literature, theory of

Benoung State, coinage of

repi, piece (of money)

Besearoh, Asiatic’s Oriental

reye$=reis . . . . • •
’ \ . , ytttt

Bhys Davids, Prof., and Bock Edict Vlli

riafc=dollar

Bight, and Left Haiad, Brlhman Sections

jiigveda, the, and Agastya . . • •

ringgit=6iollBi, 85, 119 -.—standard of

weight=10 kati 128,=fahiJ . • • *

243—249

.. 119

158, n 34 b.

.. 252

. . 108

169, f.

.. 108

.. 197

.. 194

tin

.. 86

Sahara Gamuva, precious stone district, in

Ceylon

Sabd^mtdLra, two works of the name .

.

sa-buaya, see buaya •

.

SUhumatd, sam^jas . . *
•

^

•

Sahajia School of Buddhism, and feantideva .

Saiva sect

Saivism of Ka^mir

§aka era, 189 and n, and the Kshatrapas 190

;

247 n., 279

^akambari, Sambhar . • • • • • 60 ;
265 n,

Sakas, in India 247 ; and Ananta 249 ; in the

Mttdra-BdkshMa 255 and n., 266 ;
and the

. .. 279—281
Andhras

Sakhavardhana and 262

sdhto, ^aiva term

Salavara, Tomara leader • • • • »
•

Sdayaketu, for Malayaketu, and Seleueus

samftja, word in Rook Edict I., 155, f., an

$&dhumatd

samdjO'} demon . - • - * *

267

257

20
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Sambhar, S^kambari, salt lake . . . . 60, 265 n

gtobhava, Baiva term . . , . . . . . 271

sambodhi, word in Rook Edict VIII . . . . 159

Sampraddyins (BMgavata), immigration of 196, f.

Samudragupta k, date of 66 ;
Harishena’'s

panegyric of 31 f, 172—179; 244, 245 and n.

;

his conquests 217—219 ; 247 ; 192 ;
265 n,

266 ; and Hastivarm^ 281 ; coins and insorips.

B. Ms. 26, f.

Sdnchi, stiipa 26, f. ; 205 ; inscrip. 135, 161, f.

Sltnchor, vil. of Dahiya R^jpte . . . . 268

Sandanes, Sundara , . . . . . . . 279

Sanggora, see Singora . . . . , . . . 184

sangha and parisOj . . . . . . . . 283

Sanghamitt^i. and Ceylon 161

Sankara, cave inscrip, in TJdayagiri . .
’ . . 31

Sankarachltrya, and Balavarmd 53, f.; 195, 198;

his reference to Jay^lditya . . . . . . 235

^ahkaragana, Kalachuri, k., his Abhdne grant 270

Sankar5,rya, author of a commentary (on the

NiHsdra of Kamandaki) called Jayamah-

gald, 202 ; and the Jayamangald, a commen-

tary on the Kdmasdtra of V^tsydyana .

.
' 203

iankha, conch shell, mark, , . . . B. Ms. 39

Slihkliidd plate of Sdntilla , . . . . . 207

S^intideva, his works 49, legendary life, or

Achasena 50 ; or Bhuauku 51 ; miscalled

Jayadeva . . . . . . . , . . 62

Sanskrit, (hdvya) literature, 29 ; theory of the

Renaissance of, 243—249 ; maxims and

nyayas in 250 ; f. ; inscrips.—of Kedah

41 ; Harsha stone 57 ; Girnar 188—193 ; on

the pronoimciation of 47, 6E.
;
lang. of the

Aryas 78, 80, 82 ; Buddhistic words 179, f. ;

and the Pali canon 205, f. ; and Prakrit

246 ; 288 ; . . B. Ms., 9 n., 14, 44 and n.

sa-pakUf sa-peku, string of cash . . 215 n. 80

sapek, see eapique . . . . . . . . 216

pafcw=±istring^ of cash 85 n. 1, 215 n. 80

sa-perak, silver coin see henderi perak, 238 n. 95

=6^ cents, 86 n. 6 ;—in accounts=:6 cents. . 157

sapta-purusha, ^ seven men,’ period of time . . 33

sapfarishis, seven sages . , . , . . . . 194

^dradi. script . . . . . . B. Ms. 31—34

Saraganus, perhaps Satakani . . . . . . 279

Sarasvati, or Bhdratt, goddess, and the testing

of poetry, etc, 63 ; 177

sdris, among the Smarta Dravida Brdhmans . . 197

Sarvalogatsvara, Kushana title . . . . . . 136

satao=iSa-takok, string of cash . . . . 215 n. 80

^atakani,—Siri— Andhra k. 277 f., and, [Sara-

ganus 279, jSdtavdhana, So-to-pho-lo, Siri

Pulum&vi . . . . . . . . . . 280

sataUie, sataleer, see tali , . . . n. 5 and 6 274
Satya, donor in Manandasor inscrip. . , . . 161

sauta, sa-utas, string or file of cash . . 215 n. 82

savages, and argument etc. . . . . . . 299

Savarnabhumi, Ukkald, Burma . . . . . . 38

Savitri, g. 32 ; generator . . . . . . 140

sciences and arts, and anthropology 289—291, 297

scribal errors .. .. .. .. B. Ms. 42

scripts, used . , . . . . B. Ms. 25—28

Scythians, in India . . . . . . 246, f.

seals, the three Harappa . . . . . . 203.

Sekhav^ti, division of W. India . . . . . . 59

sel, Manipuri bell-metal coin. 111 ; 800—1000

to the dollar, 111 :—400 reckoned as 5000

cowries on Indian system of reckoning cow-

ries by gandas (quarters) .. .. ..Ill

seling=zskilling=s'‘killing, small silver change

86 n. 5, 15T

Seleucus, and Chandragupta 265, Salayaketu

267 and n.

sen, cent, in British scale of Malay Money 85, 128

Senart, M., and A^oka edicts 25 ; 159, f. ;
182

and n., 183

sendu, divine weapon . . . . . . 70, 72

Serai Tam, ruin, at Qum Tura . . B. MS. 10, 11, 13

Sergi, Italian writer and the A.ryans . . 77, f.

Sh^hbAzgarhi inscrip. . . . . . . 25, 160

Shdh Jah^n, Emp., reign of 208

Sliaivism, in Java . . . . . . . . 41

Sharavati, riv., and the Jog Falls . . 285, 286 n.

Shwe Dagon Pagoda inscrip., Rangoon 285, 286 n.

Siamese money, scale of . . . . . . 153

sicca rupee=Government rupee, 213 ; =Ben-
gal standard, 106 :— =half a dollar. . . . 213

Siddha, k. 177

SiddhasenadivSkara, author of the Kalyana-

mandirastotra . . . . . . . • 42, 44

Siddhavarman and Siihhavarman , . . . 218

signs, numeral . . . • . . . , B. Ms. 37

SiksM—Samuchchaya, a work attributed to

B5,ntideva . , . . . . . . 49—52

Siladitya, k., and Alopen . . . . .. ISO-

silver to tin, ratio 1 ; 10 ;
—^to gold, ratio 1 : 6,

109 n 15

silver money used in Malay States, origin of,

99 :—modern denominations of, result of

dividing dollars into cents . . . . . . 99

silver weights, scale of, at Patani . . . . 156

Simharaja, Chaham^na k. . . . . 58—60'

Simhavarman and Siddhavarman . . 218, f.

Simsin, N. E. of Kuchar, has rook cut caves

B. Ms. 4 n,

Simuka, Sindhuka, R^ya Sdtav^hana, first

Andhra k. . . . . . . , . . , 277
Sindhurdja of Malw^, NavasHhasahka 83 ; hero

of the NavasdhasdhkacJiarita . , . . . . 287

Singora, trilingual coins of , . . , . • 184
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Singuttaracheti, Pagado, the modern Shwe
Dagoii . . . . S9

Sii)ha-mhmma, a title of Chandragnpta II . . 162

Siri—Pulimdyi, the Nasik inscrip. No. 18, from

his ninteenth year . . . . . . 230—234

Siva or Harshadeva 57 ; and Madura 65, 67, 69, 71

Siva—Bh^gavata, a note on . , . . . . 180

Sivalakura, Andhra k., coins of . . . . 280

Sivaskandavarman, Pallava k., his inscrip. 198;

Sivaskandavarmd . . . , 281 ; B. Ms. 23

^im-sutra—vimarHni, book notice . . 271, f.

Skandagupta, k., his inscrip., 31 ;—Pardkra-

mahika, and poetry , . . . . . 244, 247

Skandagupta—^Kram^ditya, or Vikramaditya 247

Skeat, W. W., correspondence on Malay tin

currency . . . . . . . . 125, fE.
j

slesha, its use attempted . . . . . . 243

sleshamiilarh rupakam, a metaphor . . , . 176

Sm^rta Dravida Brdhman dress . . . . 197

Smith, V. A., and Rock Edict VIII 159 ; on K.

Chandra 217—219

snake-bite, charms against, . . . . B. Ms. 22

Sociology, and Anthropology . . 289, f., 292, 297

§61amandalam, conqd, by Tribh. Vfra Pdndya 171

soldo

f

Albuquerque’s, specimens of 109 n. 15 a

:

=2 cents=10 dinheiro 109=20 cash . . 108

Solomon’s Judgment, two Jaina versions of the

story « • . . . . . . . . 148—152

Sdma, g. 20—23 ; sacrifice 72 ; cult, , . 80—83

Somsi^undara, Ood of Madura, the adventures

of .. 65 ff.

Sona, Buddhist apostle to Burma . . . . 39

songs, Bengali, attributed to Sdntideva . . 52

Sonuttara, name of the kings of Burma . . 39

So-to-pho-lo, and other names, of Sdtakani . . 280

sreni, guild . . . . . . . . 199 ; 255

Srenika, k. of Rdjagyha . . . . , . . . 152

Sri, goddess 177

§ri-Bhdgavata, g. . . . . . . . . 197

Sriharsha, The Age of 83, 286, f.

^rt-Harshachdrita, historical work by Bdna-

bhatfca . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

Sri Kakulam, called the Indhra cap. . . 276, f.

Srivatsaiikamisra, tenth cen. writer, and Bhd-

maha . . . . . . . * . . • • 264

Stein, Sir Aurel, 301—306 ; and E. Turkestan

B. Ms. 2 and n., 3 and n., 4 n., 5 n,, 6 n., 10, 14

St. Petursburg Imperial Library, has the Pe-

trovsky Mss. . . . . . . B. Ms. 8 n., 10, 15

string of cash=1000 cash=dollar . . . . 100

ruined, in E. Turkestan, B. Ms. 5 and n.,

10—14, 24, 29, 32, 36

Subhandhu, poet 30 ;
quoted . . . . 177 n.

Subashi, N. E. of Kuchar, has rock-cut cases

B. Ms. 4 stupa, at . . . . . . 14

subhaga . . . . . , . . . . . . 244
Suchandra, reputed Audhra k. . . 276^ f.

Sudan Government, and anthropology . . 297

Sudarsana, lake, destruction of 188, 190 ; pm-
sasti 230 ; 243, 246

sugarloaf form of Malay tin Currency . . 89, 276

suhu, a quarter :—a tin ingot=3J lbs., 85, 86 n.

%,z=hidoT= viss, 86 = 2J kati 128 :— = two

strings or sets 86 n 8 :—= quarter dollar=

25 cents, 85, 86 n 8, 91, 102, 128 n. 84 :—in

Sumatra=l dollar, 274 :—=100 cash 102,=
250 cash, 127 :—money of account, 238 n 92,

=i dollar 101

Sultana, Island of, =? Sumatra or Achin 126 n 73 b.

Sumatisvamin, Sumatinatha, tirtJiakara 149, 151, f.

Sumatra, and Buddhism. . . . . . . . 41

Sun temple at Mandasor . . . . 31, f.

Sunda Islands and Burma, the peregrina-

tions of Indian Buddhists in . . . . 38, 41

Sundara, Andhra k., Sandanes . . . . . . 279

Sundara Pandya, k. . . . . . . . . 22T

Sundarak$^7}da, a work by Tulasi Dlsa 13, f.

Sfirya, astronomer . , . , . . . . 248

Susuni^, inscrip, of Chandravarma 217—219 n.

Sutra-Samuohchaya, a work attributed to

S^ntideva . . . , . . . . 49, 51

Sylvain Levi, Prof., his work Les Saintes Ecri-

tures du Bond, dhisnu etc. . , 205, £.; 240, f.

tables, of scripts, . . . . . . B. Ms. 25^

tact . . . . . . . . . . . . 296

tadbhavas . . . . . . . . , . . . 27T

tael, see tahil . . . . . . . . . . 181

Tagaung, djm., and Da^aratha . . . . 38

tahil (tael), 181 ;=dollar, 275 ;
z=ringgit, 86 ;

—

in ingot tin=lj- oz., 91 ;
=6 to the cent. 91 ;=

16 to the kati . . . . . . . . 128 n. 88

Taittirya ^raTiyaka, a work, and the Vedic Cal-

endar . . . . . . . . . . . . 34

Taittir^ya-Brdhma'Hi^a and the YajnopavUa - . 197

Taittirtya Samhita, quoted . . , . . . 23

Takakusa, Prof., on Alopen and 8ll5.ditya . . ISO*

Takkala, c., now Ayetthima . , . . . . 40

Talegaon grant of the R5,sthtrakata king

Krishna I, . . . . . . . . 27, L
tali, string of cash, 85, 94 ; bundle of cash,

97 n. 53, 99 :—^unit of tin weight, 94 ; basis

of the gambar system of Malay currency, 95,

of Dutch (Malay) monetary system, 94 :

—

=28 lbs., = double penjumzr=:ha,li viss, but

fluctuating, 99 ; =dollar unit of tin weight

97 n 53 ; half great viss, 130, n 7 :—Wilkin-
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son’s table of Malay tin currency is to be

found. 5. 1?., 127 :—in hat money= 28 oz,,

90 :—values, 1 cash, 127 ; 50 cash, 102 ; 12J

cents, 86, 157 ; J gulden^ 157 :— = half

rupee in Indian broker’s slang . . 102 n 80

•iA^^'tying, Dravidian custom . . . . 195, f.

Tamagatta Mount, Burma, Pagoda on . , 38

Tamil, literature, and the subsidence of the

Vindhyas 194 ; Kumarilas’ acquaintance

with it, . , , . . . . . . . 200, f.

tampang, block or cake of tin, 88, 158, 210 :

—

22J oz., 90 :— := hati, 86, 159 ; Jcati,

209 ; z=:hupang, 128, 157 :—hollowed out in

hat money, 159 ;—special in Pahang, 184 ;

—

value 1 cent, 128, 10 cents . . . . . . 86

tampoh manggis, rosette or calyx of the mang-

osteen, 88 n. 16 a, 132, 257 n 87 :—mint mark

on tin ingots . . . . . . 122, 132, 159

Tamvar, Tomara, Rajput tribe . . . . 59

Tamvr£lv5.tt, division of N. Jaipur, home of the

Tamvars . . . , , . . . . . 59

tanga, Goanese silver coin, 6 and 7 to the dol-

lar, 108 :— =^c^nM=rupee,=^^feuZ . . 108 n. 8

Tanjore bull, worshipped at Dondra, with

other gods . . . . . . , . . . 41

Tantrapala, and VHkpatirUja . . . . , , 58

Tapussa, Burmese merchant, visited Buddha 38, f.

Ttrdn§;tha, and S§,ntideva . . 50, 62 ; 248

Taranga, Kalhana’s eighth, critical notes on it

301, ff.

Taruiiav^chaspati, commentator, and Bh^maha 264

tatsama words, 276 ; or tatsamas . . , , 288

Ta-ts‘in, Roman Empire . . . . . , 136

Tavernier’s tin coins (Malay) described, 181,

ff. :—^liis monetary (Malay) scale in 1678, 102,

f.
; 300

Taylor, writer, and the Aryas . . . , , . 78

technologj^ and anthropology . . . , 289, f., 292
'
ielcc, ielae, Chinese pronounciation of tera, tra

212 n. 65 a,

Teluban in Patani . . . . . . . . loi

Telugu and Andhra, langs. . . 276—278, 281

tengah seu'^i cent . . . , . . 85, f,

Tennent, Sir, E. and the territory of Kalah 40, f.

tera,—tra . . . . , . _ , , . , 181

Thahier, near Nasik, home of the Dahiyli, Raj-

puts 268

Thiruvilayadal-PurCmnam, a work by P^ya-
nad

Thot, Tvashta . . . . , . . . . . 65
Tiastanes, k. of Ozene or Ujjayini, identified

with Chastana . . . . . . . . , . 188
iical, tihalf Siamese silver coin 105 n 99 ;

used as gambling token . . . . . . 156
T'ien-tchou, India . . . . . . . . 130

Tilakabhatta, general , , . . . . 173 andn.

timah==itm . , , . . . . . . . 210

tin, the Malay medium of exchange, 209 ; par

value, 10 hati or 30 dollars, 129 ; recent rise

in price, 159 :—value per bahara, SIJ—40

dollars, 209, f. 57 rix dollars, 210 :—^ratio to

silver 4J to 1, 214 ; to 7J to 1, 213 n 72 ;

nominal ratio—10 to 10^ to 1 . . 213 n. 72

tin coins, Malay States, 183, f. ;—origin of

legends and designs on . . . . . , 118

tin curency (and money), Malay States, 85, ff. ;

origin of 120 :—tables and scales of 237, ff ;

—

Wilkinson’s table, 127 ; chiefs had no mono-

poly of casting . . . . . . . . . . 131

tin hat-money ; ratio to silver money is 1 : 7^ 91

tin ingot currency, see ingot currency :—table

of, 159 :—^specimens explained, 122 ; weights

of, 94:—in two forms on two concurrent scales,

96 :—history of, 97, f£., historical continuity

of, 99, table of, 97, f. :—scales of, 94, f.,

comparative, 98 ; West Coast (1000 cash to

dollar), 101, East Coast=:Dutch, 101, f. ;

Perak, 104, f.

;

French in 1770, 100 n. 66 ;

Chinese in 1409, 97 ; great viss in 1409, 97, in

1725, 98 ; profits in manipulating Dutch, 100,

native, 96 :—Junk Ceylon in 1676 and 1775,

97 : Tokopa (1775) 97 11, 63 old traders

valued one grain of silver (Malay) money as

=1 oz. merchandise, 98 n. 56:—ratio to silver

money 1 to lOi 96

tin money (Malay), Skeat’s scales of, 238, Laid-

law’s, 239 :— Albuquerque’s, 91 :— Taver-

nier’s, 91, his ratio to silver 1 to 5, 91 n. 35:

—

hat money, origin of . . . . ... . . 126

Tirujndnasambandar and the Jamas . . . . 307

Tirukkdlur, birth lolaoe of Madhurakavi 307, f.

Tirumangai, Vaishnava teacher , . 307, f,

Tiruttalisvara Temple, Madura dist., inscrips.

at 1G7, f.

titles, Kushana . . . . , . . . . . 136

to, of Burma, deer—weight, origin of, 117 f

;

specimens explained . . . . . . . . 123

tobacco pipe . . . . . . . . , , 300

tokens, gambling, used as money . . 165, f.

Tomara, Taihvar kings, and Chandana 58 and. n., 59

Toramana, k. 31, 247 and n., his stone inscrip.

B. Ms. 34 n,

tra (stamp)=:rcash, 101 n 74 :—a small round
piece of tin with a hole in the centre, 104 ;

tin holed cash, 1280 to the dollar, 181 :— mo-
dern tin coin, 183 :—copper coin, 32 to the

dollar, 181 :—tin coin (Kedah) 209 ; 1280 to
the dollar, 160 on a string, 209 :— rzzhMeri
in 104 n. 90
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tmtimaJif leader tin marked to give it ciir-

rency .
. ^

. . . , . . , . . , 181

Trailokyan^tlia Sudevajiiiavara, the Jina , . 42

Trenggaiiu Currency . . . . . . . . 101

Tribhuvaiiacha krabrathin, alias of Jat. Kulase-

Idiara II 108, 171

Tribhuvauachakravartliin KulasMdxaradeva . , 229

Tribliuvaiiachakravarti Para. Srt Vikrama,

P^dya H 224

Trikdyaetava, a Buddiiiyt hymn , . . . 240

Triliiigam, homo of Andhra Vishnu • . . . 276

Tripathagd, applied to the Ganges . . . . 174

Tulasl Ddsa, author of the ItCL7nacharitamanasa

1, 2, 4—18

Vaigai, riv., origin of . . . . . . 67, 69, 70

Vairisiiiiha, prince, Vairasi . . . . 267, f.

Vajlieshka, father of Kanishka II, 133, f., and
Vasishka . . . , . . . . . , 135

•mjm, fifteen . . . , . . . , . , 23

vajrayana, school of Buddhists. • . . 51, f.

Vdkataka, k., his copper-plate grant . . 160, f.

Vakpati, k., date 83 ; Vakpatird,ja . . 58, f.

Vakpati, poet .. .. 178, 249

valai, divine weapon . . . . . . 70—72

Vallabha, author . . , . . . . . 245 n.

VaMla, k., death of 186, 188

Valle Poussin, Prof. L. de la, and Buddhism

206, 241

Turkestan, E. expeditions to and explorations

in, B. Ms. 2, 3, 5, 7, 14, paper in 32 ; Gupta

script, etc —35

Tvasht^, Thot . . . . . . • • . . 65

Tvashtri . , . , • • • • • •

mhokhnia, word in Harishena’s panegyric of

Samudragupta . . . « • 173, f.

Udayagiri inscrips. 25 n., 27n., 28, 31. . B. Ms, 30

Uddharana, for Udharana . . . . 267, f.

Udydna, co., and the birch tree, B. Ms. 19, 31

and n., 33 n. 35

Ujjain, 195, f. ; 247, f., and the Sakas 279—281

;

stone inscrip. of Chaulukya Jayasimha . . 258

Ujjayanta, Urjayat . . . . • • • •

Ujjayini, Ozene . . . . • • • • 188 f,

XJkkald, Suvanaabhumi, Burma 38, Orissa . . 39

uhthya, fifteen . . . . • • • • . . 23

unit of ingot tin ourrenoy=dollar . . . . 90

Upamdi use of 243

Upanishad, quoted 34 37

upaTyupaTi-sauichayochclihrita, meaning of . . 174

TJrga-Pdndya, k 70

IJrjayat, Ujjayanta, Holy Mt., Girnar. . 188, 192

Ushavadatta, and the Brahmans 195 ; Saka,

Usabhadata 230 and n., Bishabhadatta . . 246

'lAia,—string of tin pieces (kati) . . • . 275 n. 14

utprekshd, use of , .
*

* • • • • 191, 243

lUsavas

Uttara, Buddhist apostle to Burma . . . . 39

Uttardyana, part of the year

uwang, see wang "

Vadamas, Brahmans . . • • • • 196, f.

Vadner, Vatanagara 207 identified with Vat-

anagarikH 269 n, two places of the name • • 270

Va4ugavali Andhrltpatha • . • • * *

vaidarhM Hti, verse style, of, 175, f. ; 188, 193 ;

or Vaidarbha . • . . • • • •

Vallisika, of the Abh6ne plates, perhaps

Balh^gdon or Vdrisi 270

Valmfki, author of the RdmiXyana . . 1—18

Vani, Vatanagarikd , . . . . . 269 andn.

Vardhamihira, author of the Brihat-Sani’hM

30 ; and the Mdlavas . . . . . • 200 ; 248

Vdrasi, Vallisika, BalhSg^on 270

Varman, and Gupta, suggested surnames of k.

Chandra . . . . . . . , . . 217

Varti^dnuprigsaa . . . , . . . , . , 191

Varuna, G. 19, 36 ; and Madura . . . . 70

Vasco da Gama, report on tin money, confused

by editors . . . . . . . . 110 n 21

VUsishka, Vajhe^ka, father of Kanishka II 133-136

V^sishtha, astronomer . . . . . , . . 248

Vasu, Babu Kagendra Kath, on k. Chandra 217, f

.

Vasubandhu or Asahga, , . . • . . 248 and n,

Vasudatt^, wife of Samudradatta . • • . 152

Vdsudeva, g. .» .. .. .. 161

Vasudeva, K., date of 134, 136, or Po-t*iao

137 ; 246

Vasugupta, ^Jaiva teacher . . , . . . 271

V^sula, inscrip. of . . . , . . . . 31

Vasumitr^, wife of Samudradatta . , . . 152

Vatanagara, vil,, Vadner 207, and Vani, Vatan-

agarikd . . . . . . . . 269 and n, 270

Vatsabhafcfci, his Mandasor praiasti 31, f. ; 137.

—144, 146, f., 175, 244, f.

Vatsyayana, his K^inasCitra and the Comment-

ary Ja2^a??iafisra2d .. .. 202, f.

Vatteluttu inscrip, , . . . . . . . 307

vdyu, wind . . . . 73

Fedas, the, and the Bravidians, etc. 77, 79,

80 and n., 81

divine weapon •• •• .. 70,72

Vellala, caste , . . . , . - . 71, f.

Vengij Pedda Vc*gi, Andliranagaram . . . . 281

V^hgir^shtram, modern Ellore , . . . . . 281

vichaima, word in Haiishena's panegyric of

Samudragupta . • • • • • • • . . 174

Vidarblia, Behar, ijoetic school of . . 29, 244
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vidvas, hudha or Jccwi . . . . . . . . 178

viece, see viss 89, 97 n 55

Vighna, Buddhist missionary . . . . 266 n.

Vigrahar^ja, his Harsha stone inscrip. . .
57—64

Vijaya, Vijayapala, 83 ;
Vijayachandra . . 84

Vikat^, statue, 57 and Hidimb^ . . • • 58

Vikrama, and Malava era, . . 31 ; 163 ; 247

Vikramaditya, Chandragupta IX 30 ; 244, 247, f.

Viiivdyakura, I and IL, Andhra kings 279

and n., 280

vimana, word in Asoka edict 25, 26 and u.,

vimdm^

Viniam-vatthu, Pali work 26

Vindhya Mts., and Agastya 194 j
home of the

Indhras 277, 278 n., 281

Vira Pdnijya k., Maravarman . . 164 and n., 1,70

Vtrasena’s cave inscrip 31

Vlrasena, poet 143

visha^hany^ ‘ poisonous girl ’
. . . . • • 265

VishdpaMrastotra, a work by Dhanamjaya . . 42

Vishnu, g. 20, f. ; at Dondra 41 ; 68 ; and k.

Chandra . . • • • • * • 217, 219»h.

Vishnudharma (plural) poem by Bhasa, or

Vklinudharmottara, two works of the name .
.

,53

Vishnuvardhana, his inscriptions 31 ; 163 j

Yasodharman . . 247 and n.

viss, standard of Far Eastern avoirdupois

weight, 95 :—of commerce=:56 oz,, 90,r=:3i

lbs., 89:—great,=1J and 1J viss, also a stand- i

ard of tin weight, 95,=54- lbs., 130 n 7 ; =:10

small Patah, 90: = double tali, 94 :— in hat

money= J dollar or 780 grs,,= 25 cents 86:

—

=lialf dollar in Pegu in 1567 and 1585, 107:

—

of base coins^^a penny in Chittagong

in 1567, 107

Visvimitra, ancestor of the Andhras . . . . 27*7

Visvarhpa, an ascetic , . . . . . . . 59

ViSvavarman, K. 31 ; 138, 144 ; inscrip, of 161

163; 218

Vivasval, the Illuminator . . , • . . 141

Vrishadam^aka, meaning of . . * , . .

.

VTitra, demon 20—23 ; or VTitr^sura 1 . 65, t, 75,f,

Vyasa, rival of Bhdsa ..53

^an^mall change- -86 n. '5,=eopper change

157 : —a gold weight

=

^ mas, mace . . . <# 157

wang, a coin 213 ; small silver, 2ll=zstijver=z *

4 doits, 105 n. 98‘ f— copper=:2J cents 1,56, . *

f ;—money of account 238 n 92,=: 2 cents. 86 n^«S

wang, currency,=-2- buaya, 90,=36 hoping, cash,

127 :— of inconstant value 127

wang baharu, new wang, a coin, 213 :— silver=

cents, 85, 156, l6S:=:duhbeltje=z2d., 156, f,

:—copper, 85, 86 n 5, 238 n. 94 :— money of

aecount=5 duit=2|- cents . . . , 105 n 98 ^

Wardak base inscrip. . . , . . . . . 135

weavers, of silk in Dasapura—^Mandasor 138,

143, f. 147

Weber, collection of Mss., B. Ms., 2 and 11., 6

and n., 7—9, 11, f., 14—16, 32, f.

weight standards, oriental, origin of . , . . 120

weights, animal, of Burma, specimens explain-

ed. 122, f.

weights, Malay, in 1701 Bowrey’s tables 212 f.

Wellesley, Prov., inscrips, from . . . . 41

West coast (Malay) currency , . . . 101, ff,

wheel, chakra B. Ms. 38, f., 41

White Huns and Hunas . . . . . . . . 249

widow marriage, among the Dahiyas . . . . 268

Willen, Lodewijckpz, History of Dutch Naviga-

tion to the East . . . . 1609, 214, f£.

. yajnopavtta, a symbol . . . . . . . . 197

Yamunai-thuraivar, Alavandar . . . . 196

Yasamitra, Yasdinitra, name . . . . B. Ms. 29

Yasodhara, reputed author of the Commentary

Jayamangala . . . . 202

Yasodharman,—Vishnu-vardhana, k. 31; 199

;

266 n.; and Mihirakula 247 and n. ; B. Ms. 27

Yasovarmaii, k., of Kanauj 249 ; of Mdlwd, and

^
Jayasimha . . . . 258

yavdgH, gruels, B. Ms. 41

Yavanas, a people 249

Ysamotika, father of Chashtana . . . , 189

Yuddhakdn^ a, a work by Tulasi Ddsa . . 1 5—18

Yue-tchi, 136 ; Ta-Yiie-clii 137

"Yuwan Chwang, Chinese pilgrim and Pdtali-

putra ..265n.

Zabedj, kingdom in S. and E. of Malacca, and

Kalah 40

Zeda inscrip 134

Zohak, of Pehlevi, tradition . . . . . . 69
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